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PREFATORY NOTE TO THE PRESENT EDITION.

In preparing this new edition, I have incorporated all

the additions and alterations which are introduced in the

fourth edition of the German ;
* some of which, especially

in the first volume, are of considerable importance, such as

the fuller view given of the constitution and functions of

the senate, the earlier paragraphs of the chapter on Re-

ligion, and the note on the history of the Greek alphabet at

p. 281. I have also embraced the opportunity of correct-

ing various errors of my own or of the printer, that had

formerly escaped notice ; and I have subjected the transla-

tion particularly in the earlier portion to careful revision,

so as to make the rendering more accurate and consistent,

and in not a few instances, I trust, more idiomatic.

Glasgow College, October, 1868.

* In the ffth edition of the first volume, which Dr. Mommsen has re-

cently sent to me, he has made no change of any moment, except the in-

sertion of a note on the newly discovered inscription of iEmiliusPaulhis,

which will be found at the end of Vol. II. of the English edition.





PEEFACE

FIRST ENGLISH EDITION.

Dr. Theodor Mommsen's researches into the languages,

laws, and institutions of ancient Rome and Italy are now

so well known and appreciated by the best scholars of this

country, that it may seem presumptuous on my part to

step forward for the purpose of introducing his work on

Roman history to the English public. I should indeed

have been glad to leave this duty to others, or have allowed

the book to take its own chance, feeling quite sure that no

words of mine are likely to attract readers, and that the

work itself, in its English garb, will become as popular in

this country as it is in the land of its birth. But several

years ago I was applied to by more than one enthusiastic

admirer of Dr. Momrasen in Germany to do something

towards making his History of Rome known in this coun-

try, and a repeated perusal of the German original led me

to the conviction that its author richly deserved the admi-

ration of his countrymen. I accordingly felt it both a duty

and a pleasure, some years back, to prevail upon my friend,

Mr. George Robertson, to give to the public at least a

specimen of the book, in an English translation of the first,

or introductory chapters, on the early inhabitants of Italy

—a subject on which no man is better entitled to be lis-

tened to with respect and attention than Dr. Mommsen.

The specimen which was then published would, I hoped,
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create a desire for the M'holo work, and in this hope I have

not been disappointed. The result is the present transla-

tion
J
of its merits it docs not become me to speak in this

place. But I may be permitted to remark that, unlike the

common run of translations from the German, it was un-

dertaken by Mr. Dickson entirely as a labour of love, and

that his sole object has been to lay before his countrymen a

masterwork of a foreign literature, and to spare no trouble

to do justice to its author.

Here my functions might cease, and I might safely

leave the book to tell its own tale ; but for the younger

generation of students I would fain venture to add one or

two observations on the relation in which Mommsen's work

stands to its predecessors, and especially to Niebuhr, for he

himself scarcely ever enters into any controversial discus-

sions with those who have laboured before him in the same

field, and whose names he in fact hardly ever mentions. In

regard to this point it ought to be borne in mind that Dr.

Mommsen's work, though the production of a man of most

profound and extensive learning and knowledge of the

world, is not so much designed for the professional scholar

as for intelligent readers of all classes, who take an interest

in the history of bygone ages, and are inclined there to seek

information that may guide them safely through the per-

plexing mazes of modern history. Much that, could not

but be obscure and unintelligible in the days of Niebuhr

has since been made clear by the more extended researches

of numerous scholars in this and other countries ; many

mistakes unavoidable to the first inquirers have been recti-

fied; and many an hypothesis has been proved to be with-

out solid foundation ; but with all this the main results

arrived at by the inquiries of Niebuhr, such as his views of

the ancient population of Rome, tlie origin of the Plebs, the
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relation between the patricians and plebeians, the real na-

ture of the ager publicus, and many other points of inter-

est, have been acknowledged by all his successors, and how-

ever much some of them may be inclined to cavil at par-

ticular opinions, it must be owned that the main pillars of

his grand structure are still unshaken, and are as such tacit-

ly acknowledged by Dr. Mommsen, who in the present

work has. incorporated all that later researches have brought

to light in the history not only of Eome, but of all other

nations which in the course of time became subject to the

City of the Seven Hills. Many points no doubt are still

matters of mere conjecture, and Dr. Mommsen has nothing

to offer in such cases but theories ; but whatever ultimately

their value may be found to be, they are at all events evi-

dences of progress, and will act as a stimulus to the stu-

dents of our days as did the views of Niebuhr to his con-

temporaries half a century ago.

L. SciIMITZ.

Edinbukgh, December, 1861.

1*



PEEFATORY K'OTE BY THE TRAIN'SLATOR,

TO THE FIRST EDITION.

In requesting English scholars to receive -with indul-

gence this first portion of a translation of Dr. Mommsen's
" Romisehe Geschiehte," I am somewhat in the position of

Albinus ; wlio, when appealing to his readers to pardon the

imperfections of the Roman History which he had written

in indifferent Greek, was met by Ctito with the rejoinder

that he was not compelled to write at all—that, if the Ara-

phictyonic Council had laid their commands on him, the

case would have been different—but that it was quite out

of place to ask the indulgence of his readers when his task

had been self-imposed. I may state, however, that I did

not undertake this task, until I had sought to ascertain

whether it was likely to be taken up by any one more

qualified to do justice to it. When Dr. Mommsen's work

accidentally came into my hands some years after its first

appearance, and revived my interest in studies which I had

long laid aside for others more strictly professional, I had

little doubt that its merits would have already attracted

sufficient attention amidst the learned leisure of Oxford to

induce some of her great scholars to clothe it in an English

dress. But it appeared on inquiry that,'whilo there was a

great desire to see it translated, and the purpose of trans-

lating it had been entertained in more quarters than one,

the projects had from various causes miscarried. Mr.
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George Robertson puLlished an excellent translation (to

which, so far as it goes, I desire to acknowledge my obliga-

tions) of the introductory chapters on the early inhabitants

of Italy ; but other studies and engagements did not per-

mit him to proceed with it. I accordingly requested and

obtained Dr, Mommscn's permission to translate his work.

The translation has been prepared from the third edition

of the original, published in the spring of the present year

at Berlin. The sheets have been transmitted to Dr. Monim-

sen, who has kindly communicated to me such suggestions

as occurred to him. I have thus been enabled, more . espe-

cially in the first volume, to correct those passages where I

had misapprehended or failed to express the author's m^ean-

ing, and to incorporate in the English work various addi-

tions and corrections which do not appear in the original.

The author has also furnished me with some interesting

notes, such as that on the Servian census at page 95, that

on the word vates at page 240, and that on Appius Claudius

at page 292.* With reference to the latter I have inserted

in an appendix Dr. Mommsen's more matured views as

embodied by him in a paper on the Patrician Claudii re-

cently read before the Prussian Academy. The note at

page 442,f on the treaties with Carthage, has been extract-

ed from the author's work on Roman Clu-onology—a book

which, in addition to its intrinsic merits, derives a peculiar

interest from the fact, that it is written in friendly contro-

versy with the author's own brother.

In executing the translation I have endeavoured to fol-

* [TIio note on the Servian census has been preserved at p. 133, al-

though not quite consistent with Dr. Mommsen's later view in vol. ii. p.

; that on the word vates at p. 305 has been considerably modified

;

and the view given in the note on Appius Claudius has now been eui-

bodied in the text.]

f [Nov/ given in Appendix II.]
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low the original as closely as is consistent with a due re-

gard to the difference of idiom. Many of our translations

from the German are so literal as to reproduce the very

order of the German sentence, so that they are, if not alto-

gether unintelligible to the English reader, at least far from

readable, while others deviate so entirely from the foi-m of

the original as to be no longer translations in the proper

sense of the term. I have sought to pursue a middle

course between a mere literal translation, which would be

repulsive, and a loose paraphrase, which would be in the

case of such a work peculiarly unsatisfactory. Those who

are most conversant with the difficulties of such a task will

probably be the most willing to show forbearance towards

the shortcomings of my performance, and in particular

towards the too numerous traces of the German idiom,

which, on glancing over the sheets, I find it still to retain.

The reader may perhaps be startled by the occurrence

now and then of modes of expression more familiar and

colloquial than is usually the case in historical works.

This, however, is a characteristic feature of the original, to

which in fact it owes not a little of its charm. Dr. Momm-
sen often uses expressions that are not to be found in the

dictionary, and he freely takes advantage of the unlimited

facilities afforded by the German language for the coinage

or the combination of words. I have not unfrequently, in

deference to his wishes, used such combinations as " Cartha-

gino-Sicilian," " Romano-Hellenic," &;c., although less con-

genial to our English idiom, for the sake of avoiding longer

periphrases.

In Dr. Mommscn's book, as in every other German

work that has occasion to touch on abstract matters, there

occur sentences couched in a peculiar terminology and not

very susceptible of translation. There are one or two sen-
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tences of this sort, more especially in the chapter on Re-

ligion in the 1st volume, and in the critique of Euripides in

the last chapter of the 2nd volume, as to which I am not

very confident that I have seized or succeeded in expressing

the meaning. In these cases I have translated literally.

In the spelling of proper names I have generally adopt-

ed the Latin orthography as more familiar to scholars in

this country, except in cases where the spelling adopted by

Dr. Mommsen is marked by any special peculiarity. At

the same time entire uniformity in this respect has not been

aimed at.

I have ventured in various instances to break up the

paragraphs of the original and to furnish them with addi-

tional marginal headings, and have carried out more fully

the notation of the years b.c. on the margin.

Two more volumes of still deeper interest bi'ing down

the history to the fixll of the Republic. Dr. Mommsen has

expressed his intention of resuming the work and narrating

the History of the Empire. But the execution of this plan

has been suspended owing to his other engagements. He
is at present occupied, under the auspices of the Prussian

Academy of Sciences, in editing a great collection of Latin

Inscriptions—a field of labour which he has made pecu-

liarly his own.

It is due to Dr. Schmitz, who has kindly encouraged me
in this undertaking, that I should state that I alone am re-

sponsible for the execution of the translation. Whatever

may be thought of it in other respects, I venture to hope

that it may convey to the English reader a tolerably accu-

rate impression of the contents and general spirit of the

book.

William P. Dickson.

Manse of Cameron, St. Andrews, December, 1861.



EXTKACT FEOM DE. MOMMSEN'S
PEEFACE.

The Varronian coinputation by years of the City is re-

rained in the text ; the figures on the margin indicate the

coi-responding year before the birth of Christ.

In calculating the corresponding years, the year 1 of the

City has been assumed as identictil with the year 753 B.C.,

and with Olymp. G, 4 ; although, if we take into account

the circumstance that the Roman solar year began with the

1st day of March, and the Greek with the 1st day of July,

the year 1 of the City would according to more exact cal-

culation correspond to the last ten months of 753 and the

first two months of 752 b.c, and to the last four months

of 01. G, 3 and the first eight of 01. G, 4.

The Roman and Greek money has uniformly been com-

muted on the basis of assuming the libral as and sestertius,

and the denarius and Attic drachma, respectively as equal,

and taking for all sums above 100 denarii the present value

in gold, and for all sums under 100 denarii the present

value in silver, of the corresponding weight. The Roman

pound (= 327-45 grammes) of gold, equal to 4000 sesterces,

has thus, according to the ratio of gold to silver 1 : 15"5,

been reckoned at 304J Prussian thalers [about £43], and

the denarius, according to the value of silver, at 7 Prussian

groschen [about Sf/.].*

Kicpert's map will give a clearer idea of the military

consolidation of Italy than can be conveyed by any descrip-

tion.

* [I have deemed it, in general, sufScieut to give the value of the Eo-

man money approximately iu round numbers, assuming for th:it purpose

100 sestercfS as equivalent to £1.

—

Tr.]
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

The Mediterranean Sea with its various branches, pene-

trating flir into the great Continent, forms the
Ancient Lis-

largest gulf of the ocean, and, alternately nar-

rowed by islands or projections of the land and

expanding to considerable breadth, at once separates and

connects the three divisions of the Old World. The shores

of this inland sea were in ancient times peopled by vari-

ous nations belonging in an ethnographical and philological

point of view to different races, but constituting in their

historical aspect one whole. This Iiistoric whole has been

usually, but not very appropriately, entitled the history of

the ancient world. It is in reality the history of civiliza-

tion among the Mediterranean nations ; and, as it passes

before us in its successive stages, it presents four great

phases of development—the history of the Coptic or Egyp-
tian stock dwelling on the southern shore, the history of

the Aramaean or Syrian nation which occupied the east

coast and extended into the interior of Asia as fir as the

EujDhratcs and Tigris, and the histories of the twin-peoples,

the Hellenes and Italians, who received as their heritage the

countries on the European shore. Each of these histories

was in its eai-lier stages connected with other regions and

with other cycles of historical evolutictn ; but each soon en-

tered on its ov/n distinctive career. The surrounding nations

of alien or even of kindred extraction—the Berbers and

Negroes of Africa, the Arabs, Persians, and Indians of

Asia, the Celtsjjand Germans of Europe—came into mani-

fold contact wRh the peoples inhabiting the borders of the

Mediterranean, but they neither imparted unto them nor

received from them any influences exercising decisive effect
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on their respective destinies. So far, therefore, as cycles

of culture admit of demarcation at all, the cycle which has

its culminating points denoted by the names Thebes, Car-

thage, Athens, and Rome, may be regarded as an unity.

The four nations represented by these names, after each of

them had attained in a path of its own a peculiar and noble

civilization, mingled with one another in the most varied .

relations of reciprocal intercourse, and skilfully elaborated

and richly developed all the elements of human nature.

At length their cycle was accomplished. New peoples who
hitherto had only laved the territories of the states of the

Mediterranean, as waves lave the beach, overflowed both its

shores, severed the history of its south coast from that of

the north, and transferred the centre of civilization from the

Mediterranean to the Atlantic Ocean. The distinction be-

tween ancient and modern history, therefore, is no mere
accident, nor yet a mere matter of chronological conve-

nience. What is called modern history is in reality the

formation of a new cycle of culture, connected in several

stages of its development with the perishing or perished

civilization of the Mediterranean states, as this was connect-

ed with the primitive civilization of the Indo-Germmiic

stock, but destined, like the earlier cycle, to traverse an

orbit of its own. It too is destined to experience in full

measure the vicissitudes of national weal and woe, the pe-

riods of growth, of maturity, and of age, the blessedness

of creative effort in religion, polity, and art, the comfort of

enjoying the material and intellectual acqiiisitions which it

has won, perhaps also, some day, the decay of productive

power in the satiety of contentment with the goal attained.

And yet this goal will only be temporary : the grandest

system of civilization has its orbit, and may complete its

course; but not so the human race, to which, just when it

seems to have reached its goal, the old task is ever set anew
with a wider range and with a deeper meaning.

Our aim is to exhibit the last act of this great historical

drama, to relate the ancient history of the cei>
Italv. 1.1 • /. ,

tral peninsula projecting from the northern
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continent into the Mediterranean. It is formed by the

mountain-system of the Apennines branching off in a south-

ern direction from the western Alps. The Apennines take

in the first instance a south-eastern course between the

broader gulf of the Mediterranean on the west, and the

naiTow one on the east; and in the close vicinity of the

latter they attain their greatest elevation, which, however,

scarce reaches the line of perpetual snow, in the Abruzzi.

From the Abruzzi the chain continues in a southern direc-

tion, at first undivided and of considerable height ; after a

depression which forms a hill-country, it splits into a some-

what flattened succession of heights towards the south-east

and a more rugged chain towards the south, and in both

directions terminates in the formation of narrow peninsulas.

The flat country on the north, extending between the

Alps and the Apennines as for down as the Abruzzi, does

not belong geographically, nor until a very late period even

historically, to the southern land of mountain and hill, the

Italy whose history is here to engage our attention. It wat^

not till the seventh century of the city that the coast-district

from Sinigaglia to Rimini, and not till the eighth that the

basin of the Po, became incorj)orated with Italy. The an-

cient boundary of Italy on the north was not tiie Alps but

the Apennines. This mountain-system nowhere rises ab-

ruptly into a precipitous chain, but, spreading broadly over

the land and enclosing many valleys and table-lands con-

nected by easy passes, presents conditions which well adapt

it to become the settlement of man. Still more suitable in

this respect are the adjacent slopes and tlic coast-districts

on the east, south, and west. On the east coast the plain

of Apulia, shut in towards the north by the mountain-block

of the Abruzzi and only broken by the steep isolated ridge

of Garganus, stretches in an uniform level with but a scan-

ty development of coast and stream. On the south coast,

between the two peninsulas in which the Apennines termi-

nate, extensive lowlands, poorly provided with harbours but

well watered and fertile, adjoin the hill-country of the inte-

rior. The west coast presents n far-stretching domain in-
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tersected by considerable streams, in particular by the

Tiber, and shaped by the action of the waves and of the

once numerous volcanoes into manifold variety of hill and

valley, harbour and island. Here the regions of Etruria,

Latiuni, and Campania form the very flower of the land of

Italy. South of Campania, the land m front of the moun-
tains gradually diminishes, and the Tyrrhenian Sea almost

washes their base. Moreover, as the Peloponnesus is at-

tached to Greece, so the island of Sicily is attached to Italy

—^the largest and fairest isle of the Mediterranean, having

a mountainous and partly desert interior, but girt, espe-

cially on the east and south, by a broad belt of the finest

coast-land, mainly the result of volcanic action. Geograph-

ically the Sicilian mountains are a continuation of the

Apennines, hardly interrupted by the narrow "rent"

{'Pr'ffiof) of the straits ; and in its historical relations Sicily

was in earlier times quite as decidedly a part of Italy as

the Peloponnesus was of Greece,—a field for the struggles

of the same races, and the seat of a similar superior civili-

zation.

The Italian peninsula resembles the Grecian in the tem-

perate climate and wholesome air that prevail on the hills

of moderate height, and on the whole, also, in the valleys

and plains. In development of coast it is inferior ; it

wants, in particular, the island-studded sea whicli made the

Hellenes a seafaring nation. Italy on the other hand excels

its neighbour in the rich alluvial plains and the fertile and

grassy mountain-slopes, which are requisite for agriculture

and the rearing of cattle. Like Greece, it is a noble land

which calls forth and rewards the energies of man, opening

up alike for restless adventure the way to distant lands and

for quiet exertion modes of peaceful gain at home.

But, while the Grecian peninsula is turned towards the

east, tlie Italian is turned towards the west. As the coasts

of Epirus and Acarnania had but a subordinate importance

in the case of Hellas, so had the Apulian and Messapian

coasts in that of Italy ; and, while the regions on which the

historical development of Greece has been mainly dependent
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—Attica and Macedonia—look to the east, Etruria, Latium

and Campania look to the west. In this way the two pe-

ninsulas, so close neighbours and almost sisters, stand as it

were averted from each other. Although the naked eye

can discern from Otranto the Acroceraunian mountains, the

Italians and Hellenes came into earlier and closer contact

on every other pathway rather than on the nearest across

the Adriatic Sea. In their instance, as has happened so

often, the historical vocation of the nations was prefigured

in the relations of the ground which they occupied ; the

two great stocks, on which the civilization of the ancient

world grew, threw their shadow as well as their seed, the

one towards the east, the other towards the west.

We intend here to" relate the history of Italy, not sim-

itaiian his- pIy the history of the city of Rome. Although,
*°''^'

in the formal sense of political law, it was the

civic community of Rome which gained the sovereignty

first of Italy and then of the world, such a view cannot be

held to express the higher and real meaning of history.

What has been called the subjugation of Italy by the Ro-

mans appears rather, w-hen viewed in its true light, as the

consolidation into an united state of the whole Italian stock

—a stock of which the Romans Y/ere doubtless the most

powerful branch, but still were a branch only.

The history of Italy falls into two main sections: (1)

its internal history down to its union under the leadership

of the Latin stock, and (2) the history of its sovereignty

over the world. Under the first section, which will occupy

the first two books, we shall have to set forth the settle-

ment of the Italian stock in the peninsula ; the imperilling

of its national and political existence, and its partial subju-

gation, by nations of other descent and older civilization,

Greeks and Etruscans ; the rebellion of the Italians against

the strangers, and the annihilation or subjection of the lat-

ter ; finally, the struggles between the two chief 'Italian

stocks, the Latins and the Samnitcs, for the hegemony of

the peninsula, and the victory of the Latins at the end of

the fourth century before the birth of Christ—or of the
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fifth century of the city. The second section opens with

the Punic wars ; it embraces the rapid extension of the do-

minion of Rome up to and beyond the natural boundaries

of Italy, the long status quo of the imperial period, and the

collapse of the mighty empire. These events will be nar-

rated in the third and followina books.



CHAPTER II.

THE EARLIEST MIGRATIONS INTO ITALY.

We have no information, not even a tradition, concern-

„ . ... ing the first migration of the human race into

races of Italy. It was the universal belief of antiquity

that in Italy, as well as elsewhere, the first popu-

lation had sprung from the soil. We leave it to the prov-

ince of the naturalist to decide the question of the origin of

different races, and of the influence of climate in producing

their diversities. In a historical point of view it is neither

possible, nor is it of any importance, to determine whether

the oldest recorded population of a country were autocli-

thones or immigrants. But it is incumbent on the histori-

cal inquirer to bring to light the successive strata of popu-

lation in the country of which he treats, in order to trace,

from as remote an epoch as possible, the gradual progress

of civilization to more perfect forms, and the suppression

of races less capable of, or less advanced in, culture by na-

tions of higher standing.

Italy is singularly poor in memorials of the primitive

period, and presents in this respect a remarkable contrast

to other fields of civilization. The results of Germanic an-

tiquarian research lead to the conclusion that in England,

France, the North of Gei-many and Scandinavia, before the

settlement of the Indo-Gerinans in those lands, there must

have dwelt, or rather roamed, a people, perhaps of Mongo-

lian race, gaining their subsistence by hunting and fishing,

making their implements of stone, clay, or bones, adorning

themselves with the teeth of animals and with amber, but

unacquainted with agriculture and the use of the metals.

In India, in like manner, the Indo-Germanic settlers were
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preceded by a dark-coloured population loss susceptible of

culture. But in Italy we neither meet with fragments of a

supplanted nation, such as the Finns and Lapps in the

Celto-Germanic domain and the black tribes in the Indian

mountains ; nor have any remains of an extinct primitive

people been hitherto pointed out there, such as appear to

be revealed in the peculiarly-formed skeletons, the places

of assembling, and the burial mounds of what is called the

stone-period of Germanic antiquity. Nothing has hitherto

been brought to light to warrant the supposition that man-

'kind existed in Italy at a period anterior to the knowledge

of agriculture and of the smelting of the metals ; and if the

human race ever within the bounds of Italy really occupied^

the level of that primitive stage of culture which we aro*.

accustomed to call the savage state, every trace of such a-"

fact has disappeared.
"

^-^^^

Individual tribes, or in othersWQrcls, races or stocks, are

the' constituent elements of the earliest history. Among
the stocks which in later times we meet with in Italy, the

immigration of some, of the' Hellenes for instance, and the

denationalization of others, such as the Bruttians and the

inhabitants of the Sabine territory, are historically attested.

Setting aside both these classes, there remain a number of

stocks whose wanderings can no longer be traced by means

of historical testimony, but pnly by a priori inference, and

whose nationality cannot be shown to have undergone any

radical change from external causes. To establish the na-

tional individuality of these is the first aim of our inquiry.

In such an inquiry had we nothing? to fall back upon but the

chaotic mass of names of tribes and the confusion of what

professes to be historical tradition, the task might well be

abandoned as hopeless. The conventionally-received tradi-

tion, which assumes the name of history, is composed of a

few serviceable notices by civilized travellers, and a mass

of mostly worthless legends, which have usually been com-

bined with little discrimination of the true character either

of legend or of history. But there is another source of

tradition to which we may resort, and which yields infer-
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mation fragmentary but authentic ; we mean the indigenous

languages of the stocks settled in Italy from time immemo-
rial. These languages, which have grown with the growth

of the peoples themselves, have had the stamp of their

process of growth impressed upon them too deeply to be

wholly eflficed by subsequent civilization. One only of the

Italian languages is known to us completely ; but the re-

mains which have been preserved of several of the others

are sufficient to afford ar-basis for historical inquiry regard-

ing the existence, and the degrees, of family relationship

among the several languages and peoples.

In this way philological research teaches us to distin-

guish three primitive Italian stocks, the lapygian, the Etrus-

can, and that which we shall call the Italianr The last is

divided into two main branches,—the Latin branch, and

that to which the uialc(its of the Umbri, Marsi, Volsci, and

Samnites belong.

As to the lapygian stock, we have but little informa-

tion. At the south-eastern extremity of Italy,
lapygians.

. ^, -., . • /-. i i • . , . .m the Messapian or Lalabrian penmsula, inscrip-

tions in a peculiar extinct language * have been found in

considerable numbers7~irfi3bubtedly remains of the dialect

of the lapygians, who are very distinctly pronounced by

tradition also to have been different from the Latin and

Samnite stocks. Stirtmftents-deserving of credit and numer-

ous indications ferd'To^he conclusion that the same lan-

guage and the sarrTe'stock were indigenous also in Apulia.

What we at present know of this people suffices to show

clearly that thf^v were f^j^^tjm^ from Jjieothc^i! Ital^ians. but

does not suffice to determine what position should be as-

signed to them and to their language in the history of the

human race. The inscriptions have not yet been, and it is

scarcely to be expected that they ever will be, deciphered.

The genitive forms, aihi and ihi, corresponding to the San-

scrit asya and the Greek oio, appear to indicate that the dia-

* Some of the epitaphs may give us an idea of its sound ; as eeoforas

artahiaihi bennnrrihino and dazihonas platorrihi bnllihi.
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lect belongs to the Indo-Germanic family. Other indica-

tions, such as the use of the aspirated consonants and the

avoiding of the letters m and t as terminal sounds, show-

chat this lapygian dialect was essentially different from the

Italian and corresponded in some respects to the Greek dia-

lects. The supposition of an especially close affinity be-

tween the lapygian nation and the Hellenes finds further

support in the frequent occurrence of the names of Greek

divinities in the inscriptions, and in the surprising facility

with which that people became Hcllenized, presenting a

striking contrast to the shyness in this respect of the other

Italian nations. Apulia, which in the time of

Timaeus (400 u. c.) w'as still described as a bar-

barous land, had in the sixth century of the city become a

province thoroughly Greek, although no direct colonization

from Greece had taken place ; and even among the ruder

stock of the Messapii there are various indications of a

similar tendency. With the recognition of such a general

family relationship or peculiar affinity between the lapy-

gians and Hellenes (a recognition, however, which by no
means goes so far as to warrant our taking the lapygian

language to be a rude dialect of Greek), investigation must
rest content, at least in the mean time, until some more
definite and better assured result be attainable.* The lack

of information, however, is not much felt ; for this race,

already on the decline at the period when our history be-

gins, comes before us only when it is giving way and dis-

* The hypothesis has been put forward of an affinity between the

lapygian language ancTlhe'moclern Albanian ; based, however, on points

of linguistic comparison that are but little satisfactory in any case, and

least of all where a fact of such importance is involved. Should this re-

lationship be confirmed, and should the Albanians on the other hand

—

a race also Indo-Germanic and on a par with the Hellenic and Italian

races—be really a remnant of that Helleno-barbaric nationality traces

of which occur throughout all Greece and especially in the northern

provinces, tlie nation that preceded the Hellenes would be demonstrated

as identical with that which preceded the Italians. Still the inference

would not immediately follow that the lapygian immigration to Italy

had taken place across the Adriatic Sea.
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appearing. The character of the lapygian people little ca-

pable of resistance, easily merging into other nationalities,

agrees well with the hypothesis, to which their geographical

position adds probability, that they were the oldest immi-

grants or the historical autochthones of Ilaly. There can

be no doubt that all the jfc-imitive migrations of nations

took place by land ; espg^lTOy such as were directed towards

Italy, the coast of which Avas accessible by sea only to skil-

ful sailors and on that account was still in Homer's time

wholly unknown to the Hellenes. But if the earlier set-

tlers came over the Apennines, then, as the geologist infers

the origin of mountains from their stratification, the histori-

cal inquirer may hazard the conjecture tlmt the stocks

pushed furthest towards the south were the oldest inhabit-

ants of Italy : and it is just at its extreme south-eastern

verge that we meet with tlie lapygian nation.

The middle of the peninsula was inhabited, as far back

as reliable tradition reaches, by two peoples or

rather two branches of the same people, whose

position in the Indo-Germanic family admits of being deter-

mined with greater precision than that of the lapygian na-

tion. We may with propriety call this people the Italian,

since upon it rests the historical significance of the penin-

sula. It is divided into the two branch-stocks of the Latins

and the Umbrians ; the latter including their southern off-

shoots, the Marsians and Samnites, and the colonies sent

forth by the Samnites in historical times. The philological

analysis of the idioms of these stocks has shown that they

together constitute a link in the Indo-Germanic chain of lan-

guages, and that the epoch in which they still formed an

unity is a comparatively late one. In their system of

sounds there appears the peculiar spirant /, in the use of

which they agree with the Etruscans, but decidedly differ

from all Hellenic and Helleno-barbaric races as well as

from the Sanscrit itself. The aspirates, again, which are

retained by the Greeks throughout, and the harsher of them

also by the Etruscans, were originally foreign to the Ital-

ians, and are represented among them by one of their ele-
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ments—either by the media, or by the breathing alone /or
h. The finer spirants, s, w, j, -which the Greeks dispense

M'ith as much as possible, have been retained in the Italian

languages almost unimpaired, and have been in some in-

stances still further developed. The throwing back of the

accent and the consequent desfefuction of terminations are

common to the Italians with s(m^^jpreek stocks and with

the Etruscans ; but among the Italians this vt^as done to a

greater extent than among the former, and to a lesser ex-

tent than among the latter. The excessive disorder of the

terminations in the Umbrian certainly had no foundation in

the original spirit of the language, but was a corruption of

later date, which appcju-ed in a similar although Aveakcr ten-

dency also at Rome. Accordingly m the Italian languages

short vowels are regularly dropped in the final sound, long

ones frequently : the concluding consonants, on the other

hand, have been tenaciously retained in the Latin and still

more so in the Samnite ; 'while the Umbrian drops even

these. In comiection with this we find that the middle voice

has left but slight traces in the Italian languages, and a pe-

culiar passive formed by the addition of r takes its place
;

and further that the majority of the tenses arc formed by

composition with the roots es and fu, while the richer ter-

minational system of the Greeks along with the augment

enables them for the most part to dispense with auxiliary

verbs. While the Italian languages, like the Aeolic dialect,

gave up the dual, "thcy—fetatned universally the" ablative

which the Greeks lost, and for the most part also the loca-

tive^ The rigorous logic of tlie Italians appears to have

taken offence at the splitting of the idea of plurality into

that of duality and of multitude ; while they have contin-

ued with much precision to express the relati(jns of words

by inflections. A feature peculiarly Italian, and unknown

even to the Sanscrit, is the mode of imparting a substan-

tive character to the verb by gerunds and 'supines,—a pro-

cess carried out more completely here than in any other

language.

These examples selected from a great abundance of
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Relation of malogous phenomena suffice to establish the in-

to the^
^"^^^

dividuality of the Italian stock as distinguished
^^^ * from the other members of the Indo-Gcrmanic

family, and at the same time show it to be linguistically 1'

the nearest relative, as it is geographically the next neigh-

bour, of the' Greek. The Greek and the Italian are broth-

j

ers ; the Celt, the German, and the Slavonian are their

'

cousins. The essential unity of all the Italian as of all the

Greek dialects and stocks must have dawned early and

clearly on the consciousness of the two great nations them-

selves ; for we find in the Roman language a very ancient

word of enigmatical origin, Grains or Graicus, which is

applied to every Greek, and in like manner amongst the

Greeks the analogous appellation 'OrnxSg, which is applied

to all the Latin and Samnite stocks known to the Greeks in

earlier times, but never to the lapygians or Etruscans.

Among the languages of the Italian stock, again, the

Relation of Latin Stands in marked contrast with the Um-
thc Latins to bro-Samuitc dialects. It is true that of these
the Umbro-
Samnites. only two, the Umbriaii and the Samnite or Os- I

can, are in some degree known to us, and these even in a

manner extremely defective and uncertain. Of the rest

some, such as the Marsian and the Volscian, have reached

us in fragments too scanty to enable us to form any concep-

tion of their individual peculiarities or to classify the varie-

ties of dialect themselves with certainty and precision, while

others, like the Sabine, have, with the exception of a few

traces preserved as dialectic peculiarities" in provincial Latin,

completely disappeared. A conjoint view, however, of the

facts of language and of history leaves no doubt that all

these dialects belonged to the Umbro-Samnite branch of the

great Italian stock, and that this branch, although much
more closely related to Latin than to Greek, was very de-

cidedly distinct from the Latin. In the pronoun and other

cases frequently the Samnite and Umbrian used p where the

Roman used q, as pis for quis ; just as languages otherwise

closely related are found to diffln- ; for instance, p is pecu-

liar to the Celtic in Brittany and Wales, k to the Gaelic and
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Erse. Among the vowel sounds the diphthongs in Latin

and in the northern dialects generally appear very much

destroyed, whereas in the southern Italian dialects they

have suffered little; and connected with this is the fact, that

in composition the Eoman weakens the radical vowel other-

wise so strictly preserved,—a modification which does not

take place in the kindred group of languages. The genitive

of words in a is in this group as among the Greeks a5,

among the Romans in the matured language ae ; that of

words in us is in the Samnite eis, in the Umbrian es, among

the Romans ei ; the locative disappeared more and more

from the language of the latter, while it continued in full

use in the other Italian dialects ; the dative plural in bus is

extant only in Latin. The Umbro-Samnite infinitive in um
is foreign to the Romans; while the Osco-Umbrian future

formed from the root es after the Greek fashion (Jier-est like

7Jy-6bii) has almost, perhaps altogether, disappeared in Latin,

and its place is supplied by the optative of the simple verb

or by analogous formations from fuo {amabo). In many
of these instances, however—in the forms of the cases, for

example—the diflerences only exist in the two languages

when fidly formed, while at the outset they coincide.^ It

thus appears that, while the Italian language holds an inde-

pendent position by the side of the Greek, the Latin dialect

within it bears a relation to the Umbro-Samnite somewhat
similar to that of the Ionic to the Doric ; and the differ-

ences of the Oscan and Umbrian and kindred dialects may
be compared with the differences between the Dorism of

Sicily and the Dorism of Sparta.

Each of these linguistic phenomena is the result and the

attestation of an historical event. With perfect certainty

they guide us to the conclusion, that from the common cra-

dle of peoples and languages there issued a stock which em-

braced in common the ancestors of the Greeks and the Ital-

ians ; that from this, at a subsequent period, the Italians

branched off; and that these again divided into the western

and eastern stocks, while at a still later date the eastern be-

came subdivided into Umbrians and Oscans.
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When and where these separations took place, language

of course cannot tell ; and scarce may adventurous thought

attempt to grope its conjectural way along the course of

those revolutions, the earliest of which undoubtedly took

place long before that migration which brought the ances-

tors of the Italians across the Apennines. On the other

hand the comparison of languages, when conducted with

accuracy and caution, may give us an approximate idea of

the degree of cultui'e which the people had reached when

these separations took place, and so fiirnish us with the be-

ginnings of history , which is nothing- but the dftvf^lopment

of civilization. For language, especially in the period of

information, is the true im.age and organ of the degree of

c^^lization attained ; its archives preserve evidence of the

great revolutions in arts and in manners, and from its

records the future will not fail to draw information as to

those times regarding which the voice of direct tradition is

dumb.

During the period when the Indo-Germanic nations

which are now separated still formed one stock

manic ciii- Speaking the same language, they attained a cer-
^^^'

tain stage of culture, and they had a vocabulary

corresponding to it. This vocabulary the several nations

carried along with them, in its conventionally established

use, as a common dowry and a foundation for further struc-

tures of their own. In it we find not merely the simplest

terms denoting existence, actions, perceptions, such as sum,

do, pater, the original echo of the impression which the ex-

ternal world made on the mind of man, but also a number

of words indicative of culture (not only as respects their

roots, but in a form stamped upon them by custom) which

are the common property of the Indo-Germanic family, and

v/hich cf.nnot be explained either on the principle of an uni-

form development in the several languages, or on the sup-

position of their having subsequently borrowed one from

another. In this way we possess evidence of the develop-

ment of pastoral life at that remote epoch in the unalter-

al)ly fixed names or'domestic animals ; the Sanscrit gO,v.s is
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the Latin 5o5, the Greek ^oxx; \ Sanscrit avh is the Latin

Qvis, Greek oiq ; Sanscrit aqvas, Latin eqmis, Greek mnog
;

Sanscrit hansas, Latin anser, Greek y^t'iv ; Sanscrit di'is, Latin

anas, Greelt vijnoa ; in like manner peciis, siis, porcris, iau-

rus, canis, are Sanscrit Avords. Even at this remote period

accordingly the stock, on which from the days of Homer
j

down to our own time the intellectnal development of man-i

kind has been dependent, had already advanced beyond the

'

lowest stage of civilization, the hunting and fishing epoch,

and haJ "attained at least comparative fixity of abode. On
the other hand, we have as yet no certain proofs of the ex-

istence of agriculture at this period. Language rather

favours the negative view. Of the Latin-Greek name^^^
grain none occurs in Sanscrit with the single exceptionw

^£«, which philologically represents the Sanscrit yavas, but

denotes in the Indian barley, in Greek spelt. It must in-

deed be granted that this diversity in the names of culti-

vated plants, which so strongly contrasts with the essential

agreement in the appellations of domestic animals, does not

absolutely preclude the supposition of a common original

agriculture. In the circumstances of primitive times trans-

port and acclimatizing are more difficult in the case of

plants than of animals ; and the cultivation of rice among
the Indians, that of wheat and spelt among the Greeks and

Romans, and that of rye and oats among the Germans and

Celts, may all be traceable to a common system of primi-

tive tillage. On the other hand the name of one cereal

common to the Greeks and Indians only proves, at the

most, that before the separation of the stocks they gathered

and ate the grains of barley and spelt growing wild in

Mesopotamia,* not that they already cultivated grain.

While, however, we reach no decisive result in this way, a

* Barley, wheat, and spelt were found growing together in a wild

state on the right bank of the Euphrates, north-west from Anah (Alph.

de Candolle, Geographie Botanique Raisonnie, ii. p. 934). The growth

of barley and wheat in a wild state in Mesopotamia had already been

mentioned by the Babylonian historian Berosus (jip. George. Syncell. p.

50. Bonn).
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further light is thrown on the subject by our observing that

a number of the most important words bearing on this

province of culture occur certainly in Sanscrit, but all of

them in a more general signification. Agras among the

Indians denotes a level surface in general ; Mrnu, anything

pounded ; ariiram, oar and ship ; venas, that which is pleas-

ant in general, particularly a pleasant drink. The words

are thus very ancient ; but their more definite application

to the field {ager), to the graili to be ground {granum), to

the implement which furrows the soil as the ship furrows

the surface of the sea {arairnm), to the juice of the grape

(vinum), had not yet taken place when the earliest division

of y|A stocks occurred, and it is not to be wondered at that

tiieWiubsequent applications came to be in some instances

very dilTcrent, and that, for example, the corn intended to

be ground, as well as the mill for grinding it (Gothic qnair-

nus, Lithuanian girnos*), received their names from liio

Sanscrit Mrnu. We may accordingly assume it as proba->

ble, that the primeval Indo-Germanic people were not yet

acquainted with agriculture, and as certain, that, if theyj

were so, it played but a very subordinate part in their,

economy ; for had it at that time held the place which it

afterwai'ds held among the Greeks and Romans, it woulc

have left a deeper impression upon the language.

On the other hand the building: of^houses and Jmts by
the Indo-Germans is attested by the Sanscrit dam{as), Latin

domus, Greek do^og ; Sanscrit vcgas, Latin vicus, Gi'eek

oiHog ; Sanscrit dvaras, Latin fores, Greek dvQa ; further,

the building of oar-boats by the names of the boat, Sanscrit

ndus, Latin navis, Greek rcci'g, and of the oar, Sanscrit ari-

(ram, Greek inszfiog, Latin remits, tri-res-mis ; and the use

of waggons and the breaking in of animals for draught and

transport by the Sanscrit akshas (axle and cart), Latin

axis, Greek aicov, afi-u^a ; Sanscrit iugam, Latin iugum,

Greek t,vy6v. The words signifying clothing—Sanscrit vas-

tra, Latin vcstis, Greek B(7{)-/jg ; and sewing—Sanscrit siv.

* [Sootoli quern. Mr. Rolicrtsoii.]
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Latin suo ; Sanscrit nah, Latin neo, Greek vi'j&co, are alike

in all Indo-Germanic languages. This cannot, however, be

equally affirmed of the higher art of weaving.* The

knowledge of the use of fire in preparing food, and of salt

for se.isoning it, is a primeval heritage of the Indo-Ger-

manic nations ; and the same may be affirmed regarding

the knowledge of the earliest metals employed as imple-

ments or ornaments by man. At least the names of cop-

per [aes) and silver {argentiim)^ perhaps also of gold, are

met with in Sanscrit, and these names can scarcely have

originated before man had learned to separate and to utilize

the ores ; the Sanscrit asis, Latin ensts, points in fact to the

primeval use of metallic weapons. ^^
No less do we find extending back into those tiii^Wne

fundamental ideas on which the development of all Indo-

Germanic states ultimately rests ; the relative position of

husband and wife, the arrangement in clans, the priesthood

of the father of the household and the absence of a special

sacerdotal class as well as of all distinctions of caste in

general, slavery as a legitimate institution, the days of pub-

licly dispensing justice at the new and full moon. On the

other baud the positive organisation of the body politic, the

decision of the questions between regal sovereignty and the

sovereignty of the community, between the hereditary

privilege of royal and noble houses and the unconditional

legal equality of the citizens, belong altogether to a later

age.

Even the elements of science and religion show traces

of a community of origin. The numbers are the same up

* If the Latin vico, vimen, belong to the same root as our weave

(Geiman weben) and kindred words, the word must still, when the Greeks

and Italians separated, have had the general meaning " to plait," and it

cannot have been until a later period, and probably in different regions

independently of each other, that it assumed that of " weaving." The

cultivation of flax, old as it is, does not reach baeic to this period, for the

Indians, though well acquainted with the flax-plant, up to the present

day use it only for the preparation of linseed-oil. Hemp probably be-

came known to the Italians at a still later period than flax ; at least cm*

iiahh looks quite like a borrowed word of later date.
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to one hundred (Sanscrit qatam, tkaqatam, Latin centum,

Greek i-xarov, Gothic hxind); and the moon receives her

name in all lanffuajies from the fact that men measure time

by her {mensis). The idea of Deity itself (Sanscrit d^vas,

Latin dens, Greek x>£0?), and many of the oldest concep-

tions of religion and of natural symbolism, belong to the

common inheritance of the nations. The conception, for\'}<£*-*

example, of heaven as the father and of earth as the mother \

of being, the festal expeditions of the gods who proceed
j

from place to place in their own chariots along carefully/

levelled paths, the shadowy continuation of the soul's exist-l,

ence after death, are fundamental ideas of the Indian as well

as of the Greek and Roman mythologies. Several of the

gods of the Ganges coincide even in name with those w or-

shipped on the llissus and the Tiber :—thus the Uranus of

the Greeks is the Varunas, their Zeus, Jovis pater, Diespi-

ter is the Djaus pitd of the Vedas. An unexpected light

has been thrown on many an enigmatical form in the Hel-

lenic mythology by recent researches regarding the earlier

divinities of India. The hoary mysterious forms of the

Erinnyes are no Hellenic invention ; they were immigrants

along with the oldest settlers from the East. The divine

greyhound Saramd, who guards for the Lord of heaven the

golden herd of stars and sunbeams and collects for him the

nourishing rain-clouds as the cows of heaven to the milk-

ing, and who moreover faithfully conducts the pious dead

into the v/orld of the blessed, becomes in the hands of the

Greeks the son of Saramd, Sarameyas, or Ilermcias ; and

the enigmatical Hellenic story of the stealing of the cattle

of Helios, which is beyond doubt connected with the Ro-

man legend about Cacus, is now seen to be a last echo (with

the meaning no longer understood) of that old fanciful and

significant conception of nature.

The task, however, of determining the degree of cul-

Gracco-itai- ^^1'® wliich the Indo-Gemians had attained be-
ian culture,

f^^.^ ^}^g separation of the stocks properly be-

longs to the general history of the ancient world. It is on

the other hand the special task of Italian history to ascer-
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tain, so far as it is possible, what was the state of the

Graeco-Italian nation when the Hellenes and the Italians

parted. Nor is this a superfluous labour ; we reach by

means of it the stage at which Italian civilization coni-

menced, the starting-point of the national history.

While it is probable that the Indo-German s led a pas-

toral life and were acquainted with the cereals,
Agriculture. , . i . .1 , n • t

ir at all, only in their wild state, all indications

point to the conclusion that, the Graeco-Italians were a

grain-cu It ivat in g. perhaps even a vine-eiiltivnting, peoplf; .

The evidence of this is not simply the Knowledge of agri-

culture itself.common to both, for this does not upon the

whole warrant Jthe inference of community of origin in the

peoples who piay exhibit it. An historical connection be-

tween the Indo-Gerinanic agriculture and that of the Chi-

nese, Aramaean, and Egyptian stoclcs can hardly be dis-

puted
J
and yet these stocks are either alien to the Indo-

Germans, or at any.rate became separated from them at a

time when agriculture was certainly still unknown. The

truth is, that the more advanced races in ancient times

were, as at the present day, constantly exchanging the im-

plements and the plants employed in cultivation ; and when

the annals of China refer the origin of Chinese agriculture

to the introduction of five species of grain that took place

under a particular king in a partie«lap-y<>ar, the story un-

doubtedly depicts correctly, at least in a general way, the

relations subsisting in the earliest epochs of civilization.

A common knowledge of agriculture, like a common
knowledge of the alphabet, of war chariots, of purple, and

other implements and ornaments, far more frequently war-

rants the inference of an ancient intercourse between na-

tions than of their original unity. But as regards, the Greeks

and Italians, whose mutual relations are comparatively well

known, the hypothesis that agriculture a,s well as writing

and coinage first came to Italy by means of the Hellenes

may be characterized as wholly inadmissible. On the other

hand, the existence of a most intimate connection between

the agriculture of the one country and that of the other is
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attested by their possessing in common all the oldest e.v

jDvessions relating to it ; ager, d'/Qog ; aro aratrum, anooi

aQOZQOv ; liffo alongside of Aoj;ffi/«o ; horins, ypQXog ; lior-

deiLm, y.Qidi'i ; mllmm, fitXivtj ; rapa, Qacpavig ; malva, ftald-

Xri ; vinum, olvog. It is likewise attested by the agreement

of Greek and Italian agriculture in the form of the plough,

which appears of the same shape on the old Attic and the

old Koman monuments ; in the choice of the most ancient

kinds of grain, millet, barley, spelt ; in the custom of cut-

ting the ears with the sickle and having them trodden out

by cattle on the smooth-beaten threshing-floor ; lastly, in

the mode of preparing the grain puis noXtog, pinso TZTiaaa,

mola iivXij ; for baking was of more recent origin, and on

that account dough or pap was always used in the Roman
ritual instead of bread. That the culture of the vine too

in Italy was anterior to the earliest Greek immigration, is

shown by the appel^tion "wine-land" {OipazQia), which

appears to reach back to the oldest visits of Greek voy-

agers. It would thus appear that the transition from pas-

;
toral life to agriculture, or, to speak more correctly, the

' (combination of agriculture with the earlier pastoral econo-

I my, must have taken place after the Indians had departed

) from the common cradle of the nations, but before the

/ Hellena[|^ind Italians dissolved their ancient communion.

Moreovlif at the time when agriculture originated, the Hel-

lenes and Italians appear to have been united as one na-

tional whole not merely with each other, but with other

members of the great family ; at least, it is a flict, that the

most important of tHNse terms of cultivation, while they

ai'e foreign to the Asiatic members of the Indo-Germanic

family, are used by the Romans and Greeks in common
with the Celtic as well as the Germanic, Slavonic, and

Lithuanian stocks.*

* Thus aro, aratrum reappear in the old German aran (to plough,

dialectieally eren), erida, in Slavonian oraii, oradlo, in Lithuanian arti,

arlmnas, in Celtic ar, aradar. Thus alongside of ligo stands our rake

(German rcchen), of hortus onr garden (German garten), o?mola our mill

(milhle, Slavonic tnli/n, Lithuanian malutiax, Celtic malin).
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The distinction between the common inheritance of the

nations and their own subsequent acquisitions in manners

and in hmguage is still far from having been wrought out in

all the variety of its details and gradations. The investiga-

tion of languages with this view haa scarcely begun, and

history still in the main^erfv'.es its r-epvesentation of primi-

tive timgs, not-5rfronl* the rich nihie of langua'ge, but from

what^must fee called £br tli^ most, part the rubbish-heap of

t»afdttibn. For the present, therefore, it must suffice to in-

dicate tne differences between the culture of the Indo-Ger-

manic family in its earliest entireness, and the culture of

that epoch when the Graeco-Italians still lived together.

The task of discriminating the results of culture which are

common^ tp^ the European members of t! js family, but for-

eign to its Asiatic members, from those which the several

European groups, such as the Graeco-Itafian and the Ger-

mano-Slavonic, have wrought out for ^lemselves, can only

be accomplished, if at all, after greater progress has been

made in philological and historical inquiries. But there I

can be no doubt that, with the Graeco-Italians as with all

other nations, agriculture became and in the mind of the

people remained the germ and core of their national and of

their private life. The house and the fixed hearth, which

the husbandman constructs instead of the ligh^^t and

shifting fireplace of the shepherd, are rcpresentHFin the

spiritual domain and idealized in the goddess Vesta or

Eaiui, almost the only divinity not Indo-Germanic yet

from the first common to both nations. One of the oldest

legends of the Italian race ascribes to^ving Italus, or, as the

With all these facts before us, we cannot allow that there ever was

a thtie when the Greel%s in all Hellenic cantons subsisted by purely p;is-

toral husbandry. If it was the possession of cattle, and not of land, which

ill Greece as in Italy formed the basis and the standard of all private

property, the reason of this was not that agriculture was of later intro-

duction, but that it was at first conducted on the S3'stem of joint pos-

session. Of course a purely agricultural economy cannot have existed

anywhere before the separation of the stocks; on the contrary, pastoral

husbandry was (more or less according to locality) combined with it to

an extent relatively greater than was the case in later times.
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Italians must have pronounced the word, Vitalus or Vitu-

lus, the introduction of the change from a pastoral to an

agricultural life, and shrewdly connects with it the original

Italian legisUition. We have simply anotherjyersion of the

same belief in thejcgcnd of the Samnite race which maltes

the ox the leader of-their primitive colonies, and in the old-

est Latin national names which designate the people as

reapers {Siculi, perhaps also Sicani), or as field-labourers

( Opsci). It is one of the characteristic incongruities which

attach to the so-called legend of the origin of Rome, that it

represents a pastoral and hunting people as founding a city.

Legend and faith, laws and manners, among the Italians as

among the Hellenes are throughout associated with agrioid

tare.*

Cultivation of the soil cannot be conceived without some

measurement of it, however rude. Accordingly, the meas-

ures of surface and the mode of setting off boundaries rest,

lik|^riculture itself, on a like basis among both peoples.

The Oscan and Umbrian vorsus of one hundred square feet

corresponds exactly with the Greek plethron. The princi-

ple of marking off boundaries was also the same. The
land-measurer adjusted his position with reference to one of

the cardinal points, and proceeded to draw in the first place

two li|^^ one from north to south, and another from east

to we^piis station being at their point of intersection {^tern-

plum, rt^ievog from refivco) ; then he drew at certain fixed

distances lines parallel to these, and by this process pro-

duced a series of rectangular pieces of ground, the corners

of which were marked by boundary posts (termini, in Sicil-

* Nothing is more significant in this respect than the close connec-

tion of agriculture with marriage and the foundation of cities during the

earliest epoch of culture. Thus the gods in Italy immediately concern-

ed with marriage are Ceres and (or?) Tellus (Plutarch, Romul. 22 ; Ser-

vius on Acn. iv., 166 ; Rossbach, Riim. Ehe, 257, 301), in Greece Demeter

(Plutarch, Conjug. Praec. init.) ; in old Greek formukis the procreation of

children is called cc^joto? (p. 49, 7io<e); indeed, the oldest Roman form of

marriage, confarreatio, derives its name and its ceremony from the cul-

tivation of corn. The use of the plough in the founding ofcities is well

known.
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ian inscriptions reQfioveg, usually oqoi). This mode of de-

fining boundaries, which is indeed also Etruscan but is hard-

ly of Etruscan origin, -we find among the Romans, Umbri-
ans, Samnites, and also in very ancient records of the Ta-

i-entine Ileraeleots, who are as little likely to have bor-

rowed it from the Italians as the Italians from the Taren-

tines
; it is an ancient possession common to all. A pecu-

liar characteristic of the Romans, on the other hand, was

their rigid carrying out of the principle of the square

;

even where the sea or a river formed a natural boundary,

they did not accept it, but wound up their allocation of the

land with the last complete square.

It is not solely in agriculture, however, that the espe-

other fea- cially close relationship of the Greeks and Ital-

their econ-
ians_opppa,rFL; it is unmistakeably manifest also

°™y' in the other provinces of man's earliest activity.

The Greek house, as described by Homer, differs little from

the model which was always adhered to in Italy. ^BThe
essential portion, which originally formed the whole inte-

rior accommodation of the Latin house, was the atrium,

that is, the " blackened " chamber, with the household &ltar,

the marriage bed, the table for meals, and the hearth ; and

precisely similar is the Homeric megaron^ with its house-

hold altar and hearth and smoke-begrimed roof, ^fte can-

not say the same of ship-building. The boat witl^frs was

an old common possession of the Indo-Germans ; but the

advance to the use of sailing vessels can scarcely be consid-

ered to have taken place during the Graeco-Italian period,

for we find no nautical terms originally common to the

Greeks and Italians except such as are also general among
bhe Indo-Germanic family. On the other hand the primi-

tive Italian custom of the husbandmen having common mid-

day meals, the origin of which the myth connects with the

introduction of agriculture, is compared ,by Aristotle with

the Cretan Syssitia ; and the ancient Romans further agreed

with the Cretans and Laconians in taking their meals not,

as was afterwards the custom among both peoples, in a re-

clining, but in a sitting posture. The method of kindling
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fire by the friction of two pieces of wood of different kinds

is common to all peoples ; but it is certainly no mere acci-

dent that the Greeks and Italians agree in the appellations

which they give to the two portions of the touch-wood,

" the rubber " {tQvnavov, terebra), and the " under-layer
"

{atoQEvg, fG'^iiQa, tabula, probably from tendere, reza^wat).

In like manner the dress of the two peoples is essentially

identical, for the tunica quite corresponds with the chiton,

and the toga is nothing but a fuller himation. Even as re-

gards weapons of war, liable as they are to frequent change,

the two peoples have this much at least in common, that

their two principal vteapiiiis of attack were the javelin and

the bow,—a fact which is clearly expressed, as far as Rome
is concerned, in the earliest names for warriors [quirites,

samnites, pilumni—arquites),* and is in keeping with the

oldest mode of fighting which was not properly adapted to I

a close struggle. Thus, in the language and manners of

Greeks and Italians, all that relates to the material founda-

tions of human life may be traced back to the same pri-

mary elements ; the oldest problems which the world pro-

poses to man had been jointly solved by the two peoples at

a time when they still formed one nation.

It was otherwise in the spiritual domain. The great

Difference
problem of mau^how to live in conscious har-

of the itai- monv with himsfuf, with his neighbour, and with
i:in and the " ' o ?

Greek cha;-- the whole to which he belongs—admits of as

many solutions as there are provinces in our

Father's kingdom ; and it is in this, and not in the material

sphere, that individuals and nations display their diver-

gences of charactei". The exciting causes which gave rise

to this intrinsic contrast must have been in the Graeco-Ital-

ian period as yet wanting ; it was not until the Hellenes

and Italians had separated that that deep-seated diversity of

* Among the oldest names of weapons on both sides Scarcely any

can be shown to be certainly related ; lancea, although doubtless con-

nected vrith }.6y/)j, is, as a Roman word, recertt, and perhaps borrowed

from the Germans oi' Fpaniards ; and the Greek (ravvlov is in a similar

position.
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mental character became manifest, the effects of which con-

tinue to the present day. The family and the state, religion

.and art, received in Italy and in Greece respectively a de-

velopment so peculiar and so thoroughly national, that the

common basis, on which in these respects also the two peo-

ples rested, has been so overgrown as to be almost con-

! cealed from our view. That Hellenic character, which sac-

rificed the whole to its individual elements, the nation to

I

the township, and the township to the citizen ; which sought
:' its ideal of life in the beautiful and the good, and, but too

\ often, in the enjoyment of idleness ; which attained its po-

,

litical development by intensifying the original individual-

, ity of the several cantons, and at length produced the in-

ternal dissolution of even local authority ; which in its

] view of religion first^nvested the gods with human attri-

\ butes, and then denied their existence ; which allowed full

play to the limbs in the sports of the naked youth, and

gave free scope to thought in all its grandeur and in all its

awfulness ;—and that Roman character, which solemnly

bound the son to reverence the father, the citizen to rever-

ence the ruler, and all to reverence the gods ; which re-

quired nothing and honoured nothing but the useful act,

and compelled every citizen to fill up every moment of his

brief life with unceasing work ; which made it a duty even

in the boy modestly to cover the body ; which deemed^
every one a bad citizen who wished to be diiferent from his

fellows ; which regardedthe state as all in all, and a desire

for the state's extension as the only aspiration not liable to

censure;—who can in thought trace back these sharply-

marked contrasts to that original unity which embraced
them both, prepared the way for their development, and at

length produced them 1 It would be foolish presumption

to desire to lift this veil ; we shall only endeavour to indi-

cate in brief outline the beginnings of Italian nationality

and its connections with an earlier period ; to direct the

guesses of the discerning reader rather than to express

them.

All that may be called the patriarchal element in the
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state rested in Greece and Italy on the same

and the ^ foundations. Under this head comes especially

the moral and decorous arrangement of the re-

lations of the sexes,* which enjoined monogamy on the hus-

band and visited with heavy penalties the infidelity of the

wife, and which recognized the equality of woman and the

sanctity of marriage in the high position which it assigned

to the mother within the domestic circle. On the other

hand the rigorous development of the marital and still

more of the paternal authority, regardless of the natural

rights of persons as such, was a feature foreign to the

Greeks and peculiarly Italian; it was- in Italy alone that

i

moral subjection became transformed into legal slavery.!

In the same way the principle of the slave being completely

destitute of legal rights—a principle involved in the very

nature of slavery—was maintained by the Eonians with

merciles* rigour and carried out to all its consequences

;

whereas among the Greeks alleviations of its harshness

were early iiitroduced both in practice and in legislation,

the marriage of slaves, for example, being recognized as a

legal relation.

On the household was based the clan, that is, the com -

munity of the descendants ff thp g^"-*" pv^rrnnUf^aa.- and out

of the clan among the Greeks as well as the Italians arose

the state. But while under the weaker political develop

ment of Greece the clan maintained itself as a corporate

power, in contradistinction to that of the state, far even into

historical times, the state in Italy made its appearance at

once in complete efficiency, inasmuch as in presence of its

authority the clans were neutralized and it exhibited an

association not of clans, but of citizens. Conversely, again,

the individual attained relatively to the clan an inward in-u

dependence and freedom of personal development far ear-"

Her and more completely in Greece than in Rome—a fact

* Even in details this agreement appears ; e. </., in the designation

of lawful wedlock as ' marriage concluded for the obtaining of lawful

children ' (ya/to? inl nnidiov yvr^amv aqoro)—matrhnoniuni Ubcromm
quacreudoriim causa).

3
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reflected with great clearness in the Greek and Roman
proper names, which, originally similar, came to assume

very different forms. In the more ancient Greek names the

name of the clan was very frequently added in an adjective

form to that of the individual ; while, conversely, Roman
scholars were aware that their ancestors bore originally

only one name, the later pracnomen. But while in Greece

the adjective name of the clan early disappeared, it became,

among the Italians generally and not merely among the Ro-

mans, the principal name ; and the distinctive individual

name, the praenomen, became subordinate. It seems as if

the small and ever diminishing number and the meaning-

less character of the Italian, and particularly of the Roman,

individual names, compared with the luxuriant and poetical

fulness of those of the Greeks, were intended to illustrate

the truth that it was characteristic of the one nation to re-

'

duce all features of distinctive personality to a«k uniformj

level, of the other freely to promote .their development, "*

The association in communities of families- under patri-

archal chiefs, which we may conceive to have prevailed in

the Graeco-Italian period, may appear different enough from

the later forms of Italian and Hellenic polities
;
yet it must

have already contained the germs out of which the future

laws of both nations were moulded. The " laws of king

Italus," which were still applied in the time of Aristotle,

may denote the institutions essentially common to both.

/ These laws must have provided for the maintenance of

peace and the execution of justice within the community,

for military organization and martial law in reference to its

extei-nal relations, for its government by a patriarchal chief,

for a council of elders, for assemblies of the freemen capa-

ble of bearing arms, and for some sort of constitution.

Judicial procedure [crimen, y.Qi'vs(v), expiation {poena, TToirt/),

retaliation [talio, zaXdm, z)J^vai), are Graeco-Italian ideas.

The stern law of debt, by which the debtor was directly re-

sponsible with his person for the repayment of what he had

received, is common to the Italians, for example, with the

Tarsntine Heracleots. The fundamental ideas of the Ro-
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man constitution

—

a king^ a senate , and an assembly entitled

simply to ratify or to reject the proposals which the king

find senate should submit to it—are scarcely anywhere ex-

pressed so distinctly as in Aristotle's account of the earlier

constitution of Crete. The germs of larger state-confed-

eracies in the political fraternizing or even amalgamation

of several previously independent stocks (symmachy, synoi-

kismos) are in' like manner common to both nations. The

more stress is to be laid on this fact of the common founda-

tions of Hellenic and Italian polity, that it is not found to

extend to the other Indo-Germanic stocks ; the organization

of the Germanic communities, for example, by no means

starts, like that of the Greeks and Romans, from an elec-

tive monarchy. But how different the polities were that

were constructed on this common basis in Italy and Greece,

and how completely the whole course of their political de-

velopment belongs to each as its distinctive property,* it

will be tho^ business of the sequel to show.

It is the same in religion. In Italy, as in Hellas, there

lies at the foundation of the popular faith the

same common treasure of symbolic and allegor-

ical views of nature : on this rests tha^'g^ieral analogy^ be-

tween the Roman *and the Greek world of gods and of

spirits, which Avas to become of so much importance in

later stages of development. In many of their particular

conceptions also,—in the already mentioned forms of Zeus-

Diovis and Hestia-Vesta, in the idea of the holy space

(rfjwei'O?, templttm)^ in many ofierings and ceremonies—the

two modes of worship do^not by mere- accident coincide.

Yet in Hellas, as in Italy, they assumed a shape so thor-

oughly national and peculiar, that but little of the ancient

* Only we must, of course, not forget that like pre-existing condi-

tions lend everywhere to like institutions. For instance, nothing is more

certain than that the Roman plebeians wei'e a growth orijiinating within

the Roman commonwealth, and yet they everywhere find their counter-

]>art where a body of metocci has arisen alongside of a body of burgesses.

As a matter of course, chance also plays in such cases its provoking

game.
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common inheritance was preserved in a recognizable form,

and that little was for the most part misunderstood or not

understood at all. It could not be otherwise ; for, just as

in the peoples themselves the great contrasts, which during

the Graeco-Italian period had lain side by side undeveloped,

were after their division distinctly evolved, so in their re-

ligion also a separation took place between the idea and the

image, which had hitherto been one whole in the soul.

Those old tillers of the ground, when the clouds were driv-

ing along the sky, probably expressed to themselves the

phenomenon by saying that the hound of the gods was driv-

ing together the startled cows of the herd. The Greek for-

got that the cows were really the clouds, and converted the

son of the hound of the gods—a form devised-merely for

the particular purposes of that conception—into the adroit

messenger of the gods ready for every service. \V hen the

thunder I'olled among the mountains, he saw Zeus brandish-

ing his bolts on Olympus ; when the blue sky again smiled

upon him, he gazed into the bright eye of Athenaea, the

daughter^ of Zeus ; and so powerful over him was the influ-

ence of the forms which he had thus created, that he soon

saw nothing in them but human beings invested and illu-

mined with the splendour of nature's power, and freely

formed and transformed them according to the laws of

beauty. It was in another fashion, but not less strongly,

that the deeply implanted religious feeling of the Italian

race manifested itself; it held firmly by the idea and did

not suffer the form to obscure it. As the Greek, when he

sacrificed, raised his eyes to heaven, so the Roman veiled

his head ; for the prayer of the former was contemplation,

that of the latter reflection. Throughout the whole of na-

ture he adored the spiritual and the universal. To every-

thing existing, to the man and to the tree, to the state and

to the store-room, was assigned a spirit which came into

being with it and perished along with it, the counterpart of

the natural phenomenon in the spiritual domain ; to the

man the male Genius, to the woman the female Juno, to

the boundary Terminus, to the forest Silvanus, to the cir-
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cling year Vertumnus, and so on to every object after its

kind. In occupations the very steps of the process were

spiritualized : thus, for example, in the prayer for the hus-

bandman there was invoked the spirit of fallowing, of

ploughing, of furrowing, sowing, covering-in, harrowing,

and so forth down to the in-bringing, up-storing, and open-

ing of the granaries. In like manner marriage, birth, and

every other natural event were endowed with a sacred life.

The larger the sphere embraced in the abstraction, the high- ^

er rose the god and the reverence paid by man. Thus /
Jupiter and Juno are the abstractions of manhood _gnd (

womanhood ;TQeaJDia or Ceres, the creative power; Mi- j

nerva, the power of memory ; Dea Bona, or among the /

Samnites Dea Cupra, the good deity. While to the Greek C,

everything assumed a coiiCTete and. corporeal shape, the Ro- |

man could only make use of abstract, completely trans- /

parent formulae ; and while the Gfreek for the most part ;.

threw aside the old legendary treasures of primitive times,

because they embodie^d the idea in too transparent a form, /

the Roman could still less retain them, because the sacred
^ /

conceptions seemed to him dimmed even by the lightest
\ \

veil of allegory. Not a trace has been preserved among '

the Romans even of the oldest and most generally diffused

myths, such as that current among the Indians,, the Greeks,

and even the Semites, regarding a great flood and its sur-

vivor, the conimon ancestor of the present human race. I.

Their gods could not marry and beget children, like those f

of th« Hellenes ; they did not walk about unseen among I

mortals-^nd they needed no nectar. But that they, never- \

theless, in their spirituality—which only appears tame to H

dull apprehension—gained a powerful hold on men's minds,
|

!

a hold more powerful perhaps thajj that of the gods of Hel- '

las created^ after the image of man, would be attested, even

if history were silent on the subject, by the Roman desig-

nation-pf faith (the word and the idea alike foreign to the

Hellenes), Religio, that is to say, " that which binds." As
Ii^ia. and Iran developed from one and the same inherited

store, the former, the richly varied forms of its sacred
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epics, tho latter, the abstractions of the Zend-Avesta ; so in

the Greek mythology the ]3crsou is preclonii imnt. in tho Uo-

man the idea, in the former"free d(.)ip,ln the latter necessity.

Lastly, what holds good of real life is true also of its

counterfeit in jest and play, which everywhere,

and especially in the earliest period of full and

simple existence, do not exclude the serious, but veil it.

The simplest elements of art are in Latium and Hellas

quite tjie same ; the decorous armed dance, the " leap

"

{^iriuminis d^Qiaix^og, di-OvQafi^og) ; the masquerade of the

" fall people " [adzvQOi, saiiira), who, enveloped in the skins

of sheep or goats, wound up the festival with their jokes

;

lastly, the pipe, which with suitable strains accompanied

and regulated the solemn as well as the merry dance. No-

where, perhaps, does the especially close relationship of the

Hellenes and Italians come to light so clearly as here ; and

yet in no other direction did the two nations manifest great-

er divergence as they became developed. The training of
j

youth remained in Latium strictly confined to the narrow

limits of domestic education ; in Greece the yearning after

a varied yet harmonious training of mind and body created

the sciences of Gymnastics and Paideia, which were cher-

ished by the nation and by individuals as their highest

good. Latium in the poverty of its artistic development

stands almost on a level with uncivilized
_

peoples ; Hellas

developed with incredible rapidity out of its religious con-

ceptions the myth and the worshipped idol, and out of these

that marvellous world of poetry and sculpture, the like of

which history has not again to show. In Latium no other

influences were powerful in public and private life but pru-

dence, riches, and strength ; it was reserved for the Hel-

lenes to feel the blissful ascendancy of beauty, to minister

to the fair boy-friend with an enthusiasm half sensuous,

half ideal, and to reanimate their lost -courage with the

war-songs of the divine singer.

Thus the two nations in which the civilization of an-

tiquity culminated stand side by side, ag different in dey^*
ppment as they were in origin identical. The points in
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which the Hellenes excel the Italians are more universally r

intelligible and reflect a more brilliant lustre ; but the deep )

fce^ing^Ja, each individual thatJhe_wa3 only a part of_the')

community, a j;are^iLevxLtedness Ai^d_ power^oTse^
)

\
for the common_w£aI, an earnest faith in its own gods, forrn

\

tlie rich treasure of the Italian^ nation. Both nations re- ) W /is-

ceived a one-sided, and therefore each a complete, develop-
j
Vvi >•

mcnt ; it is only a pitiful narrow-mindedness that will

object to the Athenian that he did not know how to mould
his state like the Fabii and the Valerii, or to the Roman
that he did not learn to carve like Phidias and to write like

Aristophanes. It was in fact the most peculiar and the

best feature in the character of the Greek people, that ren-

dered it impossible for them to advance from national to

political unity without at the same time exchangiiig their

polity for despotism. The ideal world of heautY was all

in all to the Greeks, and compensated tnem to some extent

for what they wanted in reality. Wherever m Hellas a

tendency towards natio,iial upion appeared, it was based not

on elements directly political, but, oik games and art: the

contests at Olympiaf, the poems of Homer, the tragedies of

Eui-ipides, were the only bonds that held Hellas together.

Resolutely, on the qther hand, the It_aJ,ia!a..§iirjeBdered.his

own personaFwin folfTthe sake of fi-eedom, and learned to

obey his father that ^icl»iight_know how to cxbey the siate.

Amidst this subjection ii^dividual development might be

marred, and the germs of fairest promise in man might be

arrested in the bud ; the. Italian gained in their stead a feel-

ing of fatherland and of patriotism such as the Greek never

knew, and alone among all the civilized nations of antiquity

succeeded in working out rvatipiial uiiity in connection with

a constitution baaed oii^ selX-govcrnttient—a national unity,

which ill;, last placed in his Hands the raagtery not ohly ovST

the divided Hellenic stock," but over the " Wlfolfe' ' known

world,.
- -"--^^ ^*,_,



CHAPTER III.

THE SETTLEMENTS OF THE LATINS.

The home of the Indo-Germanic stock lay in the westr-

ern portion of central Asia ; from this it spread

manic mi- partly in a south-eastern direction over India,
gratiouB. , . , x-< t^ •

partly m a north-western over Jiurope. It is

difficult to determine the primitive seat of the Indo-Ger-

mans more precisely : it must, however, at any rate have

been inland andjjgjjjpte from tjie sea, as there is no name

for the sea common to the Asiatic and European branches.

Many indications point more particularly to the regions

of the Euphrates ; so that, singularly enough, the primitive

seats of the two most important civilized stocks,—the Indo-

Germanic and the Aramaean,—almost coincide as regards

locality. This circumstance gives support to the hypothe-

sis that these races also were originally connected, although,

if there was such a connection, it certainly must have been

anterior to all traceable development of culture and lan-

guage. We cannot define more exactly their original local-

ity, nor arc we able to accompany the individual stocks in

the course of their migrations. The European branch

probably lingered in Persia and Armenia for some con-

siderable time after the departure of the Indians; for,

according to all appearance, that region has been the cradle

of agriculture and of the culture of the vine. Barley,

spelt, and wheat are indigenous in Mesopotamia, and the

vine to the south of the Caucasus and of the Caspian Sea:

there too the plum, the walnut, and others of the more

easily transplanted fruit trees are native. It is worthy of

notice that the name for the sea is common to most of the

European stocks—Latins, Celts, Germans, and Slavonians
;
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they must probably therefore before their separation have

reached the coast of the Black Sea or of the Caspian. By
what route from those regions the Italians reached the

chain of the Alps, and where in particular they were set-

tled while still united with the Hellenes alone, are ques-

tions that can only be answered when the problem is

solved by what route—whether from Asia Minor or from

the regions of the Danube—the Hellenes arrived in Greece.

It may at all events be regarded as certain that the Italians,

like the Indians, migrated into their peninsula from the

north (p. 33).

The advance of the Umbro-Sabellian stock along the

central mountain-ridge of Italy, in a direction from north

to south, can still be clearly traced ; indeed its last phases

belong to purely historical times. Less is known regard-

ing the route which the Latin migration followed. Prob-

ably it proceeded in a similar direction along the west

coast, long, in all likelihood, before the first Sabellian

stocks began to move. The stream only overflows the

heights when the lower grounds are already occupied ; and

only through the supposition that there were Latin stocks

already settled on the coast are we able to explain why the

Sabellians should have contented themselves with the

rougher mountain districts, from which they afterwards

issued and intruded, wherever it was possible, between the

Latin tribes.

It is well known that a Latin stock inhabited the coun-

Ertcnsionof ^^ ^^om the left bank of the Tiber to the Vol-

the Latins in sciau mountains : but these mountains them-
Itiily. '

selves, which appear to have been neglected on

occasion of the first immigration when the plains of Latium

and Campania still lay open to the settlers, Avcre, as the

Volscian inscriptions show, occupied by a stock more near-

ly related to the Sabellians than to the Latins. On the

other hand, Latins probably dwelt in Campania before the

Greek and Samnite immigrations ; for the Italian names

Novla or Nola (new-town), Campani Capua, Voliurnns

(from volvere, like luturna from iuvare), Opsci (labourers),

3*
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are demonstraLly older than the Samnite invasion, and

show that, at the time when Cumae was founded by the

Greeks, an Italian and probably Latin stock, the Ausones,

were in possession of Campania. The primitive inhabitants

of the districts which the Lucani and Bruttii subsequently

occupied, the Itali proper (inhabitants of the land of oxen),

are associated by the best observers not with the lapygian,

but with the Italian stock ; and there is nothing to hinder

our regarding them as belonging to its Latin branch, al-

though the Ilellenizing of these districts which took place

even before the commencement of the political develop-

inent of Italy, and their subsequent inundation by Samnite

hordes, have in this instance totally obliterated all traces

of the older nationality. Very ancient legends bring the

similarly extinct stock of the Siculi into connection with

Rome. For instance, the earliest historian of Italy Antio-

chus of Syracuse tells us that a man named Sikelos came a

fugitive from Rome to Morges king of Italia [i. e. the

Bruttian peninsula). Such stories appear to be founded on

the identity of race recognized by the narrators as subsist-

ing between the Siculi (of whom there were some still in

Italy in the time of Thucydides) and the Latins, The

striking affinity of certain dialectic peculiarities of Sicilian

Greek with the Latin is probably to be explained rather by

the old commercial cormections subsisting between Rome
and the Sicilian Greeks, than by the ancient identity of the

languages of the Siculi and the Romans. According to all

indications, however, not only Latium, but probably also

the Campanian and Lucanian districts, Italia proper be-

tween the gulfs of Tarentuni and Laus, and the eastern

half of Sicily were in j^rimitive times inhabited by different

branches of the Latin nation.

Destinies very dissimilar awaited these different branch-

es. Those settled in Sicily, Magna Graecia, and Campania

came into contact with the Greeks at a period when they

v/ere unable to offer resistance to a civilization so superior,

and were either completely Ilellenized, as in the case of

Sicily, or at any rate so weakened that they succumbed
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without marked resistance to the fresh energy of the Sabine

tribes. In this way the Siculi, tlie Itali and Morgetcs, and

the Ausonians never came to play an active part in the

history of the peninsula. It was otherwise with Latium,

where no Greek colonies were founded, and the inhabTtaffCS~"*~-

after hard struggles were successful in maintaining their

ground against the Sabines as well as against their northern

neighbours. Let us cast a glance at this district, which was
destined more than any other to influence the fortunes of

the ancient world.

The plain of Latium must have been in primeval times

the scene of the grandest conflicts of nature,
Latium. "

while the slowly formative agency of water de-

posited, and the eruptions of mighty volcanoes upheaved,

the successive strata of that soil on which was to be decided

the question to what people the sovereignty of the world

should belong. Latium is bounded on the east by the

mountains of the Sabines and Aequi which form part of

the Apennines ; and on the south by the Volscian range

rising to the height of 4000 feet, which is separated from

the main chain of the Apennines by the aiicicnt territory

of the Hernici, the table-land of the Sacco (Trerus, a tribu-

tary of the Liris), and stretching in a westerly direction

terminates in the promontory of TerracinS. On the west

its boundary is the sea, which on this part of the coast

forms but few and indifferent harbours. On the north it

imperceptibly merges into the broad highlands of Etruria.

The region thus enclosed forms a magnificent plain trav-

ersed by the Tiber, the " mountain-stream " which issues

from the Umbrian, and by the Anio, which rises in the

Sabine mountains. Hills here and there emerge, like

islands, from the plain ; some of them steep limestone

cliffs, such as that of Soracte in the north-east, and that of '

the Circeian promontory on the south-west, as well as tho

similar though lower height of the Janiculum near Komc
;

others volcanic elevations, whose extinct craters had become

converted into lakes which in some cases still exist ; the

most important of these is the Alban range, which, free on
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every side, stands forth from the plain between the Volscian y^

chain and the river Tiber,

Here settled the stock which is known to history under

the name of the Latins, or, as they were subsequently

called by way of distinction from the Latin communities

beyond the bounds of Latium, the "Old Latins" (^jri'sci

Latini). But the territory occupied by them, the district

of Latium, w^as only a small portion of the central plain

of Italy. All the country north of the Tiber was to the

Latins a foreign and even hostile domain, with whose in-

habitants no lasting alliance, no public peace, was possible,

and such armistices as were concluded appear always to

have been for a limited period. The Tiber formed the

northern boundary from early times ; and neither in his-

tory nor in the more reliable traditions has any reminis-

cence been preserved as to the period or occasion of the

establishment of a frontier line so important in its results.

We find, at the time when our history begins, the flat and

marshy tracts to the south of the Alban range in the hands

of Umbro-Sabellian stocks, the Rutuli and Volsci ; Ardea

and -Velitrae are no longer in the number of originally

Latin towns. Only the central portion of that region be-

tween the Tiber, the spurs of the Apennines, the Alban

Mount, and the i^a—a district of about 700 square miles,

not much larger than the present canton of Zurich—was

Latium proper, the " plain," * as it appears to the eye of

the observer from the heights of Monte Cavo. Though

the country is a plain, it is not monotonously flat. With
the exception of the sea-beach which is sandy and formed

in part by the accumulations of the Tiber, the level is

everywhere broken by hills of tjifa moderate in height

though often somewhat steep, and by deep fissures of the

ground. These alternating elevations and depressions of

the surface lead to the formation of lakes in winter ; and

* Like latns (side) and nla.xl% (flat) ; it denotes tbcrcfore the flat

country in contrast to the Sabine mountain-land, just as Campania, the

" plain," forms the contrast to Samnium. Latus^ formerly stlatus, has
,

no connection with Latium.
'
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the exhalations proceeding in the heat of summer from the

putrescent organic substances which they contain engender

that noxious fever-laden atmosphere, which in ancient times

tainted the district as it taints it at the present day. It is

a mistake to suppose that these miasmata were first occa-

sioned by the neglect of cultivation, which was the result

of misgovernment in the last century of the Republic and

is so still. Their cause lies rather in the want of natural

outlets for the water ; and it operates now as it operated

thousands of years ago. It is true, however, that the

malaria may to a certain extent be banished by thorough-

ness of tillage—a fact which has not yet received its full

explanation, but may be partly accounted for by the cir-

cumstance that the working of the surface accelerates the

drying up of the stagnant waters. It must always remain

a remarkable phenomenon, that a dense agricultural popula-

tion should have arisen in regions where no healthy popula-

tion can at present subsist, and where the traveller is un-

willing to tarry even for a single night, such as the plain

of Latium and the lowlands of Sybaris and Metapontum.

We must bear in mind that man in a lower stage of civili-

zation has generally a quicker perception of what nature

demands, and a greater readiness in conforming to her re-

quirements
;
perhaps, also, a more elastic physical constitu-

tion, which accommodates itself more readily to the condi-

tions of the soil where he dwells. In Sardinia agriculture

is prosecuted under physical conditions precisely similar

even at the present day ; the pestilential atmosj)here exists,

but the peasant avoids its injurious efTccts by caution in

reference to clothing, food, and the choice of his hours of

labour. In fact, nothing is so certain a protection against

the " aria cattiva " as wearing the fleece of animals and

keeping a blazing fire ; which explains why the Roman
countryman went constantly clothed in heavy w^oollen stuffs,

and never allowed the fire on his hearth to be extinguished.

In other respects the district must have appeared attractive

to an immigrant agricultural people : the soil is easily

laboured with mattock and hoe and is productive even with-
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out being manured, although, tried by an Italian standard,

it does not yield any extraordinary return : wheat yields

on an average about five-fold.* Good water is not abun-

,

dant ; the higher and more sacred on that account was the

esteem in" w^hich every fresh spring was held by the inhabi-

tants.

No accounts have been preserved of the mode in which

Latin settle- the Settlements of the Latins took place in the

ments. district which has since borne their name ; and

we are left to gather what we can almost exclusively from

d, posteriori inference regarding them. Some knowledge

may, however, in this way be gained, or at any rate some

conjectures that wear an aspect of probability.

The Roman territory was divided in the earliest times

cian-vii- i"to a number of clan-districts, which were sub-

lages. sequently employed in the formation of the

earliest "rural wards" {trihus rnsiicae). Tradition informs

us as to the fribus Claudia, that it originated from the set-

tlement of the Claudian clansmen on the Anio ; and that

the other districts of the earliest division originated in a

similar manner is indicated quite as certainly by their

names. These names are not, like those of the districts

* A French statist, Dureau de la Malle {Eco7i. Pol. des Ilomains, ii.

226), compares with the Roman Campagna the district of Limagiie in

Auvorgne, which is likewise a wide, much intersected, and uneven plain,

with a superficial soil of decomposed lava and ashes—the remains of ex-

tinct volcanoes. The population, at least 2500 to the square league, is

one of the densest to be found in purely agricultural districts : property

is subdivided to an extraordinary extent. Tillage is carried on almost

entirely by manual labour, with spade, hoe, or mattock; only in excep-

tional cases a light plough is substituted drawn by two cows, the wife

of the peasant not unfrequently taking the place of one of them in the

yoke. The team serves at once to furnish miil< and to till the land.

They have two harvests in the year, corn and vegetables ; there is no fal-

low. The average yearly rent for an arpent of arable land is 100 francs.

If instead of such an arrangement this same land were to be divided

among six or seven large landholders, and a system of management by

stewards and day labourers were to supersede the husbandry of the small

proprietors, in a hundred years the Limagne would doubtless be as waste,

forsaken, and miserable as the Campagna di Roma is at the present day.
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added at a later period, derived from the localities, l)ut are

formed without exception from the names of clans ; and

the clans who thus gave their names to the wards of the

original Roman territory are, so far as they have not be-

come entirely extinct (as in the case with the Cainilii,

Galerii, Lemonii^ Pollii, Pupinii, Voliinii), the">ej::j[_oldest

patrician families of Rome, the Aemilii, Cornelii, PaB'it;-

Horatii, Menenii, Papirii, Pomilii, Sergii, Veturii. It is

worthy of remark, that not one of these clans can be shown

to have taken up its settlement in Rome only at a later

epoch. Every Italian, and doubtless also every Hellenic,

canton must, like that of Rome, have been divided into a

number of groups associated at once by locality and by
clanship ; such a clan-settlement is the " house" [oixia) of

the Greeks, from which A'ery frequently the xcofiai and

d^lfioi originated among them, like the tribvs in Rome.
The corresponding Italian terms " house " {yicus) ur

" building" [jmffus, from pangere) indicate, in like manner,

the joint settlement of the members of a clan, and thence

come by an easily understood transition to signify in com-

mon use hamlet or village. As each household had its own
portion of land, so the clan-household or village had clan-

lands belonging to it, which, as will afterwards be shown,

were managed up to a comparatively late period after the

analogy of household-lands, that is, on the system of joint-

possession. Whether it was in Latium itself that the clan-

households became developed into clan-villages, or whether

the Latins were already associated in clans when they im-

migrated into Latium, are questions which we are just as

little able to answer as we are to determine how far, in

addition to the original ground of common ancestry, the

clan may have been based on the incorporation or co-ordi-

nation from without of individuals not related to it by

blood.

These chinships, however, were from the beginning re-

garded not as independent societies, but as the
Cantons. ? , „ ^ ,. . , ....

mtegral parts of a political community {^civitas,

populus). This first presents itself as an aggregate of a
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number of clan-villages of the same stock, language, and

manners, bound to mutual observance of laAv and mutual

legal redress and to united action in aggression and defence.

A fixed local centre was quite as necessary in the case of

such a canton as in that of a clanship ; but as the members

of the clan, or in other words the constituent elements of

the canton, dwelt in villages, the centre of the canton cannot

have been a town or place of joint settlement in the strict

sense. It must, on the contrary, have been simply a place

of common assembly, containing the seat of justice and the

common sanctuary of the canton, where the members of

the canton met every eighth day for purposes of intercourse

and amusement, and wher^, in case of war, they obtained a

safer shelter for themselves and their cattle than in the vil-

lages : in ordinary circumstances this place of meeting was

not at all or but scantily inhabited. Ancient places of

refuge, of a kind quite similar, may still be recognized at

the present day on the tops of several of the hills in the

highlands of east Switzerland. Such a place was called in

Italy "height" {capitolhwi, like ay.Qa, the mountain-top),

or " stronghold " {arx, from arcere) ; it was not a town at

first, but it became the nucleus of one, as houses naturally

gathered round the stronghold and were afterwards sur-

rounded with the "ring" (nrbs, connected with urvus,

curvus, perhaps also Avith orbis). Tlie stronghold and town

were visibly distinguished from each other by the number

of gates, of which the stronghold had as few as possible,

and the town many, the former ordinarily but one, the

latter at least three. Such fortresses were the bases of that

cantonal constitution which prevailed in Italy anterior to

the existence of towns : a constitution, the nature of which

may still be recognized with some degree of clearness in

those provinces of Italy wiiich did not until a late period

reach, and in some cases have not yet fully reached, the

stage of aggregation in towns, such as the land of the

Marsi and the small cantons of the Abruzzi. The country

of the Aequiculi, who even in the imperial period dwelt

not in towns, but in numerous open hamlets, presents a
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number of ancient ring-walls, which, regarded as " deserted

towns " with their solitary temples, excited the astonish-

ment of the Roman as well as of modern archaeologists,

who have fancied that they could find accommodation there,

the former for their " primitive inhabitants " {aborigines),

the latter for their Pelasgians. We shall certainly be

nearer the truth in recognizing these structures not as

walled towns, but as places of refuge for the inhabitants of

the district, such as were doubtless found in more ancient

times over all Italy, although constructed in less artistic

style. It was natural that at the period when the stocks

that had made the transition to urban life were surrounding

their towns with stone walls, those districts whose inhabi-

tants continued to dwell in open hamlets should replace the

earthen ramparts and palisades of their strongholds with

buildings of stone. When in later ages peace was securely

established throughout the land and such fortresses were no
longer needed, these places of refuge were abandoned and

soon became a riddle to after generationsi*

These cantons accordingly, having their rendezvous in

some stronghold, and including a certain number
the oldest of clanships, form the primitive political unities

with M'hich Italian history begins. At what

period, and to what extent, such cantons were formed in

Latium, cannot be determined with precision ; nor is it a

matter of special historical interest. The isolated Alban

range, that natural stronghold of Latium, which offered to

settlers the most wholesome air, the freshest springs, and

the most secure position, would doubtless be first occupied

by the new comers, ficre accordingly, along the narrow

plateau above Palazzuola, between the Alban lake {Lago di

Castello) and the Alban mount {^Monte Cavo), extended the

town of Alba, which was universally regarded as the primi-

tive seat of the Latin stock, and the mother-city of Rome
as well as of all the other Old Latin communities ; here,

too, on the slopes lay the very ancient Latin canton-centres

of Lanuvium, Aricia, and Tusculum. Hero are found some

of those primitive works of masonry, which usually mark
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the beginnings of civilization and seem to ^and as a witness

to posterity that in reality Pallas Athene, when she does

appear, comes into the world full grown. Such is the es-

carpment of the wall of rock below Alba in the direction

of Palazzuola, whereby the place, which is rendered natu-

rally inaccessible by the steep declivities of Monte Cavo on

the south, is rendered equally miapproachable on the north,

and only the two narrow approaches on the east and west,

which are capable of being easily defended, are left open

for traffic. Such, above all, is the large subterranean tun-

nel cut—so that a man can stand upright within it—through

the hard wall of lava, 6000 feet thick, by which the waters

of the lake formed in the old crater of the Alban Mount

were reduced to their present level and a considerable space

was gained for tillage on the mountain itself.

The summits of the last offshoots of the Sabine range

form natural fastnesses of the Latin plain ; and the canton-

strongholds there gave rise at a later period to the consider-

able towns of Tibur and Praeneste. Labici too, Gabii, and

Nomentum in the plain between the Alban and Sabine hills

and the Tiber, Rome on the Tiber, Laurcntum and Lavini-

um on the coast, were all more or less ancient centres of

Latin colonization, not to speak of many others less famous

and in some cases almost forgotten.

All these cantons were in primitive times politically

The Latin Sovereign, and each of them was governed by
league.

j(.g pj-iiiye with the co-operation of the council

of elders and the assembly of warriors. Nevertheless the

feeling of fellowship based on community of descent and

of language not only pervaded the whole of th^m, but

manifested itself in an important religious and .|?oIitical

institution—the perpetual league of the cQ^k^ive Latin

cantons. The presidency belonged originally, according to

the universal Italian as well as Hellenic usage, to that can-

1 ton wiihin whose bounds lay the meeting-place of the

league; in this case it was the canton of Alba, which, as

we have said, was generally regarded as the-oldest and most

eminent of the Latin cantons. The communities entitled to
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participate in the league were in the beginning thirty—

a

number which we find occurring with singular frequency as

tlie sum of the constituent parts of a commonwealth in

Greece and Italy, "What cantons originally made up the

number of the thirty old Latin communities or, as witli

reference to the metropolitan rights of Alba they are also

called, the thirty Alban colonies, tradition has not recorded,

and we can no longer ascertain. The rendezvous of this

union was, like the Pamboeotia and the Panionia amo.ng

the similar confederacies of the Greeks, the " Latin festi-

val " [feriae Latinae), at which, on the " Mount of Alba "

{Mons Albanus, Monte Cavo), upon a day annually ap-

pointed by the chief magistrate for the purpose, an ox was

offered in sacrifice by the assembled Latin stock to the

" Latin god " [Jimiler Latiaris). Each community taking

part in the cereraony^iad to contribute to the sacrificial

feast its fixed proportion of cattle, milk, and cheese, and to

receive in return a portion of the roasted victim. These

usages continued down to a late period, and are well

known : respecting the more important legal bearings of

this association we can do little else than institute conjec-

tures.

'From the must ancient times there were held, in con-

nection with the religious festival on the Mount of Alba,

assemblies of the representatives of the several communi-

ties at the neighbouring Latin seat of justice at the source

of the Ferentina (near Marino). liideed such a confederacy

cannot be conceived to exist without having a certain power

of superintendence over the associated body, and without

possessing a system of law binding on all. Tradition re-

cords, and we may well believe, that the league exercised

jurisdiction in reference to violations of federal law, and

that it could in such cases pronounce even sentence of

death. The equality in respect of legal rights and of inter*

marriage that subsisted among the Latin communities at a

later date may perhaps be regarded as an integral part of

the primitive law of the league, so that any Latin man
could beget lawful children with any Latin woman and
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acquire landed property and carry on trade in any part of

Latium. The league may have also provided a federal i

tribunal of arbitration for the mutual disputes of the can-

tons ; on the other hand, there is no proof that the league

imposed any limitation on the sovereign right of each com-

munity to make peace or war. In like manner there can

be no doubt that the constitution of the league implied the

possibility of its waging defensive or even aggressive war '

in its own name ; in which case, of course, it would be

necessary to have a federal commander-in-chief. But we
have no reason to suppose that in such an event each com-

munity was compelled by law to furnish a contingent for

the army, or that, conversely, any one was interdicted from

undertaking a war on its own account even against a mem-
ber of the league. There are, however, indications that

during the Latin festival, just as was the case during the

festivals of the Hellenic leagues, " a truce of God " was

observed throughout all Latium ;
* and probably on that

occasion even tribes at feud granted safe-conducts to each

other.

It is still less in our power to define the privileges of

the presiding canton ; only we may safely affirm that there

is no reason for recognizing in the Alban presidency a r-eal

political hegemony over Latium, and that possibly, nay

probably, it had no more significance in Latium than the

honorary presidency of Elis had in Greece,f On the

* The Latiu festival is expressly called " armistice " {induiiae^ Ma-

crob. Sat. i. 16 ; exi/fiQiai,, Dionys, iv. 49) ; and a war was not allowed

to be begun during its continuance (Macrob. I. c).

f Tlie assertion often made in ancient and modern times, that Alba

once ruled over Latium under the forms of a symmachy, nowhere finds

on closer investigation sufficient support. All history begins not with

the union, but with the disunion of a nation ; and It is very improbable

that the problem of the union of Latium, which Rome finally solved after

some centuries of conflict, should have been already solved at an earlier

period by Alba. It deserves to be remarked too that Rome never as-

serted in the capacity of heiress of Alba any claims of sovereignty pro-

per over the Latin communities, but contented herself with an honorary

presidency ; which no doubt, when it became combined with material
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whole it is probable that the extent of this Latin league,

and the amount of its jurisdiction, were somewhat unsettled

and fluctuating
;
yet it remained throughout not an acciden-

tal aggregate of various communities more or less alien to

each other, but the just and necessary expression of the

relationship of the Latin stock. The Latin league may not

have at all times included all Latin communities, but it

never at any rate granted the privilege of membership to

any that were not Latin. Its counterpart in Greece was

not the Delphic Amphictyony, but the Boeotian or Aetolian

confederacy.

These very general outlines must suffice : any attempt

to draw the lines more sharply would only falsify the pi fu-

ture. The manifold play of mutual attraction and repul-

sion among those earliest political atoms, the cantons,

passed away in Latium without witnesses competent to

tell the tale. We must now be content to realise the one

great abiding fact that they possessed a common centre, to

which they did not sacrifice their individual independence,

but by means of which they cherished and increased the

feeling of their belonging collectively to the same nation.

By such a common possession the way was prepared for

their advance from that cantonal individuality, with which

the history of every people necessarily begins, to the

national union with which the history of every people ends

or at any rate ought to end.

power, aifoided a h^dle for her pretensions of hegemony. Testimonies,

strictly so called, cinpscarcely be adduced on such a question ; and least

of all do such passages as Festus v. praelor^ p. 6*7, and Dionys. iii. 10,

suffice to stamp Alba as a Latin Athens.



CHAPTER IV.

THE BEGINNINGS OF KOME.

About fourteen miles up from the mouth of the river

Tiber hills of moderate elevation rise on both

banks of the stream, higher on the right, lower

on the left bank. "With the latter group there has been

closely associated for at least two thousand five hundred

years the name of the Romans. We are unable, of course,

to tell how or when that name arose ; this much only is

certain, that in the oldest .form of it known to us the in-

habitants of the canton are called not Romans, but (by a

shifting of sound that frequently occurs in the earlier period

of a language, but fell very early into abeyance in Latin *)

Ramnians [Eamnes), a fact which constitutes an expressive

testimony to the immemorial antiquity of the name. Its

derivation cannot be given with certainty
;
possibly " Ram-

nes" may mean " foresters " or " bushmen."

But they were not the only dwellers on the hills by the

lities Ln- bank of the Tiber. In the earliest division of
ceroe.

jjjg burgesses of Rome a trace has been pre-

served of the flict that that body arose out of the amalgama-

tion of three cantons once probably independent, the Ram-
nians, Tities, and Luceres, into a single conunonwealth—in

other words, out of such a synoikismos ^sMtm^ova which

Athens arose in Attica, f The great antiqi^^^f this three-

* A similar change of sound is exhibited ia thejcase of the following

formations, all of them of a very ancient kind : pars portio, Mars mm-a,

farreum ancient form for horreum, Fahii Fovii, Valerius Volesus, vacu-

us vocivus.

j- The synoikismos did not necessarily involve an actual.settlement

together at one spot; but while eiich resided as formerly on his own
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fold division of the comtnunity * is perhaps best evincec

by the fact that the Romans, in matters especially of cou.

stitutional law, regularly used the forms tribuere (" to divide

into three ") and tribus (" a third ") in the general sense of

" to divide " and '^ a part," and the latter expression {tri-

bus), like our " quarter," early lost its original signification

of number. After the union each of these three communi-

ties—once separate, but now forming subdivisions of a

single community—still possessed its third of the common
domain, and had its proportional represeiftation in the bur-

gess-force and in the council of the elders. In ritual also,

the number divisible by three of the members of almost

all the oldest colleges— of the Vestal Vii-gins, the Salii, the

Arval Brethren, the Luperci, the Augurs—probably had

reference to that three-fold partition. These three elements

into which the primitive body of burgesses in Rome was

divided have had theories of the most extravagant absurdity

engrafted upon them. The irrational opinion that the

Roman nation was a mongrel people finds its support in

that division, and its advocates have striven by various

means to represent the three great Italian races as elements

entering into the composition of the primitive Rome, and

to transform a people which has exhibited in language,

polity, and religion, a pure and national development such

as few have equalled, into a confused aggregate of Etruscan

and Sabine, Hellenic and, forsooth ! even Pelasgian frag-

ments.

land, there waa thenceforth only one council-hall and court-house for

the whole. Tluicyd. ii. 15 ; Herodot. i. 1*70.

* We might even, looking to the Attic rQlrti% and the Umbrian trifo,

raise the question whether a triple division of the community was not a

fundamental principle of the Graeco-Italians : in that case the triple di-

vision of the Roman community would not be referable to the amalga-

mation of several once independent tribes. But, in order to the estab-

lishment of an hypothesis so much at variance with tradition, such a

threefold division would require to present itself more generally through-

out the Graeco-Italian field than seems to be the case, and to appear

uniformly everywhere as the ground-scheme. The Umbrians may possi-

bly have adopted the word tribus only when they came under the

influence of Roman rule; it cannot with certainty be traced in Oscan.

121
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Setting aside self-contradictory and unfounded hypothe-

ses, we may sum up in a few words all that can be said

respecting the nationality of the component elements of the

primitive Roman commonwealth. That the Ramnians

were a Latin stock cannot be doubted, for they gave their
J

name to the new Roman commonwealth and therefore must 1

have substantially determined the nationality of the united

community. Respecting the origin of the Luceres nothing

can be affirmed, except that there is no difficulty in the way
of our assigning them, like the Ramnians, to the Latin

stock. The second of these communities, on the other

hand, is with one consent derived from Sabina ; and this

view can at least be traced to a tradition preserved in the

Titian brotherhood, which rej)resented that priestly college

as having been instituted, on occasion of the Tities being

admitted into the collective community, for the preserva-

tion of their distinctive Sabine ritual. It would appear,

therefore, that at a period very remote, when the Latin and

Sabellian stocks were beyond question far less sharply con-

trasted in language, manners, and customs than were the

Roman and the Samnite of a later age, a Sabellian com-

munity entered into a Latin canton-union ; and, as in the

older and more credible traditions without exception the

Tities take precedence of the Ramnians, it is probable that

the intruding Tities compelled the older Ramnians to accept

the synoihismos. A mixture of different nationalities cer-

tainly therefore took place ; but it hardly exercised an

influence greater than the migration, for example, which

occurred some centuries afterwards of the Sabine Attus

Clauzus or Appius Claudius and his clansmen and clients to

Rome. The earlier admission of the Tities among the

Ramnians does not entitle us to class the community

among mongrel peoples any more than does that subse-

quent reception of the Claudii among the Romans. With

the exception, perhaps, of isolated national institutions

handed down in connection with ritual, the existence of

Sabellian elements can nowhere be pointed out in Rome

;

and the Latin language in particular furnishes absolutely no
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support to such an hypothesis.* It would in fact be more

than surprising, if the Latin nation should have had its

nationality in any sensible degree affected by the insertion

of a single community from a stock so very closely related

to it ; and, besides, it must not be forgotten that at the

time when the Tities settled beside the Ramnians, Latin

nationality rested on Latium as its basis, and not on Rome.

The new tripartite Roman commonwealth was, notwith-

standing some incidental elements which were originally

Sabellian, just what the community of the Ramnians had

previously been—a portion of the Latin nation.

Long, in all probability, before an urban settlement

arose on the Tiber, these Ramnians, Tities, and
emporium Luccrcs, at first separate, afterwards imited, had
of Latium.

i i t i -r.
their stronghold on the Roman hills, and tilled

their fields from the surrounding villages. The " wolf-

festival " {Lv^yercalia), which the gens of the Quinctii cele-

brated on the Palatine hill, was probably a tradition from

these jfrimitive ages—a festival of husbandmen and shep-

herds, which more than any other preserved the homely

pastimes of patriarchal simplicity, and, singularly enough,

maintauied itself longer than all the other heathen festivals

in Christian Rome.

From these settlements the later Rome arose. The

Character of
fomiding of a city in the strict sense, such as

its site. i\^Q legend assumes, is of course to be reckoned

altogether out of the question : Rome was not built in a

day. But the serious consideration of the historian may

* Although the older opinion, that Latin is to be viewed as a mixed

language made up of Greek and non-Greek elements, has been now

abandoned on all sides, judicious inquirers even (<". g. Schwegler, M. G.

i. 184, 193) still seek to discover in Latin a mixture of two nearly related

Italian dialects. But wo ask in vain for the linguistic or historical facts

which render such an h3-pothesis necessary. When a language presents

the appearance of being an intermediate link between two others, every

philologist knows that the phenomenon may quite as probably depend,

and more frequently does depend, on organic development than on ex-

ternal intermixture.

4

%.
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well be directed to the inquiry, in what way Rome could

so early attain the prominent political position which it

held in Latium—so different from what the physical char-

acter of the locality would have led us to anticipate. The

site of Rome is less healthy and less fertile than that of

most of the old Latin towns. Neither the vine nor the fig

succeed well in the immediate environs, and there is a want

of springs yielding a good supply of water ; for neither the

otherwise excellent fountain of the Camenae before the

Porta Gapena, nor the Capitoline well, afterwards enclosed

within the Tullianum, furnish it in any abundance. Another

disadvantage arises from the frequency with which the river

overflows its banks. Its very slight fall renders it unable

to carry off the water, which during the rainy season de-

scends in large quantities from the mountains, with suffi-

cient rapidity to the sea, and in consequence it floods the

low-lying lands and the valleys that open between the hills,

and converts them into swamps. For a settler the locality

was anything but attractive. In antiquity itself an opinion

was expressed that the first body of immigrant cultivators

could scarce have spontaneously resorted in search of a

suitable settlement to that unhealthy and unfruitful spot in

a region otherwise so highly favoured, and that it must

have been necessity, or rather some special motive, which

led to the establishment of a city there. Even the legend

betrays its sense of the strangeness of the fact : the story

of the foundation of Rome by refugees from Alba under

the leadership of the sons of an Alban prince, Romulus and

Remus, is nothing but a naive attempt of primitive quasi-

history to explain the singular circumstance of the place

having arisen on a site so unfavourable, and to coimect at

the same time the origin of Rome with the general me-

tropolis of Latium. Such tales, which profess to be his-

torical but are merely improvised explanations of no very

ingenious character, it is the first duty of history to dis-

miss ; but it may perhaps be allowed to go a step further,

and after weighing the special relations of the locality to

propose a positive conjecture not regarding the May in
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which the place originated, but regarding the circumstances

which occasioned its rapid and surprising prosperity and

led to its occupying its peculiar position in Latium.

Let us notice first of all the earliest boundaries of the

Earliest lim- Roman territory. Towards the east the towns

Roman ter^ of Aiitemnac, Fidenae, Caenina, Collatia, and
ntory. Gabii lie in the immediate neighbourhood, some

of them not five miles distant from the gates of the Ser-

vian Rome ; and the boundary of the canton must have

been in the close vicinity of the city gates. On the south

we find at a distance of fourteen miles the powerful com-

munities of Tusculum and Alba ; and the Roman territory

appears not to have extended in this direction beyond the

Fossa Chdlia, five miles from Rome. In like manner,

towards the south-west, the boundary betwixt Rome and

Lavinium was at the sixth milestone. While in a landward

direction the Roman canton was thus everywhere confined

within the narrowest possible limits, from the earliest

times, on the other hand, it extended without hindrance on

both banks of the Tiber towards the sea. Between Rome
and the coast there occurs no locality that is mentioned as

an ancient canton-centre, and no trace of any ancient canton-

boundary. The legend indeed, which has its definite expla-

nation of the origin of everything, professes to tell us that

the Roman possessions on the right bank of the Tiber, the

" seven hamlets " {^sejotem pagi), and the important salt-

works at its mouth, were tiiken by king Romulus from the

Veientes, and that king Ancus fortified on the right bank

the tUe du pont, the " mount of Janus " {laniculurti), and

founded on the left the Roman Peiraeus, the seaport at the

river's "mouth" [Osda). But in fact we have evidence

more trustworthy than that of legend, that the possessions

on the Etruscan bank of the Tiber must have belonged to

the oi'iginal territory of Rome ; for in this very quarter, at

the fourth milestone on the later road to the port, lay the

grove of the creative goddess {Dea JDia), the primitive

chief seat of the Arval festival and Arval brotherhood of

Rome. Indeed from time immemorial the clan of the
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Romilii, the chief probably of all the Roman clans, was

settled in this very quarter ; the Janiculum formed a part

of the city itself, and Ostia was a burgess colony or, in

other words, a suburb.

This cannot have been the result of mere accident. The
Tiber was the natural highway for the traffic of

The Tiber ,. . , .^ ,i . .-i
and its traf- Latium ; and its mouth, on a coast scantily pro-

vided with harbours, became necessarily the an-

chorage of seafarers. Moreover, the Tiber formed from

very ancient times the fi'ontier defence of the Latin stock

against their northern neighbours. There was no place;

better fitted for an emporium of the Latin river and sea

traffic, and for a maritime frontier fortress of Latium, than

Rome. It combined the advantages of a strong position

and of immediate vicinity to the river ; it commanded both

banks of the stream down to its mouth ; it was so situated

as to be equally convenient for the river navigator descend-

ing the Tiber or the Anio, and for the seafarer with vessels

of so moderate a size as those which were then used ; and

it afforded greater protection from pirates than places situ-

ated immediately on the coast. That Rome was indebted

accordingly, if not for its origin, at any rate for its impor-

tance, to these commercial and strategical advantages of its

position, there are numerous indications to show—indica-

tions which are of very different weight from the state-

ments of quasi-historical i-omances. Thence arose its very

ancient relations with Caere, which was to Etruria what

Rome was to Latium, and accordingly became Rome's most

Intimate neighbour and commercial ally. Thence arose the

unusual importance of the bridges over the Tiber, and of

bridge-building generally in the Roman commonwealth.

Thence came the galley in the city arms ; thence, too, the

very ancient Roman port-duties on the exports and imports

of Ostia, which were from the first levied only on what

was to be exposed for sale (promercale), not on what was

for the shipper's own use {i.(snarium), and which were there-

fore in reality a tax upon commerce. Thence, to anticipate,

the comparatively early occuiTence in Rome of coined
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money, and of commei'cial treaties with transmai'ine states.

In this sense, then, it is certainly not improbable that Roma
may have been, as the legend assumes, a creation rather

than a growth, and the youngest rather than the oldest

among the Latin cities. Beyond doubt the country was

already in some degree cultivated, and the Alban range as

well as various other heights of the Campagna were occu-

pied by strongholds, when the Latin frontier emporium

arose on the Tiber. Whether it was a resolution of the S

Latin confederacy, or the clear-sighted genius of some un- ;

known founder, or the natural development of traffic, that!

called the city of Rome into being, it is vain even to sur-

1

mise.

But in connection with this view of the position of

Rome as the emporium of Latium another ob-

character of servation suggests itself. At the time when
°°"'*

history begins to dawn on us, Rome appears, in

contradistinction to the league of the Latin communities, as

a compact urban "unity. The Latin habit of dwelling in

open villages, and of using the common stronghold only for

festivals and assemblies or in case of special need, was sub-

jected to restriction at a far earlier period, probably, in the

canton of Rome than anywhere else in Latium. The Ro-

man did not cease to manage his farm in person, or to re-

gard it as his proper home ; but the unwholesome atmo-

sphere of the Campagna could not but induce him to take

up his abode as much as possible on the more airy and

salubrious city hills ; and by the side of the cultivators of

the soil there must have been a numerous non-agricultural

population, partly foreigners, partly native, settled there

from very early times. This to some extent accounts for

the dense population of the old Roman territory, which

may be estimated at the utmost at 11-5 square miles, partly

of marshy or sandy soil, and which, even under the earliest

constitution of the city, furnished a force of 3300 freemen

;

so that it must have numbered at least 10,000 free hihabit-

ants. But further, every one acquainted with the Romans
and their history is aware that it is their urban and mer-
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cantile character which forms the basis of whatever is pecu-

1

liar in their public and private life, and that the distinction
j

between them and the other Latins and Italians in general

IS pre-eminently the distinction between ci_dzen and riistic.

Rome, indeed, was not a mercantile city like Corinth or

Carthage ; for Latium was an essentially agricultural re-

gion, and Rome was in the first instance, and continued to

be, pre-eminently a Latin city. But the distinction between]

Rome and the mass of the other Latin towns must certainly!

be traced back to its commercial position, and to the type
\

of character produced by that position in its citizens. If i

Rome was the emporium of the Latin districts, we can

readily miderstand how, along with and in addition to Latin

husbandry, an urban life should have attained vigorous and

rapid development there and thus have laid the foundation

for its distinctive career.

It is far more important and more practicable to follow

out the course of this mercantile and strategical growth of

the city of Rome, than to attempt the useless task of ana-

lyzing the insignificant and but little diversified communi-

ties of primitive times. The course of this development

may still be so far recognized in the traditions regarding

the successive circumvallations and fortifications of Rome,

the formation of which necessarily kept pace with the

growth of the Roman commonwealth in importance as a

city.

The town, which in the course of centuries grew up as

The Paia- Romc, in its Original form embraced according
tine city. ^q trustworthy testimony only the Palatine, or

" square Rome " {Roma quadrata), as it was called in later

times from the irregularly quadrangular form of the Pala-

tine hill. The gates and walls that enclosed this original

city remained visible down to the period of the empire

:

the sites of two of the former, the Porta Romana near S.

Giorgio in Yelabro, and the Porta Mugionis at the Arch of

Titus, are still known to us, and the Palatine ring-wall is

described by Tacitus froni his own observation at least on

the sides looking towards the Aventine and Caelian. Many
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traces indicate that this was the centre and original seat of

the urban settlement. On the Palatine was to be found the

sacred symbol of that settlement, the " outfit vault " {mun-

dus) as it was called, in which the first settlers deposited a

sufficiency of everything necessary for a household and

added a clod of their dear native earth. There, too, was

situated the building in which all the curies assembled for

religious and other purposes, each at its own hearth [curiae

veteres). There stood the meeting-house of the " Leapers "

{curia Saliorum) in which also the sacred shields of Mars

were preserved, the sanctuary of the " Wolves " (Lupercal),

and the residence of the priest of Jupiter. On and near

this hill the legend of the founding of the city placed the

scenes of its leading incidents, and the straw-covered house

of Romulus, the shepherd's hut of his foster-father Faustu-

lus, the sacred fig-tree towards which the cradle with the

twins had floated, the cornelian cherry-tree that sprang

from the shaft of the spear which the founder of the city

had hurled from the Aventine over the valley of the Circus

into this enclosure, and other such sacred relics were point-

ed out to the believer. Temples in the proper sense of the

term were still at this time unknown, and accordingly the

Palatine has nothing of that sort to show belonging to the

primitive age. The public assemblies of the community

were early transferred to another locality, so that their

original site is unknown ; only it may be conjectured that

the free space round the mundus, afterwards called the Area

ApoUinis, was the primitive place of assembly for the bur-

gesses and the senate, and the stage erected over the mun-

dus itself the primitive seat of justice of the Roman com-

munity.

The " festival of the Seven Mounts " (seplimoniium),

The Seven again, preserved the memory of the more ex-
Mounts, tended settlement which gradually formed round

the Palatine. Suburbs grew up one after another, each

protected by its own separate though weaker circumvalla-

tion and joined to the original ring-wall of the Palatine, as

in fen districts the outer dikes are joined on to the main
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dike. The "Seven Rings" were, the Palatine itself; the

Cermalus, the slope of the Palatine in the direction of the

morass that in the earliest times extended between it and

the Capitoline {velabrum) ; the Velia, the ridge which con-

nected the Palatine with the Esquiline, but in subsequent

times was almost wholly obliterated by the buildings of the

empire ; the Fagutal, the Oppius, and the Cispius, the three

summits of the Esquiline ; lastly, the Sucusa, of Subura, a

fortress constructed outside of the earthen rampart which

protected the new town on the Carinae, in the low ground

between the Esquiline and the Quirinal beneath S. Pietro

in Vincoli. These additions, manifestly the results of a

gradual growth, clearly reveal to a certain extent the earli-

est history of the Palatine Rome, especially when we com-

pare with them the Servian arrangement of districts which

was afterwards formed on the basis of this earliest division.

The Palatine was the original seat of the Roman com-

oidcst set-
munity, the oldest and originally the only ring-

tiements in wall. The Urban settlement, however, began at
the Palatine '

, ' "^ ^

and subu- Rome as well as elsewhere not within, but under
° ' the protection of, the stronghold ; and the oldest

settlements with which we are acquainted, and which after-

wards formed the first and second regions in the Servian

division of the city, lay in a circle round the Palatine.

These included the settlement on the declivity of the Cer-

malus with the " street of the Tuscans "—a name, which

was probably a memorial of the commercial intercourse

that subsisted between the Caerites and Romans and was

already perhaps carried on with vigour in the Palatine city

—and the settlement on the Velia ; both of which subse-

quently along with the stronghold-hill itself constituted a

region of the Servian city. Further, there were the com-

ponent elements of the subsequent second region—the sub-

urb on the Caelian, which probably embraced only its ex-

treme point above the Colosseum ; that on th? Carinae, the

spur which projects from the Esquiline towards the Pala-

tine ; and, lastly, the valley and outwork of the Subiira,

from v/hich the whole region received its name. These two
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regions jointly constituted the incipient city ; and the Sub«

uran region, which extended at the base of the stronghold,

nearly from the Arch of Constantine to S. Pietro in Vin-

coli, and over the valley beneath, appears to have been

more considerable and perhaps older than the settlements

incorporated by the Servian arrangement in the Palatine

region, because in the order of the regions the former takes

precedence of the latter. A remarkable memorial of the

distinction between these two portions of th| city was pre-

served in one of the oldest sacred customs of the later

Rome, the sacrifice of the October horse yearly offered in
j

the Campus Martins : down to a late period a struggle took

place at this festival for the horse's head between the men
of the Subura and those of the Via Sacra, and according as

victory lay with the former or with the latter, the head was

I

nailed either to the Mamilian Tower (site unknown) in the

Subura, or to the king's palace under the Palatine. It was

the two halves of the old city that thus competed with each

other on equal terms. At that time, accordingly, the Es-

quiliae (which name strictly used is exclusive of the Cari-

nae) were in reality what they were called, the " outer

buildings " {ex-quiliae, like inguilinus, from colere) or sub-

urb : this became the third region in the later city division,

and it was always held in inferior consideration as com-

pai'ed with the Suburan and Palatine regions. Other neigh-

bouring heights also, such as the Capitol and the Aventine,

may probably have been occupied by the community of the

, Seven Mounts ; the " bridge of piles " in particular [pons

sublicius), thrown over the natural pier of the island in the

Tiber, must have existed even then-M;he pontifical college •

alone is sufficient evidence ckf this—and the tSte du pont on

the Etruscan bank, the height of the Janiculum, would not

be left unoccupied ; but the community had not as yet

brought either within the circuit of its fortifications. The

regulation which was adhered to as a ritual rule down to

the latest times, that the bridge should be composed simply

of wood without iron, manifestly shows that in its original

practical use it was to be merely a flying bridge, which

4*
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must be capable of being easily at any time broken off or

burnt. We recognize in this circumstance how insecure for

a long time and liable to interruption was the command of

the passage of the river on the part of the Roman commu-

nity.

No relation is discoverable between the urban settle-

ments thus gradually formed and the three communities

into which from an immemorially early period the Roman
commonweall^i was in political law divided. As the Ram-

nes, Titles, and Luceres appear to have been communities

originally independent, they must have had their settle-

ments originally apart ; but they certainly did not dwell in

separate circumvallations on the Seven Hills, and all fictions

to this effect in ancient or modern times must be consigned

by the intelligent inquirer to the same fate Avith the battle

of the Palatine and the charming tale of Tarpeia. On th

contrary each of the three tribes of Ramnes, Titles, an^

Luceres must have been distributed throughout the two^rC'

gions of tlie_pl£lest_ city, the Subura and Palatine, and th

suburban region as well : with this may be connected the'

fact, that afterwards not only in*the Suburan and Palatine,

but in each of the regions subsequently added to the city,

there were three pairs of Argean chapels. The Palatine

city of the Seven Mounts may have had a history of its

own ; no other tradition of it has survived than simply that

of its having once existed. But as the leaves of the forest

make room for the new growth of spring, although they fallj

unseen by human eyes, so has this unknown city of thd

Seven Mounts made room for the Rome of history.

But the Palatine city was not the only one that in an-

cient times existed ,within the circle afterwards

EomMs on enclosed by the Servian walls ; opposite to it,

theQuirinai.
j^ .^^ immediate vicinity, there lay a second city

on the Quirinal. The " old strong-hold "
(
Gapitolium veins)

with a sanctuary of Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva, and a tem-

ple of the goddess of Fidelity in which state treaties were

publicly deposited, forms *the evident counterpart of the

later Capitol with its temple to Jupiter, Juno, and ISIinerva,
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and with its shrine of Fides Romana likewise destined as it

were for a repository of international law, and furnishes

clear proof that the Quirinal also was once the centre of an

independent commonwealth. The same fact may be in-

ferred from the double worship of Mars on the Palatine

and the Quirinal ; for Mars was the type of the warrior

and the oldest chief divinity of the burgess communities of

Italy. With this is connected the further circumstance that

his ministers, the two primitive colleges of the " Leapers "

(Salii) and of the " Wolves " (Luperci), existed in the

later Rome in duplicate : by the side of the Salii of the

Palatine there were also Salii of the Quirinal ; by the side

of the Quinctian Luperci of the Palatine there was a Far

bian guild of Luperci, which in all probability had their

sanctuary on the Quirinal.*

All these indications, which even in themselves are of

great weight, become more significant when we recollect

that the accurately known circuit of the Palatine city of the

Seven Mounts excluded the Quirinal, and that afterwards in

the Servian Rome, while the first three regions correspond-

ed to the former Palatine city, a fourth region was formed

out of the Quirinal along with the neighbouring Viminal.

Thus, too, we discover an explanation of the reason why the

strong outwork of the Subura was constructed beyond the

* That the Quinctian Luperci had precedence in rank over the Fab-

ian is evident from the circumstance that the fabulists attribute the

Quinclii to Romulus, the Fabii to Remus (Ovid. Fast. ii. Z13, seq. ; Vict.

Dc Orig. 22). That the Fabii belonged to the Hill-Romans is shown by

the sacrifice of their f^cws on the Quirinal (Liv. v. 46, 52), whether that

sacrifice may or may not have been connected with the Lupercalia.

Moreover, the Lupercus of the former college is called in inscriptions,

(Orelli, 2263) Lupercus Quinctialis vetus ; and the praenomen Kaeso,

which was most probably connected with the Lupercal worship (see

Rom. Forschungen, i. \1), is found exclusively among the Quinctii and

Fabii : the form commonly occurring in authors, Lupercus Quinctilius

and Quinciilianus, is therefore a misnomer, and the college belonged

not to the comparatively recent Quinctilii, but to the far older Quinctii.

When, again, the Quinctii tLiv. i. 30), c<c Quinctilii (Dion. iii. 29), are

named among the Alban clans, the latter reading is to be preferred, and

the Quinctii are to be regarded rather as an old Roman gens.
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city wall in the valley between the Esquiline and Quiiunal

;

it was at that point, in fact, that the two territories came
into contact, and the Palatine Eomans, after having taken

possession of the low ground, were under the necessity of

constructing a stronghold for protection against those of the

Quirinal.

Lastly, even the name has not been lost by which the

men of the Quirinal distinguished themselves from their

Palatine neighbours. As the Palatine city took the name
of " the Seven Mounts," its citizens called themselves the

"mount-men" (montani), and the term "mount," while

applied to the other heights belonging to the city, was
above all associated with the Palatine ; so the Quirinal

height—although not lower, but on the contrary somewhat
higher, than the former—as well as the adjacent Viminal

never in the strict use of the language received any other

name than " hill "" (collis). In the ritual records, indeed,

the Quirinal was not unfrcqucntly designated as the " hill
"

without further addition. In like manner the gate leading

out from this height was usually called the " hill-gate

"

(porta collina) ; the priests of Mars settled there were

called those " of the hill " [Salii collini) in contrast to

those of the Palatine (Salii Palatini), and the fourth Ser-

vian region formed out of this district was termed the hill-

region [tribus collina)* The name of Romans primarily

associated with the locality was probably appropriated by

* Although the name "Hill of Quirinus " was afterwards ordinarily

used to designate the height where the Hill-Romans had their abode, wo
need not on that account regard the name "Quirites" as having been

originally reserved for the burgesses on the Quirinal. For the earliest in-

dications point, as regards them, to the name Collini; while it is indis-

putably certain that the name Quirites denoted from the first, as well as

subsequently, simply the full burgess, and had no connection with the

distinction between montani and collini (comp. chap. v. infra). In fact,

Mars g'jurmjis, the spear-bcaring god of Death, was originally worshippcJ

as well on the Palatine as on the Quirinal; the oldest inscriptions foun<l

at what was afterwards called the Temple of Quirinus designate this

divinity simply as Mars, but at a later period for the sake of distinction
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these " Hill-men " a« well as by those of the " Mounts ;

"

and the former perhaps designated themselves as " Romans
of the Hill " {Romani collini). That a diversity of race

may have lain at the foundation of this distinction between

the two neighbouring cities is possible ^ but evidence suffi-

cient to warrant our pronouncing a community established

on Latin soil to be of alien lineage is, in the case of the

Quirinal community, totally wanting.*

Thus the site of the Roman commonwealth was still at

Relation be- this period occupicd by the Mount-Romans of

Matineand the Palatine and the Hill-Romans of the Quiri-

coSimni- ^^ ^^ ^^^ Separate communities confronting

ties. each other and doubtless in many respects at

feud, in some degree resembling the Montigiani and the

the god of the Mount-Romans more especially was called Mars, the god

of the Hill-Romans more especially Quirinus.

When the Quirinal is called collis affonalis , "hill of sacrifice," it is so

designated merely as the centre of the religious rites of the Hill-Romans.

* The evidence alleged for this (comp. e. g. Schwegler, i?. G. i. 480)

mainly rests on an etymologico-historical hypothesis started by Varro

and as usual unanimously echoed by the later writers, that the Latin

qums and quirinus are akin to the name of the Sabine town Cures, and

that the Quirinal hill accordingly had been peopled from Cures. The
linguistic affinity of these words is probable; but how little warrant

there is for deducing from it such a historical inference must be obvious

at once. That the old sanctuaries on this ennnence (where besides, there

wiis also a " Collis Laliaris'''') were Sabine, has been asserted, but has

not been proved. Mars quirinus, Sol, Salus, Flora, Semo Sancus or Deus

fidius were indeed Sabine, but they were also Latin, divinities, formed

evidently during the epoch when Latins and Sabines still lived undivided.

If a name like that of Semo Sancus (which moreover occurs in connec-

tion wifii the Tiber-island) is especially associated with the sacred places

of the Quirinal which afterwards diminished in its importance (comp.

the Porta Sanqualis deriving its name therefrom), every unbiassed in-

quirer will recognize in such a circumstance only a proof of the high an-

tiquity of that worship, not a proof of its derivation from a neighbour-

ing land. In so speaking we do not mean to deny that it is possible that

old distinctions of race may have co-operated in producing this state

of things
; but if such was the case, they have, so far as we are concerned,

totally disappeared, and the views current among our contemporaries as

to the Sabine element in the constitution of Rome are only fitted serious^

ly to warn us against such baseless speculations leading to no result.
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Trasteverini in modern Eome. That the community of the

Seven Mounts early attained a great preponderance over

that of the Quirinal may with certainty be inferred both

from the greater extent of its newer portions and suburbs,

and from the position of inferiority in which the former

Hill-Romans were obliged to acquiesce under the later Ser-

vian arrangement. But even within the Palatine city there

was hardly a true and complete amalgamation of the dif-

ferent constituent elements of the settlement. We have

already mentioned how the Subura and the Palatine annu-

ally contended for the horse's head"; the several Mounts

also, and even the several curies (there was as yet no com-

mon hearth for the city, but the various hearths of the

curies subsisted side by side, although in the same locality)

probably felt themselves to be as yet more separated than

united ; and Eome as a whole was probably rather an ag-

gregate of urban settlements than a single city. It appears

from many indications that the houses of the old and pow-

erful families were constructed somewhat after the manner

of fortresses and were rendered capable of defence—a pre-

caution, it may be presumed, not unnecessary. It was the

magnificent structure ascribed to king Servius Tullius that

first surrounded not merely those two cities of the Palatine

and Quirinal, but also the heights of the Aventine and the

Capitoline which were not comprehended within their en-

closure, with a single great ring-wall, and thereby created

the new Rome—the Rome of History. But ere this mighty\

work was undertaken, the relations of Rome to the sur- \

rounding country had beyond doubt undergone a complete
\

revolution. As the period, during which the husbandman

guided his plough on the seven hills of Rome just as on the

other hills of Latium, and the usually unoccupied places of

refuge on particular summits alone presented the germs of

a more permanent settlement, corresponds to the earliest

epoch of the Latin stock, an' epoch bafren of traffic and

barren of action ; as tfiereafter the flourishing settlement

on the Palatine and in the " Seven Rings " was coincident

with the occupation of the mouths of the Tiber by the Ro-
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man community, and with the progress of the Latins to a

more stirring and freer intercourse, to an urban civilization

in Rome more especially, and perhaps also to a more con-

solidated political union in the individual states as well as

in the confederacy ; so the Servian yiSiW, which was the

foundation of a single great city, was Connected with the

epoch at which the city of Eome was abl#/to contend for,

and at length to achieve, the sovereignty ' fcf the Latin

league. ^/ ' /• -j
^
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CHAPTER«^v^. i" 4

^y T^ oSifGy^^C^jjfSTMjTION OF KOME. Tf^ "^

Father an* "mmiher, sons and daughters, home and >?

Tho Roman homestead, servants and chattels—such are the
house.

natui'al elements constituting the household in

all cases, where polygamy has not obliterated the distinctive

position of the mother. But the nations that have been

most susceptible of culture have diverged widely from each

other .in their conception and treatment of the natural dis-

tinctions which the household thus presents. By some they

have been apprehended and wrought out more profoundly,

by others more saperficially ; by some more under their

moral, by others more imder their legal aspects. None haiti

equalled the Roman in the simple but inexorable embodi-

ment in law of the principles pointed out by nature herself.

The flxmily formed an unity. It consisted of the frea

The house-
™^^^ ^^'^^ upon his father's death had become hia

father and Qwn master, and the spouse whom the priests
his house- • •*•

hold. by tl\e ceremony of the sacred salted cake [con-

farreatlo) had solemnly wedded to share with him water

and fire, with their sons and sons' sons and the lawful wives

of these, and their unmarried daughters and sons' daughters,

along with all goods and substance pertaining to any of its

members. The chil'dren of daughters on the other hand

were excluded,Jiecause, if born in wedlock, they belonged

to the family of the husband ; and if begotten out of wed-

lock, they had no place in a family at all. To the Roman
citizen a house of his own and the blessing of children ap-

peared the end and essence of life. The death of the indi-

vidual was not an evil, for it was a matter of necessity

;

but the extinction of a household or of a clan w;is injurious
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to the C''''7iTnii]-'^<-|Y
'-'^^'^^^ which in the earliest times there /^

fore opened up to the childless the means of avoiding such

a fatality by their adopting, in presence of the people, the

childrp.p nf (^thfH ""^ ^h.^ir n^yn. ^
The Roman family from the first contained within it the

^.^

conditions of a higher culture in the moral adjustment of lij-^ ^

the m\itual relations of its members. Man alone could be ». fi/^^

head of a ib.mily« Woman did not indeed occupy a position ' j

inferior to man in the acquiring of property and money
; r\/ty

on the contrary the daughter inherited an equal share with -^
(^ Q ^^j

her brother, and the mother an equal share with her chil- -v r^*
j,^

dren. But woman always and necessarily belonged to the -

household, not to the commuiiity ; and in the household \0r*,7

itself she necessarily held a position of domestic subjection „
*

—the daughter to her father, the wife to her husband,* the r*^^^^
fatherless unmarried woman to her nearest male relatives ;

'

it was by these, and not by the king, that in case bf need

vvoman was called to account. Within the house, however,

woman was not servant but mistress. Exempted from the

tasks of corn-grinding and cooking which according to Ro-

man ideas belonged to the menials, the Roman housewife

devoted herself in the main to the superintendence of her

maid-servants, and to the accompanying labours of the dis-

taff, which was to woman wliat the plough was to man.f

* This was not merely the case with the old religious marriage {mal-

rhnonium confarreatione); the civil marriage a\so{nialrimonium consensu),

although not in itself giving to the husband proprietnry power over his

wife, opened up the way for his acquiring this proprietary power, inas-

much as the legal ideas of " formal delivery " (cocmpiio), and " prescrip-

tion" (urns), were applied wit hout ceremony~fo' sucITarniarriage. Until

its acquisition, and in particular therefore during the period which elapsed

before the completion of the prescription, the wife was (just as in the

later marriage by causae proliatio, until that took place), not uxo7; buli

pro uxore. Down to the peribd^^tien Roman jurisprudence became a

completed systerij the principle raaiutained its ground, that the wife who

was not in her husband's power was not a married wife, but only passed

as such (uxor tan'nmmodo /labelur. Cicero, Top. 3, 14).

•j- The following epitapli, although belonging to a much later period,

is not unworthy to have a place here. It is the stone that speaks :

—
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Ill like manner, the moral obligations. jdX. parents towards

their children were fully and deeply felt by the Roman nar

tion ; and it was reckoned a heinous offence if a father neg-

lected or corrupted his child, or if he even sq^uandered his

property to his child's disadvantage.

In a legal point of view, however, the family was abso-

lutely guided and governed by the single all-powerful will

of the "father of the household" {pater faniilias). In re-

lation to him all in the household were destitute of legal

rights—the wife and the child no less than the bullock or

the slave. As the virgin became by the free choice of her

husband his wedded wife, so it rested with his own free will

to rear or not to rear the child which she bore to him.

This maxim was not suggested by indifference to the pos-

session of a family ; on the contrary, the conviction that

the founding of a house and the begetting of children were

a moral necessity and a public duty had a deep and earnest

hold of the Roman mind. Perhaps the only instance of

support accorded on the part of the community in Rome is

the enactment that aid should be given to the father who
had three children presented to him at a birth ; while their

views regarding exposure are indicated by its religious pro-

Hospe.i, quod deico^paiiUum est. Asfa ac pellige.

Heic estsepidcrum haudpulcrum pulcraifeminae,

Nomen parentes nominaruni Claudiam,

Suom mareitum corde dilexit novo,

Gnatcs duos creavit, horunc alterum

In terra linguit, alium sub terra locat

;

Sermone lepldo, turn autem incessu commode,

Domum servavii, Janam fecit. Dixi. Ahei.

{Corp. Inscr. Lot. lOOT.)

Still more characteristic, perhaps, is the introduction of wool-spinnmg

among purely moral qualities; which is no very unusual occurrence in

Roman epitaphs. Orelli, 4639 : optima et puJchcrrima, lanifica pia

pudicafruffi casta domiseda. Orelli, 4861 : modestia probitate pudicitia

obsequlo lan^ficio diligentia fide par similisque cetereis probeis femina

fuit. Epitaph of Turia : domcHtica bona pudicitiae, opxeqtii, comitatisy

facilitatis, lanificHsHuis-adsiduitatis, religionist sine superstitione, orna-

ius non conspiciendiycitltus rwndici.
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hibition so far as concerned all the sons—deformed births

excepted—and at least the first daughter. Censurable, how-

ever, and injurious to the public weal as exposure might be,

a father could jiot be divested of his right to resort to it

;

for he was, above all, thoroughly and absolutelŷ aster in

his household and it was intended that he should remain ^.
The ilither of the household not only maintained the strict-

est discipline over its members, but he had the right and

duty of exercising judicial authority over them and of pun-

ishing them as he deemed fit in life, and limb. The grown-

up son might establish a separate household or,, as the Ho-

mans expressed it, maintain his."own cattle" [peculmm)

assigned to him by his father ; but in law all that the son

acquired, whether by his own labour or by gift from _a

stranger, whether in his father's household or in his own,

I
remained the father's property. So long as the father lived,

the persons legally subject to him could never hold proper-

ty of their own, and therefore could not alienate unless by

him so empowered, or bequeath. In this respect wife and

child stood quite on the same level with the slave, who was

not unfrequently allowed to manage a household of his own,

and who was likewise entitled to alienate when commis-

sioned by his master. Indeed a father might convey his

son as well as. his slave in property to a third person : if

the purchaser, was a foreigner, the son became his slave ; if

he was^ Roman, the son, while as a Roman he could not

become a Roman's slave, stood at least to his purchaser in a

slave's stead {in mancipii causd).

Tn reality the paternal and marital power was subject to

no legal restrictions at all. Religion, indeed, pronounced

its anathema on some of the v^'orst cases of abuse. For
example, besides the already mentioned restriction of the

right of exposure, whoever sold his wife or married son

was declared accursed ; and in a similar spirit it was enact-

ed that in the exercise of domestic jurisdiction the father,

and still more the husband, should not pronounce sentence

on child or wife without having previously consulted the

nearest blood-relations, his wife's as well as his own. But
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such provisions as these involved no legal diminution of his

powers, for the execution of the anathemas was the prov-

ince of the gods, not of earthly justice, and the blood-rela-

tions called in to the domestic judgment were present not

to judge, ^iit simply to advise the father of the household

in his judicial office.

But not only was the power of the master of the house

unlimited and responsible to no one on earth ; it was also,

as long as he lived, unchangeable and indestructible. Ac-

cording to the Greek as well as Germanic laws the grown-

up son, who was practically independent of his father, was

also independent legally ; but the power of the Roman
father could not be dissolved during his life either by age

or by insanity, or even by his own free will, except where

a daughter passed by a lawful marriage out of the hand of

her father into the hand of her husband and, leaving her

own gejis and the protection of her own gods to enter into

the gens of her husband and the protection of his gods, be-

came thenceforth subject to him as she had hitherto been to

her father. It was easier, ncpording tf? Horn an lawj frrjjif^

slave tojibtain release from his master than for the son to

obtain release from his father ; the manumission of the for-

mer was permitted at an early period, and by simple forms

;

the release of the latter Avas only rendered possible at a

much later date, and by very circuitous means. Indeed, if

a master sold his slave and a father his, son and the pur-

chaser released both, the_ slave obtained, his fj-eedom, but

the son by the release sdmply reverted into his. father's

power as before^ Thus the inexorable consistency with

which the Romans carried out their conception of tli§ pa-

ternal and marital power converted \l into a real right of

property.

Closely, however, as the power of the master of the

household over wife and child approximated to his proprie-

tary power over slaves and cattle, the members of the fam-

ily were nevertheless separated by a broad line of distinc-

tion, not merely in fact but in law, from the family prop-

erty. The power of the house-master—even apart from
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the fact that it appeared in operation only within the house

—was of a transient, and in some degree of a representa-

tive, character. Wife and child did not exist merely for the

house-father's sake in the sense in which property exists

only for the proprietor, or in which the subjects of an abso-

' lute state exist only for the king ; thej were the objects in-

deed of a legal ri^ht on his part^ but they had at the same

. time capacities of right of their own ; they were not things,

• but persons. Their rights were dormant in respect of ex-

ercise, simply because the unity of the household demand-

ed that it shou]d be governed by a single representative

;

but when the master of the household died, his sons at Once

came forward as its masters and now^obtained on their own

account over the women and children and property the

rights hitherto exercised over these by the father. On the

other hand the death of the master occasionedr^o change in

the legal position of the slave. '-^-

So strongly was the unity of the family realized, that

Family and ^"^^"^ *^^ death of the master of the house did
clan (genu).

j-,q^ entirely dissolve it. The descendants, who
were rendered by that occurrence independent, regarded

themselves as still in many respects i\ unity ; a principle

which was made use- of in arranging the succession of heirs

and ill many other relations, but esj^cially in regulating the

position of the widow and immarned daughters. As ac-

cording to the older Roman view a woman was not capable

.
of having power either over others or over herself, the

power over her, or, as it was in this case more mildly ex-

pressed, the " guardianship " {tutela), remained with the

' house to which she belonged, and was now exercjsPii 'lu^inS

room of the deceased house-rniis^r ^by the whole of the

nearest male n7./Bm'bers of the family ; ordinarily, therefore,

by sons fsver their mother, and by brothers over their sis-

ters,^ ' ]n this sense the family, once founded, endured un-

changed till the male stock of its founder died out ; only

the bond of connection must of course have become practi-

cally more lax from generation to generation, until at length

it became impossible to prove the original unity. On this.
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and on this alone, rested the distinction between family and

clan, or, according to the Eoman expression, between ag7iati

and gentiles. Both denoted the male stock ; but the family

embraced only those individuals who, mounting up from

generation to generation, were able to exhibit the successive

steps of their descent from a common progenitor ; the clan

{gens) on the other hand comprehended all those, who
while claiming to be descended from a common ancestor

were no longer able fully to point out the intermediate links!

and thereby to establish the degree of their relationship.

This is very clearly expressed in the Roman names : when

they speak of " Quintus, son of,Quintus, grandspn of Quin-

tus and so on, the Quintian," the family reaches as far as

the ascendants are designated individually, and where the

family terminates the clan .is introduced supplementarily^

indicating derivation from the common ancestor who has

bequeathed to all his descendants the name of the " children

of Quintus,"

To these strictly closed unities—the family or household

united under the control of a living master, and

o/t^e\ouse- the clan which originated out of the breaking-

° '

up of such households—there further belongeil

the dependents or " listeners "
(clif^^ ,

from cluere). This

term denoted not the guests, that is, the members of simi-

lar circles who were temporarily sojourning in another

ihousehold than their own, and still less the slaves who were

hooked upon in law as the property of the household and

inot as members of it, but those individuals who, while they

were not free burgesses of any commonwealth, yet lived

):
'^

VcV one^jn a condition of protected fi-ppdoryt- Tiie_£las.sM

lincludedj;efugfie&Jvw«#H.ls^AJi^

}pjXitector,^nd those_slay£s.m-4:«speGt-te-w^l^^

had focJthe jtime being_waived,-the_.£X.ercise-<5i'^^s^i5~Tights,

land so conferred on them practical freedom. This ftilation

had not properly the character of a relation de jure, like

the relation of a man to his guest or to his slave : the client

remained non-free, although good faith and vise and wont

alleviated in his case the condition of non-freedom. Hence
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the " listeners " of the household {clienies) together with

the slaves strictly so called formed the " body of servants "

[familia) dependent on the will of the "burgess" (patro-

nus, like patriciusy. . Hence according to original right the

burgess was entitled partially or wholly to.rft'""^^ tb*^

property ofthe client, to reduce Tiim on emergency once

more to the state of slavery/ to inflict even capital punish-

raent on him ; and it was simply in virtue of a distinction

de facto, that these patrimonial rights were not asserted

^''<^^ thp san'"^ T'i nrnnr agnins^t the client as against the actual

slave, and that on the othfir hnn d th'^ rnr.r<^1^1->1ifirgt.ir>n c£

the master to provide, for Ms-QiOi people {ma to protect

them acchuired a greater importance! in the case of the client,

who was practically in a more_fi;ee_position, than in the

case of the slave. Especially must the c?e facto freedom of

the client have approximated to freedom de jure in those

cases where the relation had subsisted for several genera-

tions : when the releaser and the released had themselves

died, the dominium over the descendants of the released

person (f^ujd not be without flagrant impiety claimed by

the heirs at law of .the releaser ; and thus there was gradu-

ally formed within the household itself a class of persons

in dependent freedom, wh^ were different alike from the

slaves and from the members of the ^ens entitled in the

eye of the law to full and eflua^jiglits./

On this Roman houselioi^Wl^Dased the Roman state,

The Roman ^'^ respected both its constituent elements and
community.

-^^^ ^^^.^^^
rpj^^ Community of the Roman peo-

pie arose out of the junction (in whatever way brought

about) of such ancient clanships as the Romilii, Voltinii,

Fabii, &c. ; the Roman domain comprehended the united

lands of those clans (p. 63). Whoever belonged to one of

these clans was a burgess of Rome. Every marriage con-

cluded in the usual forms within this circle was valid as a

true Roman marriage, and conferred burgess-rights on the

children begotten of it. Whoever was begotten in an ille-

^
T marrjage, or out of marriage, was excluded from the

''D of the community. On this account the Ro-
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man burgesses assumed the name of the " fathers' children "

( patrjcii), inasmuch as they alone in the eye of the law had

a father. The clans with all the families that they contained

were incorporated with the state just as they stood. The
spheres of the household and the clan continued to subsist

within the state ; but the position which a man held in these

did not affect his relations towards the state. The son was

subject to the father within the household, but in political

duties and rights he stood on a footing of equality. The
position of the protected dependent was. naturally so far

changed thaik the frcedmen and clients of every patron re-

ceived on hi^tccount toleration in the community at large

;

they continued indeed to be immediately dependent on the

protection of the family to which they belonged, but the

very nature of the case implied that the clients of members
of the community could not be wholly excluded from its

worship and its festivals, although, of course, they were not

capable of the proper rights or liable to the proper duties

of burgesses, Tliis remark applies still more to the case

of the protected dependents of the community "at^ large.

The state thus consisted, like the hous^nold,' of persons

properly belonging to it and of dependents—of " burgess-

es " and of " inmates " or m;gtoeci.

As the clans resting upon a family basis were the con

stituent elements of the state, so the form of
The king.

, ,.. inn/' i /.-i
the body-politic was modelled after the family

hoth generally and in detail. The household was provided

by nature herself with a head in the person of the father

with ^vhom it originated, and with whom it perished. But

in the community of the people, which was designed to be

impcfk-ishablc, there was no natural master; not at least in

that of Eome, which was composed of fi-ee and equal hus-

bandmen and could not boast of a nobility by the grace of

God. Accordingly one fromits own- ranks became its

" leader " [rex) and " commander " (dictator), " master of

the people " (magister j'^opuli) and lord in the household of

the Roman community. . That this was indeed the trusc

ture of his position is evident, for at a later w Hence
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were to be found in or near to his residence the always

blazing hearth and the well-barred store-chamber of the

community, the Roman Vesta and the Roman Penates

—

indications of the visible unity of that supreme^Kousehold

which included all Rome. The regal magistracy began at'

once and by right, wheii the successor had been designated

and the office had become vacant; but the community did

not owe fidelity and obedience to the king until he had con-

voked the assembly of freemen capable of bearing arms
and had formally'challenged its allegiance. Then he pos-

sessed in its entireness that power over the community
which belonged to the house-father in his household ; aiid,

like him, he ruled for life . He held iiitcrcourse w ith the

gods of the comnmnity, whom he consulted and appeased

{auspicia publica), and he nominated all the priests and

priestesses. The agreements which he concluded in the name
of the community with foreigners were binding upon the

whole people ; although in other instances no member of

the community was bound by an agreement with a non-

member. His "command" [imjjermm) was all-po^'erful in

peace and in war, on which account " messengers " {Iktores,

from Ucere, to summon) preceded him with axes and rods

on all occasions when he appeared officially. He alone had

the right of publicly addressing the burgesses, and it was

he who kept the keys of the public treasury. He had the

same right, as a father had to exercise discipline and juris-

diction. He^ liiflicted jpenalties Tor breaches of order, and,

in particuIaTjJlpgging for m ilitary offences. He sat in judg-

ment in all jDrivate and in all criminal processes, and de-

cided absolutely regarding life and death as well as regard-

ing freedom; he might hand over one burgess to fill the

place of a slave to anotheiiy he might -syen ofder a burgess

to be sold into actual slavery or, in other words, into""ban-

ishment. When he had pronoimced sentence of death, he

was entitled, but not obb^cfLto allow anltppeaTtoTlHrpeo-

ple for pardon. He calledouTtiie people for service in war

and commanded the army ; but with these high functions
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he was no less bound, when an alarm of fire was raised, to

appear in person at the scene of the burning.

As the house-master was not simply the greatest but

the only power in the house, so the king was not merely

the first but the only holder of power in the state. He
might indeed form colleges of men of skill composed of

those specially conversant with the rules of sacred or of

public law, and call upon them for their advice ; he might,

to facilitate his exercise of power, entrust to others particu-

lar functions, such as the making communications to the

burgesses, the command in war, the decision of processes

of minor importance, the inquisition of crimes ; he might

in particular, if he was compelled to quit the bounds of the

city, leave behind him a "city-warden" {praefectus urbi)

with the full powers of an alter ego ; but all magisterial

power existing by the side of the king's was derived from

the latter, and every magistrate held his office by the king's

appointment and during the king's pleasure. All the offi-

cials of the earliest period, the extraordinary city-warden

as well as those who were probably nominated regularly

—

the " trackers of foul murder " {quaestores paricidii), and

the " leaders of division " {tribuni, from tribus, part) of the

infantry {milites) and of the cavalry [celeres)—were mere

royal commissioners, and not magistrates in the subsequent

sense of the term. The regal power had not and could not

hay^ any external checks imposed upon it by law : the mas-

ter of the community had no judge of his acts within the

community, any more than the house-father had a judge

within his household. Death alone terminated his power
;

and in view of that event it was, to all appearance, not only

his lawful prerogative but probably part of his duty to

nominate a successor to himself of his own free choice, A
formal co-operation in the election of king was not requisite

on the part of the council of elders, and the burgesses only

concurred after the nomination ; de jure the new king* was

* Evidence of a direct nature regarding the constitutional prelimina-

ries of the election of king in Rome is not to be looked for. But the
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always appointed bj his predecessor, and thus "the au-

gust blessing of the gods, with which renowned Kome was

founded," was transmitted fi-om its first regal recipient in

regular succession to his followers in office, and the unity

of the state was preserved unchanged notwithstanding the

personal change of the holders of power.

This unity of the Eoman people, represented in the

field of religion by the Roman Diovis, was in the field of

law represented by the prince, and therefore his costume

was the same as that of the supreme god ; the chariot even

in the city, where every one else went on foot, the ivory

sceptre with the eagle, the vermilion-painted face, the chap-

let of oaken leaves in gold, belonged alike to the Roman
god and to the Roman king. It would be a great error,

however, to regard the Roman constitution on that account

as a theocracy : among the Italians the ideas of god and

king never faded away into each other, as they did in Egypt
and the East. The king was not the god of the people ; it

were much more correct to designate him as the proprietor

of the state . Accordingly the Romans knew nothing of

special divine grace granted to a particular family, or of

any other sort of mystical charm by which a king should

be made of different stuff from other men : noble descent

uomination of the dictator took place exactly hi the mode here described

;

the nomination of tlie consul varied from it only in so far as the succession

in this case had reference of course not to the death of the predecessor

but to his retirement, and there was conceded to the community a binding

right of proposal and to the senate its correlative right of confirmation

—an arrangement which beyond dispute bears the stamp of a later ori-

gin—while the nomination itself in the case of the consulate was with-

out exception made by the predecessor in office or the interrex ; and, as

the consulate and the dictatorship were in substance simply continuations

of the regal office, the hypothesis which we have embodied above must
be regarded as quite certain. Even according to the traditional accounts

the previous election by the curies was admissible merely, but by no
means legally necessary, as the story of Servius Tullius proves. It was
probably the custom to make the nomination in public {cojiiione advocata),

and the acclamation with which it was received might easily be
viewed bv later writers in the light of an eleetion.
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and relationship with earlier rulers were recommendations,

but were not necessary conditions ; the office might be law-

fully filled by any Roman come to years of discretion and

,
sound in body and mind.* The king was simply an ordi

: nary burgess, whom merit or fortune, and the primary ne-

cessity of having one as master in every house, had placed

5 as master over his equals—a husbandman set over husband-

|men, a warrior set over warriors. As the son absolutely

I
obeyed his father and yet did not esteem himself inferior,

[so the burgess submitted to his ruler without precisely ac-

I counting him his better. This constituted the moral and

{.practical limitation of the regal power. The king might, it

is true, do much that was inconsistent with equity without

exactly breaking the law of the land : he might diminish

his fellow-combatants' share of the spoil ; he might impose

exorbitant task-works or otherwise by his imposts unrea-

sonably encroach upon the property of the burgess ; but

if he did so, he" forgot that his plenary power came not

from God, but under God's consent from the people, whose

representative he was ; and who w'as there to protect him

if the people should in return forget the oath of allegiance

which they had sworn ? The legal limitation, again, of^he

king's power lay in the principle tliat he was entitled only

to execute the law, not to^l ter it. Every deviation froiiK

the law had to receive the previous approval of the assem-

bly of the people and the council of elders ; if it was not

so approved, it was a null and tyrannical act carrying no

legal eflect. It thus appears that the power of the king in

Rome was, both morally and legally, altogether different

from the sovereignty of the present day. There is no

counterpart in modern life either to the Roman household

or to the Roman state.

The division of the body of burgesses was based on the

* Dionysius affirms (v. 25) that kimeness excluded from the supreme

magistracy. That Roman citizenship must have formed an indispensable

condition for the regal office as well as for the consulate, is so self-evi-

dent as to make it scarcely worth while to refute fonnally the fictions

respecting the burgess of Cures.
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primitive normal principle, that ten houses formed a clan

Thecommu- (5'^"*) J ^^i^ clans Or a hundred households formed
^ity* a wardship {curia, probably related to curare =
coerare, xoiQavog), ten wardships or a hundred clans or a

thousand households formed the community ; and further,

that every household furnished a foot-soldier (hence mil-es,

like equ-es, thousand-walker), and every clan a horseman

and a senator. When communities combined, each of course

appeared as a part {trihiis) of the whole community {iota

in Umbrian and Oscan), and the original unit became mul-

tiplied by the number of such parts. This division had

reference primarily to the personal composition of the bur-

gess-body, but it was applied also to the domain so far as

the latter was apportioned at all. That the curies had

their lands as well as the tribes, admits of the less doubt,

since among the few names of the Roman curies that have

been handed down to us we find along with some apparent-

ly derived -from gentes, e. g. Fancia, others certainly of

local origin, e. g. Veliensis. Besides we meet with a very

old measure of land corresponding to the curia of a hun-

dred households, t'he " hundred " {centuria), comprising a

hundred homesteads of two jugera each. The clan's lands,

of which we have already spoken (p. 63), must in this

primitive period of joint possession have been the smallest

unit in the division of land.

We find this constitution under its simplest form in the

scheme of the Latin or burgess communities that subse-

quently sprang up under the influence of Rom6 ; these had

uniformly the number of a hundred acting councillors {cen-

tumviri), and each of these councillors was called " head of

ten households " [decurio)* But the same normal num-

* Even in Rome, where the simple constitution of ten curies other-

wise early disappeared, we still discover one practical application of it,

and that singularly enough in the same formality which we have other

reasons for regarding as the oldest of all that are mentioned in our legal

traditions, the confarrcatio. It seems scarcely doubtful that the ten

witnesses in that ceremony had the same relation to the constitution of

ten curies as the thirty lictors had to the constitution of thirty curies.

'
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bers make their appearance throughout in the earliest tra-

dition regarding the tripartite Eome, which assigns to it

thirty curies, three hundred clans, three hundred horsemen,

three hundred senators, three thousand households, and as

many foot-soldiers.

Nothing is more certain than that this eai-liest constitu-

tional scheme did not originate in Rome : it was a primi-

tive institution common to all the Latins, and perhaps

reached back to a period long anterior to the separation of

the stocks. The Roman constitutional tradition quite de-

serving of credit in such matters, while it accounts histori-

cally for the other divisions of the burgesses, makes the

division into curies alone originate with the origin of the

city ; and in entire harmony with that view not only docs

the curial constitution present itself in Rome, but in the

recently discovered scheme of the organization of the Latin

communities it appears as an essential part of the Latin

municipal system.

It is difficult, on the other hand, to arrive at a satisfac-

tory view of the object and practical value of the scheme

now before us. The distribution into curies manifestly coij-j

stituted its essence. The tribes (" parts ") cannot have

been an element of essential importance for the simple rea-

son that their occurrence at all was, not less than their num-

ber, the result of accident ; where there were tribes, they

certainly had no other significance than that of preserving

the remembrance of an epoch when such tribes had them-

selves been' wholes.* There is no tradition that the indi-

vidual tribes had special presiding magistrates or special

assemblies of their own ; and it is extremely probable that

in the interest of the unity of the commonwealth the tribes

which had joined together to form it were never in reality

allowed to have such institutions. In the army, it is true,

the infantry had as many pairs of leaders as there were

* This is implied in their very name. The "part" (tribus) is, as

jurists know, simply that which has once beeji or may hereafter come

to be a whole, and so has no real standing of its own in the present.
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tribes ; but each of these pairs of military tribunes did not

command the contingent of a tribe ; on the contrary each

individually, as well as all in conjunction, exercised com-

mand over the whole infantry. The clans and families also

must in like manner with the tribes, although for reasons

very different, have had a theoretical more than a practical

significance under this type of constitution. The limits of

the stock and of the household were furnished by nature.

The legislative power might interfere with these groups in

the way of modification; it might subdivide a large clan

and count it as two, or it might join several weak ones to-

gether ; and it might enlarge or diminish even the house-

hold in a similar way. Nevertheless aflSnity in blood

always appeared to the Romans to lie at the root of the

connection between the members of a clan and still more

between those of a family ; and the Eoman community can

only have interfered with those groups to a limited extent

consistent with the retention of their fundamental character

of afiinity. While, accordingly, the number of households

and clans in the Latin communities was perhaps originally

conceived as fixed, it must very soon have come to vary

amidst the accidents of human affairs ; and the normal

scheme of exactly a thousand households and exactly a hun-

dred clans cannot have had more than a theoretical signifi-

cance except, at the most, in its earliest infancy—the infan-

cy of an institution which meets us matured on the thresh-

old of history.* The practical unimportance of these nuni-

* In Slayonia, where the patriarchal economy is retained up to the

present day, the whole family, often to the number of fifty or even a hun-

dred, remains together in the same house under the control of the hotiso-

fathcr chosen by the whole family for life (Goszpodar). The property of

the household, consisting chiefly of cattle, is managed by the house-father
;

the surplus is distributed according to the family branches. Private

acquisitions by industry and trade remain separate property. Instances

of quitting the household occur, even in the case of men, e. g. by marry-

ing into a stranger household (Csaplovics, Slavonien, i. 106, 179).

Under such circumstances, which probably are not very widely

different from the earliest condition of Rome, the household npproxi-

mates in character to the community, and a fixed number of households
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bers is palpably evinced by the entire absence of instances

where they were really applied. It is not affirmed by tra

dltion, nor is it credible, that one foot-soldier precisely was

taken from each house, and one horseman precisely from

each clan ; although three thousand of the former and three

hundred of the latter were selected in all, the selection in

detail was doubtless determined from the remotest times

wholly by practical considerations, and if the Romans did

not allow these normal numbers to fall entirely into abey-

ance, the reason of their retention lay simply in the tenden-

cy so deeply implanted in the Latin character towards a

logical or rather systematic adjustnjent of proportions. If]

these views be correct, the only'mi3mber that remains, andl

that really fulfilled important functions in this primitive

constitutional organization, is the curia. Of these there

were ten, or, where there were several tribes, ten to each

tribe. Such a " wardship "..w^S. a real corporate unity, the

members of which assembled at least for holding common
festivals. Each wardship was under the charge of a special

svarden {curio), and had a priest of its own [jiamen curi-

alis) ; beyond doubt also the levies and valuations took

: place according to curial divisions, and in judicial matters

I
the burgesses met by curies and voted by curies. This

organization, however, cannot have been introduced prima-

rily with a view to voting, for in that case they would cer-

tainly have made the number of subdivisions uneven.

Sternly defined as was the contrast between burgess

and non-burgess, the equality of rights within

the bui-gess- the burgess-body was complete. No people has

ever perhaps equalled that of Eome in the inex-

orable rigour with which it has carried out these principles,

the one as fully as the other. The strictness of the Eoman
distinction between burgesses and non-burgesses is nowhere

perhaps brought out with such clearness as in the treatment

of the primitive institution of honorary citizenship, which

can certainly be conceived. We may even connect with such a state of

things the primitive adrogatio.
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TFas originally designed to mediate between the two. When
a stranger was, by resolution of the community, adopted

into the circle of the burgesses,* he might surrender his

previous citizenship, in which case he passed over wholly

into the new community ; but he might also combine his

former citizenship with that which had just been granted to

him. Such was the primitive custom, and such it always

remained in Hellas, where in later ages the same person

not unfrequently held the freedom of several communities

at the same time. But the greater vividness with which

the conception of the community as such was realized in

Latium could nof tolerate the idea that a man might simul-

taneously belong in the character of a burgess to two com-

munities ; and accordingly, Avheu the newly^chosen burgess

did not intend to surrender his previous franchise, it at-

tached to the nominal honorary citizenship no further mean-

ing than that of an obligation to befriend and protect the

guest {ins hospitii), such as had- always been recognized as

incumbent in reference to foreigners.

But this rigorous retention of barriers against those that

jwere without Avas accompanied by an absolute banishment

of all differences of rights among the members included in

the burgess community of Rome. Wc have already men-

tioned that the distinctions existing in the household, which

of course could not be set aside, were a^lcast ignored in

the community ; the son who as such was subject in prop-

erty to his father might, in the character of a burgess, come

to have command over his father as master. There wei*e

no class-privileges : the fact that the Titles took precedence

of the Ramnes, and both ranked before the Lucei'es, did not

'affect their equality in all legal rights. The bui-gess caval-

ry, which at this period was used for single combat in front

of the lino on horseback or even on foot, and was rather a

select or reserved corps than a special arm of the service,

* The original expression for this was patronum cooptari, which, as

patronua just \i\ic patricius in itsdf denoted simply the full burgess (p.

95), did not differ from the in patricios coop'arl (Liv. iv. 4 ; Sueton. Tib.

1 ) or the later in patricios adlcgt.
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and which accordingly contained by far the wealthiest, best-

armed, and best-trained men, was naturally held in higher

estimation than the burgess infantry ; but this was a dis-

tinction purely de facto, and admittance to the cavalry was

doubtless conceded to any patrician. It was solely the con-

stitutional subdivision of the burgess-body that gave rise to

distinctions recognized by the law. The legal equality of

all the members of the community was carried out even in

their external appearance. Dress indeed served to distin-

guish the president of the community from its members,

the senator from the burgess who did not belong to the sen-

ate, the grown-up man under obligation of military service

from the boy not yet capable of enrolment ; but otherwise

the rich and the noble as well as the poor and low-born

were only allowed to appear in public in the like simple

wrapper {toga) of white woollen stuff. This complete

equality of rights among the burgesses had beyond doubt

its original basis in the Indo-Germanic type of constitution

;

but in the precision with which it was thus apprehended

and embodied it formed one of the most characteristic and

influential peculiarities of the Latin nation. And in con-

nection with this we may recall the fact that in Italy we do

not meet with any race of earlier settlers less capable of

culture, that had become subject to the Latin immigrants

(p. 30). They had no conquered race to deal with, and

therefore no such condition of things as that which gave

i-isc to tlie Indian system of caste, to the nobility of Thes-

saly and Sparta and perhaps of Hellas generally, and prob-

ably also to the Germanic distinction of ranks.

The maintenance of the state economy devolved, of

course, upon the burgesses. The most impor-

the burgess- taut function of the burgess was his service in

the army ; for the burgesses alone had the right

and duty of bearing arras. The burgesses were at the same

time the " body of warriors " (populus, related to popu-

lari, to lay waste, and popa, the butcher) : in the old lita-

nies it is upon the " spear-armed body of warriors

"

{pilumnvs poplus) that the blessing of Mars is invoked;
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and the king, when he addressed them, called them " lance-

men " (quiriies).* We have already stated how the army

of aggression, the " gathering " {legio), was formed. In

the tripartite Roman community it consisted of three

" hundreds " (ceniurfae) of horsemen {celeres, " the swift,"

or flexuntes, " the wheelers ") under the three leaders-of-

division of the horsemen {tribuni celerum),j[ and three

* Quirii, guiriiis, or quirinus, literally means "lance-bearer," from

quiris or curiit= lance and ire, and in that respect agrees with samnis,

samnitis and aabinus, which even among the ancients was derived from

aavviov, spear. Kindred forma are arquiies, milites, pedites, cquites,

velites, those respectively who ffo with the bow, in bodies of a thousand,

on foot, on horseback, without armour in their mere ovei'-garment ; only

in the latter forms, as in dederltis, hominis, and numerous other words,

the i, originally long, has been shortened. In this way Juno quiritis,

(Mars) quirinus, Janus quirinus, are primarily characterized by that

epithet as divinities that hurl the spear ; and employed in refercnte to,

men quiris denotes the warrior, that is, the full burgess. With this view

the unus loquendi coincides. Where the locality was to be referred to,

"Quirites" was never used, but always "Rome" and "Romans" {urbs

Roma, populus, civis, ager Romanus), because the term qrdris had as lit-

tle of a local meaning as civis or miles. For the same reason these de-

signations could not be combined ; they did not say civis quiris, because

both denoted, though from different points of view, the same legal con-

ception. On the other hand the solemn announcement of the funeral of

a burgess ran in the words "this warrior has departed in death" {ollus

quiris leto datus); and in like manner he who was injured employed

this word in calling the burgesses to aid him (quiritare) ; the king ad-

dressed the assembled community by this name, and, when he sat in

judgment, gave sentence according to the law of the warrior-freemen

{ex iure quiritium, quite similar to the later ex iure civili). The phrase

populus Romanus, quirites, thus means " the community and the individ-

ual burgesses," and therefore in an old formula (Liv. i. 32) to the popu-

lus Romanus are opposed the prisci Latini, to the quirites the homines

prisci Latini (Bekker, Handb. ii. 20 scy.)
;
populus Romanus quiniium

corresponds to the well-known phrases colonia colonorum, municipium

mtmicipum.

In the face of these facts nothing but ignorance of language and of

history can still adhere to the idea that the Roman community was once

confronted by a Quirite community of a similar kind, and that after their

incorporation the name of the recently received community supplanted

in ritual and legal phraseology that of the receiver.—Oomp. p. 85 note.

f Among the eight ritual institutions of Numa Dionysius (ii. 64)
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" thousands " of footmen {milites) under the three leaders-

of-division of the infantry {trihmi milituni) ; the latter

were probably from the first the flower of the general levy.

To these there may perhaps have been added a number of

light-armed men, archers especially, f^hting outside of the

ranks.* The general was regularly the king himself. Be-

sides service in war, other personal burdens might devolve

upon the burgesses ; such as the obligation of undertaking

the king's commissions in peace and in war (p. 98), and the

task-work of tilling the king's lands or of constructing pub-

lic buildings. How heavy in particular the burden of

after naming the Curiones and Flamines specifics as the third the leaders

of the horsemen (ot ijyfiioi'fq ru)v Kf?.f(jlo)v). According to the Praene-

stine calendar a festival was celebrated at the Comitium on the 19tli

3Iarch [adstantibus poii\tificihus et trih[unis) celer(um). Valerius Antias

(in. Dionys. ii. 13, comp. iii. 41) assigns to the earliest Roman cavalry a

leader, Celer, and three centurions ; whereas in the treatise De Viris

III. 1, Celer himself is termed ceniurio. Moreover Brutus is aflSrmed

to have been tribunus celemm at the expulsion of the kings (Liv. i. 59),

and according to Dionysius (iv. 71) to have even by virtue of this office

made the proposal to banish theTarquins. And, lastly, Pomponius (Dig.

i. 2, 2, 15. 19) and Lydus in a similar way, partly perhaps borrowing from

him {De Mag. i. 14, 37), identify the tribunus celcrum with the Celer of

Antias, the maguter cquitum of the dictator under the republic, and the

Praeftcius praetorio of the empire.

Of these—the only statements which are extant regarding the tribuni

eelerum—the last mentioned not only proceeds from late and quite un-

trustworthy authorities, but is inconsistent with the meaning of the term,

which can only signify " divisional leaders of horsemen." The master

of the horse of the republican period, who was nominated only on extra-

ordinary occasions and was in later times no longer notninated at all,

cannot possibly have been identical with the magistracy that was required

for the annual festival of the 1 9th March and was consequently a stand-

ing office. Laying aside, as we necessarily must, the account of Pom-
ponius, which has evidently arisen solely out of the anecdote of Brutus

dressed up with ever increasing ignorance as history, we reach the sim-

ple result that the tribuni eelerum entirely correspond in number and

character to the tribuni milituni, and that they were the leadcrs-of-di-

vision of the horsemen, consequently quite distinct from the maffistcr

eqxdtiim.

* This is indicated by the evidently very old fonns velites and arquiies

and by the subsequent organization of the legion.
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building the walls of the city pressed upon the community,

is evidenced by the fact that the ring-walls retained the

name of " task's " {moenid). There was no regular direct!

taxation, nor was there any direct regular expenditure oiH

the part of the state. Taxation was not "needed for defrayal

ing the burdens of the community, since the state gave no

recompense for serving in the army, for task-work, or for

public service generally ; so far as there was any such

recompense at all, it was given to the person who per-

formed the service by the district primarily concerned in it,

or by the person who could not or would not serve him-

self. The victims needed for the public service of the gods

were procured by a tax on actions at law ; the defeated

party in ait ordinary process paid down to the state a cat-

tle-fine {sacramentumi) proportioned to the value of the

object in dispute. There is no mention of any regular

presents to the king on the part of the burgesses ; but the

non-burgesses settled in Rome [aerarii) appear to have paid

to him a tax for protection. Besides this there flowed into

the royal coffei-s the port-duties (p. 76), as well as the in-

come from the domains—in particular, the pasture tribute

{^scrijytura) from the cattle driven out upon the common
pasture, and the quotas of produce {yectigalia), which the

lessees of the lands of the state had to pay instead of rent.

To this was added the produce of cattle fines and confisca-

tions and the gains of war. In cases of need a contribution

[(ributum) was imposed, which was looked upon, however,

as a forced loan and "was repaid when the times improved
;

whether it fell upon the inhabitants without distinction, or

upon burgesses alone, cannot be determined ; the latter

supposition is, however, the more probable.

Tlje king managed the finances. The property of the

state, however, was not identified wjth the private property

of the king ; which, judging from the statements regarding

the extensive landed possessions of the last Roman royal

house, the Tarquins, must have been considerable. The

ground won by arms, in particular, appears to have been

constantly regarded as property of the state. Whether
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and how far the king was restricted by use and wont in the

administration of the public property, can no longer be

ascertained ; but we may infer from the subsequent course

of procedure that the burgesses can never have been con-

sulted regapding it, whereas it was probably the custom to

consult the senate in the imposition of the tributum and in

the distribution of the lands won in war.

The burgesses, however, do not merely come into view

as furnishing contributions and renderina; ser-
RightSOf . -r, 1 1 <- • *l, V.T
the burgess- vice ; they also bore a part m the public gov-

ernment. For this purpose all the members of

the community (with the exception of the women, and the

children still incapable of bearing arms)—in other words,

the " spearmen," as in addressing them they were desig-

nated—assembled at the seat of justice, when the king con-

voked them for the purpose of making a communication

{conventio, coniio), or formally bade them meet (comitia)

for the third week [in trinum nonndimmi), to consult them

by curies. He appointed such formal assemblies of the

community to be held regularly twice a year, on the 24th

of March and the 24th of May, and as often besides as

seemed to him necessary. The burgesses, however, were

always summoned not to speak, but to hear ; not to ask

questions, but to answer them. No one spoke in the as-

sembly but the king, or he to whom the king saw fit to

grant liberty of speech ; and the speaking of the burgesses

consisted of a simple answer to the question of the king,

without discussion, without reasons, without conditions,

without breaking up the question even into parts. Never-

theless the Roman burgess-corpfinunity j like the Germanic

and not improbably the primitive Indo-Germanic communi-

ties in general, wjas the real andjiltiiiULl:a.b-agig^^tlie-politi-

cal idea of sovereignty. But in the ordinary course of

things this sovereignty was dormant, or only had its ex-

pression in the fact that the burgess-body voluntarily bound

itself to render allegiance to its president. For that pur-

pose the king, after he had entered on his office, addressed

to the assembled curies the question whether they would be
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true and loyal to him and would according to use and wont

acknowledge himself as well as his servants, the trackers

(quaesiores) and messengers {lictores) ; a question which

undoubtedly might no more be answered in the negative

than the parallel homage in the case of a hereditary mon-

archy might be refused.

It was in thorough consistency with constitutional prin-

ciples that the burgesses, as being the sovereign power,

should not on ordinary occasions take part in the course of

public business. So long as public action was confined to

the carrying into execution of the existing constitutional

regulations, the power which was, properly speaking, sov-

ereign in the state could not and might not interfere : the

I

laws governed, not the lawgiver. But it was different

where a change of the existift^g legal arrangements or even

a mere deviation from theniS^a particular case was neces-

sary. In every sfich instanc^tnW Roman constitution c:.-

hibits the burgesses as exercising their power ; so that each

act of the sovereign authority is accomplished by the co-

operation of the burgesses and the king or interrex. As
the legal relation between ruler and ruled was itself ratified

in the manner of a contract by oral question and answer,

so every sovereign act of the community was accomplished

by means of a question {rogatio) , which the king—but only

he, never his deputy (p. 98)—addressed to the burgesses,

and to which the majority of the curies gave an affirmative

answer. In this case their consent might undoubtedly be

refused. Among the Romans, therefore, law was not pri-

marily, as we conceive it, a command addressed by the sov-l

ereign to the whole members of the community, but pri-

1

marily a contract concluded between tlic constitutive pow-

ers of the state by address and counter-address.*|/ Such a

* Li'X (obscure in its origiu, but related to liyare, " to depute, to ap-

point") denotes, as is well known, a contract in general, along, however,

with the connotation of a contract whose terms the proposer dictates

and the other party simply accepts or declines ; as was usually the case,

<.
(J.

with public licitat'ones. In the lex publica popidi Romani the pro-
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legislative contract was de jure requisite in all cases which

involved a deviation from the ordinary consistency of the

legal system. In the ordinary course of law any one might

without restriction give away his property to whom he

would, but only upon condition of its immediate transfer :

that the property should continue for the time being with

the owner, and at his death pass over to another, was a

legal impossibility—unless the community should allow it

;

a permission which in this case the burgesses could grant

not only when assembled in their curies, but also when
drawn up for battle. This was the origin of testaments.

In the ordinary course of law the freeman could not lose or

surrender the inalienable blessing of freedom, and therefore

one who was subject to no house-master could not subject

_

himself to another in the place of a son-TrUflless the ecim-

•

munity should grant him leave tcL-do- so. This was the

Adrofjatia. In the ordinary course of law burgess-rights

Could^only be acquired by birth and could never be lost

—

unless the community should confer the patriciate or allow

its surrender ; neither of which acts, doubtless, could be

validly done originally without a decree of the curies. In

the ordinary course of law the criminal whose crime de-

served death, when once the king or his deputy had pro-

nounced sentence according to judgment and justice, was

inexorably executed ; for fTie king could only judge, not

pardon—unless the condemned burgess appealed to the

mercy of the community and the judge allowed him the

opportunity of pleading for pardon. This was the begin-

ning of the prnvnr.atin. which for that reason was especially

permitted not to the transgressor who had refused to plead

guilty and' had been convicted, but to him who confessed his

Clime and urged reasons in palliation of it. In the ordi-

nary cpurpe of law the perpetual treaty concluded with a

neighbourmg state might not be broken—unless the bur-

gesses deemed themselves released from it on account of

poser was the king, the acceptor the people ; the limited co-operation

of the latter was thus significantly indicated in the very language.
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injuries inflicted on them. Hence it was necessary that \

they should be consulted when an aggressive war was con-
/

templated, but not on occasion of a defensive war, whore

the other state had broken the treaty, nor on the conclusion

of peace ; it appears, however, that the question was in

such a case addressed not to the usual assembly of the huv-

gesses, but to the army. Thus, in general, it was necessary

to consult the burgesses whenever the king meditated any
;

innovation, any change of the existing public law ; and iuf'

so far the right of legislation was from antiquity a right!

of the community, not of the king. In these and all sinn-l

lar cases the king could not act with legal effect without the

co-operation of the community ; the man whom the king

alone declared a patrician remained a non-burgess as before,

and the invalid act could only carry consequences de facto,

not de jure. Thus far the assembly of the comnmnity, re-

stricted and hampered as it at first appears, was yet from

antiquity a constituent element of the Roman common-

wealth, and was in law superior to^ rather than co-ordinate
;

with, the kin^ 6| ^ v':
^-"^

But by tlie side of the king and of the burgess assem-

bly there appears in the earliest constitution of
Tho senate. , . ,.,.., ^,

the community a third orignial power, not des-

tined for action like the former, nor for legislation like the

latter, and yet co-ordinate with both and within its own

rightful sphere placed over both. This was the council of

elders or senatus. Beyond^ doubt it had its ori|;in in the

cjan-canatitiition : the old tradition that in the original

Rome the senate was composed of all the heads of house-

holds is correct in state-law to this extent, that each of the

clans of the later Rome which had not merely migrated

thither at a more recent date referred its origin to one of

those household-fathers of the primitive city as its ancestor

and patriarch. If, as is probable, there was once in Rome
or at any rate in Latium a /time when, like the state itself,

each of its ultimate constituents, that is to say, each clan

had virtually a monarchical organization and was under the

rule of an elder—whether raised to that position by the
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choice of the clansmen or of his predecessor, or in virtue

of hereditary succession—the senate of that time must have

been simply the collective body of these clan-elders ; and

if so, it was an institution altogether independent of the

king and of the burgess-assembly and, in contradistinction

to the latter which was directly composed of the whole

body of the burgesses, it had in some measure the charac-

ter of an indirect representation of the people. Certainly

I

that stage of independence when each clan was virtually a

state was surmounted in the Latin stock at an immemo-
rially early period, and the first and perhaps most difficult

step towards developing the community out of the clan-

organization—the setting aside of the clan-elders—had pos-

sibly been taken in Latium long before the foundation of

Rome ; the Roman clan, as we know it, is without any visi-

ble head, and no one of the living clansmen is especially

called to represent the common patriarch from whom all

the clansmen descend or profess to descend, so that even

inheritance and guardianship, Avhen they fall by death to the

clan, devolve on the clan-members as^a whole. Neverthe-

less the original character of the council of elders be-

queathed many and important legal consequences to the

Roman senate. To express the matter briefly, the position

of the senate as something other and more than a mere

state-council—than an assemblage of a number of trusty

men whose advice the king found it fitting to obtain

—

hinged entirely on the fact that it was once an assembly

like that, described by Homer, of the princes and rulers of

the people sitting for deliberation in a circle round the

king. The number of members in the original council of

elders was necessarily a fixed one, corresponding to the

number of the clans that formed the state ; and member-

ship was necessarily for life. In both respects the Roman
senate was similar. The number of the .senatorial stalls in

Romfe not only remained at all times a fixed one, but was

also at the outset necessarily equal to the number of clan-

ships belonging to the state, so that the amalgamation of

the three primitive communities, each of which was assumed
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to consist of a hundred clanships, was in state-law necessa-

rily accompanied by an increase of the senatorial seats to

the normal number of three hundred, which thenceforth

became fixed. Moreover the senators were at all times

called to sit for life ; and if at a later period the life-long

tenure subsisted more de facto than de jure, and the revi-

sions of the senatorial list that took place from time to time

afforded an opportunity to remove tlie unworthy or the un-

acceptable senator^ it can be shown that this arrangement

only arose in the course of time. The selection of the

senators was certainly at all times vested in the king, nor

could it be otherwise after the clan-elders had ceased to

exist ; but in this selection during the earlier epoch, so long

as the people retained a vivid sense of the individuality of

the clans, it was probably the established rule that, when a

senator died, the king should call another experienced and

aged man of the same clanship to fill his place, and that

there should be no Roman clan unrepresented and none

with a double representation ^ the senate of the Roman
community. It was only in all probability when the com-

munity became more thoroughly amalgamated and inward-

. ly united, that this usage was departed from and the selec-

tion of the senators was left entirely to the free judgment

of the king, so that he was only regarded as failing in his

duty when he omitted to fill up vacancies.
'\

j
C The prerogatives of this council of elders were based

r\ \, on the view that the rule over a community
I Prcroga- •'

tives of the composcd of clans rightfully belonged to the
senate. The ^ . , ' , -, , , , .

interreg- coUective clan-elders, although m accordance

with the monarchical principle of the Romans,

which found so stern, an expression in the household, that

rule could only be exercised for the time being by one of

these elders, narnely the king. Every member of the sen-

ate accordingly was as such, not in practice but in preroga-

tive, likewise king of the community ; and therefore his

insigniii, though inferior to those of the king, were quite of

a similar character : he wore the purple on his dress and

the red shoe like the king ; but the whole robe of the king
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was purple, whereas that of the senator had merely a pur-

ple border [latus davus), and the red shoes of the king

were higher and more handsome than those of the senators.

On this ground, moreover, the royal power in the Roman
community could never be left vacant. If the king died

without having himself nominated a successor, the elders at

once took his place and exercised the prerogatives of regal

power. According to the immutable principle however

that only one can be master at a time, even now it was

only one of them that ruled, and such a " temporary king "

{interrex) was distinguished from the king nominated for

life simply in respect to the duration, not in respect to the

plenitude, of his authority. The duration of the office of

interrex was fixed for the individual holder at not more than

five days ; it circulated accordingly among the senators on

the footing that, until the royal office was again permanent-

ly filled up, the temporary holder at the expiry of his term

nominated a successor to himself for a similar term of five

days agreeably to the orAr of succession fixed by lot.

There was, it may readily be conceived, no declaration of

allegiance to the interrex on the part of the community.

Nevertheless the interrex was entitled and bound not mere-,

ly to perform all the official acts otherwise pertaining to the

king, but even to nominate a king ibr life—with the single

exception that this right was not vested in the first who
held the office, probably because the first was regarded as

defectively appointed inasmuch as he was not nominated by

his predecessor. Thus this assembly of elders -svas the

ultimate holder of the ruling \)o\\qv JJnvperium) and the

divine protection (aiispicia) of the_Jiiiman commonwealth, ,

and furnished the guarantee for the uninterrupted continu-

ance of that commonwealth and of its monarchical—though

not hereditarily monarchical—organization. If therefore

the senate subsequently seemed to the Greeks to be an as-

sembly of kings, this was only what was to be expected

;

it had in fact been such originally.

But it was not merely in soj far as the idea of a per-

petual kingdom found its living cJ^pression in this assembly,
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that it was an essential member of the Roman constitution.

The council of elders, indeed, had no title to
The senate ' '

andtiieieso- interfere with the official functions of the kino:.
lutions of ^
the ommu- The latter doubtless, in the event of his being
nity:^>a- iii -\ • ^

trum, aucto- Unable personally to lead the army or to aecide

a legal dispute, took his deputies at all times

from the senate ; for which reason subsequently the

chief posts of command were regularly bestowed on sena-

tors alone, and senators were likewise employed by prefer-

ence as jurymen. But the senate, inlts collective capacity,

was never consulted in the leading of the army or in the

administration of justice ; and therefore there was no ijght

of military command and_no jurisdiction vested in th_e.sei>

ate ofthe later Rome. On the other hand the council of

elders was reckoned the appointed guardian of the existing

constitution with reference to the encroachments of the

king and the burgesses. On the senate devolved the duty

of examining every resolution adopted by the burgesses at

the suggestion of the king, and of refusing to confirm it if

it seemed to violate existing rights ; or, which was the

same thing, in all cases where a resolution of the com-'

munity was constitutionally requisite—as on every altera-

tion of the constitution, on the reception of new burgesses,

on the declaration of an aggressive war—the council of

elders had a .right of veto.. This must not indeed be re-

garded in the light of legislation pertaining jointly to the

burgesses and the senate,' somewhat in the same way as to

the two chambers in the constitutional state of the present

day ; the senate was not so much law-maker as law-guar-

dian, and could only cancel a decree when the community
seemed to have exceeded its competence—to have violated

by its decree existing obligations towards the gods or

towards foreign states or organic institutions of the com-
munity. But still it was a matter of the greatest import-

ance that—to take an example—when the Roman king had
proposed a declaration of war and the burgesses had con-

verted it into a decree, and when the satisfaction which the

foreign community seemed bound to furnish had been de-
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manded in vain, the Roman envoy invoked the gods as

witnesses of the wrong and concluded with the words, " But

on these matters we shall consult the., elders at home how

we may obtain our rights ;
" it was only when- the council \

of elders had declared its consent, that the war now decreed I

by the burgesses and approved by the senate was formally ! i

declared. Certainly it was neither the design nor the effect

of this rule to occasion a constant interference q^ the senate

with the resolutions of the burgesses, and by such guardian-

ship to divest them of their sovereign power ; but, as in

the event of a vacancy in the supreme office the senate /
^

secured the continuance of the constitution, we find it here

also as the shield of legal order in opposition even to the

supreme power in the community.

With this arrangement was probably connected the

apparently very ancient usage, in virtue of

as state- which the king previously submitted to the

senate the proposals that were to be brought i

,'

before the burgesses, and caused all its members one after
i

another to give their opinion on the subject. As the senate

had the right of cancelling the resolution adopted, it was

natural for the king to assure himself beforehand' that no

opposition was to be apprehended from that quarter.

Moreover, it was not in accordance with Roman habits to

decide matters of importance without having taken counsel

with other men ; and the senate was called, in virtue of its

very composition, to act as a state council to the . ruler of '
/

the community. It was from this usage of giving counsel,

far more than from the prerogatives which we ^lave pre-

viously described, that the subsequent extensive powers of

the seriate were developed ; but it was in its origin insignifi-

cant and really amounted only to the prerogative of the

senators to answer, when they were asked a question. It

may have been usual to ask the previous opinion of the

senate in affliirs of importance which were neither judicial

nor military, as, for instance—apart from the proposals to

be submitted to the assembly of the people—in the impo-

sition of task works and extraordinary services generally?
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and in the disposal of the conquered territory ; but s-jch a

previous consultation, though usual, was not legally neces-

sary. The king convoked the senate when he pleased, and

laid before it his questions; no senator might declare his

opinion unasked, still less might the senate meet without

being summoned, except in the single case of its meeting

on" occasion of a vacancy to settle by lot the order of suc-

cession in the office of interrex^ That the king was more-

over at liberty to call in and consult other men whom he

trusted alongside of, and at the same time with, the sena-

tors, cannot be proved by positive facts, but yet can hardly

be doubted. The advice was not a command ; the king

might omit to comply with it, while the senate had no

other means for giving practical effect to its views except

the already-mentioned right of cassation, which was far

from being universally applicable. " I have chosen you,

not that ye may be my guides, but that ye may do my
bidding : " these words, which a laiter author puts into the

mouth of king Romulus, certainly express with substantial

correctness the position of the senate in this respect.

Let us now sum up the results. Sovereignty, as con-

The original
ceived by the Romans, was inherent in the com-

^'iidme'"'^
munity of burgesses

; but the burgess-body was
never entitled to act alone, and was only enti-

tled to co-operate in action, when there was to be a depar-

ture from existing rules. By its side stood the asse^nbly

of the elders of the community appointed for life, virtually

a college of magistrates with regal power, called in the

event of a vacancy in the royal office to administer it by
means of their own members until it should be once more
definitely filled^ and entitled tp overturn the illegal decrees
of the'communityT The royal power itself was, as Sallust

says, at once absolute and limited by the laws [imperium
JegiHmnm)

; absolute, in so far as the king's command
whether righteous or not, must in the first instance be un-
conditionally obeyed

; limited, in so far as a command con-
travening established usage and not sanctioned by the true
sovereign—the people—carried no permanent legal conse-
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,

quences. The oldest constitution of Rome was thus in<

\ some measure constitutional monarchj^ inverted,^ In that)

form of government the'¥ing is regarded as the possessor

and vehicle of the plenary power of the state, and accord-

ingly acts of grace, for example, proceed solely from him,

while the administration of the state belongs to the repre-

sentatives of the people and to the executive responsible to

them. In the Roman constitution the community of the

people exercised very much the same functions as belong to

the king in England : the right of pardon, which in England
is the prerogative of the crown, was in Rome the preroga-

tive of the community ; while all government was vested

in the president of the state.

If, in conclusion, we inquire as to the relation of the

state itself to its individual members, we find the Roman
polity equally remote from the laxity of a mere defensive

combination and from the modern idea of an absolute om-

nipotence of the state. The community doubtless exercised

power over the person of the burgess in the imposition of

public burdens, and in the punishment of offences and

crimes ; but any special law inflicting, or threatening to

inflict, punishment on an individual on account of acts not

universally recognized as penal always appeared to the

Romans, even when there was no flaw in point of form, an

arbitrary and unjust proceeding. Far more restricted still

was the power of the community in respect of the rights

of property and the rights of family which were coincident,

rather than merely connected, with these ; in Rome the

household was not absolutely annihilated and the commu-

nity aggrandized at its expense, as was the case in the

police organization of Lycurgus. It was one of the most

undeniable as well as one of the most remarkable principles

jjjf^^ primitive constitution of Rome.Jhat the state^ niight

impvicnn nrJiivnor^tlift burgess, but migh^jiQt^ take away

fromJiimJiia_jSQ5^' his field or even lay taxation on ETm.

In these and similar^things'tEFlsommunity itself was re-

stricted from encroaching on the burgess, nor was this re-

striction merely ideal : it found its expression and its praci
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tical application in the constitutional veto of the senate,,

which was certainly entitled and bound to annul any resolu-

tion of the community contravening such an original right;

No community was so all-powerful within its own sphere a^

'

the Roman ; but in no community did the burgess who con-

ducted himself unblameably live^in an equally absolute

security from the rislc of encroacdjment on the part. either

of his fellow-burgesses or of the state itself.

These were the principles on which the community of

Rome governed itself—a free people, understanding the

duty of obedience, disowning all mystical ideas of divine

right, absolutely equal in the eye of the law and one with

another, bearing the sharply defined impress of a nationality

of their own, while at the same time (as will be afterwards

shown) they wisely as well as magnanimously opened their

gates wide for intercourse with other lands. This constitu-,

tion was neither manufactured nor borrowed ; it grew up

amidst and along with the Roman people. It was based,

of course, upon the earlier constitutions—the Italian, the

Graeco-Italian, and the Indo-Germanic ; but a long succes-

sion of phases of political development must have inter-

vened between such constitutions as the poems of Homer
and the Germania of Tacitus delineate and the oldest or-

ganization of the Roman community. In the acclamation

of the Hellenic and in the shield-striking of the Germanic
assemblies there was involved an expression of the sove-

cign power of the community ; but a wide interval sepa-

ited forms such as these from the organized jurisdiction

' 'ic regulated declaration of opinion of the liitin assem-
curif^s. It is possible, moreover, that as the Roman

')Orrowed the purple mantle and the ivory

le Greeks (not from the Etruscans), the

so and various other external arrangements
f'lom abroad. But that the developmcjit

'
' iistitutional law belonged decidedly to

ny rate, to Latiura, and that the borrowed
!ire but small and unimportant, is clearly

\ •
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\ .demonstrated by the fact that all its ideas are uniformly

expressed by words of Latin coinage.

This constitution practically established the fundamental

conceptions on which the Eoman commonwealth was thence-

forth to be based ; for, as long as there' existed a Roman
community, in spite of changes of form it was always held

that the magistrate had absolute command, that the council

of elders was the highest authority in the state, and that

every exceptional resolution i-equire?! the sanction of the

sovereign or, in other words, of uie community of the

people. *^



/^4

CHAPTER VI.

THE NON-BUEGESSES AND THE REFORMED CONSTITUTION.

The history of every nation, and of Italy more espe-

. , cially, is a f^imnihismna on a great scale. Rome,
Amalgama- -i ' '*'

i i i ^
tion of the in the earliest form in which we have any knowl-
Palatine '

. ,..•,.
and Quiri- edge of it, was already triune, and similar in-

corporations only ceased when the spirit of Ro-

man vigour had wholly died away. Apart from that primi-

tive process of amalgamation of the Ramnes, Titles, and

Luceres, of which hardly anything beyond the bare fact is

known, the earliest act of incorporation of this sort was /

that by which the Hill-burgesses became merged in the/I

Palatine Rome. The organization of the two communities,

when they were about to be amalgamated, may be con-

ceived to have been substantially similar ; and in solving

the problem of union they would have to choose between

the alternatives of retaining duplicate institutions or of

abolishing one set of these and extending the other to the

whole united community. They adopted the former course

with respect to all sanctjyu'ies and priesthoods. Thence-

forth the Roman community had its two guilds of Salii and

two of Lupcrci, and as it had two forms of Mars, it had

also two priests for that divinity—the Palatine priest, who
afterwards usually took the designation of priest of Mars,

and the Colline, who was termed priest of Quirinus. It is

likely, although it can no longer be proved, that all the old

Latin priesthoods of Rome—the Augurs, Pontitices, Vestals,

and Fetials—originated in the same way from a combina-

tion of the priestly colleges of the Palatine and Quirinal

communities. In the division into local regions the town
on the Quirinal hill was added as a fourth region to the
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three belonging to the Palathic city, viz. the Suburan, Pala-
tine, and suburban {Esquiliae). In the case of the original
SynoiJcismos the annexed community was recognized after
the union as at least a tribe (part) of the new burgess-body,
and thus had in some sense a continued political existence

;'

but this course was not followed in the case of the Hill-
Komans or in any of the later processes of annexation.
After the union the Roman commun.ity continued to be
divided as formerly into three tribes, each containing ten
wardships {curiae)

; and the Hill-Romans—whether they
were or were not previously, diatril^uted into tribes of their

own—must have been inserted into the existing tribes and
wardships. This insertion was probably so arranged that,

while each tribe and w^ardship received its assigned propor-

tion of the new burgesses, the new burgesses in these

divisions w^ere not amalgamated completely with the old

;

the tribes henceforth presented two ranks : the Tities, Ram-
nes, and Luceres being respectively subdivided into first

.

and second {priores, posteriores). With this division was
connected in all probability that arrangement of the or-

ganic institutions of the community in pairs, which meets

us everywhere. The three pairs of Sacred Virgins are

expressly described as representatives of the three tribes

with their first and second ranks ; and it may be conjec-

tured that the six Argean chapels that belonged to each of

the four urban regions (p. 82), and the pair of Lares wor-

sliipped in each street, had a similar origin. This arrange-

ment is especially apparent in the army : after the union

each half-tribe of the tripartite community furnished a hun-

dred horsemen, and the Roman burgess cavalry was thus

raised to six " hundreds," and the number of its captains

probably from three to six. There is no tradition of any

corresponding increase to the infantry ; but to this origin

we may refer the subsequent custom of calling out the

legions regularly two by two, and this doubling of the levy

probably led to the rule of having not three, as was per-

haps originally the case, but six leaders-of-division to com-

mand the legion. It is certain that no corresponding in-
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.crease of seats in the senate took place : on the contrary,

the primitive number of three hundred senators remained

the normal number down to the seventh century. It may,

however, be reasonably presumed that a number of tho

more prominent men of the newly annexed community

would be received into the senate of the Palatine city. The

same course was followed with the magistracies : a single

king presided over the united community, and there was

no change as to his principal deputies, particularly the

warden of the city. It thus appears that the ritual institu-

tions of the Hill-city were continued, and that the doubled

burgess-body was required to furnish a militaiy force of'

double the numerical strength ; but in other respects the

incorporation of the Quirinal city into the Pf^lf^itipp- was

really a subordination of tl]e former fn tViA InttAv There

is reason to conjecture that originally this distinction be-

tween the Palatine old and the Quirinal new burgesses was

identical with the distinction between the first and second

Tities, Ramnes, and Luceres, and consequently that it was

the gentes of the Quirinal city tliat formed the " second."

The distinction was certainly more an Ifonorary than a legal

precedence ; somewhat after the manner in which subse-

quently at the voting in the senate the senators taken from

the old clans were always asked before those of the " les-

ser." * In like manner the CoUine region ranked as inferior

even to the suburban (Esquiline) region of the Palatine

* The appellation of " lesser clans " appears to have pertained not

to these " second," but to the clans that came in subsequently, es-

pecially those of Alba. As to the minores gentes^ apart from conjec-

tures of little historical value as to the time of tlieir admission into the
burgess-body (Cic. de Rep. ii, 20, 25 ; Liv. i. S5 ; Tacit. Ann. xi. 25

;

^Ictor, Viri III. 6), nothing is recorded by tradition, except that they had
-^econdwy position in voting in the senate (Cic. I. c.)—for which reason
jw-wvcc/)* «ejj«^K,' could only be taken from tlie maiores c/entes^and

»t the Tapu-ii belonged to them (Cic. ad Fam. ix. 21). Tlie latter cir-

rkabic, for a canton derived its name from this genu
liiiseem to have belonged to the Hill-city (p. 83), and
il principes i^enaius, some distinction must be drawn
clans and the minores.
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city ; the priest of the Quirinal Mars us inferior to the

priest of the Palatine Mars
; the Quirinal Salii and Luperci

as inferior to those of the Palatine. It thus appears that

the Synoikismos^ by which the Palatine .community incor-

,|^rated that of the Quirinal, marked an intermediate stage

between the earliest Synoikismos by which the Tities, Ram-
nes, and Luceres became blended, and all those that took

place afterwards. The annexed community was no longer

allowed to form a separate tribe in the new whole, but it

was permitted to furnish at least a distinct portion of each

tribe ; and its ritual institutions were not only allowed to

subsist—^as was afterwards done in other cases, after the

capture of Alba for example—but were elevated into insti-

tutions of the united community, a course which was not

pursued in any subsequent instance.

This amalgamation of two substantially similar corn-

Dependents monwealths produced rather an increase in the

and guests, gj^e than a change in the intrinsic character of

the existing community. A second process of incorpora-

tion, which was carried out far more gradually and had far

deeper effects, may be traced back, so far as the first steps

in it are concerned, to this epoch ; -we refer to the amalga-

mation of the burgesses and the metoeci. At all times

there existed side by side with the burgesses in the Roman
community persons w^ho were protected, the " listeners

"

{clientes), 2iS they were called from their being dependents
|

on the several burgess-households, or the " multitude

"

{plebes, from pleo, plenus), as they were termed negatively

with reference to their want of political rights.* The ele-

ments of this intermediate stage between the freeman and

the slave were, as has been shown (p. 95), already in exist-

ence in the Roman household : but in the community this

class necessarily acquired greater importance dr

de jure, and that from two reasons. In th

community might itself possess half-free cl.

* Habuitplebeminclienielasprincipicmdescriptam. <'ioero. '-

ii. 9.
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slaves; especially after^ the conquest of a town and the

breaking up of its commonwealth it might often appear to

the conqiiering conimunity^,adxisaW.e,Al'0'i..to s^ll t;hc^ mass^^

of the burgesses jfomiaUy ..as slaves, but to allow- them the

continued possession of freedom de facto, so that in the

capacity as it were of freedmeii of the community they

entered into relations of clientship to the state, or in other

words to the king. In the second place the very nature of

the community as such, and its authority over the indi-

vidual burgesses, implied a power of protecting their clients

against an abusive exercise of the dominium still vested in

them de jure. At an immemorially early period there was

introduced into Roman law the principle on which rested

the whole legal position of the metoeci, that, when a master

on occasion of a public legal act—such as in the making of

a testament, in an action at law, or in the census—expressly

or tacitly surrendered his dominium, neither he himself no:

his lawful successors should ever have power ai'bitrarily to

recall that resignation or reassert a claim to the person of

the frcedman himself or of his descendants. The clients

and their posterity did not by virtue of their position

possess dither the rights of burgesses or those of guests

:

for to constitute a burgess a formal bestowal of thp privi-

lege was requisite on the part of the community, while the

relation of guest presumed the holding of burgess-rights in

a community which had a treaty with Rome. What they 1

did obtain was a legally protected possession of freedom, /

while they continued to be de jure non-free. Accordingly /
for a lengthened period their relations in all matters of

property, seem to have been, like those of slaves, regarded

in law as relations of the patron, so that it was necessary

that the latfer should represent them in processes at law

;

in connectiolji with which the patron might levy contribu-

tions from th6m in case of need, and call them to account

before him criminally. By -^egrees, however, the body of

metoeci outgrew these fetters ; they began to acquire and to

alienate in their own name, and to claim and obtain legal
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redress from the Roman tribunals without the formal inter-

vention of their patron.

In matters of marriage and inheritance, equality of

rights with the burgesses was far sooner conceded to for-

eigners (p. 67) than to those who were strictly non-free and

belonged to no community ; but the latter could not well

be prohibited from contracting marriages in their own circle

and from forming the legal relations arising out of marriage

—those of marital and paternal power, of agnatio and gen-

tilitas, of heritage and of tutelage—after the model of the

corresponding relations among the burgesses.

Similar consequences to some extent were produced, by
the exercise of the jus hospitii, in so far as by virtue of it

foreigners settled permanently in Rome and established a

household, and perhaps even acquired immoveable estate

there. In this respect the most liberal principles must have

prevailed in Rome from primitive times. The Roman law

knew no distinctions of quality in inheritance and no lock-

ing up of estates. It allowed on the one hand to every

man capable of making a disposition the entirely unlimited

disposal of his property during his lifetime ; and on the

other hand, so far as we know, to every one who was at all

entitled to have dealings with Roman burgesses, even to

the foreigner and the client, the unlimited right of acquiring

moveable, and (from the time when moveables could be

held as private property at all) also immoveable, estate in

Rome. Rome was in fact a commercial city, which was

indebted for tlie "commencement of its importance to inter-

national commerce, and which with a noble liberality grant-

ed the privilege of settlement to every child/-0i\an unetjual

marriage, to every manumi0;ed slave, to ^evpry stranger

who surrendering his rights ii^his native land emigrated to

Rome, and in fact—to a great extent—even to the foreigner

who retained his rights as a burgess in any friendly com
munity.

At first, therefore, the burgesses were in reality the

protectors, the non-burgesses were the protected ; but in

Rome, as in all communities wjiich freely admit settlement
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but do not throw open the rights of citizenship, it soon

Class of m«-
t»eeamc a matter of increasing difficulty to

-oeci subsist- harmouize this relation de jure with the actual
ing by the

i /•

Bide of the state of things. The flourishing of commerce,

the right of settling in the capital secured to all

Latins by the Latin league, the greater frequency of manu-

missions as prosperity increased, necessarily occasioned even

in peace a disproportionate increase of the number of }7ie-

ioeci. That number was further augmented by the greater

part of the population of the neighboui-ing towns subdued

by force of arms and incorporated with Kome ; which,

whether it removed to the city or remained in its old home
now reduced to the rank of a village, ordinarily exchanged

its native burgess rights for those of a Roman metoikos.

Moreover the burdens of war fell exclusively on the old

burgesses and were constantly thinning the ranks of their

patrtfian descendants, while the metoeci shared in the results

of victory without having to pay for it with their blood.

Under such circumstances the only wonder is that the

Roman patriciate did not disappear much more rapidly

than it actually did. The fact of its still continuing for a

prolonged period a numerous community can scarcely be

accounted for by the bestowal of Roman burgess-rights on

several distinguished foreign clans, which after emigrating

from their homes or after the conquest of their cities re-

ceived the Roman franchise—for such grants appear to have

occurred but sparingly from the first, and to have become
always the more rare as the privilege increased in value.

A cause of greater influence, in all likelihood, was the intro-

dyction of the civil marriage, by which a child begotten of

-atrician parents living together as marriedj)ersons, although

v^Ithout confarreatio, acquired full burgess-rights equally

'-^^^i^jKith the cliild of a confarreatio marriage. At least it is

""_ pfobable that the civil mari-iage, which already existed in

Rome before the Twelve Tables* but was certainly not an

* The enactments of the Twelve Tables respecting wst/.? show clearly

chat they found the civil marriage already in existence. In like manner
6*
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original institution, was introduced for the purpose of pre-

venting the disappearance of the patriciate. Connected

with this were the measures which were already in the

earliest times adopted with a view to maintain a numerous

posterity in the several households (p. 90) ; and it is even

not incredible that for a similar reason all children of pa-

trician mothers, begotten in unequal marriage or out of

marriage, were admitted in later times as members of the

burgess-body.

Nevertheless the number of the metoeci was constantly

on the increase and liable to no diminution, while that of the

burgesses was at the utmost perhaps not decreasing ; and in

consequence the metoeci necessarily acquired by impercepti-

ble degrees another and a freer position. The non-bur-

gesses were no longer merely emancipated slaves or stran-

gers needing protection ; their ranks included the former

burgesses of the Latin communities vanquished in war, and

more especially the Latin settlers who lived in Rome not

by the favour of the king or of any other burgess, but by

federal right. Legally unrestricted in the acquiring of prop-

erty, they gained money and estate in their new home, and

bequeathed, like the burgesses, their homesteads to their

children and children's children. The vexatious relation of

dependence on particular burgess-households became gradu-

ally relaxed. If the liberated slave or the immigrant

stranger still held an entirely isolated position in the state,

such was no longer the case with his children, still less with

his grandchildren, and this very circumstance of itself ren-

dered their relations- to the patron of less moment. While

the high antiquity of the civil marriage is clearly evident from the fact that

it, equally with the reli^ous marriage, necessarily involved the marital

power (p. 90), and only differed from the religious marriage as respected

the manner in which that power was acquired. The latter of itself ne-

cessarily gave full marital power to the husband ; whereas, in the case of

civil marriage, one of the general forms of acquiring property used on

other occasions—delivery on the part of a person entitled to give away,

or prescription—was requisite in order to lay the foundation of a valid

marital power and thereby to constitute a valid marriage. The marital

power was simply the husband's right of property in his wife.
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in earlier times the client was exclusively left dependent

for legal protection on the intervention of the patron, the

more the state became consolidated and the importance of

the clanships and households in consequence diminished, the

more frequently must the individual client have obtained

justice and redress of injury, even without the intervention

of his patron, from the king. A great number of the non-

burgesses, particularly the members of the dissolved Latin

communities, were probably from the first clients not of

any private person at all, but of the king for the time being,,

and thus served only the single master to whom the bur-

gesses also, although in different foshion, rendered obedi-

ence. The king, whose sovereignty over the burgesses was

in truth ultimately dependent on the good-will of his sub-

jects, must have welcomed the means of forming out of his

own dependents a body bound to him by closer ties, whose

gifts and lapsed successions replenished his treasury—even

the protection-money which the metoeci paid to . the king

(p. 109) may have been of this nature—whose taskwork he

could lay claim to in his own right, and whom he found

always ready to swell the train of their protector.

Thus there grew up by the side of the burgesses a

second community in Rome : out of the clients

arose the Plebs. This change of name ^s. signifi-

cant. In law there was no difference between the client and

the plebeian, the " dependent" and the " man of the multi-

tude ;
" but in fact there was a very important one, for the

former term brought into prominence the relation of de-

pendence on a member of the politically privileged class

;

the latter suggested merely the want of political rights.

As the feeling of special dependence diminished, that of

political inferiority forced itself on the thoughts of the free

metoeci ; and it was only the sovereignty of the king ruling \
equally over all that prevented the outbreak of political

J

conflict between the privileged and the non-privileged /

classes.

The first step, however, towards the amalgamation of

the two portions of the people scarcely took place in
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the revolutionary way which their antagonism appeared

The Servian
^^ forcshadow. The reform of the constitution

constitu- which bears the name of king Servius TuUius, is
twn. ° '

indeed, as to its historical origin, involved in the

same darkness with all the events of a period respecting

which we learn whatever we know not by means of histori-

cal tradition, but solely by means of inference from the in-

stitutions of later times. But its character testifies that it

cannot have been a change demanded by the plebeians, for

< the new constitution assijnrned to them duties alone
,
_and not

rights . More probably it must have owed its origin either

to the wisdom of one of the Roman kings, or to the urgent

desire of the burgesses that they should no longer be exclu-

sivxily liable to military service, and that the non-burgesses

also should contribute to the levy. By the Servian consti-

tution the duty of service and the obligation connected with

it of making advances to the state in case of need (the iri-

buturri), instead of being imposed on the burgesses as such,

were laid upon the possessors of land, the '• domiciled " or

"freeholders" {adsidui), or the "wealthy" {locupletes)^

whether they were burgesses or merely metoeci ; service in

the army was changed from a personal burden into a bur-

den on property. The details of the arrangement were as

foliowf r

Every freeholder from the seventeenth to the sixtieth

The five
y^''^^' ^^ ^^'^ ''^S^i

including children in the house-

ciasscs.
\\o\A. of fathers who were freeholders, without

distinction of birth, was under obligation of service ; so

that even the manumitted slave had to serve, if in an excep-

tional case he had come into possession of landed property.

We do not know how the strangers who held landed prop-

erty in Rome were dealt with
;
probably there existed a

regulation, according to which no foreigner was allowed to

acquire land in Rome unless he actually transferred his

residence thither and took his place among the metoeci, or

in other words, among those bound to serve in war. The

body t)f men liable to serve was distributed according to

the size of their, portions of land into five " summonings "
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{classes, from calare). Of these, however, only such as

were litable to the first summoning, the possessors of an

entire hide * of land, were obliged to appear in complete

* [Hufe^ hide, as much as can be properly tilted with one plough,

called in Scotland a plough-gate.]

As to the question, whether the assessments of the Servian census

w^e originally reckoned in money or landed property, we may observe

:

(1) Our information regarding it is derived from the scheme of the

census preserved in tlie archives of the censors, the censoriae tabulae

(Cic. Orat. c. 46, 156) or the dcscriptio classium quam fecit Servius Tul-

lius (Fest. s. V. procum. p. 249 Mlill.). This scheme of course presented

the Servian constitution as it stood in the last period of its practical ap-

plication, and therefore with all the modifications which the course of

time had introduced. As to the original arrangements we have no. evi-

dence ; for the statement of the later writers who in accordance with

their usual custom attribute that scheme to Servius Tullius has no claim to

authority.

(2) It is unnecessary to dwell on the intrinsic improbability that in

an agricultural state like the Eoraan, and in a country where the growth

of money was so slow and difficult, the civil organization would be based

upon a purely monetary rating. But it is of importance to note that, aa

Boeckh in particular has most fully shown in his Metrohigische Untcr-

suchunffeii, the sums specified are for so early a pciioJ much too high.

100,000 heavy asses or pounds of copper—equal according to my invest-

igations to 400 Roman pounds of silver, or about 1050?,—is an incredi-

ble rating for a full burgess at a time when an ox was valued at 100

asses= IL Is. Boeckh's hypothesis that the assessments are to be under-

stood as referring to the lighter as (an hypothesis, by-the-way, which

rests on the same basis as mine, viz. that the scheme before us is that of

the later, and not that of the original, census) has of necessity been aban-

doned, for there arc positive proofs that the sums of the census as given

by tradition were reckoned by the heavy as equal to the sestertius.

Nothing remains but to assume that the assessments were originally

reckoned ia land, and were converted into money at a time when landed

property had attained a high money-value.

(3) Landed property, as is well known, formed the qualification for

the tribiis ruslicae all along and for the trihus urbanae down to the cen-

sorship of Appius Claudius in 442. In my work on the Roman Tribes

I have proved that the centuries and classes proceeded from the tribes,

and therefore (setting aside the additional centuries of iiticlnes, &c.), the

qualification of a iribulis supplied the basis for the proportional arrange-

ment of the classes.

(4) A direct and in the highest sense trustworthy testimony ia fur
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armour, and in that point of view were pre-eminently re-

garded as " those summoned to war-service " [classici).-'*^^

The four following ranks of smaller land-holders—the pos- ' '

sessors respectively of three fourths, of a half, of a quar-

ter, or of an eighth of a normal farm—were required to

render service, but not to equip themselves in complete

armour. As the land happened to be at that time appor-

tioned, almost the half of the farms were entire hides, wlflle

each of the classes possessing respectively three fourths,

the half, and the quarter of a hide, amounted to scarcely an

eighth of the freeholders, and those again holding an eighth

of a hide amounted to fully an eighth of the whole number. *

It was accordingly laid down as a rule that, in the case of

the infantry, the levy should be in the proportion of eighty

holders of an entire hide, twenty from each of the three

next classes, and twenty-eight from the last.

The cavalry was similarly dealt with ; the number of

divisions in it was tripled, and the only differ-
Cavalry. . , . / , . i . . .

ence m this case was that the six divisions

already existing retained the old names [Tities, Eamnck;

Luceres primi and secundi), although the non-burgesses

were not excluded from serving in these, or the burgesses

from serving in the twelve new divisions. The reason for

nished by the Twelve Tables in the enactment: adsiduo [^civi\vindex

adsiduics csto ; proletarlo civi qui volet vindex csto. The proJelariua was

the capite census (Fest. v. proletarium ; Cic. de Rep. ii. 22), that is, the

burgess not included within the five classes ; adsidum, on the other hand,

denoted any burgess belonging to the five classes (Charisius, p. 68
;

Putsch, p. 15, Keil ; comp. Gell. xix. 8, 15; classicus adsiduusgue, non

proletaries) as indeed necessarily follows from then- being contrasted.

Now adsiduus, as a comparison between it and residims, dividuus, &c.,

incontestably shows, is precisely identical in signification with the Ger-

man aiisditsig ("settled on the soil," " permanently domiciled ") ; and the

same holds true of locuples, which is put by the ancients as synony-

mous with adsiduus (Gell. xvi. 10, 15). Compare, moreover, the passage

in Livy, xlv. 15 ;'eos, qui praediuyn praediave rusiica pluris sestertium

triginta millium baberent, censendi ius factum est ; a formula in which, in

my opiiiiori,^ full indication has been preserved of the nature of the so-

called ^B^an assessments.
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this difference is probably to be sought in the fact that at

that p^iod the divisions of infantry were embodied anew

for each campaign and discharged on their return home,

whereas in the cavalry horses as well as men were on mili-

tary grounds kept together also in time of peace, and held

their regular drills, which were perpetuated as festivals of

the Roman equites down to the latest times.* Accordingly

the squadrons once constituted were allowed, even under

this reform, to keep their ancient names. They chose for

the cavalry the most opulent and considerable landholders

among the burgesses and non-burgesses ; and at an early

period, perhaps from the very first, a certain measure of

land seems to have been regarded as involving an obliga-

tion to serve in the cavalry. Along with these, however,

there existed a number of free places in the ranks, for the

unmarried women, the boys under age, and the old men
without children, who held land, were bound instead of per-

sonal service to provide horses for particular troopers (each

trooper .had two), and to furnish them with fodder. As
regards the wholf, there was one horseman to nine foot-

soldiers ; but in actual service the horsemen were used

more sparingly. . The non-freeholders (" children-producers,"

proleiarii) had to supply workmen and musicians for the

army .as well as a number of substitutes {fidcensi, supernu-

meraries), who marched with the army unarmed (velaii),

and, when vacancies occurred in the field, took their places

in the ranks equipped with the armour of the sick or of

the fallen.

To facilitate the levying of the infantry, the city and its

Levy-dis- precincts were distributed into four " parts

"

tncts.
[tribus) ; by which the old triple division was

superseded, at least so far as concerned its local significance.

These were the Palatine, which comprehended the height

of that name along with the Velia ; the Suburan, to which

* For the same reason, when the levy wa3 enlarged after the admis-

sion of the Hill-Romans, the equites were doubled, while in the infantry

force instead of the single " gathering " {legio) tw© legions were called

out (p. 1 24).
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the street so named, the Carinae, and the Caelian belonged

;

the Esquiline ; and the Colline, formed by the Quir^nal and
Viminal, the " hills " as contrasted with the " mounts " of
the Capitol and Palatine. We have already spoken of the

formation of these regions (p. 80), and shown how they
originated out of the ancient double city of the Palatine
and the Quirinal. Beyond the walls each region must have
included the land-district adjacent to it, for Ostia was reck-

oned in the Palatine region. That the four regions were
nearly on an equality in point of numbers is evident from
their contributing equally to the levy. This division, which
had primary reference to the soil alone and applied only in-

ferentially to those who possessed it, was merely for ad-

ministrative purposes, and never had any religious signifi-

cance attached to it ; for the fact that in each of the city-

districts there were six chapels of the enigmatical Argei no
more confers upon them the character of ritual districts

than the erection of an altar to the Lares in each street im-

plies such a character in the streets.

Each of these four levy-districts had to furnish the

fourth part not only of the force as a whole, but of each

of its military subdivisions, so that each legion and each

century numbered an equal proportion of conscripts from

each region ; evidently for the purpose of merging all dis-

tinctions of a gentile and local nature in the one common
levy of the community, and especially of blending, through

the powerful levelling influence of the military spirit, the

metoeci and the burgesses into one people.

In a military point of view, the male population capable

of bearing arms was divided into a first and

tion'of the sccoud levy, the former of which, the "juniors"
B-noy.

from the commencement of the seventeenth to

the completion of the forty-sixth year, were especially em-

ployed for service in the field, while the " seniors " guarded

the walls at home. The military unit in the infantry con-

tinued as formerly to be the legion (p. 108), a phalanx

arranged and armed exactly in the old Doric style, of three

thousand men, who, six file deep, formed a front of five
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hundred heavy-armed soldiers ; to which were attached

twelve hundred " unarmed " {vellies, see p. 108, note). The

four first ranks of each phalanx were formed by the full-

armed hoplitos of the first class, the holders of an entire

hide ; in the fifth and sixth were placed the less completely

equipped farmers of the second and third class ; the two

last classes were annexed as rear ranks to the phalanx or

fought by its side as light-armed troops. Provision was

made for readily supplying the accidental gaps which were

so injurious to the phalanx. Thus there served in each

legion forty-two centuries or 4200 men, of whom 3000

were hoplites, 2000 from the first class, 500 from each of

the two following, and 1200 light-armed, of whom 500 be-

longed to the fourth and 700 to the fifth class ; each levy-

district furnished for every legion 1050, and for every cen-

tury 25 men. In ordinary cases two legions took the field,

while two others did garrison duty at home. The normal

amount accordingly of the inflintry reached four legions or

16,800 men, eighty centuries from the first class, twenty

from each of the three following, and twenty-eight from the

last class ; not taking into account the two centuries of sub-

stitutes or those of the workmen and the musicians. To
all these fell to be added the cavalry, consisting of 1800

horse ; on taking the field, however, only three centuries

were usually assigned to each legion. The normal amount

of the Roman army of the first and second levy rose ac-

cordingly to close upon 20,000 men : which number must
beyond doubt have corresponded on the whole to the effec-

tive strength of the serviceable population of Rome, as it

stood at the time when the new organization was intro-

duced. As the population increased, the number of centu-

ries was not augmented, but the several divisions were
strengthened by supernumeraries, without altogether losing

sight however of the fundamental number. Indeed the Ro-
man corporations in general, strictly closed as to numbers,

very frequently evaded the limits imposed upon them by
admitting supernumerary members.

This new organization of the army was accompanied by
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a more careful supervision of landed property on the

Census. P^^*^ °^ ^^'^ ^^^^^' ^"^ ^^''^s ^^ow either enacted for

the first time or, if not, at any rate ordained
more precisely^ that a land-register should be established,
in which the several proprietors of land should have their
fields with all their appurtenances, servitudes, slaves, beasts
of draught and of burden, duly recorded. Every act of
alienation, which did not take place publicly and before wit-
nesses, was declared null ; and a revision of the register of
landed property, which was at the same time the levy-roll,

was directed to be made every fourth year. The mand-
patio and the census thus arose out of the Servian military
organization.

It is evident at a glance that this whole institution was

Political
^^°"^ ^^° outset of a military nature. In the

effects of the wholc detailed scheme we do not encounter aServinn mil- . , .

itaryorgani- smgle leature suggestive of any destination of
the centuries to other than purely military pur-

poses
; and this alone must, with every one accustomed to

consider such matters, form a sufficient reason for pro-

nouncing its application to political objects a later innova-

tion. The regulation by which every one who had passed
his sixtieth year was excluded from the centuries, becomes
absolutely absurd, if they were intended from the first to

form a representation of the burgess-community similar to

and parallel with the curies. Although, however, the or-

ganization of the centuries was introduced merely to en-

large the military resources of the burgesses by the inclu-

sion of the metoeci—so that there is no greater error than

to represent that organization as the introduction of a

timocracy in Eome—the new obligation imposed upon the

inhabitants to bear arms exercised in its consequences a

material influence on their political position. He who is

obliged to become a soldier must also, wherever the state

is not rotten, have it in his power to become an officer ; be-

yond question plebeians also could now be nominated in

Eome as centurions and as military tribunes. Although,

moreover, the institution of the centuries was not intended
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to curtail the political privileges exclusively possessed by

the burgesses as hitherto represented in the curies, yet it

was inevitable that those rights, which the burgesses hither-

to had exercised not as the assembly of curies, but as the

burgess-levy, should pass to the new centuries of burgesses

and metoeci. Henceforward, accordingly, it was the centu-

ries who authorized the testaments of soldiers made beTOre

battle (p. 112), and whose consent the king had to ask before

beginning an aggressive war (p. 113). It is important, on

account of the subsequent course of development, to note

these first indications of the centuries taking part in public

affairs ; but the centuries came to acquire such rights at

'

first more in the way of natural sequence than of direct

design, and subsequently to the Servian reform, as before,

the assembly of the curies was regarded as the proper bur-

gess-community, whose homage bound the whole people in

allegiance to the king. By the side of these full-burgesses

st6od the clients having freeholds or, as they were after-

wards called, the "burgesses without right of voting" [cives

sine stiffragio), as participating in the public burdens, the

service of the army, tribute, and task-work (hence munici-

pes) ; but they ceased to pay protection-money, which was
thenceforth paid only by the metoeci who were beyond the

pale of the tribes, that is, who were non-freeholders

{aerarii).

lu this way, while hitherto there had been distinguished

only two classes of mehabers of the community, burgesses

and clients, there were now established three political class-

es of active, passive, and protected members respectivel}'

—

categories, which exercised a dominant influence over the

constitutional law of Rome for many centuries.

When and how this new military organization of the

Roman community came into existence, can
Time and , . •

. *^

occasion of omy DC conjccturcd. It presupposes the exist-

ence of the four regions ; in other words, the

Servian wall must have been erected before the reform took

place. But the territory of the city must also 'have con-

siderably exceeded its original limits, when it could furnish
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8000 holders of entire hides and as many who held lesser

portions, or sons of such holders, and in addition a number
of larger landholders and their sons. We are not acquaint-

ed with the superficial extent of the normal Eoman farm
;

but it is not possible to estimate it as under twenty ^wyera.*

If we reckon as a minimum 10,000 full hides, this would

imply a superficies of 190 square miles of arable land

;

and on this calculation, if we make a very moderate allow-

ance for pasture, the space occupied by houses, and downs,

the territory, at the period when this reform was carried

out, must have had at least an extent of 420 square miles,

probably an extent still more considerable. If we follow

tradition, we must assume a number of 84,000 burgesses

who were freeholders and capable of bearing arm? ; for

such, we are told, w^ere the numbers ascertained by Servius

at the first census. A glance at the map, however, shows

that this number must be fabulous ; it is not even a genu-

ine ti'adition, but a conjectural calculation, by which the

10,800 capable of bearing arms who constituted the normal

strength of the infantry appeared to yield, on an average of

five persons to each family, the number of 84,000 free bur-

gesses active and passive, and this number was confounded

with that of those capable of bearing arms. But even ac-'

cording to the more moderate estimates laid down above,

* Even about 480, allotments of land of seven jugera appeared to

those that received them small -{Val. Max. iii. 3, 5 ; Colum. i.

praef. 14; i. 3, 11 ; Plin. H. N. xviii. 3, 18 : fourteen Jw^rera,

Victor, 33 ; Plutarch, Apophth. Reg. eilmp. p. 235 Dubner, in accordance

with which Plutarch, Crass. 2, is to be corrtctedj^^^
__^

A comparison of the Germanic proportions gives the same result.

The jugerum and the morgen [neai'ly f of an English acre], both orig-

inally measures rather of labour than of surface, may be looked upon as

originally identical. As the German hide consisted ordinarily of 30, but

not unfrequently of 20 or 40 TOor^/cn, and the homestead frequently, at

least among the Anglo-Saxons, amounted to a tenth of the hide, it will ap-

pear, taking into account the diversity of climate and the size of the Ro-

man heredium of 2 jugera, that the hypothesis of a Roman hide of 20 juge-

ra is not unsuitable to the circumstances of the case. It is to be regretted

that on this very point tradition leaves us without information.
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with a territory of some 16,000 hides containing a popula-

tion of nearly 20,000 capable of bearing arms and at least

three times that number of women, children, and old men,

persons who had no land, and slaves, it is necessary to

assume not merely that the region between the Tiber and

Anio had been acquired, but that the Alban territory had

also been conquered, before the Servian constitution was

established ; a result witb which tradition agrees. What

were the numerical proportions of patricians and plebeians

originally in the army, cannot be ascertained.

Upon the whole it is plain that this Servian institution;

did not originate in a conflict between the orders. On the^

contrary, it bears the stam]) of a reforming legislator like

has evidently been produced under Greek influence. Par-

ticular analogies may be deceptive, such as the coincidence

noticed by the ancients that in Corinth also widows and

orphans Avere charged with the provision of horses for the

cavalry ; but the adoption of the armour and arrangements

of the Greek hoplite system was certainly no accidental

coincidence. Now if we consider the fact that it was in the

second century of the city that the Greek states in Lower
Italy advanced from the pure clan-constitution to a modified

one, which placed the preponderance in the hands of the

landholders, we shall recognize in that movement the im-

pulse which called forth in Eome the Servian reform—

a

change of constitution resting in the main on the same fun-

damental idea, and only directed into a somewhat different

course by the strictly monarchical form of the Roman
state.*

* The analogy also between the so-called Servian constitution and

the treatment of the Attic melocci deserves to be particularly noticed.

Athens, like Rome, opened her gates at a comparatively early period to

the metoeci, and afterwards summoned them also to share the burdens of

the state. Wc cannot suppose that any direct connection existed in this

instance between Athens and Rome ; but the coincidence serves all the

more distinctly to show how the same causes—urban centralization and

urban development— everywhere and of necessity produce similar

effects.



(3 CHAPTER VII.

THE HEGEMONY OF ROME IN LATIUM.

The brave and impassioned Italian race doubtless never

Extension lacked fcuds among themselves and with their

man'terri-
neighbours : as the country flourished and civili-

toiy- zation advanced, feuds must have become gradu-

ally changed into war and raids for pillage into conquest,

and political powers must have begun to assume shape.

No Italian Homer, however, has preserved for us a picture

of these earliest frays and plundering excursions, in which

the character of nations is moulded and expressed like the

mind of the man in the sports and enterprises of the boy
;

nor does historical tradition enable us to form a judgment,

with even approximate accuracy, as to the outward develop-

ment of power and tjie comparative resources of the seve-

ral Latin cantons. It is only in the case of Rome, at the

utmost, that we can trace in some degree the extension of

its power and of its territory. The earliest demonstrable

boundaries of the united Roman community have been

already stated (p. 75) ; in the landward direction they were

on an average just about five miles distant from the capital

of the canton, and it was only toward the coast that they

extended as far as the mouth of the Tiber (Ostia), at a dis-

tance of somewhat more than fourteen miles from Rome.
" The new' city," says Strabo, in his description of the

primitive Rome, " was surrounded by larger and smaller

tribes, some of whom dwelt in independent villages and

were not subordinate to any national union." It seems to

have been at the expense of these neighbours of kindred

lineage in the first instance that the earliest extensions of

the Roman territory took place.

The Latin communities situated on the upper Tiber and
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Territory on between the Tiber and the Anio—Antemnae,
the Anio.

Crustumerium, Ficulnea, Medullia, Caenina, Cor-

niculum, Cameria, Collatia,—were those which pressed

most closely and sorely on Rome, and they appear to have

forfeited their independence in very early times to the arms

of the Romans. The only community that retained inde-

pendence in this district in after times was Nomentum
;

which perhaps saved its freedom by alliance with Rome.

The possession of Fidenae, the tUe du pont of the Etrus-

cans on the left bank of the Tibfer, was contested between

the Latins and the Etruscans—in other words, between the

Romans and Veientes—with varying results. The struggle

with Gabii, which held the plain between the Anio and the

Alban bills, was for a long period equally balanced : down

to late times the Gabine dress was deemed synonymous

with that of war, and Gabine ground the prototype of hos-

tile soil.* By these conquests the Roman territory was

probably extended to about 190 square miles. Another

very early achievement of the Roman arms was

preserved, although in a legendary dress, in the

memory of posterity with greater vividness than those ob-

solete struggles : Alba, the ancient sacred metropolis of

Latium, was conquered and destroyed by Roman troops.

How the collision arose, and how it was decided, tradition

does not tell ; the battle of the three Roman with the three

Alban brothers born at one birth is nothing but a personifi-

cation of the struggle between two powerful and closely re-

lated cantons, of which the Roman at least was triune.

We know nothing at all beyond the naked fact of tbe sub-

jugation and destructicni of Alba by Rome.f

* The formulae of accursing for Gabii and Fidenae are quite as char-

acteristic (Macrob. Sat. iii. 9). It cannot, however, be proved and is ex-

tremely improbable that, as respects these towns, there was an actual his-

torical accursing of the ground on which they were built, such as really

took place at Yeii, Carthage, and Fregellae. It may be conjectured

that the old accursing formularies were applied to those two hated towns,

and were considered by later antiquaries as historical documents.

f There seems to be no good ground for the doubt recently expressed
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It is not improbable, although wholly a matter of con-

jecture, that, at the same period when Rome was establish-

ing herself on the Anio and on the Alban hills, Praeneste.

which appears at a later date as mistress of eight neigh-

bouring townships, Tibur, and others of the Latin commu-
nities w^ere similai'ly occupied in enlarging the circle of

their territory and laying the foundations of their subse-

quent far from inconsiderable power.

We feel the want of accurate information as to the legal

Treatment character and legal effects of these early Latin

eft^acqiSS-^'
conquests, still more than we miss the records

tioDs. of the wars in which they were won. Upon the

whole it is not to be doubted that they were treated in ac-

cordance with the system of incorporation, out of which

the tripartite community of Rome had arisen ; excepting

that the cantons Avho were compelled by arms to enter the

combination did not, like the primitive three, preserve some
sort of relative independence as separate regions in the new
united community, but became so entirely merged in the

general whole as to be no longer traced (p. 124). However

far the power of a Latin canton might extend, in the earli-

est times it tolerated no political centi-e except the proper

capital ; and still less founded independent settlements, such

in a quarter deserving of respect as to the destruction of Alba having real-

ly been the act of Rome. It is true, indeed, that the account of the de-

struction of Alba is in its details a series of improbabilities and impos-

sibilities ; but that is true of every historical fact inwoven into legend.

To the question as to the attitude of the rest of Latiimi towards the

struggle between Rome and Alba, we are imable to give an answci-

;

but the question itself rests on a false assumption, for it is not proved

that the constitution of the Latin league absolutely prohibited a separate

war between two Latin communities (p. 68). Still less is the fiictthat a

number of Alban families were received into the burgess-union of Rome
inconsistent with the destruction of Alba by the, Romans. Why may
there not have been a Roman party in Alba just as there was in Capua ?

The circumstance, however, of Rome claiming to be in a religious and

political point of view the heir-at-law of Alba may be regarded as de-

cisive of the matter ; for such a claim could not be based on the migra-

tion of individual clans to Rome, but could only be based, as it actually

was, on the conquest of the town.
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as the Phoenicians and the Greeks established, thereby cre-

ating in their colonies clients for the time being and future

rivals to the mother city. In this respect, the treatment

which Ostia experienced from Rome deserves special notice

:

the Romans could not and did not wish to prevent the rise

de facto of a town at that spot, but they allowed the place

no political independence, and accordingly they did not be-

stow on those who settled there any local burgess rights,

but merely allowed them to retain, if they already pos-

sessed, the general burgess-rights of Rome.* This princi-

ple also determined the fate of the weaker cantons, which

by force of arms or by voluntary submission became sub-

ject to the stronger. The stronghold of the canton was

razed, its domain was added to the domain of the conquer-

ors, and a new home was instituted for the inhabitants as

well as for their gods in the capital of the victorious can-

ton. This must not be understood absolutely to imply a

formal transportation of the conquered inhabitants to the

new capital, such as was the rule at the founding of cities

in the East. The towns of Latium at this time can have

been little more than the strongholds and weekly markets

of the husbandmen : it was sufficient in general that the

market and the seat of justice should be transferred to the

new capital. That even the temples often remained at the

old spot is shown in the instances of Alba and of Caenina,

"

towns which must still after their destruction have retained

some semblance of existence in connection with religion.

Even when the strength of the place that was razed ren-

dered it really necessary to remove the inhabitants, they

would be frequently settled, with a view to the cultivation

of the soil, in the open hamlets of their old domain. That

the conquei-ed, however, were not unfrequently compelled

* Hence was developed the conception, in political law, of the mar-

itime colony or g<^9ily of burgesses (colo7iia clvium Jlomanorum), that i.*,

of a community separate in fact, but not independent or possessing a

will of its own in law ; a community which merged in the capital as the

peculium of the son merged in the property of the father, and whioh as a

standing garrison was exempt from serving in the legion.

7
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either as a whole or in part to settle in their new capital, is

proved, more satisfactorily than all the several stories from

the legendary period of Latium could prove it, by the

maxim of Roman state-law, that only he who had extended

the boundaries of the territory was entitled to advance the

wall of the city (the pomerium). Of course the conquered,

whether transferred or not, were ordinarily compelled to

occupy the legal position of clients ; * but particular indi-

viduals or clans occasionally had burgess-rights or, in other

words, the patriciate conferred upon them. In the time of

the empire the Alban clans were still recognized which were

introduced among the burgesses of Rome after the fall of

their native seat ; amongst these were the Julii, Servilii,

Quinctilii, Cloelii, Geganii, Curiatii, Metilii : the memory
of their descent was preserved by their Alban family

. shrines, among which the sanctuary of the gens of the Julii

uat Bovillae again rose under the empire into great repute.

This centralizing process, by which several small com-

munities became absorbed in a larger one, of course was

not an idea specially Roman. Not only did the develop-

ment of Latium and of the Sabellian stocks hinge upon the

distinction between national centralization and cantonal in-

dependence ; the case was the same with the development

of the Hellenes. Rome in Latium and Athens in Attica

arose out of a like amalgamation of many cantons into one

state ; and the wise Thales suggested a similar fusion to the

hard-pressed league of the Ionic cities as the only means of

saving their nationality. But Rome adhered to this princi-

ple of unity with more consistency, earnestness, and success

than any other Italian canton ; and just as the prominent

* To this the enactment of the Twelve Tables undoubtedly has re-

ference : N^ex[i mancipiique] forti sanatiqiie idom ius esto, i\i3X is, in

dealings privati juris the " sound" and the "recovored " shall be on a

footing of equality. The Latin allies cannot be here referred to, because

their legal position was defined by federal treaties, and the law of the

Twelve Tables treated only of the law ofRome. The sanates were the Laii-

ni prisci cives Homani, or in other words, the communities of Latium

compelled by the Ron^ans to enter the plebeiate.
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position of Athens iti Hellas was the effect of her early

centi'alization, so Rome was indebted for her greatness

solely to the same system far more energetically applied.

While the conquests of Rome in Latium may be main-

The hege- 'j I'Ggardcd as direct extensions of her territory

Rome over
^^^^ people presenting the same general features,

Latium. a further and special significance attached to the

conquest of Alba. It was not merely the problematical

size and presumed riches of Alba that led tradition to as-

sign a prominence so peculiar to its capture. Alba was

regarded as the metropolis of the Latin confederacy, and

had the right of presiding among the thirty communities

that belonged to it. The destruction of Alba, of course,

no more dissolved the league itself than the destruction of

Thebes dissolved the Boeotian confederacy ;
* but in entire

consistency with the strict application of the jiis privatum

which was characteristic of the Latin laws of war, Rome
now claimed the presidency of the league as the heir-at-law

of Alba, What sort of crisis preceded or followed the

acknowledgment of this claim, or whether there was any

crisis at all, we cannot tell. Upon the whole the hegemony
of Rome over Latium appears to have been speedily and
generally recognized, although particular communities, such

as Labici and above all Gabii, may for a time have declined

to own it. Even at that time Rome was probably a mari-

time power in contrast to the Latin " land," a city in con-

trast to the Latin villages, and a single state in contrast to

the Latin confederacy ; even at that time it was only in

conjunction with and by means of Rome that the Latins

could defend their coasts against Carthaginians, Hellenes,

and Etruscans, and maintain and extend their landward

frontier in opposition to their restless neighbours of the Sa-

* The community of Bovillao appears even to have been formed out

of part of the Alban domain, and to liave been admitted in room of Alba
among the autonomous Latin towns. Its Alban origin is attested by ita

having been the seat of worship for the Julian cjens and by the name AU
bani Longani JBovillenses {OreUi-lIenzen, 119, 2252, 6019); its autono-

my by Dionysius, r. 61, and Cicero, pro Planco, 9, 28.
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bellian stock. Whether the accession to her material re-

sources "which Eome obtained by the subjugation of Alba
was greater than the increase of her power by the capture

•if Antemnae or Collatia, cannot be ascertained : it is quite

possible that it was not by the conquest of Alba that Rome
was first constituted the most powerful community in La-

tium
; she may have been so long before ; but she did gain

in consequence of that event the presidency at the Latin

festival, which became the basis of the future hegemony of

the Roman community over the whole Latin confederacy.

It is important to indicate as defmitely as possible the nar

ture of a relation so influential.

The form of the Roman hegemony over Latium was, in

i
.

general, that of an alliance on equal terms be-

I

Rome to twccn the Roman community on the one hand

I

^"™' and the Latin confederacy on the other, estab-

1 lishing a perpetual peace throughout the whole domain and
' a perpetual league for offence and defence. " There shall

be peace between the Romans and all communities of the

Latins, as long as heaven and earth endure ; they shall not

wage war with each other, nor call enemies into the land,

nor grant passage to enemies : help shall be rendered by

all in concert to any community assailed, and whatever is

won in joint warfare shall be equally distributed." The
secured equality of rights in trade and exchange, in com-

mercial credit and in inheritance tended, by the manifold

relations* of commercial intercourse to which it led, still

further to interweave the interests of communities already

connected by the ties of similar language and manners, and

in this way produced an effect somewhat similar to that of

the abolition of customs-restrictions in our own day. Each

community certainly retained in form its owil law : down
to the time of the Social war Latin law was not necessarily

identical with Roman: we find, for example, that the en-

forcing of betrothal by action at law, which was abolished

at an early period in Rome, continued to subsist in the

Latin communities. But the simple and purely national

development of Latin law, and the endeavour to maintain
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as far as possible uniformity of rights, led at length to the

result, that the law of private relations was in matter and

form substantially the same throughout all Latium. This

uniformity of rights comes very distinctly into view in the

rules laid down regarding the loss and recovery of freedom

on the part of the individual burgess. According to an an-

cient and venerable maxim of law among the Latin stock

no burgess could become a slave in the state wherein he

had been free, or suffer the loss of his burgess-rights while

he remained within it : if he was to be punished with the

loss of freedom and of burgess-rights (which was the same,

thing), it was necessary that he should be expelled from the

state and should enter' on the condition of slavery among
strangers. This maxim of law was now extended to the

whole territory of the league ; no member of any of the

federal states might live as a slave within the bounds of the

league. Applications of this principle are seen in the enact-

ment embodied in the Twelve Tables, that the insolvent

debtor, in the event of his creditor wishing to sell him,

must be sold beyond the boundary of the Tiber, in other

words, beyond the territory of the league ; and in thf.

clause of the second treaty between Rome and Carthage,

that an ally of Rome who might be taken prisoner by the

Carthaginians should be free so soon as he entered a Roman
seaport. It has already (p, 67) been indicated as probable

that the federal equality of rights also included intercom-

munion of marriage, and that every full burgess of a Latin

community could conclude a legitimate marriage with any
Latin woman of equal standing. Each Latin could of

course only exercise political rights where he was enrolled

as a burgess ; but on the other hand it was implied in an

equality of private rights, that any Latin could take up his

abode in any place within the Latin bounds ; or, to use the

phraseology of the present day, there existed, side by side

with the special burgess-riglits of the individual communi-
ties, a general right of settlement co-extensive with the con-

federacy. It is easy to understand how this should have

turned materially to the advantage of the capital, which
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alone in Latium offered the means of urban intercourse,

urban acquisition, and urban enjoyment ; and how the num-

ber of metoeci in Rome should have increased with remark-

able rapidity, after the Latin land came to live in perpetual

peace with Rome.

In constitution and administration the several communi-

ties not only remained independent and sovereign, so far as

their federal obligations were not concerned, but, what was

of more importance, the league of the thirty communities

as such retained its autonomy in contradistinction to Rome,
When we are assured that the position of Alba towards the

federal communities was a position superior to that of

Rome, and that on the fall of Alba these communities at-

tained autonomy, this may well have been the case, in so

far as Alba was essentially a member of the league, while

Rome from the first had rather the position of a separate

state confronting the league than of a member included in

it ; but, just as the states of the confederation of the Rhine

were formally sovereign, while those of the German em-

pire had a master, it is probable that the presidency of

Alba was really an honorary right (p. 68) like that of the

German emperors, and that the protectorate of Rome was

from the first a supremacy like that of Napoleon. In fact

Alba appears to have exercised the right of presiding in the

federal council, while Rome allowed the Latin deputies to

hold their consultations by themselves under the presiden-

cy, as it appears, of an officer selected from their own num-

ber, and contented herself with the honorary presidency at

the federal festival where sacrifice was offered for Rome
and Latium, and with the erection of a second federal sanc-

tuary in Rome—the temple of Diana on the Aventine—so

that thenceforth sacrifice was offei*ed both on Roman soil

for Rome and Latium, and on Latin soil for Latium and

Rome. With equal deference to the interests of the league

the Romans in the treaty with Latium bound themselves

not to enter into a separate alliance with any Latin commu-

nity—a stipulation which very clearly reveals the apprehen-

sions not without reason felt by the confederacy with refer-
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ence to the powerful community at their head. The posi-

iion of Rome not so much within as alongside of Latium,

and the footing of formal equality subsisting between the

city on the one side, and the confederacy on the other, are

most clearly discernible in their militaiy system. The fed-

eral army was composed, as the later mode of making the

levy incontrovertibly shows, of a Roman and a Latin force

of equal strength. The supreme command was to alternate

between Rome and Latium ; and on those years only when
Rome appointed the commander the Latin contingent w^as

to appear before the gates of Rome, and to salute at the

gate by acclamation the elected commander as its general,

after the Romans commissioned by the Latin federal coun-

cil to take the auspices had assured themselves of the satis-

faction of the gods with the choice that had been made. In

like manner the land and other property acquired in the

wars of the league were equally divided between Rome and
Latium. While thus in all internal relations the most com-
plete equality of rights and duties was insisted on with

jealous strictness, the Romano-Latin federation can hardly

have been at this period represented in its external relations

merely by Rome. The treaty of alliance did not prohibit

either Rome or Latium from undertaking an aggressive war
on their own behoof; and if a war was waged by the league,

whether pursuant to a resolution of its own or in conse-

quence of a hostile attack, the Latin federal council must
have had a right to take part in the conduct as well as in

the termination of the war. Practically indeed Rome in

all probability possessed the hegemony even then, for,

wherever a single state and a federation enter into perma-
nent connections with each other, the preponderance usually

falls to the former.

The steps by which after the fall of Alba Rome—now
Extension mistrcss of a territory comparatively consider-

manterri- able, and probably the leading power in the

thTfaiiof Latin confederacy—extended still further her
Alba.

direct and indirect dominion, can no longer be

traced. There was no lack of feuds with the Etruscans and
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n^ore especially the Veientes, chiefly respecting the posses-

sion of Fidenae ; but it does not appear that the Romans
were successful in acquiring permanent mastery over that

Etruscan outpost, which was situated on the L^tin bank of

the river not much more than five miles from Rome, or in

expelling the Veientes from that formidable basis of offen-

sive operations. On the other hand they maintained ap-

parently undisputed possession of the Janiculum and of

both banks of the mouth of the Tiber, As regards the

Sabines and Aequi Rome appears in a more advantageous

position ; the connection which afterwards became so inti-

mate with the more distant Hernici must have had at least

its beginning under the monarchy, and the united Xatins

and Hernici enclosed on two sides and held in check their

eastern neighbours. But on the south frontier the territory

of the Rutuli and still more that of the Volsci were scenes

of perpetual war. The earliest extension of the Latin land

took place in this direction, and it is here that we first en-

counter those communities founded by Rome and Latium

on the enemy's soil and constituted as autonomous mem-
bers of the Latin confederacy—the Latin colonies, as they

were called—the oldest of which appear to reach back to

the regal period. How far the territory reduced under the

power of the Romans extended at the close of the mon-

archy, can by no means be determined. Of feuds with the

neighbouring Latin and Volscian communities the Roman
annals of the regal period recount more than enough ; but

only a few detached notices, such as that perhaps of the

capture of Suessa in the Pomptine plain, can be held to

contain a nucleus of historical fact. That the regal period

laid not only the political foundations of Rome, but the

foundations also of her external power, cannot be doubted
;

the position of the city of Rome as contradistinguished

from, rather than forming part of, the league of Latin statts

is already decidedly marked at the beginning of the repub-

lic, and enables us to perceive that an energetic develop-

ment of external power must have taken place in Rome
during the time of the kings. Successes certainly of no
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ordinary character have thus passed into oblivion ; but the

splendour of them lingers over the regal period of Rome,

especially over the royal house of the Tarquins, like a dis-

<^ant evening twilight in which outlines disappear.

While the Latin stock was thus tending towards union

under the leadership of Rome and was at the
Extension . ,. . . , ,

of the city Same time extending its territory on the east
'*™^*

and south, Rome itself, by the favour of foi-tune

and the energy of its citizens, had been converted from a

stirring commercial and rural town into the powerful capi-

tal of a flourishing country. The remodelling of the Ro-

man military system and the political reform of which it

contained the germ, known to us by the name of the Ser-

vian constitution, stand in intimate connection with this in-

ternal change in the diaracter of the Roman community.

But externally also the character of the city cannot but

have changed with the influx of ampler resources, with the

rising requirements of its position, and with the extension

of its political horizon. The amalgamation of the adjoin-

ing community on the Quirinal with that on the Palatine

must have been already accomplished when the Servian re-

form, as it is called, took place ; and after this reform had

united and consolidated the military strength of the com-

munity, the burgesses could no longer rest content with en-

trenching the several hills, as one after another they were

filled with buildings, and with also perhaps keeping the

island in the Tiber and the height on the opposite bank

occupied so that they might command the river. The capi-

tal of Latium required another and more complete system

of defence ; they proceeded to construct the Servian wall.

The new continuous city-wall began at the river below the

Aventine, and included that hill, on which there have been

brought to light recently (1855) at two different places, the

one on the western slope towards the river, the other on

the opposite eastern slope, colossal remains of those primi-

tive fortifications—portions of wall as high as the walls of

Alatri and Ferentino, built of large square hewn blocks of

tufo in courses of unequal height—emerging as it were
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from the tomb to testify to the might of an epoch, whose

structures are perpetuated in these walls of rock, and whose

other achievements will continue to exercise an influence

more lasting even than these. The ring-wall further em-

braced the Caelian and the whole space of the Esquiline,

Viminal, and Quirinal, where a fortification likewise but re-

cently brought to light on a great scale (1862)—on the

outside composed of blocks of peperino and protected by a

moat in front, on the inside forming a huge earthen rampart

sloped towards the city and imposing even at the present

day—supplied the want of natural means of defence. From
thence it ran to the Capitoline, the steep declivity of which

towards the Campus Martins served as part of the city

wall, and it again abutted on the river above the island in

the Tiber. The Tiber island with the bridge of piles and

the Janiculum did not belong strictly to the city, but the

latter height was probably a fortified outwork. Hitherto

the Palatine had been the stronghold, but now this hill was

left open to be built upon by the growing city ; and on the

other hand upon the Tarpeian Hill, free on every side, and

from its moderate extent easily defensible, there was con-

structed the new " stronghold " (cirx, capitolium^), contain-

ing the stronghold-spring—the carefully enclosed " well-

house " {tulUamivi)—the treasury {aerai-ium), the prison,

and the most ancient place of assembling for the burgesses

{area Capitolina), where still in after times the regular an-

nouncements of the changes of the moon continued to be

made. Private dwellings of a permanent character were

not permitted in earlier times on the stronghold-hill
; f and

* Both names, although aftervrards employed as proper names of

locality {capitolium being applied to the summit of the stronghold-hill

that lay next to the river, arx to that next to the Quirinal), were origin-

ally appellatives, corresponding exactly tothoGreek dy.Qa and xo(>i'(pf'j

:

every Latin town had its capitolium as well as Rome. The proper local

name of the Roman stronghold-hill was mons Tarpeius.

\ The enactment nc quis patriclus in arce aut capiiolio hahitarct

probably prohibited only buildings of stone which apparently were often

constructed in the style of fortresses, not the ordinary and easily remove-

able dwelling-houses. Comp. Becker, Top. p. 3S6.
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the space between the two summits of the hill, the sanctu-

ary of the evil god
(
Vediovis), or as it was termed in the

later Hellenizing epoch, the Asylum, was covered with

wood and probably intended for the reception of the hus-

bandmen and their herds, when inundations or war drove

them from the plain. The Capitol was in reality as well as

in name the Acropolis of Rome, an independent castle ca-

pable of being defended even after the city had fallen : its

gate was probably placed towards what was afterwards the

Forum.* The Aventine seems to have been fortified in a

similar style, although less strongly, and to have been pre-

served free from permanent occupation. With this is con-

nected the fact, that for purposes strictly urban, such as the

distribution of the introduced water, the inhabitants of

Rome were divided into the inhabitants of the city proper

[montani), and those of the districts situated within the

general ring-wall, but yet not reckoned as strictly belong-

ing to the city {paffani Aveniinenses, laniculenses, collegia

Capitolinorum et Mercurialiuni).\ The space enclosed by

* For the chief thoroughfare, the Via Sacra, led from that quarter

to the stronghold ; and the bending in towards the gate may still be

clearly recognized in the turn which this makes to the left at the arch

of Severus. The gate itself must have disappeared under the huge

structures which were raised in after ages on the Clivus. The so-called

gate at the steepest part of the Capitoline Mount, which is known by
the name of Janualis or Saturnia, or the " open," and which had to

stand always open in the time of war, evidently had merely a religious

significance, and never was a real gate.

f Four such guilds are mentioned (1) the Capitolini (Cicero, ad. Q.

fr. ii. 5, 2), with magistri of their own (Henzen, 6010, 6011), and an-

nual games (Liv. v. 50 ; comp. Corp. Inscr. Lai. \. n, 803) ; (2) the Mer-
curiales (Liv. ii. 27 ; Cicero, I. c. ; Preller, Ifyth. p. 597) with their ma-
gistri (Henzen, 6010), the guild of the valley of the Circus, where the

temple of Mercury stood
; (3) the pagani Aventinenses also with magislri

(Henzen, 6010); and (4) the pagani pagi laniculcnsis hkewise with

magistri (C. /. L. i. n. 801, 802). It is certainly not accidental that

these four guilds, the only ones of the sort that occur in Rome, belong

to the very two hills excluded from the four local tribes but enclosed by
the Servian wall, the Capitol and the Aventine, and the Janiculum be-

longing to the same fortification ; and connected with this is the further
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the new city wall thus embraced, in addition to the former

Palatine and Quirinal cities, the two city-strongholds of the

Capitol and the Aventine, and also the Janiculum ;
* the

Palatine, as the oldest city proper, was enclosed by the

other heights along which the wall was carried, as if encir-

cled with a wreath, and the two castles occupied the middle.

The work, however, was not complete so long as the

ground, protected by so laborious exertions from outward

foes, was not also reclaimed from the dominion of the water,

which permanently occupied the valley between the Pala-

fact that the expression montani paganive is employed as a designation

of the whole inhabitants in connection with the city (comp. besides the

well-known passage, Cic. de Domo, 28, '74, especially the law as to the

city aqueducts in Fcstus, v. nifus, p. 340 [monjfani paganive si[Jis

aquam dividu7ito\). The montani, properly the inhabitants of the three

regions of the Palatine town (p. 84), appear to be put here a potiori for

the whole population of the four regions of the city proper. Yac paga-

ni are, undoubtedly, the residents of the Aventine and Janiculum not in-

eluded in the tribes, and the analogous collegia of the Capitol and the

Circus ?alley.

* The Servian Eome, however, never looked upon itself as the "city

of the seven hills; "on the contrary, that name in the best ages of

Rome denoted exclusively the narrower Old Rome of the Palatine (p,

78). It was not until the times of her decline, when the festival of the

Septimontium, which was steadily retained and celebrated with great zest

even under the empire, began to be erroneously regarded as a festival

for the city generally, that ignorant writers sought for and accordingly

found the Seven Mounts in the Rome of their own age. The germ of

such a misunderstanding may be already discerned in the Greek riddles

of Cicero, ad Att. vi. 5, 2, and in Plutarch, Q. Rom. 69; (comp. Tibul-

lus, ii. 5, 55; Martial, iv. 64, 11; Tertullian, Apolog.35); but the

earliest authority that actually enumerates Seven Mounts {mantes) of

Rome is the desciiption of the city of the age of Constantino the Great.

It names as such the Palatine, Aventine, Caelian, Esquiline, Tarpeian,

Vatican, and Janiculum—where the Quirinal and Viminal are, evidently

as colles, omitted, and in their stead two "montes" are introduced from

the right bank of the Tiber. Other still later and quite confused lists

are given by Servius (ad Aen. vi. 783), the Berne Scholia to Virgil's

Georgics(ii. 535), and Lydus {de Ifens. p. 118, Bekker). The enumer-

ation of the Seven Mounts as commonly made in modern times, viz.

Palatine, Aventine, Caelian, Esquiline, Vimitial, Quirinal, Capitoline, is

unknown to any ancient author.
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tine and the Capitol, so that there was a regular ferry there,

and which converted the valleys between the Capitol and

the Velia and between the Palatine and the Aventine into

marshes. The subterranean drains still existing at the pres-

ent day, composed of magnificent square blocks, which ex-

cited the astonishment of posterity as a marvellous work
of regal Rome, must rather be reckoned to belong to the

following epoch, for travertine is the material employed and

we have many accounts of new structures 'of the kind in

the times of the republic ; but the scheme itself belongs

beyond all doubt to the regal period, although to a later

epoch probably than the designing of the Servian wall arid

the Capitoline stronghold. The spots thus drained or dried

supplied large open spaces such as were required to meet

the public wants of the newly enlarged city. The assem-

bling-place of the community, which had hitherto been the

Area Capitol ina at the stronghold itself was now trans-

ferred to the flat space, where the ground fell from the

stronghold towards the city {comitiuni), and which stretched

thence between the Palatine and the Carinae, in the direc-

tion of the Velia. At that side of the comithim which

adjoined the stronghold, and upon the wall which arose

above the comitium in the fashion of a balcony, the mem-
bers of the senate and the guests of the city had a place of

honour assigned to them on occasion of festivals and assem-

blies of the people ; and not far from this there soon came
to be built a special senate-house, which derived from its

builder the name of the Curia Hostilia. The platform for

the judgment-seat (^tribunal), and the stage whence the bur-

gesses were addressed (the later rostra), were erected on

tliG comitium itself. Its prolongation in the direction of the

Velia became the new market [forum Bomanorimi). On
the west side of the Forum, beneath the Palatine, rose the

community-house, which included the official dwelling of the

king [reffia) and the common hearth of the city, the rotun-

da forming the temple of Vesta ; at no great distance, on

the south side of the Forum, there was erected a second

round building connected with the former, the store-room
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of the community or temple of the Penates, which still

stands at the present day as the porch of the church Santi

Cosma e Damiano. It is a feature significant of the new

city now united in a way very different from the settlement

of the " seven mounts," that, over and above the thirty

hearths of the curies which the Palatine Rome had been

content with associating in one building, the Servian Eome
presented such a single hearth for the city at large.* Along

the two longer sides of the Forum butchers' shops and

other traders' stalls were arranged. In the valley between

the Palatine and the Aventine a space was staked off for

races ; this became the Circus. The cattle-market was laid

out immediately adjoining the river, and this soon became

one of the most densely peopled quarters of Rome. Tem-

ples and sanctuaries arose on all the summits, above all the

federal sanctuary of Diana on the Aventine (p. 150), and

on the summit of the stronghold the far-seen temple of

Father Diovis, who had given to his people all this glory,

and who now, when the Romans were triumphing over the

surrounding nations, triumphed along with them over the

subject gods of the vanquished.

The names of the men, at whose bidding these great

buildings of the city arose, are almost as completely lost in

oblivion as those of the leaders in the earliest battles and

victories of Rome. Tradition indeed assigns the different

works to different kings—the senate-house to Tullus Hos-

tilius, the Janiculum and the wooden bridge to Ancus Mar-

cius, the great Cloaca, the Circus, and the temple of Jupiter

to the elder Tarquinius, the temple of Diana and the ring-

wall to Servius Tullius. Some of these statements may
perhaps be correct ; and it is apparently not the result of

* Both the situation of the two temples, and the express testimony

of Dionysius, ii. 65, that the temple of Vesta lay outside of the Roma
quadrata, prove that these structures were connected with the foundation

not of the Palatine, but of the second (Servian) city. Posterity reckoned

thisre^ia with the temple of Vesta as a scheme of Numa; but the cause

which gave rise to that hypothesis is too manifest to allow of our attach-

ing any weight to it.
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accident that the building of the new ring-wall is associated

both as to date and author with the new organization of the

army, which in fact bore special reference to the regulai

defence of the city walls. But upon the whole w^e must be

content to learn from this tradition—^what is indeed evident

of itself—that this second creation of Rome stood in inti-

mate connection with the commencement of her hegemony

over Latium and with the remodelling of her burgess-army,

and that, while it originated in one and the same great con-

ception, its execution was not the work either of a single

man or of a single generation. It is impossible to doubt

that Hellenic influences exercised a pow^erful effect on this

remodelling of the Roman community, but it is equally im-

possible to demonstrate the mode or the degree of their

operation. It has already been observed that the Servian

military constitution is essentially of an Hellenic type (p.

141); and it will be afterwards shown that the games (;f

the circus were organized on an Hellenic model. The now

regia with the city hearth was quite a Greek prytaneion,

and the round temple of Vesta, looking towards the east

and not so much as consecrated by the augurs, was con-

structed in no respect according to Italian, but wholly in

accordance with Hellenic ritual. With these facts before

us, the statement of tradition appears not at all incredible

that the Ionian confederacy in Asia Minor to some extent

served as a model for the Romano-Latin league, and that

the new federal sanctuary on the Aventine was for that rea-

son constructed in imitation of the Artemision at Ephesus,r



CHAPTER VIII.

THE UMBRO-SABELLIAN STOCKS. BEGINNINGS OF THE

SAMNITES.

The migration of the Umbrian stocks appears to have

begun at a period later than that of the Latins.

beiiian mi- Like the Jjatin, it moved m a southerly direc-
gia ion.

^.^^^ ^^^ .^ ^eipt more in the centre of the penin-

sula and towards the east coast. It is painful to speak of

it ; for our information regarding it comes to us like the

sound of bells from a town that has been sunk in the sea.

The Umbrian people extended according to Herodotus as

far as the Alps, and it is not improbable that in very an-

cient times tliey occupied the whole of Northern Italy, to

the point where the settlements of the Illyrian stocks began

on the east, and those of the Ligurians on the west. As to

the latter, there are traditions of their contests with the

Umbrians, and we may perhaps draw an inference regard-

ing their extension in very eai-ly times towards the south

from isolated names, such as that of the island of Ilva

(Elba) compared with the Ligurian Ilvates. To this period

of Umbrian greatness the evidently Italian names of the

most ancient settlements in the valley of the Po, Hatria

(black-town), and Spina (thorn-town), probably owe their

origin, as well as the numerous traces of Umbrians in South-

ern Etruria (such as the river Umbro, Camars the old name

of Clusium, Castrum Amerinum). Such indications of an

Italian population having preceded the Etruscan especially

occur in the most southern portion of Etruria, the district

between the Ciminian forest (below Viterbo) and the Tiber.

In Falerii, the town of Etruria nearest to the frontier of

Umbria and the Sabine country, according to the testimony
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of Strabo, a language was spoken different from the Etrus-

can, and inscriptions bearing out that statement have re-

cently been brought to light there, the alphabet and lan-

guage of which, while presenting points of contact with

the Etruscan, exhibit a general resemblance to the Latin.*

The local worship also presents traces of a Sabellian charac-

ter ; and a similar inference is suggested by the primitive

relations subsisting in sacred as well as other matters be-

tween Caere and Rome. It is probable that the Etruscans

seized those southern districts from the Umbrians at a pe-

riod considerably subsequent to their occupation of the

country on the north of the Ciminian forest, and that an

Umbrian population maintained itself there even after the

Tuscan conquest. In this fact we may probably discover

the ultimate explanation of the surprising rapidity with

which the southern portion of Etruria became Latinized, as

compared with the tenacious retention of the Etruscan lan-

guage and manners in northern Etruria, after the Roman
conquest. That the Umbrians were after obstinate strug-

gles driven back from the north and west into the narrow

mountainous country between the two arms of the Apen-

nines which they subsequently held, is clearly indicated by
the very fact of their geographical position, just as the posi-

tion of the inhabitants of the Grisons and that of the

Basques at the present day indicates the similar fate that

has befallen them. Tradition also has to report that the

Tuscans deprived the Umbrians of three hundred towns

;

and, what is of more importance as evidence, in the national

* In the alphabet the v especially deserves notice, being of the Latin

(R) and not of the Etruscan form (D), and also the ^ ( K ) ; it can only

be derived from the piimilive Latin, and must very faithfully represent

it. The language likewise has close affinity with the oldest Latin ; Marci
Acorcelini he cupa, that is, Marchut Acarcelinius heic cubat : Maierva

A. Catena La. f. . . zenattio sentem. . . dedetciuindo . . cu7icapium, that

is, Minervae A{u!us ?) Catena La{rtis) f{iliHs)de setiatus nenteniia dedit

quando (pcrhaps=o/i>ji) c<.nceptum. At the same lime with these and
similar inscriptions there were found some other records in a different

character and language, undoubtedly Etruscan.
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prayers of the Umbrian Jguvini, Avhich we still possess,

along with other stocks the Tuscans specially are cursed as

public foes.

It was probably in consequence of this pressure exerted

upon them from the north, that the Umbrians advanced

towards the south, keeping in general upon the heights, be-

cause they found the plains already occupied by Latin

stocks, but beyond doubt frequently making inroads and

encroachments on the territory of the kindred race, and in-

termingling with them the more readily, that the distinc-

tion in language and habits could not have been at all so

marked then as we find it afterwards. To the class of such

inroads belongs the tradition of the entrance of the Reatini

and Sabines into Latium and their contests with the Ro-

mans ; similar phenomena were probably repeated all along

the west coast. Upon the whole the Sabines maintained

their footing in the mountains, as in the district bordering

on Latium which has since been called by tlieir name, and

in the Volscian land
;
probably because the Latin popula-

tion did not extend thither or was there less dense, while

on the other hand the well-peopled plains were better able

to offer resistance to the invaders, although they were not

in all cases able or desirous to prevent isolated bands from

gaining a footing, such as the Titles and afterwards the

Claudii in Rome (p. 72). In this way the stocks here be-

came variously mingled, a state of things which serves to

explain the numerous relations that subsisted between the

Volscians and Latins, and how it happened that their dis-

trict, as well as Sabina, afterwards became so speedily

Latinized.

The chief branch, however, of the Umbrian stock mi-

grated eastward from Sabina into the moun-

tains of the Abruzzi, and the adjacent hill-coun-

try to the south of them. Here, as on the west coast, they

occupied the mountainous districts, whose thinly scattered

population gave way before the immigrants or submitted

to their yoke ; while in the plain along the Apulian coast the

ancient native population, the lapygians, upon the whole
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maintained their ground, although involved in constant

feuds, in particular on the northern frontier about Luceria

and Arpi. When these migrations took place, cannot of

course be determined ; but it was probably about the pe-

riod of the regal government in Rome. Tradition reports

that the Sabines, pressed by the Umbrians, vowed a ver sa-

crum, that is, swore that they would give up and send be-

yond their bounds the sons and daughters born in the year

of war, so soon as these should reach maturity, that the

gods might at their pleasure destroy them or bestow upon

them new abodes in other lands. One band was led by the

ox of Mars ; these were the Safini or Samnites, who in the

first instance established themselves on the mountains ad-

joining the river Sagrus, and at a later period proceeded to

occupy the beautiful plain on the east of the Matese chain,

near the sources of the Tifernus. Both in their old and in

their new territory they named their place of public assem-

bly—which in the one case was situated near Agnone, in the

other near Bojano—from the ox which led them Bovianum.

A second band was led by the woodpecker of Mars ; these

were the Picentes, " the woodpecker-people," who took pos-

session of what is now the March of Ancona. A third

band was led by the wolf {liirpus) into the region of Bene-

ventum ; these were the Ilirpini. In a similar manner the

other small tribes branched off from the common stock

—

the Praetuttii near Teramo ; the Vestini about the Gran

Sasso ; the Marrucini near Chieti ; the Frentani on the

frontier of Apulia ; the Paeligni about the Majella moun-

tains ; and lastly the Marsi about lake Fucinus, coming in

contact with the Volscians and Latins. All of these tribes

retained, as these legends clearly show, a vivid sense of

their relationship and of their having come forth from the

Sabine land. While the Umbrians succumbed in the un-

equal struggle and the western offshoots of the same stock

became amalgamated with the Latin or Hellenic population,

the Sabellian tribes prospered in the seclusion of their dis-

tant mountain land, equally remote from collision with the

Etruscans, the Latins, and the Greeks. There was little or
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no development of an urban life amongst them ; their geo-

graphical position almost wholly precluded them from en-

gaging in commercial intercourse, and the mountain-tops

and strongholds sufficed for the necessities of defence, while

the husbandmen continued to dwell in open hamlets oi

wherever each found the spring and the forest or pasture

that he desired. In such circumstances their constitution

remained stationary ; like the similarly situated Arcadians

in Greece, their communities never became incorporated

into a single state ; at the utmost they only formed confed-

eracies more or less loosely connected. In the Abruzzi

especially, the strict seclusion of the mountain valleys

seems to have debarred the several cantons from inter-

course with each other or with the outer world. They
maintained but little connection with each other and con-

tinued to live in complete isolation from the rest of Italy

;

and in consequence, notwithstanding the bravery of their

inhabitants, they exercised less influenee than any other por-

tion of the Italian nation on the development of the history

of the peninsula.

On the other hand the Samnite people decidedly exhib-

ited the highest political development among

cai^deveiop- the eastern Italian stock, as the Latin nation did
™^^ among the western. From an early period,

perhaps from its first immigration, a comparatively strong

political bond held together the Samnite nation, and gave

to it the strength which subsequently enabled it to contend

with Rome on equal terms for the supremacy of Italy.

We are as ignorant of the time and manner of the forma-

tion of the league, as we are of its constitution ; but it is

clear that in Samnium no single community exercised a

preponderating influence, and still less was there any town

to serve as a central rallying point and bond of union for

the Samnite stock, such as Rome was for the Latins. The

strength of the land lay in its communes of husbandmen,

and authority was vested in the assemlily formed of their

representatives ; it was this assembly which in case of need

nominated a federal commander-in-chief In consequence
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of its constitution the policy of this confederacy was not

aggressive like the Roman, but was limited to the defence

of its own bounds ; only in an united state is power so con-

centrated and passion so strong, that the extension of terri-

tory can be systematically pursued. Accordingly the whole

history of the two nations is prefigured in their diametri-

cally opposite systems of colonization. Whatever the Ro-

mans gained, was a gain to the state : the conquests of the

Samnites were achieved by bands of volunteers who went

forth in search of plunder and, whether they prospered or

were unfortunate, were left to their own resources by their

native home. The conquests, however, which the Samnites

made on the coasts of the Tyrrhenian and Ionic seas, be-

long to a later age ; during the regal period in ifome they

seem to have been only gaining possession of the settle-

ments in which we afterwards find them. As a single inci-

dent in the series of movements among the neighbouring

peoples caused by the Samnite settlement may be men-
tioned the surprise of Cumae by Tyrrhenians from the

Upper Sea, Umbrians, and Daunians in the year of the

city 230. If we may give credit to the accounts

of the matter which present certainly a consid-

erable colouring of romance, it would appear that in this

instance, as was often the case in such expeditions, the in-

truders and those whom they supplanted combined to form

one army, the Etruscans joining with their Umbrian ene-

mies, and these again joined by the lapygians whom the

Umbrian settlers had driven towards the south. Neverthe-

less the undertaking proved a fiiilure : on this occasion at

least the superiority of the Greeks in the art of war, and

the bravery of the tyrant Aristodemus, succeeded in repel-

ling the barbarian assault on the beautiful seaport.



CHAPTER IX.

THE ETRUSCANS.

The Etruscan people, or Ras,* as they called them-

EtTuscan selves, present a striking contrast to the Latin
nationality, ^nd Sabellian Italians as well as to the Greeks.

They were distinguished from these nations by their very
bodily structure : instead of the slender and symmetrical

proportions of the Greeks and Italians, the sculptures of

the Etruscans exhibit only short sturdy figures with large

heads and thick arms. Their manners and customs also, so

far as we are acquainted with them, point to the conclusion

that this nation was originally quite distinct from the

Graeco-Italian stocks. The religion of the Tuscans in par-

ticular, presenting a gloomy fantastic character and delight-

ing in the mystical handling of numbers and in wild and hor-

rible speculations and practices, is equally remote from the

clear rationalism of the Romans and the genial image-wor-

ship of the Hellenes. The conclusion which these facts sug-

gest is confirmed by the most important and authoritative

evidence of nationality, the evidence of language. The re-

mains of the Etruscan tongue which have reached us, nu-

merous as they are and presenting so many data to aid in

deciphering it, occupy a position of isolation so complete,

that not only has no one hitherto succeeded in its interpre-

tation, but no one has been able even to determine precise-

ly its proper place in the classification of languages. Two
periods in the development of the language may be clearly

distinguished. In the older period the vocalization of the

language was completely carried out, and the collision of

* jRas-ennae, with the gentile teimination mentioned at p. 167.
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two consonants was almost without exception avoided.*

By throwing off the vocal and consonantal terminations,

and by the weakening or rejection of the vowels, this soft

and melodious language was gradually changed in character,

and became intolerably harsh and rugged.f They changed

for example ramux^af into ram&a, Tarquinius into Tarch-

naf^ Minerva into Menrva, Menelaos, Polydeukes, Alexan-

dres, into Menle, Pultuhe, Elchsentre. The indistinct and

rugged nature of their pronunciation is shown most clearly

by the fact that at a very early period the Etruscans ceased

to distinguish o from u, b from p, c from (/, d from t. At

the same time the accent was, as in Latin and in the more

rugged Greek dialects, uniformly thrown back upon the

initial syllable. The aspirate consonants were treated in a

similar fashion ; while the Italians rejected them with the

exception of the aspirated b or the /, and the Greeks, re-

versing the case, rejected this sound and retained the others

i9-, g), ;f,
the Etruscans allowed the softest and most pleasing

of them, the gi, to drop entirely except in words borrowed

from other languages, but made use of the other three to

an extraordinary extent, even where they had no proper

place ; Thetis for example became Thethis, Telephus The-

lapke, Odysseus Utiize or Uthuze. Of the few termina-

tions and words, whose meaning has been ascertained, the

greater part have not the most distant analogy to the

Graeco-Italian languages; such as the termination al em-

ployed as a designation of descent, frequently of descent

from the mother, e. g. Canial, which on a bilingual inscrip-

tion of Chiusi is translated by Cainia natus ; and the ter-

mination sa in the names of w^omen, used to indicate the

clan into which they have married, e. g. Lecnesa denoting

the spouse of a Licinius. Cela or clan with the inflection

* To this period belong e. g. inscriptions on the clay vases of Caere,

such as,miniceOumamima9uinaramlisiai{)-ipurenaieO-eeraisie€panami7ie'

Qunastavhelefu, or mi ramuOaf kaiujinaia.

\ We may form some idea of the sound which the language now had

from the commencement of the great inscription of Perusia ; eulat tanna

larezul amevayr lauln velOiruue stlaafunas alele&caru.
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clensi means son ; se;f daughter ; ril year ; the god Hermes
becomes Turms, Aphrodite Tiiran, Hephaestos Sethlans,

Bakchos Fufluns. Alongside of these strange forms and

sounds there certamly occur isolated analogies between the

Etruscan and the Italian languages. Proper names are

formed, substantially, after the general Italian system. The
frequent gentile termination enas or ena * recurs in the ter-

mination enus which is likewise of frequent occurrence in

Italian, especially in Sabellian clan-names ; thus the Etrus-

can names Vivenna and Spurinna correspond closely to the

Roman Vibivs or Vibienus and Sptirius. A number of

names of divinities, which occur as Etruscan on Etruscan

monuments or in authors, have in their roots, and to some

extent even in their terminations, a form so thoroughly

Latin, that, if these names were really originally Etruscan,

the two languages must have been closely related ; such as

Usil (sun and dawn, connected with avsum, aurum, aurora,

sol), Minerva {menervare), Lasa [lascivits), Neptunus, Vol-

iumna. As these analogies, how^ever, may have had their

origin in the subsequent political and religious relations be-

tween the Etruscans and Latins, and in the accommodations

and borrowings to which these relations gave rise, they do

not invalidate the conclusion to which we are led by the

other observed phenomena, that the Tuscan language dif-

fered as widely from all the Graeco-Italian dialects as did

the languages of the Celts or of the Slavonians. So at

least it sounded to the Roman ear ;
" Tuscan and Gallic

"

were the languages of barbarians, " Oscan and Volseian "

were but rustic dialects.

But, while the Etruscans differed thus widely from the

Graeco-Italian family of languages, no one has yet succeed-

ed in connecting them with any other known race. All

sorts of dialects have been examined with a view to dis-

* Such as Maecenas, Porsena, Vivenna, Caeciii a, Spurinna. The vow-

el in the penult is originally long, but in consequence of the throwing

back of the accent upon the initial syllable is frequently shortened and

even rejected. Thus we find Porsena, as well as Porsena, and Ceicne as

well as Caecina.
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cover affinity with the Etruscan, sometimes by simple in-

terrogation, sometimes by tortui*e, but all without exception

in vain. The geographical position of the Basque nation

would naturally suggest it as not unlikely to. be cognate

;

but even in the Basque language no analogies of a decisive

character have been brought forward. As little do the

scanty remains of the Ligurian language which have reached

our time, consisting of local and personal names, indicate

any connection with the Tuscans. Even the extinct nation

which has constructed those enigmatical sepulchral towers

called Nuraglie by thousands in the islands of the Tuscan

.

Sea, especially in Sardinia, cannot well be connected with

the Etruscans, for not a single structure of the same charac-

ter is to be met with in Etruria. The utmost we can say

is that several traces, apparently reliable, point to the con-

clusion that the Etruscans may be on the whole included

among the Indo-Germans. Thus mi in the beginning of

many of the older inscriptions is certainly ln'i, si'iu, and the

genitive form of consonantal stems veneruf, rafuvvf is ex-

actly reproduced in old Latin, corresponding to the old San-

scrit termination as. In like manner the name of the

Etruscan Zeus, Tina or Thiia, is probably connected with

the Sanscrit diiia, meaning day, as Zdv is connected with

the synonymous diwan. But, even granting those points

of connection, the Etruscan people appears withal scarcely

less isolated. " The Etruscans," Dionysius said long ago,

" are like no other nation in language and manners ;
" and

we have nothing to add to his statement.

It is equally difficult to determine from what quarter

the Etruscans migrated into Italy ; nor is much

EUwans!*" ^^st through our inability to answer the ques-

tion, for this migration belonged at any rate to

the hiiancy of the people, and their historical development

began and ended in Italy, No question, however, has been

handled with greater zeal than this, in accordance with the

principle which induces antiquaries especially to inquire

into what is neither capable of being known nor worth the

knowing—to inquire " who was Hecuba's mother," as the

8
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emperor Tiberius is said to have done. As the oldest and

most important Etruscan towns lay far inland—in fact we
find not a single Etruscan town of any note immediately on

the coast except Populonia, which we know for certain was

not one of the old twelve cities—and the movement of the

Etruscans in historical times was from north to south, it

seems probable that they migrated into the peninsula by
land. Indeed the low stage of civilization in which we find

them at first would ill accord with the hypothesis of their

having migrated by sea. Nations even in the earliest times

crossed a strait as they would a stream ; but to laud on the

west coast of Italy was a very diflferent matter. We must

therefore seek for the earlier home of the Etruscans to the

west or north of Italy. It is not wholly improbable that

the Etruscans may have come into Italy over the Raetian

Alps ; for the oldest traceable settlers in the Grisons and

Tyrol, the Raeti, spoke Etruscan down to historical times,

and their name sounds simihvr to that of the Ras. These

may no doubt have been a remnant of the Etruscan settle-

ments on the Po ; but it is at least quite as likely that they

may have been a portion of the nation which remained be-

hind in its earlier abode.

In glaring contradiction to this simple and natural view

story of their Stands the story that the Etruscans were Lydi-
Lydian origin,

g^^^g ^j^^ ^iQ,^ emigrated from Asia. It is very

ancient : it occurs even in Ilerodotus ; and it reappears in

later writers with innumerable changes and additions, al-

though several intelligent inquirers, such as Dionysius, em-

phatically declared their disbelief in it, and pointed to the

fact that there was not the slightest apparent similarity be-

tween the Lydians and Etruscans in religion, laws, manners,

or language. It is possible that an isolated band of pirates

from Asia Minor may have reached Etruria, and that their

adventure may have given rise to such tales ; but more

probably the whole story rests on a mere verbal mistake.

The Italian Etruscans or the Turs-ennae (for this appears

to be the original form and the basis of the Greek Tvqo-

ijvot, TvQQt]voi, of the Umbrian TurS'ci, and of the two Ro-
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man forms Tusci, Mrusci), nearly coincide in name with

the Lydian people, the Toqqtj^oi or perhaps also Tvqq-tjvoi,

so named from the town Tvqqu. This manifestly accidental

resemblance in name seems to be in reality the only foun-

dation for that hypothesis—not rendered more reliable by

its great antiquity—and for all the pile of crude historical

speculation that has been reared upon it. By connecting

the ancient maritime commerce of the Etruscans with the

piracy of the Lydians, and then by confounding (Thucydides

is the first who has demonstrably done so) the Torrhebian

pirates, whether rightly or wrongly, with the buccaneering

Pelasgians who roamed and plundered on every sea, there

has been produced one of the most unhappy complications

of historical tradition. The term Tyrrhenians denotes

sometimes the Lydian Torrhebi—as is the case in the earli-

est sources, such as the Homeric hymns ; sometimes under

the form Tyrrheno-Pelasgians or simply that of Tyrrheni-

ans, the Pelasgian nation ; sometimes, in fine, the Italian

Etruscans, although the latter never came into lasting con-

tact with the Pelasgians or Torrhebians, nor were at all

connected with them by common descent.

It is, on the other hand, a matter of historical interest

Settlements ^'^ determine what w^ere the oldest traceable

EtrMcansin ^^o^^cs of the Etruscans, and what Avere their

Italy. further movements when they left these. Vari-

ous circumstances attest that before the great Celtic invar

sion they dwelt in the district to the north of the Po, being

conterminous on the east along the Adige with the Veneti

of lUyrian (Albanian ?) descent^ on the west with the Ligu-

rians. This is proved in particular by the already men-

tioned rugged Etruscan dialect which was still spoken in

the time of Livy by the inhabitants of the Raetian Alps,

and by the fact that Mantua remained Tuscan down to a

late period. To the south of the Po and at the mouths of

that river Etruscans and Umbrians were mingled, the

former as the dominant, the latter as the older race, which

had founded tlie old commercial towns of Hatria and Spina,

while the Tuscans appear to have been the founders of Fel-
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sina (Bologna) and Ravenna. A long time elapsed ere the

Celts crossed the Po ; hence the Etruscans and Umbrians

left deeper traces of their existence on the right bank of the

river than they had done on the left, -which they had to

abandon at an early period. All the districts, however, to

the north of the Apennines passed too rapidly out of the

hands of one nation into those of another to permit the

formation of any continuous national development there.

Far more important in an historical point of view was

the great settlement of the Tuscans in the land

which still bears their name. Although Liguri-

ans or Umbrians were probably at one time (p. 160) settled

there, the traces of their occupation have been almost

wholly effaced by the civilization of their Etruscan succes-

sors. In this region, which extends along the coast from

Pisae to Tarquinii and is shut in on the east by the Apen-

nines, the Etruscan nationality found its permanent abode

and maintained itself with great tenacity dow^n to the time

of the empire. The northern boundary of the proper Tus-

can territory was formed by the Arnus ; the region north

from the Arnus as far as the mouth of the Macra and the

Apennines was a debateable border land in the possession

sometimes of Ligurians, sometimes of Etruscans, and for

this reason larger settlements were not successful there.

The southern boundary was probably formed at first by

the Ciminian Forest, a chain of hills south of Viterbo, and

at a later period by the Tiber. We have already (p. 161)

noticed the fact that the territory between the Ciminian

range and the Tiber with the towns of Sutrium, Nepete,

Falerii, Veii, and Caere appears to have been taken posses-

sion of by the Etruscans at a period considerably later than

the more northern district, possibly not earlier than in the

second century of Rome, and that the original Italian popu-

lation must have maintained its ground in this region, espe-

cially in Falerii, although in a relation of dependence.

From the time at which the river Tiber became the line

Relations of of demarcation between Etruria on the one side
the Etruscans t tt i • t t ,• -i -i
toLatium. and Umbria and Latium on the other, peace-
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fd relations probably upon the whole prevailed in that

quarter, and no essential change seems to have taken place

•n the boundaiy line, at least so far as concerned the Lat-

in frontier. Vividly as the Romans were impressed by

the feeling that the Etruscan was a foreigner, while the

Latin was their_ countryman, they yet seem to have stood

in muclTTess fear of attack or of danger from the right

bank of the river than, for example, from their kinsmen in

Gabii and Alba ; and this was natural, for they were pro-

tected in that direction not merely by the broad stream

which formed a natural boundary, but also by the circum-

stance, so momentous in its bearing on the mercantile and

political development of Rome, that none of the more pow-

erful Etruscan towns lay immediately on the river, as did

Rome on the Latin bank. The Veientes were the nearest

to the Tiber, and it was with them that Rome and Latium

came most frequently into serious conflict, especially for

the possession of Fider.ae, which served the Veientes as a

sort of tete du pont on the left bank just as the Janiculum

served the Romans on the right, and which was sometimes

in the hands of the Latins, sometimes in those of the

Etruscans. The relations of Rome with the somewhat

more distant Caere were on the whole far more peaceful

and friendly than those which we usually find subsisting

between neighbours in early times. There arc doubtless

vague legends, reaching back to times of distant antiquity,

about contests between Latium and Caere ; Mezentius the

king of Caere, for instance, is asserted to have obtained

great victories over the Latins, and to have imposed upon

them a wine-tax ; but evidence much more definite than

that which attests a former state of feud is supplied by tra-

dition as to an especially close connection between the two

ancient centres of commercial and maritime intercourse in

Latium and Etruria. Reliable traces of any advance of

the Etruscans beyond the Tiber, by laiid, are altogether

wanting. It is true that Etruscans are named in the first

ranks of the great barbarian host, which Aristodemus an-

624. nihilated in 230 u.c. under the walls of Cumae
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(p. 165) ; but, even if we regard this account as descry-

ing credit in all its details, it only shows that the Etrus-

cans had taken part in a great plundering expedition. It is

far more important to observe that south of the Tiber no

Etruscan settlement can be pointed out as having owed its

origin to founders who came by land ; and that no indication

whatever is discernible of any serious pressure by the Etrus-

cans upon the Latin nation. The possession of the Janiculum

and of both banks of the mouth of the Tiber remained, so far

as we can see, undisputed in the hands of the Romans. As to

the migrations of bodies of Etruscans to Rome, we . find an

isolated statement drawn from Tuscan annals, that a Tuscan

band, led by Caelius Vivenna of Volsinii and after his death

by his faithful companion Mastarna, was conducted by the

latter to Rome and settled there on the Caelian Mount.

We may hold the account to be trustworthy, although the

addition that this Mastarna became king in Rome under the

name of Servius Tullius is certainly nothing but an im-

probable conjecture of the archaeologists who busied them-

selves with legendary parallels. The name of the " Tuscan

quarter " at the foot of the Palatine (p. 80) points to a

similar settlement.

It can hardly, moreover, be doubted that the last regal

The Tar- family which ruled over Rome, that of the Tar-
ctmns. quins, was of Etruscan origin, whether it be-

longed to Tarquinii, as the legend asserts, or to Caere,

where the family tomb of the Tarchnas has recently been

discovered. The female name Tanaquil or Tanchvil inter-

woven with the legend, while it is not Latin, is common in

Etruria. But the traditional story—according to which

Tarquin was the son of a Greek who had migrated from

Corinth to Tarquinii, and came to settle in Rome as a mc-

ioikos—is neither history nor legend, and the historical

chain of events is manifestly in this instance not entangled

merely, but completely torn asunder. If anything at all

can be deduced from this tradition beyond the bare and

really unimportant fact that at last a family of Tuscan de-

scent swayed the regal sceptre in Rome, it can only be held
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as implying that this dominion of a man of Tuscan origin

ought not to be viewed either as a dominion of the Tuscans

Or of any one Tuscan community over Eome, or conversely

as the dominion of Rome over southern Etruria. There is,

in fact, no sufficient ground either for the one hypothesis or

for the other. The history of the Tarquins had its theatre

in Latium, not in Etruria ; and Etruria, so far as we can

see, during the whole regal period exercised no influence of

any essential moment on either the language or customs of

Rome, and did not at all interrupt the regular development

of the Roman state or of the Latin league.

The cause of this comparatively passive attitude of

Etruria towards the neighbouring land of Latium is prob-

ably to be sought partly in the struggles of the Etruscans

with the Celts on the Po, which it is probable that the Cel^

did not cross until after the expulsion of the kings from

Rome, and partly in the tendency of the Etruscan people

towards seafaring and the acquisition of a supremacy on the

sea and seaboard—a tendency decidedly exhibited in their

settlements in Campania, and of which we shall speak more
fully in the next chapter.

The Tuscan constitution, like the Greek and Latin, was

based on the gradual transition of the commu-
The Etrus- . , . i t /> mi it
eanconsti- nity to an Urban lire, ihe early direction of

the national energies towards navigation, trade,

and manufactures appears to have called into existence

urban commonwealths, in the strict sense of the term, ear-

lier in Etruria thau elsewhere in ^taly. Caere is the first

of all the Italian towns that is mentioned in Greek records.

On the other hand we find that the Etruscans had on the

whole less of the ability and the disposition for war than

the Romans and Sabellians : the un-Italian custom of em-
ploying mercenaries to fight for them occurs among the

Etruscans at a very early period. The oldest constitution

of the communities must in its general outlines have re-

sembled that of Rome. Kings or Lucumones ruled, pos-

sessing similar insignia and probably therefore a similar

plenitude of power with the Roman kings. A strict line of
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demarcation sej)aratcd the nobles from the common people.

The resemblance in the clan-organization is attested by the

analogy of the systems of names ; only, among the Etrus-

cans, descent on the mother's side received much more con-

sideration than in Eoman law. The constitution of their

league appears to have been very lax. It did not embrace

the whole nation ; the northern and the Campanian Etrus-

cans were associated in confederacies of their own, just in

the same way as the communities of Etruria proper. Each

of these leagues consisted of twelve communities, which

recognized a metropolis, especially for pui'poses of worship,

and a federal head or rather a high priest, but appear to

have been substantially equal in respect of rights ; while

some of them at least were so powerful that neither could

ajiegemony establish itself, nor could the central authority

attain consolidation. In Etrui-ia proper Volsinii was the

metropolis ; of the rest of its twelve towns we know by
trustworthy tradition only Perusia, Vetulonium, Volci, and

Tarquinii. It was, however, quite as unusual for the Etrus-

cans really to act in concert, as it was for the Latin con-

federacy to do otherwise. Wars were ordinarily carried on

by a single community, which endeavoured to interest in its

cause such of its neighbours as it could ; and when an ex-

ceptional case occurred in which war was resolved on by

the league, individual towns very frequently kept aloof

from it. The Etruscan confederations appear to have been

from the first—still more than the other Italian leagues

formed on a similar basi§ of national affinity—deficient in a

firm and paramount central authority.



CHAPTER X.

THE HELLENES IN ITALY. MARITIME SUPREMACY OF THE

TUSCANS AND CARTHAGINIANS.

In the history of the nations of antiquity a gradual

T>i 14 f
dawn ushered in the day ; and in their ease too

Italy with the davvH was in the east. While the Italian
other lands.

. .hi i n • i i. .i.'i
peninsula still lay enveloped in the dim twilight

of morning, the regions of the eastern basin of the Medi-

terranean had already emerged into the full light of a varied

and richly developed civilization. It falls to the lot of most

nations in the early stages of their development to be

taught and trained by some rival sister-nation ; and such

was destined to be in an eminent degree the lot of the peo-

ples of Italy. The circumstances of its geographical posi-

tion, however, prevented this influence from being brought

to bear upon the peninsula by land. No trace is to be

found of any resort in early times to the difficult route by
land between Italy and Greece. There were in all prob-

ability from time immemorial tracks for purposes of traffic,

leading from Italy to the lands beyond the Alps ; the oldest

route of the amber trade from the Baltic joined the Medi-

terranean at the mouth of the Po—on which account the

delta of the Po appears in Greek legend as the native coun-

try of amber—and this route was joined by another leading

across the peninsula over the Apennines to Pisae ; but

from these regions no elements of civilization could come
to the Italians. It was the seafaring nations of the east

that brought to Italy whatever foreign culture reached it in

early times.

The oldest civilized nation on the shores of the Mediter-

ranean, the Egyptians, were not a seafaring people, and
8*
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therefore they exercised no influence on Italy. But the

same may be with almost equal truth affirmed of the Phoe-

Phoeni-
nicians. It is true that, issuing from their nari

ciansin row home on the extreme eastern verge of the
Italy.

_

s>

Mediterranean, they were the first of all known
races to venture forth in floating houses on the bosom of the

deep, at first for the purpose of fishing and dredging, but

soon also for the prosecution of trade. They were the first

to open up maritime commerce ; and at an incredibly early

period they traversed the Mediterranean even to its furthest

extremity in the west. Maritime stations of the Phoeni-

cians appear on almost all its coasts earlier than those of

the Hellenes : in Hellas itself, in Crete and Cyprus, in

Egypt, Libya, and Spain, and likewise on the western Ital-

ian main. Thucydides tells us that all around Sicily, before

the Greeks came thither or at least before they had estab-

lished themselves there in any considerable numbers, the

Phoenicians had set up their factories on the headlands and

islets, not with a view to territorial aggrandizement, but for

the sake of trading with the natives. But it was otherwise

in the case of continental Italy. No reliable indication has

hitherto been given of the existence of any Phoenician set-

tlement there excepting one, a Punic factory at Caere, the

memory of which has been preserved partly by the appella-

tion Punicum given to a little village on the Caerite coast,

partly by the other name of the town of Caere itself,

Agylla, which is not, as idle fiction asserts, of Pelasgic

origin, but is a Phoenician word signifying the " round

town"—precisely the appearance which Caere presents

when seen from the sea. That this station and any similar

establishments which may have elsewhere existed on the

coasts of Italy were neither of much importance nor of

long standing, is evident from their having disappeai-ed

almost without leaving a trace. We have not the smallest

reason to think them older than the Hellenic settlements of

a similar kind on the same coasts. An evidence of no

slight weight that Latium at least first became acquainted

with the men of Canaan through the medium of the Hel-
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lenes is furnished by the Latin name " Poeni," -which is

borrowed from the Greek. All the oldest relations, indeed,

of the Italians to the civilization of the east point decidedly

towards Greece ; and the rise of the Phoenician factory at

Caere may be very well explained, without resorting to the

pre-Hellenic period, by the subsequent well-known relations

between the commercial state of Caere and Carthage. In

fact, when we recall the circumstance that the earliest navi-

gation was and continued to be essentially of a coasting

character, it is plain that scarcely any country on the Medi-

terranean lay so remote from the Phoenicians as the Italian

mainland. They could only reach it from the west coast

of Greece or from Sicily ; and it is very probable that the

seamanship of the Hellenes became developed early enough

to anticipate the Phoenicians in braving the dangers of the

Adriatic and of the Tyrrhene seas. There is no ground

therefore for the assumption that any direct influence was

originally exercised by the Phoenicians over the Italians.

To the subsequent relations between the Phoenicians hold-

ing the supremacy of the western Mediterranean and the

Italians inhabiting the shores of the Tyrrhene sea our nar-

rative will return in the sequel.

To all appearance the Hellenic mariners were the first

Greeks in among the inhabitants of the eastern basin of
^^^^' the Mediterranean to navigate the coasts of

Italy. Of the important questions however as to the re-

gion from which, and as to the period at which, the Greek

seafarers came thither, only the former admits of being

answered with some degree of precision and fulness. The

Aeolian and Ionian coast of Asia Minor was the

the Greek region where Hellenic maritime traffic first be-
immigrants. j i j i i j i.came developed on a large scale, and whence

issued the Greeks who explored the interior of the Black

Sea on the one hand and the coasts of Italy "on the other.

The name of the Ionian Sea, which was retained by the

waters intervening between Epirus and Sicily, and that of

the Ionian gulf, the term by which the Greeks in earlier

times designated the Adriatic Sea, are memorials of the
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fact that the southern and eastern coasts of Italy were once

discovered by seafarers from Ionia. The oldest Greek set-

tlement in Italy, Kyme, was, as. its name and legend tell,

founded by the town of the same name on the Anatolian

coast. According to trustworthy Hellenic tradition, the

Phocaeans of Asia Minor were the first of the Hellenes to

traverse the more remote western sea. Other Greeks soon

followed in the paths which those of Asia Minor had opened

up ; lonians from Naxos and from Chalcis in Euboea,

Achaeans, Locrians, Rhodians, Corinthians, Megarians, Mes-
senians, Spartans. After the discovery of America the

civilized nations of Europe vied with one another in send-

ing out expeditions and forming settlements there ; and the

new settlers when located amidst barbarians recognized

their common character and common interests as civilized

Europeans more strongly than they had done in their former

home. So it was with the new discovery of the Greeks.

The privilege of navigating the western waters and settling

on the western land was not the exclusive property of a

single Greek province or of a single Greek stock, but a

common good for the whole Hellenic nation ; and, just as

in the formation of the new North American world, Eng-

lish and French, Dutch and German settlements became

mingled and blended, Greek Sicily and " Great Greece

"

became peopled by a mixture of all sorts of Hellenic races

often so amalgamated as to be no longer distinguishable.

Leaving out of account some settlements occupying a more
isolated position—such as that of the Locrians with its oflr

sets Hipponium and Medama, and the settlement of the

Phocaeans which was not founded till towards the close of

this period, Hyele (Velia, Elea)—we may distinguish in a

general view three leading groups. The original Ionian

group, comprehended under the name of the Chalcidian

towns, included in Italy Cumae with the other Greek settle-

ments at Vesuvius and Rhegium, and in Sicily Zanklo

(afterwards Messana), Naxos, Catana, Leontini, and Hi-

mera. The Achaean group embraced Sybaris and the

greater part of the cities of Magna Graecia. The Dorian
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group comprehended Syracuse, Gela, Agrigeutum, and the

majority of the Sicilian colonies, while in Italy nothing be

longed to it but Taras (Tarentum) and its offset Heraclea.

On the -whole the preponderance lay with the immigrants

who belonged to the more ancient Hellenic influx, that of

the lonians and the stocks settled in the Peloponnesus be-

fore the Doric immigration. Among the Dorians only

communities with a mixed population, such as Corinth and.

Mogara, took any leading part ; the purely Doric provinces

had but a subordinate share in the movement. This result

was naturally to be expected, for the lonians were from

ancient times a trading and seafliring people, while it was
only at a comparatively late period that the Dorian stocks

descended from their inland mountains to the seaboard, and

they always kept aloof from maritime commerce. The
different groups of immigi-ants are very clearly distinguish-

able, especially by their monetary standards. The Phocae-

an settlers coined according to the Babylonian standard

which prevailed in Asia. The Chalcidian towns followed in

the earliest times the Aeginetan, in other words, that which

originally prevailed throughout all European Greece, and

more especially the modification of it which is found occur-

ring in Euboea. The Achaean communities coined by the

Corinthian standard ; and lastly the Doric colonies followed

that which Solon introduced in Attica in the year of Rome
IGO, with the exception of Tarentum and Hera-

clea which in their principal pieces adopted

rather the standard of their Achaean neighbours than that

of the Dorians in Sicily.

The dates of the earlier voyages and settlements will

probably always remain enveloped in darkness.
Timeoftho t,^ ,.,/ , ,. . ,

Greek immi- We may Still, howcver, distmctly recognize a
gia ion.

certain order of sequence. In the oldest Greek

document, which belongs, like the earliest intercourse with

the west, to the lonians of Asia Minor—y^e Homeric poems

—the horizon scarcely extends beyond the eastern basin of

the Mediterranean. Sailors driven by storms into the

western sea might have bi-ought to Asia Minor accounts of
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the existencv^ of a western land and possibly also of its

"whirlpools and island-mountains vomiting fire : but in the

age of the Homeric poetry there was an utter want of re-

liable information respecting Sicily and Italy, even in that

Greek land which was the earliest to enter into intercourse

with the west ; and the story-tellers and poets of the east

could without fear of contradiction fill the vacant realms

of the west, as those of the west in their turn filled the

fabulous east, with their castles in the air. In the poems
of Hesiod the outlines of Italy and Sicily appear better de-

fined ; there is some acquaintance with the native names of

tribes, mountains, and pities in both countries ; but Italy is

still regarded as a group of islands. On the other hand in

all the literature subsequent to Hesiod Sicily and even the

whole coast of Italy appear as known, at least in a general

sense, to the Hellenes. The order of succession of the

Greek settlements may in like manner be ascertained with

some degree of precision. Thucydides evidently regarded

Cumae as the earliest settlement of note in the west ; and

certainly he was not mistaken. It is true that many a

landing-place lay nearer at hand for the Greek mariner, but

none were so well protected from storms and from bar-

barians as the island of Ischia, upon which the town was

originally situated ; and that such were the prevailing con-

siderations that led to this settlement, is evident from the

very position which was subsequently selected for it.on the

main land—the steep but well-protected cliff, which still

bears to the present day the venerable name of the Ana-

tolian mother-city. Nowhere in Italy, accordingly, were

the scenes of the legends of Asia Minor so vividly and

tenaciously localised as in the district of Cumae, where the

earliest voyagers to the west, full of those legends of west-

ern wonders, first stepped upon the fabled land and left the

traces of that world of story which they believed that they

were treading in J^e rocks of the Sirens and the lake of

Avernus leading to the lower world. On the supposition,

moreover, that it was in Cumae that the Greeks first be-

came the neighbours of the Italians, it is easy to explain
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why the name of that Italian stock which was settled imme-

diately around Cumae, the name of Opicans, came to be

ei/; ployed by them for centuries afterwards to designate the

Italians collectively. There is a further credible tradition,

that a considerable interval elapsed between the settlement

at Cumae and the main Hellenic immigration into Lower
Italy and Sicily, and that in this immigration lonians from

Chalcis and from Naxos took the lead. Naxos in Sicily is!

said to have been the oldest of all the Greek towns founded/

by strict colonization in Italy or Sicily ; the Achaean and(

Dorian colonizations followed, but not until a later period.

It appears, however, to be quite impossible to fix the

dates of this series of events with even approximate accu-

racy. The founding of the Achaean city of Sybaris in

721. 33 u.c, and that of the Dorian city Tarentum

708. in 46 u.c, may be taken as a basis in such an

.
enquiry—the most ancient dates in Italian his-

tory, the correctness or at least approximation to correct-

ness of which may be looked upon as established. But

how far beyond that epoch the earlier Ionian colonies

reached back, is quite as uncertain as is the age whicli gave

birth to the poems of Hesiod or even of Homer. If He-
rodotus is correct in the period which he assigns to Homer,

the Greeks were still unacquainted with Italy a

century before the foundation of Eome. The
date thus assigned however, like all other statements re-

specting the Homeric age, is matter not of testimony, but

of inference ; and any one who carefully weighs the history

of the Italian alphabets as well as the remarkable fact that

the Italians had become acquainted with the Greek nation

before the newer name " Hellenes " had supplanted the

older national designation " Graeci," * will be inclined to

* The name Graeci is, like that of Hellenes, associated with the pri-

mitive scat of Greek civilization, the interior of Epirus and the region of

Dodona. In the Eoai of Hesiod it still appears a collective name for the

nation, although it is manifest that it is intentionally thrown into the

shade and rendered subordinate to that of Hellenes. The latter does not

„ (!ctur in Homer, but in addition to Hesiod it is found in Arcli-

ii<K.hus about tlic year 50 u.c , and it may very well have
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refer the earliest intercourse of the Italians with the Greeks
to an age considerably more remote.

The history of the Italian and Sicilian Greeks forms jtio

Charncter of part of the history of Italy ; the Hellenic colo-

iHimigrl- 1^'sts of the west always retained the closest
^°^'

connection with their original home and partici-

pated in the national festivals and privileges of Hellenes.

But it is of importance even as bearing on Italy, that we
should indicate the diversities of character that prevailed in

the Greek settlements there, and at least exhibit some of

the leading features which enabled the Greek colonization

to exercise so varied an influence on Italy.

Of all the Greek settlements, that which retained most

The League thoroughly its distinctive character and was

Acimean least affected by influences from without was the

cities. settlement which gave birth to the league of the

Achaean cities, composed of the towns of Siris, Pandosia,

Metabus or Metapontum, Sybaris with its offsets Posidonia

and Laus, Croton, Caulonia, Temesa, Terina, and Pyxus.

These colonists, taken as a whole, belonged to a Greek

stock which steadfastly adhered to its own peculiar dialect

(distinguished from the Doric, with which in other respects

it had most affinity, c. g. by the want of the 7i) and retained

no less steadfastly the old national Hellenic mode of writ-

ing, instead of adopting the more recent alphabet which had

elsewhere come into general use ; and which preserved its

own nationality as distinguished from the barbarians and

from other Greeks by the firm bond of a federal constitu-

coiueinto use considerably earlier (Duncker, Gcsch. d.Alt. iii. 18, 556).

Before this period, therefore,the Italians had already attained so extensive

an acquaintance with the GreeliS, that they knew not only how to name

the individual tribe, but how to designate the nation by a collective term.

It is difficult to see how we can reconcile with this fact the statement that a

century before the foundation of Rome Italy was still quite unknown to the

Greeks of Asia Minor. We shall speak of the alphabet below ; its history

yields entirely similar results. Itmay perhaps be charactei'ised as a rash step

to reject the statement of Herodotus respecting the age of Homer on the

strength of such considerations ; but is there no rashness in following

implicitly the guidance of tradition in questions of this kind ?
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tion. The language of Polybius regarding the Achaean

syinmachy iu the Peloponnesus may be applied also to

these Italian Achaeans ; "not only did they live in federal
.

and friendly communion, but they made use of the same >
laws, and the same weights, measures, and coins, as well as ^
of the same magistrates, councillors, and judges."

This league of the Achaean cities was strictly a coloni-

zation. The cities had no harbours—Croton alone had a

paltry roadstead—and they had no commerce of their own

;

the Sybarite prided himself on growing gray between the

bridges of his lagoon-city, and Milesians and Etruscans

bought and sold for him. These Achaean Greeks, however,

were not in possession merely of a narrow belt along the

coast, but ruled from sea to sea in the " land of wine" and\
" of oxen" {^OlvoiTQia, ^Italia) or the " great Hellas ;

" the /

native agricultural population was compelled to farm their

lands and to pay to them tribute in the character of clients

or even of serfs. Sybaris—in its time the largest city in

Italy—exercised dominion over four barbarian tribes and

five-and-twenty townships, and was able to found Laus and

Posidonia on the other sea. The surprisingly fertile low

grounds of the Crathis and Brudanus yielded a superabun-

dant produce to the Sybarites and Metapontines—it was

there perhaps that grain was first cultivated for exportation.

The height of prosperity which these states in a very short

time attained is strikingly attested by the only surviving

works of art of these Italian Achaeans, their coins of chaste

antiquely beautiful workmanship—the earliest monuments
of art and writing in Italy which we possess, as it can be

shown that they had already begun to be coined

in 174 u. c. These coins show that the Achae-

ans of the west did not simply participate in the noble de-

velopment of plastic art that was at this very time taking

place in the motherland, but were even superior in technical

skill. !For, while the silver pieces which were in use about

that time in Greece proper and among the Dorians in Italy

were thick, often stamped only on one side, and in general

without inscription, the Italian Achaeans with great and in-
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dependent skill struck from two similar dies partly cut in

relief, partly sunk, large thin silver coins always furnished

with inscriptions and displaying the advanced organization

of a civilized state in the mode of impression, by which

they were carefully protected from the process of counter-

feiting usual in that age—the plating of inferior metal with

thin silver-foil.

Nevertheless this rapid bloom bore no fruit. Even
Greeks speedily lost all elasticity of body and of mind in a

life of indolence, in which their enei'gies were never tried

either by vigorous resistance on the part of the natives or

by hard labour of their own. None of the brilliant names

in Greek art or literature shed glory on the Italian Achae-

ans, while Sicily could claim ever so many of them, and

even in Italy the Chalcidian Rhegium could produce its

Ibycus and the Doric Tarentum its Archytas. With this

people, among whom the spit was for ever turning on the

hearth, nothing flourished from the outset but boxing. The

rigid aristocracy which early gained the helm in several

communities, and which found in case of need a sure reserve

of support in the federal power, prevented the rise of

tyrants. The only danger to be apprehended was that the

government of the best might be converted into a govern-

ment of the few, especially if the privileged families in the

different communities should combine to assist each other

in carrying out their designs. Such was the predominant

aim in the combination of mutually pledged " friends

"

which bore the name of Pythagoras. It enjoined the prin-

ciple that the ruling class should be " honoured like gods,"

and that the subject class should be " held in subservience

like beasts," and by such theoi-y and practice provoked a

formidable reaction, which terminated in the annihilation

of the Pythagorean "friends" and the renewal of the an-

cient federal constitution. But frantic party feuds, insurrec-

tions en masse of the slaves, social abuses of all sorts,

attempts to carry out in practice an impracticable state-

philosophy, in short, all the evils of demoralized civiliza-

tion raged incessantly in the Achaean communities, till
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under the accumulated pressure their political power utterly

broke down.

It is no matter of wonder therefore that the Achaeans

settled in Italy exercised less influence on, its civilization

than the other Greek settlements. An agricultural people,

they had less occasion than those engaged in commerce to

extend their influence beyond their political bounds. With-

in their own dominions they enslaved the native population

and crushed the germs of their national development as

Italians, while tiiey refused to open up to them by means

of complete Hellenization a new career. In this way the

Greek characteristics, which were able elsewhere to retain a

vigorous vitality notwithstanding all political misfortunes,

disappeared more rapidly, more completely, and more in-

gloriously in Sybaris and Metapontum, in Croton and Posi-

donia, than in any other region ; and the bilingual mongrel

people, which arose in subsequent times out of the remains

of the native Italians and Achaeans and the more recent

immigrants of Sabellian descent, never attained any real

prosperity. This catastrophe, however, belongs in point of

time to the succeeding period.

The settlements of the other Greeks were of a difierent

lono-Do- character, and exercised a veiy difierent effect

nan towns. upon Italy. They by no means despised agri-

culture and the acquisition of territory ; it was not the

wont of the Hellenes, at least when they had reached their

full vigour, to rest content after the manner of the Phoe-

nicians with a fortified factory in the midst of a barbarian

land. But all their cities were founded primarily and espe-

cially for the sake of trade, and accordingly, altogether dif-

fering from those of the Achaeans, they were uniformly

established beside the best harbours and lading-places.

These cities were very various in their origin and in the

occasion and period of their respective foundations ; but

there subsisted among them certain points of common agree-

ment or at least of contradistinction from the league of the

Achaean cities—such as the common use by all of them of

certain modern forms of the alphabet, and the very Dor-
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ism of their language,* which pervaded at an early date even

those towns that, like Cumae for example,f originally spoke

the soft Ionic dialect. These settlements were of very va-

rious degrees of importance in their bearing on the develop-

ment of Italy : it is sufficient at present to notice those

which exercised a decided influence over the destinies of

the Italian races, the Doric Tarentum and the Ionic Cu-

mae.

Of all the Hellenic settlements in Italy, Tarentum was
destined to play the most brilliant part. The

Tarantum. n i i i i i
excellent harbour, the only good one on the

whole southern coast, rendered the city the natural empo-

rium for the traffic of the south of Italy, and for some por-

tion even of the commerce of the Adriatic, The rich, fish-

eries of its gulf, the production and manufacture of its ex-

cellent wool, and the dyeing of it with the purple juice of

the Tarentine murex, which rivalled that of Tyre—both

branches of industry introduced there from Miletus in Asia

Minor—employed thousands of hands, and added to the

carrying trade a traffic of export. The coins struck at

Tarentum in greater numbers than anywhere else in Gre-

cian Italy, many of them even composed of gold, furnish to

us a significant attestation of the lively and widely extended

commerce of the Tarentincs. At this epoch, when Taren-

tum was still contending with Sybaris for the first place

among the Greek cities of Lower Italy, its extensive com-

mercial connections must have been already forming ; but

the Tarentines seem never to have steadily and successfully

directed their eflforts to the extensioii of their territory after

the manner of the Achaean cities.

* Thus the three old Oriental forms of the i (^ ), I {/\ ) and r (p)
for which as apt to be confounded with the forms of tlie s, g, and p the

signs
I V- R ^^ere en.rly proposed to be substituted, remained eith('r in

exclusive or preponderant use among tlie Achaean colonies, while the

other Greeks of Italy and Sicily without distinction of race used either

exclusively or chiefly the more recent forms.

f E. g., the inscription on an earthen vase of Cumae runs thus :

—

Taraitq tftl UgvO-oi;' Fof d av fit xkiiptTfi &vipX6'; ttrrai.
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While the most easterly of the Greek settlements in

Italy thus rapidly rose into splendour, those

nearvesu- ^vhich lay furthest to the north, in the neigh-

bourhood of Vesuvius, attained a more moder-

ate prosperity. There the Cumaeans had crossed from tlie

fertile island of Aenaria (Ischia) to the mainland, and had

built a second home on a hill close by the sea, from -whence

they founded the seaport of Dicaearchia (afterwards Pute-

oli) and the cities of Parthenope and Neapolis. They lived,

like the Chalcidian cities generally in Italy and Sicily, in

conformity with the laws which Charondas of Catana (about

100 u. c.) had established, under a constitution
660

democratic but modified by a high qualification,

which placed the power in the hands of a council of mem-
bers selected from the wealthiest men—a constitution which

proved lasting and kept these cities free, upon the whole,

from the tyranny alike of usurpers and of the mob. We
know little as to the external relations of these Campanian

Greeks. They remained, whether from necessity or from

choice, confined to a district of even narrower limits than

the Tarentincs ; and issuing from it not for purposes of con-

quest and oppression, but for the holding of peaceful com-

mercial intercourse with the natives, they created the means

of a prosperous existence for themselves, and at the same

time occupied the foremost place am.ong the missionaries of

Greek civilization in Italy.

While on the one side of the straits of Rhegium the

Relations of wholc southcm coast of the mainland and its

reKiOTil^o*^"
western coast as far as Vesuvius, and on the

ihe Greeks, other the larger eastern half of the island of

Sicily, were Greek territory, the west coast of Italy north-

ward of Vesuvius and the whole of the east coast were in a

position essentially different. No Greek settlements arose

on the Italian seaboard of the Adriatic ; a fact which has an

evident connection with the comparatively trifling number
and subordinate importance of the Greek colonies planted

on the opposite Illyrian shore and on the numerous adja-

cent islands. Two considerable mercantile towns, Epidam-
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62r. nus or Dyrrachium (now Durazzo, 127 u. c.)

587. and Apollonia (near Avlona, about 167), were
founded upon the portion of this coast nearest

to Greece during the regal period of Rome ; but no old

Greek colony can be pointed out further to the north, with

the exception perhaps of the insignificant settlement at

Black Corcyra (Curzola, about 174 V). No ade-

quate explanation has yet been given why the

Greek colonization developed itself in this direction to so

meagre an extent. Nature herself appeared to direct the

Hellenes thither, and in fact from the earliest times there

existed a regular traffic to that region from Corinth and still

more from the settlement at Corcyra (Corfu) founded not

long after Rome (about 44) ; a traffic, which had

as its emporia on the Italian coast the towns of

Spina and Hatria, situated at the mouth of the Po. The
storms of the Adriatic, the inhospitable character at least

of the Illyrian coasts, and the barbarism of the natives are

manifestly not in themselves sufficient to explain this fact.

But it was a circumstance fraught with the most momen-
tous consequences for Italy, that the elements of civilization

which came from the east did not exert their influence on

its eastern provinces directly, but reached them only through

the medium of those that lay to the west. The Adriatic

commerce carried on by Corinth and Corcyra was shared

by the most easterly mercantile city of Magna Graecia,

the Doric Tarentum, which by the possession of Hydrus

(Otranto) had the command, on the Italian side, of the en-

trance of the Adriatic. Since, with the exception of the

ports at the mouth of the Po, there were in those times no

emporia worthy of mention along the whole east coast—the

rise of Ancona belongs to a far later period, and later still

the rise of Brundisium—it is very probable that the mari-

ners of Epidamnus and Apollonia frequently discharged

their cargoes at Tarentuni. The Tarentines had also much
intercourse with Apulia by land ; all the Greek civilization

to be met with in the sOuth-east of Italy owed its existence

to them. That civilization, however, was during the pres-
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ent period only in its infancy ; it was not until a later epoch

that the Hellenism of Apulia became developed.

It cannot be doubted, on the other hand, that the west

Relations of coast of Italy northward of Vesuvius was fre-

itaiiaurto™ quented in very early times by the Hellenes,
the Greeks. ^^^ ^^^ \}affsQ Were Hellenic factories on its

promontories and islands. Probably the earliest evidence

of such voyages is the localizing of the legend of Odysseus

on the coasts of the Tyrrhene Sea.* When men discovered

the isle of Aeolus in the Lipari islands, when they pointed

out at the Lacinian cape the isle of Calypso, at the cape of

Misenum that of the Sirens, at the cape of Circeii that of

Circe, when they recognized in the steep promontory of

Terracina the towering mound of Elpenof, when the Laes-

trygones were provided with haunts near Caieta and For-

miae, when the two sons of Ulysses and Circe, Agrius, that

is the " wild," and Latinus, were made to rule over the

Tyrrhenes in the " inmost recess of the holy islands," or

according to a more recent conception Latinus was called

the son of Ulysses and Circe, and Auson the son of Ulysses

and Calypso—we recognize in these legends ancient sailors'

tales of the seafarers of Ionia, who thought of their native

home as they traversed the Tyrrhene Sea. The same noble

vividness of feeling which pervades the Ionic poem of the

voyages of Odysseus is* discernible in this fresh localization

of its legend at Cumae itself and throughout the regions

frequented by the Cumaean mariners.

Other traces of these very ancient voyages are to be

found in the Greek name of the island Aethalia (Ilva, Elba),

which appears to have been (after Aenaria) one of the

* Among Greek writers this Tyrrhene legend of Odysseus makes

its earliest appearance in the Theogonyof Hesiod, in one of its more re-

cent sections, and then in authors of the period shortly before Alexan-

der, Euphorus (from whom the so-called Scymnus drew his materials),

and the writer known as Scylax. The first of these sources belongs to an

age when Italy was still regarded by the Gretks as a group of islands,

and is certainly therefore very ancient ; so that the origin of these legends

may, on the whole, be confidently placed in the regal period of Rome.
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places earliest occupied by Greeks, perhaps also in that of

the seaport Telamon in Etruria ; and further in the two

towns on the Caerite coast, Pyrgi (near S. Severa) and

Alsium (near Palo), the Greek origin of which is indicated

beyond possibility of mistake not only by their names, but

also by the peculiar architecture of the walls of Pyrgi,

which differs essentially in character from that of the Avails

of Caere and the Etruscan cities generally. Aethalia, the

" fire-island," with its rich mines of copper and especially

of iron, probably sustained the chief part in this northern

commerce, and there in all likelihood the foreigners had

their central settlement and seat of traffic with the natives

;

the more especially as they could not have found the means

of smelting the ol-es on a small and not well-wooded island

without intercourse with the mainland. The silver mines

of Populonia also on the headland opposite to Elba were

perhaps known to the Greeks and wrought by them.

If, as was undoubtedly the case, the foreigners, ever in

those times intent on piracy and plunder as well as trade,

did not fail, when opportunity offered, to levy contributions

on the natives and to carry them off as slaves, the natives

on their part exercised the right of retaliation ; and that

the Latins and Tyrrhenes retaliated with greater energy and

better fortune than their neighbours in the south of Italy, is

attested not merely by the legends to that effect, but by the

practical result. In these regions the Italians succeeded in

resisting the foreigners and in retaining, or at any rate soon

resuming, the mastery not merely of their own mercantile

cities and seaports, but also of their own seas. The same

Hellenic invasion which crushed and denationalized the

races of the south of Italy, directed the energies of the peo-

ples of Central Italy—very much indeed against the will of

their instructors—towards navigation and the founding of

towns. It must have been in this quarter that the Italians

first exchanged the rati and the boat for the oared galley of

the Phoenicians and Greeks. Here too we first encounter

great mercantile cities, particularly Caere in southern Etru-

ria and Rome on the Tiber, which, if we may judge from
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their Italian names as well as from their being situated at

some distance from the sea, were—like the exactly similar

commercial towns at the mouth of the Po, Spina and Ila-

tria, and Ariminum further to the south-r-certainly not

Greek, but Italian foundations. It is not in our power, as

may easily be supposed, to exhibit the historical course of

this earliest reaction of Italian nationality against foreign

assault ; but we can still recognize the fact, which was of

the greatest importance as bearing upon the further devel-

opment of Italy, that this reaction took a different course in

Latium and in southern Etruria from that which it exhibit-

ed in the properly Tuscan and adjoining provinces.

Legend itself contrasts in a significant manner the Latin

Hellenes
^^^^^^ ^^^ " ^^'^^*^ Tyrrhenian," and the peaceful

and Latins, bcach at the mouth of the Tiber with the inhos-

pitable shores of the Volsci. This cannot mean that Greek

colonization was tolerated in some of the provinces of Cen-

tral Italy, but not permitted in others. Northward of Ve-

suvius there existed no independent Greek community at

all in historical times ; if Pyrgi once was such, it must

have already reverted, before the period at which our tra-

dition begins, into the hands of the Italians or in other

words of the Caerites. But in southern Etruria, in Latium,

and likewise on the east coast, peaceful intercourse with the

foreign merchants was protected and encouraged ; and such

was not the case elsewhere. The position of Caere was

especially remarkable. " The Caerites," says Strabo, " were

held in much repute among the Hellenes for their bravery

and integrity, and because, powerful though they were, they

abstained from robbery." It is not piracy that is thus re-

ferred to, for in this the merchant of Caere must have in-

dulged like the rest. But Caere was a sort of free port for

Phoenicians as well as Greeks. Wo have already men-

tioned the Phoenician station—subsequently called Punicum

—and the two Hellenic stations of Pyrgi and Alsium (p.

178, 192). It M-as these ports that the Caerites refrained

from robbing, and it was beyond doubt through tliis t(^ler-

ant attitude that Caere, M'hich possessed but a wretched

9
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roadstead and had no mines in its neighbourhood, early

attained so great prosperity and acquired, in reference to

the earliest Greek commerce, an importance even greater

than the cities of the Italians destined by nature as emporia

at the mouths of the Tiber and Po. The cities we have

just named are those which appear as holding primitive

religious intercourse with Greece. The first of all barba-

rians to present gifts to the Olympian Zeus was the Tuscan

king Arimnus, perhaps a ruler of Ariminum. Spina and

Caere had their special treasuries in the temple of the Del-

phic Apollo, like other communities that had regular deal-

ings with the shrine ; and the sanctuary at Delphi, as well

as the Cumaean oracle, is interwoven with the earliest tra-

ditions of Caere and of Rome. These cities, where the

Italians held peaceful sway and carried on friendly traffic

with the foreign merchant, became pre-eminently wealthy

and powerful, and were in reality marts not only for Hel-

lenic merchandise, but also for the germs of Hellenic civili-

zation.

Matters stood on a different footing with the " wild

Tyrrhenians," The same causes, which in the

andEtvus- provincc of Latium, and in the districts on the

right bank of the Tiber and along the lower

course of the Po that were perhaps rather subject to Etrus-

can supremacy than strictly Etruscan, had led to the eman-

cipation of the natives from the maritime power

maritime of the foreignci', led in Etruria proper to the de-
power,

velopment of piracy and maritime ascendancy,

in consequence possibly of the difference of national charac-

ter disposing the people to violence and pillage, or it may
be for other reasons with which we are not acquainted.

The Etruscans were not content with dislodging the Greeks

from • Aethalia and Populonia; even the individual trader

was apparently not tolerated by them, and soon Etruscan

privateers roamed over the sea far and wide, and rendered

the name of the Tyrrhenians a terror to the Greeks, It was

not without reason that the Greeks reckoned the grapnel as

an Etruscan invention, and called the western sea of Italy
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the sea of the Tuscans. The rapidity with which these wild

corsairs multiplied and the violence of their proceedings, in

the Tyrrhene Sea in particular, are very clearly shown in

their establishment on the Latin and Campanian coasts.

The Latins indeed maintained their ground in Latium prop-

er, and the Greeks at Vesuvius ; but between them and by

their side the Etruscans held sway in Antium and in Sur

rentum. The Volscians became clients of the Etruscans

;

their forests contributed keels for the Etruscan galleys

;

and seeing that the pii-aoy of the Antiates was only termi-

nated by the Roman occupation, it is easy to understand

why the coast of the southern Volscians bore among Greek

mariners the name of the Laestrygones. The high promon-

tory of Sorrento with the cliff of Capri which is still more
precipitous but destitute of any harbour—a station thor-

oughly adapted for corsairs on the watch, commanding a

prospect of the Tyrrhene Sea between the bays of Naples

and Salerno—was early occupied by the Etruscans. They

are affirmed even to have founded a " league of twelve

towns " of their own in Campania, and communities speak-

ing Etruscan still existed in its inland districts in times

quite historical. These settlements were probably indirect

results of the maritime dominion of the Etruscans in the

Campanian seas, and of their rivalry with the Cumaeans at

Vesuvius.

The Etruscans however by no means confined them-

Etruscan selves to robbery and pillage. The peaceful in-
commerce.

tercourse which they held with Greek towns is

attested by the gold and silver coins which, at least from

the year 200 u. c, were struck by the Etruscan
554.

. .

*'

.

cities, and in particular by Populonia, after a

Greek model and a Greek standard. The circumstance,

moreover, that these coins are modelled not upon those of

Magna Graecia, but rather upon those of Attica and even

Asia Minor, is perhaps an indication of the hostile attitudu

in which the Etruscans stood towards the Italian Greeks.

For commerce they in fact enjoyed a most favourable posi«

tion, far more advantageous than tlint of, the inhabitants of
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Latium. Inhabiting the country from sea to sea they com-
manded the great Italian free ports on the western waters,

the mouths of the Po and the Venice of that time on the

eastern sea, and the land route which from ancient times

led from Pisae on the Tyrrhene Sea to Spina on the Adri-

atic, while in the south of Italy they commanded the rich

plains of Capua and Nola. They were the holders of the

most important articles of Italian export, the iron of Aetha-

lia, the copper of Volaterrae and Campania, the silver of

Populonia, and the amber which was brought to them from

the Baltic (p. 177). Under the protection of their piracy,

which constituted as it were a rude navigation act, their own
commerce could not fail to flourish. It need not surprise

us to find Etruscan and Milesian merchants competing in

the market of Sybaris, nor need we be astonished to learn

that the combination of privateering and commerce on a

great scale generated an unbounded and senseless luxury, in

which the vigour of Etruria early wasted away.

While in Italy the Etruscans and, in a lesser degree, the

Rivairv
Latins thus stood opposed to the Hellenes, ward-

betwxen jng them off and partly treating them as ene-
tho Phoe- => 1 J &
niciaus and mles, tliis antagonism to some extent necessarily
Hellenes.

' o j

affected the rivalry which then pervaded the

commerce and navigation of the Mediterranean—the rival-

ry between the Phoenicians and Hellenes. This is not the

place to set forth in detail how, during .the regal period of

Rome, these two great nations contended for supremacy on

all the shores of the Mediterranean, in Greece even and

Asia Minor, in Crete and Cyprus, on the African, Spanish,

and Celtic coasts. This struggle did not take place directly

on Italian soil, but its effects wore deeply and permanently

felt in Italy. The fresh energies and moi-e universal en-

dowments of the younger competitor had at first the advan-

tage everywhere. Not only did the Hellenes rid themselves

of the Phoenician factories in their own European and

Asiatic home, but they dislodged the Phoenicians also from

Crete and Cyprus, obtained a footing in Egypt and Cyrene,

and possessed themselves of Lower Italy and the larger
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eastern half of the island of Sicily. On all hands the small

trading stations of the Phoenicians gave way before the

more energetic colonization of the Greeks. Se-

eio! linus (126 u. c.) and Agrigentujn (174 u. c.)

were founded in western Sicily ; the more remote western

sea was traversed, Massilia was built on the Celtic coast

(about 150 u. c), and the shores of Spain were

explored by the bold Phocaeans from Asia

Minor. But about the middle of the second century the

progress of Hellenic colonization was suddenly arrested and

there is no doubt that the cause of this arrest was the con-

temporary rapid development of Carthage, the most power-

ful of the Phoenician cities in Libya—a development mani- \
festly due to the danger with which Hellenic aggression /

threatened the whole Phoenician race. If the nation which
]

had opened up maritime commerce on the Mediterranean

had been already dislodged by its younger rival from the

sole command of the western half, from the possession of

both lines of communication between the eastern and west-

ern basins of the Mediterranean, and from the monopoly of

the carrying trade between east and west, the sovereignty

at least of the seas to the west of Sardinia and Sicily might

still be saved for the Orientals ; and to its maintenance

Carthage applied all the tenacious and circumspect enei-gy

peculiar to the Aramaean race. Phoenician colonization

and Phoenician resistance assumed an entirely different

character. The earlier Phoenician settlements, such as

those in Sicily described by Thucydides, were mercantile

factories : Carthage subdued extensive territories with nu-

merous subjects and powerful fortresses. Hitherto each

Phoenician settlement had stood isolated in its opposition

to the Greeks ; now the powerful Libyan city centralized

the whole warlike resources of the race within
Phoenicinns . , . , . i . i i , .

and Italians its reach With a vigour to which the history of

tk>n''to^'the the Greeks can produce nothing parallel. Per-
e enes.

haps the element in this reaction which exer-

cised the most momentous infiuence in the sequel was the

close relation into which the weaker Phoenicians entered
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with the natives of Sicily and Italy in ordei- to resist the

Hellenes. When the Cnidians and Rhodians

made an attempt about 175 to establish them-

selves at Lilybaeum, the centre of the Phoenician settle-

ments in Sicily, they were expelled by the natives, the

Elymi of Segeste, in concert with the Phoenicians. When
the Phocaeans settled about 217 at Alalia

(Aleria) in Corsica opposite to Caere, there ap-

peared for the purpose of expelling them a combined fleet

of Etruscans and Carthaginians, numbering a hundred and

twenty sail ; and although in the naval battle that ensued

—

one of the earliest known in history—the fleet of the Pho-

caeans, which was only half as numerous, claimed the vic-

tory, the Carthaginians and Etruscans gained the object

which they had in view in the attack ; the Phocaeans aban-

doned Corsica, and preferred to settle at Hyele (Velia) on

the less exposed coast of Lucania. A treaty between Etru-

ria and Carthage not only established regulations i-egarding

the importation of goods and the redress of rights, but in-

cluded also an alliance-in-arms {(TV[Xfiaxia), the serious im-

port of which is shown by that very battle of Alalia. It

is a significant indication of the position of the Caerites,

that they stoned the Phocaean captives in the market at

Caere and then sent an embassy to the Delphic Apollo to

atone for the crime.

Latium did not join in these hostilities against the Hel-

lenes ; on the contrary we find friendly relations subsisting

in very ancient times between the Romans and the Phocae-

ans in Velia as well as in Massilia, and the Ardeates are

even said to have founded in concert wath the Zacynthians

a colony in Spain, the later Saguntum. Much less, how-

ever, did the Latins range themselves on the side of the

Hellenes : the neutrality of their position in this respect is

attested by the close relations maintained between Caere

and Rome, as well as by the traces of ancient intercourse

between the Latins and Carthaginians. It was through the

medium of the Hellenes that the Canaanite race became

known to the Romans, for, as we have already seen (p
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178), they always designated it by its Greek name; but the

fact that they did not borrow from the Greeks either the

name for the city of Carthage * or the national name of

Afri^\ and the circumstance that among the earlier Romans

Tyrian wares were designated by the adjective Sarramis J

which in like manner precludes the idea of Greek interven-

tion, demonstrate—Avhat the treaties of a later period con-

cur in proving—the direct commercial intercourse anciently

subsisting between Latium and Carthage.

The combined power of the Italians and Phoenicians

actually succeeded in substantially retaining the western

half of the Mediterranean in their hands. The north-west-

ern portion of Sicily, with the important ports of Solun-

tum and Panormus on the north-west, and Motya at the

point which looks towards Africa, remained in the direct or

indirect possession of the Carthaginians.^ About the age

of Cyrus and Croesus, when the wusc Bias was endeavour-

ing to induce the lonians to emigrate in a body from Asia

Minor and settle in Sardinia (about 200), the

Carthaginian general Malchus anticipated them,

and subdued a considerable portion of that important island

by force of arms ; half a century later, the whole coast of

Sardinia appears in the undisputed possession of the Car-

(thaginian community. Corsica on the other hand, with the

towns of Alalia and Nicaea, fell to the Etruscans, and the

/ natives paid them tribute of the products of their poor

island, pitch, Avax, and honey. In the Adriatic sea, more-

* ThePhoenicianname was Karthada ; the Greek, Karchedon ; the Ro-

man, Cartago.

f The name Afri, already current in the days of Emiius and Cato

(comp. Scipio Africanus), is certainly not Greek, and is most probably

related to that of the Hebrews.

J The adjective Sarranus was from early times applied by the Ro-

mans to the Tyrian purple and the Tyrian flute ; and it was in use also as a

surname, at least from the time of the war with Hannibal. Sarra, which

occurs in Enuius and Plautus as the name of the city, was perhaps formed

from Sarranus, not directly fiom the native name Sor. The Greek form,

Ti/rus, Tyrius, seems not to occur in any Roman author anterior to

Afranius(ap. Fest. p. 355 M.). Compare Movers, Fhiin. ii. 1, 174.
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over, the allied Etruscans and Carthaginians predominated,

as in the waters to the west of Sicily and Sardinia. The
Greeks, indeed, did not give up the struggle. Those Rho-

dians and Cnidians, who had been driven out of Lilybaeum,

established themselves on the islands between Sicily and

Italy and founded there the town of Lipara

(175). Massilia flourished in spite of its isola-

tion, and soon monopolised the trade from Nice to the

Pyrenees. At the Pyrenees themselves Ehoda (now Ro-

sas) was established as an offset from Lipara, and it is

affirmed that Zacynthians settled in Saguntum, and even

that Greek dynasts ruled at Tingis (Tangier) in Maureta-

nia. But the Hellenes no longer gained ground ; after tho

foundation of Agrigentum they did not succeed in acquiring

any important additions of territory on the Adriatic or on

the western sea, and they remained excluded from the Span-

ish waters as well as from the Atlantic Ocean. Every year

the Liparaeans had their conflicts with the Tuscan " sea-rob-

bers," and the Carthaginians with the Massiliots and the

Cyrenaeans and above all with the Sicilian Greeks ; but no

results of pei'manent moment were on either side achieved,

and the issue of struggles which lasted for centuries was,

on the whole, the simple maintenance of the status quo.

Thus l!ial,y:_ii;a_s, indirectly at any rate, iiicl£]itij4-.to__the

El^oenicians for the exemption of at least her central and

.northern jprojnnces"" ff^^]^colonization , anJ^rthg^coujiter-

dexelopment of a national maritime power there, especially

in Etruria. I?iIt^ere'^i^in3t''^\Tm*tng'Tn3Tcatio tha^ the

Phoenicians already found it expedient to manifest that jeal-

ousy which is usually associatt?d with naval domination, if

not in reference to their Latin allies, at any rate in refer-

ence to their Etruscan confederates, whose naval power was

greater. The statement as to the Carthaginians having pro-

hibited the sending forth of an Etruscan colony to the Ca-

nary Islands, whether true or false, reveals the existence of

a rivalry of interests in the matter.



CHAPTER XI.

L AW AND JUSTICE.

History, as such, cannot reproduce the life of a people

Modern "^ ^^^ infinite variety of its details ; it must be

itaUanTui-
content with exhibiting the development of that

ture. life as a whole. The doings and dealings, the

thoughts and imaginings of the individual, however strong-

ly they may reflect the characteristics of the national^mind,

form no part of history. Nevertheless it seems necessary

to make some attempt to indicate—only in the most gen-

eral outlines—the features of individual life in the case of

those earlier ages which are, so far as history is concerned,

all but lost in oblivion ; for it is in this iield of research

alone that we acquire some idea of the breadth of the gulf

which separates our modes of thinking and feeling from

those of the civilized nations of antiquity. Tradition, with

its confused mass of national names and its dim legends^jrc:^,

sembles withered leaves which with difficulty we recognize

to have once been green. Instead of threading that dreary

maze and attempting to classify those shreds of humanity,

the Chones and Oenotrians, the Siculi and the Pelasgi, it

will be more to the purpose to inquire how the life of the

people in ancient Italy expressed itself, practically, in their

jurisprudence and, ideally, in their religion ; how they

farmed and how they traded ; and whence the several na-

tions derived the art of writing and other elements of cul-

ture. Scanty as our knowledge in this respect is in refer-

ence to the Roman people and still more so in reference to

the Sabellians aiid Etruscans, even the slight and very de-

fective information which is attainable will enable the mind

to associate with these names some more or less clear con«

9*
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ception of the once living reality. The chief result of such

a view (as we may here mention by way of anticipation)

may be summed up in saying that fewer traces compara-

tively of the primitive state of things have been preserved

in the case of the Italians, and of the Romans in particular,

than in the case of any other Indo-Germanic race. The

bow and arrow, -the war-chariot, the incapacity of women to

hold property, the acquiring of wives by purchase^ the

primitive form of burial, blood-revenge, the clan-constitu-

tion conflicting with the authority of the community, a fresh

natural symbolism—all these, and numerous phenomena of

a kindred character, must be presumed to have lain at the

foundation of civilization in Italy as well as elsewhere ; but

at the epoch when that civilization comes clearly into view

they have wholly disappeared, and only the comparison of

kindred races informs us that such things once existed. In

this respect Italian history begins at a far later stage of

^civilization than e. g. the Greek or tKe Germanic, and from

" the first it exhibits a coi^paratively ihodern character.

The laws of most of the Italian stocks are lost in obliv-

ion. Some information regarding the law of the Latin land

alone has survived in Roman tradition.

All jurisdiction was vested in the community or, in

other words, in the king, who administered jus-

tice or " command " {itis) on the " days of utter-

ance" {dies fasti) at the "judgment-platform" (^tribunal)

m the place of public assembly, sitting on a "chariot-seat"

{sella currulis) ;
* by his side stood his " messengers " {lic-

tQres), and before him the person accused or the " parties
"

{rei). In the case of slaves tbo right of decision lay imme-

diately with the master, and in the case of women with the

* This "cliariot-seat"—no other explaiiat'on can well be given con-

sistently with philological rules (comp. Scrv. ad. Acn. i. 16)—is most

siiaply explained by supposing that the king alone was entitled to vy^o

in n chariot within the city (p. 99)— whence originated the privilege

subsequently accorded to the chief magistrate on solemn occasions—and

that originally, so long as there was no elevated tribunal, he rode to the

comitium in his chariot and gave judgment from the chariot-seat.
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father, husband, or nearest male relative (p. 89) ; but slaves

and women were not reckoned as being properly members

of the community. Over sons and grandsons who were in

potestate the power of the pater familias subsisted concur-

rently with the royal jurisdiction ; that power, however,

was not a jurisdiction in the proper sense of the term, but

simply a consequence of the father's inherent right of prop-

erty in his children. We find no traces of any jurisdiction'

appertaining to the clans as such, or of any judicature at

all that did not derive its authority from the king. As

regards the right of self-redress and in particular the aveng-.

ing of blood, we still find in legends an echo perhaps of the

original principle that a murderer, or any one who should

illegally protect a murderer, might justifiably be slain by

the kinsmen of the person murdered ; but these very

legends characterize this principle as objectionable,* and

from their statements blood-revenge would appear to have

been very early suppressed in Rome by the energetic asser-

tion of the authority of the state. In like manner we per-

ceive in the earliest Roman law no trace of that influence

which under the oldest Germanic institutions the comrades

of the accused and the people present were entitled to exei'-

cise over the pronouncing of judgment ; nor do we find in

the former any evidence of the usage so frequent in the

latter, by which the mere will and power to maintain a

claim with arms in hand were treated as judicially necessary

or at any rate admissible.

* The story of the death of king Tatius, as givcu by Plutarch {Rom.

23, 24), viz. that kinsmen of Tatius had killed envoys from Laurentum
;

that Tatius had refused the complaint of the kinsmen of the slain for re-

dress; that they then put Tatius to death ; that Romulus acquitted the

murderers of Tatius, on the ground that the murder had been expiated by

murder ; but that in consequence of the penal judgments of the gods that

simultaneously fell upon Rome and Laurentum the perpetrators of both

murders were in the sequel subjected to righteous punishment—this

story looks very like a historical version of the abolition of blood-re-

venge, just as the introduction of the provocatio lies at the foundatiou

of the myth of the Iloratii. The versions of the same story that occur

elsewhere certainly present considerable variations, but they seenj to bo

confused or dressed up.
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J udiciul procedure took the form of a public or a pri-

vate process, according as the king interposed

of his own motion or only when appealed to by

the injured party. The former course was taken only in

cases which involved a breach of the public peace. First

of all, therefore, it was applicable in the case of public trear

son or communion with the public enemy (proditio), and in

that of violent rebellion against the mngistracy [perduellio).

But the public peace was also broken by the foul murderer

[parricida), the sodomite, the violator of a maiden's or

matron's chastity, the incendiary, the false Avitness, by those,

moreover, who with evil spells conjured away the harvest,

or who without due title cut the corn by night in the field

entrusted to the protection of the gods and of the people

;

all of these were therefore dealt with as though they had

been guilty of high treason. The king opened and con-

ducted the process, and pronounced sentence after confer-

ring with the senators whom he had called in to advise with

him. He was at liberty, however, after he had initiated the

process, to commit the further handling and the adjudica-

tion of the matter to deputies who were, as a rule, taken

from the senate. The commissioners for adjudicating on

rebellion {duoviri perduellionis) were extraordinary depu-

ties of this sort. The " trackers of murder " [quaestores

parricidii) appear to have been standing deputies, whose

primary duty was to seai'ch for and arrest murderers, and

who therefore acted as a sort of police. Imprisonment

while the case was undergoing investigation was the rule
;

the accused might, however, be released on bail. Torture

to compel confession was only applied to slaves. Every

one convicted of having broken the public peace expiated

his offence with his life. The modes of inflicting capital

punishment were various : the false witness, for example,

was hurled from the stronghold-rock ; the harvest-thief was

hanged ; the incendiary v/as burnt. The king could not

grant pardon, for that privilege was vested in the commu-

nity alone ; but the king might grant or refuse to the con-

demned permission to appeal for mercy (provocaiio). In
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addition to this the law recognized an intervention of the

gods in flivour of the condemned criminal. He who had

made a genuflection before the priest of Jupiter might not

be scourged on the same day ; any one under fetters who
set foot in his house had to be released from his bonds

;

and the life of a criminal was spared if on his way to execu-

tion he accidentally met one of the sacred virgins of Vesta.

The king inflicted at his discretion fines payable to the

Punishment State for trespasses against order and for police

aga/nst"^ oflenccs ; they consisted in a definite number
ovder. Law (hencc the name muUa) of cattle or sheep. It

oflences. -was in his power also to pronounce sentence of

scourging.

In all other cases, where the individual alone was injured

and not the public peace, the state only interposed upon the

appeal of the party injured, who caused his opponent, or in

case of need by laying violent hands on him compelled him,

to appear personally along with himself before the king.

When both parties had appeared and the plaintiff" had orally

stated his demand, while the defendant had in similar fash-

ion refused to comply with it, the king might either investi-

gate the cause himself or have it disposed of by a deputy

acting in his name. The regular form of satisfaction for

such an injury was a compromise arranged between the in-

jurer and the injured ; the state only interfered supplemen-

taiily, when the thief did not satisfy the person from "whom

he had stolen or the aggressor the party aggrieved by an

adequate expiation [poena), when any one had his property

detained or his just demand unfulfilled.

Whether or under what circumstances during this epoch

theft was regarded as expiable, and what in such

an event the person injured was entitled to de-

mand from the thief, cannot be ascertained. But the in-

jui'cd party with reason demanded heavier compensation

from a thief caught in the very act than from one detected

ttfterwards, since the feeling of exasperation which had to

be appeased was more vehement in the case of the former

than in that of the latter. If the theft appeared incapable
1
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of expiation, or if the thief was not in a position to pay

the value demanded by the injiired party and approved by
the judge, he was assigned by the judge to the person from

whom he had stolen as a bondsman.

In cases of damage [iniuria) to person or to property,

where the injury was not of a very serious de-
Injuries. . . i •

-i

scription, the aggrieved party was probably
.' obliged unconditionally to accept compensation; if, on the

^ r\tC^>. other hand, any member was lost in consequence of it, the

J maimed person could demand eye for eye and tooth for

tooth.

Since the arable land among the Romans was long cul-

tivated upon the system of joint possession and
Property. \. .. -, ., . , ,

was not distributed until a comparatively late

age, the idea of property was primarily associated not with

immoveable estate, but with " estate in slaves and cattle
"

[familia pecuniaque). It was not the right of the stronger

that was regarded as the foundation of a title to it ; on the

contrary, all property Avas considered as conferred by the

community upon the individual burgess for his exclusive

possession and use ; and therefore it was only the burgesses

and such as the community treated in this respect as equal

to burgesses that were capable of holding property. All

property passed freely from hand to hand. The Roman
law made no substantial distinction between moveable and

immoveable estate (from the time that the latter was re-

garded as private property at all), and recognized no abso-

lute vested interest of children or other relatives in the pa-

ternal or family property. Nevertheless it was not in the

power of the father arbitrarily to deprive his children of

their right of inheritance, because he could neither dissolve

the paternal power nor execute a testament except with

consent of the whole community, which might be, and cer-

tainly under such circumstances often was, refused. In his

lifetime no doubt the father might make dispositions disad-

vantageous to his children ; for the law was sparing of per-

sonal restrictions on the proprietor and allowed, upon the

whole, every grown-up man freely to dispose of his prop-
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erty. The regulation, however, under which he who alien-

ated his hereditary property and deprived his children of it

was placed by order of the magistrate under guardianship

like a lunatic, was probably as ancient as the period when

the arable land was first divided and in consequence private

property generally acquired greater importance for the com-

monwealth. In this way the two antagonistic principles

—

the unlimited right of the owner to dispose of his own, and

the preservation of the family property unbroken—were as

far as possible harmonized in the Roman law. Permanent

restrictions on property were in no case allowed, with the

exception of servitudes such as those indispensable in hus-

bandry. Heritable leases and ground-rents charged upon

property could not legally exist. .The law as little recog-

nized mortgaging ; but the same purpose was served by the

immediate delivery of the property in pledge to the cred-

itor as if he were its purchaser, who thereupon gave h'.s

word of honour [fidiicia) that he would not alienate the

object pledged until the payment fell due, and would re-

store it to his debtor when the sum advanced had been

repaid.

Contracts concluded between the state and a burgess.

j)articularly the obligation given by those who
became sureties for a payment to the state

{praevides, praedes), were valid without further formality.

On the other band, contracts between private persons under

ordinary circumstances founded no claim for legal redress

at the hands of the state. - The only protection of the cred-

itor was the debtor's word of honour which was held in

high esteem after the wont of merchants, and possibly also,

in those frequent cases where an oath had been added, the

fear of the gods who avenged perjury. The only contracts

legally actionable were those of betrothal (the effect of

which was that the father, in the event of his failing to give

the promised bride, had to furnish satisfaction and compen-

sation), of purchase {inanc'qmtio), and of loan (nexu7ii). A
purchase Avas held to be legally concluded when the seller

delivered the article purchased into the hand of the buyer
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(mancipare), and the buyer at the same time paid to the

seller the stipulated price in presence of witnesses* This

was done, after copper superseded sheep and cattle as the

regular standard of value, by weighing out the stipulated

quantity of copper in a balance adjusted by a neutral per-

son.* These conditions having been complied with, the

seller had to answer for his being the owner, and in addition

seller and purchaser had to fulfil every stipulation specially

agreed on ; the party failing to do so made reparation to

the other, just as if he had robbed him of the article in

question. But a purchase only founded an action in the

event of its being a transaction for ready money : a pur-

chase on credit neither gave nor took away the right of

property, and constituted no ground of action. A loan was

negotiated in a similar way ; the creditor Aveighed over to

the debtor in presence of witnesses the stipulated quantity

of copper under the obligation {nexum) of repayment. In

addition to the capital the debtor had to pay interest, which

under ordinary circumstances probably amounted to ten per

cent, per annum. f The repayment of the loan took place,

when the time came, with similar forms.

* The mancipatio m its fuUj developed form must have been more

recent than the Servian reform, as the number of the witnesses propor-

tioned to that of the classes, and the selection of mancipable objects

which had for its aim the fixing of agricultural property, serve to show
;

even tradition must have assumed that such was the case, for it makes

Servius the inventor of the balance. But in its origin the mancipatio

must be far more ancient ; for it primarily applies only to th e objects

which are acquired by grasping with the hand, and must therefore in its

earliest form have belonged to the epoch when the property mainly con-

sisted in slaves and cattle {familia pecuniaque). Tlie number of the

witnesses, and the enumeration of those objects which had to be acquired

by mancipatio, fall in this view to be ranked as Servian innovations ; the

mancipatio itself, and consequently the use also of the balance and of

copper, are more ancient. Beyond doubt mancipatio was originally the

universal form of purchase, and was the practice followed with all

articles even after the Servian reform ; it was only a misunderstanding

of later ages which put upon the rule, that certain articles must be trans-

ferred by mancipatio, the construction that these articles alone could be

80 transferred.

j- Viz. for the jcar of ten mouths one twelfth part oi' the capital
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If a debtor to the state did not fulfil his obligations, he

Private pro-
"^^'^^ without further ceremony sold with all that

cess.
}je l,rj(j . ^|j^ simple demand on the part of the

state was sufficient to establish the debt. . If on the other

hand a private person informed the king of any viola^on

of his property (^vindiciae), or if repayment of the loan

received did not duly take place, the procedure depended on

whether the facts relating to the cause had to be established

by proof or were already clear. The latter cannot well be

conceived in the case of actions as to property, but in

actions as to loans the ground of action could be easily

established according to the current rules of law by means

of witnesses. The establishment of the facts assumed the

form of a wager, in which each party made a deposit [sacra-

menlum) against the contingency of his being worsted ; in

important causes when the value involved was greater than

ten oxen, a deposit of five oxen, in causes of Jess amount, a

deposit of five sheep. The judge then decided who had

gained the wager, whereupon the deposit of the losing party

/ fell to the priests for behoof of the public sacrifices. The
party who lost the wager and allowed thirty days to elapse

without giving %ac satisfaction to his opponent, and the

party whose obligation to pay was established from the

first—consequently, as a rule, the debtor who had got a

loan and had no witnesses to attest repayment—became
liable to proceedings in execution " by laying on of hands "

{ma7ius miectio) ; the plaintiff seized him wherever he

found him, and brought him to the bar of the judge simply

to demand the acknowledged debt. The party seized was

not allowed to defend himself; a third party might indeed

intercede for him and represent this act of violence as un-

warranted [vindex), in Avhich case the proceedings were

stayed ; but such an intercession rendered the intercessor

personally responsible, for which reason, in the case of free-

holders, other freeholders alone could act as intercessors.

(rmcia), which amounts to 8^^ per cent, for the year of ten, and 10 per

cent, for the year of twelve, months.
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If neither satisfaction nor intercession took place, the king

assigned the party seized in execution to his creditoi', so

that he could lead him away and keep him like a slave.

After the expiry of sixty days during which the debtor had

been three times exposed in the market-place and proclama-

tion had been made whether any one would have compas-

sion upon him, if these steps were without effect, his credit-

ors had a right to put him to death and to divide his car-

case, or to sell him with his children and his effects into

foreign slavery, or to keep him at home in a slave's stead
;

he could not by the Roman law, so long as he remained

within the bounds of the Roman community, become abso-

lutely a slave (p. 149). Thus the Roman community pro-

tected every man's estate and effects with unrelenting rigour

as well from the thief and the injurer, as from the unauthor-

ized possessor and the insolvent debtor.

Protection Avas in like manner provided for the estate

Guardian- ^^ persons not Capable of bearing arms and \

^"^^P- therefore not capable of protecting their own vji**^

property, o"^>' no_jiTiiof«=! ^:^i\ bimitics, and above all fori

that of wom^iT; in these cases the nearest heirs M'cre called

to undertake the guardianship. V
After a man's death his property fell to the nearest ^

Law of in- heirs : in the division all who were_
bcntance. proximity of rel ationsbijh

slyj£fi(i_alike^and the widow aloiig wi!li hef'cliilcjren was

admitted to her propTortiOTaPsliare. A dispensation from

rithe legal order of succession could only be granted by the

I
assembly of the people

;
previous to which the consent of

the priests had to be obtained on account of the religious

obligations attaching to property. Such dispensations ap-

pear nevertheless to have become at an early period very

frequent. In the event of a dispensation not being pro-

cured, the want of it might be in some measure remedied

by means of the completely free control which every one

had over his property during his lifetime. His whole

property was transferred to a friend, who distributed it

after death according to the wishes of the deceased.
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Manumission was unknown to the law of very early

Manumis- times. The owner might indeed refrain from
^'^°^-

exercising his proprietary rights ; but this did

not cancel the existing impossibility of master and slave

contracting ^mutual obligations ; still less did it enable the

slave to acquire, in relation to the community, the rights

of a guest or of ji burgess. Accordingly manumission

must have been at first simply do facto, not de jure ; and

the master caimot have been debarred from the possibility

of again at pleasure treating the freedman as a slave. But

there was a departure from this principle in cases where the

master came under obligation not merely towards the slave,

but towards the community, to leave him in possession of

freedom. 'There was no special legal form, however, for

thus binding the master—the best proof that there was at

first no such thing as a manumission ; but those methods

which the law otherv/ise presented—testament, action, or

census—were employed for this object. If the master had

either declared his slave free when executing his last will

in the assembly of the people, or had allowed his slave to

claim freedom in his own presence before a judge or to get

his name inscribed in the valuation-roll, the freedman was

regarded not indeed as a burgess, but as free in relation to

his former master and his heirs, and was accordingly looked

upon at first as a client, and in later times as a plebeian

(p. 126).

The emancipation of a son encountered greater difficul-

ties than that of a slave ; for while the relation of master

to slave was accidental and therefore capable of being dis-

solved at will, the father could never cease to be father.

Accordingly in later times the son was obliged, in order to

get free from the father, first to enter into slavery and then

to be set free out of this latter state ; but in the period now
before us no emancipation' of sons can have as yet existed.

Such were the laws under which burgesses and clients

Clients and lived in Rome. Between these two classes, so
foreigners. ^v^j,

j^g ^g ^^^j^ gg^^ there Subsisted from the be-

ginning the fullest equality of private rights. The foreigner
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on the other hand, if he had not submitted to a Roman
patron and thus lived as a client, was beyond the pale of

the law both in pex'son and in property. Whatever the

Roman burgess took from him was as rightfully acquired

as was the shell-fish, belonging to nobody^which was picked

up by the sea-shore ; but in the case of ground lying be-

yond the Roman bounds, while the Roman burgess might

take practical possession, he could not be regarded as in a

legal sense its proprietor ; for the individual burgess was

not entitled to advance the bounds of the community. The
case was different in war : whatever the soldier who was

fighting in the ranks of the levy gained, whether moveable

or immoveable property, fell not to him, but to the state,

and accordingly here too it depended upon the state whether,

it would advance or contract its bounds.

Exceptions from these general rules were created by

special state-treaties, which secured certain rights to the

members of foreign communities within the Roman state.

In particular, the perpetual league between Rome and Lati-

um declared all contracts between Romans and Latins to be

valid in law, and at the same time instituted in their case a

speedy civil process before sworn " reeoverers " [recipera-

tores). As, contrary to Roman usage, which in other in-

stances committed the decision to a single judge, these

always sat several in number and that number uneven, they

are probably to be regarded as a court for the cognizance

of commercial dealings, composed of arbiters from 'both

nations and an umpire. They sat in judgment at the place

where the contract was entered into, and were obliged to

have the process terminated at latest in ten days. The

forms, under which the dealings between Romans and Lat-

ins were conducted, were of course the general forms which

regulated the mutual dealings of patricians and plebeians

;

for the ma7icipatio and the nexum w^ere originally no mere

formal acts, but the significant embodiment of legal ideas

which held a sway at least as extensive as the range of the

Latin language.

Dealings with countries strictly foreign were carried on
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in a different fashion and by means of other forms. In

very early times treaties as to commerce and legal redress

must have been entered into with the Caerites and other

friendly peoples, and must have formed the basis of the

international private law {nis gentium)^ which gradually

became developed in Rome alongside of the law of the

land. An Indication of the formation of such a system is

found in the remarkable miiiuum, " exchange '* (from mutare

like dividuus)—a form of loan, which was not based like

the nexum upon a binding declaration of the debtor ex-

pressly emitted before witnesses, but upon the mere transit

.

of the money from one hand to another, and which as evi-

dently originated in dealings with foreigners as the nexnm

in business dealings at home. It is accordingly a significant

fact that the word reappears in Sicilian Greek as fiolzov
;

and with this is to be connected the reappearance of the

Latin career in the Sicilian nccQxaQOv. Since it is philologi-

cally certain that both words were originally Latin, their

occurrence in the local dialect of Sicily becomes an import-

ant testimony to the frequency of the dealings of Latin

traders in the island, which led to their borrowing money
there and becoming liable to that imprisonment for debt,

which was everywhere in the earlier systems of law the

consequence of the non-repayment of a loan. Conversely

the name of the Syracusan prison, " stone-quarries " or

Xazofiiai, was transferred at an early period to the enlarged

Roman state-prison, the lautumiae.

We have derived our outline of these institutions mainly

from the earliest record of the Roman common
the Roman law prepared about half a century after the

abolition of the monarchy ; and their existence

in the regal period, while doubtful perhaps as to particular

points of detail, cannot be doubted in the main. Survey-

ing them as a whole, we recognize the law of a far-advanced

agricultural and mercantile city, marked alike by its liberal-

ity and its consistency. In its case the conventional 1^-

guage of symbols, such as c. g. the Germanic laws exhibit,

has already quite disappeared. There is no doubt that such
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a symbolic language must have existed at one time among

the Italians. Remarkable instances of it are to be found in

the form of searching a house, wherein the searcher must,

according to the Roman as well as the Germanic custom,

appear without upper garment, merely in his shirt; and

especially in the primitive Latin formula for declaring war,

in which we meet with at least two symbols occurring also

among the Celts and the Germans—the " pure herb " [herba

pura, Franconian, chrene chruda) as a symbol of the native

soil, and the singed bloody staff as a sign of commencing

war. But with a few exceptions in which reasons of re-

ligion protected the ancient usages—to which class the co7i-

farreatio as well as the declaration of war by the college

of Fetiales belonged—the Roman law, as we know it, uni-

formly and on principle rejects the symbol, and requires in

all cases neither more nor less than the full and pure ex-

pression of will. The delivery of an article, the summons

to bear witness, the conclusion of marriage, were complete

as soon as the parties had in an intelligible manner declared

their purposS"; it was usual, indeed, to deliver the article

into the hand of the new owner, to pull the person sum-

moned as a witness by the ear, to veil the bride's head and

to lead her in solemn procession to her husband's house

;

but all these primitive practices were already, under the

oldest national law of the Romans, customs legally worth-

less. In a way entirely analogous to the setting aside of

allegory and along with it of personification in religion,

every sort of symbolism was on principle expelled from

their law. In like manner that earliest state of things pre-

sented to us by the Hellenic as well as the Germanic insti-

tutions, wherein the power of the community still contends

with the authority of the smaller associations of clans or

cantons that are merged in it, is in Roman law wholly

superseded ; there is no alliance for the vindication of rights

within the state, to supplement the state's imperfect aid by

mutual offence and defence ; nor is there any serious trace

of vengeance for bloodshed, or of the family property re-

stricting the individual power of disposal. Such institu-
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tions must probably at one time have existed among the

Italians ; traces of them may perhaps be found in particular

institutions of ritual, e. g. in the expiatory goat, which the

involuntary homicide was obliged to give to the nearest of

kin to the slain ; but even at the earliest period of Rome
which we can conceive this stage had long been passed.

The clan and the family were not annihilated in the Roman
community ; but the theoretical as well as the practical

omnipotence of the state in its own sphere was no more

limited by them than by the freedom which the state grant-

ed and guaranteed to the burgess. The ultimate foundation

of law was in all cases the state ; freedom was simply

another expression for the right of citizenship in its widest

sense ; all property was based on express or tacit transfer-

ence by the community to the individual ; a contract was

valid only so far as the community by its representatives

attested it, a testament only so far as the community con-

firmed it. ^ The provinces of public and private law were

definitely and clearly discriminated : the former having

reference to ci'imes against the state, which immediately

called for the judgment of the state and always involved

capital punishment ; the latter having reference to offences

against a fellow-burgess or a guest, which were mainly dis-

posed of in the way of compromise by expiation or satis-

faction made to the party injured, and were never punished

with the forfeit of life, but, at most, with the loss of free-

dom. The greatest liberality in the permission of com-
merce and the most rigorous procedure in execution went

hand in hand
;
just as in commercial states at the present

day the universal right to draw bills of exchange appears

in conjunction with a strict procedure in regard to them.

The burgess and the client stood in their dealings on a foot-

ing of entire equality ; state-treaties conceded a compre-

hensive equality of rights also to the guest ; women were

placed completely on a level in point of legal capacity with

men, although restricted in administering their property
;

the boy had scarcely grown up when he received at once

the most comprehensive powers in the disposal of his
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estate, and every one who could dispose at all was as sove-

reign in his own sphere as was the state in public affairs.

A feature eminently characteristic was the system of credit.

There did not exist any credit on landed security, but in-

stead of a debt on mortgage the step which constitutes at

present the final stage in mortgage-procedure—the delivery

of the property from the debtor to the creditor—took place

at once. On the other hand personal credit was guaranteed

in the most summary, not to say extravagant, fashion ; for

the law entitled the creditor to treat his insolvent debtor

like a thief, and granted to him in sober legislative earnest

what Shy lock, half in jest, stipulated for from his mortal

enemy, guarding indeed by special clauses the point as to

the cutting off too much more carefully than did the Jew,

The law could not have more^ clearly expressed its design,

which was to establish at once an independent agriculture

fi'ce of debt and a mercantile credit, and to suppress with

stringent energy all merely nominal ownership and all

breaches of fidelity. If we further take into consideration

the right of settlement recognized at an early date as be-

longing to all the Latins (p. 149), and the validity which

was likewise early pronounced to belong to civil marriage

(p. 129), we shall perceive that this state, which made the

highest demands on its burgesses and carried tlie idea of

subordinating the individual to the interest of the whole

further than any state before or since has done, only did and

only could do so by itself removing the barriers to inter-

course and unshackling liberty quite as much as it subjected

it to restriction. In permission or in prohibition the law

was always absolute. As the foreigner who had none to

intercede for him was like the hunted deer, so the guest was

on a footing of equality with the burgess. A contract did

not ordinarily furnish a ground of action, but where the

right of the creditor was acknowledged, it was so all-power-

ful that there was no deliverance for the poor debtor, and

no humane or equitable consideration was shown towards

him. It seemed as if the law found a pleasure in present-

ing on all sides its sharpest spikes, in drawing the most
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extreme consequences, in forcibly obtruding on the blunt-

est understanding the tyrannic. nature of the idea of right.

The poetical form and the genial symbolism, which so

pleasingly prevail in the Germanic legal ordinances, were

. foreign to the Roman ; in his law all was clear and precise

;

no symbol was employed, no institution was superfluous.

It was not cruel ; everything necessary was performed with-

out tedious ceremony, even the punishment of death ; that

a free man could not be tortured was a primitive maxim of

Roman law, to obtain which other peoples have had to

struggle for thousands of years. Yet this law was frightful

in its inexorable severity, which we cannot suppose to have

been very greatly mitigated by humanity in practice, for it

was really the law of the people ; more terrible than Vene-

tian inomhi and chambers of torture was that series of

living entombments which the poor man saw yawning be-

fore him in the debtors' towers of the rich. But the great-

' ness of Rome was involved in, and was based upon, the fact

I
that the Roman people ordained for itself and endured a

system of law, in which the eternal principles of freedom

and of subordination, of property and of legal redress^

reigned and still at the present day reign unadulterated and

unmodified^̂
10



CHAPTER XII.

RELIGION.

The Roman world of gods, as we have already indicated

Roman (P- ^'^)j ^^^ ^ higher counterpart, an ideal re-

reiigion. flection, of the earthly Rome, in which the little

and the great were alike reproduced with painstaking exact-

ness. The state and the clan, the individual phenomena of

nature as well as the individual operations of mind, every

man, every place and object, every act even falling within

the sphere of Roman law, reappeared in the Roman world

of gods ; and, as earthly things come and go in perpetual

flux, the circle of the gods underwent a corresponding fluc-

tuation. The tutelary spirit, which presided over the indi-

vidual act, lasted no longer than that act itself: the tutelary

spirit of the individual man lived and died with the man
;

and eternal duration belonged to divinities of this sort only

in so far as similar acts and similarly constituted men and

•therefore spirits of a similar kind were ever coming into

existence afresh. As the Roman gods ruled over the Ro-

man community, so every foreign community was presided

over by its own gods ; but strict as wij^ the distinction be-

tween the burgess and non-burgess, between the Roman and

the foreign god, both foreign men and foreign divinities

might be admitted by resolution of the community to the

freedom of Rome, and when the citizens of a conquered

city were transported to Rome, the gods of that city were

also invited to take up their new abode there.

We obtain information regarding the original cycle of

the gods, as it stood in Rome previous to any

of Roman ^ contact with the Greeks, from the list of the
festivals,

public and duly named festival-days {feriae
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publicae) of the Eoman community, which is pi'cserved in

its calendar and is beyond all question the oldest document

which has reached lis from Roman antiquity. The first

place in it is occupied by the gods Jupiter asud !Mars along

with the duplicate of the latter, Quirinus. All the days of

full moon (idus) are sacred to Jupiter, besides all the wine-

fostivals and various other days to be mentioned afterwards

;

the 21st May {agonalia) is dedicated to his counterpart, the

" bad Jovis " ( Vediovis). To Mars belongs the new-year

of the 1st March, and generally the great warrior-festival in

this month which derived its very name from the god ; this

festival, introduced by the horse-racing [equirria) on the

27th February, had during March its principal solemnities

on ^he days of the shield-forger {eqiiirria or Mamnralia,

March 14), of the armed dance at the Comitium {quinqua-

trus, March 19), and of the consecration of trumpets {tuhi-

histrium, March 23). As, when a war was to be waged, it

began with this festival, so after the close of the campaign

in autumn there followed a further festival of Mars, that of

the consecration of arms {cirmilustrium, October 19). Last-

ly, to the second Mars, Quirinus, the 17th February was

appropriated
(
Quirinalia). Among the other festivals those

which related to the culture of corn and wine hold the first

place, while the pastoral feasts play but a subordinate part.

To this class belongs especially the great series of spring-

festivals in April, in the course of which sacrifices were

offered on the 15th to Tellus, the nourishing earth [fordi-

cidia, sacrifice of 1^ pregnant cow), on the 19th to Ceres,

the goddess of germination and growtb {Cerialia), on the

21st to Pales, the fecundating goddess of the flocks (Palilia),

on the 23rd to Jupiter, as the protector of the vines and of

the vats of the previous year's vintage which were first

opened on this day
(
Vinalia), and on the 25th to the bad

enemy of the crops, rust {Rohirius: Rohigalia). So after

the completion of the work of the fields and the fortunate

ingathering of their produce twin festivals were celebrated

in honour of the god and goddess of inbringing and har-

vest, Consus (from condere) and Ops; the first immediately
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aflei' the completion of cutting (A-Ugust 21, Consitalia

;

August 25, Opiconsiva) ; and the second in the middle of

winter, when the blessings of the granary are especially

manifest (December 15, Consualia ; December 19, Opa-

lid) ; between these two latter days the thoughtful consid-

eration of the old arrangers of the festivals inserted that

of seed-sowing {^Saturnalia from Sacturnus or Saiurnus,

December 17). In like manner the festival of must or of •
healing {meditrinalia, October 11),. so called because a heal-

ing virtue was attributed to the fresh must, was dedicated

to Jovis as the wine-god after the completion of the vin-

tage ; the original reference of the third wine-feast ( Vina

lia, August 19) is not clear. To these festivals were added

at the close of the year the wolf-festival [Lupercalia, Fdpru-

ary IT) of the shepherds in honour of the good god, Fau-

nus, and the boundary-stone festival [Terminalia, February

23) of the husbandmen, as also the summer-grove festival

of two days [Lucaria, July 19, 21) which may have re-

ferred to the forest-gods {Silvani), the fountain-festival

{^Fontinalia, October 13), and the festival of the shortest

day, which brings in the new sun (^An-geronalia, Divalia,

December 21).

Of not less importance—as was to be expected in the

case of the port of Latium—were the mariner-festivals of

the divinities of the sea [Neptunalia, July 23), of the har-

bour (Portunalia, August 17), and of the Tiber stream

( Voliurnalia, August 27).

Handicraft and art, on the other h|jjd, are represented

in this cycle of the gods only by the god of fire and of

smith's work, Volcanus, to whom besides the day named

after him (Volcanalia, August 23) the second festival of I

the consecration of trumpets was dedicated {tubilustrium, ^

May 23), and perhaps also by the festival of Carmentis
*

[Carmentalia, January 11, 15), who probably was adored

originally as the goddess of spells and of song and only in-

ferentially as protectress of births.

Domestic and family life in general were represented

by the festival of the goddess of the house and of the spirits
j
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' of the storechamber, Vesta and the Penates ( Vestalia, June

9) ; the festival of the goddess of birth * {Matralia, June

11); the festival of the bearing of children, dedicated to

Liber and Libera {Liberalia, March 17), the festival of de-

parted spirits {Feralia, February 21), and the three days'

ghost-celebration {Lemuria, May 9, 11, 13); while those

having reference to civil relations were the two—otherwise

to us somewhat obscure—festivals of the king's flight

{Regifugium, February 24) and of the people's flight

{Poplifvgia, July 5), of which at least the last day was

devoted to Jupiter, and the festival of the Seven Mounts

{Agonia or Septimontmm, December 11"). A special day

{agonia, January 9) was also consecrated to Janus, the god

of beginnin':^. The real nature of some other days—that

of Furrina (July 25), and that of the Larentalia devoted to

Jupiter and Acca Larentia, perhaps a feast of the Lares

(December 23)—is no longer known.

This table is complete for the immoveable public festi-

vals
;

and—although by the side of these standing festal

days there certainly occurred from the earliest times change-

able and occasional festivals—this document, in what it says

as well as in what it omits, opens up to us an insight into a

primitive age otherwise almost wholly unknown. The
union of the Old Eoman community and the Hill-Romans

had indeed already taken place when this table of festivals

was formed, for we find in it Quirinus alongside of Mars
;

but when this list was drawn up the Capitoline temple was

not yet in existence, for Juno and Minerva are absent ; nor

was the temple of Diana erected on the Aventine ; nor was

any notion of worship borrowed from the Greeks,

* This was, to all appearance, the original nature of the " moming-
mother " or Mater matuta ; in connection with which we may recall the

circumstance that, as the names Lucius and especiiiUy Manim show,

the morning hour was reckoned as lucky for birth. Mater matuta prob-

ably became a goddess of sea and harbour only at a later epoch under

the influence of the myth of Leucothea ; the fact that the goddess was

chiefly worshipped by women tells against the view that she was origin-

ally a harbour-goddess.
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The central object not only of Roman but of Italian

Mars and "Worship generally in that epoch when the Italian

Jupiter.
stock, still dwelt by itself in the peninsula was,

according to all indications, the god Maurs or Mars, the

killing god,* pre-eminently regarded as the divine champion

of the burgesses, hurling the spear, protecting the flock, and

overthrowing the foe. Each community of course had its

own Mars, and deemed him to be the strongest and holiest

of all ; and accordingly every " ver sacrum " setting out to

found a new community marched under the protection of its

own Mars. To Mars was dedicated the first month not

only in the Roman calendar of the months, which in no

other instance takes notice of the gods, but also probably

in all the other Latin and Sabellian calendars : among the

Roman proper names, which in like manner contain no allu-

sion to any other god, Marcus, Mamercus, and Mamurius

appear in prevailing use from very early times ; with Mars

and his sacred woodpecker was connected the oldest Italian

prophecy ; the wolf, the animal sacred to Mars, was the

badge of the Roman burgesses, and such sacred national

legends as the Roman imagination was able to produce re-

ferred exclusively to the god Mars and to his duplicate

Quirinus. In the list of festivals certainly father Diovis

—

a purer and more civil than military reflection of the char-

acter of the Roman community—occupies a larger space

than Mars, just as the priest of Jupiter has precedence over

the two priests of the god of war ; but the latter still plays

a very prominent part in the list, and it is even quite likely

that, when this arrangement of festivals was established,

Jovis stood by the side of Mars like Ahuramazda by the

side of Mithra, and that the worship of the warlike Roman
community still really centred at this time in the martial

god of death and his March festival, while it was not the

* From Maurs,whichf)he oldest form handed down by tradition, there

have been developed by different treatment of the u Mars, Mavors, Mors;

the transition to o (like Paula, Fola, and the like) appears also in the

double form 3Iar - Mor (comp. 3fa - mnrius) alongside of Mar-Mar and

Ma-Mers.
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" care-destroyer " afterwards introduced by the Greeks, but

father Jovis himself, who was regarded as the god of the

heart-gladdening wine.

It is no part of our present task to consider the Roman
deities in detail ; but it is important, even in an

tho Roman historical point of view, to call attention to the

^° ^'
peculiar narrowness of conception and at the

same time the deeply rooted earnestness that marked the

!R5man faith. Abstraction and personification lay at the

root of the Roman as well as of the Hellenic mythology

:

the Hellenic as well as the Roman god was originally sug-

gested by some natural phenomenon or some mental con-

ception, and to the Roman just as to the Greek every divin-

ity appeared a person. This is evident from their appre-

hending the individual gods as male or female ; from their

style of appeal to an unknown deity,—" Be thou god or

goddess, man or woman ;
" and from the deeply cherished

belief that the name of the proper tutelary spirit of the

community ought to remain for ever unpronounced, lest an

enemy should come to learn it and calling the god by his

name should entice him beyond the bounds. A remnant

of this strongly sensuous \aew clung to Mars in particular,

the oldest and most national fox-m of divinity in Italy. But

while abstraction, which lies at the foundation of every re-

ligion, elsewhere endeavoured to rise to wider and more
enlarged conceptions, and to penetrate ever more deeply

into the essence of things, the forms of the Roman faith

remained at, or sank to, a singularly low level of concep-

tion and of insight. Whilejnthe case of the Greek every

important notion speedily expanded into a group of forms

and gathered around it a circle of legends and ideas, in the

case, of tlip. T^.oman the fundamental thought remained sta-

tionary in its original naked rigidity, The religion of Rome
had nothing of its own presenting even a remote resem-

blance to the religion of Apollo investing earthly morality

with a halo of glory, to the divine intoxication of Diony-

sus, or to the Chthonian and mystical M'orships with their

profound and hidden meanings. It had indeed its " bad
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god "
( Ve-diovis), its apparitions and ghosts {lemures), and

its deities of foul air, of fever, of diseases, perhaps even of

theft {laverna) ; but it was unable to excite that mysterious

awe after which the human heart has always a longing, or

thoroughly to incorporate the incomprehensible and even

the malignant elements in nature and in man, which must

not be wanting in religion if it would reflect man as a

whole. In the religion of Eome there was hardly anything

secret except the names of the gods of the city, the Pena-

tes ; the real character, moreover, even of these gods was

manifest to every one.

The national Roman theology sought on all hands to

form distinct conceptions of important phenomena and

qualities, to express them in its terminology, and to classify

them systematically—in the first instance according to that

division of persons and things which also formed the basis

of private law—that it might thus be able in due fashion to

invoke the gods individually or by classes, and to point out

(indigitare) to the multitude the modes of appropriate in-

vocation. Of such notions, the products of outwai-d ab-

straction—of the homeliest simplicity, sometimes vener-

able, sometimes ridiculous—Roman theology was in sub-

stance made up. Conceptions such as sowing {saeturnus)

and field-labour (ops), ground (tellus) and boundary-stone

{terminus), were among the oldest and most sacred of Ro-

man divinities. Perhaps the most peculiar of all the forms

of deity in Rome, and probably the only one for whose

worship there was devised an effigy peculiarly Italian, was

the double-headed lanus ;* and yet it was simply suggestive

* The facts, that gates aud doors and the morning {ianus maiutinus)

were sacred to laiius, and that be was always invoked before any other

god and was even represented in the series of coins before Jupiter and

the other gods, indicate unmistakeably that he was the abstraction of

opening and beginning. The double-head looking both ways was con-

nected with the gate that opened both ways. To make him god of the

sun and of the year is the less justifiable, because the month that bears

his name was originally the eleventh, not the first ; that month seems

rather to have derived its name from the circumstance, that at this sea-
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of the idea so characteristic of the scrupulous spirit of Ro-

man religion, that at the commencement of every act the

" spirit of opening " should first be invoked, while it above

all betokened the deep conviction that it was as indispensa-

ble to combine the Roman gods in sets as it was necessary

that the more personal gods of the Hellenes should stand

singly and apart. Of all the worships of Rome that which

perhaps had the deepest hold was the worship of the tute-

lary spirits that presided in and over the household and the

storechamber : these were in public worship Vesta and the

Penates, in family worship the gods of forest and field, the

Silvani, and especially the gods of the household in its strict

sense, the Lases or Lares, to whom their share of the fam-

ily meal was regularly assigned, and before whom it was,

even in the time of Cato the Elder, the first duty of the

father of the household on returning home to perform his

devotions. In the ranking of the gods, however, these

spirits of the house and of the field occupied the lowest

rather than the highest place ; it was—and it could not be

otherwise with a religion which renounced all attempts to

idealize—not the broadest and most general, but the sim-

plest and most individual abstraction, in which the pious

heart found most nourishment.

This indifference to ideal elements in the Roman religipfi

was accompanied by a practical and utilitarian teiidency, as

is clearly enough apparent in the table of festivals which

has been already explained. Increase of substance and of

prosperity by husbandry and the rearing of flocks and

herds, by seafaring and commerce—this was what the Ro-

man desired from his gods ; and it very well accords with

this view, that the god of good faith {deus fidms), the god-

dess of chance and good luck {fors fortuna), and the god
of traffic {merctirius), originating out of their daily deal-

ings, although not occurring in that ancient table of festi-

son after the rest of the middle of whiter the cycle of the labours of the

field began afresh. It was, however, a matter of course that the open-

ing of the year should also be included in the sphere of Linus, especial-

ly after lanuarius came to be placed at its head.

10*
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vals, appear very early as adored far and near by the Ro«

mans. Strict frugality and mercantile speculation were

1 rooted in the Roman character too deeply not to find their

thoi'ough reflection in its divine counterpart.

Respecting the world of spirits little can be said. The
departed souls of mortal men, the *' good

"

Spirits. . -^
. . ^ , , T , . ,

\manes), contmued to exist as shades hauntmg the

spot where the body reposed {dii inferi), and received meat

and drink from the survivors. But they dwelt in the depths

beneath, and there Avas no bridge that led from the lower

world either to men ruling on earth or upward to the gods

above. The hero-worship of the Greeks was wholly for-

eign to the Romans, and the late origin and poor invention

of the legend as to the foundation of Rome are shown by
the thoroughly unRoman transformation of king Romulus
into the god Quirinus. Numa, the oldest and most venelr-

able name in Roman tradition, never received the honours

of a god in Rome as Theseus did in Athens.

The most ancient priesthoods in the community bore

reference to Mars ; especially the priest of the

god of the community, nominated for life, " the

kindler of Mars " {^fiamen Marilalis) as he was designated

from presenting burnt-offerings, and the twelve " leapers "

[salii), a band of young men who in March performed the

war-dance in honour of Mars and accompanied it by song.

We have already explained (p. 123) how the amalgamation

of the Hill-community with that of the Palatine gave rise

to the duplication of the Roman Mars, and thereby to the

introduction of a second priest of Mars—the fiamen Quiri-

nalis—and a second guild of dancers—the salii collini.

To these were added other public worships (some of

which probably had an origin far earlier than that of Rome),

for which either single priests w'ere appointed—as those of

Carmentis, of Volcanus, of the god of the harbour and the

river—or the celebration of which was committed to par-

ticular colleges or clans in the name of the people. Such a

college was probably that of the twelve " field-brethren
"

{fraires arvales) who invoked the creative goddess {dca
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dia) in May to bless the growth of the seed ; although it is

very doubtful whether they enjoyed at this period the pecu-

liar consideration which we find subsequently accorded to

them in the time of the empire. These Avere accompanied

by the Titian brotherhood, which had to preserve and to

attend to the distinctive cultus of the Eoman Tities (p. 72),

and by the thirty " curial kindlers " [Jlamines curiales), in-

stituted for the hearths of the thirty curies. The " wolf

festival " {lupercalia) already mentioned was celebrated for

the protection of the flocks and herds in honour of the

" favoui-able god " (faunus), by the Quinctian clan and the-

Fabii who were associated with them after the admission

of the Hill-Romans, in the month of February—a genuine

shepherds' carnival, in which the " wolves " {luperci) jumped

about naked \vith a girdle of goatskin, and whipped the peo-

ple with thongs. In like manner the community may be

conceived as represented and participating in the case of

other gentile worships.

To this earliest worship of the Roman community new
rites were gradually added. The most important of these

worships had reference to the city as newly united and vir-

tually founded afresh by the construction of the great wall

and stronghold. In it tha highpst nnd be^t Wis of the/

Capitol—the genius of the RnTnan ppopip,—was plncod nt,

the head of all the Roman divinities, and \}\f>. " kind]pr "

thenceforth appointed, \h(>^ fnnrpn. ninliv^ rnrmp<1 \n or,r,'y]y]f>.

tion with the two priests of Mars tho. snpTP.d trind of high-

priests . Contempoi'aneously began the cultus of the new
single city-hearth—Vesta—and the kindred cultus of the

Penates of the community (p. 157). Six chaste virgins,

daughters as it were of the household of the Roman peo-

ple, attended to that pious service, and had to maintain the

wholesome fire of the common hearth always blazing as an

example (p. 61) and an omen to the burgesses. This wor-

ship, half-domestic, half-public, was the most sacred of all

in Rojne, and it accordingly was the latest of all the hea-

then worships there to give way before the ban of Chris-

tianity. The Aventine, moreover, was assigned to Diana as
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the representative of the Latin confederacy (p. 150), but

for that very reason no special Roman priesthood was ap-

pointed for her ; and the community gradually became ac-

customed to render definite homage to numerous other dei-

fied abstractions by means of general festivals or by repre-

sentative priesthoods specially destined for their service ; in

particular instances—such as those of the goddess of flow-

ers {Flora) and of fruits (Pomona)—it appointed also

special flamines, so that the number of these was at length

fifteen. But among them they carefully distinguished those

three great kindlers {Jlamines maiores), who down to the

latest times could only be taken from the ranks of the old

burgesses, just as the old incorporations of the Palatine and

Quirinal Salii always asserted precedence over all the other

colleges of priests. Thus the necessary and stated observ-

ances due to the gods of the community were entrusted

once for all by the state to fixed corporations or regular

ministers ; and the expense of sacrifices, which was proba-

bly not inconsiderable, was covered partly by the assigna-

tion of certain lands to particular temples, partly by the

fines (pp. 109, 205).
' It cannot be doubted that the public worship of the

other Latin, and probably also of the Sabellian, communi-

ties was essentially similar in character. At any rate it

can be shown that the Flamines, Salii, Luperci, and Ves-

tales were institutions not special to Rome, but general

among the Latins, and at least the first three colleges ap-

pear to have been formed in the kindred communities inde-

pendently of the Roman model.

Lastly, as the state made arrangements in reference to

its own gods, so each burgess might make similar arrange-

ments in his individual sphere, and might not only present

sacrifices, but might also consecrate set places and minis-

ters, to his own divinities.

There was thus enough of priesthood and of priests in

CoMti^es of Rome. Those, however, who had business with
sacred lore. ^ g^^j resortcd to the god, and not to the priest.

Every suppliant and inquirer addressed himself directly to
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the divinity—the community of course by the king as its

mouthpiece, just as the curia by the curio and the equiles

by their colonels ; no intervention of a priest was allowed

to conceal or to obscure this original and simple relation.

But it was no easy matter to hold converse with a god.

The god had his own way of speaking, which was intelligi-

ble only to those acquainted with it ; but one who did

rightly understand it knew not only how to ascertain, but

also how to manage, the will of the god, and even in case

of need to overreach or to constrain him. It was natural,

therefore, that the worshijjper of the god should regularly

consult such men of skill and listen to their advice ; and

thence arose the corporations or colleges of men specially

skilled in religious lore, a thoroughly national Italian insti-

tution, which had a far more important influence on political

development than the individual priests or priesthoods./

These colleges have been often, but erroneously, confouiicl-

ed with the priesthoods. The priesthoods were charged

with the worship of a specific divinity ; the skilled colleges,

on the other hand, were charged with the preservation of

traditional rules regarding those more general religious ob-

servances, the proper fulfilment of which implied a certain

amount of information and rendered it necessary that the

state in its own interest should provide for the faithful

transmission of that information. These close corporations

supplying their own vacancies, of course from the ranks of

the burgesses, became in this way the depositaries of skilled

arts and sciences.

Under the Roman constitution and that of the Latin

communities in general there were oriffinallv
Augurs. o ./

but two such colleges ; that of the augurs and

that of the pontifices.* The six augurs were skilled in in-

* The clearest evidence of this is the fact, that iu the communities

organized on the Latin scheme augurs and pontifices occur everywhere

(e. g. Cic. de Lege. Agr. ii. 35, 96, and numerous inscriptions), but the

other colleges do not. The former, therefore, stand on the same foot-

ing with the constitution of ten curies and the Flamines, Salii, and Lu-

pcrci, as very ancient heirlooms of the Latin stock ; whcresis the
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terpreting the language of the gods from the flight of birds

;

an art, whii;h was prosecuted with great earnestness and

reduced to a quasi-scientific system. The five " bridge-

builders" {pontiiices) derived their name from

their function, as sacred as it was politically im-

portant, of conducting the building and demolition of the

bridge over the Tiber. They were the Roman engineers,

who understood the mystery of measures and numbers

;

whence there devolved upon them also the duties of man-

aging the calendar of the state, of proclaiming to the peo-

ple the time of new and full moon and the days of festi-

vals, and of seeing that every religious and every judicial

act took place on the right day. As they had thus an espe-

cial supervision of all religious observances, it was to them

in case of need—on occasion of marriage, testament, or

adrogatio—that the preliminary question was addressed,

whether the matter proposed did not in any respect offend

against divine law ; and it was they who fixed and promul-

gated the general exoteric precepts of ritual, which were

known under the name of the " royal laws." Thus they

acquired (although not probably to the full extent till after

the abolition of the monarchy) the general oversight of Ro-

man worship and of whatever was connected with it—and

what was there that was not so connected'? They them-

Duoviri sacris faciundis, theFetiales, and other colleges, like the thirty

curies and the Servian tribes and centuries, originated in, and remained

therefore confined to, Rome. But in the case of the second college—

the pontifices—the influence of Rome probably led to the introduction

of that name into the general Latin scheme instead of some earlier, per-

haps more variable, designation ; or—a hypothesis which philologically

has much in its favour—pons originally signified not " bridge," but

" way " generally, and pontifex therefore meant " constructor of ways."

The statements regarding the original number of the augurs in par-

ticular vary. The view that it was necessary for the number to be an

odd one is refuted by Cic. {de Lege Agr. ii. S5, 96); and Livy (x. 6) does

not say so, but only states that the number of Roman augurs had to be

divisible by three, and so must have had an odd number as its basis.

According to Livy {I. c.) the number was six down to the Ogulnian law, and

the same is virtually affirmed by Cicero {de Rep. ii. 9, M) when he re-

presents Ronir.lus as instituting four, and Numa two, augural stalls.
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selves described the sum of their knowledge as "the science

of things divine and human." In fact the rudimeiits of

spiritual and temporal jurisprudence as well as of historical

composition proceeded from this college. For the writing

of history was associated with the calendar and the book of

annals ; and, as from the organization of the Roman courts

of law no tradition could originate in these courts them-

selves, it was necessary that the knowledge of legal princi-

ples and procedure should be traditionally preserved in the

college of the pontifices, which alone was competent to give

an opinion respecting court-days and questions of religious

law.

By the side of these two oldest and most eminent cor-

porations of men versed in spiritual lore may
Fetialos. i. >i

be to some extent ranked the college of the

twenty state-heralds [fctiules, of uncertain derivation), des-

tined as a living repository to preserve traditionally the

remembrance of the treaties concluded with neighbouring

communities, to pronounce an authoritative opinion on

alleged infractions of treaty-rights, and in case of need to

demand satisfaction and declare war. They had precisely

the same position with reference to international, as the

pontifices had Avith reference to religious, law ; and were

therefore, like the latter, entitled to point out the law,

although not to administer it.

But in however high repute these colleges were, and im-

portant and comprehensive as were the functions assigned

to them, it was never forgotten—least of all in the case of

those which held the highest position—that their duty was

not to command, but to tender skilled advice, not directly

to obtain the answer of the gods, but to explain the answer

Avhen obtained to the inquirer. The highest of the priests

was not merely inferior in rank to the king, but might not

even give advice to him unasked. It was the province of

the king to determine whether and when he would take an

observation of birds ; the " bird-secr " simply stood beside

him and interpreted to him, when necessary, the language

of the messengers of heaven. In like manner the Fetialis
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and the Pontifex could not interfere in matters of inter-

national or common law except when those concerned there-

with desired it. The Romans, notwithstanding all their

zeal for religion, adhered with unbending strictness to the

principle that the priest ought to remain completely power-

less in the state and—excluded from all command—ought

like any other burgess to render obedience to the humblest

magistrate.

The Latin worship was grounded mainly on man's en-

Character of joyment of earthly pleasures, and only in a sub-
their cuUus. ordinate degree on his fear of the wild forces of

nature ; it consisted pre-eminently therefore in expressions

of joy, in lays and songs, in games and dances, and above

all in banquets. In Italy, as everywhere among agricul-

tural tribes whose ordinary food consists of vegetables, the

slaughter of cattle was at once a household feast and an act

of worship : a pig was the most acceptable offering to the

gods, just because it was the usual roast for a feast. But all

extravagance of expense as well as all excess of rejoicing

was inconsistent with the solid character of the Romans.

Frugality in relation to the gods was one of the most

prominent traits of the primitive Latin worship ; and the

free play of imagination was repressed with iron severity

by the moral self-discipline which the nation maintained
;

so that the Latins remained strangers to the abominations

which grow out of its unrestrained indulgence. At the

very core of the Latin religion there lay that profound

moral impulse which leads men to bring earthly guilt and

earthly punishment into relation with the world of the gods,

and to view the former as a crime against the gods, and the

latter as its expiation. The execution of the criminal con-

demned to death was as much an expiatory sacrifice offered

to the divinity as was the killing of an enemy in just war

;

the thief who by night stole the fruits of the field paid the

penalty to Ceres on the gallows just as the enemy paid it to

mother earth and the good spirits on the field of battle.

The profound and fearful idea of substitution also meets us

here : when the gods of the community were angry and no-
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body could be laid hold of as definitely guilty, they might

be appeased by one who voluntarily gave himself up (clevo-

vere se) ; noxious chasms in the ground were closed, and

battles half lost were converted into victories, when a brave

burgess threw himself as an expiatory offering into the

abyss or upon the foe. The " sacred spring " was based on

a similar view ; all the offspring whether of cattle or of

men within a specified period were presented to the gods.

If acts of this nature are to be called human sacrifices, then

such sacrifices belonged to the essence of the Latin faith

;

but we are bound to add that, far back as our view reaches

into the past, this immolation, so far as life was concerned,

was limited to the guilty who had been convicted before a

civil tribunal, or to the innocent who voluntarily chose to

die. Human sacrifices of a different description, which are

inconsistent with the fundamental idea of a sacrificial act,

and which, wherever they have occurred among the Indo-

Gerraanic stocks at least, have been the offspring of later

degeneracy and bai'barism, never gained admission among
the Romans ; hardly in a single instance were superstition

and despair induced, even in times of extreme distress, to

seek an extraordinary deliverance through means so revolt-

ing. Comparatively slight traces are to be found among
the Romans of belief in ghosts, fear of enchantments, or

dealing in mysteries. Oracles and prophecy never acquired

the importance in Italy which they obtained in Greece, and
never were able to exercise a serious control over public or

private life.

But on the other hand the Latin religion sank into a

singular insipidity and dulness, and early became shrivelled

into an anxious and dreary round of ceremonies. The god
of the Italian was, as we have already said, above all things

an instrument for helping him to the attainment of very
substantial earthly objects ; this turn was given to the re-

ligious views of the Italian by his tendency towards the

palpable and the real, and is no less distinctly apparent in

the saint-worship of the modern inhabitants of Italy. The
gods confronted man just as a creditor confronted his debt-
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or ; each of them had a duly acquired right to certain per-

formances and payments ; and as the number of the gods

was as great as the number of the incidents in earthly life,

and the neglect or wrong performance of the worship of

each god revenged itself in the corresponding incident, it

was a laborious and difficult task even to gain a knowledge

of one's religious obligations, and the priests who were

skilled in the law of divine things and pointed out its

requirements—the pontifices—could not fail to attain an

extraordinary influence. The upright man fulfilled the re-

quirements of sacred ritual with the same mercantile punc-

tuality with which he met his earthly obligations, and at

times did more than was due, if the god had done so on his

part. Man even dealt in speculation with his god ; a vow
was in reality as in name a formal contract between the god

and the man, by which the latter promised to the former

for a certain service to be rendered a certain equivalent re-

turn ; and the Roman legal principle that no contract could

be concluded by deputy was not the least important of the

reasons on account of which all priestly mediation was ex-

cluded from the religious concerns of man in Latium.

Nay, as the Roman merchant was entitled, without injury

to his conventional rectitude, to fulfil his contract merely in

the letter, so in dealing with the gods, according to the

teaching of Roman theology, the copy of an object was

given and received instead of the object itself. They pre-

sented to the lord of thd sky heads of onions and poppies,

that he might launch his lightnings at these rather than at

the heads of men. In payment of the oflfering annually de-

manded by father Tiber, thirty puppets plaited of rushes

were annually thrown into the stream.* The ideas of

divine mercy and placability were in these instances insepa-

lably mixed up with a pious cunning, which tried to delude

and to pacify so formidable a master by means of a sham

f^atisijiction. The Roman fear of the gods accordingly ex-

* It is only an unreflecting misconception that can discover in this

usa^e a reminiscence of ancient human sacrifices.
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ercised powerful influejice over the minds of the multitude;

but it was by no means that sense of awe in the presenco

of an all-controlling nature or of an almighty God, that lies

at the foundation of the views of pantheism and monothe-

ism respectively ; on the contrary, it was of a very earthly

character, and scarcely different in any material respect

from the trembling with which the Roman debtor ap-

proached his just, but very strict and very powerful cred-

itor. It is plain that SÛ l a rcli'J-inn wns fitt^rl mthpi- tn

stifle than^to foster artistic and speculative views. When
the Greek had clothed .the simple thoughts of primitive,

times with human flesh and blood, the ideas of the gods so

formed not only became the elements of plastic and poetic

art, but acquired also that universality and elasticity which

are the profoundest characteristics of human nature and for

this very reason are essential to all religions that aspire to

rule the world. Through such ideas the simple view of

nature became expanded into the conception of a cosmog-

ony, the homely moral notion became enlarged into a prin-

ciple of universal humanity ; and for a long period the

Greek religion was enabled to embrace within it the physi-

cal and metaphysical views—the whole ideal development

of the nation—and to expand in depth and breadth with the

increase of its contents, until imagination and speculation

rent asunder the vessel which had nursed them. But in

Latium the embodiment of the conceptions of deity contin-

ued so wholly transparent that it afforded no opportunity

for the training either of artist or poet, and the Latin re-

ligion always held a distant and even hostile attitude

towards art. As the god was not and could not be aught

else than the spiritualization of an earthly phenomenon,

this same earthly counterpart naturally formed his place of

abode {teinplum) and his image ; walls and efligies made by
the hands of men seemed only to obscure and to embarrass

the spiritual conception. Accordingly the original Roman
worship had no images of the gods or houses set apart for

them ; and although the god was at an early period wor-

shipped in Latium, probably in imitation of the Greeks, by
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means of an image, and had a little cbapel {aedicida) built

for him, such a figurative representation was reckoned con-

trary to the laws of Numa and was generally regarded as

an impure and foreign innovation. The Koman religion

could exhibit no image of a god peculiar to it, with the ex-

ception, perhaps, of the double-headed lanus ; and Varro

even in his time derided the desire of the multitude for

puppets and effigies. The utter-want of productive power

in the Roman religion was likewise the ultimate cause of

the thorough poverty which always marked Roman poetry

and still more Roman speculation.

The same distinctive character was manifest, moreover,

in the domain of its practical use. The practical gain which

accrued to the Roman community from their religion was

a code of moral law gradually developed by the priests, and

the pontijices in particular, side by side with the legal ordi-

nances. This moral law on the one hand supplied the place

of police regulations at a period when the state was still

far from providing any direct police-guardianship for its

citizens ; and on the other hand it brought to the bar of

the gods and visited with divine penalties the breach of

those moral obligations which could not be reached at all,

or could be but imperfectly enforced^ by the law of the

state. The regulations of the former class religiously incul-

cated the due observance of holidays and the cultivation of

the fields and vineyards according to the rules of good hus-

bandry, which we shall have occasion to notice more fully

in the sequel. To this class belonged also the worship of

the hearth or of the Lares which was connected with con-

siderations of sanitary police (p. 225), and above all the

practice of burning the bodies of the dead, adopted among
the Romans at a singularly early period, far earlier than

among the Greeks—a practice implying a rational concep-

tion of life and of death, which was foreign to primitive

times and is even foreign to ourselves at the present day.

It must be reckoned no small achievement that the national

religion of the Latins was able to carry out these and simi-

lar improvements. But the moral effect of this law was
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still more important. Under this head we might include

the fact itself that every sentence, at least every capital sen-

tence, was primarily conceived as the curse of the divinity

offended by the crime. But not only did that curse accom-

pany the judgment pronounced by the community ; it also

supplemented its deficiencies. If a husband sold his wife,

or a father sold his married son ; if a child struck his father,

or a daughter-in-law her father-in-law ; if a patron violated

his obligation to keep faith with his guest or dependent, the

civil law had no penalty for such outrages, but the burden

of the curse of the gods lay thenceforth on the head of the

offender. Not that the person thus accursed {sacer) was

outlawed ; such an outlawry, inconsistent in its nature with

all civil order, was only an exceptional occurrence in Rome
—an aggravation of the religious curse at the time of the

quarrels between the orders. It was not the province of

the civil authorities, still less of the individual burgess or

of the wholly powerless priest, to carry into effect the

divine curse ; the life of the person accursed was forfeited

not to men but to the gods. But the pious popular faith,

on which that curse was based, must in earlier times have

had power even over natures frivolous and wicked ; and the

moral agency of religion must have exercised an influence

deeper and purer precisely because it was not contaminated

by any appeal to the secular arm.

But it performed no higher service in Latium than the

furtherance of civil order and morality by such means as

these. In this field Hellas had an unspeakable advantage

over Latium ; it owed to its religion not merely its whole

intellectual development, but also its national union, so far

as such an union was attained at all ; the oracles and festi-

vals of the gods, Delphi and Olympia, and the Muses,

daughters of faith, were the centres round which revolved

all that was great in Hellenic life and all in it that was the

common heritage of the nation. And yet even here Latium

had, as compared with Hellas, its own advantages. The
Latin religion, reduced as it was to the level of ordinary

perception, was completely intelligible to every one and
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accessible in common to all ; and therefore the Eoman com-

mimity preserved the equality of its citizens, while Hellas,

where religion rose to the level of the highest thought, had

from the earliest times to endure all the blessing and curse

of an aristocracy of intellect. The Latin religion like

every other had its origin in the effort to fathom the abyss

of thought ; it is only to a superficial view, which is de-

ceived as to the depth of the stream because it is clear, that

its transparent spirit-world can appear to be shallow. This

deeply-rooted faith disappeared with the progress of time

as necessarily as the dew of morning disappears before the

rising sun, and in consequence the Latin religion came at

length to wither ; but the Latins preserved their simplicity

of faith longer than most peoples and longer especially than

the Greeks. As colours are effects-x>f light nridfvtj^hft sam£
time_dimJtj_^o_artjmd_scienc^

but also the destroyers_Xi£Jaith. ; and, much as this process

at once of development and of destruction is swayed by
necessity, by the same law of nature certain results have

been reserved to the epoch of early simplicity—results

which subsequent epochs make vain endeavours to attain.

The mighty intellectual development of the Hellenes, which

created their religious and literary unity (ever imperfect as

that unity was), was the very thing that made it impossible

for them to attain to a genuine political union ; they sacri-

ficed thereby the simplicity, the flexibility, the self-devotion,

the power of amalgamation, which constitute the conditions

of any such union. It is time therefore to desist from that

childish view of history which believes that it can com-

mend the Greeks only at the expense of the Romans, or

the Romans only at the expense of the Greeks ; and, as we

allow the oak to hold its own beside the rose, so should we
abstain from praising or censuring the two noblest organi-

zations which antiquity has produced, and comprehend the

truth that their distinctive excellences have a necessary con-

nection with their respective defects. The deepest and ulti-j

mate reason of the diversity between the two nations lay!

beyond doubt in the fact that Latium did not, and that Hel-i
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las did, during the season of growth come into contact with

'ftie East. No people on earth was great enough by its own

efFoi'ts to create either the marvel of Hellenic or at a later

period the marvel of Christian culture ; history has pro-

duced these most brilliant results only where the ideas of

Aramaic religion have sunk into an Indo-Gernfianic soil.

But if for this reason Ilellas is the prototype of purely

human, Latium is not less for all time the prototype of

national, development ; and it is the duty of us their suc-

cessors to honour both and to learn from both. _^^"

Such was the nature and such the influence of the Ro-

Foreign V[\sii\ religion in its pure, unhampered, and thor-

worships. oughly national development. Its national char-

acter was not infringed by the fact that, from the earliest

times, modes and systems of worship were introduced from

abroad ; no more than the bestowal of the rights of citizen-

ship on individual foreigners denationalized the Roman
state. An exchange of gods as well as of goods with the

Latins must have taken place as a matter of course ; the

transplantation to Rome of gods and worships belonging to

less cognate races is more remarkable. Of the distinctive

Sabine worship maintained by the Titles wo have already

spoken (p. 227). Whether any of their conceptions of the

gods were borrowed from Etruria is more doubtful : for

the Lases, the older designation of the genii (from lascivus),

and Minerva the goddess of memory [mens, menervare),

which have been usually described as originally Etruscan,

were on the contrary, judging from philological grounds,

indigenous to Latium. It is at any rate certain, and in

keeping with all that we otherwise know of Roman inter-

course, that the Greek worship received earlier and more
extensive attention in Rome than any other of foreign ori-

gin. The Greek oracles furnished the earliest occasion of

its introduction. The language of the Roman gods was

wholly confined to Yea and Nay or at the most to the malc-

ing their will known by the method of casting lots,* wliicli

* Sors from serere, to place in a row. The sortes were probably

small wooden tablets arranged upon a string, which when thrown formed
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appears in its origin Italian ; while from very ancient

times—although not apparently until the impulse was re-

ceived from the East—the more talkative gods of the

Greeks imparted actual utterances of prophecy. The Ro-

mans made efforts, even at an early period, to treasure up

such counsels, and copies of the leaves of the soothsaying

priestess of Apollo, the Cumaean Sibyl, were accordingly a

highly valued gift on the part of their Greek guest-friends

from Campania. For the reading and interpretation of the

fortune-telling book a special college, inferior in rank only

to the augurs and pontifices, was instituted in early times,

consisting of two men of lore {duoviri sacris faciundis),

who were furnished at the expense of the state with two

slaves acquainted with the Greek language. To these cus-

todiers of oracles the people resorted in cases of doubt,

when an act of worship was needed in order to avoid some

impending evil and they did not know to which of the gods

or with what rites it was to be performed. But Romans in

search of advice early betook themselves also to the Del-

phic Apollo himself. Besides the legends relating to such

an intercourse already mentioned (p. 194), it is attested

partly by the reception of the word thesaurus so closely

connected with the Delphic oracle into all the Italian lan-

guages with which w^e are acquainted, and partly by the

oldest Roman form of the name of Apollo, Ajwrta, the

" opener," an etymological perversion of the Doric Apel-

lon, the antiquity of which is betrayed by its very barbar-

ism. The Greek Ilerakles was naturalised in Italy as Her-

clus, Hercoles, Hercules, at an early period and under a

peculiar conception of his character, apparently in the first

instance as the god of gains of adventure and of any ex-

traordinary increase of wealth ; for which reason the gen-

eral was wont to present the tenth of the spoil which he

liad procured, and the merchant the tenth of the substance

which he had obtained, to Hercules at the chief altar {ara

maxima) in the cattle market. Accordingly he became the

figures of various kinds ; an arrangement which puts one in mind of the

Runic characters.
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god of mercantile covenants generally, which in early times

were frequently concluded at this altar and confirmed by

oath, and in so far was identified with the old Latin god of

good faith {dens Jidius). The worship, of Hercules was

from an early date among the most widely diffused ; he

v,'as, to use the words of an ancient author, adored in every

hamlet of Italy, and altars were everywhere erected to him

in the streets of the cities and along the country roads.

The gods also of the mariner, Castor and Polydeukes, or

among the Romans Pollux, the god of traffic Hermes—the

Roman Mercurius, and the god of healing, Asklapios or

Aesculapius, were early known to the Romans, although

their public worship only began at a later period. The

name of the festival of the " good goddess " {bona dea),

damium, corresponding to the Greek dufuov or di'njtov, may
likewise reach back as far as this epoch. It must be the

result also of ancient borrowing, that the old Liber jmfcr

of the Romans was afterwards conceived as " father deliv-

erer " and identified with the wine-god of the Greeks, the

" releaser " (Zyaeos), and that the Roman god of the lower

regions was called the " dispenser of riches " {Pluto—Dis

pater), w^hile his spouse Persephone became converted at

once by change of the initial sound and by transference of

the idea into the Roman Proserpina, that is, " germinatrix."

Even the goddess of the Romano-Latin league, Diana of

the Aventine, seems to have been copied from the federal

goddess of the lonians of Asia Minor, the Ephesian Arte-

mis ; at least her carved image in the Roman temple was

formed after -the Ephesian type (p. 159). It was in this

way alone, through the myths of Apollo, Dionysus, Pluto,

ITerakles, and Artemis which were early pervaded by Ori-

ental ideas, that the Aramaic religion exercised at this pe-

riod a remote and indirect influence on Italy. We clearly

perceive from these fjicts that the introduction of the Greek

religion was especially due to commercial intercourse—that

it was traders and mariners who primarily brought the

Greek gods to Italy.

These individual cases however of derivation from

11
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abroad were but of secondary moment, while the remains

of the natural symbolism of primeval times, of which the

legen4^^of the oxen of Cacus may perhaps be a specimen

(p. 4l) were verging on extinction. In all its leading fea-

tures the Roman religion was an organic creation of the

people among whom we find it.

The Sabellian and Umbrian worship, judging from the

little we know of it, rested upon quite the same

the Sabei- fundamental views as the Latin with local varia-

tions of colour and form. That it was different

from the Latin is very distinctly apparent from the estab-

lishment of a special college at Rome for the preservation

of the Sabine rites (p. 72) ; but that very fact affords an

instructive illustration of the nature of the difference. Ob-

servation of the flight of birds was with both stocks the

regular mode of consulting the gods ; but the Tities ob-

served different birds from the Ramnian augurs. Similar

relations present themselves, wherever we have opportunity

of comparing them. Both stocks in common regarded the

gods as abstractions of the earthly and as of an impersonal

nature ; they differed in expression and ritual. It was natu-

ral that these diversities should appear of importance to the

worshippers of those days ; we are no longer able to appre-

hend what was the characteristic distinction, if any really

existed.

The remains of the sacred rites of the Etruscans that

have reached us are marked by a different spirit.

theEtrus- Their prevailing characteristics are a gloomy

and withal tiresome mysticism, ringing the

changes on numbers, soothsaying, and that solemn enthron-

ing of pure absurdity which at all times finds its own circle

of devotees. We are far from knowing the Etruscan wor-

ship in such completeness and purity as we know the Latin
;

and it is not improbable—indeed it cannot well be doubted

—that several of its features were only introduced by the

minute subtlety of a later period, and that the gloomy and

fantastic principles which were most alien to the Latin wor-

ship are those that have been especially handed down to ua
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by tradition. But enough still remains to show that the

mysticism and barbarism of this worship had their founda-

tion in the essential character of the Etruscan people.

With our very unsatisfactory knowledge we cannot de-

lineate the intrinsic contrast subsisting between the Etrus-

can conceptions of deity and the Italian ; but it is clear that

the most prominent among the Etruscan gods were the ma-

lignant and the mischievous. Their worship was cruel, in-

cluding in particular the sacrifice of their captives ; thus at

Caere they slaughtered the Phocaean, and at Tarquinii the

Roman, prisoners. Instead of a tranquil world of departed

"•good spirits " ruling peacefully in th* realms beneath,

such as the Latins had conceived, the Etruscan religion pre-

sented a veritable hell, in which the poor souls were doomed

to be tortured by mallets and serpents, and to which they

were conveyed by the conductor of the dead, a savage semi-

brutal figure of an old man with wings and a large ham-

mer—a figure which afterwards served in the gladiatorial

games at Rome as a model for the costume of the man who
removed the corpses of the slain from the arena. So fixed

was the association of torture with this condition of the

shades, that there was even provided a redemption from it,

which after certain mysterious offerings transferred the poor

soul to the society of the gods above. It is remarkable

that, in order to people their lower world, the Etruscans

early borrowed from the Gieeks their gloomiest notions,

such as the doctrine of Acheron and Charon, which play an

important part in the Etruscan discipline.

But the Etruscan occupied himself above all in the in-

terpretation of signs and portents. The Romans heard the

voice of the gods in nature ; but their bird-seer understood

only the signs in their simplicity, and knew only in general

whether the occurrence boded good or ill. Disturbances

of the ordinary course of nature were regarded by him as

boding evil, and put a stop to the business in hand, as when
for example a storm of thunder and lightning dispersed the

comitia ; and he probably sought to get rid of them, as, for

example, in the case of monstrous births, which were put
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to death as speedily as possible. But beyond the Tiber

matters were carried much further. The penetrating Etrus-

can read off to the believer his future fortunes in detail from

the lightning and from the entrails of animals offered in sac-

rifice ; and the more singular the language of the gods, the

more startling the portent or prodigy, the more confidently

did he declare what they foretold and the means by which

it was possible to avert the mischief. Thus arose the lore

of lightning, the art of inspecting entrails, the interpreta-

tion of prodigies—all of them, and the science of lightning

especially, devised with the hair-splitting subtlety which

characterizes the mind in pursuit of absurdities. A dwarf

called Tages with the figure of a child but with gray hairs,

who had been ploughed up by a peasant in a field near Tar-

quinii—we might almost fancy that practices at once so

childish and so drivelling had sought to present in this

figure a caricature of themselves—betrayed the secret of

this lore to the Etruscans, and then straightway died. His

disciples and successors taught what gods were in the habit

of hurling the lightning ; how the lightning of each god

might be recognized by its colour and the quarter of the

heavens whence it came ; whether the lightning boded a

permanent state of things or a single event ; and in the lat-

ter case whether the event was one unalterably fixed, or

whether it could be up to a certain limit artificially post-

poned : how they might convey the lightning away when it

struck, or compel the threatening lightning to strike, and

various marvellous arts of the like kind, with which there

was incidentally conjoined no small desire of pocketing

fees. How deeply repugnant this jugglery was to the Ro-

man character is shown by the fact that, even when people

came at a later period to employ the Etruscan lore in

Rome, no attemjjt was made to naturalize it ; during our

present period the Romans were probably still content with

their own, and with the Grecian, oracles.

The Etruscan religion occupied a higher level than the

Roman, in so far as it developed at least the rudiments of

what was wholly wanting among the Romans—speculation
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veiled under the forms of religion. Over the world and its

gods there ruled the veiled gods (Z>ji involuti), consulted

by the Etruscan Jupiter himself ; that world moreover was

finite, and, as it had come into being, so was it again to pass

away after the expiry of a definite period of time, whose

sections were the saecula. Respecting the intellectual value

which may once have belonged to this Etruscan cosmogony

and philosophy, it is difficult to form a judgment ; they ap-

pear however to have been from the very first characterized

by a dull fatalism and an insipid play upon numbers.



CHAPTER Xm.

AGRICULTURE, TRADE, AND COMMERCE.

Agriculture and commerce are so intimately bound up

with the constitution and the external history of states,

that the former must frequently be noticed in the course of

describing the latter. We shall here endeavour to supple-

ment the detached notices which we have already given, by

exhibiting a summary view of Italian and particularly of

Roman economics.

It has been already observed (p. 43) that the transition

from a pastoral to an agricultural economy pre-
Agriculture. -,-,!. . .,.,ti. .,

ceded the immigration of the Italians into the

peninsula. Agriculture continued to be the main support

of all the communities in Italy, of the Sabellians and Etrus-

cans no less than of the Latins. There were no purely pas-

toral tribes in Italy during historical times, although of

course the various races everywhere combined pastoral hus-

bandry, to a greater or less extent according to the nature

of the locality, with the cultivation of the soil. The beau-

tiful custom of commencing the formation of new cities by

tracing a furrow with the plough along the line of the future

ring-wall shows how deeply rooted was the feeling that

every commonwealth is dependent on agriculture. In the

case of Rome in particular—and it is not only in its case

that we can speak of agrarian relations with any sort of

certainty—the Servian reform shows very clearly not only

that the agricultural class originally preponderated in the

state, but also that an effort was made permanently to

maintain the body of freeholders as the pith and marrow

of the community. When in the course of time a large

portion of the landed property in Rome had passed into
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the hands of non-burgesses and thus the rights and duties

of burgesses were no longer bound up with freehold prop-

erty, the reformed constitution obviated this incongruous

state of things, and the perils which it threatened, not

merely temporarily but permanently, by dividing once for

all the members of the community without reference to

their political position into " freeholders " {a.ssidui) and

" producers of children " [proletarii), and imposing on the

former the public burdens—a step which in the natural

course of things could not but be speedily followed by the

concession of public rights. The whole policy of Roman,

war and conquest rested, like the constitution itself, on the

basis of the freehold system ; as the freeholder alone was

of value in the state, the aim of war was to increase the

number of its freehold members. The vanquished com-

munity was either compelled to merge entirely into the

yeomanry of Rome, or, if not reduced to this extremity, it

was required, not to pay a war-contribution or a fixed trib-

ute, but to cede a portion (usually a third part) of its do-

main, which was thereupon regularly occupied by Roman
farms. Many nations have gained victories and made con-

quests as the Romans did ; but none has equalled the Ro-

man in thus making the ground he had won his own by the

sweat of his brow, and in securing by the ploughshare what

had been gained by the lance. That which is gained by war
may be wrested from the grasp by war again, but it is not

so with the conquests made by the plough ; while the Ro-

mans lost many battles, they scarcely ever on making peace

ceded Roman soil, and for this result they were indebted to

the tenacity with which the farmers clung to their fields and

homesteads. The strength of man and of the state lies in

their dominion over the soil ; the greatness of Rome was
built on the most extensive and immediate mastery of her

citizens over her soil, and on the compact unity of the body
which thus acquired so firm a hold.

We have already indicated (pp. 63, 101) that in the earli-

System of ^st times the arable land was cultivated in com-

i^ition!^*'"
mon,. probably by the several clans

; each clan
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tilled its own land, and thereafter distributed the pro-

duce amonoj the several households belonsrino; to it. There

exists indeed an intimate connection between the sys-

tem of joint tillage and the clan form of society, and

even subsequently in Rome joint residence and joint man-

agement were of very frequent occurrence in the case of

co-proprietors.* Even the traditions of Eoman law furnish

the information that wealth consisted at first in cattle and

the usufruct of the soil, and that it was not till later that

land came to be distributed among the burgesses as their

own special property
.f Better evidence that such was the

case is afforded by the earliest designation of wealth as

" cattle-stock " or " slave-and-cattle-stock "
(
j}ecunia,familia

pectiniaque), and of the separate possessions of the children

of the household and of slaves as " small cattle " {pecu-

liuni) ; also by the earliest form of acquiring property, the

laying hold of it with the hand (mancipaiio), which was

only appropriate to the case of moveable articles (p. 207)

;

and above all by the earliest measure of " land of one's

own " [heredium, from herns lord), consisting of two jugera

(about an acre and a quarter), which can only have applied

to garden-ground, and not to the hide.| When and how

* The system which we meet with in the case of the Germanic joint

tillage, combining a partition of the land in property among the clansmen

with its joint cultivation by the clan, can hardly ever have existed

in Italy. Had each clansman been regarded in Italy, as among the

Germans, in the light of pi'oprietor of a particular spot in each portion

of the collective domain that was marked off for tillage, the separate

husbandry of later times would probably have set out from minute sub-

division of hides. But the very opposite was the case; the individual

names of the Roman hides {fundus Cornelianus) show clearly that the

Koman proprietor owned from the beginning a possession not broken

up but united.

f Cicero [dc Rep. ii. 9. 14, comp. Plutarch, Q. Rom. 15) states : Turn

(in the time of Romulus) eratres hcpecore et locorumpossessionibus, ez quo

pecuniosi et locupletes vocabantur— (N^uma) primum agros, quos bello

Romulus ceperat, divisit virifim civibus. In like manner Dionysius

represents Romulus as dividing the land into thirty curial districts, and

Numa as establishing boundary-stones and introducing the festival of the

Terminalia (i. 'J, ii. 74; and thence Plutarch, JVuma, 16).

t Since this assertion still continues to be disputed, we shall let the
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the distribution of the arable land took place, can no longer

be ascertained. This much only is certain, that the oldest

form of the constitution was based not on freehold-tenure,

numbers speak for themselves. The Roman writers on agriculture of

the later republic and the imperial period reckon on an average five mo-

dii of wheat as sufficient to sow ajugerum, and the produce as fivefold.

The produce of a heredium accordingly (even when, without taking into

view the space occupied by the dwelling-house and farm-yard, wc regard

it as entirely arable land, and make no account of years of fallow) amounts

to fifty, or deducting the seed forty, modii. For an adult hard-working

slave Cato (c.56) reckons fifty-one modii of wheat as the annual consump--

tlon. These data enable any one to answer for himself the question

whether a Roman family could or could not subsist on the produce of a

heredium. This result is not shaken by reckoning up the subsidiary pro-

duce yielded by the arable land itself and by the common pasture, such

as figs, vegetables, milk, flesh (especially as derived from the ancient

and zealously pui'sucd rearing of swine), &c., for the Roman pastoral

husbandry, though not in the older time unimportant, was yet of subor-

dinate importance, and grain notoriously formed the chief Bubsistenco

of the people ; nor is it much affected by the boasted thoroughness of

the older cultivation.

By assuming indeed that the return was on an average not fivefold

but tenfold, and taking into account the after-crop of the arable land

and tlie fig-harvest, a very considerable increase of the gross produce

will no doubt be obtained—and it has never been denied that the farm-

ers of this period drew a larger produce from their lands than the great

landholders of the later republic and the empire obtained (p. 62) ; but

moderation must be exercised in forming such estimates, because we
have to deal with a question of averages and with a mode of husbandry

conducted neither methodically nor with much capital, and in no case can

the enormous deficit, which is left according to those estimates between

the produce of the heredium and the requirements of the household, be

covered by mere superiority of cultivation. The attempted counter-proof

goes astray when it relies on the arguments that the slave of later

times subsisted more exclusively on corn than the free farmer of the

earlier epoch, and that the assumption of a fivefold return is too low for

this epoch ; both assumptions really lie at the foundation of the view

here given. The counter-proof can only be regarded as successful whec

it shall have produced a methodical calculation based on rural economics,

according to which among a population chiefly subsisting on vegetables

the produce of a piece of land of an acre and a quarter shall be proved

suflicient on an average for the subsistence of a family.

It is indeed asserted that instances occur of colonies with allot-

11*
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but on clanship as a substitute for it, whereas the Servian

constitution presupposes the distribution of the land. It is

evident from the same constitution that the great bulk of

the landed property consisted of middle-sized farms, which

provided work and subsistence for a family and admitted

of the keeping of cattle for tillage as well as of the appli-

cation of the plough. The ordinary extent of such a Ro-

man full hide has not been ascertained with precision, but

can scarcely, as has already been shown (p. 140), be esti-

mated at less than twenty jugera (12^ acres nearly).

Their husbandry was mainly occupied with the culture

Culture of ^f the ccreals. The usual grain was spelt
gram.

{far) ;
* but different kinds of pulse, roots, and

vegetables were also diligently cultivated.

ments of tviojugera founded even in historical times ; but the only in-

stances of the kind (Liv. iv. 4*7) is that of the colony of Labici in the

year 336—an instance,which will certainly not be reckoned (by

such scholars as are worth the arguing with) to belong to the

class of traditions that are trustworthy in tlieir historical details, and which

is beset by other very serious difficulties (see book ii. ch. 5, note). It is no

doubt true that in the non-colonial assignation of land to the burgesses col-

lectively («(fe«(7na<2o t)iri<a«a) sometimes only a, ^qw jugera were granted

(as e.g. Liv.viii. 11, 21). In these cases however it was not the intention to

create new farms with the allotments, but, on the contrary, as a rule, the

intention was to add to the existing farms new parcels from the con-

quered lands (comp. C. I. L. i. p. 88). At any rate, any supposition is bet-

ter than an hypothesis which requires us to believe as it were in a nii-

niculous multiplication of the food of the Roman household. The Roman
farmers were far less modest in their requirements than their historiogra-

phers. They conceived, as has been already stated (p. 140), that they

could not subsist even on allotments of seven jugera yielding a produce

of one hundred and forty modii.

* Perhaps the latest, although probably not the last, attempt to prove

that a Latin farmer's family might have subsisted on two _;M^era of land,

finds its chief support in the argument that Varro (de R. Ii. i. 44, 1), reck-

ons the seed requisite for the jugerum at five modii of wheat but ten

fnodii of spelt, and estimates the produce as corresponding to this,

whence it is inferred that the cultivation of spelt yielded a produce, if

not double, at least considerably higher than that of wheat. But the

converse is more correct, and the nominally higher quantity sown and

reaped is simply to be explained by the fact that the Romans sowed and
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That the culture of the vine was not introduced for the

Culture of ^^^'^ time into Italy by Greek settlers (p. 43), is

the Tine. shown by the list of the festivals of the Roman
community which reaches back to a time preceding the

Greeks, and which presents three wine-festivals to be cele-

brated in honour of " father lovis," not in honour of the

wine-god of more recent times who was borrowed from the

Greeks, the " father deliverer " {Liber). The very ancient

legend which represents Mezentius king of Caere as levying

a wine-tax from the Latins or the Rutuli, and the various

versions of the widely-spread Italian story which affirms

that the Celts were induced to cross the Alps in conse-

quence of their coming to the knowledge of the noble fruits

of Italy, especially of the grape and of wine, are indications

garnered the wheat already shelled, but the spelt still in the husk (Pliny,

H. iV., xviii. 7, 61), which in this case was not separated from the fruit

by threshing. For the same reason spelt is at the present day sown twice

as thickly as wheat, and gives a produce twice as great by measure, but

less than that of wheat after deduction of the husks. According to

Wiirtemburg estimates furnished to me by G. Hannsen, the average

produce of the Wiirtemburg morgen is reckoned in the case of wheat

(with a sowing of ^ to
-J- scheffel) at 3 schoffcl of the medium weight of

275 lbs. (=823 lbs.) ; in the case of spelt (with a sowing of i to li;; schef-

fel) at least Y scheffel of the medium weight of 150 lbs. (==1050 lbs.), which

are reduced by shelling to about 4 scheffe'. Thus spelt compared with

wheat yields in the gross more than double, with equally good soil perhaps

triple the crop, but—by specific weight—before the shelling not much
above, after shelling (as " kernel ") less than, the half. It was not by
mistake, as has been asserted, but because it was fitting in computations of

this sort to start from estimates of a like nature handed down to us, that

the calculation instituted above was based on wheat ; it may stand, because

when transferred to spelt, it does not essentially differ and the produce

rather falls than rises. Spelt is less nice as to soil and climate, and ex-

posed to fewer risks than wheat; but the latter yields on the whole, es-

pecially when we take into account the not inconsiderable expenses of

shelling, a higher net produce (on an average of fifteen years in the dis-

trict of Frankenthal in Rhenish Bavaria the malter of wheat stands at

11 gulden 3 krz., the mailer of spelt at 4 gulden 30 krz.), and, as in

South Germany, where the soil admits, the growingof wheat is preferred

and generally with the progress of cultivation comes to supersede that of

spelt, so the analogous transition of Italian agriculture from the culture

of spelt to that of wheat was undeniably a progress.
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of the pride of the Latins in their glorious vine, the envy

of all their neighbours. A careful system of vine-hus-

bandry was early and generally inculcated by the Latin

priests. In Eomo the vintage did not begin until the

supreme priest of the community, the flamen of Jupiter,

had granted permission for it and had himself made a be-

ginning ; in like manner a Tusculan ordinance forbade the

sale of new wine, until the priest had proclaimed the festi-

val of opening the casks. The early prevalence of the

culture of the vine is likewise attested not only by the

general adoption of wine-libations in the sacrificial ritual,

but also by the precept of the Roman priests promulgated

as a law of king Numa, that men should present in libation

to the gods no wine obtained from uncut grapes
;
just as, to

introduce the beneficial practice of drying the grain, they

prohibited the offering of grain undried.

The culture of tlie olive was of later introduction, and

Culture of Certainly was first brought to Italy by the
the ohve. Greeks.* The olive is said to have been first

planted in the countries of the western Mediterranean

towards the close of the second century of the city ; and

this view accords with the fact that the olive-branch and the

olive occupy in the Roman ritual a place very subordinate

to the juice of the vine. The esteem in which both noble

trees were held by the Romans is shown by the rearing of

a vine and of an olive-tree in the middle of the Forum, not

far from the Curtian lake.

The principal fruit-tree planted was the nutritious fig,

which was probably a native of Italy. Tlie
The fl".

i. J J

legend of the origin of Rome wove its threads

closely around the old fig-trees, several of which stood on

the Palatine and in the Roman Forum.

f

* Oleum and oliva are derived from tlaiov, ^A«ta, and amurca (oil-

lees) from ciftoQyfj.

f But there is no proper authority for the statement that the fig-tree

which stood in front of the temple of Saturn was cut down in the year 26(t

(Plin. H. N., XV. 18, 11) ; the date CCLX. is wanting in all good manu-

scripts, and has been interpolatiid, probably with reference to Liv. ii. 21.
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The farmer and his sons guided the plough, and per-

formed the necessary labours of husbandry : it
Mannge-
montof tho is not probable that slaves or free day-labourers

were regularly employed in the work of the

ordinary farm. The plough was drawn by the ox or by
the cow ; horses, asses, and mules served as beasts of bur-

den. The rearing of cattle for the sake of meat or of milk

did not exist at all as a distinct branch of husbandry, or

was prosecuted only to a very limited extent, at least on

land which remained the property of the clan ; but, in ad-

dition to the smaller cattle which were driven out together,

to the common pasture, swine and poultry, particularly

geese, were kept upon the farm. As a general rule, there

was no end of ploughing and re-ploughing : a field was

reckoned imperfectly tilled, in which the furrows were not

drawn so close that harrowing could be dispensed with

;

but the method of culture was more earnest than intelli-

gent, and no improvement took place in the defective plough

or in the imperfect processes of reaping and of thrashing.

This result is probably attributable rather to the scanty

development of rational mechanics than to tlie obstinate

clinging of the farmers to use and wont ; for mere kindly

attachment to the system of tillage transmitted with the

patrimonial soil was far from influencing the practical Ital-

ian, and obvious improvements in agriculture, such as the

cultivation of fodder-plants and the irrigation of meadows,

were probably adopted from neighbouring peoples or inde-

pendently developed by themselves at an early period

—

Roman literature itself in fact began with the discussion of

the theory of agriculture. Welcome rest followed diligent

and judicious labour ; and here too religion asserted her

right to soothe the toils of life even to the humblest by

pauses of refreshment and of greater freedom of movement.

Four times a month, and therefore on an average every

eighth day {nonae), the former went to town to buy and sell

and transact his other business. But rest from labour, in

the strict sense, took place only on the several festival days,

and especially in the holiday-month after the completion of
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the winter sowing [feriae sementivae) : during these set

times the plough rested by command of the gods, and not

the farmer only, but also his slave and his ox, reposed in

holiday idleness.

Such, probably, was the way in which the ordinary Ro-

man farm was cultivated in the earliest times. The next

heirs had no protection against bad management except the

right of having the spendthrift who squandered his in-

herited estate placed under wardship like a lunatic (p. 207).

Women moreover were in substance divested of their per-

sonal right of disposal, and, if they married, a member of

the same clan was ordinarily assigned as husband, in order

to retain the estate within the clan. The law sought to

check the overburdening of landed property with debt part-

ly by ordaining, in the case of a debt secured over the land,

the immediate transference of the ownership of the object

pledged from the debtor to the creditor, partly, in the case

of a simple loan, by the rigour of the proceedings in execu-

tion which speedily led to actual bankruptcy ; the latter

means however, as the sequel will show, attained its object

but very imperfectly. No restriction was imposed by law

on the free divisibility of property. Desirable as it might

be that co-heirs should remain in the undivided possession

of their heritage, even the oldest law was careful to keep

the power of dissolving such a partnership open at any

time to any partner ; it was good that brethren should

dwell together in peace, but to compel them to do so was

foreign to the liberal spirit of Roman law. The Servian

constitution moreover shows that even in the regal period

of Rome there were not wanting small cottagers and gar-

den-proprietors, with whom the mattock took the place of

the plough. It was left to custom and the sound sense of

the population to prevent excessive subdivision of the soil

;

and that their confidence in this respect was not misplaced

and the landed estates ordinarily remained entire, is proved

by the universal Roman custom of designating them by

permanent individual names. The community exercised

only an indirect influence in the matter by the sending forth
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of colonies, which regularly led to the establishment of a

number of new full hides, and frequently perhaps also to

the suppression of a number of minor holdings, the small

landholders being sent forth as colonists.

It is far more difficult to perceive how matters stood

Landed pro-
"^^^^ landed property on a larger scale. The

prietors.
fj^^^j

^\^c^^ snch. larger properties existed to no

inconsiderable extent, cannot be doubted from the position

of the equites in the Servian constitution, and may be easily

explained partly by the distribution of the clan-lands, which

of itself must have produced a class of larger landholders,

in consequence of the necessary inequality in the numbers

of the persons included in the several clans and participating

in the distribution, and partly by the abundant influx of

mercantile capital to Rome. But farming on a large scale in

the proper sense, implying a considerable establishment of

slaves, such as we afterwards meet with at Rome, cannot bo

supposed to have existed during this period. On the con-

tlary to this period we must refer the ancient definition,

which represents the senators as called fathers from the

fields which they parcelled out among the common people

as a father among his children ; and originally the land-

owner must have distributed that portion of his land which

he was unable to farm in person, or even his whole estate,

into little parcels among his dependents to be cultivated by

them, as is the general practice in Italy at the present day.

The recipient might be the house-child or slave of the grant-

er ; if he was a free man, his position was that which sub-

sequently went by the name of " occupancy on sufferance "

[precarium). The recipient retained his occupancy during

pleasure, and had no legal means of protecting himself in

possession ; on the contrary the granter could eject him at

any time when he pleased. The relation did not necessarily

involve any payment on the part of the person who had

the usufruct of the soil to its proprietor ; but such a pay-

ment beyond doubt frequently took place and, it is prob-

able, consisted ordinarily in the delivery of a portion of

the produce. The relation in this case approximated to the
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lease of subsequent times, but remained always distin-

guished from it partly by the absence of a term for its

expiry, partly by its non-aotionable character on either side

and the legal protection of the claim for rent depending

entirely on the lessor's right of ejection. It is plain that it

was essentially a relation based on mutual fidelity, which

could not subsist without the help of the powerful sanction

of custom consecrated by religion ; and this was not want-

ing. The institution of clientship, altogether of a moral-

religious nature, beyond doubt rented fundamentally on this

assignation of the profits of the soil. Nor was the intro-

duction of such an assignation dependent on the abolition

of the system of common tillage ; for, just as after this

abolition the individual, so previous to it the clan might

grant to dependents a joint use of its lands ; and beyond

doubt with this very state of things w^as connected the fact

that the Roman clientship was not personal, but that from

the outset the client along with- his clan entrusted himself

for protection and fealty to the patron and his clan. Th|5

earliest form of Roman landholding serves to explain how
there sprang from the great landlords in Rome a landed,

and not an urban, nobility. As the pernicious institution

of middlemen remained foreign to the Romans, the Roman
landlord found himself not much less chained to his land

than was the tenant and the farmer ; he inspected and took

part in evei*ything himself, and the wealthy Roman es-

teemed it his highest praise to be reckoned a good landlord.

His house was on his land ; in the city he had only a lodg-

ing for the purpose of attending to his business there, and

perhaps of breathing the purer air that prevailed there

during the hot season. Above all however these arrange-

ments furnished a moral basis for the relation between the

upper class and the common people, and so materially les-

sened its dangers. The free tenants-oh-sufFerance, sprung

from fiimilies of decayed farmers, dependents, and frced-

men, formed the great bulk of the proletariate (p. 129), and

were not much more dependent on the landlord than the

petty temporary tenant inevitably is with reference to the
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great proprietor. The slaves tilling the fields for a master

were beyond doubt far less numerous than the free tenants.

In all cases where an immigrant nation has not at once re-

duced to slavery a population en masse, slaves seem to have

existed at first only to a very limited amount, and conse-

quently free labourers seem to have played a very different

part in the state from that in which they subsequently ap-

pear. In Greece " day-labourers " {prftEg) in various in-

stances during the earlier period occupy the place of the

slaves of a later age, and in some communities, among the

Locrians for instance, there was no slavery down to histori-

cal times. Even the slave, moreover, was ordinarily of

Italian descent'; the Volscian, Sabine, or Etruscan war-cap-

tive must have 'stood in a different relation towards his

master from the Syrian and the Celt of later times. Be-

sides as a tenant he had in feet, though not in law, land and

cattle, wife and child, as the landlord had, and after manu-

mission was introduced (p. 210) there was a possibility, not

remote, of working out his freedom. If such then was

the footing on which landholding on a large scale stood in

the earliest times, it was far from being a manifest evil in

•the commonwealth ; on the contrary it was of most mate-

rial service to it. Not only did it provide subsistence,

although scantier upon the whole, for, as many families in

proportion as the intermediate and smaller properties ; but

the landlords moreover, occupying a comparatively elevated

and free position, supplied the community with its natural

leaders and rulers, while the agricultural and unpropertied

tenants-on-sufierance fiu-nishcd the genuine material for the

Roman policy of colonization, without which it never would

have succeeded ; for while the state may furnish land to

him who has none, it cannot impart to one who knows
nothing of agriculture the spirit and the energy to wield the

plough.

^Ipround undpr pasture was not affected by the distribu-

Pastorai tio^ of the land. The state, and not the clan-
husbandiy.

s\)\\i, was regarded as the owner of the common
4* pastures. It made use of them in part for its own flocks
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and herds, which were intended for sacrifice and other

purposes and were always kept up by means of the cattle-

fines ; and it gave to the possessors of cattle the privilege

of driving them out upon the common pasture for a mode-

rate payment {scriptura). The right of pasturage on the

public domains may have originally borne some relation de

facto to the possession of land, but no connection de jure

can ever have subsisted in Rome between the particular

hides of land and a definite proportional use of the common
pasture ; because property could be acquired even by the

metoikos, but the right to use the common pasture always

remained a privilege of the burgess and was only granted

exceptionally to the metoihos by the royal favour. At this

period, however, the public land seems to have held but a

subordinate place in the national economy generally, for

the original common pasturage was not perhaps very exten-

sive, and the conquered territory was probably for the most

part distributed immediately as arable land among the clans

or at a later period among individuals.

While agriculture was the chief and most extensively

prosecuted occupation in Rome, other branches
Handicrafts. ^ . -, ^ Tj^i?-!- •,.

of mdustry did not fail to accompany it, as

might be expected from the early development of urban

life in that emporium of the Latins. In fact eight guilds

of craftsmen were numbered among the institutions of king

Numa, that is, among the institutions that had existed in

Rome from time immemorial. These were the flute-blow-

ers, the goldsmiths, the coppersmiths, the carpenters, the ful-

lers, the dyers, the potters, and the shoemakers—a list which

would substantially exhaust the class of tradesmen working

to order on others' account in the Very early times, when

the baking of bread and the professional art of healing were

not yet known and wool was spun into clothing by the

women of the household themselves. It is remarkable that

there appears no special guild of workers in iron. "Ijj^s

affords a fresh confirmation of the fact that the manufacture

of iron was of comparatively late introduction in Latium

;

and on this account in matters of ritual down to the latest
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times copper alone might be used, e. g. for the sacred

plough and the shear-knife of the priests. These bodies of

craftsmen must have been of great importance in early

times for the urban life of Rome and for its position

towards the Latin land—an importance not to be measured

by the depressed condition of Roman handicraft in later

times, when it was injuriously affected by the multitude of

artisan-slaves working for their master or on his account,

and by the increased importation of articles of luxury. The

oldest lays of Rome celebrated not only the mighty war-

god Mamers, but also the skilled armourer Mamurius, who
understood the art of forging for his fellow-burgesses shields

similar to the divine model shield that had fallen from

heaven ; Volcanus the god of fire and of the forge appears

in the early list of Roman festivals (p. 220). Thus in the

earliest Rome, as everywhere, the arts of forging and of

wielding the ploughshare and the sword went hand in hand,

and there was nothing of that arrogant contempt for handi-

crafts which we afterwards meet with there. After the

Servian organization, however, imposed the duty of serving

in the army exclusively on the freeholders, the industrial

classes were excluded not by any law, but practically by

virtue of their generalwant of a freehold qualification, from

the privilege of bearing arms, except in the case of special

subdivisions chosen from the carpenters, coppersmiths, and

musicians and attached with a military organization to the

army ; and this may perhaps have been the origin of the

subsequent habit of depreciating the manual arts and of the

position of political inferiority assigned to them. The insti-

tution of guilds doubtless had the same object as the col-

leges of priests that resembled them in name ; the men of

skill associated themselves in order more permanently and

securely to preserve the tradition of their art. That there

was some mode of excluding unskilled persons is probable
;

t^^o traces are to be met with either of monopolizing

t^lencies or of protective steps against inferior manufac-

tures. There is no aspect, however, of the life of the Ro-
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man people respecting which our information is so scanty as

that of the Roman trades.

Italian commerce must, it is obvious, have been limited

in the earliest epoch to the mutual dealings of

merce of the the Italians themselves. Fairs (jnercaius), which

must be distinguished from the usual weekly

markets {nundinae) were of great antiquity in Latium.

Probably they were at first associated with international

gatherings and festivals, and so perhaps were connected in

Rome with the festival at the federal temple on the Aven-

tine ; the Latins, who came for this purpose to Rome every

year on the 13th August, may have embraced at the same

time the opportunity of transacting their business in Rome
and of purchasing what they needed there. A similar and

pet'haps still greater importance belonged in the case of

Etruria to the annual general assembly at the temple of

Voltumna (perhaps near Montefiascone) in the territory of

Volsinii ; it sejf««d at the same time as a fair and was regu-

larly frequented by Roman traders. But the most import-

ant of all the Italian fairs was that which was held at So-

racte in the grove of Feronia, a situation than which none

could be found more favourable for the exchange of com-

modities among the three great nations. That high isolated

mountain, which appears to have been set down by nature

herself in the midst of the plain of the Tiber as a goal for

the traveller, lay on the boundary which separated the

Etruscan and Sabine lands (to the latter of which it appears

mostly to have belonged), and it was likewise easily accessi-

ble from Latium and Umbria. Roman merchants regularly

made their appearance there, and the wrongs of which they

complained gave rise to many a quarrel with the Sabines.

Beyond doubt dealings of barter and traffic were cai-ried

on at these fairs long before the first Greek or Phoenician

vessel entered the western sea. When bad harvests had

occurred, different districts supplied each other at these mmm
with grain ; there, too, they exchanged cattle, slaves, metlUs,

and whatever other articles were deemed needful or desira-

ble in those primitive times. Oxen and sheep formed the
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oldest medium of exchange, ten sheep being reckoned

equivalent to one ox. The recognition of these objects as

universal legal representatives of value or in other words

as money, as well as the scale of proportion between the

large and smaller cattle, may be traced back—as the occur-

rence of both among the Germans especially shows—not

merely to the Graeco Italian period, but beyond this even to

the epoch of a purely pastoral economy.* In Italy, where

metal in considerable quantity was everywhere required

especially for agricultural purposes and for armour, but few

of its provinces themselves produced the requisite metals,

copper {aes) very early made its appearance alongside of

cattle as a second medium of exchange ; and so the Latins,

who were poor in copper, designated valuation itself as

" coppering " [aesiima(io). This establishment of copper

as a general equivalent recognized throughout the whole

peninsula, as well as the simplest numeral signs of Italian

invention to be mentioned more particularly below (p.

272), and the Italian duodecimal system, may be regarded

as traces of this earliest international intercourse of the

Italian peoples while they still had the peninsula to them-

selves.

We have already indicated generally the nature of the

Transma- influence exercised by transmarine commerce on

of'the™^'*^
the Italians who continued independent. The

Italians. Sabellian stocks remained almost wholly unaf-

fected by it. They were in possession of but a small and

inhospitable belt of coast, and received whatever reached

* The comparative legal value of sheep and oxen, as is well known,

is proved by the fact that, when the cattle-"fines were converted into

money-fines, the sheep were rated at ten, and the ox at a hundred asse3

(Festus V. peculatus, p. 2S1, comp. p. 24, 144 ; Gell. xi. 1 ; Plutarch,

Poplicola, 11). By a similar adjustment the Icelandic law makes twelve

rams equivalent to a cow ; only in this as in other instances the Germanic

law has substituted the duodecimal for the older decimal system.

It is well known that the term denoting cattle was transferred to de-

note money both among the Latins {pemnia) and among the Germans
(English fee).
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them from foreign nations—the alphabet for instance—only-

through the medium of the Tuscans or Latins ; a circum-

stance which accounts for their want of urban development.

The intercourse of Tarentum with the Apulians and Messa-

pians appears to have been at this epoch still unimportant.

It was otherwise along the west coast. In Campania the

Greeks and Italians dwelt peacefully side by side, and in

Latium, and still more in Etruria, an extensive and regular

exchange of commodities took place. What were the earli-

est articles of import, may be inferred partly from the

objects found in the primitive tombs, particularly those at

Caere, partly from indications preserved in the language

and institutions of the Romans, partly and chiefly from the

stimulus given to Italian industry ; for of course they

bought foreign manufactures for a considerable time before

they began to imitate them. We cannot determine how

far the development of handicrafts had advanced before the

separation of the stocks, or what progress it thereafter

made while Italy remained left to its own resources ; it is

uncertain how far the Italian fullers, dyers, tanners, and pot-

ters received their impulse from Greece or Phoenicia or

had their own independent development. But it is certain

that the trade of the goldsmiths, which existed in Rome
from time immemorial, can only have arisen after trans-

marine commerce had begun and ornaments of gold had to

some extent found sale among the inhabitants of the penin-

sula. We find, accordingly, in the oldest sepulchres of

Caere and Vulci in Etruria and of Praeneste in Latium,

plates of gold with winged lions stamped upon them, and

similar ornaments of Babylonian manufacture. It may be

a question in reference to the particular object found, wheth-

er it has been introduced fix)m abroad or is a native imita-

tion ; but on the whole it admits of no doubt that all the

west coast of Italy in early times imported metallic wares

from the East. It will be shown still more clearly in the

sequel, when we come to speak of the exercise of art, that

architecture and modelling in clay and metal received a

powerful stimulus in very early times from Greece, whence
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the oldest tools and the oldest models were derived. In

the sepulchral chambers just mentioned, besides the gold

ornaments, there were deposited vessels of bluish enamel

or greenish clay, which, judging from the materials and

style as well as from the hieroglyphics impressed upon

them, were of Egyptian origin
;
perfume-vases of Oriental

alabaster, several of them in the form of Isis ; ostrich-eggs

with painted or carved sphinxes and griffins ; beads of glass

and amber. These last may have come by the land-route

from the north ; but the other objects prove the importa-

tion of perfumes and articles of ornament of all sorts from

the East. Thence came linen and purple, ivory and frank-

incense, as is proved by the early use of linen fillets, of the

purple dress and ivory sceptre for the king, and of frank-

incense in sacrifice, as well as by the very ancient borrowed

names for them {livov, llnum ; noQ^iVQa, purpura; antjrz-

TQOv, G'MTiav, scipio ; perhaps also iXeqiag, ehur ; ^vog,

thus). Of similar significance is the derivation of a num-

ber of words relating to articles used in eating and drink-

ing, particularly the names of oil (comp. p. 252), of jugs

{^aiKfOQBvg, amp[h)ora, ampulla ; nQazt^Q, cratera), of feast-

ing (xcojuct^oj, comissari), of a dainty [oxpmviov, obsonmin),

of dough {fxdi^a, massa), and various names of cakes [yXv-

xovg, lucuns ; 7zlay.ovg, placenta ; zvQOvg, turunda) ; while

conversely the Latin names for dishes (^patina, naravrj) and

for lard {arvina, dfi^mj) have found admission into Sicilian

Greek. The later custom of placing in the tomb beside the

dead Attic, Corcyfiean, and Campanian vases proves, what

these testimonies from language likewise show, the early

market for Greek pottery in Italy. That Greek leather-

work made its way into Latium at least in the shape of

armour is apparent from the application of the Greek word
for leather {axvzog), to signify among the Latins' a shield.,

[scutum ; like lorica, from lorum). Finally, we deduce a

similar inference from the numerous nautical terms bor-

rowed from the Greek (although it is remarkable that the

chief technical expressions in navigation—the terms for the
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sail, mast, and yard—are pure Latin forms) ;
* and from

the recurrence in Latin of the Greek designations for a let-

ter [imazo7.ii, epistula), a token {tessera^ from ztGauQa), a

balance {GtattjQ, statera), and earnest-money [aQQU^cov,

arrabo, arra) ; and conversely from the adoption of Italian

law-terms in Sicilian Greek (p. 213), as well as from the

exchange of the proportions and names of coins, weights,

and measures, which we shall notice in the sequel. The

character of barbarism which all these borrowed terms ob-

viously present, and especially the characteristic formation

of the nominative from the accusative [placenta = nXa-

xovvta ; ampora = dficpOQla ; statera = (jTartJQa), consti-

tute the clearest evidence of their great antiquity. The

worship of the god of traffic [Mercurius) also appears to

have been from the first influenced by Greek ideas ; and his

annual festival seems to have been fixed on the ides of May,

because the Hellenic poets celebrated him as the son of the

beautiful Maia.

It thus appears that Italy in very ancient times derived

its articles of luxury, just as imperial Rome did,
Commerce „ ,t^ -, / . -, . n
In Laiium from the Jl,ast, before it attempted to manuiac-

litraria ture for itself after the models which it import-
active,

g^^ jj^ exchange it had nothing to offer except

its raw produce, consisting especially of its copper, silver,

* Vehmi is certainly of Latin origin ; so is malus^ especially as that

tenn denotes not merely the mast, but the tree in general : antenna like-

wise may come from avd {anhelare, aniestarl, and tendere =— supcrteiisa.

Of Greek origin, on the other hand, are gubernare, to steer, {xv^fQvdv)

;

ancora, anchor (ayzr^a)
;
p'ora, ship's bows (/r^w^a) ; aplustre, ship's

stern (a^iAaoToi') ; anquina, the rope fastening the yards {ayy.ouva) ; nau-

sea, sea-sickness {vavaia).

The four principal winds

—

aquilo, the " eagle-wind," the north-east-

erly Tramontan'a ; voUurnus (of uncertain derivation, perhaps the " vul-

ture-wind'^, the south easterly; ouster the "scorching" south-west

wind, the Sirocco \favonms, the " favourable" north-west wind blowing

from the Tyrrhene Sea—have indigenous names bearing no reference to

navigation ; but all the other Latin names for winds are Greek (such as

eurus, notus), or translations from the Greek (e. g. solanus= uTtTjho'nrji;,

Africus -= ?.ixi').
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and iron, but including also slaves and timber for ship-

building, amber from the Baltic, and, in the event of bad

harvests occurring abroad, its grain.

From this state of things as to the commodities in de-

mand and the eq^uivalents to be offered in return, we have

already explained why Italian traffic assumed in Latium a

form differing from that which it presented in Etruria. The

Latins, who were deficient in all the chief articles of ex-

port, could carry on only a passive traffic, and were obliged

even in the earliest times to procure the copper of which

they had need from the Etruscans in exchange for cattle or-

slaves—we have already mentioned the very ancient prac-

tice of selling the latter on the right bank of the Tiber (p.

149). On the other hand the Tuscan balance of trade must

have been necessarily favourable at Caere and Populonia,

at Capua and Spina. Hence the rapid development of

prosperity in these regions and their powerful commercial

position ; whereas Latium remained pre-eminently an agri-

cultural country. The same contrast recurs in all their

individual relations. The oldest tombs constructed and fur-

nished in the Greek fashion, but with an extravagance to

which the Greeks were strangers, are to be found at Caere,

while—with the exception of Praeneste, which appears to

have occupied a peculiar position and to have been very

intimately connected with Falerii and southern Etruria

—

the Latin land exhibits not a single tomb of this nature be-

longing to the earlier times ; and there as among the Sabel-

lians a simple turf seemed sufficient as a covering for any

one's remains. The most ancient coins, of not much later

origin than those of Magna Graecia, belong to Etruria, and

to Populonia in particular : during the whole regal period

Latium had to be content with copper by weight, and had

not even introduced foreign coins, for the instances are very

rare in which such coins {e. g. one of Posidonia) have been

found there. In architecture, plastic art, and embossing,

the same stimulants acted on Etruria and on Latium, but it

was only in the case of the former that capital was brought

to bear on them and led to their being prosecuted exten-

J2
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sively and with growing technical skill. The commodities

were upon the whole the same, which were bought, sold,

and manufactured in Latium and in Etruria ; but the south-

em land was far inferior to its northern neighbours in the

energy with which its commerce was plied. The contrast

between them in this respect is shown in the fact that the

articles of luxury manufactured after Greek models in

Etruria found a market in Latium, particularly at Prae-

neste, and even in Greece itself, while Latium hardly ever

exported anything of the kind.

A distinction not less remarkable between the commerce

of the Latins and that of the Etruscans appears
Etrusco- . , . . 1

.

/> «> »
Attic and m their respective routes or lines of traffic. As
Sicilian to the earliest commerce of the Etruscans in the
commerce.

Adriatic we can hardly do more than express

the conjecture that it was directed from Spina and Hatria

chiefly to Coreyra. We have already mentioned (p. 196)

that the western Etruscans ventured boldly into the eastern

seas, and trafficked not merely with Sicily, but also with

Greece proper. An ancient intercourse with Attica is indi-

cated by the Attic clay vases, which are so numerous in the

more recent Etruscan tombs, and had been perhaps even at

this time introduced for other purposes than the already-

mentioned decoration of tombs, while conversely Tyrrhe-

nian bronze candlesticks and gold cups were articles early

in request in Attica. Still more definitely is such an inter-

course indicated by the coins. The silver pieces of Popu-

lonia were struck after the pattern of a very old silver piece

stamped on one side with the Gorgoneion, on the other

merely presenting an incuse square, which has been found

at Athens and on the old amber-route in the district of

Posen, and which was in all probability the very coin struck

by order of Solon in Athens. We have mentioned already

that the Etruscans had also dealings, and perhaps after the

development of the Etrusco-Carthaginian maritime alliance

their principal dealings, with the Carthaginians. It is a re-

markable circumstance that in the oldest tombs of Caere,

besides native vessels of bronze and silver, there have been
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found chiefly oriental articles, which may certainly have

come from Greek merchants, but more probably were intro-

duced by Phoenician traders. We must not, however,

attribute too great importance to this Phoenician trade, and

in particular we must not overlook the fact that the alpha-

bet, as well as the other influences that stimulated and ma-

tured native culture, were brought to Etruria by the Greeks,

and not by the Phoenicians.

Latin commerce assumed a different direction. Rarely

as we have opportunity of instituting comparisons between

the Romans and the Etruscans as regards the reception of

Hellenic elements, the cases in which such comparisons can

be instituted exhibit the two nations as completely indepen-

dent of each other. This is most clearly apparent in the

case of the alphabet. The Greek alphabet brought to the

Etruscans from the Chalcidico-Doric colonies in Sicily or

Campania varies not immaterially from that which the Lat-

ins derived from the same quarter, so that, although both

peoples have drawn from the same source, they have done

so at difierent times and different places. The same phe-

nomenon appears in particular words : the Roman Pollux

and the Tuscan Pultuke are independent corruptions of the

Greek Polydeukes ; the Tuscan Utuze or Uthuze is formed

from Odysseus, the Roman Ulixes is an exact reproduction

of the form of the name usual in Sicily ; in like manner the

Tuscan Aivas corresponds to the old Greek form of this

name, the Roman Aiax to a secondary form that was prob-

ably also Sicilian ; the Roman Apcrta or Apello and the

Samnite Appellun have sprung from the Doric Apellon, the

Tuscan Apulu from Apollon. Thus the language and writ-

ing of Latium indicate that the direction of Latin commerce
was exclusively towards the Cumaeans and Sicilians. Every
other trace which has survived from so remote an age leads

to the same conclusion : such as, the coin of Posidonia

found in Latium ; the purchase of grain, when a failure of

the harvest occurred in Rome, from the Volscians, Cumae-
ans, and Siceliots (and, as was natural, from the Etruscans

as well) ; above all, the relation subsisting between the
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Latin and Sicilian monetary systems. As the local Dorico-

Chalcidian designation of silver coin vo^o^; and the Sicilian

measure ii(iiva, were transferred with the same meaning to

Latium as nummus and hemina, so conversely the Italian

designations of weight, libra, iriens, quadrans, sextans,

uHcia, which arose in Latium for the measurement of the

copper which was used by weight instead of money, had

found their way into the common speech of Sicily in the

third century of the city under the corrupt and hybrid

forms, liiQcc, tQiag, ZEToag, i^c}g, ovyxia. Indeed, among all

the Greek systems of weights and moneys, the Sicilian alone

was brought into a determinate relation to the Italian cop-

per-system ; not only was the value of silver set down con-

ventionally and perhaps legally as tv^o hundred and fifty

times that of copper, but the equivalent on this computa-

tion of a Sicilian pound of copper (ylT^th of the Attic tal-

ent, -| of the Roman pound) was in very early times struck,

especially at Syracuse, as a silver coin [litQa aQyvQiov, i. e.

" pound of copper in silver "). Accordingly it cannot be

doubted that Italian bars of copper circulated also in Sicily

instead of money ; and this exactly harmonizes with the

hypothesis that the commerce of the Latins with Sicily was

a passive commerce, in consequence of which Latin money

was drained away thither. Other proofs of ancient inter-

course between Sicily and Italy, especially the adoption in

the Sicilian dialect of the Italian expressions for a commer-

cial loan, a prison, and a dish, and the converse reception of

Sicilian terms in Italy, have been already mentioned (p.

213, 264). We meet also with several, though less defi-

nite, traces of an ancient intercourse of the Latins with the

Chalcidian cities in Lower Italy, Cumae and Neapolis, and

with the Phocaeans in Velia and Massilia. That it was

however far less active than that with the Siceliots is shown

by the well-known fact that all the Greek words which

made their way in earlier times to Latium exhibit Doric

forms—we need only recall Aescitlapius, Latona, Aperta,

machina. Had their dealings with the originally Ionian

cities, such as Cumae (p. 189) and the Phocacan settle-
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ments, been on a similar scale with those which they had

^Ai\\ the Sicilian Dorians, Ionic forms would at least have

made their appearance along with the others ; although cer-

tainly Dorism early penetrated into these Ionic colonies

themsaives, and their dialect varied greatly. While all the

facts thus combine to attest the stirring traffic of the Latins

with the Greeks of the western main generally, and espe-

cially with the Sicilians, there is scarcely found a single

proof of intercourse with other peoples ; in particular it is

very remarkable that—if we leave out of account some

local names—there is an utter absence of any evidence

from language as to ancient intercourse between the Latins

and the nations speaking the Aramaic tongue.*

If we further inquire how this traffic was carried on,

whether by Italian merchants abroad or by foreign mer-

chants in Italy, the former supposition has all the pi'obabili-

ties in its favour, at least so far as Latium is concerned. It

is scarcely conceivable that those Latin terms denoting the

substitute for money and the commercial loan could have

found their way into general use in the language of the in-

habitants of Sicily through the mere resort of Sicilian mer-

chants to Ostia and their receipt of copper in exchange for

ornaments.

Lastly, in regard to the persons and classes by whom
this traffic was carried on in Italy, no special superior class

of merchants distinct from and independent of the class of

landed proprietors developed itself in Rome. The reason

* Ifwe leave out of view Sarranus, Afer, and other local designa-

tions (p. 199), the Latin language appears not to possess a single word

immediately derived in early times from the Phoenician. The very

few words from Phoenician roots which occur in it, such as arrabo or

arra and perhaps also murra, nardus, and the like, are plainly borrowed

proximately from the Greek, which has a considerable number of such

words of Oriental extraction as indications of its priuiitive intercourse

with the Aramaeans. The same holds true of the enigmatical word the-

saurus ; whether it may have been originally Greek or borrowed by the

Greeks from the Phoenician or Persian, it is at any rate, as a Latin word,

derived from the Greek, as the very retaining of its aspiration proves

(p. 240).
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of this surprising phenomenon was, that the wholesale cona-

merce of Latium was from the beginning in the hands of

-the large landed proprietors—a hypothesis which is not so

singular as it seems. It was natural that in a country in-

tersected by several navigable rivers the great landUolder,

who was paid by his tenants their quotas of produce in

kind, should come at an early period to possess barks ; and

there is evidence that such was the case. The transmarine

traffic conducted on the trader's own account must therefore

have fallen into the hands of the great landholder, seeing

that he alone possessed the vessels for it and—in his pro-

duce—the articles for export.* In fact the distinction be-

tween a landed and a moneyed aristocracy was unknown to

the Komans of earlier times ; the great landholders were at

the same time the speculators and the capitalists. In the

case of a very active commerce such a combination certain-

ly could not have been maintained ; but, as the previous

representation shows, while there was a comparatively vig-

orous traffic in Rome in consequence of the trade of the

Latin land being there concentrated, Rome M^as by no means

mainly a commercial city like Caere or Tarentum, but was

and continued to be the centre of an agricultural commu-
nity.

* Quintus Claudius, in a law issued shortly before 534, prohibited the

senators from having sea-going vessels holding more than 300 amphorae

(1 amph. = nearly 6 gallons) : id satis habl'um ad fnidus ex agris vec-

tandos ; quaestus omnis patribus indecorus visus (Liv. xxi. 63). It was

thus an ancient usage, and was still permitted, that the senators should

possess sea-going vessels for the transport of the produce of their estates :

on the other hand, transmarine mercantile speculation (quaeshes, traffic,

fitting out of vessels, &c.) on tlieir part was prohibited. It is a curious

fact that the ancient Greeks as well as the Romans expressed the ton-

nage of their sea-going sliips constantly in amphorae ; the reason evi-

dently being, that Greece, as well as Italy exported wine at a compara-

tively early period, and on a larger scale than any other bulky article.



CHAPTER XIV.

MEASURING AND WRITING.

The art of measuring brings the world into subjection

to man ; the art of writing prevents his knowledge from

perishing along with himself; together they make man

—

what nature has not made him—all-powerful and eternal.

It is the privilege and duty of history to trace the course

of national progress along these paths also.

Measurement necessarily presupposes the development

Italian ^^ *^^° several ideas of units of time, of space,

measures. and of weight, and of a whole consisting of equal

parts, or in other words of number and of a numeral sys-

tem. The most obvious bases presented by nature for this

purpose are, in reference to time, the periodic returns of

the sun and moon, or the day and the month ; in reference

to space, the length of the human foot, which is more easily

applied in measuring than the arm ; in reference to gravity,

the burden which a man is able to poise [librare) on his

hand while he holds his arm stretched out, or the " weight

"

(libra). As a basis for the notion of a whole made up of

equal parts, nothing so readily suggests itself as the hand

with its five, or the hands with their ten, fingers ; upon this

rests the decimal system. We have already observed that

these elements of all numeration and measuring reach back

not merely beyond the separation of the Greek and Latin

stocks, but even to the most remote primeval times. The
antiquity in particular of the measurement of time by the

moon is demonstrated by language (p. 40) ; even the mode
of reckoning the days that elapse between the several phases

of the moon, not forward from the phase on which it had

entered last, but backward from that which was next ex-
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pected, is at least older than the separation of the Greeks

and Latins.

The most definite evidence of the antiquity and original

Decimal cxclusive use df the decimal system among the
system. Indo-Germans is furnished by the well-known

agreement of all Indo-Germanic languages in respect to the

numerals as far as a hundred inclusive (p. 41). In the case

of Italy the decimal system pervaded all the earliest ar-

i-angements : it may be sufficient to recall the number ten

so usual in the case of witnesses, securities, envoys, and

magistrates, the legal equivalence of one ox and ten sheep,

the partition of the canton into ten curies and the pervading

application genei'ally of the decurial system, the limitatio,

the tenth in offerings and in agriculture, decimation, and the

pracnomen Dccimus. Among the applications of this most

ancient decimal system in the sphere of measuring and of

writing, the remarkable Italian ciphers claim a primary

place. When the Greeks and Italians separated, there were

still evidently no conventional signs of number. On the

other hand we find the three oldest and most indispensable

numerals, one, five, and ten, represented by three signs

—

I, V or A, X, manifestly imitations of the outstretched fin-

ger, and the open hand single and double—which were not

derived either from the Hellenes or the Phoenicians, but

were common to the Romans, Sabellians, and Etruscans.

They were the first steps towards the formation of a na-

tional Italian writing, and at the same time evidences of the

liveliness of that earlier inland intercourse among the Ital-

ians which preceded their transmarine commerce (p. 260).

Which of the Italian stocks invented, and which of them

borrowed, these signs, can of course no longer be ascer-

tained. Other traces of the pure decimal system occur but

sparingly in this field ; among them ar,e the vorsus, the Sa-

bellian measure of surface of 100 squai-e feet (p. 45), an 1

the Roman year of 10 months.

Generally in the case of those Italian measures, which

were not connected with Greek standards and

decimal ' Were probably developed by the Italians before
eys em.

^^^^^ came into contact with the Greeks, tlii'-'^
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prevailed the partition of the " whole " (as) into twelve

" units " {iinciae). The very earliest Latin priesthoods, the

colleges of the Salii and Arvales (p. 22G), as well as the

leagues of the Etruscan cities, were organized on the basis

of the number twelve. The same number predominated in

the Eoman system of weights and in the measures of

length, where the pound {libra) and the foot (jses) were

usually subdivided into twelve parts ; the unit of the Ro-

man measures of surface w^as the " driving " (actus) of 120

feet square, a combination of the decimal and duodecimal

systems.* Similar arrangements as to the measures of ca-

pacity may have passed into oblivion.

If we inquire into the basis of the duodecimal system

and consider how it can have happened that, in addition to

ten, twelve should have been so early and universally sin-

gled out from the equal series of numbers, we shall be able

to find no other source to which it can be referred than a

comparison of the solar and lunar periods. The double

hand of ten fingers and the solar cycle of nearly twelve

lunar periods first suggested to man the profound concep-

tion of an unit composed of equal units, and thereby origi-

nated the idea of a system of numbers, the first step towards

mathematical thought. The consistent duodecimal develop-

ment of this idea appears to have belonged to the Italian

nation, and to have preceded the first contact with the

Greeks.

But when at length the Hellenic trader had opened up

the route to the west coast of Italy, the meas-

mcasm-es in ures of Surface, remained unaffected, but the
'^ ^'

measures of length, of weight, and above all of

capacity—in other words those definite standards without

which barter and traffic are impossible—experienced the

* Originally both the actus, "driving," and its still more frequently

occurring duplicate, the iujeruni, " yoking," were, like the German
"morgen,"not measures of surface, but measures of labour; the latter

denoting the day's work, the former the half-day's work, with reference

to the peculiarly marked division of the day in Italy by the plough-

man's rest at noon.

12*
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effects of the new international intercourse. The Roman
foot, which in later times was a little smaller than the

Greek,* but at that time Avas either equal in reality or was

at any rate still reckoned equal to it, was, in addition to its

Roman subdivision into twelve twelfths, divided after the

Greek feshion into four hand-breadths (palmus) and sixteen

finger-breadths {digitus). Further, the Roman weights

were brought into a fixed proportional relation to the

Attic system, which prevailed throughout Sicily but not in

Cumae— another significant proof that the Latin traffic was

chiefly directed to the island ; four Roman pounds were

assumed as equal to three Attic minae, or rather the Ro-

man pound was assumed as equal to one and a half of the

Sicilian litrae, or half-mwiae (p. 268). But the most singu-

lar and chequered aspect is presented by the Roman meas-

ures of capacity, as regards both their names and their pro-

portions. Their names have come from the Greek terms

either by corruption [amphora, modius after fit'difivog, con-

gius from X'^tvg, honina, cyathus) or by translation {ace-

tabulum from oi,v^aq!Ov) ; while conversely ^tarrig is a cor-

ruption of sextarius. All the measures are not identical,

but those in most common use arc so ; among liquid meas-

ures the congius or chus, the sextarius, and the cyathus, the

two last also for dry goods ; the Roman amphora was

equivalent in liquid measure to the Attic talent, and at the

same time stood to the Greek metretes in the fixed ratio of

3 : 2, and to the Greek medimnos of 2 : 1. To one who

can decipher the significance of such records, these names

and numerical proportions fully reveal the activity and im-

portance of the intercourse between the Sicilians and the

Latins.

The Greek numeral signs were not adopted ; but the

Roman probably availed himself of the Greek alphabet,

when it reached him, to form ciphers for 50 and 1000, per-

haps also for 100, out of the signs for the three aspirated

letteis which he had no use for. In Etruria the sign for

* 1'^ of the Greek foot = oue Roman foot.
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100 at least appears to have been obtained in a similar way.

Afterwards, as usually happens, the systems of notation

among the two neighbouring nations became assimilated by

the adoption in substance of the Roman system in Etruria.

In like manner the Eoman calendar—and probably that

Th itaii
^^ ^^'^ Italians generally—began with an inde-

caiendar pendent development of its own, but subse-
beforo the ^^

, , . n ^ i /-. i

period of quently came under the mnuence oi the (jrreeks.

fluencein In the division of time the returns of sunrise

* ^'
and sunset, and of the new and full moon, most

directly arrest the attention of man ; and accordingly the

day and the month, determined not by cyclic calculation

but by direct observation, were long the exclusive measures

of time. Down to a late age sunrise and sunset were pro-

claimed in the Roman market-place by the public crier, and

in like manner it may be presumed that in early times, at

each of the four phases of the moon, the number of days

that would elapse from that phase until the next was pro-

claimed by the priests. The mode of reckoning therefore

in Latium—and the like mode, it may be presumed, was in

use not merely among the Sabellians, but also among the

Etruscans—was by days, which, as already mentioned, were

counted not forward from the phase that had last occurred,

but backward from that which was next expected ; by lunar

weeks, which varied in length between 7 and 8 days, the

average length being 7|- ; and by lunar months, which in

like manner were sometimes of 29, sometimes of 30 days,

the average duration of the synodical month being 29 days

12 hours 44 minutes. For some time the day continued to

be among the Italians the smallest, and the month the

largest, division of time. It was not until afterwards that

they began to distribute day and night respectively into four

portions, and it was much l^ter still when they began to

employ the division into hours ; which explains why even

stocks otherwise closely related differed in their mode of

fixing the commencement of day, the Romans placing it at

midnight, the Sabellians and the Etruscans at noon. No
calendar, of the year at any rate, had as yet been organised
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when the Greeks separated from the Italians, for the names

for the year and its divisions in the two languages have

been formed quite independently of each other. Neverthe-

less the Italians appear to have already in the pre-Hellenic

period advanced, if not to the arrangement of a fixed calen-

dar, at any rate to the institution of two larger units of

time. The simplifying of the reckoning according to lunar

months by the application of the decimal system, which was

usual among the Romans, and the designation of a term of

ten months as a " ring " {annus) or complete year, bear in

them all the traces of a high antiquity. Later, but likewise

at a period very early and undoubtedly previous to the

operation of Greek influences, the duodecimal system (as

we have already stated) was developed in Italy, and, as it

derived its very origin from the observation of the fact that

the solar period was equal to twelve lunar periods, it was

certainly applied in the first instance to the reckoning of

time. This view accords with the fact that the individual

names of the months—which can only have originated after

the month was viewed as part of a solar year—particularly

those of March and of May, were similar among the differ-

ent branches of the Italian stock, while there was no simi-

larity between the Italian names and the Greek. It is not

improbable therefore that the problem of laying down a

practical calendar which should correspond at once to the

moon and the sun—a problem which may be compared in

some sense to the quadrature of the circle, and the solution

of which was only recognized as impossible and abandoned

after the lapse of many centuries—had already employed

the minds of men in Italy before the epoch at which their

contact with the Greeks began ; these purely national at-

tempts to solve it, however, have passed into oblivion.

What we know of the oldfest calendar of Eome and of

some other Latin cities—as 1;o the Sabellian and

itaio-Greek Etruscaii measurement of time we have no tra-
caiendar.

ditional information—is decidedly based on the

oldest Greek arrangement, which was intended to answer

both to the phases of the moon and to the seasons of the
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solar year, constructed on the assumption of a lunar period

of 29|- days and a solar period of 12-|- lunar months or

368|- days, and on the regular alternation of a full month

or month of 30 days with a hollow month or month of 29

days and of a year of 12 with a year of 13 months, but at

the same time maintained in some sort of harmony with

the actual celestial phenomena by arbitrary curtailments

and intercalations. It is possible that this Greek arrange-

ment of the year in the first instance came into use among
the Latins without undergoing any alteration ; but the old-

est form of the Roman year which can be historically recog-

nized varied materially from its model, not in the cyclical

result nor yet in the alternation of years of 12 with years

of 13 months, but in the designation and in the measuring

off of the individual months. The Koman year began with

the beginning of spring ; the first month in it, and the only

one which bears the name of a god, was named from Mars
{^Mariius), the three following from sprouting {aprilis),

growing {maius), and thriving (iunius), the fifth and on-

ward to the tenth from their places in the order of arrange-

ment [quinciilis, sextilis, September, October, november, de-

cember), the eleventh from commencing (ianuarius) (p.

224), with reference probably to the renewal of agricultural

operations that followed mid-winter and the season of rest,

the twelfth, and in an ordinary year the last, from cleansing

[februarins). To this scries recurring in regular succession

there was added in the intercalary year a nameless " labour-

month " {inercedonms) at the close of the year, viz. after

February. And, as tlie Roman calendar was independent

as respected the names of the months which were probably

taken from the old national ones, it was also independent as

regarded their duration. Instead of the four years of the

Greek cycle, each composed of six mcmths of 30 and six of

29 days and an intercalary month inserted every second

year alternately of 29 and 30 days (354+ 384+ 354 + 383

= 1475 days), the Roman calendar substituted four years,

each containing four months—the first, third, fifth, and eighth

—of 31 days and seven of 29 days, with a February of 28
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days during three years and of 29 in the fourth, and an in-

tercalary month of 27 days inserted every second year

(355 + 383 + 355+382=^1475 days). In like manner this

calendar deviated from the original distribution of the

month into four weeks, sometimes of 7, sometimes of 8

days ; instead of this it permanently fixed the first quarter

in the months of 31 days on the seventh, in those of 29 on'

the fifth day, and the full moon in the former on the fif-

teenth, in the latter on the thirteenth day ; so that the sec-

ond and fourth weeks in the month consisted of 8 days, the

third ordinarily of 9 (only in the case of the February of

28 days it consisted of 8, and in the intercalary month of

27 days, of 7), the first of 6 where the month consisted of

31, and in other cases of 4 days. As the course of the last

three weeks of the month was thus essentially similar, it

was henceforth necessary only to proclaim the length of the

first week in each month. Thence the first day of the first

week received the name of " proclamation-day " (kalendae).

The first days of the second and fourth weeks, which were

uniformly of 8 days, were—in conformity with the Roman
custom of reckoning, which included the termimis ad queni

—designated as " nine-days " (nonae, noundinae), while the

first day of the third week retained the old name of idus

(perhaps " dividing-day "). The chief motive lying at the

bottom of this strange remodelling of the calendar seems

to have been a belief in the salutary virtue of odd num-

bers ;
* and while in general it is based on the oldest form

of the Greek year, its variations from that form distinctly

exhibit the influence of the doctrines of Pythagoras, which

were then paramount in Lower Italy, and which especially

turned upon a mystic view of numbers. But the conse-

quence was that this Roman calendar, clearly as it bears

* Censorin. 20. 4, 5 ; Macrob, Sat. i. 13, 5 ; Solin. 1. With reference

to this belief in general, see Festus, Ep. v. imparem, p. 109, Miill. ; Vir-

gil, Ed. viii. "75, and Servius thereon; Plin. xxviii. 2, 23 {hnpares nu-

meros ad omnia vehemenfiores credimus idque infebribus dlerum obncrva-

tione hiteUegltur):, Macrob. Comm. i. 2, 1 ; ii. 2, 17 {impar mimerus mas

etparfemina vocatur)', Plutarch, Q. Ii. 102.
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traces of the desire th&t it should harmonize with the course

both of sun and moon, in reality by no means so corre-

sponded with the lunar periods as did at least on the whole

its Greek model, while, like the oldest Greek cycle, it could

only follow the solar seasons by means of frequent arbi-

trary excisions, and did in all probability follow them but

very imperfectly, for it is scarcely likely that the calendar

would be handled with greater skill than was manifested in

its original arrangement. The retention moreover of the

reckoning by months or—which is the same thing—by
years of ten months implies a tacit, but not to be misun-

derstood, confession of the irregularity and untrustworthi-

ness of the oldest Roman solar year. This Roman calendar

may be regarded, at least in its essential features, as that

generally current among the Latins. As the time of begin-

ning the year and the names of the months were universal-

ly liable to change, variations in the minor ordinal numbers

and designations are quite compatible with the hypothesis

of a common basis ; and with such a calendar-system, which

practically was quite irrespective of the lunar course, the

Latins might easily come to have their months of arbitrary

length, whose limits were possibly marked by annual festi-

vals—as in the case of the Alban months, which varied be-

tween 16 and 36 days. It would appear probable there-

fore that the Greek trieteris had early been introduced from

Lower Italy at least into Latium and perhaps also among
the other Italian stocks, and had thereafter been subjected

in the calendars of the several cities to various subordinate

alterations.

For the measuring of periods of more than one year

the regnal ^^ears of the kings may have been employed : but

it is doubtful whether that method of dating, which was in

use in the East, existed in Greece or Italy during earlier

times. On the other hand the intercalary period recurring

every four years, and the census and lustration of the com-

nmnity connected with it, appear to have suggested a reck-

oning by lustra similar in plan to the Greek reckoning by
Olympiads—a mode of reckoning, however, which early
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lost its chronological importance in consequence of the

irregularities that were soon introduced by the postpone-

ments of the census.

The art of expressing sounds by written signs was of

T , , later origin than the art of measurement. The
Introduc-

~

tion of Uci- Italians did not any more than the Hellenes de-
lemc alpha-

r. i ,-,•,
bets into vclope such an art of themselves, although we
Italy. ^T. -,-,-,.

may discover attempts at such a development in

the Italian numeral signs (p. 272), and possibly also in the

primitive Italian custom—formed independently of Hellenic

influence—of drawing lots by means of wooden tablets.

The difficulty which must have attended the first individual-

izing of sounds—occurring as they do in so great a variety

of combinations—is best demonstrated by the fact that a

single alphabet propagated from people to people and from

generation to generation has sufficed, and still suffices, for

the whole of Aramaic, Indian, Graeco-Roman, and modern

civilization ; and this most important product of the human
intellect was the joint creation of the Aramaeans and the

Indo-Germans. The Semitic family of languages, in which

vowels have a subordinate character and never can begin a

word, presented special facilities for the individualizing of

the consonants ; and it was among the Semites accordingly

that the first alphabet—in which the vowels, however, were

wanting—was invented. It was the Indians and Greeks

who first independently of each other and by very diver-

gent methods created, out of the Aramaean consonantal

writing introduced among them by commerce, a complete

alphabet by the addition of the vowels—which was effected

by the application of four letters, which the Greeks did not

use as consonantal signs, for the four vov/els a e i o, and by

the formation of a new sign for u—in other words by the

introduction of the syllable into writing instead of the mere

c»)nsonant, or, as Palamedes says in Euripides,

Tot, rtjq yi i.tiOtjq q'dQ/(ax' 6^&b'i<ja(; /tot'O?

"^(fwva yiai tfoivovvTU, av).).a(id<; re &fii;,

^ Eifi'QOV dv&Qo'i/roiai' yQajuftat iidivai'.

This Aramaeo-TIellenic alphabet was accordingly brought
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to the Italians through the medium of the Sicilian or Italian

Hellenes ; not, however, through the agricultural colonies

of Magna Graecia, but through the merchants of Cumae oi

Naxos, by whom it must have been brought in the first in-

stance to the very ancient cmporia of international traffic in

Latium and Etruria—to Rome and Caere. The alphabet

received by the Italians was by no means the oldest Hel-

lenic one ; it had already experienced several modifications,

particularly the addition of the three letters '^ cp ^ ^i^<l ^^^^

alteration of the signs for i y X.* We have already ob-

* The history of the alphabet among tlie Hellenes turns essentially

on the fact that—assuming the primitive alphabet of 23 letters, that

is to say, the Phoenician alphabet yocalised and enlarged by the addition

of the u—^proposals of very various kinds were made to supplement and

improve it, and each of these has a history of its own. The most importr

ant of these, which it is interesting to keep in view as bearing on the

history of Italian writing, are the following :—I. The introduction of

special signs for the sounds %qi •/. This proposal is so old that all

the Greek alphabets with the single exception of that of the islands

Thera and Melos, and all derived from the Gi^eek without exception, ex-

hibit its influence. At first probably the aim was to append the signs

X = ii, fl> == q/i, and ^'= -/i to the close of the alphabet, and in this

shape it was adopted on the continent of Hellas—with the exception of

Athens and Corinth—and also among the Sicilian and Italian Greeks.

The Greeks of Asia Minor on the other hand, of Crete and the islands

of the Archipelago, and also the Corintliians on the mainland appear,

when this proposal reached them, to have already had in use for the

sound 5? the fifteenth sign of the Phoenician alphabet "S, (Samech) ; ac-

cordingly of the three new signs they adopted the <l> for the ^T, but

employed the X. not for J?, but fo- y7. The third sign originally

invented for yl. was probably allowed in most instances to drop ; the

louians of Asia Minor retained it, but gave to it the value of i;-?.

The mode of writing adopted in Asia Minor was followed also by Athens

;

only in its case not merely the i/i, but the \t also, was not received and
in their room the two consonants continued to be written as before. II.

Equally early, if not still earlier, an effort was made to obviate the con-

fusion that might so easily occur between the forms for i S and for s ^ ;

for all the Greek alphabets known to us bear traces of the endeavour to

distinguish them otherwise and more precifcely. Already in very early

times two such proposals of change must have been made, each of which

found a field of its own. In the one case they employed for the sibilant

—for which the Phoenician alphabet furnished two signs, the fourteenth
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served (p. 267) that the Etruscan and Latin alphabets were

not derived the one from the other, but both directly from

the Greek ; in fact the Greek alphabet came to Etruria in a

for sh (M) and the eighteenth for s ($)—not the latter, which was in

sound the more suitable, but the former ; and such was in earlier times

the mode of writing in the eastern islands, in Corinth and Corcyra, and

among the Italian Achaeans. In the other case they substituted for

the sign of i the simple stroke |, which was by far the more usual, and

at no very late date became at least so far general that the broken i 5^

everywhere disappeared, although individual communities retained the s

in the form AA^iioDgsidoof the I.—III. Of later date is the substitution

ofV for A Q-) which might readily be confounded with F y. This was

done in Athens and Boeotia, while Corinth and the communities depend-

ent on Corinth attained the same object by giving to the y the semicir-

cular form C instead of the hook-shape.—IV. The forms for p p and r

P, likewise very liable to be confounded, were distinguished by trans-

forming the latter into R. ; which more recent form was not used by the

Greeks of Asia Minor, the Cretans, the Italian Achaeans, and a few

other districts, but on the other hand greatly preponderated both in

Greece proper and in Magna Graeeia and Sicily. Still the older form of

the r p did not so early and so completely disappear there as the older

form of the Z ; this alteration therefore beyond doubt is to be placed

later.—V. The distinction between the long and short e and the long and

short o remained in the earher times wholly confined to the Greeks of

Asia Minor and of the islands of the Aegean Sea.

All these technical improvements are of a like nature and from a

historical point of view of like value, in so far as each of them arose at a

definite time and at a definite place and thereafter took to its own mode

of diffusion and foimd its special development. The excellent investi-

gation of Kirchhoff((S7McZic>i. zur GeschicJite de.i grkchischen Alphabets,

1863), which has thrown a clear liglit on tlie—previously so obscure

—

history of the Hellenic alphabet, and has furnislied essential data for the

earliest relations between the Hellenes and Italians, settling in particular

incontrovertibly the previously uncertain home of the Etruscan alphabet,

is affected by a certain one-sidedness in so far as it lays disproportionally

great stress on a single one of these proposals. If systems are here to be

distinguished at all, we may not divide tlie alphabets into two classes ac-

cording to the value of the X as J or as /, but we sliall liave to distin-

guish the alphabet of 23 from that of 2» or 26 letters, and perhaps

further in this latter case to distinguish the Ionic of Asia Minor, from which

the later common alphabet proceeded, from the common Greek of earlier

times. In dealing, however, with the diffei-ent proposals for the modifi-

cation of the alphabet the several districts followed nn essentially eclectic
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form materially different from that which reached Latium.

The Etruscan alphabet has a double sign s (sigma s and san

sh) and only u single k* and of the r only the older form

P ; the Latin has, so far as we know, only a single s, but a

course, so that one was received here and another there ; and it is just in

this respect that the history of the Greek alphabet is so instructive, bc-

Otuse it shows how particular groups of the Greek lands exchanged

improvements in handicraft and art, while others exhibited no such

reciprocity. As to Italy in particular we have already called attention

to the remarkable contrast between the Achaean agricultural towns and

the Chalcidic and Doric colonies of a more mercantile character, (p. 18*7)

;

in the former the primitive forms were throughout retained, in the latter

the improved forms were adopted, even those which coming from differ-

ent quarters were somewhat inconsistent, such as C y alongside of the

V I- The Italian alphabets proceed, as Kirchholf has shown, wholly

from the alphabet of the Italian Greeks and in fact from the Chalcidico-

Doric ; but that the Etruscans and Latins received their alphabet not the

one from the other but both directly from the Greeks, is placed beyond

doubt by the different form of the r. For, while of the four modifica-

tions of the alphabet above described which concern the Italian Greeks

(the fifth was confined to Asia Minor) the first three were already carried

out before the alphabet went to the Etruscans and Latins, the fuller

distinction between ^ and r had not yet been introduced when it came

to Etruria, but was complete when the Latins received it ; for which rea-

son the Etruscans are as little acquainted with the form R, for r as the

Latins or the Faliscans with the form p.
* That the Etruscans always were without the koppa, seems not

doubtful ; for not only is no sure trace of it to be met with elsewhere,

but it is wanting in the model alphabet of the Galassi vase. The attempt

to show its presence in the syllabariurn of the latter is at any rate mis-

taken, for the syllabariurn can and does only take notice of the Etruscan

letters that were afterwards in common use, and to these the koppa no-

toriously did not belong ; moreover the sign placed at the close cannot

well from its position have any other value than that of the/, which

was in fact the last letter in the Etruscan alphabet, and which could not

be omitted in a syllabariurn exhibiting the variations of that alphabet

from its model. It is certainly surprising that the koppa should be ab-

sent from the Greek alphabet that came to Etruria, when it otherwise

so long maintained its place in the Chalcidico-Doric ; but this may well

have been a local peculiarity of the town whose alphabet first reached

Etruria. Caprice and accident have at all times had a share in determin-

ing whether a sign becoming superfluous shall be retained or dropped

from the alphabet ; thus the Attic alphabet lost the eighteenth Phoeni-
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double sign for Ic (kappa k and koppa q), and of the r

merely the more recent form R. The oldest Etruscan

writing shows no knowledge of lines, and winds like the

coiling of a snake ; the more recent employs parallel bro-

ken off lines from right to left : the Latin writing, as far as

our monuments reach back, exhibits only the latter form of

parallel lines, which originally perhaps may have run at

pleasure from left to right or from right to left, but subse-

quently ran among the Romans in the former, and among

the Faliscans in the latter direction. The model alphabet

brought to Etruria must notwithstanding its comparatively

remodelled character reach back to an epoch very ancient,

though not positively to be determined ; for, as the two

sibilants sigma and san were always used by the Etruscans

as different sounds side by side, the Greek alphabet which

came to Etruria must still have possessed both of them in

this way as living signs of sound ; but among all the monu-

ments of the Greek language known to us not one presents

sigma and san in simultaneous use.

The Latin alphabet certainly, as we know it, bears on

the whole a more recent character ; and it is not improba-

ble that the Latins did not simply receive the alphabet once

for all, as was the case in Etruria, but in consequence of

their lively intercourse with Sicily kept pace for a consider-

able period with the alphabet in use there, and followed its

variations. We find, for instance, that the earlier forms

2J and TW were not unknown to the Romans, but were su-

perseded in common use by the later forms ^ and
/\/\
—

a

circumstance which can only be explained by supposing

that the Latins employed for a considerable period the

Greek alphabet as such in writing either their mother-

tongue or Greek. It is dangerous therefore to draw from

the more recent character of the Gi-eek alphabet which we

meet with in Rome, as compared with that brought to

Etruria, the inference that writing was practised earlier in

Etruria than in Rome.

clan sign, but retained the others which had disappeared from the usual

language.
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The powerful impression produced by the acquisition

of the treasure of letters on those who received them, and

the vividness with v/hich they realized the power that slum-

bered in those humble signs, are illustrated by a remark-

able vase from one of the oldest tombs of Caere (built be-

fore the invention of the arch), exhibiting the old Greek

model alphabet as it came to Etruria, and also an Etruscan

syllabarium formed from it, which may be compared to that

of Palamedes—evidently a sacred relic of the introduction

and acclimatization of alphabetic writing in Etruria.

Not less important for history than the derivation of

Peveiop- the alphabet is the further course of its develop-

pimbetsin"
m<?nt on Italian soil : perhaps it is even of more

Italy. importance ; for by means of it a gleam of light

is thrown upon the inland commerce of Italy, which is in-

volved in far greater darkness than the commerce with for-

eigners on its coast. In the earliest epoch of the Etruscan

alphabet, when it was used without material alteration as it

had been introduced, its use appears to have been restricted

to the Etruscans on the Po and in what is now Tuscany.

In course of time this alphabet, manifestly diffusing itself

from Hatria and Spina, reached southward along the east

coast as far as the Abruzzi, northward to the Veneti and

subsequently even to the Celts at the foot of, amidst, and

indeed beyond the Alps, so that its last offshoots reached as

far as the Tyrol and Styria. The more recent epoch start-

ed with a reform of the alphabet, the chief features of which

were the introduction of writing in interrupted lines, the

suppression of the o, which was no longer distinguished in

pronunciation from the m, and the introduction of a new
letter /, for which the alphabet as received by them had no

corresponding sign. This reform evidently arose among
the western Etruscans, and while it did not find reception

beyond the Apennines, became naturalized among all the

Sabeliian tribes, and especially among the Umbrians. In

its further course the alphabet experienced various fortunes

in connection with the several stocks of the Eti'uscans on

the Arno and around Capua, the Umbrians and the Sam-
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nites ; frequently the mediae were entirely or partially lost,

while elsewhere again new vowels and consonants were de-

veloped. But that West-Etruscan reform of the alphabet

was not merely as old as the oldest tombs found in Etru-

ria ; it was considerably older, for the syllabarium just

mentioned as found probably in one of these tombs already

presents the reformed alphabet in an essentially modified

and modernized shape ; and, as the reformed alphabet itself

is relatively recent as compared with the primitive one, the

mind almost foils in the effort to reach back to the time

when that alphabet came to Italy.

While the Etruscans thus appear as the instruments in

diffusing the alphabet in the north, east, and south of the

peninsula, the Latin alphabet again was confined to Latium,

and maintained its ground, upon the whole, there with but

few alterations ; only the letters y x and ^ g gradually be-

came coincident in sound, the consequence of which was,

that in each case one of the homophonous signs (x ^) dis-

appeared from writing. In Rome it can be shown that

these were already laid aside when the Twelve Tables were

committed to writing. Now when we consider that in the

oldest abbreviations the distinction between y c and a k is

still regularly maintained ; * that the period, accordingly,

when the sounds became in pronunciation coincident, and

before that again the period during which the abbreviations

became fixed, were far earlier than the origin of the Twelve

Tables ; and lastly, tliat a considerable interval must neces-

sarily have elapsed between the introduction of writing and

the establishment of a conventional system of abbreviation

;

we must, both as regards Etruria and Latium, carry back

the commencement of the art of writing to an epoch which

* Thus C represents Gains ; ON Gnaeus ; while K stands for Kaeso.

With the more recent abbreviations of course this is not the case; in

these y is represented not by C, but by G (GAL Galeria) x, as a rule,

by C (0 centum COS comid ; COL Collhia), or before a by K (KAR kar-

mcntalia ; MERK mcrkatus). For they expressed for a time the sound

e before a by K, before the other vowels by C, just as our q is only

written before u.
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more closely approximates to the first incidence of the

Egyptian Sirius-period within historical times, the year

1322 B. c, than to the year 776, with which the chronology

of the Olympiads began in Greece.* The high antiquity

of the art of writing in Rome is evinced otherwise by nu-

merous and plain indications. The existence of documents

of the regal period is sufficiently attested ; such was the

special treaty between Rome and Gabii, which was con-

cluded by a king Tarquinius and probably not by the last

of that name, and which, written on the skin of the bullock

sacrificed on the occasion, was preserved in the temple of

.

Sancus on the Quirinal, which was rich in antiquities and

probably escaped the conflagration of the Gauls ; and such

was the alliance which king Servius TuUius concluded with

Latium, and which Dionysius saw on a copper tablet in the

temple of Diana on the Aventine. What he saw, however,

was probably a copy restored after the fire with the help

of a Latin exemplar, for it is not likely that engraving on

metal was practised in the time of the kings. But even

then they scratched [exarare, scribere, akin to scrohes f ) or

painted {linere, thence littera) on leaves {folium), inner

bark {liber), or wooden tablets {tabula, album), aflerwards

also on leather and linen. The sacred records of the Sam-
nites as well as of the priesthood of Anagnia were inscribed

on linen rolls, and so were the oldest lists of the Roman
magistrates preserved in the temple of the goddess of recol-

lection {luno moneta) on the Capitol. It is scarcely neces-

sary to recall further proofs in the primitive marking of

the pastured cattle {scripiura), in the mode of addressing

the senate, "fathers and enrolled" {patres conscripii), and

* If this view is correct, the origin of the Homeric poems (though of

course not exactly in the form in which we now have them) must have

been far anterior to the age which Herodotus assigns for the flourishing

of Homer (100 before Rome) ; for the introduction of the

Hellenic alphabet into Italy, as well as the beginning of in-

tercourse at all between Hellas and Italy, belongs only to the post-IIo-

meric period.

f Just as the Old Saxon wr'itan signifies properly to tear, thence to

write.
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in the great antiquity of the books of oracles, the clan-

registers, and the Alban and Koman calendars. When Ro-

man tradition speaks of halls in the Forum, where the boys

and girls of quality were taught to read and write, as early

as the time of the expulsion of the kings, the statement

may be, but is not necessarily to be deemed, an invention.

We have been deprived of information as to the early Ro-

man history, not in consequence of the want of a knowl-

edge of writing or even perhaps of the lack of documents,

but in consequence of the incapacity of the historians of

the succeeding age (which was called to investigate the his-

tory) to work out the materials furnished by the archives,

and of the perversity which led them to ransack tradition

for the delineation of motives and of characters, for ac-

counts of battles and narratives of revolutions, and in pur-

suit of these to miss such information as it would not have

refused to yeld to the serious and self-denying inquirer.

The history of Italian writing thus furnishes in the first

place a confirmation of the weak and indirect

influence exercised by the Hellenic character

over the Sabellians as compai*ed with the more western

peoples. The fact that the former received their alphabet

from the Etruscans and not from the Romans is probably

to be explained by supposing that they had obtained it be-

fore they entered upon their migration along the ridge of

the Apennines, and that the Sabines and Samnites took it

with them when they were sent forth from the mother-land.

On the other hand this history of writing contains a salu-

tary warning against the adoption of the hypothesis, origi-

nated by the later Roman culture in its devotedness to

Etruscan mysticism and antiquarian trifling, and patiently

repeated by modern and even very recent inquirers, that

Roman civilization derived its germs and its main sub-

stance from Etruria. If this were the truth, some trace of

it ought to be more especially apjjarent in this field ; but

on the contrary the nucleus of the Latin art of writing was

Greek, and its development was so national, that it did not

even adopt the very desii-able Etruscan sign for /. Indeed,
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where there is an appearance of borrowing, as in the nu-

meral signs, it is on the part of the Etruscans, who derived

from the Komans at least the sign for 50.

Lastly it is a significant fact, that among all the Italian

stocks the development of the Greek alphabet pri-

of languHge marily consisted in a process of corruption. Thus
wri ing.

^j^^ mediae disappeared in the whole of the Etrus-

can dialects, while the Umbrians lost y and d, the Samnites d,

and the Romans y ; and among the latter d also threatened to

amalgamate with r. In like manner among the Etruscans o

and u early coalesced, and even among the Latins we meet

with a tendency to the same corruption. Nearly the con-

verse occurred in the case of the sibilants ; for while the

Etruscan retained the three signs z, s, sh, and the Umbrian

rejected the last but developed two sibilants in its room, the

Samnite and the Ealiscan confined themselves like the Greek

to s and z, and the Roman of later times to s alone. It is

plain that the more delicate distinctions of sound were duly

felt by the introducers of the alphabet, men of culture and

masters of two languages ; but after the national writing

became wholly detached from the Hellenic mother-alphabet,

the mediae and their tenues gradually came to coincide, and

the sibilants and vowels were thrown into disorder—trans-

positions or rather destructions of sound, of which the first

in particular is entirely foreign to the Greek. The destruc-

tion of the forms of flexion and derivation went hand in

hand with this corruption of sounds. The cause of this

barbarization was, upon the whole, simply the necessary

process of cori'uption which is continuously eating away

every language, where its progress is not checked by litera-

ture and reason ; only in this case indications of what has

elsewhere passed away without leaving a trace have been

preserved in the writing of sounds. The circumstance that

this barbarizing process affected the Etruscans more strong-

ly than any other of the Italian stocks adds to the numer-

ous proofs of their inferior capacity for culture. The fact

on the other hand that, among the Italians, the Umbrians

apparently were the most affected by a similar corruption

13
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of language, the Romans less so, the southern Sahellians

least of all, probably ,finds its explanation, at least in part,

in the more lively intercourse maintained by the former

with the Etruscans, and by the latter with the Greeks.



CHAPTER XV.

ART.

Poetry is impassioned language, and its modulation is

Artistic en- Hielody. While in this sense no people is with-

of thecal- ^"^ poetry and music, some nations have re-

mans, ceived a pre-eminent endowment of poetic gifts.

The Italian nation, however, was not and is not one of

these. The Italian is deficient in the passion of the heart,

and in the longing to idealize what is human and to give

life to the things of the inanimate world, which form the

very essence of poetic art. His acuteness of perception

and his charming versatility enabled him to excel in irony

and in the vein of tale-telling which we find in Horace and

Boccaccio, in the graceful pleasantries of love and song

which are presented in Catullus and in the best popular

songs of Naples, above all in low comedy and in farce.

Italian soil gave birth in ancient times to burlesque tragedy,

and in modern times to burlesques of the poetry of chiv-

alry. In rhetoric and histrionic art especially no other

nation equalled or equals the Italians. But in the more
perfect kinds of art they have hardly advanced beyond

dexterity of execution, and no epoch of their literature has

produced a true epos or a genuine drama. The very high-

est literary works that have been successfully produced in

Italy, divine poems like Dante's Commedia, and historical

treatises such as those of Sallust and Machiavelli, of Taci

tus and Colletta, are pervaded by a passion more rhetorical

than spontaneous. Even in music, both in ancient and

modern times, real creative talent has been far less con-

spicuous than the cleverness which speedily assumes the

character of virtuosoship, and enthrones in the room of
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genuine and genial art a hollow and heart-withering idol.

The field of the inward in art—so far as we may in the case

of art distinguish an inward and an outward at all—is not

that which has fallen to the Italian as his special province

;

the power of beauty, to have its full effect upon him, must
be placed not ideally before his mind, but sensuously before

his eyes. Accordingly he is thoroughly at home in archi-

tecture, painting, and sculpture ; in these he was during the

epoch of ancient culture the best disciple of the Hellenes,

and in modern times he has become the instructor of all

nations.

From the defectiveness of our traditional information it

X)anc<i ^^ ^^^ possible to trace the development of

^Mm^"^^ artistic ideas among the several groups of na-

liatium. tions in Italy ; and in particular we are no

longer in a position to speak of the poetry of Italy ; we
can only speak of that of Latium. Latin poetry, like that

of every other nation, began in the lyrical form, or, to

speak more correctly, sprang out of those primitive festal

rejoicings, in which dance, music, and song were still insepa-

rably blended. It is remarkable, however, that in the most

ancient religious usages dancing, and next to dancing instru-

mental music, were far more prominent than song. In the

great procession, with which the Roman festival of victory

was opened, the chief place, next to the images of the gods

and the champions, was assigned to the dancers grave and

merry. The grave dancers were arranged in three groups

of men, youths, and boys, all clad in red tunics with copper

belts, with swords and short lances, the men being more-

over furnished with helmets, and generally in full armed

attire. The merry dancers were divided into two companies
—*' the sheep " in sheep-skins with a party-coloured over-

garment, and " the goats " naked down to the waist, with a

buck's skin thrown over them. In like manner the " leap-

ers " [salii) were perhaps the most ancient and sacred of all

the priesthoods (p. 226), and dancers {hidii, ludiones) were

indispensable in all public processions, and particularly at

funeral solemnities ; so that dancing became even in ancient
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times a common trade. But, wherever the dancers made

their appearance, there appeared also the musicians or

—

which was in the earliest times the same thing—the pipers.

They too were never wanting at a sacrifice, at a marriage,

or at a funeral ; and by the side of the primitive priesthood

of the " leapers " there was ranged, of equal antiquity

although of far inferior rank, the guild of the " pipers "

[collegium iibicinum, p. 258), whose true character as stroll-

ing musicians is evinced by their ancient privilege—main-

tained even in spite of the strictness of Eoman police—of

wandering through the streets at their annual festival, wear-

ing masks and full of sweet wine. While dancing thus

presents itself as an honourable function and music as one

subordinate but still necessary, so that public corporations

were instituted for both of them, poetry appears more as

an incidental and, so to speak, uncalled-for phenomenon,

whether it may have come into existence on its own ac-

count or to serve as an accompaniment to the movements

of the dancers.

The earliest chant, in the view of the Romans, was that

ReUgious which the leaves sang to themselves in the green
chants. solitudc of the forest. The whispers and the

pipings of the " favourable spirit " {/annus, from favere)

in the grove were reproduced to men, by those who had

the gift of listening to him, in rhythmically measured lan-

guage [casmen, afterwards carmen, from canere). Of a kin-

dred nature to these soothsaying songs of inspired men and

women (v'aies) were the incantations properly so called, the

formulae for conjuring away diseases and other troubles,

and the evil spells by which they prevented rain and called

down lightning or even enticed the seed from one field to

another ; only in these instances, probably from the outset,

formulae of mere sounds appear side by side with formulae

of words.* More firmly rooted in tradition and equally

* Thus Cato the Elder {dc R. R. 160), gives as potent agamst

sprains the formula : hauat hauat hauat ista pista sista damia bodmviau-

sira, which was probably quite as obscure to its inventor as it is to us.
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ancient were the religious litanies which were sung and

danced by the Salii and other priesthoods ; the only one of

which that has come down to us, a dance chant of the Arval

Brethren in honour of Mars probably composed to be sung

in alternate parts, deserves a place here.

jEwos, Lases, iuvate t

Neve lue rue, Martnar, sins incurrere in pleores !

Satur fu,fere Mars ! limen salt ! sta ! berberl

Semunis alternis advocapit concios !

Enos, Marmar, iuvafo !

Triumpe I

Which may be thus interpreted :

To the gods

f Nbs, Lares, iuvate !

Ne luem ruem (== ruinam), Mamers, sinas incurrere

inplures!

Satur csto, fere Ifars

!

dualbrethren.

To the indivi- j j^ i^^,^ i^^^^ , g^^ , ^erhera (limen ?) I

To all the
\ Semones altcrni advocate cunctos I

brethren.
(

To the god. \ ^'os, Mamers, iuvato !

To the indivi-

dual brethren,
'^^^\ Tripudiar-

The Latin of this chant and of kindred fragments of the

Salian songs, which were regarded even by the scholars of

the Augustan age as the oldest documents of their mother-

tongue, is related to the Latin of the Twelve Tables some-

what as the language of the Nibelungen is related to the

language of Luther ; and we may perhaps compare these

Of course, along with these there wevo also formulae of words ; e. g. it

was a remedy for gout, to think, while fasting, on some other person, and

thrice nine times to utter the words, touching the earth at the same time

and spitting:
—" I think of thee, mend mv feet. Let the earth receive

the ill, let health with me dwell " {terra pesteni teneto, salus hie maneto.

Yarro de R. R. i. 2, 27).

* Each of the first five lines was repeated thrice, and the call at the

close five times. Various points in the interpretation are uncertain, par-

ticularly as respects the third and fourth lines.
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venerable litanies, as respects both language and contents,

with the Indian Vedas.

Lyrical panegyrics and lampoons belonged to a later

epoch. We might infer from the national char-

«Ddiain- acter of the Italians that satirical songs must
poons.

have abounded in Latium in ancient times, even

if their prevalence had not been attested by the very ancient

measures of police directed against them. But the pane-

gyrical chants became of more importance. When a bur-

gess was borne to burial, the bier was followed by a female

relative or friend, who, accompanied by a piper, sang his

dirge (tienia). In like manner at banquets boys, who
according to the fashion of those days attended their £;thers

even at feasts out of their own houses, sang by turns songs

in praise of their ancestors, sometimes to the pipe, some-

times simply reciting them without accompaniment (assa

voce canere). The custom of men singing in succession at

banquets was probably borrowed from the Greeks, and that

not till a later age. We know no further particulars of

these ancestral lays ; but it is self-evident that they must
have attempted description and narration and thus have

developed, along with and out of the lyrical element, the

features of epic poetry.

Other elements of poetiy were called into action in the

The maskod primitive popular carnival, the comic dance or
farce. satura (p. 54), which beyond doubt reached

back to a period anterior to the separation of the stocks.

On such occasions song would never be wanting ; and the

circumstances under which such pastimes were exhibited,

(shiefly at public festivals and marriages, as well as the emi-

nently practical shape which they certainly assumed, natu-

rally suggested that seve/al dancers, or sets of dancers,

should take up reciprocal parts ; so that the singing thus

came to be associated with a species of acting, which of

course was chiefly of a comical and often of a licentious

character. In this way there arose not merely alternative

chants, such as afterwards went by the name of Fescennine

songs, but also the elements of a popular comedy—M'hich
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were in this instance planted in a soil admirably adapted for

their growth, as an acute sense of the outward and the

comic, and a delight in gesticulation and masquerade have

aver been leading traits of Italian character.

No remains have been preserved of these germs of the

Roman epos and drama. That the ancestral lays were tra-

ditional is self-evident, and is abundantly demonstrated by

the fact that they were regularly recited by children ; but

even in the time of Cato the Elder they had completely

passed into oblivion. The comedies again, if it be allow-

able to apply to them such a name, were at this period and

long afterwards altogether improvised. Consequently noth-

ing of this popular poetry and popular melody could be

handed down but the measure, the accompaniment of music

and choral dancing, and perhaps the masks.

Whether what we call metre existed in the earlier times

is doubtful ; the litany of the Arval Brethren

scarcely accommodates itself to an outwardly

fixed metrical system, and presents to us rather the appear-

ance of an animated recitation. On the other hand we find

in subsequent times a very ancient rhythm, the so-called

Saturnian* or Faunian metre, which is foreign to the

Greeks, and may be conjectured to have arisen contempo-

raneously with the oldest Latin popular poetry. The fol-

lowing poem, belonging, it is true, to a far later age, may

give an idea of it :

—

Quod re sud difeldens—dsperS afleicta

Parhis timens heic vovit— voto hoc solMo

Decumd facta poloiicta- —hlhei'ls luhentes

* The name probably denotes nothing but " the chant-measure," in-

asmuch as the satura was originally the chant sung at the carnival. The

god of sowing, Saeturnus or Saiturnus, afterwards Sdturnus, received

his name from the same root ; his feast, the Saturnalia, was certainly a

sort of carnival, and it is possible that the farces were originally exhib-

ited chiefly there. But there are no proofs of a relation between the Satura

and the Saturnalia, and probably the immediate association of the vei-sus

saturnius with the god Saturn, and the lengthening of the first syllable

in connection with that view, belong only to later times.
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Donu danunt ^ Hercolei—mdxsume ^ mereto

Semdlte ordnt se voti—crebro c6n ^ demnes.

That which, misfortune dreading—sharply to' afflict him,

An anxious parent vowed here,—when -his wish was granted,

A sacred tenth for banquet—gladly give his children

To Hercules a tribute—most of all deserving

;

And now they thee beseech, that—often thou wouldst hear them.

Panegyrics as well as comic songs appear to have been

uniformly sung in Saturnian metre, of course to the pipe,

and probably in such a way that the caesura in particular in

each line was strongly marked ; and in alternate singing

the second singer probably took up the verse at this point.

The Saturnian measure is, like every other occurring in

Roman and Greek antiquity, based on quantity ; but of all

the antique metres perhaps it is the least thoroughly elabo-

rated, for besides many other liberties it allows itself the

greatest license in omitting the short syllablles, and it is at

the same time the most imperfect in construction, for these

iambic and trochaic half-lines opposed to each other were

but little fitted to develop a rhythmical structure adequate

for the purposes of the higher poetry.

The fundamental elements of the national music and

choral dancing of Latium, which must likewise

have been established during this period, are

buried in oblivion ; except that the Latin pipe is reported

to have been a short and slender instrument, provided with

only four holes, and originally, as the name shows, made
out of the light thigh-bone of some animal.

Lastly, the masks used in after times for the standing

characters of the Latin popular comedy or the

Atellana, as it was called : Maccus the harle-

quin, Buceo the glutton, Pappus the good papa, and the

wise Dossennus—masks which have been cleverly and

strikingly compared to the two servants, the panlalon and

the dottore, in the Italian comedy of Punch—already be-

longed to the earliest Latin popular art. That they did so

13*
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cannot of coiirso be strictly proved ; but as the use of

masks for the flxce in Latium in the case of the national

drama was of immemorial antiquity, while the Greek
drama in Rome did not adopt them for a century after its

first establishment, as moreover those Atellane masks were
of decidedly Italian origin, and as, in fine, the origination as

well as the execution of improvised pieces cannot well be
conceived apart from fixed masks assigning once for all to

the player his proper position throughout the piece, Ave

must associate fixed masks with the rudiments of the Ro-
man drama, or rather regard them as constituting those

rudiments themselves.

If our information respecting the earliest indigenous

civilization and art of Latium is so scanty, it

Hellenic may easily be conceived that our knowledge

will be still scantier regarding the earliest im-

pulses imparted in this respect to the Romans from with-

out. In a certain sense we may include under this head

tlieir becoming acquainted with foreign languages, particu-

lai'ly the Greek. To this latter language, of course, the

I^atins generally were strangers, as was shown by their

enactment in respect to the Sibylline oracles (p. 240) ; but

an acquaintance with it must have been not at all uncommon
in the case of merchants. The same may be affirmed of

the knowledge of reading and writing, closely connected as

it was with the knowledge of Greek (p. 280). The culture

of the ancient world, however, was not based either on the

knowledge of foreign languages or on elementary technical

accomplishments. An influence more important than any

thus imparted was exercised over the development of

Latium by the elements of the fine arts, which were already

in very early times received from the Hellenes. Fov it

was the Hellenes alone, and not the Phoenicians or Etrus-

cans, that in this i-espect exercised influence on the Italians.

We nowhere find among the latter any stimulus of the fine

arts which can be traced to Carthage or Caere, and the

Phoenicians and Etruscans may be in general regarded aa
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presenting barren and unproductive types of civilization.*

But the influence of Greece did not fail to bear fruit. The

Greek seven-stringed lyre, the " strings " {fides, from acpidri,

gut ; also harbitus, §dQ§itog), was not like the pipe indige-

nous in Latium, and was always regarded there as an instru-

ment of foreign origin ; but the early period at which it

gained a footing is demonstrated partly by the barbarous

mutilation of its Greek name, partly by its being employed

even in ritual.f That some of the legendary stores of the

Greeks during this period found their way into Latium, is

shown by the ready reception of Greek works of sculpture

with their representations based so thoroughly upon the

poetical treasures of the nation ; and the old Latin barbar-

ous conversions of Persephone into Prosepna, Bellero-

* The statement that " formerly the Roman boys were trained in

Etruscan culture, as they were in later times in Greek " (Liv. ix. 36), ia

quite irreconcilable with the original character of Roman training, and

it is not easy to discover what the Roman boys could have learnt in

Etruria. Even the most zealous modern partizans of Tagesworship will

not maintain that the study of the Etruscan language played such a part

in Rome then as the learning of French does now with us ; that one who
was not an Etruscan sliould have any understanding of the art of the Etrus-

can haruspices was considered, even by those who availed themselves of

that art, to be a disgrace or rather an impossibility (Midler, JUtr. ii. 4).

Probably the whole statement was concocted by the Etrusciziug antiquar-

ies of the last age of the republic out of rationalistic stories of the older

annalsj such as that which makes Mucius Scaevola learn Etruscan when
a child, for the sake of his conversation with Porsena (Dionysius, v. 28

;

Plutarch, Poplicola, \1 ; comp. Dionysius, iii. 'ZO).

( The employment of the lyre in ritual is attested by Cicero dc Oral.

iii. 51, 197; Tasc.'w. 2, 4; Dionysius, vii. 72; Appian, Pu?i. 66 ; and
the inscription in Orelli, 2448, comp. 1803. It was likewise used at the

neniae (Varro ap. Xonium, v. ncnia and 2^rafficae). But playing on the

lyre remained none the less unbecoming (Scipio ap. Macrob. Sat. ii. 10,

ei al.). The prohibition of music in 639 u.c. exempted only the " Latin

player on the pipe along with the singer," not the player on the lyre, and

the guests at meals sang only to the pipe (Cato in Cic. 7'usc. i. 2, 3 ; iv. 2,

3; Varro ap. Nonium, v. a.isa voce; Horace, Carni. iv. 15. 30). Quiti-

tilian, who asserts the reverse {Tmt. i.lO, 20), has inaccurately transferred

to private banquets what Cicero {de Orat. iii. 51) states in reference to

the feasts of the gods.
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phontes into Melerpanta, Kyklops into Codes, Laomedon
into Alumentus, Ganymedes into Catamitus, Neilos into

Melus, Semele into Stimula, enable us to perceive at how
remote a period such stories had been heard and repeated

by the Latins. Lastly and especially, the Roman chief

festival or festival of the city {ludi maximi, Romani) must
in all probability have derived, if not its origin, at any rate

its later arrangements from a Greek source. It was an ex-

traordinary thanksgiving festival celebrated in honour of the

Capitoline Jupiter and the gods dwelling along with him, or-

dinarily in pursuance of a vow made by the general before

battle, and therefore usually observed on the return home
of the burgess-force in autumn. A festal procession pro-

ceeded toward the Circus staked off between the Palatine

and Aventine, and furnished with an arena and places for

spectators ; in front the whole boys of Rome, arranged

according to the divisions of the burgess-force, on horseback

and on foot ; then the champions and the groups of dancers

whom we have described above, each with their oAvn music

;

thereafter the servants of the gods with vessels of frankin-

cense and other sacred utensils ; lastly the biers witli the

images of the gods themselves. The spectacle itself was

the counterpart of war as it was waged in primitive times,

a contest with chariots, on horseback, and on foot. First

there ran the war chariots, each of which carried in Homeric

fashion a charioteer and a combatant ; then the combatants

who had leaped off; then the horsemen, each of whom ap-

peared after the Roman style of fighting with a horse which

he rode and another led by the hand [desultor) ; lastly, the

champions on foot, naked to the girdle round their loins,

measured their powers in racing, wrestling, and boxing.

In each species of contest there was but one competition,

and that between not more than two competitors. A chap-

let rewai'ded the victor, and the honour in which the simple

branch which formed the wreath was held is shown by the

law permitting it to be laid on the bier of the victor when

he died. The festival thus lasted only one day, and the

competitions probably still left sufficient time on that day
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for the real carnival, at which the groups of dancers dis-

played their art and above all exhibited their farces ; and

perhaps other representations also, such as competitions in

juvenile horsemanship, found a place.* The honours won
in real war also played their part in this festival ; the bravo

warrior exhibited on this day the equipments of the antago-

nist whom he had slain, and was decorated with a chaplet

by the grateful community just as was the victor in the

competition.

Such was the nature of the Roman festival of victory

or city-festival ; and the other public festivities of Rome
may be conceived to have been of a similar character, al-

though less ample in point of resources. At the celebra-

tion of a public funeral dancers regularly bore a part, and

along with them, if there was to be any further exhibition,

horse-racers ; in that case the burgesses were specially in-

vited beforehand to the funeral by the public crier.

But this city-festival, so intimately bound up with the

manners and exercises of the Romans, coincides in all essen-

tials with the Hellenic national festivals : more especially

in the fundamental idea of combining a religious solcinnity

and a competition in warlike sports ; in the selection of the

several exercises, which at the Olympic festival, according

* The city festival can have only lasted at first for a single day, for

in the sixth century it still consisted of four days of scenic and one day

of Circeusian sports (RitschljParer^ra, i. 313) and it is well known that

the scenic amusements were only a subsequent addition. That in each

kind of contest there was originally only one competition, follows from

Livy, xliv. 9 ; the running of five-and-twenty pairs of chariots in suc-

cession on one day was a subsequent innovation (Varro «;?. Serv. Gorg.

iii. 18). That only two chariots—and likewise beyond doubt only two

horsemen and two wrestlers—strove for the prize, may be inferred from

the circumstance, that at all periods in the Roman chariot-races only as

many chariots competed as there were so-called factions ; and of these

there were originally only two, the white and the red. The horsemanship-

competition of patrician youths which belonged to the Circensian games,

the so-called Troia, Avas, as is well known, revived by Caesar ; beyond

doubt it was connected with the cavalcade of the boy-militia, which Die-

nysius mentions (vii. 72).
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to Pindar's testimony, consisted from the fii'st in running,

wrestling, boxing, chario1>racing, and throwing the spear

and stone ; in the nature of the prize of victory, which in

Eome as well as in the Greek national festivals was a chap-

let, and in the one case as well as in the other was assigned

not to the charioteer, but to the owner of the team ; and

lastly in introducing the feats and rewards of general patri-

otism in connection with the general national festival. This

agreement cannot have been accidental, but must have been

either a remnant of the primitive connection between the

peoples, or a result of the earliest international intercourse

;

and the probabilities preponderate in favour of the latter

hypothesis. The city-festival, in the form in which we are

acquainted with it, was not one of the oldest institutions of

Rome, for the Circus itself was only laid out in the later

regal period (p. 158) ; and just as the reform of the consti-

tution then took place under Greek influence (p. 141), the

city-festival may have been at the same time so far trans-

formed as to combine Greek races with, and eventually to a

certain extent to substitute them for, an older mode of

amusement—the " leap " {triumpus, p. 54), and possibly

swinging, which was a primitive Italian custom and long

continued in use at the festival on the Alban mount. More-

over, while there is some trace of the use of the war-chariot

in actual warfjire in Hellas, no such trace exists in Latiuni.

Lastly, the Greek term azudiov (Doric amidcov) was at a

very early period transferred to the Latin language, retain-

ing its signification, as spatium ; and there exists even an

express statement that the Eomans derived their horse and

chariot races from the people of Thurii, although, it is true,

another accoimt derives them from Etruria. It thus ap-

pears that, in addition to the impulses imparted by the

Hellenes in music and poetry, the Romans were indebted

to them for the fruitful idea of gymnastic competitions.

Thus there not only existed in Latium the same funda-

Charactorof i^ental elements in which Hellenic culture and

poetry and ^^^ originated, but Hellenic culture and art
of education ° '

i> ^ • rt

inii:itium. tlieniselves exercised a powerful nniuence over
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Latium in very early times. Not only did the Latins pos-

sess the elements of gymnastic training, in so far as the

Roman boy learned like every farmer's son to manage

horses and waggon and to handle the hunting-spear, and as

in Rome every burgess was at the same time a soldier ; but

the art of dancing was from the first an object of public

care, and a powerful impulse was further given to such cul-

ture at an early period by the introduction of the Hellenic

games. The lyrical poetry and tragedy of Hellas grew out

of songs similar to the festal lays of Rome ; the ancestral

lay contained the germs of epos, the masked farce the

germs of comedy ; and in this field also Grecian influences

were not wanting.

In such circumstances it is the more remarkable that

these germs either did not spring up at all, or were soon

arrested in their growth. The bodily training of the Latin

youth continued to be solid and substantial, but it remained

altogether alien from the idea of an artistic bodily culture,

such as was the aim of Hellenic gymnastics. The public

games of the Hellenes, when introduced into Italy, changed

not so much their normal form as their essential character.

While they were intended to be competitions of burgesses

and beyond doubt were so at first in Rome, they became

contests of trained riders and trained boxers, and, while the

proof of free and Hellenic descent formed the first condition

for participating in the Greek festal games, those of Rome
soon passed into the hands of freedmen and foreigners and

even of persons not free at all. Consequently the circle of

fellow-competitors became converted into a public of spec-

tators, and the chaplet of the victorious champion, which

has been with justice called the badge of Hellas, was after-

wards hardly ever mentioned in Latium.

A similar fate befel poetry and her sisters. The Greeks

and Germans alone possess a fountain of song that wells up
spontaneously

; from the golden vase of the Muses only a

few drops have fallen on the green soil of Italy. There

was no formation of legend in the strict sense there. Tho
Italian gods were abstractions and remained such ; they
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never became elevated into or, as some may prefer to say,

never were obscured under, a true personal shape. In like

manner men, even the greatest and noblest, remained in the

view of the Itxalians without exception mortals, and were

not, as in the longing recollection and affectionately cher-

ished tradition of Greece, elevated in the conception of the

multitude into god-like heroes. But above all no develop-

ment of national poetry took place in Latium. It is the

deepest and noblest effect of the fine arts and above all of

poetry, that they do away with the barriers of civil com-

munities and create out of tribes a nation and out of the

nations a world. As in the present day by means of our

cosmopolitan literature the distinctions of civilized nations

are done away, so Greek poetic art transformed the narrow

and egotistic sense of family relationship into the conscious-

ness of an Hellenic nation, and this again into the conscious-

ness of a broad humanity. But in Latium nothing similar

occurred. There might be poets in Alba and in Rome, but

there arose no Latin epos, nor even—what were still more

conceivable—a catechism for the Latin farmer of a kind

similar to the Works and Days of Hesiod. The Latin

federal festival might well have become a national festival

of the Muses, like the Olympian and Isthmian games of the

Greeks. A cycle of legends might well have gathered

around the fall of Alba, such as was woven around the con-

quest of Ilion, and every community and every noble clan

of Latium might have discovered or inserted the story of

its own origin there. But neither of these results took

place, and Italy remained without national poetry or art.

The inference which of necessity follows from these

facts, that the development of the fine arts in Latium was

rather a shrivelling up than an expanding into bloom, is

confirmed in a manner not to be mistaken by tradition.

The beginnings of poetry everywhere, perhaps, belong

rather to women than to men •, the spell of incantation and

the chant for the dead pertain pre-eminently to the former,

and not without reason the spirits of song, the Casmenae or

Camenae and the Carmentis of Latium, like the Muses of
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Hellas, were conceived as feminine. But the time came in

Hellas, when the poet relieved the songstress and Apollo

took his place at the head of the Muses. In Latium there

was no national god of song, and the older Latin language

had no designation for the poet.* The power of song

emerging there was out of all proportion weaker, and was

rapidly arrested in its growth. The exercise of the fine

arts was there early restricted, partly to women and chil-

dren, partly to incorporated or unincorporated tradesmen.

We have already mentioned that funeral chants were sung

by women and banquet-lays by boys ; the religious litanies

also were chiefly executed by children. The musicians

formed an incorporated, the dancers and the wailing women
{^praejicae) unincorporated, trades. While dancing, music,

and singing remained constantly in Greece—as they were

originally also in Latium—reputable employments re-

dounding to the honour of the burgess and of the commu-
nity to which he belonged, in Latium the better portion of

the burgesses stood more and more aloof from these vain

arts, and that the more decidedly in proportion as art came

to be more publicly exhibited and more thoroughly pene-

trated by the quickening impulses derived from other lands.

The use of the native pipe was sanctioned, but the lyre re-

mained despised ; and while the national amusement of

masks was allowed, the foreign amusements of the palaes-

tra were not only regarded with indifference, but esteemed

disgraceful. W-hile the fine arts in Greece became more
and more the common property of the Hellenes individu-

ally and collectively and thereby became the means of dif-

fusing a universal culture, they gradually disappeared in

Latium from the thoughts and feelings of the people ; and,

as they degenerated into utterly insignificant handicrafi;s,

* Vates probably denoted in tlie first instance the " leader of the

singing " (for so the Vates of the Salii must be understood) and there-

after in its older usage approximated to the Greek 7iiJ0(pf'jr>;i; ; it was a

word belonging to religious ritual, and even when subsequently used

of the poet, always retained the accessory idea of a divinely-inspired

singer—the priest of the Muses.
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the idea of a general national culture to be communicated

to youth never suggested itself at all. The education of

youth remained entirely confined within the limits of the

narrowest domesticity. The boy never left his lather's

side, and accompanied him not only to the field with the

plough and the sickle, but also to the house of a friend or

to the council-hall, when his father was invited as a guest or

summoned to the senate. This domestic education was well

adapted to train man wholly for the household and wholly

for the state. The permanent intercommunion of life be-

tween father and son, and the mutual reverence felt by ado-

lescence for ripened manhood and by the mature man for the

innocence of youth, lay at the root of the steadfastness of

the domestic and political traditions, of the closeness of the

family bond, and in general of the grave earnestness [gravi-

tas) and character of moral worth in Roman life. This

mode of educating youth was in truth one of those institu-

tions of homely and scarce conscious wisdom, which are as

simple as they are profound. But amidst the admiration

which it awakens wo may not overlook the fact that it could

only be carried out, and was only carried out, by the sacri-

fice of true individual culture and by a complete renuncia-

tion of the equally charming and perilous gifts of the

Muses.

Regarding the development of the fine arts among the

Dance, mu- Etruscans and Sabellians our knowledge is little

Imou'^Ah^^ better than none.* We can only notice the fact

Sabeifians ^j^^t in Etruria the dancers ihistri, histriones)
andEtrus- ^ ' '

caDs. and the pipe-players [subulones) early made a

trade of their art, probably earlier even than in Rome, and

exhibited themselves in public not only at home, but also

in Rome for small remuneration and less honour. It is a

circumstance more remarkable that at the Etruscan na-

tional festival, in the exhibition of which the whole twelve

cities were represented by a federal priest, games were

* We shall sliow in due time that the Atellanae and Fescenninae be-

longed not to Campanian and Etruscan, but to Latin art.
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given like those of the Roman city-festival ; we are, how-

ever, no longer in a position to answer the question which

it suffffests, how far the Etruscans were more successful

than the Latins in attaining a national art not confined to

the narrow bounds of the individual communities. On the

other hand a foundation probably was laid in Etruria, even

in early times, for that insipid accumulation of learned

lumber, particularly of a theological and astrological na-

ture, by virtue of which afterwards, when amidst the gen-

eral decay antiquarian dilettantism began to flourish, the

Tuscans divided with the Jews, Chaldeans, and Egyptians •

the honour of being accounted the primitive sources of

divine wisdom. We know still less, if possible, of Sabol-

lian art ; but that of course by no means warrants the in-

ference that the Sabellians were inferior to the neighbouring

stocks. On the contrary, it may be conjectured from what

we otherwise know of the character of the three chief races

of Italy, that in artistic gifts the Samnites approached near-

est to the Hellenes and the Etruscans were farthest re-

moved from them ; and a sort of confirmation of this hy-

pothesis is furnished by the fact, that the most gifted and

most original of the Roman poets, such as Naevius, Ennius,

Lucilius, and Horace, belonged to the Samnite lands, where-

as Etruria has almost no representatives in Roman litera-

ture except the Arretine Maecenas, the most insufferable of

all heartless and affected * court-poets, and the Volaterran

Persius, the true ideal of a conceited and languid, poetry-

smitten, youth.

The elements of architecture were, as has been already

indicated, a primitive common possession of the

Italian stocks. The dwclling-house constituted the first
arc ec uro.

attempt of Structural art ; and it was the same

among Greeks and Italians. Built of wood, and covered

with a pointed roof of straw or shingles, it formed a square

dwelling-chamber, which let out the smoke and let in the

* [Literally " word-crisping," iu allusion to the calamisiri Mcece-

'natis.'\
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light by an opening in the roof corresponding with a hole

for carrying off the rain in the ground {cavum. aedium).

Under this " black roof" (atrium) the meals were prepared

and consumed ; there the household gods were worshipped,

and the marriage bed and the bier were set out ; there the

husband received his guests, and the wife sat spinning amid

the circle of her maidens. The house had no porch, unless

we take as such the uncovered space between the house

door and the street, which obtained its name vestibulum,

i. e. dressing-place, from the circumstance that the Romans
were in the habit of going about within doors in their

tunics, and only wrapped the toga around them when they

went abroad. There was, moreover, no division of apart-

ments except that sleeping and store closets might be pro-

vided around the dwelling-room ; and still less were there

stairs, or stories placed one above another.

Whether, or to what extent, a national Italian architec-

ture ai'ose out of these beginnings can scarcely
Earliest

o » J

Hellenic be determined, for in this field Greek influence,
influence. -ii ^• i. !.• 1.3 r 1even in the earliest times, had a very powerful

effect and almost wholly overgrew such national attempts

as possibly had preceded it. The very oldest Italian archi-

tecture with which we are acquainted is not much less under

the influence of that of Greece than the architecture of the

Augustan age. The primitive tombs of Caere and Alsium,

and probably the oldest one also of those recently discov-

ered .at Praeneste, have been, exactly like the thesauroi of

,Orcli'omenos and Mycenae, roofed over with courses of

stone placed one above another, gradually overlapping, and

closed by a large stone cover. A very ancient building at

the city wall of Tusculum was roofed in the same way, and

so was originally the well-house {tullianuni) at the foot of

the Capitol, till the top was pulled down to make room for

another building. The gates constructed on the same sys-

tem are entirely similar in Arpinum and in Mycenae. The

tunnel which drains the Alban lake (p. 66), presents the

greatest resemblance to that of lake Copais. What are

called Cyclopean ring-walls frequently occur in Italy, espe-
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cially in Etruria, Umbria, Latiurn, and Sabina, and decided-

ly belong in point of design to the most ancient buildings

of Italy, although the greater portion of those now extant

were probably not executed till a much later age, several

of them certainly not till the seventh century of the city.

They are, just like those of Greece, sometimes quite rough-

ly formed of large unwrought blocks of rock with smaller

stones inserted between them, sometimes disposed in square

horizontal courses,* sometimes composed of polygonal

* Of this character were the Servian walls, the remains of which re-

cently discovered at the Aventine, both on the side towards S. Paolo in

the Vigna Maccarana, and on the side towards the Tiber below S. Sab-

ina, have been figured or described in the Anncdi delV Inst, Rome. 1855,

plates XXI.—XXV., p. 87, seq. The blocks of tufo are hewn in longish

rectangles, and at some places, for the sake of greater solidity, are laid

alternately with the long and with the narrow side outermost. At one

place, in the upper part of the wall, a large regular arch has been in-

serted, which is similar in style but appears to have been added at a

later date. The portions of the wall preserved consist of about fourteen

courses ; the upper portion is wanting, and the lower is for the most part

concealed by later buildingSj and often covered over with opus reliculatum.

The wall evidently stretched quite along the edge of the hill. The con-

tinuation of these excavations inwards showed that the mines and sew-

ers traversed the Aventine hill, just as they traversed the Capitoline, in

all directions. The latter belong to the system of cloacae, the extent and
importance of which in ancient Rome has been instructively discussed

by Braun {Annali delV Inst. 1852, p. 831).

The portion of the Servian wall near the Viminal gate, discovered in

1 862 at the Villa Negroni, consists of regular courses of huge blocks of

peperino, measuring as much as 3 metres in length, 1 metre on an aver-

age in breadth, and O.^S of a metre in thickness, -which are laid side bj
side in three rows, so that the whole thickness of the wall amounts to

more than three metres, or fully 10 Roman feet. To this falls to be add-

ed the earthen rampart piled up behind it, which seems to have had on
its upper surface a breadth of about 13 metres or fully 40 Roman feet.

At intervals of about 5 metres there are seen the foundations of towers

projecting outwards. Of another piece of the Servian wall found at an
early date, not far from the Porta Capena, a representation is given in

Gell {Topography of Rome, p. 494).

Essentially similar to the Servian walls arc those discovered in the

Vigna Nussiner, on the slope of the Palatine, towards the Capitoline

(Braun, I. c), which have been, probably with justice, pronounced to be
remains of the piimitive circumvallation of the Roma qimdrata (p. 78).
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dressed blocks fitting into each other. The selection of
one or other of these systems was doubtless ordinarily de-

termined by the material, and accordingly the polygonal
masonry does not occur in Eome, where in the most an-

cient times tufo alone was employed for building. The re-

semblance in the ca«e of the two former and simpler styles

may perhaps be traceable to the similarity of the materials

employed and of the object in view in building ; but it can
hardly be deemed accidental that the artistic polygonal wall-

masonry, and the gate with the path leading up to it univer-

sally bending to the left and so exposing the unshielded right

side of the assailant to the defenders, belong to the Italian

fortresses as well as to the Greek. It is a significant cir-

cumstance, that this wall-masonry was only usual in that

portion of Italy which was neither reduced to subjection by
the Hellenes nor cut oflT from intercourse with them, and
that the true polygonal masonry is found in Etruria only at

Pyrgi and at the towns, not very fjir distant from it, of

Cosa and Saturnia ; and as the design of the walls of Pyrgi,

especially when we take into account the significant name
(" towers "), may just as certainly be ascribed to the Greeks

as that of the walls of Tiryns, in them most probably there

still stands before our eyes one of the models from which

the Italians learned how to build their walls. The temple

in fine, which in the period of the empire was called the

Tuscanic and was regarded as a kind of style co-ordinate

with the various Greek temple-structures, not only general-

ly resembled the Greek temple in being an enclosed space

{cello) usually quadrangular, over which walls and columns

raised aloft a sloping roof, but was also in details, especially

in the column itself and its architectural features, thorough-

ly dependent on the Greek system. It is in accordance

with all these facts probable, as it is credible of itself, that

Italian architecture previous to its contact with the Hellenes

was confined to wooden huts, abattis, and mounds of earth

and stones, and that construction in stone was only adopted

in consequence of the example and the better tools of the

Greeks. It is scarcely to be doubted that the Italians first
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learned from them the use of iron, and derived from them

the preparation of mortar (cc^[e]a; calecare, from x«^-'l)? the

machine (machina, fitj^avij), the measuring-rod {groma, a

corruption from yvcojxoov, yvm^a), and the artificial lattice-

work {clathri, ylij&Qov). Accordingly we can scarcely

speak of an architecture peculiarly Italian, except that in

the woodwork of the Italian dwelling-houses—alongside of

alterations produced by Greek influence—many peculiarities

were retained or were for the first time developed, and

these again exercised a reflex influence on the building of

the Italian temples. The architectural development of the

house proceeded in Italy from the Etruscans. The Latin

and even the Sabellian still adhered to the hereditary wood-

en hut and to the good old custom of assigning to the god

or spirit not a consecrated dwelling, but only a consecrated

space, while the Etruscan had already begun artistically to

transform his dwelling-house, and to erect after the model

of the dwelling-house of man a temple also for the god and

a sepulchral chamber for the spirit. That the advance to

such luxurious structures in Latium took place under Etrus-

can influence, is proved by the designation of the oldest

style of temple architecture and of the oldest style of house

architecture respectively as Tuscanic* As concerns the

character of this transference, the Grecian temple probably

imitated the general outlines of the tent or dwelling-house
;

but it was essentially built of hewn stone and covered with

tiles, and the nature of the stone and the baked clay sug-

gested to the Greek the laws of necessity and beauty. The
Etruscan on the other hand remained a stranger to the strict

Greek distinction between the dwelling of man necessarily

erected of wood and tlic dwelling of the gods necessarily

formed of stone. The peculiar characteristics of the Tus-

can temple—the outline approaching nearer to a square, the

higher gable, the greater breadth of the intervals between

the columns, above all, the increased inclination of the roof

and the singular projection of the roof-corbels beyond the

* Brdio Tuscanica : cavum aedium Ttiscanicum.
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supporting columns—all arose out of the greater approxi-

mation of the temple to the dwelling-house, and out of the

peculiarities of wooden architecture.

The plastic and delineative arts are more recent than

Plastic art
architecture ; the house must be built before

in Italy. ^ny attempt is made to decorate gable and

walls. It is not probable that these arts really gained a

place in Italy during the regal period of Rome ; it was only

in Etruria, where commerce and piracy early gave rise to a

great concentration of riches, that art or handicraft—if the

term be preferred—obtained a footing in the earliest times.

Greek art, when it acted on Etruria, was still, as its copy

shows, at a very primitive stage, and the Etruscans proba-

bly learned from the Greeks the art of working in clay and

metal at a period not much later than that at which they

borrowed from them the alphabet. The silver coins of

Populonia, almost the only woi-ks that can be with any pre-

cision assigned to this period, give no very high idea of

Etruscan artistic skill as it then stood. It is not unlikely,

however, that the best of the Etruscan works in bronze, to

which the later critics of art assigned so high a place, may
have belonged to this primitive age ; and the Etruscan terra-

cottas also cannot have been altogether despicable, for the

oldest works in baked clay placed in the Roman temples

—

the statue of the Capitoline Jupiter, and the four-horse

chariot on the roof of his temple—were executed in Veii,

and the large ornaments of a similar kind placed on the

roofs of temples passed generally among the later Romans

under the name of " Tuscanic works,"

On the other hand, among the Italians—not among the

Sabellian stocks merely, but even among the Latins—native

sculpture and design were at this period only coming into

existence. The most considerable works of art appear to

have been executed abroad. We have just mentioned the

statues of clay alleged to have been executed in Veii ; and

very recent excavations have shown that works in bronze

made in Etruria, and furnished with Etruscan inscriptions,

circulated in Praeneste at least, if not generally throughout
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Latium. The statue of Diana in the Romano-Latin federal

temple on the Aventine, which was considered the oldest

statue of a divinity in Rome,* exactly resembled the Mas-

siliot statue of the Ephesian Artemis, and was perhaps

manufactured in Velia or Massilia. The guilds, which from

ancient times existed in Rome, of potters, coppersmiths,

and goldsmiths (p. 258), are almost the only proofs of the

existence of native sculpture and design there ; respecting

the position of their art it is no longer possible to gain any

clear idea.

If we endeavour to obtain historical results from these

Artistic ro- archives of the tradition and practice of primi-

endo^4?°nts
'^^'^ ^^'*'' ^^ ^^ "^ ^^^^ ^'^^*' P^^^e manifest that Ital-

oftheEtrus- jan art, like the Italian measures and Italian
can? and '

Italians. writing, developed itself not under Phoenician,

but exclusively under Hellenic influence. There is not a

single one of the aspects of Italian art which has not found

its definite model in the art of ancient Greece ; and, so far,

the legend is fully warranted which traces the manufacture

of painted clay figures, beyond doubt the most ancient form

of art in Italy, to the three Greek artists, the " moulder,"

" fitter," and " draughtsman," Eucheir, Diopos, and Eu-

grammos, although it is more than doubtful whether this

art came directly from Corinth or was brought directly to

Tarquinii. There is as little trace of any immediate imita-

tion of oriental models as there is of an independently-

developed form of art. The Etruscan lapidaries adhered

to the form of the beetle or scarabaeus, which was original-

ly Egyptian ; but scarabaei were also used as models in

carving in Greece in very early times {e. g. such a beetle-

* When Varro {ap. Augustin. De Civ. Dei., iv. 31 ; comp. Plutarch,

Num. 8) aflSrms that the Romans for more than one hundred and seven-

ty years worshipped the gods without images, he is evidently thinking

of this primitive piece of carving, which, according to the convention-

al chronology, was dedicated between 170 and 219, and, ,^„ .„."•'
' ' ' 070, oob.

beyond doubt, was the first statue of the gods, the con-

secration of which was mentioned in the authorities which Varro had

before him.

14
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stone, with a very ancient Greek inscription, has been found

in Aegina), and therefore they may very well have come to

the Etruscans through the Greeks. The Italians may have
bought from the Phoenician ; they learned only from the

Greek.

To the further question, from what Greek stock the

Etruscans in the first instance received their art-models, a

categorical answer cannot be given
;
yet relations of a re-

markable kind subsist between the Etruscan and the oldest

Attic art. The three forms of art, which were practised ii\

Etruria at least in after times very extensively, but in

Greece only to an extent very limited, tomb-painting, mir-

ror-designing, and graving on stone, have been hitherto met
with on Grecian soil only in Athens and Aegina. The Tus-

can temple does not correspond exactly either to the Doric

or to the Ionic ; but in the more important points of dis-

tinction, in the course of columns carried round the cella^ as

well as in the placing of a separate pedestal vuider each par-

ticular column, the Etruscan style follows the more recent

Ionic ; and it is this same lono-Attic style of building still

pervaded by a Doric element, which in its general design

stands nearest of all the Greek styles to the Tuscan. In

the case of Latium there is an almost total absence of any

reliable traces of intercourse bearing on the history of art.

If it was—as is indeed almost self-evident—the general re-

lations of traffic and intei'course that determined also the

introduction of models in art, it may be assumed with cer-

tainty that the Campanian and Sicilian Hellenes were the

instructors of Latium in art, as in the alphabet ; and the

analogy between the Aventine Diana and the Ephesian Ar-

temis is at least not inconsistent with such an hypothesis.

Of course the older Etruscan art also served as a model for

Latium. As to the Sabellian tribes, if Greek architectural

and plastic art reached them at all, it must, like the Greek

alphabet, have corne to them only through the medium of

the more western Italian stocks.

If, in conclusion, we are to forn; a judgment respecting

the artistic endowments of the different Italian nations, we
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already at this stage perceive—what becomes indeed far

more obvious in the later stages of the history of art—that

while the Etruscans attained to the practice of art at an

earlier period and produced more massive and rich work-

manship, their works are inferior to those of the Latins and

Sabellians in appropriateness and utility no less than in

spirit and beauty. This certainly is apparent, in the case

of our present epoch, only in architecture. The polygonal

wall-masonry, as appropriate to its object as it was beauti-

ful, was frequent in Latium and in the inland country be-

hind it ; while in Etruria it was rare, and not even the walls

of Caere are constructed of polygonal blocks. Even in the

religious prominence—remarkable also as respects the his-

tory of art—assigned to the arch (p. 225) and to the bridge

(p. 230) in Latium, we may be allowed to perceive, as it

were, an anticipation of the future aqueducts and consular

highways of Eome. On the other hand, the Etruscans re-

peated, and at the same time corrupted, the ornamental

architecture of the Greeks : for while they transferred the

laws established for building in stone to architecture in

wood, they displayed no thorough skill of adaptation, and

by the lowness of their roof and the wide intervals between

their columns gave to their temples, to use the language of

an ancient architect, a " heavy, mean, straggling, and clumsy

appearance." The Latins found in the rich stores of Greek

art but very little that was congenial to their thoroughly

realistic tastes ; but what they did adopt they appropriated

truly and heartily as their own, and in the development of

the polygonal wall architecture perhaps excelled their in-

structors. Etruscan art is a remarkable evidence of dex-

terity mechanically acquired and mechanically retained, but

it is, as little as the Chinese, an evidence even of genial re-

ceptivity. As scholars have long since desisted from the

attempt to derive Greek art from that of the Etruscans, so

they must, with whatever reluctance, make up their minds
to transfer the Etruscans from the first to the lowest place

in the history of Italian art.
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CHAPTER I.

CHANGE OF THE CONSTITUTION. LIMITATION OF THE POWER

OF THE MAGISTRATE.

The strict conception of the unity and omnipotence of

Political the state in all matters pertaining to it, which

dfstincuons was the Central principle of the Italian constitu-

in Rome. tions, placed in the hands of the single president

nominated for life a formidable power, which was felt doubt-

less by the enemies of the land, but was not less heavily

felt by its citizens. Abuse and oppression could not fail to

ensue, and, as a necessary consequence, efforts were made
to lessen that power. It was, however, the grand distinc-

tion of the endeavours after reform and the revolutions in

Rome, that there was no attempt to impose limitations on

the community as such or even to deprive it of correspond-

ing organs of expression—that there never was any en-

deavour to assert the so-called natural rights of the individ-

ual in contradistinction to the community—that, on the con-

trary, the attack was wholly directed against the form in

which the community was represented. From the times

of the Tarquins down to those of the Gracchi the cry of the

party of progress in Rome was not for limitation of the

power of the state, but for limitation of the power of the

magistrates : nor amidst that cry was the truth ever forgot-

ten, that the people
,

ought not to govern
^

,
but to be q;ov-

\

erned . ^^•*^'7^^»>t. yU^^^*<^ Jsx^Ua^^j^'^*^ a.<p^*,^x^

This struggle was carriea on within the burgess-body

Side by side with it another movement developed itself

—

the cry of the non-burgesses for equality of political privi-

leges. Under this head are included the agitations of the

plebeians, the Latins, the Italians, and the freedmen, all of
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whom—whether they may have borne the name of burgess-

es, as did the plebeians and the freedmen, or not, as was the

case with the Latins and Italians—were destitute of, and
laid claim to, political equality.

A third distinction was one of a still more general na-

fture; the distinction between the wealthy and the poor,

'especially such as had been dispossessed or were endangered

in possession. The civil and political relations of Rome
led to the rise of a numerous class of farmers—partly small

proprietors who were dependent on the mercy of the capi-

talist, partly small temporary lessees who were dependent

on the mercy of the landlord—and in many instances de-

prived individuals as well as whole communities of the

lands which they held, without affecting their personal free-

dom. By these .means the agricultural proletariate became

at an early period so powerful as to have a material influ-

ence on the destinies of the community. The urban prole-

tariate did not acquire political importance till a much later

epoch.

On these distinctions hinged the internal history of

Rome, and, as we may conjecture, not less the history

—

totally lost to us—of the other Italian communities. The

political movement within the fully-privileged burgess-body,

the warfare between the excluded and excluding classes, and

the social conflicts between the possessors and the non-pos-

sessors of land—variously as they crossed and interlaced,

and singular as were the alliances- they often produced

—

were nevertheless essentially and fundamentally distinct.

As the Servian reform, which placed the metoikos on a

footing of equality in a military point of view
Abolition of . , , , . i • • ^ j
the life pres- With the burgess, appears to have origmated

thc^commu- . from considerations of an administrative nature!
"'*^'

rather than from any political party-tendency,'

we may assume that the first of the movements which led

\to internal crises and changes of the constitution was that

•which sought to limit the magistracy. The earli_e5t achieve-

ment of this, the most ancient opposition in Rome, consist-

ed in the abolition of the life-tenure of the presidency of
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the community ; in other words, in the abolition of the *

monarchy. How necessarily this was the result of the nat-

ural development of things is strikingly demonstrated by

the fact, that the same change of constitution took place in

an analogous manner through the whole circuit of the Italo-

Grecian world. Not only in Kome, but likewise among the

other Latins as well as among the Sabellians, Etruscans,

and Apulians—in fact, in all the Italian communities, just as

in those of Greece—we find the rylers_forJife of ^11 e&rljer ;.
-

epoch superseded in after times byj^pr^^^al mag-istraioa. In/^jK^

the case of the Lucanian canton there is evidence that it had ^—

^

a democratic government in time of peace, and it was only

in the event of war that the magistrates appointed a king,

that is, a magistrate similar to the Roman dictator. The
Sabellian civic communities, such as those of Capua and

Pompeii, in like manner were in later times governed by a
" community-manager " {medix iu(icus) changed from year

to year, and we may assume that similar institutions exist,

ed among the other national and civic communities of Italy.

In this light the reasons which led to the substitution of

consuls for kings in Rome need no explanation. The^or-

ganism of the ancient Greek and Italian polity through its

own action and by a sort of natural necessity produced the

limitation of the life-presidency to a shortened, and for the

most part an annual, term. Simple, however, as was the

cause of the change, it might be brought about in. various

ways ; a resolution might be adopted on the death of one

life-ruler not to elect another—a course which the Roman
senate is said to have attempted after the death of Romu-
lus ; or the ruler might voluntarily abdicate, as is affirmed

to have been the intention of king Servius Tullius ; or the

people might rise in rebellion against a tyrannical rule,)

and expel him.

It was in this latter way that the monarchy was termi-

Expuision nated in Rome. For however much the history

qldiJ^from" ^^ *^® cxpulsiott of the last Tarquinius, " the
Rome. proud," may have -feeeri interwoven with anec-

dotes and spun out into a romance, it is not in its leading

14*
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outlines to be called in question. Tradition credibly enough

indicates as the causes of the revolt, that the king neglected

/to consult the senate and to complete its numbers ; that he

(pronounced sentences of capital punishment and confisca-

1 tion without advising with his counsellors ; that he accumu-

\
lated immense stores of grain in his granaries, and exacted

I

i

from the burgesses military labours and task-work beyond
1 what was due. The exasperation of the people is attested

by the formal vow which they made man by man for them-

selves and for their posterity that thenceforth they would

never tolerate a king ; by the blind hatred with which the

name of king was ever afterwards regarded in Eome ; and

above all by the enactment that the " king for offering sac-

rifice" {rex sacrorum or sacrificulus)—whom they consid-

ered it their duty to create that the gods might not miss

their accustomed mediator—should be disqualified froni

holding any further office, so that this official was at once

\ the first in rank and the least in power of all the Roman
magistrates. Along with the last king all the members of

his clan were banished—a proof how close at that time

geiij.ile ties still were. The Tarquinli transferred them-

selves to^aere, perhaps their ancient home (p. 174), where

their family tomb has recently been discovered. In the

room of one president holding office for life two annual

rulers were now placed at the head of the Rdman commu-
nity.

This is all that can be looked upon as historically cer-

tain in reference to this important event.* It may easily

* The well-known ^able for the most part refutes itself. To a con-

liderable extent it has been concocted for the exphination of surnames

{Brutus, Poplkola, Scaevola). But even its apparently historical ingre-

dients are found on closer examination to have been invented. Of this

character is the statement that Brutus was captain of horse (tribumis ce-

lerum) and in that capacity proposed the decree of the people as to the

banishment of the Tarquins ; for, according to the earliest constitution of

Rome, it is quite impossible that amere tribune should have had the right

to convoke the curies, when that right was not accorded to the alter ego

of the king, the city warden (p. 111). The whole of this statement has
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be conceived that in a great community with extensive do-

minion like the Roman the royal power, particularly if it

had been in the same family for several generations, would

be more capable of resistance, and the struggle would thus

be keener, than in smaller states ; but there is no certain

indication of foreign states interfering in the struggle. The

great war with Etruria—which possibly, moreover, has

been placed so close upon the expulsion of the Tarquins

only in consequence of chronological confusion in the Ro-

man annals—cannot be regarded as an intervention of Etru->^

ria in favour of a countryman who had been injured in'

Rome, for the very sufficient reason that the Etruscans, not-

withstanding their complete victory neither restored the

Roman monarchy, nor even brought back the Tarquinian

family.

If we are left iii ignorance of the historical connections

Powers of of this important event, we are fortunately in
the consuls,

possession of clearer light as to the nature of

the change which was made in the constitution. The royal

power was by no means abolished, as is shown by the fact

that, when a vacancy occurred, a " temporary king " {inter-

rex) was nominated as before. The one life-king was sim-

ply replaced by two year-kings, who called themselves gen-

erals [praeiores), or judges (indices), or merely colleagues

(consules).^ The collegiate principle, from which this last

—and subsequently most current—name of the annual kings

was derived, assumed in their case an altogether peculiar

form. The supreme power was not entrusted to the two
magistrates conjointly, but each consul possessed and exer-

cvidcntly been invented with the view of furnishing a basis of legitimacy

for the Roman republic ; and the invention is a very miserable one, for the

Iribunus cclerum is confounded with the entirely diflferent magisier equi-

tum (p. 108), and then the right of convoking the centuries which per-

tained to the latter by virtue of his praetorian rank is made to apply to

this assembly of the curies.

* Consules are those who " leap or dance together," as praesul is one

who "leaps before," exul, one who "leaps out" (6 txmam'), insula, a
" leap into," primarily applied to a mass of rock fallen into the eea.
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cised it for himself as fully and wholly as it had been pes-

sessed and exercised by the king ; and, although a partition

of functions doubtless took place from the first—the one
consul for instance undertaking the command of the army,
and the other the administration of justice—that partition

wa* by ng^means binding, and each of the colleagues was
legally at liberty to. interfere at any "time in the province

of the other. WJieji, therefore, supreme power confronted

supreme power and "the one colleague forbade what the

other enjoined, the consular commands neutralized each

other. This peculiarly Latin, if not peculiarly Roman, in-

stitution of co-ordinate supreme authorities—which in the

Roman commonwealth on the whole approved itself as

practicable, but to which it will be difficult to find a paral-

lel in any other considerable state—manifestly sprang oyt

of the endeavour to retain the regal power in legally un-

diminished fulness. They were thus led not to break up
l#he royal office into parts or to transfer it from an individ-

,ual to a college, but simply to double it and thereby, if

I

necessary, to neutralize it through its own action.

A similar course was followed in reference to the termi-

Term of nation of their tenure of office, for which more-
«>fiice. ^^.^ ^j^g earlier interregnum of five days fur-

nished a legal precedent. The ordinary presidents of the

community were bound not to remain in office longer than

a year reckoned from the day of their entering on their

functions ;
* but they ceased to be magistrates not upon the

expiry of the set term, but only upon their publicly and

* The day of entering on office did not coincide with the beginning

of the year (1st March), and was not at all fixed. The day of retiring was

regulated by it, except when a consul was elected expressly in room of

one who had died or abdicated {cotisid suffcelus) ; in which case the

substitute succeeded to the rights and consequently to the term of him

whom he replaced. But these supplementary consuls in the earlier pe-

riod only occurred when one of the consuls had died or abdicated: pairs

of supplementary consuls are not found until the later ages of the repub-

lic. Ordinarily, therefore, the ofHcial year of a consul consisted of

unequal portions of two civil years.
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solemnly dernitting their office : so that, in the event c

their daring to disregard the' term and to continue thei

magistracy beyond the year, their official acts were never',

theless valid, and in the earlier times they scarcely e;^n in'

CLirred any other than a moral responsibilityM^h^Plon-

sistency between full rule over the ^mmun^ and a set

term assigned to that rule by law ^hHp vividly felt, that

its tenure for life W^ only amided blUPBans of the magis-

trate declaring his wwn—k^R^i-tain sense free—will in the

matter; and^^jiagistrate was not restricted directly by

the law, but I^^Hduced by it to restrict himself. Never-

the2|^ this tciiure of the supreme magistracy for a set

ter^^phich its holders but once or twice ventured to over-

step, was of the deepest importance. As an immediate

consequence of it, the practical irresponsibility of the king

was lost in the case of the consul. It is true that the king

was always in the Koman commonwealth subject, and not

superior, to the law ; but, as according to the Eoman view

the supreme judge could not be prosecuted at his own bar,

while the king might perpetrate a crime, there was for him
no tribunal and no punishment. The consul, again, if he

had committed murder or treason, was protected by his

office only so long as it lasted ; on his retirement he was
liable to the ordinary penal jurisdiction like any other bur-

gess.

To these changes of a prominent nature, affecting the

principles of the constitution, other restrictions were added
of a subordinate and administrative character, some of

which nevertheless produced a deep effect. The privilege

of the king to have his fields tilled by task-work of the bur-

gesses, and the special relation of clientship in which the

metoeci as a body must have stood to the king, ceased '><^

themselves with the life-tenure of the office.

Hitherto in criminal processes as well as in fines and

Right of corporal punishments it hud been the province
appeal.

^^ ^^^^ ^'mg not only to investigate and decide

the cause, but also to decide whether the person found guilty

should or should not be allowed to appeal for pardon. The
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Valerian law now (in 245) enacted that the con«

sul must allow the appeal of the condemned,

here sentence of capital or corporal punishment had been

iroig*|ce^otherwise than by martial law—a regulation

vh^^^l^Ker law (of uncertain date, but passed before

n the capafelt^^^^B^Rfn^^ot oPHftral, the consular

lictors laid asiol^^^^es: wW^B^ey ha^)reviously carried

ter.* The law howevertln-eatcned tlrt^il^^HPfate, who_did

not allow due course to the ^royoca/ZdJ^Wlfe^th^g^n-
alty than infamy—which, as matters then stoodTwy^HIn-
tially nothing but 'a moral stain, and at the utmost only had

the effect of disqualifying the infamous person from giving

testimony. Here too the course followed was based on the

same view, that it was in law impossible to diminish the old

regal powers, and that the checks imposed upon the holder

of the supreme authority in consequence of the revolution

had, strictly viewed, only a practical and moral value.

JWhen therefore the consul acted within the old regal juris-

^^diction, he might in so acting perpetrate an injustice, but he

committed no crime and consequently was not amenable for

what he did to the penal judge.

A limitation similar in its tendency took place in the

Restrictions ^ivil jurisdiction ; for to this epoch probably be-

Ttiono^^'^"
longs the change by which the right of the ma-

powers, gistrates, after adjustment of a cause, to com-

mit to a private person the investigation of its merits was

converted into an obligation to do so. It is probable that

this was accomplished by a general arrangement respecting

the transference of magisterial power to deputies or succes-

sors. While the king had been absolutely at liberty to

nominate deputies but had never been compelled to do so,

in the case of the consul the right of delegating his powers

seems to have been limited and legally restricted in a two-

fold manner. In the first place such comprehensive dele-

gated powers—themselves partaking of the splendour that
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environed the king—as those of the warden of the city ir

relation to the administration of justice, and probahly also

the delegated command of the army (p. 98), virtually

ceased upon the introduction of annual kings ; for the ap-

pointment of a warden of the city, which still was made

for the few hours during which the two consuls had to ab-

sent themselves from the city in order to take part in the

Latin festival, was a mere form and was treated in that

light. It was in fact one of the objects attained by putting

the supreme magistracy into the collegiate form, that a

magistrate-depute for the administration of justice was only

required in rare exceptional cases ; and although in war

the commander-in-chief could^not be prohibited from en-

trusting the command even of the whole army to another,

such a deputy now took his place as simply the adjutant

{legatus) of the general. The new republic tolerated neither-,

king nor lieutenant with full regal powers ; but the consul

was at liberty, especially if a serious war seemed to require

that the original unity of the magistracy should be restored,

to suspend the collegiate equality of prerogatives, and to
j

nominate a third colleague, with the title of dictator, whom I

both the nominating consul and his original colleague were/

bound to obey as a superior magistrate, and in whose per-'

son, as an extraordinary and temporary measure, the old \

regal powers again came into force in all their compass.

The second restriction imposed on the consuls as to the

delegation of their powers was perhaps still more impor-

tant in its effects. While the consul as commandei'-in-chief

retained undiminished the right of freely delegating all or

any of his functions, in the province of his urban duties

delegation was prescribed as to certain cases, and was pro-

hibited with reference to all others. The former class of

cases, in which the president of the community was theo-

retically competent but was at the same time obliged to act

only through the medium of deputies—appointed, it is true,

by himself—included not only civil processes, but those

criminal causes which the king had been accustomed to dis-

pose of through the two " trackers of murder " [q^tmestorr
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p. 98, 204), and also the important charge of the state-

treasure and of the state-archives, which these two quaestors

undertook in addition to their previous functions. Thus the

quaestors now became in law—^what they had for long per-

haps been in fact—standing magistrates ; and as they were

now nominated by the consul just as formerly by the king,

it followed that they abdicated office along with him after

the expiry of a year. In other cases again, where his

course was not, expressly prescribed, the chief magistrate

in the capital had either to act personally or not at all ; for

instance, no delegation was admissible at the introductory

steps of a process. This diversity irmhe treatment of civil

and military delegation explains why in the government of

the Roman community proper no delegated magisterial au-

thority (^pro magistratu,) was possible, nor were purely

urban magistrates ever represented by non-magistrates

;

and why, on the other hand, military deputies {pro consule,

pro praetore, pro quaestore) were excluded from all action

within the community proper. ^

Again the right of nominating his successor, which the

Nomination ^'^g ^^^^ exercised absolutely, was by no means
ofBuccesEor. withdrawn from the new head of the commu-

nity ; but he was bound to nominate the person whom the

community should designate to him. Through this binding

right of proposal the nomination of the ordinary supreme

magistrates in a certain sense passed substantially into the

hands of the community
;
practically, however, there still

existed a very considerable distinction between that right

of proposal and the right of formal nomination. The con-

sul conducting the election was by no means a mere return-

ing officer. By virtue of his prerogative essentially similar;

to the king's, he might reject particular candidates and dis-

regard votes tendered for them ; at first he might even

limit the choice to a list of candidates pi'oposed by himself;

and—what was of still more consequence—the community

by no means obtained through its right of proposal the

right of deposing a magistrate again, which it must necessa-

rily have obtained had it really appointed him. On the
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contrary, as the successor was even now nominated solely

by his predecessor and thus no actual magistrate ever de

rived his right from a magistrate still holding office, the old

and important principle of Roman state-law, that the su-

preme magistrate could never be deposed, remained invio-

lably in force in the consular period also.

Lastly the nomination of the priests, which had been a

Change in prerogative of the kiii^s (p. 97), was not trans-

nation^t"
ferrcd to the consuls ; but the colleges of priests

priests. filled up the vacancies in their own i^nks, while

the Vestals and single priests were nominated by the pon-

tifical college, on whrch devolved also the exercise of the

paternal jurisdiction, so to speak, of the community over

the priestesses of Vesta. With a view to the performance

of these acts, which could only be properly performed by a

single individual, the college probably about this period

first nominated a president, the Pontifex maximus. This

separation of the supreme aumority in things sacred from

the civil poycr—while the already-mentiooied " king for sac-

rifice " had neither the civil nor the sacred po'VP'ers of the

king, but simply the title, conferred upon him—and the

semi-magisterial position of the new higli priest so •decided-

ly contrasting with the character which otherwise marked
the • priesthood^ in Rom#, forni one of the most significant

and important peculiarities of a state-revolution, the aim of

whicU was to impose limits on 'the powers of the magis-

trates mainly in the interest of the aristocracy. ,

We have already mentioned thaj; the outward state of

the conslil -was far ijj^rior to that of the regal office liedgdcl

round as it was with reverence alTd tei-ror, 4liat the regal

name and the priestly^onsecration were withheld from him,

and that the axe ^as taken away from his attendants. Wo
have to add that, instead of the purple Tobe which tJ»e king

had worn, the consul- was*'distinguished from the ordinary

burgess simply l^the purple" border of his toga, and that,

while the jking in all probability re^Jirly appeared in pub
lie in his charic^ the consul was boun 1 to accommodate
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himself to the general rule and like every other burgess to

go within the city on foot.

These limitations, however, of the plenary power and

The dicta- o^ tho insignia of the magistracy applied in the
*°^- mjJin only to the ordinary presidency of the

community. In extraordinary cases, as we have already

said, the two presidents chosen by the community were su-

perseded by a single one, the master of the army [magister

popuH) or commander {dictator). In the election of dicta-

tor the coimnunity bore no part at all ; his nomination pro-

ceeded solely from one of the consuls for the time being.

There was no appeal from his sentencPany more than from
that of the king, unless he chose to allow it. As soon as

he was nominated, all the other magistrates were by right

subject to his authority. On the other hand the duration

of the dictator's office was limited in two ways : first, as

the official colleague of those consuls, one of whom had

nominated him,, he might noFremain in office beyond their

legal term ; and secondly, a period of six montjjs was fixed

as the absolute maximum for the duration of his office. It

was a further arrangement peculiar to the dictatorship, that

the " master of the army " was bound to nominate for him-

self immediately a " master of horse " {inagister equitum),

who acted along with him as a dependent Assistant some-

what as did the quaestor along wifh the consul, and with

him'retired from office—an arrangement undoubtedly .con-

nected with the fact tj?at the dictator, probably as being the

leader of the infantry, was constitutionally prohibited from

iflounting on horseback. In the light^f these regulations

»the dictatorship is doubtless to be conceived as an institu-

tion which arose along with the cons^jlship, and which was

designed especially, in the event of war,%o obviate for a

time the disadvantages of divided power and to revive tem-

porarily the regal authority ; for in war more particularly

the equality of rights in the consuls cou||| not but appear

fraught with danger ; -aYi^ nofonly positive testimonies, but

the oldest names given to tlie magistrate .himself and his

assistant, as well as the limitation of jthe office to the dura-
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tion of a summer campaign, and the exclusion of the provo'

catio, attest the pre-eminently military design of the origi-

nal dictatorship.

On the whole, therefore, the consuls continued to be, as

the kings had been, the supreme administrators, judges, and

generals ; and even in a religious point of view it was not

the rex sacrorum (who was only nominated that the name

might be preserved), but the consul, who offered prayers

and sacrifices for the community, and in its name ascer-

tained the will of the gods with the aid of those skilled in

sacred lore. Against .cases of emergency a power was re-

tained of reviving at~S^y moment, without previous consul-

tation of the community, the full and unlimited regal au-

thority, so as to set aside the limitations imposed by the

collegiate arrangement and by the special curtailments of

! jurisdiction. In this way the problem of legally retaining

li, and practically restricting the regal authority was solved in

f genuine Roman fashion with equal acuteness and simplicity

II
by the nameless statesmen who worked out this revolution.

' The community thus acquired by the change of consti-

Ccntuvies tutiou rights of the greatest importance : the
and curies.

j-jght of aimually designating its presidents, and

that of deciding in the last instance regarding the life or

death of the burgess. But the body which acquired these

rights could not possibly be the community as it had been

hitherto constituted—the patriciate which had practically

become an order of nobility. The strength of the nation

lay in the "multitude" {pleb$), which already comprehend-

ed in large numbers people of note and of wealth. The
exclusion of this multitude from the public assembly, al-

though it bore part of the public burdens, might be toler-

ated as long as that public assembly itself had no very ma-
terial share in the working of the state machine, and as*long

as the royal power by the very fact of its high -and free

position remained almost equally formidable to the bur-

gesses and to the metoeci and thereby maintained equality

of legal redress in the nation. But when the community
itself was called regularly to elect and to decide, and the
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president was practically reduced from its master to its

commissioner for a set term, this relation could no longer

be maintained as it stood ; least of all when the state had
to be remodelled on the morrow of a revolution, which

could only have been carried out by the co-operation of the

patricians and the metoeci. An extension of that commu-
nity was inevitable ; and it was accomplished in the most
comprehensive manner, inasmuch as the collective plebeiate,

that is, all the non-burgesses who were neither slaves nor

citizens of extraneous communities Jiving at Rome under

the jus hospitii, were admitted into^he curies, and there-

upon the old burgesses, who had hit^to formed the jwies,

lost altogether the right of meeting and of resolving in con-

cert. But at the same time the curiate assembly, which

hitherto had been legally and practically the first authority

in the state, was almost totally deprived of its constitutional

prei'ogatives. It was still to retain its previous powers in

acts purely formal or in those which affected clan-relations

—such as the vow" of allegiance to be taken to the consul or

to the dictator when they entered on office just as previous-

ly to the king (p. 97), and the legal dispensations requisite

for an arrogatio or a testament—but it was not hencefoi'-

ward to perform any act of a properly political character.

By the change of constitution the curial organization was

virtually rooted out, inasmuch as it was really based on the

clan-organization and the latter was to be found in its full

purity exclusively among the old burgesses. When the

plebeians were admitted into the curies, they were certainly

also allowed to" constitute themselves de jure as—what in the

earlier period they could only have been de facto (p. 127)

—

families and clans; but it is distinctly recorded by tradi-

tion and in itself also very conceivable, that only a portion

of the plebeians proceeded so far as to constitute gentes,, and

thus the new curiate assembly in opposition to its original

character included numerous members who did not belong

to any clan.

All the political prerogatives of the public assembly

—

as well the decision on appeals in criminal causes, which in-
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deed were essentially political processes, as the nomination

of magistrates and the adoption or rejection of laws—were

transferred to, or were now acquired by, the assembled levy

of those bound to military service ; so that the centuries

now received the rights, as they had previously borne the

burdens, of citizens. In this way the small initial move-

ments made by the Servian constitution—such as, in par-

ticular, the handing over to the army the right of assenting

to the declaration of an aggressive war (p. 139) attained

such a development that the curies were completely and for

ever cast into the shade by the assembly of the centuries,

and people became accustomed to regard the lattei- as the

sovereign people. There was no debate in this assembly

any more than in that of the curies, except when the pre-

sidino- TOao-ls^""*- J^'^c^ Tiimsp.lf to speak or bade others do

ov/ ; of course in cases of appeal both parties had to be

heard. A simple majority of the centuries was decisive.

This plan was evidently chosen, because in the curiate

assembly those who were entitled to vote at all were on a

footing of entire equality, and therefore after the admission

of all the plebeians into the curies the result would have

^ been a complete democracy if the decision of political ques-

^'/ tions had remained with that assembly ; whereas the centu-

riate assembly placed the preponderating influence, not in

the hands of the nobles certainly, but in those of the pos-

sessors of property, and the important privilege of priority

in voting, which often practically decided the election, in

the hands of the equttes or, in other woi-ds, of the rich, v

The senate was not affected bjt the reform of the consti-

tution in the same way as the community. The
previously existing college of eldei's not only

continued exclusively patrician, but retained also its essen-

tial prerogatives—the right of appointing the interrex, and

of confirming or rejecting the resolutions adopted by the

community as constitutional or unconstitutional. In fact

these prerogatives were enhanced by the reform of the con-

stitution, becaiise the appointment of the magistrates also,

which fell to be made by election of the community,v!A'as

r
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thenceforth subject to the confirmation or rejection of the
patrician senate. In cases of appeal alone its confirmation,
so far as we know, was never deemed requisite, because in

these the matter at stake was the pardon of the guilty and,
when this was granted by the sovereign assembly of the
people, any cancelling of such an act was wholly out of the

question.

But, although by the abolition of the monarchy the con-

stitutional rights of the patrician senate were increased

rather than diminished, there yet took place-r-and that, ac-

cording to tradition, immediately on the abolition of the

monarchy—so far as regards other affairs which fell to be
discussed in the senate and admitted of a freer treatment,

an enlargement of that body, which brought into it plebe-

ians also, and which in its conseauenops led to a complete
remodelling of the whole. From the earliest time^ tne

senate had acted also, although not solely or especially, as a

state-council ; and, while probably even in the time of the

kings it was not regarded as unconstitutional for non-sena-

tors in this case to take part in the assembly (p. 119), it was

now arranged that for such discussions there should be asso-

ciated with the patrician senate {pa ires) a number of non-

/ patricians " added to the roll " (conscripti). This did not

at all put them on a footing of equality ; the plebeians in

the senate did not become senators, but remained members

of the equestrian order, were designated not pdtres but con-

scripti, and had no right to the insignia of senatorial dig-

nity, the purple border and the red shoe (p. 115). More-

over, they not only remained absolutely excluded from the

exercise of the magisterial prerogatives belonging to the

senate {auctoritas), but were obliged, even where the ques-

tion had reference merely to an advice {consilium), to rest

content with the privilege of being present iji silence while

the question was put to the patricians in turn, and of only

indicating their opinion by adding to the numbers when the

division was taken—voting with the feet {pedihus in sen-

tentiam ire, pedarii) as the proud nobility expressed it.

Nevertheless, the plebeians found their way through the
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new constitution not merely to the Forum, but also to the )

senate-house, and the first and most difficult step to equality (

of rights was taken in this quarter also.

Otherwise there was no material change in the arrange-

ments affecting the senate. Among the patrician members

a distinction of rank soon came to be recognized, especially

in putting the vote : those who were proximately designated

for the supreme magistracy, or who had already adminis-

tered it, were entered on the list and were called upon to

vote before the rest ; and the position of the first of them,

the foreman of the senate [princeps senatus), soon became

a highly coveted place of honour. The consul in office, on

the other hand, no more ranked as a member of senate than,

did the king, and therefore in taking the votes did not in-

clude his own. The selection of the members—both of the

narrower patrician senate and of those added to the roll

—

fell to be made by the consuls just as formerly by the

kings ; but the nature of the case implied that, while the

king had still perhaps some measure of regard to the repre-

sentation of the several clans in the senate, this considera-

tion was of no account so far as concerned the plebeians,

among whom the clan-organization was but imperfectly de-

veloped, and consequently the relation of the senate to that

organization in general fell more and more into abeyance.

"We have no information that the electing consuls were re-l

stricted from admitting more than a definite number of ple->

beians to the senate ; nor was there need for such a regula-t

tion, because the consuls themselves belonged to the nobil-l

ity. But probably from the outset the consul was in virtue li

of his very position practically far less free, and far more
[

bound by the opinions of his order and by custom, in the 1

appointment of senators than the king. The rule in par- I

ticular, that the holding of the consulship should necessarily

be followed by admission to the senate for life, if, as was
probably the case at this time, the consul was not yet a

member of it at the time of his election, must have in all

probability very early acquired consuetudinary force. In

like manner it seems to have become e.arly the custom not
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to fill up the senators' places immediately on their falling

vacant, but to revise and complete the roll of the senate on

occasion of the census, consequently, as a rule, every fourth

year ; which also involved a not unimportant restriction of

the authorities entrusted with the selection. The whole

number of the senators remained as before, and in this the

consa'ipti were also included ; from which fact we are enti-

tled to infer the numerical falling off of the patriciate.*

Evidently in the Eoman commonwealth, even on the

Consorva- convcrsiou of the monarchy into a republic, the

ter*of^"hr' ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ possible retained. So far as a
revolution. revolution in a state can be conservative at all,

this one was so ; not one of the constituent elements of the.

commonwealth was really overthrown by it. This circum-

stance indicates the character of the whole movement.

The expulsion of the Tarquins was not, as the pitiful and

deeply falsified accounts of it represent, the work of a peo-

ple carried away by sympathy and enthusiasm for liberty,

but the work of two great political parties already engaged

in conflict, and clearly aware that their conflict would stead-

ily continue—the old burgesses and the metoeci—who, like

the English Whigs and Tories in 1688, were for a moment

united by the common danger which threatened to convert

the commonwealth into the arbitrary government of a des-

pot, and differed again as soon as the danger was over. The

. old burgesses could not get rid of the monarchy without

i
the co-operation of the new burgesses ; but the new bur-

: gesses were far from being sufficiently strong to wrest the

' power out of the hands of the former at one blow. Com-

promises of this sort are necessarily li3;nited to the smallest

measure of mutual concessions obtained by tedious bargain-

ing ; and they leave the future to decide which of the con-

stituent elements shall eventually preponderate, and wheth-

er they will work harmoniously together or maintain their

* That the first consuls admitted to the senate 1G4 plebeians, is hard-

ly to be regarded as a historical fact, but rather as a proof that the

. later Eoman archaeologists were unable to point out more than 186

ffentes of the Roman nobility. {Rom. Forsch. i. 121.)
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antagonism. To look therefore merely to the direct inno-

vations, or possibly the mere change in the duration of the

supreme magistracy, is altogether to mistake the broad im-

port of the first Eoman revolution : its indirect effects were

by far the most important, and vaster doubtless than even

its authors anticipated. -^

This, in short, was the time when the Roman burgess-i

Tiie new body in the later sense of the term originated.*

community,
"ji^g plebeians had hitherto been metoeci, who

were subjected to their share of taxes and burdens, but who

were nevertheless in the e}'e of the law really nothing but

tolerated aliens, between whose position and that of foreign-

ers proper it may have seemed hardly necessary to draw a

definite line of distinction. They were now enrolled as bui'-

gesses in the registers of the curies, and, although they

were still far from being on a footing of legal equality

—

although the old burgesses still remained exclusively enti-!

tied to perform the acts of authority constitutionally per-,

taining to the council of elders and solely eligible to thej

civil magistracies and priesthoods, nay even exclusively en-1

titled to participate in the usufructs of burgesses, such as

the joint use of the public pasture—yet the first and most

difficult step towards complete equalization was gained from

the time when the plebeians no longer served merely in the

common levy, but also voted in the common assembly and

in the common council when its opinion was asked, and the

head and back of the poorest metoikos were as well protect-

ed by the right of appeal as those of the noblest of the old

burgesses.

One consequence of this amalgamation of the patriciansi

and plebeians in a new corporation of Roman burgesses

was the conversion of the old bUrgesscs into a clanriiobility ,.

which was incapable of receiving additions or even of filling

up its own ranks, because the nobles no longer possessed

the right of passing decrees in common assembly and the

adoption of new families into the nobility by decree of the

community appeared still less admissible. Under the kings

the ranks of the Ropian nobility had not been thus closed,

15
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and the admission of new clans was no very rare occur-

rence : now this genuine characteristic of patricianism made
its appearance as the sure herald of the speedy loss of its

political privileges and of its importance in the community.
The exclusion of the plebeians from all public magistracies

and public priesthoods—while they were admissible to the

position of officers and senators—and the maintenance, with

perverse obstinacy, of the legal impossibility of marriage

between old burgesses and plebeians, further impressed on

the patriciate from the outset the stamp of an exclusive

and wrongly privileged aristocracy.

A second consequence of the new union of the burgesses

must have been a more defaiite regulation of the right of

settlement, with reference both to the Latin confederates and

to other states. It became necessary—not so much on ac-

count of the right of suffrage in the centuries (which indeed

belonged only to the freeholder) as on account of the right

of appeal, which was intended to be conceded to the plebe-

ian, but not to the sojourner or the foreigner— to express

more precisely the conditions of the acquisition of plebeian

rights, and to mark off the enlarged burgess-body in its turn

from those who were now the non-burgesses. To this epoch

therefore we may trace back—in the views and feelings of

the people—both the invidiousness of the distinction be-

tween patricians and plebeians, and the strict and haughty

line of demarcation between elves Romani and aliens. But

the former civic distinction was in its nature transient, while

the latter political one was permanent ; and the sense of

political unity and rising greatness, which was thus im-

planted in the heart of the nation, was expansive enough

first to undermine and then to carry away with its mighty

current those paltry distinctions.

It was at this period, moreover, that law and edict wore

Law and Separated. The distinction indeed had its foun-

cdict. dation in the essential character of the Roman

state ; for even the regal power in Rome was subordinate,

not superior, to the law of the land. But the profound and

practical veneration, >yhich the Romans, like every other
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people of political capacity, cherished for the principle of .

authority, gave birth to the remarkable rule of Roman con-

stitutional and private law, that every command of the

magistrate not based upon a law was at least valid duringi

his tenure of office, although it expired with that tenure.^

It is evident that in this view, so long as the presidents were

nominated for life, the distinction between law and edict

must have practically been almost lost sight of, and the

legislative activity of the public assembly could acquire no

development. On the other hand it obtained a wide field

of action after the presidents were chauged annually ; and

the fact was now by no means void of practical importance,

that, if the consul in deciding a process committed a legal

informality, his successor could institute a fresh tiial of the

cause.

It was at this period, finally, that the provinces of civil

and military authority were separated. In the

military former the law ruled, in the latter the axe : the
on y. former was governed by the constitutional checks

of the right of appeal and of regulated delegation ; in the

latter the general held an absolute sway like the king.* It

was an established principle, that the general and the army
as such should not under ordinary circumstances enter the

city proper. That organic and permanently operative en-

actments could only be made under the superintendence of

the civil power, was implied in the spirit, if not in the let-

ter, of the constitution. Instances indeed occasionally oc-

curred where a magistrate, disre.onrding this principle, con-

voked his forces in the camp as a burgess-assemijly, nor was

a decree passed under such circumstances legally void ; but

custom disapproved of such a proceeding, and it soon fell

into disuse as though it had been forbidden. The distinc- >t

* It may not be superfluous to remark, that the iudkiuni legiiimum,

lis well as that quod imperio cont,netui\ rested on the imperium of the

directing magistrate, and the distinction only consisted in the circum-

Etance that the imperium was in the former case limited by the lex,

while in the latter it was free.
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tion between Quirites and soldiers became more and more
deeply rooted in the minds of the burgesses.

Time however was required for the development of

these consequences of the new republicanism :

Government ..n ./.i. rf ^ i

ofthepatri- vividiy as posterity felt its effects, the revolu-

tion probably appeared to the contemporary

.vorld at first in a different light. The non-burgesses indeed

gained by it burgess-rights, and the new burgess-body ac-

quired in the comiiia centuriata comprehensive preroga-

tives ; but the right of rejection on the part of the patrician

senate, which in firm and serried ranks confronted the

comiiia as if it were an Upper House, legally hampered

their freedom, of action precisely in the most important

matters, and although not in a position to thwart the seri-

ous will of the collective body, yet practically interposed

annoyance and delay. If the nobility in giving up their

claim to be the sole representatives of the community did

not seem to have lost much, they had in other respects de-

cidedly gained. The king, it is true, was a patrician as well

as the consul, and the nomination of the members of the

senate belonged to the latter as to the former ; but while

his exceptional position raised the former no less above the

patricians than above the plebeians, and while cases might

easily occur in which he would be obliged to lean upon the

support of the multitude even against the nobility, the con-

sul—ruling for a brief term, but before and after that term

simply one of the nobility, and obeying to-morrow the

noble fellow-burgess whom he had commanded to-day—by
no means occupied a position aloof from his order, and the

spirit of the noble in him must have been far more power-

ful than that of the magistrate. Indeed, if at any time by

way of exception a patrician disinclined to the rule of the

nobility was called to the government, his official authority

was paralyzed partly by the priestly colleges which were

pervaded by an intense aristocratic spirit, partly by his col-

leagues, and was easily suspended by the dictatorship ; <ind,

what was of still more moment, he wanted the first element

of political power, time. The president of a common-
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.

wealth, whatever plenary authority may be conceded to

him, will never gain possession of political power if he does

not continue for some considerable time at the head of

affairs ; for a necessary condition of every dominion is

duration. Consequently the senate appointed for life inevi-

tably acquired—and that by virtue chiefly of its title to

advise the magistrate in all points, so that we speak not of

the narrower patrician, but of the enlarged patricio-plebe-

ian, senate—so great an influence as contrasted with the

annual rulers, that their legal relations became precisely

inverted ; the senate substantially assumed to itself the

powers of government, and the former ruler sank into a

president acting as its chairman and executing its decrees.

In the case of every proposal to be submitted to the com-

munity for acceptance or rejection the practice of previous-

ly consulting the whole senate and obtaining its approval,

while not constitutionally necessary, was consecrated by use

and wont ; and it was not lightly or willingly departed

from. The same course was followed in the case of impor-

tant state-treaties, of the management and distribution of

the public lands, and generally of every act the efiects of

which extended beyond the official year ; and nothing was
left to the consul but the transaction of current business,

the initial steps in civil processes, and the command in war.

Especially important in its consequences jffTis_the chang&-in

virtue of which neither the consul, nor even the otherwise

absolute dictator, was permitted to touch the public treas-

ure except with the consent and by the will of the senate*

The senate made it obligatory on the consuls to commit the

administration of the public chest, which the king had man-
aged or might at any rate have managed himself, to two
standing subordinate magistrates, who were nominated by
the consuls and had to obey them, but were, as may easily

be conceived, much more dependent than the consuls them-

selves on the senate (p. 328), It thus drew into its own
hands the management of finance ; and this right of sanc-

tioning the expenditure of the finances on the part of the

Roman senate may be placed on a parallel in its effects
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with the right of sanctioning taxation in the constitutional

monarchies of the present day.

The consequences followed as a matter of course. The
first and most essential condition of all aristocratic govern-

ment is, that the plenary power of the state be vested not in

an individual but in a corporation. Now a preponderantly

aristocratic corporation, the senate, had appropriated to itself

the government, and at the same time the executive power

not only remained in the hands of the nobility, but was also

entirely subject to the governing corporation. It is true that

a considerable number of men not belonging to the nobility

sat in the senate ; but as they were incapable of holding ma-

gistracies or even of taking part in the debates, and thus were

excluded from all practical share in the government, they

necessarily played a subordinate part in the senate, and were

moreover kept in pecuniary dependence on the corporation

through the economically important privilege of using the

public pasture. The gradually recognized right of the patri-

cian consuls to revise and modify the senatorial list at least

every fourth year, however little may have been its effect

in reference to the nobility, might very well be employed

in their interest, and an obnoxious plebeian might by means

of it be kept out of the senate or even be removed from its

ranks.

It is therefore quite true that the immediate effect of the

revolution was to establish the aristocratic gov-

kin°opposi- erimaent. It is not, however, the whole truth.
tion.

While the majority of contemporaries probably

thought that the revolution had brought upon the plebeians

only a more inflexible despotism, we who come afterwards

discern in that very revolution the germs of young liberty.

IWhat the patricians gained w^as gained at the expense not

jaf the community, but of the magistrate's power. It is

itrue that the community gained only a kw narrowly re-

stricted rights, which were far less practical and palpable

than the acquisitions of the nobility, and which not one in a

thousand probably had the wisdom to value; but they

formed a pledge and earnest of the future. Hitherto the
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metoeci had been politically nothing, the old burgesses had

been everything; now that the former were embraced in

the community, the old burgesses were overcome; for,

however much might be wanting to full civil equality, it is

the first breach, not the occupation of the last post, that de-

cides the fall of the fortress. With justice therefore the^

Roman community dated its political existence from the

beginning of the consulship.

While however the republican revolution rnay, notwith-

standing the aristocratic rule which in the first instance it

established, be justly called a victory of the former metoeci

or the plebs, tke revolution even in this respect bore by no

means the character v/hich we are accustomed in the pres-

ent day to designate as democratic. Pure personal merit

without the support of birth and wealth could perhaps gain

influence and consideration more easily under the regal gov-

ernment than under that of the patriciate. Then admission

to the patriciate was not in law foreclosed ; now the highest

object of plebeian ambition was to be admitted as a dumb
appendage to the senate. The nature of the case implied

that the governing aristocratic order, so far as it admitted

plebeians at all, would grant the right of occupying scats iii

the senate not absolutely to the best men, but chiefly to the

heads of the wealthy and notable plebeian families ; and tho

families thus admitted jealously guarded the possession of

the senatorial stalls. While a complete legal equality

therefore had subsisted within the old burgess-body, the

new burgess-body or former metoeci came to be in this way

divided from the first into a number of privileged families

and a multitude kept in a position of inferiority. But the

power of the community now according to the centuriatc

organization came into the hands of that class which since

the Servian reform of the army and of taxation had borne

mainly the burdens of the state, namely the freeholders, and

indeed not so much into the hands of the great proprietors

or into those of the small cottagers, as into those of the in-

termediate class of farmers—an arrangement in which the

seniors were still so far privileged that, although less nu-
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merous, they had as many voting-divisions as the juniors.

While in this way the axe was laid to the root of the old

burgess-body and their clan-nobility, and the basis of a new
burgess-body was laid, the preponderance in the latter rest-

ed on the possession of land and on age, and the first begin-

nings were already visible of a new aristocracy based pri-

marily on the actual consideration in which the families

were held—the future nobility. There could be no clearer

indication of the fundamentally conservative character of

the Roman commonwealth than the fact, that the revolution

which gave birth to the republic laid down at the same time

the'pi'imary outlines of a new organization of the state,

which was in like manner conservative and in like manner

aristocratic.



CHAPTER II.

THE TRIBUNATE OF THE PLEBS AND THE DECEMVIRATE.

Under the new organization of the commonwealth the old

Aiatcriai burgesses had attained by legal means full pos-

interests. session of political power. Governing through

the magistracy which had been reduaad to be their servant, ,/'

preponderating; in the "senate , in .sole pnssessloii of all pub- <

ljc_offices and pricstlioada, armed with exclusive cognkai^ce >

nftliings hiim,^n anrl divine and fim-)iVmr with the whole ^'

r2ILtillI^-4)'''^'t'^^^ pi-nr.or]|)|-p influential in the public-as- ^

spjTjJTl^MihrQimh th e ]\V^Z'"
Ti^'^^bor nf plinnt jirlherents -at-

1.ac.hpxL-tQ-JiiQ^V-ariDus_ families, and, Jasth^,_entitled to ex-
-f.

amine and to reject every decree nf thf> fommnnity.—the

patricians might have long preserved their practical power,

just because they had at the right time abandoned their

claim to sole legal authority. It is true that the plebeians'

could not but be painfully sensible of their political dis-

abilities ; but undoubtedly in the first instance the nobility

'

had not much to fear from a purely political opposition, if

it understood the art of keeping the multitude, which de-
.

sired nothing but equitable administration and protection

of its material interests, aloof from political strife. In fact

.

during the first period after the expulsion of the kings wej

meet with various measures which were intended, or at any|

rate seem to have been intended, to gain the favour of the

commons for the government of the nobility especially on

economic grounds. The port-dues were reduced ; when the

price of grain was high, large quantities of corn were pur-

chased on account of the state, and the trade in salt was

made a state-monopoly, in order to supply the citizens with

corn and salt at reasonable prices ; lastly, the national festi-

15*
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val was prolonged for an additional day. Of the same
character was the ordinance which we have already men-
tioned respecting property fines (p. 327), which was not

merely intended in general to set limits to the dangerous

fining-prerogative of the magistrates, but was also, in a sig-

nificant manner, calculated for the especial protection of the

man of small means. The magistrate was prohibited from
fining the same man on the same day to an extent beyond
two sheep or beyond thirty oxen, without granting leave to

appeal ; and the reason of these singular rates can only per-

haps be found in the fact, that in the case of the man of

small means possessing only a few sheep a different maxi-

mum appeared necessary from that fixed for the wealthy

proprietor of herds of oxen—a considerate regard to the

wealth or poverty of the person fined, from which modern
legislators might take a lesson.

But these regulations were merely superficial ; the. main
(Current flowed in the opposite direction. With the change

jin the constitution there was introduced a comprehensive

'revolution in the financial and economic relations of Rome.
The government of the Ivings had probably abstained on

principle from enhancing the power of capital, and had pro-

moted as far as it could an increase in the number of farms,

jprhe new aristocratic government, again, appears to have

laimed from the first at the destruction of the middle classes,

'particularly of the intermediate and smaller holdings of

Hand, and at the development of a domination of landed and

imoneyed lords on the one hand, and. of an agricultural pro-

letariate on the other.

The redaction of the port-dues, although upon the wliole

a popular measure, chiefly benefited the "reat
Kisin^pow- i , n i . ,

cr of the merchant. iJut a much greater accession to the
cap. a 18 s.

pQ^yer of capital was supplied by the indirect

system of finance-administration. It is difficult to say what

were the remote causes that gave rise to it : but, while its

origin may probably bo referred to t!ie regal period, after

the introduction of the consulate the importance of the

intervention of private agency must have been greatly in*
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creased, partly by the rapid succession of magistrates in

Rome, partly by the extension of the financial action of the

treasury to such matters as the purchase and sale of grain

and salt ; and thus the foundation must have been laid for

the system of farming the finances, the development of

which became so momentous and so pernicious for the Ro-

man commonwealth. The state gradually put all its indi-

rect revenues and all its more complicated payments and

transactions into the hands of middlemen, who gave or re-

ceived a round sura and then managed the matter for their

own benefit. Of course only considerable capitalists and,

as the state looked strictly to tangible security, in the main

only large landholders, could enter into such engagements :

and thus there grew up a class of tax-farmers and contract-

ors, who, in the rapid growth of their wealth, in their power

over the state to which they appeared to be servants, and in

the absurd and sterile basis of their moneyed dominion, are

completely on a parallel with the speculators on the stock-

exchange of the present day.

The new aspect assumed by the administration of finance

showed itself first and most palpably in the
Public land. . , , ,. , , , , , ,

treatment of the pubhc lands, which tended

almost directly to accomplish the material and moral anni-

hilation of the middle classes. The use of the public pas-

ture and of the state-domains generally was from its very

nature a privilege of burgesses; formal law excluded the'

plebeian from the joint use of the common pasture. As
however, apart from the conversion of the public land into

private property or its assignation, Roman law knew no
fixed rights of usufruct on the part of individual burgesses

to be respected like those of property, it depended solely

on the pleasure of the king, so long as the public land re-

mained such, to grant and to define its joint enjoyment

;

and it is not to be doubted that he frequently made use of

his right, or at least his power, as to this matter in favour

of plebeians. But on the introduction of the republic the

principle was again strictly insisted on, that the use of the

common pasture belonged in law merely to the burgess of
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best right, or in other words to the patrician ; and, though

I the senate still as before allowed exceptions in favour of the

iwealthy plebeian houses represented in it, the small plebeian

llandholders and the day-labourers, who stood most in need

jof the common pasture, had its joint enjoyment injuriously

'withheld from them. Moreover there had hitherto been

paid for the cattle driven out on the common pasture a

grazing-tAx, which was moderate enough to make the right

of using that pasture still be regarded as a privilege, and

yet yielded no inconsiderable revenue to the public purse.

TKe patrician quaestors were now remiss and indulgent in

levying it, and gradually allowed it to fall into desuetude.

Hitherto, particularly when new domains were acquired by

conquest, allocations of land had been regularly arranged,

in which all the poorer bm'gesses and metoeci were provided

for ; it was only the land which was not suitable for agricul-

ture that was annexed to the common pasture. The ruling

class did not venture wholly to give up such assignations,

and still less to propose them merely in favour of the rich

;

but they became fewer and scantier, and were replaced by
the pernicious system of occupation—that is to say, the

cession of domain-lands, not in property or under formal

lease for a definite term, but in special usufruct until further

notice, to the first occupant and his heirs-at-law, so that the

state was at any time entitled to resume them, and the

occupier had to pay the tenth sheaf, or in oil and wine the

fifth part of the produce, to the exchequer. This was sim-

ply the precarium already described (p. 255) applied to the

state-domains, and may have been already in use as to the

public land at an earlier period as a temporary arrangement

until its assignation should be carried out. Now, however,

not only did this occupation-tenure become permanent, but,

as was natural, none but privileged persons or their favour-

ites participated, and the tenth and fifth were collected with

the same negligence as the grazing-money. A threefold

blow was thus struck at the intermediate and smaller land-

holders : they were deprived of the common usufructs of

burgesses ; the burden of taxation was increased in conse-
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quence of the domain revenues no longer flowing regularly

into the public chest; and those land allocations were

stopped, which had provided a constant outlet for the agri-

cultural proletariate somewhat as a great and well-regulated

system of emigration would do at the present day. To

these evils was added the farming on a large scale, which'

was probably already beginnin'g to come into vogue, dis-

possessing the small agrarian clients, and in their stead cul-

tivating the estates by rural slaves ; a blow which was more

difficult to avert and perhaps more pernicious than all those

political usurpations put together. The burdensome and

partly unfortunate wars, and the exorbitant taxes and task-

works to which these gave rise, filled up the measure, of

calamity, so as either to deprive the possessor directly of i

his farm and to make him the bondsman if not the slave

of his creditor-lord, or to reduce him through encumbrances

practically to the condition of a temporary lessee of his

creditor. The capitalists, to whom a wa,^ field was here

opened of lucrative speculation unattended by trouble or

risk, sometimes augmented in this way their landed prop-

erty ; sometimes they left to the farmer, whose person and

estate the law of debt placed in their hands, nominal pro-

prietorship and actual possession. The latter course was

probably the most common as well as the most pernicious
;

for while utter ruin might thereby be averted from the in-

dividual, this precarious position of the farmer, dependent

at all times on the mercy of his creditor—a position in

which he knew nothing of property but its burdens—threat-

ened to demoralize and politically to annihilate the whole

farmer-class. The intention of the legislator, Avhcn instead

of mortgaging he prescribed the immediate transfer of the

property to the creditor Avith a view to prevent insolvency

and to devolve the burdens of the state on the real holders

of the soil (p. 216), was evaded by the rigorous system of

persorjai^t«dit, which might be very suitable for merchants,

but ruined the farmers. The free divisibility of the soil

always involved the risk of an insolvent agricultural prole-

tariate ; and under such circumstances, when all burdens
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were increasing and all means of deliverance were fore-

closed, distress and despair could not but spread with fear-

ful rapidity among the agricultural middle class. ^
The distinction between rich and poor, which arose out

Relations of ^f these relations, by no means coincided with

^ucstion^o
^^^ between the clans and the plebeians. If

the question frjj. t}jg greater part of the patricians were
between the " ^ ^

orders. wealthy landholders, opulent and considerable

families were, of course, not wanting among the plebeians
;

and as the senate, which even then perhaps consisted in

greater part of plebeians, had assumed the superintendence

of the finances to the exclusion even of the patrician magis-

trates, it was natural that all those economic advantages,

for which the political privileges of the nobility were abused,

should go to the benefit of the wealthy collectively ; and

the pressure fell the more heavily upon the commons, since

those who Avere the ablest and the most capable of re-

sistance were by their admission to the senate transferred

from the class of the oppressed to the ranks of the op-

pressors.

But this state of things prevented the political position

of the aristocracy from being permanently tenable. Had it

possessed the self-control to govern justly and to protect the

middle class—as individual consuls from its ranks endeav-

oured, but from the reduced position of the magistracy

were unable effectually to do—it might have long main-

tained itself in sole possession of the offices of state. Had

it been willing to admit the wealthy and respectable ple-

beians to full equality of rights—possibly by connecting

the acquisition of the patriciate with admission into the

senate—both might long have governed and speculated with

impunity. But neither of these courses was adopted ;
the

narrowness of mind and short-sightedness, Avhich are the

proper and inalienable privileges of all genuine patrician-

ism, were true to their character also in Eome, and rent the

powerful commonwealth asunder in useless, aimless, and in-

glorious strife.

The immediate crisis however proceeded not from those
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SecGssionto who felt the disabilities of their order, but from I

Moifnt?^'^ the distress of the farmers. The rectified annals

;-- place the political revolution in the year 24/i,

495. 494. the social in the years 259 and 260 ; they cer-

tainly appear to have been close upon each other, but tho

interval was probably longer. The strict enforcement of;

the law of debt—so runs the story—excited the indignation

of the farmers at large. When in the year 250 '^
496

the levy was called forth for a dangerous war,

the men bound to serve refused to obey the command ; soi

that the consul Publius Servilius suspended for a time the

application of the debtor-laws, and gave orders to liberate

the. persons already imprisoned for debt as well as prohibit-

ed further arrests. The farmers took their places in the

ranks and helped to secure the victory. On their return

from the field of battle the peace, Avliich had been achieved

by their exertions, brought back their prison and th.lr

chains : with merciless rigour the second consul, Appiiis

Claudius, enforced the debtor-laws, and his colleague, to

whom his former soldiers appealed for aid, dared not offer

opposition. It seemed as if collegiate rule had been intro-

duced not for the protection of the people, but to facilitate

breach of faith and despotism; they endured, however,,

what could not be changed. But when in the following'

year the war was renewed, the word of the consul av^ailed

no longer. It was only when Manius Valerius was nomi-

nated dictator that the farmers su'BmiTtecI~partly from thefr

awe of the higher magisterial authority, partly from their

confidence in his friendly feeling to the popular cause—for

the Valerii were one of those old patrician clans by whom
government was esteemed a privilege and an honour, not a

source of gain. The victory was again Avith the Eoman
standards ; but when the victors came home and the dicta-

tor submitted his proposals of reform to the senate, they

were thwarted by its obstinate opposition. The army still

stood in its array, as usual, before i:he gates of the city.

When the news arrived, the long threatening storm burst

forth ; the esprit de corps and the compact military organi-
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zation carried even the timid and the indifFerent along with
the movement. The army abandoned . its general and its

encampment, and under the leadership of the commanders
of the legions—the military tribunes, who were at least ii;

great part plebeians—marched in martial order into the

district of Crustumeria between the Tiber and the Anio,
where it occupied a hill and threatened to establish in this

most fertile part of the Eoman territory a new plebeian

city. This secession showed in a palpable manner even to

the most obstinate of the oppressors that such a civil war
must end with economic ruin to themselves ; and the senate

gave way. The dictator negotiated an agreement ; the citi-

zens returned within the city walls ; unity was outwardly

restored. The people gave Manius Valerius thenceforth the

name of " the great " {niaximus)—and called the mount
beyond the Anio " the sacred mount." There was some-

ithing mighty and elevating in such a revolution, undertaken

Jby the multitude itself without definite guidance under

generals whom accident supplied, and accomplished without

,'bloodshed ; and with pleasure and pride the citizens re-

jcalled its memory. Its consequences were felt for many
^centuries : it was the origin of the tribunate of the plebs.

In addition to temporary enactments, particularly f<;r

Plebeian iri-
rtimedying the most urgent distress occasioned

piebeiau"*^
by debt, and for providing for a number of the

aediies. rural population by the founding of various

colonies, the dictator carried in constitutional form a law,

which he moreover—doubtless in order to secure amnesty

to the burgesses for the breach of their military oath

—

caused every individual member of the community to swear

to, and then had it deposited in a temple under the charge

and custody of two magistrates specially appointed from

the plebs for the purpose, the two *' house-masters " {aediies).

This law placed by the side of the two patrician consuls

two plebeian tribunes, who were to be elected by the ple-

beians assembled^in curies. The power of the tribunes was

of no avail in opposition to the military imperium^ that is,

in opposition to the authority of the dictator everywhere
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or to that of the consuls beyond the city; but it confronted,

on a footing of ind,epfindence and equality, the ordinary

civil powers which the consuls exercised. There was, how-

ever, no partition of powers. The tribunes obtained on the

one hand the right to cancel any comn?»nd issued by a ma-

gistrate, by which the burgess whom it affected considered

himself aggrieved, through a protest diily^and personally

tendered ; and on the other hand they obtained or assumed

the prerogative of pronouncing criminal sentences without

limit and of defending them, if an appeal took place, before

the assembled people. To these there was very soon at-

tached the further prerogative of addressing the people in

general and of procuring the adoption of resolutions.

The power of the tribunes therefore primarily involved

intorces- ^^^ Ti^t of putting a stop at their pleasure to

^^°°- acts of administration and to the execution of

the law, of enabling a person bound to military service to

withhold himself from the levy with impunity, of prevent-

ing or cancelling the arrest of the condemned debtor or his

imprisonment during investigation, and other powers of the

same sort. That this legal help might not be frustrated by

the absence of the helpers, it was further orddined that the

tribune should not spend a night out of the city, and that

his door must stand open day and night. The tribunes \

however could not prohibit the judge from pronouncing his /

sentence, the senate from adopting its decree, or the centu- \

ries from giving their votes.

In virtue of their judicial office they could by their mes-

jiirisdic- scngers summon before them any burgess, even
^^"'^ the consul in office, arrest him if he should re-

fuse, imprison him during investigation or allow him to fuid

bail, and then sentence him to death or to a fine. For this

purpose the two plebeian acdileg, who were appointed at

the same time, were attached to the tribunes as attendants

and assistants ; as were also the " ten men for lawsuits

"

{indices decemviri^ afterwards decemviri liiibus iudicandis).

The jurisdiction of the latter is not known ; the aediles had

judicial powers like the tribunes, but principally in the
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minor cases that might be settled by fines. If an api^eal

took place from their sentence, it was directed not to tha

whole body of the- burgesses, with which the tribunes were
not entitled to transact business, but to the whole body of

the plebeians, who must in this case also have met and
have voted by curies. This sort of proceeding certainly

savoured of violence rather than of justice, especially when
it was adopted against a non-plebeian, as must in fact have

been ordinarily the case. It was not to be reconciled either

with the letter or with the spirit of the constitution, that a

patrician should be called to account by authorities who
presided not over the body of burgesses, but dver an asso-

ciation formed within it, and that he should be compelled to

appeal not to the burgesses, but to this very association.

This was lynch justice ; but it was carried into effect, and

there was at least an endeavmar to clothe it in the forms of

law.

This new jurisdiction of the tribunes and nediles, and

the appellate decisions of the plebeian assembly thence

arising, were meant beyond doubt to be as much governed

by the laws as the jurisdiction of the consuls and quaestors

and the judgments of the centuries on appeal. But the legal

conceptions -of crime committed against the community

(p. 204), and of offences against order (p. 205), were them-

selves so little fixed, and their statutory definition so difticult

and indeed impossible, that the administration of justice

under these categories from its very nature bore almost

inevitably the stamp of arbitrariness. And at this epoch,

when the very idea of right bad become obscured amidst

the struggles of the orders, and when the legal party-lead-

ers on both sides were furnished with co-ordinate jurisdic-

tion, that jurisdiction must have more and more approxi-

mated to a mere arbitrary police. It affected more espe-

cially the magistrate. By right the magistrate, according

to Roman state-law, so long as he was in office, was amena-

ble to no jurisdiction at all, and even after demitting his

office he Avas not responsible for acts done within his proper

province as a magistrate ; even on the introduction of the
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provocatio there had been no attempt to depart from these

principles (p. 326). But now the tribanician jurisdiction

became practically a control exercised over every magis-

trate, sometimes immediately, sometimes in the sequel, and

a control the more oppressive that neither the crime nor its

punishment was formally defined by law. In reality, by

means of the co-ordinate jurisdiction of the tribunes and:

consuls, the estates, limbs, and lives of the burgesses were

abandoned to the pleasure or caprice of party-assemblies.

With this co-ordinate jurisdiction there was further^'

associated a co-ordinate right of initiating legis-

^^^
'

lation. As the tribunes had to address the peo-

ple in defending their sentences in cases of penal procedure,

it was natural that they should come to hold assemblies of

the people for other purposes also and that they should

address the people or allow others to address it ; a right

that was specially guaranteed by the {cHjan law

(262), which threatened with severe punishment

any one who should interrupt the tribune while speaking,

or should bid the assembly disperse. It is evident that

under such circumstances the tribune could not well be pre-

vented from taking a vote on other proposals as well as on.

the confirmation of his sentences. Such " resolves of the

multitude " [plebi scita) were not indeed strictly valid de-

crees of the people ; on the contrary, they were at first

little more than are the resolutions of our modern public

meetings ; but as the distinction between the comitia of the

people and the councils of the multitude was of a formal

nature rather than aught else, the validity of these resolves

as autonomic determinations of the community was at once

assorted at least on the part of the plebeians, and the Icilian

law for instance was immediately carried in this way.

Thus were the tribunes of the people appointed as a

shield and protection for individuals, and as leaders and

managers for the collective body, provided with unlimited

judicial power in criminal proceedings that in this way they

might add emphasis to their couAiii^iid, and lastly even pro-

nounced to be in their persons inviolable [sacrosanctl). The
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people man by man swore for themselves and their children

to defend the tribunes ; and whoever laid hands upon them
was regarded not merely as forfeited to the vengeance of
the gods, but also as outlawed and proscribed among men.

The tribunes of the multitude {tribuni plebis) arose out

Relation of of the military tribunes and derived from them

to th"con-° tbeir name ; but constitutionally they had no
^^' further relation to them. On the contrary, in

I
respect of powers the tribunes of the plebs stood on a level

fwith the consuls. The appeal from the consul to the tri-

bune, and the tribune's right of intercession in opposition

to the consul, were precisely of the same nature with the

appeal from consul to consul and the intercession Of the

one consul in opposition to the other ; and both cases were

simply applications of the general principle of law that,

'where two equal authorities differ, the veto prevails over

the command. Moreover the original number (which in-

deed was soon augmented), the annual duration of the

magistracy, which in the case of the tribunes changed its

occupants on the 10th of December, and their irremoveable

tenure of office, were common to the tribunes and the con-

suls. They shared also the peculiar collegiate arrangement,

which placed the full powers of the office in the hands of

each individual consul and of each individual tribune, and,

when collisions occurred within the college, did not count

the votes, but gave the Nay precedence over the Yea ; for

which reason, when a tribune forbade, the vote of the indi-

vidual was sufficient notwithstanding the opposition of his

colleagues, while on the other hand when he brought an

accusation he could be thwarted by any one of those col-

leagues. Both consuls and tribunes had full and co-ordinate

criminal jurisdiction ; and in its exercise, as the two quaes-

tors were attached to the former, the two aediles were asso-

^ciated with the latter.* The consuls were necessarily pu-

* That the plebeian aediles were formed after the model of the pa-

trician quaestors in the same way as the plebeian tribunes after the mo-

del of the patrician consuls, is evident both as regards their criminal

functions (in which the distinction between the two magistracies seems to
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tricians, the tribunes necessarily plebeians. The former ty^ ^
had the ampler power, the latter the more unlimited, for

'

'

'

the consul submitted to the prohibition and the judgment

of the tribunes, but the tribune did not submit himself to

^ the consul. Thus the tribunician power was a copy of the

consular ; but it was none the less a contrast to it. Thoi

power of the consuls was essentially positive, that of the

tribunes essentially negative. Therefore the consuls alone

were magistrates of the Roman people, not the tribunes
;'

for the former were elected by the whole burgesses, the:

latter only by the plebeian association. In token of this'

the consul appeared in public with the apparel and retinue

pertaining to state-officials ; the tribune sat on a stool in-

stead of the " chariot seat," and wanted the official attend-

ants, the purple border, and generally all the insignia of

magistracy : even in the senate the tribune had neither

presidency nor seat. Thus in this remarkable institution

absolute prohibition was in the most stern and abrupt fash-

ion opposed to absolute command ; the quarrel was settled

by legally recognizing and regulating the discord between
rich and poor.V

But what was gained by a measure which broke up the

p , . , unity of the state ; which subjected the magis- /

value of the trates to a controlling authority unsteady in its
tribunate. . -, ^ , " n , . ^ ,

action and dependent on all the passions of the

moment ; which in the hour of peril might have brought

the administration to a dead-lock at the bidding of any one

have lain in their tendencies only, not in their powers) and as regards their

charge of the archives. The temple of Ceres was to the aediles what the

temple of Saturn was to the quaestors, and from the former they deriv-

ed their name. Significant in this respect is the enactment of the law

V of 305 (Liv. iii. 55), that the decrees of the senate should be delivered

jovcv to the aediles there (p. 316), whereas, as is well known, according'

; to the ancient—and, after the settlement of the struggles between the

orders, exclusively retained— practice those decrees were committed to

the quaestors for preservation in the temple of Saturn. That the plebs

also for a time had a chest of its own, and that the aediles managed it,

is possible and, from the way in which the latter dealt with the mullat

paid to them, even probable ; but it cannot be certainly proved.
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of the opposition chiefs elevated to the rival throne ; and
which, by investing all the magistrates with co-ordinate
jurisdiction in the administration of criminal law, as it

were formally transferred that administration from the
domain of law to that of politics and corrupted it for all

time coming ? It is true indeed that the tribunate, if it

did not directly contribute to the political equalization of
the orders, served as a powerful weapon in the hands of
the plebeians when these soon afterv/ards desired admis-
sion to the offices of state. But this was not the real de-
sign of the tribunate. It was a concession wrung not from

^
Ithe politically privileged order, but from the rich landlords

yjand capitalists ; it was designed to ensure to the commons
^ /equitable administration of law, and to promote a more

(judicious administration of finance. This design it did not,

and could not, fulfil. The tribune might put a stop to par-
ticular iniquities, to individual instances of crying hard-
ship

; but the fault lay not in the unfair working of a right-

eous law, but in a law which was itself unrighteous, and
how could the tribune regularly obstruct the ordinary
course of justice 1 Could he have done so^it would have
served little to remedy the evil, unless the sources of im-
poverishment were stopped— the perverse taction, the

wretched system of credit, and the pernicious occupation

of the domaifl;lands. But such measures were not at-

^' tempted, evidently because the wealthy plebeians them-
selves had no less interest in these abuses than the patri-

cians. So this singular magistracy was instituted, which
presented to the commons an obvious and available aid,

and yet could not possibly" cafiy~oilt'the~ necessary 'e&o-

llomic.rafQrm. It was no proof of political wisdom, Biit a

wretched compromise between the wealthy aristocracy and

the leaderless multitude. It has been affirmed that the

tribunate of the people preserved Rome from tyranny.

Were it true, it would bo of little moment : a change in

the form of the state is not in itself an evil for a people

;

on the contrary, it was a misfortune for the Romans that

monarchy was introduced too late, after the pliysical and
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mental energies of the nation were exhausted. But the

assertion is not even correct ; as is shown by the circum-

stance that the Italian states remained as regularly free

from tyrants as the Hellenic states regularly witnessed

their rise. The reason lies simply in the fact that tyranny^

is everywhere the result of universal suffrage, and that the

Italians excluded the burgesses who had no land from their

public assemblies longer than the Greeks did : when Rome
departed from this course, monarchy did not fail to emerge,

and was in fact associated with this very tribunician office.

That the tribunate had its use, in pointing out legitimate

paths of opposition and averting many a wrong, no one

will fail to acknowledge ; but it is equally evident that,

where it did prove useful, it was employed for very differ-^

ent objects from those for which it had been established.'

The bold e.xperiment of allowing the leaders of the oppo-

sition a constitutional veto, and of investing them with

power to assert it regardless of the consequences, proved

to be an expedient by which the state w^as politically un-

hinged ; and social evils were prolonged by the application

of useless palliatives.

Now that civil war was organized, it pursued its course.}

Further dis- The parties stood face to face as if drawn up fori

scnsions.
battle, each under its leaders. Restriction of!

the consular and extension of the tribunician power were!:

the objects contended for on the one side ; the annihilation!^

of the tribunate was sought on the other. Legal impunity

secured for insubordination, refusal to enter the ranks for

the defence of the land, impeachments involving fines and

penalties directed specially against magistrates who had

violated the rights of the commons or who had simply pro-

voked their displeasure, were the Aveapons of the plebeians

;

and to these the patricians opposed violence, concert with

the public foes, and occasionally also the dagger of the as-

sassin. Hand-to-hand conflicts took place in the streets,',

and on both sides the sacredness of the magistrate's person

!

was violated. Many families of burgesses are said to have;

migrated, and to have sought moi'e peaceful abodes in neigh-'
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bouring communities ; and we may Avell believe it. The
strong patriotism of the people is obvious from the fact,

not that they adopted this constitution, but that they en

dured it, and that the community, notwithstanding the most
vehement convulsions, still held together.

The best-known incident in these conflicts of the orders

„ .
is the history of Gaius Marcius, a brave aristo-

CoriolanuB.
^ -, • -, ^ • r 1

crat, who derived his surname from the storm-

ing of Corioli. Indignant at the refusal of the centuries to

entrust to him the consulate in the year 263, he

is reported to have proposed, according to one

version, the suspension of the sales of corn from the state-

stores, till the hungry people should give up the tribunate
;

according to another version, the direct abolition of the

tribunate itself. Impeached by the tribunes so that his life

was in peril, it is said that he left the city, but only to re-

turn at the head of a Volscian army ; that when he was on

the point of conquering the city of his fathers for the pub-

lic foe, the earnest appeal of his mother touched his con-

science ; and that thus he expiated his first treason by a

second, and both by death. How much of this is true

cannot be determined ; but the story, over which the naive

misrepresentations of the Roman annalists have shed a

patriotic glory, affords a glimpse of the deep moral and

political disgrace of these conflicts between the orders.

Of a similar stamp was the surprise of the Capitol by a

band of political refugees, led by a Sabine chief, Appius

Herdonius, in the year 294; they summoned

the slaves to arms, and it was only after a vio-

lent conflict, and by the aid of the Tusculans who hastened

to render help, that the Eoman burgess-force overcame the

Catilinarian band. The same character of fanatical exas-

peration marks other events of this, epoch, the historical

significance of which can no longer be apprehended in the

lying family narratives ; such as the predominance of the

Fabian clan which furnished one of the two consuls from

269 to 275, and the reaction against it, the emi-
*S5-"^-

gration of the Fabii from Rome, and their anni-
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477. hilation by the Etruscans on the Cremera (277).

It was perhaps in connection with this quarrel that the right

hitherto belonging to the magistrate of proposing his suc-

cessor was dropped, at least as regarded the one consul,

(about 273). Still more odious was the murder

of the tribune of the people, Gnaeus Genucius,

wiio had ventured to call two consulars to account, and who

on the morning of the day fixed for the impeachment was
jf^gfLt'ii found dead in his bed (281). The immediate

effect of this misdeed was the Publilian law

471. (283), one of the most momentous ni its con-

sequences with which Roman history has to deal. Two of

the most important arrangements—the introduction of thOv

plebeian assembly of^tribes, and the placing_of_the_^Zl^«- ',

^r^^wwi^onaje^ol^

law_safiction^d_Jby_jyhe_\^^ —are to be r<!-

I'rred, the former certainly, the latter probably, to the

[»roposal of Volero Publilius the tribune of the people in

283. The plebs had hitherto adopted its reso-

lutions by curies ; accordingly in these its sepa-

rate assemblies the v/^ting had been by m'ere numbers
'vi'^bnut distinction of estate or freehold property, and, in

quence of the concert among clansmen implied in the

t!ie eurial asseml^ly, the clients of the great

lies had voted together in the assembly of

iie plebeians. Both of these circumstances had given the

nportunities of exercising influence on

. especially of managing the election of

tribunes according to their views ; and both were hence-

forth done away by means of the new method of voting

according to tribes. Of these, four had been formed under

tlie Servian constitution for the purposes of the levy, em-
bracing town and country alike (p. 13G) ; subsequently— •

^^.
perhaps in the year 259—the Roman territory

had been divided into twenty districts, of which
the first four were the ancient wards now restricted to the

ity and its immediate environs, while the other sixteen

Nvere formed out of the rural tori-itory on the basis of the
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clan-cantons of the earliest Roman domain (p. 63). To
these Avas added—probably only in consequence of the

Publilian law, and with a view to bring about the inequal-

ity, which was desirable for voting purposes, in the total

number of the divisions—as a twenty-first tribe the Crus-

turainian, which derived its name from the place where the

plebs had constituted itself as such and had established the

tribunate (p. 352) ; and thenceforth the special assemblies

of the plebs took place, not by curies, but by tribes. In

these divisions, which were based throughout on the pos-

session of land, the voters were exclusively freeholders :

but they voted without distinction as to the size of their

^possession, and just as they dwelt together in villages and

liamlets. Consequently, this assembly of the tribes, which

otherwise was externally modelled on that' of the curies,

was in reality an assembly of the independent middle class,

from which, oh the one hand, the great majority of freed- f

men and clients were excluded as not being freeholders,

and in which, on the other hand, the larger landholders had

no such preponderance as in the centuries. This " meeting

of the multitude" (concilium plebis) was even less a gen-

leral assembly of the burgesses than the plebeian assembly

by curies had been, for it not only, like the latter, excluded

all the patricians, but also the plebeians who had no land

but the multitude was powerful enough to carry_the-pni'i

/i, that its decree should have equal legal t^alidity with tb;,

V^fi'iopted by the centuries, in the event of its having beeii

previously approved by the whole senate. That this last

regulation had the force of established law before the issu-

ing of the Twelve Tables, is certain ; whether it was direct-

ly inti'oduced on occasion of the Publilian 2^tebiscitum; or

Avhether it had already been called into existence by some

other—now forgotten—enactment, and was only applied to

the Publilian plebiscidrin, cannot be any longer ascertained.

In like manner it remains uncertain whether the number of

tribunes was raised by this law from two to five, or wheth*

that incrcasie had taken place previously.

More sagacious in plan than all these party steps was
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Agrarian
l;iw of
Spuriiis
Cassius.

li it L'd til nwonlfhuntil amidst fl..> ,(,7^1';,.;.. 1,,

perished.

A further utterapt wr.s made to get rid ot tiie U-ibimician

power by sccurinnj to the plebeians equality of

I'lgnts ]n a more regular ana more enectual way.

I'he tribune of the people, Gaius Tere^itilius Arsa
,
pvr'-

poscd in -S^^^^^^^hg- iiomiiiallonljf'a

>

oj^i \\\y^ \ inn

c>f flvejiBcn to pix^parc. Ql gener^j^dc'i^of law ^ !}"

M'hich the consuls should in futurebc bound in cxcrcisijig

theirjudiiuaLgower^ But^ the seiiate refused to sanction

t ills proposal, and ten v-oars elapsed ere it was ca I'r io<L in to

tffecf—years of vchorneiit strife between the o?3crs,- mid

7

/

the attempt of Spurius Cassius to break down
the financial omnipotence of the rich, and so to

put a stop to the true source of the evil. Ho
was a patrician, and none in his order surpassed him in

rank and renown. After two triumphs, in his third con-

sulate (^8), he submitted to the burgessis a

proposal tj^l^aye Jlie .public domain measured

and to lease p;i]jL£>£_it_iiir_the benefit of the public treasury,

while a i'urthci'porUon was to be distributed ainong thcnog<<v-»

(jNtujSjjJR'y TrTother words,~^l attem^gd ULwrest th.e_£on-

trol of -the public lands from the senate, and, with the sup-

port of^the burgesses, to put an end to the selfish SA,'stem

of occupation. He probably imagined that his personal

distinction, and the equity and wisdom of the measure,

iBight carry it even amidst that stormy sea of passion and

of weakness. But he was irJstaken. The nobles rosu as

one man ; the rich plebeians took part \yith them ; tht) com-

mons were dissatisfied because Spurius Cassius desired, \\\

accordance with federal rights and equity, to give to the

Latin confederates their share in the assignation. Cassius

had to die. There is some truth in the charge that he had

usurped regal power, for ho had indeed endeavoured like

he kings to protect the free commons against his owii

rder. His law was buried along with him; but its speo-

re thenceforward incessantly haunted the eyes of the rich,

iud a2;ain and again it rose from the tomb against them.
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variously agitated moreover by wars and internal troubles.

With equal obstinacy the party of the nobles hindered the

concession of the law in the senate, and the plebs nomi-

nated again and again the same men as tribunes. Attempts

were madeto obviate _the_ attack by other nniieesHinns- In

the year 297 an^jncrease of the trilaines froai

fivejo ten was sanctioned—a very dubigus^gain^

and in the following year, by an Icilian plebiscitum which

was admitted among the sworn privileges of the plebs, the

Aventine, which had hitherto been a temple-grove and un-

inhabited, was distributed among the poorer burgesses as

sites for buildings in heritable occupancy. The plfibs took

what was offered to them, but ^ever ceasedjo insist -JR-trhpir

demand for a legal code. At length, in the year

300, a_.cmBpr£imise-was._ effected ; the senate in

substance^aye way. The preparation of^jLlegal cod.p,-was

resolved uppn ; for that purpose, as an extraordinary meas-

ure, the centuries were to choose ten men who were at the

same time to act as supreme magistrates in room of the

consuls {decemviri consulari im2)er-io legibns scribundis), and |

to this office not merely patricians, but jilebeians also might

be elected. These were here for the first time designated as

eligible, though only for an extraordinary office. This was

a great step in the progress towards full political equality

;

aiid it was not too dearly purchased, when the tribunate of

the "people as well as the right of appeal wei-e suspended

while the decemvirate lasted, and the decemvirs were sim-

ply bound not to infringe the sworn libet-ties of the plebs.

Previously however an embassy was sent to Greece to

bring hojiae the laws of Solon and other Greek laws ; and

it was only on its return that the decemvirs were chosen

for the year 303. Although they were at lib-

""'
erty to elect plebeians, the choice fell qjj. patri-

ciai]^_alons,—so powerful was the nobility still—and. it was

only when the first commission did not finish its business

and a second election became necessary for 304,—

'

that some plebeians were chosen—the first non-

patrician Tn^frictrnfo? thnt tfatw'Ramajrr.ommunity had.
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Taking a connected view of these measures, we can

scarcely attribute to them any other design than that of

substituting; for tribui]ipinn int-p.rppssion a. lim itntion of t^ip,

3onsulajijMiyvers_by_vyritten law. On both sides there must

have been a conviction thajb things could not remain as they

were, and the perpetuation of anarchy, while it ruined the

commonwealth, was in reality of no benefit to any one.

Sensible people could not but discern that the interference

of the tribunes in administration and their action as prose-

cutors had an absolutely pernicious effect ; and the only

real gain which the tribunate brought to the plebeians was

the protection which it afforded against a partial adminis-

tration of justice, by operating as a sort of court of cassa-

tion to check the caprice of the magistrate. Beyond doubt,

when the plebeians desired a written code, the patricians re-

plied that in that event the legal protection, of tribunes

would be superfluous ; and upon this there appears to have

been concession by both sides. It is not clear—and per-

haps no definite arrangement was entered into on the point

—what was to be done after the preparation of the code

was completed ; the promise given to the plebs, that their

liberties were not to be touched, may certainly bear merely

the meaning that the tribunate of the people and the other

leading plebeian institutions were not to be abolished by
the impending codification, as in fact was not the case

;

but this is very compatible with the intention that the de-

cemvirs should on their retiring propose to the people

to abandon the tribunician power and to leave themselves

in the hands of the consuls, whose sentences would no lon-

ger rest upon their arbitrary pleasure, but on the written

law.

The plan, if it should stand, was a wise one ; all dc-

Lepiaiation pcudc'd ou whether men's minds exasperated on

Twelve either side with passion would accept that peace-
Tabies. fyj adjustment. The decemvirs of the year

451. 303 submitted their law to the people, and it

was confirmed by them, engraven on ten tables

of copper, and affixed in the Forum to the rostra in front
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of the senate-house. But as a supplement appeared neces-

sary, decemvirs were a";ain nominated in the
"150

year 304, who added two more tables. Thus

originated the first and only Itoman codje , the law of the

Twelve Tables. It proceeded from a enmpromise between

parties, andjoi* tliatjyerj rejjsoiijxnildjiat VLell,incIud.Q-iliiy

changes oi^he_existnT^awj]]x»re comprehensi,ve_thaiLJner

Regulations

^

if_pol ice or enactments adapted to existing-xir-

cumstanc^ . Even in the system of credit no furtherjil]e-

viation was introduced than the_estal)ljshment of a—proba-

b^n^ow—maximum of interest (10 per cent.) and the threat-

e^Ting; -of"" "hcavy"^p enalties against the usurer—penalties

,

characteristicalLg—fingughj far heavier thaiLJthose of J:ho

thief ; the harsh jpix>ceduiui_jn_ actions of debt remahied at

least in_Jts leading fcaturas-miatlfiiicd. Still less, as may
easily be conceived , wero^ehajjigesj^cm^t^ij^latcd^ rights

oTjhporders. On tlK!^ contrary- 4li<i-4egal-uilislinjctioia be-

tween freeholders_ and non-freeholders, and,the juviLlidily of

marna^ betweeiX-pairicinns and-plcbeiajis, weiie-Ci^nfirmcd

' anew in the law ofjthe city. In like manner, witli a view

t^'^rG^tricf the caprice of the magistrate and to protect the

Irargess, it was expressly; enacted that the lat^i: iaw,should

uniformly have precedrace^yei; the eiLdieiv^iJiJiL

cfee of^tTie people shoul^_be_jssucd„jigainst ji_^^^

fg£ss^ The most rgmarkable.featurewas tlie exclusion of gn

Mappeal to the comiiia tribiita m capital causes^ while the

rprivilege oT'appeal to the centuries_was guaranteed ; which

is^erTiaps to^'be explained by the circumstance that the

penal juidsdiction was in fact usurped by the plebs and its

presidents (p. 353), and the decemvirs thought that, with-

out injuring its sworn liberties, they might do away at least

with the worst case of this sort, the tribunician capital

process. The real_political significance of tlie mcnsurft-.ye-

sided^far less in the contents of the legislation-tlinu in 44»e-

^l^'formal obligation now laid upon the consuls to administer

justice "according to its for^^oTprocess "aiicPils rules of

law, and in the-^ublic^xhibitjpiLjajQh byLj^H^jUl-

administration of justice v/as subjected to the control .of
^

«
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puMicity and the consuljvas compelled to dispense equal

and trulj: cQimnonjusticc^^
~^ *

The end of the decemvirate is involved in much obscur-

FaU of the i^j. It Only remained—so runs the story—for

decemvirs.
^.j^^ decemvlrs to publish the last two tables, and

then to give place to the ordinary magistracy. But they

delayed to do so : under the pretext that the laws were not

yet ready, they themselves prolonged their magistracy after

the expiry of their official year—a step quite jjossible under

Roman constitutional law, since even a magistrate appoint-

ed for a term only ceased to be magistrate by formally de-

mitting his office. The moderate section of the aristocracy,

with the Valerii and Iloratii at their- head, are said to have

attempted in the senate to compel the abdication of the de-

cemvirate ; but the head of the decemvirs Appius Claudius,

originally a rigid aristocrat, but now changing into a deyia-

gogue and a tyrant, gained the ascendancy in the ^enate,

and the people submitted. The levy of two armies was

accomplished without opposition, and war was begun against

the Volscians as well as against the Sabines. Thei'cupon

the former tribune of the people, Lucius Siccius Dcntatus,

the bravest man in Rome, who had fought in a hundred and

twenty battles and liad forty-five honourable scars to show,

was found dead in front of the camp, foully murdered, as it

was said, at the instigation of the decemvirs. A revolution

was fermenting in men's minds ; and its outbreak was has-

tened by the unjust sentence pronounced by Appius in the

process as to the freedom of the daughter of the centurion

Lucius Verginius, the bride of the former tribufie Lilcius

Icilius—a sentence which wrested the maiden from her rela-

tives with a view to maice her non-free and beyond the pale

of the law, and induced her Hither himself to plunge his

knife into the heart of his daughter in the open Forum, to

rescue her from certain shame. While the people in amaze-

ment at the unprecedented deed surrounded the dead body
of the fair maiden, the decemvir commanded his lictors to

bring the father and also the bridegroom before his tribu-

nal, in order to render to him, from whoso decision thcro
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lay no appeal, immediate account for their rebellion against

his authority. The cup was now full. Protected by the

furious multitude, the father and the bridegroom of the

maiden made their escape from the lictors of the despot,

and while the senate trembled and wavered in Rome, the

pair presented themselves, with numerous witnesses of the

fearful deed, in the two camps. The unparalleled tale was

told ; the eyes of all were opened to the gap which the ab-

sence of tribunician protection had made in the security of

law ; and what the fathers had done their sons repeated.

Once more the armies abandoned their leaders : they

marched in warlike order through the city, and proceeded

once more to the Sacred Mount, where they again nomi-

nated their own tribunes. Still the decemvirs refused to

resign their power ; and the army appeared with its tri-

bunes in the city, and encamped on the Aventine. Then at

length, when civil war was imminent and the conflict in the

streets might hourly begin, the decemvirs renounced their

usurped and dishonoured power ; and Lucius Valerius and

Marcus Horatius negotiated a second compromise, by which

the tribunate of the plebs was again established. The im-

peachment of the decemvirs terminated in the two most

guilty, Appius Claudius and Spurius Oppius, committing

suicide in prison, while the other eight went into exile and

the state confiscated their property. The prudent and mod-

crate tribune of the plebs, Marcus Duilius, prevented fur-

ther judicial prosecutions by a seasonable use of his veto.

So runs the story as recorded by the pen of the Roman
aristocrats ; but, even leaving out of view the accessory cir-

cumstances, the great crisis out of which the Twelve Tables

arose cannot possibly have had its termination in such ro-

mantic adventures, and in political issues so incomprchensi-

jble. The dccemyirate was, after the abolitioii^of lh£-mon-

^•archy andjthe institution of the tribunate of the people, the

"V /third ^reat ilctQry_of3Iie]^^HB§X"mTCl_^^ of

[tlie opposite paxiy---against_tlie_ ins|itution_an4 against its

I
head Appius Claudius is sufficiently intelligible. Tlift..ple-

Ibcians^fiadjhrough
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to_the^highest magisti^y of the communit_^and,_a_^jierar

code of law ; and it was not they tHaFTiadreason to rebel

against t¥e new magisti^acy, and to restore the purely patri-

cian consular government by force of arms. This result

can only have been sought by the party of the nobilityj

and if the patricio-plebeian decemvirs made the attempt to

maintain themselves in office beyond their time, the nobility

were certainly the first to enter the lists against them ; on

which occasion doubtless the nobles would not omit to urge

that the stipulated rights of the plebs, and the tribunate in

particular, should be also withheld. If the nobility there-

upon succeeded in setting aside the decemvirs, it is certain-

ly conceivable that after their fall the plebs should once

more assemble in arms with a view to secure the results

^g^
both of the earlier revolution of 260 and of the

latest movement ; and the Valerio-Horatian laws

419. of 305 can only be understood as forming a

compromise in this conflict.

The compromise as was natural proved very_fiiiaufable

to the plebeians, and again imposed severely felt

irgriajf^tr restmctions on the power or the nobility. As a

H'^l matter of course thjCLtribunate^f the people was

rpatorcd,_|^ie_CQdej)f law wrung from the aristocracy was

adhjq;;ed_:to_^nd _enforce^and the consuIs"~AveT^"oBTigedrto

judge_accgrclinaly. Under that arrangemeirTTMeed the

tribes lost their usurped jurisdiction in capital jcaiiaes ; but

as an a{nple compensation for that loss, it was on the propo-

sition of the consuls decreed by the centuries that in future

every magistrate—and therefore the dictator_ainong the rest

—should be bound at his nomination to_allow the right-of

a])peal : j^»^=oJBe-i£lio should nomnmtjLaL^jagistrate T)nT)thcr

terms was to expiate the offence with his life. In other re-

speHsTlis,4icta^ retained his former powers ; and, in par-

ticular, hiCiSi£»iiLaetsjiould-Jiot^-like -those -ofJhe consuls,

be cancelled by,3L-iiubune. y; ThB^lal]2uncs--L'cj;fline(i,_in^jh

rjghLlo inflict fines without limitation and to submit their

sentences _to the- co»ii^ia-/j!:ii^&£^^sufficient mcansjjf driv-

ing^an^opponent out of the pale of tSe^ommonwealth.
10*
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The plenitude of t]ie consular poTV'cr was further re-

stric^d Jn_soJhr_fls the nxIminisfT^itiori. of thn military ^\"^-^^

was committed to two paymasters {quaestores) clioscn by
tIie"~CTjmmunity, Mho were iiomiiiateiJbj:-ihe-iir.st--tiine-iji
^~~7*"^~ 7^''^? ^"* from the_xonl<:s_Qf-tb0--anstoexacy

;

-^ *^ while the nomination of the two paymasters ad-

ministering the city-chest remained for the present with the

consuls. The assembly, in which the military paymasters

were elected under the superintendence of one of the con-

suls, was that of the whole patricio-plcbeian freeholders,

and voted by districts ; an arrangement which likewise in-

yolved a concession to the plebeian farmers, who had far

more command of these assemblies than of the ccnturiate

comitia.

A concession of still greater consequence Avas that which

Iillgwed the tribunes tojhare in thc^di spnssaianB . of tka-sen-

ate. To admit the tribunes to the hall where the senate

sat, appeared to that body beneath its dignity ; so a bench

was placed for them at the door that they might from that

spot follow its proceedings. But the tribunes could not be

prevented from now interposing against any decree of the

senate that displeased them ; and the new principle became

established, although only gradually, that any_resolutioiLof

the senate or of th^ public assembly might be arrested Jby

the intercession of a tribune. Lastly, to secure the decrees

of the senate—with the validity of which indeed, that of

the most important 2>i6biscita was bound up (p. 862)-—from

being tampered with or forged, it was enacted that in future

they should bo deposited not merely under charge of the

patrician qitaestores nrbani in the temple of Saturn, but

also under that of the plebeian aediles in the temple of

Cere-i. Thus tlie^truggle, whijA_jyas begun irtwdei-. to get

rid of the trlbunician powcT^stgrniinated injthc definitive

completion 'bfTts'Titlc to annul not_Mly-I>ar.ticiilnr ncU; of

a,dministration on the appeal of jtbe j)e£son^aggiduxt;d, but

ajsojuiy resolution^oOhej-onsTi^^

pleasured The persons of the tribunes, _aiid_tlio_uninter-

rupted" maintenance'^ofjHe~cT)nege_aiiJ;aJiul niimber»_a:ci-e
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secured by tbe„most sacggd oaths and by every element of

reverence that religion.could ^regent. No attempt to abol-

ish this magistracy was ever from this time forward made
in Eome.

(



CHAPTER III.

THE EQUALIZATION OF THE ORDERS, AND THE NEW
ARISTOCRACY.

The tribunician movement appears to have mainly

Unionofthe Originated in social rather than political discon-
piebcians.

^^^^^^ j^j-,(j ^i-^^.^.^ -g g^^^j rcason to suppose that

some of the wealthy plebeians admitted to. the senate were
no less opposed to that movement than the patricians. For
they benefited by the privileges against which the move-
ment was mainly directed ; and although in other respects

they found themselves treated as inferior, it probably

seemed to them by no means an appropriate time for as-

serting their claim to pax'ticipate in the magistracies, when
the exclusive financial power of the whole senate was as-

sailed. This explains why during the first fifty years of

the republic no step was taken aiming directly at the politi-

cal equalization of the orders.

But this league between the patricians and wealthy ple-

beians by no means bore within itself any guarantee of per-

manence. Beyond doubt from the very first a portion of

the leading plebeian families had attached themselves to the

movement-party, partly from a sense of what was due to

the fellow-members of their order, partly in consequence

of the natural bond which unites all who are treated as in-

ferior, and partly because they perceived that concessions

to the multitude were inevitable in the issue, and that, if

turned to due account, they would result in the abrogation

of the exclusive rights of the patriciate and would thereby

^ive to the plebeian aristocracy a decisive preponderance in

Jkh^ state. Should this conviction become—as was inevita-

/"bl/i—more and more prevalent, and should the plebeian

arilstoeracy at the head of its order take up the struggle
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with the patrician nobility, it would wield in the tribunate

a legalized instrument of civil warfare, and it might, with

the weapon of social distress, so fight its battles as to dic-

tate t,o the nobility the terms of peace and, in the position

of mediator between the two parties, compel its own ad-

mission to the offices of state.

Such a crisis in the position of parties occurred after

the fall of the decemvirate. It had now become perfectly

clear that the tribunate of the plcbs could never be set

aside ; the plebeian aristocracy could not do better than

seize this powerful lever and employ it for the removal of

the political disabilities of their oi'der.

Nothing shows so clearly the defencelessness of the pa-

Throwin-^
trician nobility when opposed to the united

open of mar- plebs, as the fact that the fundamental principle
riapo and of -"^ ^ ' jr i

magistra- of the cxclusive party—the invalidity of mar-

riage between patricians and plebeians—fell iil

the first blow scarcely four years after the decemviral rcvo

lution. In the year <>Q9 it was enacted by the

Canjjjaiau Law, that a marriage, bctwecin n, pjitri-

ci.in and a plebeian shou ld b» vtUid ns a t riif. Rqiumh ii] :i r-

riage, and that__the_jcliildren begotten of sur^h a. Tn?^.rri,'igp.

sljmild follow the rank of the father. At the same time it

was further carried that, in place of consiils^^jnilitary tri-

Jjufl^a.

—

^a rule, appaiifinilyLsix, as_ many as therc_weriiJjJT

bjmesto_the_leglon—with con&ulaji_jgowergJ^_jmdconsi^

* The h}'potliesis that legally the full imperium belonged to the pa-

trician, and only the military imperium to the plebeian, consular tiibunes,

not only raises many questions which its advocates cannot answer—as to

ihe course followed, for example, in the event of the election fulling, nr

'.as by law quite possible, wholly on plebeians—but conflicts with tli

findamental principle of Roman constitutional. law, that the imperiuix.

that is to say, the right of commaaidiiig the burgess in name of the coj-

munity, was functionally indivisible and capable of no other limitatio;

at all than a territorial one. There was a province of common law and/
;i province of military law, in the latter of which the provocatio and '>

otlier regulations of the common law were not applicable; there wci'

i:iagislrates, such as the proconsuls, who were empowered to discharge

iuMctiona simply in the latter ; but there were, in the strict sense of law.
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clurMKiii-o£-t>ffi«^-«h^«liJb(i_ele^^ Ac-

Miiitarytri- cordiiig to the ancieiit law every burgess or

cc^lsiJar^''^
?«ei!o2l-os liable to service might attain the post

powers. of ^n officer (p. 138), and in virtue of that prin-

ciple the supreme magistracy, after having been temporar

rily opened up to the plebeians in the decemvirate, was
now after a more comprehensive fashion rendered equally

accessible to all freeborn burgesses. The question natural-

ly occurs, what interest the aristocracy could have—now
that it was under the necessity of abandoning its exclusive

possession of the supreme magistracy and of yielding in

the matter—in refusing to the plebeians the title, and con-

ceding to them the consulate under this singular form ?
*

no magistrates with merely jurisdictional, as there were none with mere-

ly miiitarv, imperium. The proconsul was in his province, just like the

consul, fit once commander-in-chief and supreme judge, and was entitled

to send to trial actions not only between non-burgesses and soldiers, but

also between one burgess and another. Even when, on the institution of

the pi-aetorship, the idea arose of apportioning special functions to the

magishalus maiorcs, this division of powers had more of a pnicticil

Vtlian of a strictly legal force ; the praetor nrbanus was primarily indeed

the supreme judge, but he could also convoke the centuries, at least for

certain cases, and could command the army ; the consul in the city held

primarily the supreme administration and the supreme command, but he

too acted as a judge in cases of emancipation and adoption—the func-

tional indivisibility of tiie supreme magistracy was therefore^ even in

these instances, very strictly adhered to on both sides. It thfis appears

that the military as well as jurisdictional autlioiity, or, laying aside these

abstractions foreign to the Roman law of this period, the absolute raa-

gi.<terial power, virtually pertained to the plebeian consular tribunes as

well as to the patrician. But the supposition of Becker {Ilandb. ii. 2,137)

is highly probable, that—for the same reasons for which, at a subsequent

poiiod, the exclusively patrician praetorship was associated with the con-

sulship common to both ordci-s—during the consular tribunate the ple-

beian members of the college were practically excluded from jurisdiction,

, and so far certainly the consular tribunate prepared the way for the sub-

\ sequent actual division of jurisdiction between consuls and praetors.

* The defence, that the aristocracy clung to the exclusion of the

plebeians from religious prejudice, mistakes the fundamental character

of the Roman religion, and imports into antiquity the modem distinction

between church and state. The admittance of a non-burgess to a relig-

•7
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But, in the first place, there were associated with the hold'

ing of the supreme magistracy various honorary rights,

partly personal, partly hereditary ; thus the honour of a

trmmph was regarded as legally dependent on the occu-

pancy <Tf the supreme magistracy, and was never given to

an oflioer who had not administered the latter office in per-

son ; and the descendants of a curule magistrate were at

liberty to set up the image of such an ancestor in the fam-

ily hall and to exhibit it in public on fitting occasions, while

this was not allowed in the ease of other ancestors.* It is

as easy to be explained as it is difficult to be vindicated,

that the governing aristocratic order should have allowed

the government itself to be wrested from their hands far

sooner than the honoi'ary rights associated with it, especially

such as were hereditary ; and therefore, when it was obliged

to share the former with the plebeians, it gave to the actual

supreme magistrate the legal standing not of the holder of

a curule chair, but of a simple stafi*-oflicer, whose distinction

was one purely personal. Of greater political importance,

however, than the refusal of the jus imaginum and of the

honour of a triumph was the circumstance, that the exclu-

sion of the plebeians sitting in the senate_Jrom„d(^ato ne-

cessarily ceased in respect to those of their number who, as

designated or fonner consuls, ranked among the senators

ions ceremony of the citizens could not indeed butnppear sinful totlie or-

thodox Koincn ; but even the naost rigid orthodoxy never doubted that

admittance to civic communion, which absolutely and solely depended on

the state, involved also full religious equality. All such scruples of con-

science, the honesty of which in themselves we do not mean to doubt,

were precluded, when once they granted to the plebeians en mass", at the

right time the patriciate. This only may pcrliaps be alleged by way of

excuse for the nobility, that after it had neglected the i-ight moment
for this purpose at the abolition of the monarchy, it was no longer in a

position subsequently of itself to retrieve the neglect (p. 338).

* Whether this distinction bbtwcen these " curule liouscs " and the

other families embraced within the patriciate was ever of serious political

importance, cannot with certainty be either affirmed or denied ; and as

little do we know whether at this epoch tliorerenlly was any consider«

al)le number of patiician fimiilies that wore "f^* v t '^•imlo.
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whose opinion had to be asked before the rest ; so far it

(was certainly of great importance for the nobility to admit

the plebeian only to a consular office, and not to the con-

sulate itself

But notwithstanding these vexatious disabilities the

privileges of the clans, so far as they had a

of the pa- political valuc, were legally superseded by the

new institution ; and, had the Roman nobility

been worthy of its name, it would now have given up the

struggle. But it did not. Though a rational and legal re-

sistance was thenceforth impossible, spiteful opposition still

found a wide field of petty expedients, of chicanery and

intrigue : and, far from honourable or politically prudent as

such resistance was, it was still in a certain sense fruitful of

results. It certainly procured at length for the commons
concessions, which could not easily have been wrung from

the united Roman aristocracy ; but it also prolonged civil

war for another century and enabled the nobility, in defi-

ance of those laws, practically to retain the government in

their exclusive possession for several generations longer.

The expedients of which the nobility availed themselves

Their expc- Were as various as a paltry policy could sug-

dients. gest. Instead of deciding at once the question

as to the admission or exclusion of the plebeians at the

elections, they conceded what they were compelled to con-

cede only with reference to the elections immediately im-

pending. The vain struggle was thus annually renewed*

whether patrician consuls or military tribunes from both

orders with consular powers should be nominated ; and

among the weapons of the aristocracy this mode of conquer-

ing an opponent by wearying and annoying him proved by
no means the least efiectual.

Moreover they broke up the supreme power which had

hitherto been undivided, in order to delay their

of the ma- inevitable defeat by multiplying the points to
gis racy.

-^^ assailed. Thus the adjustment of the budget

and of the bui'gess- and taxatioivrolls, which ordinarily took

place every fourth year and had hitherto been managed by
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435. the consuls, was entrusted in the year 319 to two
Censorship, valuators {censo7'es), nominated from among the

nobles by the centuries for'a period, at the most, of eighteen

months. The new office gradually became the palladium

of the aristocratic party, less even on account of its finan-

cial influence than for the sake of the right annexed to it of

filling up the vacancies in the gejiaie^a^djn the_eq.uites, and

of removing individuals from the lists of the senate, equites,

and burgesses on occasion of their adjustment. At this

epoch, however, the censorship by no means possessed the

great importance and moral supremacy which afterwards

were associated with it.

But the important change made in the year 333 in re-

Quacstor- spect to the quaestorship amply compensated for
Ehip. [421. ^|j-g success of the patrician party. There were

at that time fo^\r cpi^estor^ of whom the t\vo entrustj^ v-i.th

Jie_management of the city chest were u0miB4ited_h^Jthe

r£msij1s; jnTfrTfijrTwa. mili'tnry paymasters^by thp tTJbos, a-H

howejve]:-..Q:gm the nobility. The nomination of the city

quaestors now passed to the patricio-plebeian assembly of

the tribes, and the consul retained merely the superintend-

ence of the election. And, what was of still more mo-

ment, the commons—perhaps arguing that at least the_^o

military-^^arymagtefs. were in fact officers rather than cjvil

functionaries, and that accordingly the plebeian appeared as

welj entitled to the quaestorship as to the military ti-ilbune-

ship;==^u2qiiU'fi5in^thi|jn^^^ for^the first time the pjivi-

lege of eligibility as welFas therightjiiLaleotion for-^iiiQ of

th^_ordinary~rnagTstracies. With justice it was felt on the

one side as a great "Victory, on the other as a severe defeat,

that thenceforth patrician and plebeian were equally capable

of electing and being elected to the military as well as to

the urban quaestorship.

The nobility, in spite of the most obstinate resistance,

only sustained loss after loss ; and their exas-
Attcmpts at ,

.

. t , i • i i

counter- pcration increased as their power decreased,
revo u ion.

Attempts were doubtless still made directly to

assail the rights secured by agreement to the commons

;
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but such attempts were not so laiucli tlio well-calculated

manoeuvres of party as the acts of an impotent thii-st for

vengeance. Such in particular was the process against

Maelius. Spurius Maelius, a wealthy plebeian, during a

severe dearth (315) sold corn at such pi'ices as

to put to shame and annoy the patrician store-

president i^pracfectus annonae) Gaius Minucius. The lat-

ter accused him of aspiring to kingly power ; with what

amount of reason we cannot decide, but it is scarcely credi-

ble that a man who had not even filled the tribunate should

have seriously thought of sovereignty. Nevertheless the

authorities took up the matter in earnest, and the cry of

"King" always produced on the multitude in Rome an

effect similar to that of the cry of " Pope " on the masses

in England. Titus Quinctius Capitolinus, who was for the

sixth time consul, nominated Lucius Quinctius Cinciiinatus,

who was eighty years of age, as dictator without appeal, in

open violation of the solemnly sworn laws (p. 369). Mae-

lius, summoned before him, seemed disposed to disregard

the summons ; and the dictator's master of the horse, Gaius

Servilius Ahala, slew him with his own hand. The house

of the murdered man was pulled down, the corn froin, his

granaries was distributed gratuitously to the people, and

those who threatened to avenge his death were secretly

made away with. This disgraceful judicial murder—a dis-

grace even more to the credulous and blind people than to

the malignant party of young patricians—passed unpun-

ished ; but if that party hoped by such means to undermine

the right of appeal, it violated the laws and shed innocent

blood in vain.

Electioneering intrigues and priestly trickery proved in

Intrigues of the hauds of the nobility more eflicient than
the nowiity.

jjj-,y other wcapons. The extent to which the

former must have prevailed is best seen in the fact that in

322 it appeared necessary to issue a special law

against electioneering practices, which of course

was of little avail. When the voters could not be influ-

enced by corruption oi- threatening, the presiding magis-
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trates stretched their po^vers—adaiitting, for example, so

many plebeian candidates that the votes of the opposition

were thrown away amongst them, or omitting from the

list of candidates those whom the majority v/crc disposed to

choose. If in spite of all this an obnoxious election was

carried, the priests were consulted whether no vitiating cir-

cumstance had occurred in the auspices or other religious

ceremonies on the occasion ; and some such flaw they sel-

dom failed to discover. Taking no thought as to the conse-

quences and unmindful of the wise example of their ances-

tors, the people allowed the principle to be established that

the opinion of the skilled colleges of priests as to omens of

birds, portents, and the like was legally binding on the ma-

gistrate, and thus put it into their power to cancel any state-

act—whether the consecration of a temple or any other act

of administration, whether law or election—on the ground

of religious informality. Thus it happened that, although

the eligibility of plebeians had been already established by

421. law in 333 and thenceforward continued to be

409. legally recognized, it was only in 345 that the

first plebeian attained the quaestorship ; in like manner

patricians almost exclusively held the military tribimate

with consular powers down to 354. It was ap-

parent that the legal abolition of the privileges

of the nobles had by no means really and practically placed

the plebeian aristocracy on a footing of equality with the

gentile nobility. Many causes contributed to this result

:

the tenacious opposition of the nobility far more easily

allowed itself to be theoretically superseded in a moment
of excitement, than to be permanently kept down in the an-

nually recurring elections ; but the main cause was the in-

Avard disunion between the chiefs of the plebeian aristocracy

and the mass of the farmers. The middle class, whoso

votes were decisive in the comitia, did not feel itself spe-

cially called on to advance the intei'ests of the leading

non-patricians, so long as its own demands were disre-

garded by the plebeian no lefss than by the patrician aristo*

cracy.
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Daring these political struggles social questions had lain

Thesnfifer- altogether dormant, or were discussed nt any
iiig farmers,

^.^j.^ ^-^^ j^gg energy. After the plebeian aris-

tocracy had gained possession of the tribunate for its own
ends, no serious notice was taken either of the question of

the domains or of a reform in the system of credit ; al-

though there was no lack either of newly acquired lands or

of impoverished or decaying farmers. Instances indeed of

assignations took place, particvdarly in the recently con-

quered border-territories, such as those of the domain of

412. 418. Ardea in 312, of Labici in 336, and of Veii in

393. ggj—niore however on military grounds than

for the relief of the farmer, and by no means to an ade-

quate extent. Individual tribunes doubtless attempted to

revive the law of Cassius—for instance Spurius Maecilius

and Spurius Me.tili.us instituted in the year 337

a proposal for the distribution of the whole

state-lands—^but they were thwarted, in a manner peculiarly

characteristic of the existing state of parties, by the oppo-

sition of their own colleagues or in other words of the ple-

beian aristocracy. Some of the patricians also attempted

to remedy the common distress ; but with no better success

than had formerly attended Spurius Cassius. A patrician

like Cassius and like him distinguished by military renown

and personal valour, Marcus Manlius, the saviour of the

Capitol duriffg the Gallic siege, came forward as the cham-

pion of the oppressed people, with whom he was connected

by the ties of comradeship in war and of bitter hatred

towards fiis rival, the celebrated general and leader of the

optimate party, Marcus Furius Camillus. When a brave

officer was about to be led away to a debtor's prison, Man-

lius interceded for him and released him with his own

money ; at the same time he offered his lands to sale, de-

claring loudly, that as long as he possessed a foot's breadth

of land such iniquities should not occur. This was more

than enough to unite the whole government party, patri-

cians as well as plebeians, against the dangerous innovator.

The trial for high treason, the cliarge of having meditated a
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renewal of the monarchy, wrought on the blind multitude

with the insidious charm which belongs to stereotyped

party-phrases. They themselves condemned him to death,

and his renown availed him nothing save that it was deemed

expedient to assemble the people for the bloody assize at a

spot whence the voters could not see the rock of the citadel

—the dumb monitor which might remind them how their

fjitherland had been saved from the extremity of danger by

the hands of the very man whom they were now
384

consigning to the executioner (370).

While the attempts at reformation were thus arrested in

the bud, the social disorders became stil] more crying ; for

on the one hand the domain-possessions were ever extend-

ing in consequence of successful wars, and on the other

hand debt and impoverishment were ever spreading more

widely among the farmers, particularly from the effects of

406-396. the severe war with Veil (348-358) and of the

burning of the capital in the Gallic invasion

390. (3G4). It is true that, when in the Veientine

war it became necessary to prolong the term of service of

the soldiers and to keep them under arms not—as hitherto

at the utmost—only during summer, but also throughout

the winter, and when the farmers, foreseeing their utter eco-

nomic ruin, were on the point of refusing their consent to

the declaration of war, the senate resolved on making an

important concession. It charged the pay, which hitherto

the tribes had defrayed by contribution, on the state-chest,

or in other words, on the produce of the indirect revenues

and the domains (348). It was only in the
406. 11 1

event of the state-chest bemg at the moment
empty that a gfjiieral contribution {iributiim) was imposed

on account of the pay ; and in that case it was considered

as a forced loan and was afterwards repaid by the commu-
nity. The arrangement was equitable and wise ; but, as it

was not based upon the essential condition of turning the

domains to proper account foi~Cl]ie benefit of the exchequer,

there were added to the increased burden of service fre-

quent contributions, which were none the less ruinous to
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tlie man of small means that they were officially regarded

not as taxes but as advances. •'

Under such circumstances, when the plebeian aristocracy

combina. saw itself practically excluded by the opposition

of the nobility and the indifference of the com-

mons from equality of political rights, and the

suffering farmers were powerless as opposed to

the close aristocracy, it was natural that they

should help each other by a compromise. With this view

the tribunes of the people, Gaius Licinius and

Lncius Sextius, submitted to the commons pro-

posals to the following effect : first, to abolish the consular

tribimate and to lay it down as a rule th »<-. "t V^"^^' ""^- ^^

the consuls should be a plebeian ;
secondly, to open up.J-0

tion of the
plebeian
iiristocracy

and the

against the
nobility,

^^fjjgggts^^tTiaT^^ custtvdiers of oracles, whoso number

was to be inci-casecTto ten (cbioviri, afterwards decemjnri

s^i^dljfack^nd!s^:2.^0) ; thirdly, as respected the domajns,

toallow no burgess to maintain upon the common pasture

I'jwellTaira hundred oxen and fiye hundred ^hccP^ of to

hdcTmore than fwc hundred jur/au (about 300 acres) of

tjT^g^ainJands U-fE tree fot occupation ; i^HirtlU^yio

oblige thelandlords to employ iiilhe_Jal)Qm:aJ^ the fi i -t4-ft

Dumber of free labourers proportioned to that of_their

yiu-al .slaveTra^ncniilly, to prociiTc aUcviaLimLJlit]:-^^^

W dpiinction of the interest which had bceri pnjd from t,W

capitjd^id by the arrangement ofset^terms for tho_aay-

nieiTtj2f-an:£i«'s.

The tendency of these enactments is obvious. They

were designed to deprive the nobles of their exclusive pos-

session of the curule magistracies and of the hereditary dis-

tinctions_jo£-4iability therewith associated; which, it was

characteristically conceived, could onlybe accomplished by

the legal exclusion of the nobles from the place of second

consul. They were designed, as a consequence, to emanci-

pate the plebeian members of the senate from the subordi-

nate position which they occupied as silent, bj-sittcrs (p.

334), in so far as those of them at least who had filled the
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consulate thereby acquired a title to deliver their opinion

with the patrician consulars before the other patrician sena-

tors (p. 335, 375). They were intended, moreover, to with-

draw from the nobles the exclusive possession of spijiti^t

dignities ; and in carrying out this purpose for reasons suf-

ficiently obvious the old Latin priesthoods of the augurs

and pontifiees were left to the old burgesses, but these were

obliged to open up to the new burgesses the third great

college of more recent origin and belonging to a worship

that Avas originally foreign. They were intended, in fine,

to procure a share in the common usufructs of burgesses for

the poor^r_Ciy;nmons, alleviation Ibr-ttle'^frering debtors,

and employment for the day-labourers that were destitute

of work. Abolition of privileges, social reform, civil equa l-i

itv—these were the three great ideas, of which it w as thel

design of this movement to secure the recognition. Vainly
j

the patricians exerted all the means at their command in

opposition to these legislative proposals ; even the dictator-

ship and the old military hero Camillus were able only to

delay, not to prevent, 'their accomplishment. Willingly

would the people have separated the proposals ; of what

moment to it were the consulate and custodiership of ora-

cles, if only the burden of debt were lightened and the

public lands were free ! But it was not for nothing that

the plebeian nobility had adopted the popular cause ; it'

included the proposals in one single project of law, and

after a long struggle—it is said of eleven years—the senate

;^_^
at length gave its consent and they passed in^ihe

^ year 387. ^g^
With the election of the first non-patrk^^^^Bil—the

Political choiop fell on one of the author^mPFreform,

thepatri-''^ the late* tribune of the people, Lucius Sextius
eir.te. Latcranus—the gentile aristocracy ceased both

in fact and in law to be numbered ainong the political insti-

tutions of Rome. When after the final passing of these

laws the former champion of the clans, Marcus Farius

CamilluS) founded a sanctuary of Concord at the foot of the

Ca])itol—upon an elevated platform, where the senate was
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wont frequently to meet, above the old meeting-place of

the burgesses, the Comitium—we gladly cherish the belief

that he recognized in the legislation thus completed the

close of a dissension only too long continued. The reli-

gious consecration of the new concord of the community
was the last public act of the old warrior and statesman,

and a worthy termination of his long and glorious career.

He was not wholly mistaken ; the more judicious portion

of the clans evidently from this time forward looked upon

their exclusive political privileges as lost, and were content

to share the government with the plebeian aristocracy. In

the m"ajority, however, the patrician spirit proved true to

its incorrigible character. On the strength of the privilege

which the champions of legitimacy have at all times claimed

of obeying the laws only when these coincide with their

party interests, the Roman nobles on various occasions ven-

tured, in open violation of the stipulated ai'rangement, to

nominate two patrician consuls. But, when by way of

answer to an election of that sort for the year

411 the community in the year following for-

mally resolved to allow both consular positions to be filled

by non-patricians, they understood the implied threat, and

still doubtless desired, but never again ventured, to touch

the second consular place.

In like manner the aristocracy simply injured itself by

the attempt which it made, on the passiiiff of the
I'raotorship. t-.-o- i i

Licmio-bextian laws, to save at least some rem-

nant of its ancient privileges by means of a system of

politica^^ij|WDhig and paring. Under the pretext that the

nobilit^^^^^j^lusively cognizavit of law, the administra-

tion o^iPBWvas detached—from the copulate when the

latter had to be thrown open to the plebeians ; and for this

purpose there was nominated a special third consul, or, as

CiiTuie ^® "^^''^^ commonly called, a praetor. In like

aediieship. manner the supervision of the market and the

judicial police-duties connected with it, as well as the cele-

bration of the city -festival, were assigned to two newly

nominated aediles, who—by way of distinction from ths
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plebeian aediles—were named from their standing jurisdic-

tion " aediles of the judgment scat " {aediles curules). But

the curule aediltesliip became immediately so far

oreningup accessible to the plebeians, that it was lield bv
ofmagistra- —--T-. ^"T Tt^: i ^ nr
ciosaKd patricians and plebeians alternately. Moreover
pncs 100 s.

^^^ dictatorship was tlkown open to plebeians^-

356. in 398, as the mastership -of the horse had al-

ready been in the year before the Ltisjnio-Sc.xtian laws

368. (386) ; bi>th the censorships wc^<? thrown open

^. 337. in 403, and the praetorsliip in 417 v and about
^^'^- the same time (415) the nobility were, by law
excluded from one of the censorships, as they had previous-

ly been from one of the consulships. It was to no purpose

that once more a patrician augur detected secret flaws, hid-

den from the eyes of the uninitiated, in the election of a

327_
plebeian diptfator (427), and that the patrician

cejj^or did not np to the close of our present

280. period (474) permit his colleague to present the

solemn sacrifice with which the census closed ; such chi-

canery served merely to show the ill humour of patrician-

ism. Of as little avail were the complaints which the

patrician presidents of the senate would not fail to raise

regarding the participation of the plebeians in its debates
;

it became a settled rule that not the patrician members, but

those who had attained to one of the three supreme ordi-

nary magistracies—the cojisiilship, practorship, and curule

aedileship—should be summoned to give their opinion in

this order and without distinction of class, while the sena-

tors who had held none of these oflices still even now took

part merely in 'ehe division. The right, in fine, of the

[)atrician senate to reject a decree of the comn\unity as un-

constitutional—a right, however, which in all probability it

rarely ventured to exercise—was withdrawn fmrait-byL-the

Publilian
jaw of 415 and by__thoJM^iciuaiuluw

which was not passedj)cf<2i:c_th©-^««ldle of the

fifth century, in sO far that it had to bring forward its con-

stitutional objections, if it had any such, when the list of

candidates was exhibited or the project of law was brought
,

17
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in ; which practically amounted to a regular announcement

of its consent beforehand. In this character, as a purely-

formal right, the confirmation of the decrees of the people

still continued in the hands of the nobility down to the last

age of the republic.

The clans retained, as may naturally be conceived, their

religious privileges longer. Indeed, several of these, which

were destitute of political importance, were never interfered

with, such as their exclusive eligibility to the offices of the

three supreme Jlamines and that of rex sacroriim as well as

to the membership of the colleges of Salii. On the other

hand the two colleges of pontifices an'd of augurs, with

which a considerable influence over the courts and the

comitia were associated, were too important to remain in

the exclusive possession of the patricians. The Ogulnian

law of 454 accordingly threw these also open to

plebeians, by increasing the numlj^ of pontifices

from five to eight, and that of augurs from six to nine, and

equally distributing the stalls in the two colleges between'

patricians and plebeians.

The two hundred years' strife was broughtjit lengthJto

Eqnivaiencc ^ close^byJtEe law of the^dictator Q. Hortenslus

pLhlscitum (465, 408) which was occasioiied by a dangerous
289. 286. popular insurrection, and which declared that

^e decrees of the plp.bs sh(Tn[d stand '^^i »" .'ibs^nte fijPJl'Ilg

oT equality—instead of their earlier conditional equivalence

—^vjl]^ thngp. of thft whole community . So greatly had the

state of things been changed that that portion of the bur-

gesses, which haT~onc^ pQiiS£sae3IcJi^tad.vdy^^

voting. thenceforth_no longer took even a part in the most

importairj;. '^pd -pr^st frfgn ent form of fho. yatasJVKhiri.b bo.ijn

d

all the burgesses. ^

The struggle between the Roman clans and commons

was thus substantially at an end. While the

patrician- nobility still preserved nut of its rnmprplipnsivp
^™'

12^'i^'^^^^^s the_de_Jaclo ]3ossession of one of the

consulships and one of the censoralilpB. il^^vas excluded by

law from the tribunate, the jJebeinn nprlilpclijp^ iho aeennd
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consulsh ip and censb< ŝhip, and from participation in the votes

of the plebs which wV^ legally equivalent to votes of the

\vholc_body'of burgcsseST As a righteous retribution for

its perverse and stublJorn rbs^stance, the patriciate had seen

its former privileges convert^into so many disabilities.

The Roman gentile nobility, ho>?ever, by no means d is-

appeared because it had become an eisnoty name. The less ^
the significance and power of the nobilh^, the more purely ;

anS exclusively the patrician " spirit deveibped itself. The "^

haughtiness of the " Ramnians " survived tlib. last of their

cldss-privileges for centuries ; after they had\^eadfastly.

striven .^^to rescue the consulate from the plebeian filth
"

and had at length become reluctantly convinced of the im-

possibility of such an achievement, thoy continued rudely

and spitefully to display their aristoci'atic spirit. To under-

stand rightly the history of Rome in the fifth and sixth

centuries, v/e must never overlook this sulking patrician-

ism ; it could indeed do little more than irritate itself and

others, but this it did to the best of its ability. Some

f
years after the passing of the Ogulnian law

(458) a characteristic instance of this sort oc-

curred. A patrician.matron, who was married to a leading

plebeian that had attained to the highest dignities of the

state, was on account of this misalliance expelled from the

circle of noble dames and was refused admission to the

common festival of Chastity ; and in consequence of that

exclusion separate patrician and plebeian goddesses of

Chastity v/ere thenceforward worshipped in Rome. Doubt-

less caprices of this sort were of very little moment, and

the better disposed of the clans kept themselves entirely

aloof from this miserable policy of peevishness ; but it lefb

behind on both sides a feeling of discontent, and, while the

•struggle of the commons against the clans was in itself a

political and even moral necessity, these convulsive effoi-ts

to prolong the strife—the aimless combats of tlie rear-

guard after the battle had been decided, as well as the

empty squabbles as to rank and standing-—needlessly irri-
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tated and disturbed the public and privaie life of the Roman

community.

Nevertheless one .object of the compromise concluded by

367.1 the two portions of the plebs in 387, the aboli-

tefressf^ tion of the patriciate, had in all material points

jvndtiieat-
^^^qxy Completely attained. The question next

relieve it. arises hov far the same can be affirmed of the

two positive object* aimed at in the compromise ?—whether

the new order oi things in reality checked social distress

and established political equality % The two were intimate-

ly connected ; foi-, if economic embarrassments ruined the

middle class and broke up the burgesses into a minority of

rich men and a suffering proletariate, such a state of things

would at once annihilate civil equality and in reality de-

stroy the republican commonwealth. The preservation

and increase of the middle class, and in particular of the

formers, formed therefore for every patriotic .statesman of

Rome a problem not merely important, but the most im-

portant of all. The plebeians, moreover, recently called to

take part in the government, greatly indebted as they were

for their new political rights to the proletariate which wa^

suffering and expecting help at their h|inds, were politically

and morally under special obligation to attempt its relief

by means of government measures, so fiir as relief was by

such means at all attainable.

Let us first consider how far any real relief was con-

267] tained in that part of the legislation of 387

l'^S,i^n''^'°'
which bore upon the question.

.

That the enact-

laws. ment in favour of the free day-labourers could

not possibly accomplish its object—^namely, to check the

system of farming on a large scale and by means of slaves,

and to secure to the free proletarians at least a share of

^vor),;—is self-evident. In this matter legislation could,

afford no relief, without shaking the foundations of the civil

organization of the period in a way that would reach far

beyond its immediate horizon. In the question of the do-

mains, atTain, it was quite possible for legislation to effect a

change ; but what was done was manifestly inadequate.
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The new doinain^*i;rangement, by granting the right of

driving very considerbWe flocks and herds upon the public

pastures, and thdlf of occhmring domain-land not laid out in

pasture up to a maximum ftxed on a high scale, conceded to

the vrealthy a very importantNmd perhaps even dispropor-

tionate prior share in the producVof the domains ; and by
the latter regulation conferred upy;^ the domain-tenure,

although it remained in law liable to ^>qy a tenth and rev-

ocable at pleasure, as well as upon the sWem of occupa-

tion itself, somewhat of a legal sanction. ItVas a circum-

stance still more suspicious, that the new legislatvjn neither

supplemented the existing and manifestly unsatirfactory

provisions for the collection of the pasture-money and the

tenth by compulsory measures of a more effective kind, noi*

prescribed any thorough revision of the domanial posses-

sions, nor appointed a magistracy charged with the carrying

of the new laws into effect. The distribution of the existing

occupied domain-land partly among the holders up to a fair

maximum, partly among the plebeians who had no prop-

erty, in both cases in full ownership ; the abolition in future

of the system of occupation ; and the institution of an

authority empowered to make immediate distribution of

any future acquisitions of territory, were so clearly de-

manded by the circumstances of the case, that it certainly

was not through want of discernment that these comprehen-

sive measures were neglected. We cannot fail to recollect,

that it was the plebeian aristocracy, in other words, a por-

tion of the very class that was practically privileged in re-

spect to the usufructs of the domains, which proposed the

new arrangement, and that one of its very authors, Gains

Licinius Stolo, was among the first to be condemned for

having exceeded the agrarian maximum ; and we cannot

but ask whether the legislators dealt altogether honourably,

and whether they did not on the contrary designedly evade

a solution, really tending to the common benefit, of the un-

happy question of the domains. We do not mean, how-

ever, to express any doubt that the regulations of the Lici-

nio-Sextifin laws, such as they were, might and did substan-
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tially benefit tlie small farmer and tJiC day-labourer. It

must, moreover, be acknowledged tfcat in the period imme-
diately succeeding the passing o/ the law the authorities

watched with at least compar>ative strictness over the ob-

servance of its rules as to the maximum, and frequently

condemned the possessors of large herds and the occupiers

of the domains to hea^y fines.

In the system o£ taxation and of credit also efibrts were

Lawsimpos- ™ade with greater energy at this period than at
iiig taxes. g„y before or subsequent to it to remedy the

evils of the national economy, so far as legal measures

could do so. The duty levied in 397 of five per

cent* on the value of slaves that were to be

manumitted was—irrespective of the fact that it imposed a

check on the undesirable multiplication of freedmen—the

ffirst tax in Eome that Avas really laid upon the rich. In

like manner efibrts were made to remedy the system of

T^awsof credit. The usury laws, which the Twelve
credit. Tables had established (p. 360), were renewed

and gradually rendered more stringent, so that the maxi-

mum of interest was successively lowered from 10 per

357 347. c^^'^t. (enforced in 397) to 5 per cent, (in 407)

for the year of twelve months, and at length

r.42. (412) the taking of interest was altogether for-

bidden. The latter foolish law remained formally in force,

but, of course, it was practically inoperative ; the standard

rate of interest afterwards usual, viz. 1 per cent, per month,

or 12 per cent, for the civil common year—vrhich, accord-

ing to the value of capital in antiquity, was probably at

that time nearly the same as, according to its modern value,

a rate of 5 or 6 per cent.—must have been already about

this period established as the maximum of allowable inter-

est. Any action at law for higher rates must have been

refused, perhaps even judicial claims for repayment may
have been allowed ; moreover notorious usurers were not

unfrequently summoned before the bar of the people and

readily condemned by the tribes to heavy fines. Still more

important was the alteration of the procedure in eases of
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debt b3N;he Poetelian law (428 or 441 ). On. the

one hand x allowed every dobtor who declared

on oath his solvency to\ave his personal ft-eedom by the

c?ssion of his pi-operty ; o^he other hand it abolished the

former summary p''oceedingsHa execution on a loan-debt,

and laid down the rule that no Ri>^an burgess could be led

away to bondage except upon the sei^ence of jurymen.

It is plain that all these expedienV, might perhaps in-

.Continuei some respccts mitigate, but cWd not remove,
distress.

^.j^g existing economic disorders,\The continu-

ance of the distress is shown by the appoint^aacnt of a

bank-commission to regulate the relations of credit and to

352. protide advances from the state-rciiest in 402, by
347. the a;^pointment of.legal term-payments in 407,

and above all by the dangerous popular insurrection about

467, when. the people, unable to obtain new
• facilities for the payment of debts, marched out

to the Janiculum, and nothing but a seasonable attack ^y
external enemies, and the concessions contained in the Flor-

tensian law, restored peace to the community. It is, how-

ever, very unjust to rep'roach these earnest attempts to

check the impoverishment of the middle class with their

inadequacy. The belief that it is useless to employ partial

and palliative means against radical evils, because they only

remedy them in part, is an article of faith never preached

unsuccessfully by baseness to simplicity, but it is none the

less absurd. On the contrary, we may ask whether the vile

spirit of demagogism had not even thus early laid hold of

this matter, and whether expedients were really needed so

violent and dangerous as, for example, the deduction of the

interest paid from the capital. Our documents do not en-

able us to decide the question of right or wrong in the case.

But we recognize clearly enough that the middle class of

freeholders still continued economically in a perilous and

critical position ; that various endeavours were made by

those in power to remedy it by prohibitory laws and by

respites, but of course in vain ; and that the aristocratic

ruling class continued to be too weak in point of control
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over its members, and too much cntsnglcd in the selfish

interests of its order, to relieve tl?e middle class by the

only effectual means at the dispysal^of^the government

—

Jthe eRtire and unreserved abciitionj)fJhe_,^^^tc^^

p;^iTg_the state lands—and by that course to free the gov-

3rnment from the reprosch of turning to its own advantage

the afllietion of the governed. J

A more effectud,! relief than any "which the government

was willing or able to give was derived by the,

theextcu-''^ middle classes from the political successes of

Roman do^
the Roman community and the gradual consoli-

"J"','".?,^
dation of the Roman sovereignty over Italy.

the farmer- The numcrous and large colonies Avhich it was
class. ^

necessary to found for the securing of that sove-

reignty, the greater part of which were sent forth in the

fifth century, furnished a portion of the agricultural prole-

tariate with farms of their own, while the efllux gave relief

to such as remained at home. The increase of the indirect

and extraordinary sources of revenue, and the flourishing

condition of the Roman finances in.general, rendered it but

seldom necessary to levy any contribution from the farmers

in the form of a forced loan. While the earlier small hold-

ings were probably lost beyond recovery, the rising average

of Roman prosperity must have converted the former larger

land-holders into farmers, and in so far added new members
to the middl-e class. People of rank sought principally to

secure the large newly-acquired districts for occupation
;

the mass of wealth which flowed to Rome through war and

commerce must have reduced the rate of interest ; the in-

crease in the population of the capital benefited the farmer

throughout Latium ; a wise system of incorporation united

a number of neighbouring and formerly subject communi-

ties with the Roman state, and thereby stre)igthened espe-

cially the middle class ; finall}'^, the glorious victories and

their mighty results silenced faction. If the distress of the

farmers was by no means removed and still less were its

sources stopped, it yet admits of no doubt that attj^ close

of this period the Roman middle class was onJhewnWe^ii
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^Jar less opprcsscdVjndition than injhe firs^entury after

the expuTsKuT

Lastly civic equality \Hs in a certain sense undoubtedly

attained or rathX restored by the reform of
Civic cciual- __,^ , . , ,\. „ .

•' ,

ity. 387, and the development of its legitimate con-
367. A / \.' 1 1sequences. As tormenv when the patricians

still in fact formed the burgesses, tn^ had stood upon a

footing of absolute equality in rights aim. duties^ so now in

the enlarged burgess-body there existed iiVihe eye of the

law no arbitrary distinctions. The gradaticKs to which

differences of age, sagacity, cultnafartMi , and wealtk necessa-

rily give rise in civil society, naturally also pervadad the

sphere of public Kfe ; but the spirit animating the burgelsses

and the policy of the government uniformly operated so as

to render these differences as little conspicuous as possible.

The whole system of Rome tended to train up her burgesses

to an average character of ability, but not to bring into

prominence the gifts of genius. The growth of culture

among the Romans did not at all keep pace with the- devel-

opment of the resources of the community, and it was in-

stinctively repressed rather than promoted by those in

power. That there should bo rich and poor, could not be

prevented ; but (as in a genuine community of farmers)

the flirmer as well as the day-labourer personally guided

the plough, and to the rich as well as the poor the good

economic rule applied that they should live with uniform

frugality and above all should hoard no unproductive capital

at home—excepting the salt-cellar and the sacrificial ladle,

no silver articles were at this period seen in any Roman
house. Nor Avas this of little moment. In the mighty

successes which the Roman community externally achieved

during the century from the last Veicntine down to the

Pyrrliic war we perceive that the patriciate has now given

place to the farmers ; that the fall of the highborn Fabian

would have been pot more and not less lamented by the

whole community than the fall of the plebeian Decian was

lamented alike by plebeians and patricians ; that tlie consu-

late did not of itself fall even to the wealthiest aristocrat

;

11*
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and that a poor husbandman from Sabina, Manius Curius,

could conquer king Pyrrhus in theiield of battle and chase

him out of Italy, without ceasing to be a simple Sabine

farmer and to cultivate in person his own bread-corn.

In regard however to tWs imposing republican equality

Newaristoc- We must nofc'ovcrlook the fact that it was to a
racy.

consideraiile extent only formal, and that an

aristocracy of a very decided stamp grew out of it or

rather Avas contained in it from the very first. The non-

patrician families of wealth and consideration had long ago

separated from the plebs, and leagued themselves with the

patriciate in the participation of senatorial rights and in

the prosecution of a policy distinct from that of the plebs

and very often counteracting it. The Licinio-Sextian laws

abrogated legal distinctions within the ranks of the aristoc-

racy, and changed the character of the barrier which ex-

cluded the plebeian from the government, so tliat it was no

longer an obstacle insurmountable in law, but a hindrance

difficult to be surmounted in practice. In both ways fresh

blood was mingled with the ruling order in Rome ; but in

itself the government still remained aristocratic. In this

respect the Roman community was a genuine farmer-com-

monwealth, in which the rich holder of a whole hide was

little distinguished externally from the poor cottager and

held intercourse with him on equal ternns, but aristocracy

nevertheless exercised so all-powerful a sway that a man
without means sooner rose to be master of the burgesses in

the city than mayor in his own village. It was a very

great and valuable gain, that under the new legislation even

the poorest burgess miglit fdl the highest ofiice of the state

;

nevertheless it was a rare exception when a man from the

lower ranks of the population reached such a position,* and

* Tli3 statements as to the poverty of the consulars of this period,

which play so great a p;irt in the moi'al aiiecdote-bpoks of a later age,

mainly rest on a misunderstanding on the one hand of the old frugal

economy—which might very well consist with considerable prosperity

—and on the other hand of the beantifulold custom of bui-yingmen who

had deserved well of the state from the proceeds of penny collections—
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not only so, but ptubably it was, at least towards the close

of this period, possiblSsonly by means of an election carried

by the opposition. \^

Every aristocratic govePvi^-ient of itself calls forth a cor-

New oppo- responding opposil^n party ; and as the formal
Bition. equalization of the ora*rs only modified the aris-

tocracy, and- the new ruling order hot only succeeded the

old patriciate but engrafted itself on Xand intimately co-

alesced with it, the opposition also continuted to exist and in

all respects pursued a similar course. As it was now no

longer the plebeians as such, but the common ]p§ople, that

were treated as inferior, the new opposition professed from

the first to bo the representative of the lower classes and

particularly of the small farmers ; and as the new aristoc-

racy attached itself to the patriciate, so the first movements

of this new opposition were interwoven with the final strug-

gles against the privileges of the patricians. The first

names in the series of these new popular leaders were Ma-

290, 275, J^i^s Curius (consul 464, 479, 480 ; censor 482)

^82* ^78* ^^^ Gaius Fabricius (consul 472, 476, 481 ; cen-

273. 275. sor 479); both of them men without ancestral

lineage and without wealth, both summoned—in opposition

to the aristocratic principle of restricting re-election to the

highest office of the state—thrice by the votes of the bur-

gesses to the chief magistracy, both, as tribunes, consuls,

and censors, opponents of patrician privileges and defenders

of the small farmer class against the incipient arrogance of

the leading houses. The future parties were already marked
out ; but the interests of party were still suspended on both

sides in presence of the interests of the common-weal. The
patrician Ajjpius Claudius and the farmer Manias Curius

—

vehement in their personal antagonism—jointly by wise

counsel and vigorous action conquered king Pyrrhus ; and

while Gaius Fabricius as censor inflicted penalties on Pub-

wliich was far from being a pauper buiial. The method also of explain-

ing surnames by etymological guess-work, which has imported so many
absurdities into Roman history, has furnished its quota to this belief

{Scrranus).
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lius Cornelius Rufinus for his aristocnitic sentiments and

aristocratic habits, this did not prev<int him from support-

ing the daim of Rufinus to a second consulate on account

of his recognized ability as « general. The breach was

already formed ; but the adversaries still shook hands

across it.

The termination of the struggles between -the old and

The new "^^^ burgcssps, the A'arious and comparatively
govcrnmcut. successful cudeavours to relieve the middle class,

and the germs—already making their appearance amidst the

newly acquired civic equality—of the formation of a new
aristocratic and a new democratic party, have thus been

passed in review. It remains that we describe the shape

which the new govei'nment assumed amidst these changes,

and the positions in which after the political abolition of

the nobility the three elements of the republican common-
wealth—the burgesses, the magistrates, and the senate

—

stood towards each other, i^

The burgesses in their ordinary assemblies continued^ as

Tiio burgess- hitherto to be the highest authority in the com-
body. monwealth and the legal sovereign. But it was

settled by law that—apart from the matters committed

Its compo- once for all to the decision of the centuries, such
Kitit.n.

g^g |.]^p election of consuls and censors—voting

by districts should be as valid as voting by centuries : a

regulation introduced as regards the patricio-plebeian assem-

449. bly by the Valerio-Horatian law of 305 (p.

339. 3G9) and extended by the Publilian law of 415,

-but enacted as regards the plebeian separate assembly by
the Hortensian law about 467 (p. 386). We
have already noticed that the same individuals,

on the whole, were entitled to vote in both assemblies, but

that—apart from the exclusion of the patricians from the

plebeian separate assembly—in the general assembly of the

districts all entitled to vote were on a footing of equality,

while in the centuriate comitia the w^orking of the suffrage

was graduated with reference to the means of the voters,

and in so for, therefore, the change was certainly a levelling
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and democratic innovation. It was a circumstance of ilir

greater importance that, towards the end of this period, the

primitive freehold basis (^ the right of suffrage began for

the first time to be called ki question. Ap^ius^Claudius,

the boldest innovator known iriJRoman history, in his cen-

sorship in 442 without consulting the senate or
*^ people so adjusted the bVgcss-roll, that a man
who had no land was received into_ghf^^Yer tribe he rh'^'S'^

"and then according tohis means into the corresponding cen-

tury. But fins 'alteration was too flir in advance o7~the

spirit of the age to obtain full acceptance. One of the im-

mediate successors of Appius, Quintus Fabius Rullianus,

the famous conqueror of the Samnites, undertook in his cen-

sorship of 450 not to set it aside entirely, but to

confine it within such limits that the real power

in the burgess assemblies should continue to be vested in

the holders of land and of wealth. He incorporated all

who had no land, and also those freedmen possessed of land

whose property was valued at less than 30,000 sesterces

(£300), in the four city tribes, which were now made to

rank not as the first but as the last. The i-ural tribes, on

the other hand, the number of which gradually increased

between 367 and 513 from seventeen to thirty-
387. 241. , „ . . . ,

•'

one—thus lormmg a majority, greatly prepon-

derating from the first and ever increasing in preponderance,

of the voting-divisions—were reserved by law for the whole

of the freeborn burgesses who were freeholders, as well as

for the freedmen who held land exceeding the above-men-

tioned limit. In the centuries the equalization of the free-

holders and non-freeholders who were of free birth remained

as Appius had introduced it ; on the other hand, the freed-

men who were not admitted into the rural tribes were de-

prived of the suffrage. In this manner provision was made
for the preponderance of the freeholders in the c'omitia of

the tribes, while in the centuriate comitia—in which, from

the decided preference given to the wealtliy, fewer measures

of precaution sufficed—the freedmen could at least do no

harm. By this wise and modei-ate arrangement on the part
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of a man who for his warlike feats and still more for this

peaceful achievement justly received the surname of the

Great [Maximus), the obligation of bearing arms was ex-

tended, as was fitting, to the non-freehold burgesses, while a

check was imposed on the increasing power of the class

who had once been slaves—a check which is unfortunately

in a state sanctioning slavery an indispensable necessity.

A peculiar moral jurisdiction, moreover, which gradually

came to be associated with the census and the making-up'

of the burgess-roll, excluded from the burgess-body all. indi-

viduals notoriously unworthy, and guarded the full moral

and political purity of citizenship.

The powers of the comitia exhibited during this period

Increasing ^ tendency to enlarge their range, but in a man-

thc^bS-^^
ner very gradual. The increase in the number

gesses. of magistrates to be elected by the people falls,

to some extent, under this head ; it is an especially signifi-

302. cant fact that from 392 the military tribunes of

311. one legion, and from 443 four tribunes in each

of the first four legions respectively, were nominated no

longer by the general, but by the burgesses. During this

period the burgesses did not on the whole interfere in ad-

ministration ; only their right of declaring war was, as was

reasonable, emphatically asserted, and held to extend also

to cases in which a prolonged armistice concluded instead

of a peace expired and what was not in law but in fact a

new war began (327). In ' other instances a

question of administration was only Submitted

to the people when the governing authorities came into col-

lision and one of them referred the matter to the people, or

when in difficult or invidious questions the government vol-

untarily placed the decision in their hands. Examples of

such collisions occurred when the leaders of the moderate

party among the nobility, Lucius Valerius and Marcus Ho-

449. rati us, in 305, and the first plebeian dictator,

856. Gaius Marcius Rutilus, in 398, were not allowed

by the senate to receive tlie triumphs they had earned
;

when the consuls of 459 could not agree as to
295 . .

their respective provinces of jurisdiction; and
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ggp
when the\enate, in 364, resolved to give up to

the Gauls mvxinibassador who had forgotten his

duty, and a consular tribuik^carried the matter to the com-
munity. This was the first li^casion on which a decree of

the senate was annulled by th¥-people; and heavily the

comnmnity atoned for it. Instancy of the decision beiiig

voluntarily left to the people occurred first, when Caere

sued for peace, after the people had de^-ed war against

it but before war had actuairWbesun (401),
353.

1 . ", \
whereupon the senate hesitated p* leave the

resolution of the people unexecuted without theli; formal

consent; and at a subsequent period, when the'^senate

wished to reject the humble entreaty of the Samnites for

peace, but shunning the odium of the declaration devolved

it on the people (436). It is not till towards

the close of this epoch that we find a consider-

able extension of the powers of the coniUia tributa in aftairs

of administration, particularly through the practice of con-

sulting it as to the conclusion of peace and of alliances :

— this extension probably dates from the Piorten-

sian law of 467.

Notwithstanding, however, these enlargements .of the

Decreasing powcrs of the burgess-assemblics, their practical

of the'bur° influence on state affairs began, particularly
gcss-body. towards the close of this period, to Avane. First

of all, the extension of the bounds of Rome deprived her

collective assemblies of their original significance. An
assembly of persons resident within the original territory

of the city might very well meet in sufficiently full num-

bers, and might very well know its own wishes, even with-

out discussion ; but the Eoman burgess-body had become

less a civic community than a state. No doubt, in so far

as the incorporated townships wore associated together in

the rural tribes—in the Papirian tribe, for instance, the

votes of the Tu.sculans proved substantially decisive—the

municipal sentiment, at all times so lively in Italy, per-

vaded also the Roman comitia anid introduced into them, at

loafit when voting by tribes, a .sort of inwnrd connection
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and a special esprit de corps, which thereupon gave rise to

animosities and rivalries of all sorts. In this way, on ex-

traordinary occasions, energy and independence were cer-

tainly infused into the voting ; but under ordinary circum-

Btances the composition oi the comitia and their decision

were left dependent on the person who presided or on acci-

dent, or were coiPinitted to the hands of the burgesses

domiciled in the capital. It is, therefore, quite easy to un-

derstand how the assemblies of the burgesses, which had

great practical importance during the first two centuries of

the rep'iblic, gradually became a mere instrument in the

hands of the presiding magistrates, and in truth a very dan-

gerous instrument, because the magistrates called to preside

were so numerous, and every resolution of the community

was regarded as the ultimate legal expression of the will of

the people. But the enlargement of the constitutional rights

of the burgesses was not of much moment, inasmuch as

practically they were less than ever capable of a w411 and

action of their own, and there was as yet no demagogism,

in the proper sense of that term, in Rome. Had any such

demagogic spirit existed, it would have attempted not ft)

extend the powers of the burgesses, but to remove the re-

strictions on political discussion in their presence ; whereas

throughout this whole period there was undeviating acquies-

cenct} in the old maxims, that the magistrate alone could

convoke the burgesses, and that he was entitled to exclude

all discussion and all proposal of amendments. At the

time this incipient breaking up of the constitution made

itself felt chiefly in the circumstance that the collective as-

semblies assumed an essentially passive attitude, and did

not on the whole interfere in government cither to help or

to hinder it.

As regards the power of the magistrates, its diminution,

- "although not the direct design of the struggles
The magiV o

.

» os
trates. Sub- hetwccn the old and new burgesses, was doubt-
division

1 A
and weaken- less ono of their most important results. At

consular the beginning of the struggle between the orders
'^'^^^^^^-

or, in other words, of the strife for the posses-
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sion of the consular ;p^\ver, the consulate was still the one

and indivisible, essentia%^ regal, magistracy ; and the con-

sul, like the king in former^jmes, still had the appointment

of all subordinate functionarifes*. left to his own free choice.

At the termination of that contc!^ its most important func-

tions—jurisdiction, street-police, e!bs<>tion of senators and

equites, the census and financial admiiiH^ration—were sepa-

rated from the consulship and transferrH to magistrates,

who like the consul were nominated by the ^^nmtniity and .

occupied a position co-ordinate with liim ratherHlian subor-

dinate. The consulate, formerly the single ordinaiy, magis-

tracy of the state, was no longer even absolutely theN^rst.

In the new arrangement as to the ranking and usual ord'^*

of succession of the different offices the consulate stood in-

deed above the praetQi;sliip, aedileship, and quaestorship,

but beneath the censorship, which—in addition to the most

important financial duties—was charged with the adjust-

ment of the rolls of burgesses, equites, and senators, and

thereby wielded a wholly arbitrary moral control over the

entire community and every individual burgess, the hum-

blest as well as the most distinguished. The conception of

limited magisterial power or special functions, which seemed

to the older Roman constitutional law irreconcilable with

the conception of magistracy, gradually gained a footing and

mutilated and destroyed the earlier idea of the one and in-

divisible imperium. A first step was already taken in thi^

direction by the institution of the collateral standing officesJ

particularly the quaestorship (p. 328) ; it was completelM

carried out by the Licinio-Scxtian laws (387)^

which prescribed the functions of the three su-i

preme magistrates, and assigned administration and the con-

duct of war to the two first, and the management of justice

to the third. But the change did not stop here. The con-

suls, although they were in law wholly and everywhere co-

ordinate, naturally from the earliest times divided between

thcra in practice the diflc-rcnt departments of duty [provin-

ciae). Originally this was done simply by mutual concerC,

or in default of it by casting lots; but by degrees the other
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constituent authorities in the commoiiTt'ealth interfered with

this j)ractical definition of functiop^s. It became usual for

the senate to define annually the spheres of duty ; and,

while it did not directly assio-a thera to the co-ordinate ma-

gistrates, it exercised decii^cd influence on the personal dis-

tribution by advice anti request. In an extreme case the

senate doubtless obtained a decree of the community, de-

finitively to settle the question of distribution (p. 398)

;

the governmepC, however, very seldom employed this dan-

gerous expedient. Further, the most important afTairs,

. such as the concluding of peace, were withdrawn from the

I
consuls, and they were in such matters obliged to have re-

course to the senate and to act according to its instructions.

Lastly, in cases of extremity the senate could at any time

'suspend the consuls from office ; for, according to an usage

never established by law but never violated in practice, the

creation of a dictatorship depended simply upon the resolu-

tion of the senate, and the fixing of the person to be nomi-

nated, although constitutionally vested in the nominating

consul, really under ordinary circumstances lay with the

senate.

^
The old unity and plenary power of the imperiura v/ere

f
retained longer in the case of the dictatorship

' Limitation ^, . 1/.1 , ^ . aii iT.
of the die- than m that of the consulship. Although of
tatoiship. . T . , •. 1 1 •

course as an extraordmary magistracy it had m
reality from the first its special functions, it had in law far

less of a special cliaracter than the consulate. But it also

was gradually affected by the new idea of definite powers

and functions introduced into the legal life of Eome. In

391 we first meet with a dictator expressly

nominated from theological scruples for the

mere accomplishment of a religious ceremony ; and though

that dictator himself, doubtless in formal accordance with

the constitution, treated the restriction of his powers as null

and took the command of the army in spite of it, such an

opposition on the part of the magistrate was not repeated

on occasion of the subsequent similarly restricted nomina-

tions, which occurred in 403 and thenceforward
351

very frcquentlv. On the contrary, the dictators
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thenceforth accoiinteoNhemselves bound by their powers as '

specially defined. \
Lastly, further seriously\felt restrictions of the magis-

Eestrotions
^racy Were involve^n the prohibition issued in

as to [342. 412 acraiust the acciiWilation of the ordinary
the accumu-

/v. i \ •

lation and curule offices, and in theNaiactment of the same

pation of date, that the same pcrsoiv>hould not again ad-

minister the same office undei'\rdinary circum-

stances before an interval of ten years had ^jjsed, as well

as in the subsequent regulation that the officeN^hich prac-

tically was the highest, the censorship, should nof^e held a

second time at all (489). But the govertHncnt

was still strong enough not to be afraid of its

instruments or to desist purposely on that account from

employing those who were the most serviceable. Brave

officers wex'e very frequently released from these rules,* and

cases still occurred like those of Quintus Fabius Rullianus,

who was five times consul in eight-and-twenty years, and of

Marcus Valerius Corvus (3847-483) who, after
370-271.

, ,

he had filled six consulships, the first in his

twenty-third, the last in his seventy-second year, and had

been throughout three generations the protector of his coun-

trymen and the terror of the foe, descended to the grave at
\

the affe of a hundred.

Ahv u;iu who compares the consular Fasti before and after 412

Vi-ill have no doubt as to the existence of the above-mentioned law re-

specting re-election to the consulate; for, while before that year a return

to office, especially after three or four years, was a common occurrence,

afterwards intervals of ten years and more were as frequent. Excep-

tions, however, occur ia very great numbers, particularly during the se-

vere years of war 434-443. On the other hand, the principle of not

42.
allowing a plurality of offices was strictly adhered to. There

is no certain instance of the combination of two of the three

ordinary curule (Liv. xxxix. 39, 4) offices (the consulate, praetorslup, and

curule aediloship), but instances occur of other combinations, such as of

the curule aedileship and the office of master of the horse (Liv. xxiii. 24,

30); of the praetorship and censorship {Fant. Cap. a. 501); of the prae-

torship and the dictatorshiii (Liv. viii. 12): of the consulate
' ' and the dictatorship (Liv. viii. 12).
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While the Roman magistrate was thus, more and

. more 'completely and (Minitely transformed from

mate rf ti'o the ^absolute lord into the limited commissioner

/FMiium(^^" and administrator of the community, the old

'

mcnt^''™'
counter-magistracy, the tribunate of the people,

Vas undergoing at the same time a similar trans-

formation internal rather than external. It served a double

purpose in the commonwealth. It had been from the be-

ginning intenc^ed to protect the humble and the weak by its

somewhat revolutionary assistance {auxiliurn) against the

overbewing violence of the magistrates ; it had subsequent-

ly been employed to get rid of the legal disabilities of the

commons and the privileges of the gentile nobility. The

latter end was attained. The original object was not only

in itself a democratic ideal rather than a political possibil-

ity, but it was also quite as obnoxious to the plebeian aris-

tocracy into whoso hands the tribunate necessarily fell, and

quite as incompatible with the new organization which origi-

nated in the equalization of the orders and had if possible

a still more decided aristocratic hue than that which pre-

ceded it, as it was obnoxious to the gentile nobility and in-

compatible with the patrician consular constitution. But

instead of abolishing the tribunate, they preferred to con-

vert it from a weapon of opposition into an instrument of

government, and now introduced the tribunes of the peo-

ple, who were originally excluded from, all share in admin-

istration and were neither magistrates nor members of the

i^cnate, into the class of gov-erning authorities. While in

/jurisdiction they were from the beginning on a footing of

lequality with the consuls and in the early stages of the con-

liicts between the orders acquired like the consuls the right

of initiating legislation, they now received—we know not

exactly when, but probably at or soo^i afler the final equal-

ization of the orders—a position of equality with the con-

Isuls as regarded the practically governing authority, the

^iMuite. Hitherto they had been pi*escnt at the proceedings

of the senate, sitting on a bench at the door ; now they ob-

tained, like the other magistrates and by their side, a place
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in the senate itself and the right to interpose their word in

its discussions. If they were precluded from the right of

voting, it was simply in virtue of the general principle of

Roman state-law, that those only should give counsel who
were not called to act ; in accordance with which the whole

of the acting magistrates possessed during their year of

office only a seat, not a vote, in the council of the state (p.

334). But concession did not rest here. The tribunes re-

ceived the distinctive prerogative of supreme magistracy,

which among the ordinary magistrates belonged only to the

consuls and praetors besides—the right of convoking the.

senate, of consulting it, and of procuring decrees from it.*

This was only as it should be ; the heads of the plebeian

aristocracy had to be placed on an equality with those of

the patrician aristocracy in the senate, when once the gov-

ernment had passed from the gentile nobility to the united

aristocracy. Now that this opposition college, originally,

excluded from all share in the public administration, be-

came—particularly with reference to strictly urban affairs:

—a second supreme executive and one of the most usual

and most serviceable instruments of the government, or in

other words of the senate, for managing the burgesses and.

especially for checking the excesses of the magistrates, it?

was certainly, as respected its original character, absorbed

and politically annihilated ; but this course was really en-i

joined by necessity. Clearly as the defects of the EomaiJ

aristocracy were apparent, and decidedly as the steady

growth of aristoci'atic ascendancy was connected with the

practical setting aside of the tribunate, none can fail to see

that government could not be long carried on with an au-

thority which was not only aimless and virtually calculated

to put off the suffering proletariate with a deceitful prospect

of relief, but was at the sam^ time decidedly revolutionary

and possessed of an absolutely anarchical power of obstruc-

* nencc despatches intended for the senate were addressed to Con-

suls, Praetors, Tribunes of the Plebs, and Senate (Qkcaxo^adVam. xw 2,
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tion to the cautliority of the magistrates and even of the

state itself. But that faith in an ideal, which is the founda-

tion of all the power and of all the impotence of democra-

cy, had come to be closely associated in the minds of the

Romans with the tribunate of the plebs ; and we do not

need to recall the case of Cola Rienzi in order to perceive

that, however unsubstantial might be the advantage thence

arising to the multitude, it could not be abolished without

a formidable convulsion of the state. Accordingly with

genuine political prudence they contented themselves with

i reducing it to a nullity under forms that should attract as

[ little attention as possible. The mere name of this essen-

tially revolutionary magistracy was still preserved in the

aj-istocratically governed conmionwealth—an incongruity

for the present, and for the future a sharp and dangerous

weapon in the hands of a coming revolutionary party. For

the moment, however, and for a long time to come the aris-

tocracy was so absolutely powerful and so completely pos-

sessed control over the tribunate, that no trace is to be met

with of a collegiate opposition on the part of the tribunes

to the senate ; and the government overcame the forlorn

movements of opposition that now and then proceeded from

independent tribunes, always without difficulty, and ordina-

rily by means of the tribunate itself.

I

In reality it was the senate that governed the common-

I w^ealth, and that almost without opposition after

Wf. corapo- the equalization of the orders. Its very com-

i

" ^*'"'

position had undergone a change. The free pre-

rogative of the chief magistrates in this matter, as it had

been exercised after the setting aside of the old clan-repre-

sentation (p. 115), had been subjected to very material ro-

Ptrictions on the abolition of the presidency for life (p.

A further step towards the emancipation of the senate

fi't)m the power of the magistrates took place, when the ad-

justment of the senatorial lists was transferred from the

supreme mngisti^ites to subordinate functionaries—from the

consuls to the censors (p. 337). Certainlv, whether imme-
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diately at that time or soon afterwards, the right of the

magistrate entrusted with the preparation of the list to omit

from it individual senators on account of a stain attaching

to them and thereby to exclude them from the senate was,

if not introduced, at least more precisely defined,* and in

this way the foundations were laid of that peculiar jurisdic-

tion over morals on which the high repute of the censors

was chiefly based (p. 398). But censures of that sort, from

the nature of the case—especially as the two censors had to

be at one on the matter—while serving to remove particu-

lar persons who did not contribute to the credit of the as-

sembly or were hostile to the spirit prevailing there, could

not bring the body itself into dependence on the magis-

tracy.

But the right of the magistrate to constitute the senate

according to his judgment was decidedly restricted by the

Ovjnian law, which appears to have been carried, probably

about the middle of this period, soon after the Licinio-Sex-

tian laws. That law at once conferred a seat and vote in

the senate provisional ly on every one who had been curule

* This prerogative and the similar ones with reference to the eques-

trian and burgess-lists were perhaps not formally assigned by law to the

censors, but were always practico.lly implied in their powers. It was

the community, not the censor, that conferred burgess-rights ; but the

person whom the latter in making up his roll transferred from the list of

burgesses to that of clients—although not losing his burgess-rights^-

could not exercise the privileges of a burgess till the preparation of a

new list. The same was tlie case with the senate ; the person omitted

by the censor from his list ceased to attend the senate, so long as the

list in question remained valid—uulcss the presiding magistrate should

reject it and revive the earlier list. Evidently therefore the important

question in this respect was not so much wliat was the legallibcrty of

the censors, as how fur their authority availed with those magistrates

who had to summon according to their lists. Hence it is easy to under-

stand how this prerogative gradually rose in importance, and how with

the increasing consolidation of the nobility such erasures assumed vir

tually the form of judicial decisions and wei'e virtually respected as such.

As to the adjustment of the .'senatorial list undoubtedly the enactment of

theOviniau jo^etisciiian exercised a material share rf influence—that the

censors should admit to the senate " the best men out of all classes."
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acdile, praetor, or consul, and bound the next censors either

formally to inscribe these expectants in the senatorial roll,

or at any rate only to exclude them from the roll for such

reasons as sufficed for the rejection of an actual senator.

The number of those, however, who had been magistrates

was far from sufficing to keep the senate up to the normal

number of three hundred ; and below that point it could

not be allowed to fall, especially as the , list of senfitQi's wij,^

at the same time that of jurynwH-. Considerable room was

thus always left for the exercise of the censorial right of

election ; but those senators who were chosen not in conse-

quence of having held office, but by selection on the part

of the censor—frequently burgesses who had filled a non-

curule public office, or distinguished themselves by personal

valour, who had killed an enemy in battle or saved the life

of a burgess—took part in voting, but not in debate (p.

385). The main body of the senate, and that portion of

it in whose hands government and administration were con-

centrated, was thus according to the Ovinian law substan-

tially constituted no longer by the ai'bitrary will of a ma-

gistrate, but by indirect popular election. The Eoman
state in this way made some approach to, although it did

not reach, the great institution of modern times, representa-

tive popular government, while the aggregate of the non-

debating senators furnished—what it is so necessary and yet

so difficult to get in governing corporations—a compact

mass of members capable of forming and entitled to pro-

nounce an opinion, but voting in silence.

The powers of the senate underwent scarcely any change

ipowers of
^"^ form. The senate carefully avoided giving a

the senate. handle to Opposition or to ambition by unpopu-

lar changes, or manifest violations, of the constitution ; it

permitted, though it did not promote, the enlargement in a

democratic direction of the power of the burgesses. But

while the burgesses acquired the semblance, the senate ac-

quired the substance of power—a decisive influence over

legislation and t^e offici al elections, and the whole control

of tiie state.
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Every new prc»ject of law was subjected to a prelimi^

nary deliberation in the senate, and scarcely ever
Its influence ,. , , , . , i

11'
in legisia- did a magistrate venture to lay a proposal be-
^°°*

fore the community without or in opposition tol

the senate's opinion. If he did so, the senate had—in the

intercessory powers of the magistrates and the annulling

powers^r the priests-—an ample set of means at hand to

nip in the bud, or subsequently to get rid of, obnoxious pro-

posals ; and in case of extremity it had in its hands as the

;

supreme administrative authority not only the executing,-

but the power of refusing to execute, the decrees of the

.

community. The senate further with tacit consent of the '•

community claimed the right in urgent cases of absolving

from the laws, under the reservation that the community
should ratify the proceeding—a reservation which from the

first was of little moment, and became by degrees so en-

tirely a form that in later times they did not even take the

trouble to propose the ratifying decree.

As to the elections, they passed, so far as they depended

on the magistrates and were of political impor-
|

Influence in , . , , , ^ ^ -, n ^
•

thceicc- tancc, practically into the hapds oi the senate.

In this way it acquired, a^ has been mentioned

already (p. 402), the right to appoint the dictator.- ^Greater

regard had certainly to be shown to the community ; the

right of bestowing the public magistracies could not be

withdrawn from it ; but, as has likewise been already ob-

served, care was taken that this election of magistrates

should not be construed into the conferring of definite func-

tions, especially of the posts of supreme command when
war was imminent. Moreover the newly introduced idea

of special functions on the one hand, and on the other the

right practically conceded to the senate of dispensation

from the laws, gave to it an important share in official ap-

pointments. 1 Of the influence which the senate exercised in

settling the official spheres of the consuls in particular, wo
have already spoken (p. 402). One of the most important

applications of the dispensing right was the dispensation of

the magistrate from the legal term of his tenure of office

—

"^ ~18
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a dispensation which, as contrary to the fundamental laws

of the community, might not according to Roman state-law

be gTanted in the precincts of the city proper, but beyond

these was at least so far valid that the consul or praetor,

whose term was prolonged, continued after its expiry to dis-

charge his functions " in a consul's or praetor's stead " [pro

consule, pro praetore). Of course this important right of •

extending the term of office—essentially on a par with the

right of nomination—belonged by law to the community
alone, and at the beginning was^in fact,exercised by it ; but

in 447, and regularly . thenceforward, the com-

mand of the commander in chief was prolonged

by mere decree of the senate. To this was added, in fine,

the preponderating and skilfull y concerted influence of the

aristocracy over the elections, which guided them ordinarily,

although not always, to the choice of candidates agreeable

to the government.

Finally as regards administration, w^r, peace and alli-

ances, the founding of colonies, the assignation

govern- ' of lands, building, in fact every mattjsjiiifjier-
^^^ '

manent and general importance, and in particu-

lar the whole system of financeTctepehded absolutely on the

senate. It was the senate which annually issued general in-

structions to the magistrates, settling their spheres of duty

and limiting the troops and moneys to be placed at the dis-

posal of each ; and recourse was had to its counsel in every

case of importance. The keepers of the state-chest could

make no payment to any magistrate witli the exception of

the consul, or to any private person, unless authorized by a

previous decree of the senate. In the management, how-

ever, of current aftairs and in the details of judicial and

military administration the supreme governing corporation

did n(.)t interfere; the Roman aristocracy had too much
political judgment and tact to desire to convert the control

of the commonwealth into a guardianship over the individ-

ual official, or to turn the instrument into a machine.

That this new government of the senate amidst all its

retention of existing forms involved a complete revolution-
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izing of the old commonwealth, is clear. That the free

action of the burgesses should be arrested aud benumbed
;

that the magistrates should be reduced to be the presidents '

of its sittings and its executive commissioners_j that a cor- \

poration for the mere tendering of advice should seize the

inheritance of both the authorities sanctioned by the consti-

tution and should become, although under very modest

forms, the central government of the state—these were

steps of revolution and tisurpation. Nevertheless, if an}'

revolution or any usurpation appears justified before the bar (

of history by exclusive ability to govern, even its rigorousf

judgment must acknowledge that this corporation duly com-\

prehended and worthily fulfilled its great task. Called to

power not by the empty accident of birth, but substantially
j

by the free choice of the nation ; confirmed every fifth year /

by the stern moral judgment of the worthiest men ; hold-

ing office for life, and so not dependent on the expiration of I

its commission or on the varying opinion of the people ; I

having its ranks close and united ever after the equalization /

of the orders ; embracing in it all the political intelligence

and practical statesmanship that the people possessed ; ab- \

solute in dealing with all fiiwiicial questions and in the con-

trol of foreign policy ; having complete power over the ex-

ecutive by virtue of its brief duration and of the tribunician

intercession which was at the service of the senate after the

termination of the quarrels between the orders—the Roman
senate was the noblest onfan^f the nation, and in consisten-

I cy and political sagacity, in unanimity and patriotism, inj

' grasp of power and unwavering courage, the foremost polit-

ical corporation of all times—still even now an " assembly

of kings," which knew well how" to combine despotic energy

with republican self-devotion. Never was a state represent-

ed in its external relations more firmly and worthily than

Rome in its best times by its senate. In matters of inter-

nal administration it certainly cannot be concealed that the

moneyed and landed aristocracy, which was especially rep-

resented in the senate, acted with partiality in affairs that

hereupon its peculiar interests, and that the sagacity and /t
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energy of the body wei'e often in such cases employed far

from beneficially to the state. Nevertheless the great prin-

ciple established amidst severe conflicts, that all Roman
burgesses were equal in the eye, of the law as respected

rights and duties, and the opening up of a political career

(or in other words, of admission to the senate) to every

one, which was the result of that principle, concurred with

the brilliance of military and political successes in preserv-

ing the harmony of the state and of the nation, and relieved

the distinction of classes from that bitterness and malignity

which marked the struggle of the patricians and plebeians.

And, as the fortunate turn taken by external politics had

the effect of giving the rich for more than a century ample

space for themselves and rendered it unnecessary that they

should oppress the middle class, the Roman people was ena-

bled by means of its scp
,{|
te to carry out for a longer term

than IS usually granted to a people the grandest of all hu-

man undertakings—a wise and happy self-government.



CHAPTER IV.

FALL OF THE ETRUSCAN POWER. THE CELTS.

In the previous chapters we have presented an outline

of the development of the Roman constitution
Etrusco- . -I,. . /.T IT
Carthagiii- duvmg the first two centuries of the repuulic

;

timesu- we HOW recur to the commencement of that
preraacy.

epoch for the purposc of tracing the external

history of Rome and of Italy. About the time of the

expulsion of the Tarquins from Rome the Etruscan power

had reached its height. The Tuscans, and the Carthaginians

who were in close alliance with them, possessed undisputed

supremacy in the Tyrrhene Sea. Although Massilia amidst

continual and severe struggles maintained her independence,

the sea-ports of Campania and of the Volscian land, and

after the battle of Alalia Corsica also (p. 199), were in the

possession of the Etruscans. In Sardinia the sons of the

Carthaginian general Mago laid the foundation of the great-

ness both of their hous^^ and of their city by the complete

conquest of the island (about 260) ; and in

Sicily, wliile the Hellenic colonies were occupied

with their internal feuds, tlie Phoenicians retained posses-

sion of the western half without material opposition. The
vessels of the Etruscans were no less dominant in the

Adriatic ; and their pirates were dreaded even in the more
eastern waters.

By land also their power seemed to be on the increase.

To acquire possession of Latium was of the

of Latium most decisivc importance to ii^truria, which was
y ruria.

separated by the Latins alone from the Volscian

towns which were dependent on it and from its possessions
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in Campania. Hitherto the firm bulwark of the Roman
power had sufficiently protected Latium, and had success-

fully maintained against Etruria the frontier line of the

Tiber. But now, when the whole Tuscan league, taking

advantage of the confusion and the weakness of the Roman
state after the expulsion of the Tarquins, renewed its attack

more energetically than before under Larth Porsena king

of Clusium, it no longer encountered the wonted resistance.

Rome surrendered, and in the peace (assigned to

247) not only ceded all her possessions on the

right bank of the Tiber to the adjacent Tuscan communi-

ties and thus abandoned her exclusive command of the

river, but also delivered to the conqueror all her weapons

of war and promised to make use of iron thenceforth only

for the ploughshare. It seemed as if the union of Italy

under Tuscan supremacy was not far distant.

But the subjugation, with which the coalition of the

Etruscans Etruscan and Carthaginian nations had threat-

from La-''^
ened both Greeks and Italians, was fortunately

tium. averted by the combination of peoples drawn

towards each other by family affinity as well as by common
peril. The Etruscan army, which after the fall of Rome
had penetrated into Latium, had its victorious career

checked in the first instance before the walls of Aricia by

the well-timed intervention of the Cumaeans who had has-

tened to the succour of the beleaguered town

(248). We know not hov^ the war ended, nor,

in particular, whether Rome even at that time broke the

ruinous and disgraceful peacQ, This much only is certain,

that on this occasion also the Tuscans were unable to main-

tain their ground permanently on the left bank of the Tiber.

But the Hellenic nation was soon forced to engage in a

Fall of the iTiore comprehensive and more decisive conflict

CarthaSn-
^'^"^^ ^^'^ barbarians both of the west and of the

ianmaii- gagt. It w'as about the time of the Persian
time su-

_ . 1 1 m •

prcmacy. wars. The relation in Avhich the Tyrians stood

to the great king led Carthage also to follow in the wake

of Persian policy—there exists a credible tradition even as
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to an alliance between the Carthaginians and Xerxes—and^

along with the Carthaginians, the Etruscans. One of the

grandest of political combinations simultaneously directed

the Asiatic hosts against Greece, and the Phoenician hosts

against Sicily, to extirpate at a blow liberty and civilization

Victories of
^o^^ ^^^ ^^ce of the earth. The victory re-

Saiajnis and mained with the Hellenes. The battle of Sala-
Himern,and

4S0. mis (274 u,c. ) saved and avenged Hellas proper

;

their effects.
^ r r i

and on the same day—so runs the story—the

rulers of Syracuse and Agrigentum, Gelon and Theron,

vanquished the immense army of the Carthaginian general

Hamilcar, son of Mago, at Himera so completely, that the"

war was thereby terminated, and the Phoenicians, v/ho by

no means cherished at that time the project of subduing the

whole of Sicily on their own account, returned to their pre-

vious defensive policy. Some of the large silver pieces are

still preserved which were coined for this campaign from

the ornaments of Damareta, the wife of Gelon, and other

noble Syracusan dames : and the latest times gratefully re-

membered the gentle and brave king of Syracuse and the

glorious victory whose praises Simonides sang.

The immediate effect of the humiliation of Carthago

was the fall of the maritime supremacy of her Etruscan

allies. Anaxilas, ruler of Rhegium and Zancle, had already

closed the Sicilian straits against their privateers by means

of a standing fleet (about 272) ; soon afterwards

(280) the Cumaeans and Hiero of Syracuse

achieved a decisive victory near Cumae over the Tyrrhene

fleet, to which the Carthaginians vainly attempted to render

aid. This is the victory which Pindar celebrates in his first

Pythian ode ; and thei-e is still extant an Etruscan helmet,

which Hiero sent to Olympia, with the inscription, " Hiaron

son of Deinomenes and the Syrakosians to Zeus, Tyrrhane

spoil from Kyma." *

While these extraordinary successes against the Cartha-

* Fkxqov 6 /tn,vnniviO(; xat rot 2vQa,y.6(Tvot, rot /ii TvQav a;ro

Kv/iai;.
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Maritime
ffinians and Etruscans placed Syracuse at the

Bupromacy head of the Greek cities in Sicily, the Doric
ofthoTa- ™ ,. , .

rentines and iarentum rosc to uiidisputcd pre-eminence among
jTacusanb.

^j^^ Italian Greeks, after the Achaean Sybaris

had fallen about the time of the expulsion of the Tarquins

g^j
(243). The terrible defeat of the Tarentines by

the lapygians (280), the most severe disaster

"which a Greek army had hitherto sustained,

served only, like the Persian invasion of Hellas, to un-

shackle the whole might of the national spirit in the devel-

opment of an energetic democracy. Thenceforth the Car-

thaginians and the Etruscans were no longer paramount in

the Italian waters ; the Tarentines predominated in the

Adriatic and Ionic, the Massiliots and Syracusans in the

Tyrrhene, seas. The latter in particular restricted more
and more the range of Etruscan piracy. After the victory

at Cumae Hiero had occupied the island of Aenaria (Ischia),

and by that means interrupted the communication between

the Campanian and the northern Etruscans. About the

year 302, with a view thoroughly to check Tus-

can piracy, Syracuse sent forth a special expedi-

tion, which ravaged the island of Corsica and the Etrurian

coast and occupied the island of Aethalia (Elba), Although

Etrusco-Carthaginian piracy was not wholly repressed

—

Antium, for example, having apparently continued a haunt

of privateering down to the beginning of the fifth century

of Rome—the powerful Syracuse formed a strong bulwark

against the allied Tuscans and Phoenicians. For a moment,

indeed, it seemed as if the Syracusan power must be bro-

ken by the attack of the Athenians, whose naval expedition

against Syracuse in the course of the Peloponnesian war

(339-341) was supported by the Etruscans, old

commercial friends of Athens, with three fifty-

oared galleys. But the victory remained, as is well known,

both in the west and in the east with the Dorians. After

the ignominious failure of the Attic expedition, Syracuse

became so indisputably the first Greek maritime power that

the men who were at the head of its affairs aspired to the
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sovereignty of Sicily and Lower Italy, and of both the

Italian seas ; while on the other hand the Carthaginians, who

saw their dominion in Sicily now seriously in danger, were

on their part also obliged to make, and made, the subjuga-

tion of the Syracusans and the reduction of the whole island

the aim of their policy. We cannot here narrate the de-

cline of the intermediate Sicilian states, and the increase

of the Carthaginian power in the island, which were the

mimediate results of these struggles ; we notice their effect

only so far as Etruria is concerned. The new

syrarase.^° ruler of Syracuse, Dionysius (who reigned

348-387), inflicted on Etruria blows which were

severely felt. The far-scheming king laid the foundation of

his new colonial power especially in the sea to the east of

Italy, the more northern Avaters of which now became, for

the first time, subject to a Greek maritime power. About

the year 367, Dionysius occupied and colonized

the port of Lissus and island of Issa on the

Illyrian coast, and the ports of Ancona, Numana, and Ilatria,

on the coast of Italy. The memory of the Syracusan do-

minion in this remote region is preserved ^not only by the

" canal of Philistus " which was constructed at the mouth

of the Po, beyond doubt by the well-known historian and

friend of Dionysius who spent the years of his

exile (368 et seq.) at Hatria, but also by the

alteration in the name of the Italian eastern sea itself, which

from this time foi'th, instead of its earlier designation of the

" Ionic Gulf" (p. 179), received the appellation still current

at the present day, and probably referable to this Syracusan

occupation, of the sea " of Hatria." * But not content with

these attacks on the possessions and commercial communi-

cations of the Etruscans in the eastern sea, Dionysius as-

* Ilecataeus ( + after 25'7 u.c.) and Herodotus also {210—after 845)

497 J

only know Hatrias as the delta of the Po and the sea that

484-409. { washes its shores (0. Miiller, Utruskcr, \. y>. 140; Geogr.

Chaeci Min. cd. C. Ifuller, i. p. 23). The appellation of Adriatic sea,

in its more extended sense, first occurs in the so-called

Scylaxabout418 u.c.

18*
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sailed the very heart of the Etruscan power by storming

and plundering Pyrgi, the rich seaport of Caere

(369). From this blow it never recovered.

When the internal disturbances that followed the death of

Dionysius in Syracuse gave the Carthaginians freer scope,

and their fleet resumed in the Tyrrhene sea that ascendancy

which with but slight interruptions they thenceforth main-

tained, it proved a burden no less grievous to Etruscans than

to Greeks ; so that, when Agathocles of Syracuse

in 444 was making preparations for war with

Carthage, he was even joined by eighteen Tuscan vessels of

war. The Etruscans perhaps had their fears in regard to

Corsica, which they probably still at that time retained.

The old Etrusco-Phoenician symmachy, which still existed

in the time of Aristotle (370-432), was thus
384-322.

, ,
,,_,'' "

.

broken up ; but the Etruscans never recovered

their maritime strength.

This rapid collapse of the Etruscan maritime power

TheKomans "^\'<>"ld. be inexplicable but for the circumstance
opposed to that, at the very time when the Sicilian Greeks
the Etrus- ' ''

cans of veii. were attacking them by sea, the Etruscans found

themselves assailed with the severest blows on every side

by land. About the time of the battles of Salamis, Hi-

mera, and Cumae a furious war raged for many years, ac-

cording to the accounts of the Roman annals, between

Rome and Veii (271-280). The Romans suf-

fered in its course severe defeats. Tradition

especially preserA^ed the memory of the catastrophe of the

Fabii (277), who had in consequence of internal

commotions voluntarily lianishcd themselves

from the capital (p. 360) and had undertaken the defence

of the frontier against Etruria, and who were slain to the

last man capable of bearing arms at the rivulet of the Cre-

mera. But the armistice for 400 months, which in room

of a peace terminated the war, was so far ftivourablo to the

Romans that it at least restored the status quo of the regal

period ; the Etruscans gave up Eidenae and the district

won by them on the right bank of the Tiber. We cannot
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ascertain how far this Romano-Etruscan war was connected

directly with the war between the Hellenes and the Per-

sians, and with that between the Sicilians and Carthagin-

ians ; but whether the Romans were or were not allies of

the .victors of Salamis and of Himera, there was at any

rate a coincidence of interests as well as of results.

The Samnites as well as the Latins threw themselves

upon the Etruscans ; and hardly had their Cam-
The Sam- •'

. ,

'

r^ i ,

nitesop- pauian settlement been cut off from the mother-

Etruscans in land in consequence of the battle of Cumae,
ampama.

-yy^jie^ jt found itsclf no longer able to resist the

assaults of the Sabellian mountain tribes. Capua, the capi-

tal, fell in 330 ; and the Tuscan population there

was soon after the conquest extirpated or ex-

pelled by the Samnites. It is true that the Campanian

Greeks also, isolated and weakened, suffered severely from

the same invasion : Cumae itself was conquered by the

Sabellians in 334. But the Hellenes maintained
420.

their ground at Neapolis especially, perhaps

with the aid of the Syracusans, while the Etruscan name in

Campania disappeared from history—excepting some de-

tached Etruscan communities, which prolonged a pitiful and

forlorn existence there.

Events still more momentous, however, occurred about

the same time in Northern Italy. A new nation was knock-

ing at the gates of the Alps : it was the Celts ; and their

first pressure fell on the Etruscans,

The Celtic, Galatian, or Gallic nation received from the

Character common mother endowments different from
of the Celts, those of its Italian, Germanic, and Hellenic

sisters. With various solid qualities and still more that

were brilliant, it was deficient in those deeper moral and

political qualifications which lie at the root of all that is

good and great in human development. It was reckoned

disgraceful, Cicero tells us, for the free Celts to till their

fields with their own hands. They preferred a pastoral life

to agriculture ; and even in the fertile plains of the Po they

chiefly practised the rearing of swine, feeding on the flesh
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of their herds, and staying with them in the oak forests day

and night. Attachment to their native soil, such as charac-

terized the Italians and the Germans, was wanting in the

Celts ; while on the other hand they delighted to congre-

gate in towns and villages, which accordingly acquired mag-

nitude and importance among the Celts earlier apparently

than in Italy. Their political constitution was imperfect.

Not only was the national unity recognized "but feebly as a

bond of connection—as is, in fact, the case with all nations

at first—but the individual communities were deficient in

unanimity and steady control, in earnest public spirit and

consistency of aim. The only organization for which they

were fitted was a military one, where the bonds of discipline

relieved the individual from the troublesome task of self-

control. " The prominent qualities of the Celtic race," says

their historian Thierry, " were personal bravery, in which

they excelled all nations ; an open impetuous temperament,

accessible to every impression ; much intelligence, but at

the same time an extreme volatility, want of perseverance,

aversion to discipline and order, ostentation and perpetual

discord—the result of boundless vanity." Cato the Elder

more briefly describes them, nearly to the same effect :
" the

Celts devote themselves mainly to two things—fighting and

esprity * Such qualities—those of good soldiers but of

bad citizens—explain the historical fact, that the Celts have

shaken all states and have founded none. Everywhere we
find them ready to rove or, in other words, to march

;
pre-

ferring moveable property to landed estate, and gold to

everything else ; following the profession of arms as a sys-

tem of organized pillage or even as a trade for hire, and

with such success that even the Roman historian Sallust

acknowledges that the Celts bore off the prize from the

Romans in feats of arms. They were- the true soldiers-of-

fortune of antiquity, as figures and descriptions represent

them : with big but not sinewy bodies, with shaggy hair

* Pleraque Gallia duas res industrioslssime perscqnitur : rem milita-

rem et argute loqui (Cato, Orig. I. ii. fr. 2. Jordan).
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and long mustachios—quite a contrast to the Greeks and

Eomans, who shaved the head and upper lip ; in variegated

embroidered dresses, which in combat were not unfrequent-

ly thrown off; with a broad gold ring round the neck;

wearing no helmets and without missile weapons of any

sort, but furnished instead with an immense shield, a long

ill-tempered sword, a dagger and a lance—all ornamented

with gold, for they were not unskilful in working in metals.

Everything was made subservient to ostentation, even

wounds, which were often subsequently enlarged for the

purpose of boasting a broader scar. Usually they fought

on foot, but certain tribes on horseback, in which case every

freeman was followed by two attendants likewise mounted
;

war-chariots were early in use, as they were among the

Libyans and the Hellenes in the earliest times. Various

traits remind us of the chivalry of the middle ages
;
par-

ticularly the custom of single combat, which was foreign to

the Greeks and Romans. Not only were they accustomed

during war to challenge a single enemy to fight, after hav-

ing previously insulted him by words and gestures ; during

peace also they fought with each other in splendid suits of

armour, as for life or death. After such feats carousals fol-

lowed as a matter of course. In this way they led, whether

under their own or a foreign banner, a restless soldier-life

;

they were dispersed from Ireland and Spain to Asia Minor,

constantly occupied in fighting and so-called feats of hero-

ism. But all their enterprises melted away like snow in

spring ; and nowhere did they create a great state or devel-

ope a distinctive culture of their own.

Such is the description which the ancients give us of this

Celtic mi- nation. Its origin can only be conjectured.
giatious. Sprung from the same cradle from which the

Hellenic, Italian, and Germanic peoples issued,* the Celts

* It has recently been maintained by expert philologists that there ia

a closer affinity between tlie Celts and Italians than there is even be-

tween the latter and the Hellenes. In other words they hold that the

branch of the great tree, from which the peoples of Indo-Germanic ex-
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doubtless like these migrated from their eastern motherland

into Europe, where at a very early period they reached the

western ocean and established their head-quarters in what

is now France, crossing to settle in the British isles on the

north, and on the south passing the Pyrenees and contend-

ing with the Iberian tribes for the possession of the penin-

sula. This, their first great migration, flowed past the

Alps, and it was from the lands to the westward that they

first began those movements of smaller masses in the oppo-

site direction—movements which carried them over the

Alps and the Haemus and even over the Bosporus, and by

means of which they became and for many centuries contin-

ued to be the terror of the whole civilized nations of an-

tiquity, till the victories of Caesar and the frontier defences

organized by Augustus for ever broke their power.

The native legend of their migrations, which has been

preserved to us mainly by Livy, relates the story of these

later retrograde movements as follov/s.* The Gallic con-

traction in the west and south of Europe have sprung, divided itself in

the first instance into Greeks and Italo-Celts, and that the latter at a con-

siderably later period became sub-divided into Italians and Celts. This

hypothesis commends it self much to acceptance in a geographical point

of view, and the existing historiciil facts may perhaps be also reconcil-

ed with it, because what has hitherto been regarded as Graeco-Italian

civilization may very well have been Graeco-Celto-Italian—in fact we

know nothing of the earliest stage of Celtic culture. Linguistic inves-

tigation, however, seems not to have made as yet such progress as to

warrant the insertion of its results in the primitive history of the

peoples.

* The legend is related by Livy, v. 34, and Justin, xxiv. 4, and Caesar

also has had it in view {B. G. vi. 24). But the association of the migration

of Bellovesus with the founding of Massilia, by which the former is

chronologically fixed down to the middle of the second century of

Rome, undoubtedly belongs not to the native legend, which of course did

not specify dates, but to later chronological research ; and it deserves no

credit. Isolated incursions and immigrations may have taken place at a

very early period; but the great overflowing of northern Italy by the

Celts cannot be placed before the age of the decay of the Etruscan pow-

er, that is, not before the second half of the third century of the city.

In like manner, after the judicious investigations of Wickham and
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federacy, which was headed then as in the time of Caesar

by the canton of the Bituriges (around Bourges), sent forth

in the days of king AmLiatus two great hosts led by the

two nephews of the king. One of these nephews, Sigove-

sus, crossed the Rhine and advanced in the direction of \}xc

Black Forest, while the second, Bellovesus, crossed the

Graian Alps (the Little St. Bernard) and descended into

the valley of the Po. Froni the former pro-
Thc Celts .

assail the cecdcd the Gallic settlement on the middle Dan-

in Northern ube ; from the latter the oldest Celtic settlement
*^'

in the modern Lombardy, the canton of the

Insubres with Mediolanum (Milan) as its capital. Another

host soon followed, v.hich founded the canton of the Ceno-

mani with the towns of Brixia (Brescia) and Verona.

Ceaseless streams theiiceforth poured over the Alps into the

beautiful plain ; the Celtic tribes with the Ligurians whom
they dislodged and swept along with them wrested placo

after place from the Etruscans, till the Avhole left bank of

the Po was in their hands. After the fall of the rich Etrus-

can town Melpum (probably in the district of Milan), for

the subjugation of which the Celts already scttkd iu the

basin of the Po had united with newly arrived

tribes (358 ?), these latter crossed to the right

bank of the river and began to press upon the Umbrians

and Etruscans in their original abodes. Those who did so

were chiefly the Boii, who are alleged to have penetrated

into Italy by another route, over the Poenine Alps (the

Great St. Bernard) ; they settled in the modem Romagna,

Cramer, we cannot doubt that the line of inarch of Bellovesus, like that

of naiinibal, lay not over theCottian Alps (Mont Gcnevre) and through

the territory of the Taurini, but over the Graian Alps (the Little St.

Bernard) and through the territory of the Salassi. The name of the

mountain is given by Livy doubtless not on the authority of thclegend,

but on his own conjecture.

Whether the representation that the Italian Boii came through the

more easterly pass of the Poenine Alps rested on the ground of a genu-

ine legendary reminiscence, or only on the ground of an assumed con-

nection with the Boii dwelling to the north of the Danube, is a question

that must remr.in undcridcd.
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where the old Etruscan town Felsina, with its name changed

by its new masters to Bononia, became their capital. Fi-

nally came the Senones, the last of the larger Celtic tribes

which made their way over the Alps ; they took up their

abode along the coast of the Adriatic from Rimini to An-

cona. But isolated bands of Celtic settlers must have ad-

vanced even far in the direction of Umbria, and up to the

border of Etruria proper ; for stone-inscriptions in the

Celtic language have been found even at Todi on the upper

Tiber. The limits of Etruria on the north and east became

more and more contracted, and about the middle of the

fourth century the Tuscan nation found themselves substan-

tially restricted to the territory which thenceforth bore and

still bears their name.

Subjected to these simultaneous and, as it were, concert-

ed assaults on the part of very different peoples

Etmriaby —the Syracusans, Latins, Samnites, and above
omans.

^^ ^^ Celts—the Etrurian nation, that had just

acquired so vast and sudden an ascendancy in Latium and

Campania and on both the Italian seas, underwent a still

more rapid and violent collapse. The loss of their mari-

time supremacy and the subjugation of the Campaniau

Etruscans belong to the same epoch as the settlement of

the Insubres and Cenomani on the Po ; and about this same

period the Roman burgesses, who had not very many years

before been humbled to the utmost and almost reduced to

bondage by Porsena, first assumed an attitude of aggression

towards Etruria. By the armistice with Veii in
474.

*'

280 Rome had recovered its ground, and the

two nations were restored in the main to the state in which

they had stood in the time of the kings. When it expired

in the year 309, the warfare began afresh ; but

it took the form of border frays and pillaging

excursions which led to no material result on either side.

Etruria was still too powerful for Rome to be able seriously

to attack it. At length the revolt of the Eidenates, who
expelled the Romali garrison, murdered the Roman envoys,

and submitted to Larth Tolumnius, king of the Veientes,
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gave rise to a more considerable war, which ended favour-

ably for the Romans ; the king Tolumnius fell in combat

by the hand of the Roman consul Aulus Cor-

428. nelius Cossus (326 ?), Fidenae was taken, and a

new armistice for 200 months was concluded in

425. 329. During this truce the troubles of Etruria

became more and more aggravated, and tlie

Celtic arms were already approaching the settlements that

hitherto had been spared on the right bank of the Po.

When the armistice expired in the end of 346,

the Romans also on their part resolved to under-
.

take a war of conquest against Etruria; and on this occa-

sion the war was carried on not merely to vanquish Veil,

but to crush it.

The history of the war against the Veientes, Capenates,

Conquest of ^"^ Falisci, and of the siege of Veii, which is

^^"-
said, like that of Troy, to have lasted ten years,

rests on evidence little reliable. Legend and poetry have

taken possession of these events as their own, and with rea-

son ; for the struggle in this case was waged, with unprece-

dented exertions, for an unprecedented prize. It was the

first occasion on which a Roman army remained in the field

summer and winter, year after year, till its object was at- .

tained. It was the first occasion on which the community /

paid the levy from the resources of the state. But it was
|

also the first occasion on which the Romans attempted to
j

subdue a nation of alien stock, and carried their arms be-

1

yond the ancient boundary of the Latin land. The strug-

gle was vehement, but the issue was scarcely doubtful. The
Romans were supported by the Latins and Hernici, to whom
the overthrow of their dreaded neighbour was productive

of scarcely less satisfixction and advantage than to the Ro-

mans themselves ; whereas Veii was abandoned by its own
nation, and only the adjacent towns of Capena and Falerii,

along with Tarquinii, furnished contingents to its help.

The contemporary attacks of the Celts would alone suffice

to explain the non-intervention of the northern communi-
ties

; it is affirmed however, and there is no reason to
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doubt, that the inaction of the other Etruscans was imme-
diately occasioned by internal fiictions in the league of the

Etruscan cities, and particularly by the opposition whicli

the regal form of government retained or restored by the

Veientes encountered from the aristocratic governments of

the other cities. Had the Etruscan nation been able or

willing to take part in the conflict, the Roman community
would hardly have been able—undeveloped as was the art

of besieging at that time—to accomplish the gigantic task

of subduing a large and strong city. But isolated and for-

saken as Veil was, it succumbed (358) after a

valiant resistance to the persevering and heroic

spirit of Marcus Eurius Camillus, who first opened up to

his countrymen the brilliant and perilous career of foreign

conquest. The joy which this great success excited in

Rome had its echo in the Roman custom, continued down
to a late age, of concluding the festal games with a " sale

of Veientes," at which, among the mock spoils submitted to

auction, the most wretched old cripple who could be pro-

cured wound up the sport in a purple mantle and orna-

ments of gold as " king of the Veientes." The city was

destroyed, and the soil was doomed to perpetual desolation.

Falerii and Capena hastened to make peace ; the powerful

Volsinii, which with federal indecision had remained quigt

during the agony of Veil and took up arms after its cap-

ture, likewise after a few years (363) consented

to peace. The statement that the two bulwarks

of the Etruscan nation, Melpum and Veil ,
yielded on the

same day, the former to the Celts, the latter to the Romans,

may be merely a melancholy legend ; but it at any rate in-

volves a deep historical truth. The double assault from the

north and from the south, and the fall of the two frontier

strongholds, were the beginning of the end of the great

. Etruscan nation.

For aT ilroment, however, it seemed as if the two peo-

ples, through whose co-operation Etruria saw
The Celts T ' • ^ .. • • ^ i <-

attack her very existence put ni jeopardy, were about
^°°^'''

to destroy each other, and the reviving power
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of Rome was to be trodden under foot by foreign barba-f

rians. This turn of things, so contx'ary to what might natu-i

rally have been expected, the Romans brought upon them-l

selves by their own arrogance and short-sightedness.

The Celtic swarms, which had crossed the river after the

fall of Melpum, rapidly overflowed northern Italy—not

merely the open country on the right bank of the Po and

along the shore of the Adriatic, but also Etruria proper to

the south of the Apennines. A few years after-'

wards (363) Clusium situated in the heart of

Etruria (Chiusi, on the borders of Tuscany and the States

of the Church) was besieged by the Celtic Senones ; and so

humbled were the Etruscans that the Tuscan city in its

straits invoked aid from the destroyers of Veii. Perhaps

it would have been wise to grant it and to reduce at once

the Gauls by arms, and the Etruscans by according to them

protection, to a state of dependence on Rome ; but an in-

tervention with aims so extensive, which would have com-

pelled the Romans to undertake a serious struggle on the

northern Tuscan frontier, was not embraced as yet within

the horizon of the Roman policy. No course was therefore

left but to refrain from all interference. Foolishly, how-

ever, while declining to send auxiliary troops, they des-

patched envoys. With still greater folly these sought to

impose upon the Celts by haughty language, and, when this

failed, they conceived that they might with impunity vio-

late the law of nations in dealing with barbarians ; in the

ranks of the Clusines they took part in a skirmish, and in

the course of it one of them stabbed and dismounted a

Gallic officer. The barbarians acted in the case with mod-
eration and prudence. They sent in the first instance to

the Roman community to demand the surrender of those

who had outraged the law of nations, and the senate was

ready to comply with the reasonable request. But with the

multitude compassion for their countrymen outweighed jus-

tice towai'ds the foreigners ; satisfaction was refused by the

burgesses ; and according to some accounts they even nomi-

nated the brave champions of their fatherland ias consular
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tribunes for the year 364,* which was to be so

fotal in the Eoman annals. Then the Brennus

or, in other worcls, the " king of the army " of the Gauls

broke up the siege of Clusiuni, and the whole Celtic host

—

the numbers of which are stated at 70,000 men—turned

against Rome, Such expeditions into unknown and distant

regions were not unusual for the Gauls, who marched as

bands of armed emigrants, troubling themselves little as to

the means of coyer or of retreat ; but it was evident that

none in Rome anticipated the dangers involved in so sud-

Batiie of ^^^^ ^"^ ^^ mighty an invasion. It was not till

thu AUia. ^\^Q Gauls had crossed the Tiber and were at t\\v

rivulet of the Allia, less than twelve miles from the gates,

that a Roman military force sought to hinder their passage

on the 18th July, 364. And even now they

went into battle with arrogance and foolhardi-

ness,—not as against an army, but as against freebooters

—

under inexperienced leaders, Camillas having in consequence

of the dissensions of the orders withdrawn from taking part

in affairs. Those against whom they were to fight were but

barbarians ; what need was there of a camp, or of securing

a retreat ? These barbarians, however, were men whose

courage despised death, and their mode of fighting was to

the Italians as novel as it was terrible ; sword in liand the

Celts precipitated themselves with furious onset on the Ro-

man phalanx, and shattered it at the first shock. Not only

was the overthrow complete, but the disorderly flight of the

Romans who hastened to place the river between them and

the pursuing barbarians, carried the greater portion of the

defeated army to the right bank of the Tiber and towards

Capture of Veil. The capital Avas thus needlessly lef in

Rome.
^i^g mercy of the invaders ; the small force that

was left behind, or that had fled thither, was not sufficient

to garrison the walls, and three days after the battle the

* This is according to the current computation 3D0b.c. ; but, in fact,

the capture of Rome occurred in 01. 98, 1 == 388 B.C., and has been

thrown out of its proper place merely by the confusion of the Roman

calendar.
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victors marched througii the open gates into Rome, Had
they done so at first, as they might have done, not only the

city, but the state also must have been lost ; the brief in-

terval gave opportunity to carry away or to bury the sacred

objects, and, what was more important, to occupy the cita-

del and to furnish it with provisions for the exigency. No
one was admitted to the citadel who was incapable of bear-

ing arms—there was not food for all. The mass of the de-

fenceless dispersed among the neighbouring towns ; but

many, and in particular a number of old men of high

standing, w^ould not survive the downfall of the city and

awaited death in their houses by the sword of the barba-

rians. They came, murdered all they met with, plundered

whatever property they found, and at length set the city on

fire on all sides before the eyes of the Roman garrison in

the Capitol. But they had no knowledge of the art of be-

sieging, and the blockade of the steep citadel roclcjvas te-

dious and difficult, because subsistence for the great host

could only be procured by armed foraging parties, and the

citizens of the neighbouring Latin cities, the Ardeates in

particular, frequently attacked the foragers with courage

and success. Nevertheless the Celts persevered, with an

energy which in their circumstances was miparalleled, for

seven months beneath the rock, and the garrison, which hj^d

escaped a surprise on a dark night only in consequerfce of

the cackling of the sacred geese in the Capitoline temple

and the accidental awaking of the brave Marcus Manlius,

already found its provisions beginning to fail, when the

Celts received information as to the Veneti having invaded

the Senonian territory recently acquired on the Po, and

were thus induced to accept the ransom money that was

offered to procure their withdrawal. The scornful throwing

down of the Gallic sword, that it might be outweiglied by

Roman gold, indicated very truly how matters stood. The

iron of the barbarians had conquered, but they sold their

victory and by selling lost it.

The fearful catastrophe of the defeat and the conflagra-
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Fruitless- tion, the ISfcli of July and the rivulet of the

Celtic vk-^ Allia, the spot where the sacred objects were
tory. buried, and the spot where the surprise of the

citadel had been repulsed—all the details of this unparal-

leled event—were transferred from the recollection of con-

temporaries to the imagination of posterity ; and we can

scarcely realize the fact that two thousand years have actu-

ally elapsed since those world-renowned geese showed great-

er vigilance than the sentinels at their posts. And yet

—

although there was an enactment in Rome that in future, on

occasion of a Celtic invasion no legal privilege should give

exemption from military service ; although dates were reck-

oned by the years from the conquest of the city ; although

the event resounded throughout the whole of the then civil-

ized world and found its way even into the Grecian annals

\
—the battle of the Allia and its results can scarcely be

numbered among those historical events that are fruitful of

:ionsequences. It made no alteration at all in political rela-

ffcions. When the Gauls had marched off again with their

gold—which only a legend of late and wretched invention

represents the hero Camillus as having recovered for Rome
—and when the fugitives had again made their way home,

the foolish idea suggested by some faint-hearted prudential

politicians, that the citizens should migrate to Veii, was set

aside by a spirited speech of Camillus ; houses arose out of

the ruins hastily and irregularly—the narrow and crooked

streets of Rome owed their origin to this epoch ; and Rome
again stood in her old commanding position. Indeed it is

not improbable that this occurrence contributed materially,

though not just at the moment, to diminish the antagonism

between Rome and Etruria, and above all to knit more

(closely the ties of union between Latium and Rome. The

Iconflict between the Gauls and the Romans was not, like

(that between Rome and Etruria or between Rome and Sam-

jiiiura, a collision of two political powers which affect and

modify each other ; it may be compared to those catastro-

phes of nature, after which the organism, if it is not de-

stroyed, immediately resumes its equilibrium. The Gauls
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often returned to Latium : as in the year 387,

when Camillus defeated them at Alba—the last

victory of the aged hero, who had been six times military

tribune with consular powers, and five times dictator, and

had four times marched in triumph to the Capitol ; in the

year 393, when the dictator Titus Quinctius

Pennus encamped opposite to them not five

miles from the city at the bridge of the Anio, but before

any encounter took place the Gallic host marched onward

to Campania ; in the year 394, when the dictator

Quintus Servilius Ahala fought with the hordes

returning from Campania in front of the Colline gate ; in the

358. year 396, when the dictator Gaius Sulpicius

Peticus inflicted on them a signal defeat ; in the

360 year 404, when they even spent the winter en-

camped upon the Alban mount and joined with

the Greek pirates along the coast for plunder, till Lucius

Furius Camillus, the son of the celebrated general, in the

following year dislodged them—an incident, which came to

the ears of Aristotle who was contemporary

(370-432) in Athens. But these predatory ex^

peditions, formidable and troublesome as they may havej

been, were rather incidental misfortunes than events of his-/

torical importance ; and the chief result of them was, that)

the Romans were more and more regarded by themselvesj

and by foreigners as the bulwark of the civilized nations of[

Italy against the assaults of the dreaded barbarians—
a|

view, which tended more than is usually supposed to fur-,

ther their subsequent claim to universal empire.

The Tuscans, who had taken advantage of the Celtic

Further attack ou Eome to assail Veii, had accomplished

Rom"1ii*
°^ nothing, because they had appeared in insuffi-

Etruria. cient force ; the barbarians had scarcely depart-

ed, when the heavy arm of Latium descended on the Tus-

cans with undiminished weight. After the

Etruria Etruscans had been repeatedly defeated, the

vv^iiole of southern Etruria as far as the Cimin-

ian hills remained in the hands of the Romans, who formed
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four new tribes in the territories of Veii, Capeiia, and Fa-

387, lerii (367), and secured the northern boundary

383. by establishing the fortresses of Sutrium (371)

373. and Nepete (381). With rapid steps this fertile

region, covered with Roman colonists, became completely

Romanized. About 396 the neighbouring Etrus-

can towns, Tarquinii, Caere, and Falerii, at-

tempted to revolt against Roman aggression, and the deep

exasperation which it had aroused in Etruria was shown by

the slaughter of the whole of the Roman prisoners taken in

the first campaign, three hundred and seven in number, in

the mai'ket-place of Tarquinii ; but it was the exasperation

of impotence. In the peace (403) Caere, which

as situated nearest to the Romans suffered the

heaviest retribution, was compelled to cede half its tei-ritory

to Rome, and with the diminished domain which was left to

it to withdraw from the Etruscan league, and to enter into

a relation of dependence on Rome. It seemed not advis-

able however to force upon this more remote and alien com-

munity full Roman citizenship, as had, under similar cir-

cumstances, been done with the nearer and more cognate

Latin and Volscian communities. In its stead the Caerite

community received Roman citizenship without the privi-

lege of electing or of being elected {civiias sine suffragio)—
a form of political subjection, fii^st occurring in this case, by

which a state that had hitherto been independent became

converted into a community not free, but administering its

own affairs. Not long afterwards (411) Falerii,

which had preserved its original Latin national-

j

ity even under Tuscan rule, abandoned the Etruscan league

: and entered into perpetual alliance with Rome ; and there-

by the whole of southern Etruria became in one form or

other subject to Roman supremacy. In the case of Tar-

• quinii and perhaps of northern Etruria generally, the Ro-

mans were content with restraining them for a lengthened

period by a treaty of peace for 400 montlis
'''

(403).

In northern Italy likewise the peoples that had come
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into collision and conflict gradually settled on

of Northern a permanent footing and within more defined
^'

limits. The migrations over the Alps ceased,

partly perhaps in consequence of the desperate defence

which the Etruscans made in their more restricted home,

and of the serious resistance of the powerful Rojnans, part-

ly perhaps in consequence of changes unknown to us on the

north of the Alps, Between the Alps and the Apennines,

as far south as the Abruzzi, the Celts were now generally

the rilling nation, and they were masters more especially

of the plains and rich pastures ; but from the lax and super-

ficial nature of their settlement their dominion took no deep

root in the newly acquired land and by no means assumed

the shape of exclusive possession. How matters stood in

the Alps, and to what extent Celtic settlers became mingled

there with earlier Etruscan or other stocks, our unsatisfac-

tory information as to the nationality of the later Alpyie

peoples does not permit us to ascertain. It is on the other

hand certain that the Etruscans or, as they were then called,

the Raeti retained their settlements in the modern Grisons

and Tyrol, and the Umbrians in like manner in the valleys

of the Apennines. The Veneti, speaking a different lan-

guage, kept possession of the north-eastern portion of the

valley of the Po. Ligurian tribes maintained their footing

in the western mountains, dwelling as far south as Pisa and

Arezzo, and separating the Celt-land proper from Etruria.

The Celts dwelt only in the intermediate flat country, the In-'

subres and Cenomani to the north of the Po, the Boii to the

south, and—not to mention smaller tribes—the Senones on '

the coast of the Adriatic, from Ariminum to Ancona, in the

so-called " territory of the Gauls " {ager Oallicus). But

even there Etruscan settlements must have continued par-

tially at least to exist, somewhat as Ephcsus and Miletus

remained Greek under the supremacy of the Persians.

Mantua at any rate, which was protected by its insular po-

sition, was a Tuscan city even in the time of the empire,

and Hatria on the Po also, where numerous discoveries of

vases have been made, appears to have retained its Etrus-

19 .
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can character ; the clescriptiou of the coasts that goes under

the name of Scylax, composed about 418, calls

the district of Ilatria and Spina a Tuscan land.

This alone, moreover, explains how Etruscan corsairs could

render the Adriatic unsafe till far into the fifth century, and

why not only Dionysius of Syracuse covered its coasts with

colonies, but even Athens, as a remarkable document re-

cently discovered informs us, resolved about

429 to establish a colony in the Adriatic for the

protection of seafarers against the Tyrrhene pirates.

But while more or less of an Etruscan character contin-

ued to mark these regions, it was confined to isolated rem-

nants and fragments of their earlier power ; the Etruscan

nation no longer reaped the benefit of such gains as were

still acquired there by individuals in peaceful commerce or

in maritime war. On the other hand it was probably from

these half-free Etruscans that the germs proceeded of such

civilization as we subsequently find among the Celts and

Alpine peoples in general (p. 285). The very fact that the

Celtic hordes in the plains of Lombardy, to use the lan-

guage of the so-called Scylax, abandoned their warrior-life

and took to permanent settlement, must in part be ascribed

to this influence ; the rudiments moreover of handicrafts

and arts and the alphabet came to the Celts in Lombardy,

and in fact to the Alpine nations as far as the modern Sty-

ria, through the medium of the Etruscans.

Thus the Etruscans, after the loss of their possessions

Etruria J^i Campania and of the Avhole district to the

peace and on i^o^th of the Apennines and to the south of the

the decline. Cimiuian forest, remained restricted to very nar-

row bounds ; their season of power and of aspiration had

for ever passed away. The closest reciprocal relations sub-

sisted between this external decline and the internal decay

of the nation, the seeds of which indeed were probably

already deposited at a far earlier period. The Greek au-

thors of this age are full of descriptions of the unbounded

luxury of Etruscan life : poets of Lower Italy in the fifth

century of the city celebrate the Tyrrhenian wine, and the
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contemporary historians Timaeus and Theopompus delineate

pictures of Etruscan unchastity and of Etruscan banquets,

such as fall nothing short of the worst Byzantine or French

demoralization. Unattested as may be the details in these

accounts, the statement at least appears to be well founded,

that the detestable amusement of gladiatorial combats—the

gangrene of the later Rome and of the last epoch of an-

tiquity generally—first came into vogue among the Etrus-

cans. At any rate on the whole they leave no doubt as to

the deep degeneracy of the nation. It pervaded even its

political condition. As far as our scanty information reach-

es, we find aristocratic tendencies prevailing, in the same

way as they did at the same period in Rome, but more
harshly and more perniciously. The abolition of royalty,

which appears to have been carried out in all the cities of

Etruria about the time of the siege of Veii, called into ex-

istence in the several cities a patrician government, which

experienced but slight^ restraint from the laxity of the fed-;

eral bond. That bond but seldom succeeded in combining'

all the Etruscan cities even for the defence of the land, and

the nominal hegemony of Volsinii does not admit of the

most remote comparison with the energetic vigour which the

leadership of Rome communicated to the Latin nation.

The struggle against the exclusive claim put forwai'd by the

old burgesses to all public offices and to all public usufructs,

which must have destroyed even the Roman state, had not

its external successes enabled it in some measure to satisfy

the demands of the oppressed proletariate at the expense of

foreign nations and to open up other paths to ambition

—

that struggle against the exclusive rule and (what was spe-

cially prominent in Etruria) the priestly monopoly of the

clan-nObility—must have ruined Etruria politically, eco-

nomically, and morally. Enormous wealth, particularly in

landed property, became concei^rated in the hands of a few

nobles, while the masses were impoverished ; the social

revolutions which thence arose increased the distress which

they sought to remedy ; and, in consequence of the impo-

tence of the central power, no course at last i-eniained to
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the distressed aristocrats

—

e. g. in Ai'retium in

301. 266. 453, and in Volsinii in 488—but to call in the

aid of the Eomans, who accordingly put an end

to the disorder but at the same time extinguished the rem-

nant of independence. The energies of the nation were

broken from the da'y of Veil and Melpum. Earnest at-

tempts were still once or twice made to escape from the

Roman supremacy, but in these instances the stimulus was

communicated to the Etruscans from without—from an-

other Italian stock, the Samnites.



CHAPTER V.

SUBJUGATION OF THE LATINS AND CAMPANIANS BY ROME.

The gi-eat achievement of the regal period was the es«

tablishment of the sovereignty of Rome over

mony of^" Latium under the form of hegemony. It is ill

Lathimiha- ^^^ nature of the case evident that the change in

estobUslied'
*^^ Constitution of Rome could not but power-

fully affect both the relations of the Roman state

towards Latium and the internal organization of the Latin

communities themselves ; and that it did so, is obvious

from tradition. The fluctuations which the revolution in

Rome occasioned in the Romano-Latin confederacy are at-

tested by the legend, unusually vivid and various in its

hues, of the victory at the lake Regillus, which the dictator

or consul Aulus Postumius (255 ? 258 ?) is said
499 1 496 ?

to have gained over the Latins with the help of

the Dioscuri, and still more definitely by the renewal of

the perpetual league between Rome and Latium by Spurius

Cassias in his second consulate (2G1). These
493.

. , . > „ ^ .

narratives, however, give us no information as

to the main matter, the legal relation between the new Ro-

man republic and the Latin confederacy ; and what from

other sources we learn regarding that relation comes to us

without date, and can only be inserted here with an approxi-

mation to probability.

The nature of a hegemony implies that it becomes grad-

Oiiffinai
"ally Converted into sovereignty by the mere in-

equality of Avard force of circumstances ; and the Roman
rights bo- '

twecn Borne hegemony over Latium formed no exception to
and Latium. , , r -. -i i i

the rule. It was based upon a complete equal-

ity of rights between the Roman state on the one side and
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the Latin confcdercaoy on the other (p. 148) ; but this very

equality of rights could not be carried out at all, more espe-

cially in reference to war and the treatment of its acqui-

sitions, without practically annihilating the hegemony. Ac-

cording to the original constitution of the league not only

was the right of making wars and treaties with foreign

states—in other words, the full right of political self-deter-

mination—reserved in all probability both to Eome and to

Latium, but, when a federal war took place, both Rome and

Latium contributed the like contingent. Each furnished, as

a rule, an " army " of two legions, or 8400 men ; * and they

alternately appointed the commander-in-chief, who then

nominated—by his own selection—the officers of his staff,

six leaders-of-division {tribuni miliitim) for each of the four

divisions of the army. In case of victory the moveable

part of the spoil, as well as the conquered territory, was

divided in equal portions between Rome and the confeder-

acy ; when the establishment of fortresses in the conquered

territory was resolved on, their garrisons and population

were composed partly of Roman, partly of confederate colo-

nists ; and not only so, but the newly-founded community

Mas received as an independent federal state into the Latin

confederacy and furnished with a seat and vote in the Latin

diet.

These stipulations, the full execution of which would

Encroach- ^^ii-^G annulled the reality of a hegemony, can

ttiaTeTai-
^^^'^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ limited practical significance,

ity of rights, even during the regal period ; in the republican

epoch they must necessarily have undergone alterations also

As to wars
'^^^ form. Among the first that fell into abey-

and treaties, j^^c^ ^y^g^ beyoud doubt, the right of the confed-

eracy to make wars and treaties with foreigners,! and their

* The original equality of the two armies is evident from Liv. i. 52
;

viii. 8, 14, and Dionys. viii. 15 ; b%t most clearly from Polyb. vi, 25.

f Dionysius expressly states, that in the later federal treaties be-

tween Rome and Latium the Latin communities wei-e expressly inter-

dicted from calling out their contingents of their own motion and

acndinff them into the field alone.
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right to name the common commander every alternate year.

The decision on wars and treaties, as well as the suprem^

command, passed once for all to Rome. It fol''

officering of lowed from this change that the stafl-officcrs for
t earmy.

^j^^ Latin troops also were now wholly nomi-

nated by the Roman commander-in-chief; and there vfas

soon added the further innovation, that Roman burgesses

alone -were taken as staff-officers for the Roman half of the

army, and if not alone, at any rate mainly, for the Latin

half also.* On the other hand, just as formerly, no strong-

er contingent could be demanded from the Latin confeder-

acy as a whole than was furnished by the Roman commu-

nity ; and the Roman commander-in-chief was likewise

bound not to break up the Latin contingents, but to keep

the contingent sent by each community as a separate divis-

ion of the army under the leader whom that cotnmunity

had appointed.f The right of the Latin confed-

sitions in cracy to an equal share in the moveable spoil and
^"'"

in the conquered land continued to subsist in

form ; in reality, however, the substantial fruits of war be-

yond doubt went, even at an early period, to the leading

state. Even in the founding of the federal fortresses or tlie

* The Latin staff-officers were the twelve praefecU sociorum, v.bo

had the charge of the two alae of the federal contingent, six to each ala,

just as the twelve war-tribanes of the Roman army had charge of the

tv»-o legions, six to each legion. Polybius (vi. 26, 5) states that the con-

sul nominated the former, as he originally nominated the latter. Now
according to the ancient maxim of law, that evtry person under obliga-

tion of service might become an officer (p. 138), it was legilly allowable

for the general to appoint a Latin as leader of a Roman, as well as con-

versely a Roman as leader of a Latin, legion; and this led to the practi-

cal result that the trihuni militum were woolly, ^iwHi'h.Q praefecti socio-

rum at least ordinarily, Romans.

j- These were the dccuriones turmarum and praefccti cohortium

(Polyb. vi. 21, 5 ; Liv. xxv. 14 ; Sallust. Jug. 69, et al.). Of course, as

the Roman consuls were ordinarily also the commanders-in-chief, the

presidents of the community were very frequently in the dependent towns

also placed at the head of the state-contingents (Liv. xxlii. 19; Orclli,

Inscr. 7022). Indeed, the usual name given to the Latin magistrates

(j)rac/or«.<.) indicates tliat they were officers.
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so-called Latin colonies as a rule probably, most, and not

unfrequently all, of the colonists were Romans ; and al-

though by the transference they were converted from Ro-

man burgesses into members of an allied community, the

newly planted townships in all probability frequently re-

tained a permanent—and for the confederacy dangerous

—

attachment to their actual mother-city.

The rights, on the contrary, which were secured by the

Private federal treaties to the individual burgess of any
rights.

(^f ^Q allied communities in every city belong-

ing to the league, underwent no restriction. These in-

cluded, in particular, full equality of rights as to the acqui-

sition of landed property and moveable estate, as to traffic

and exchange, marriage and testament, and an unlimited

liberty of migration ; so that not only was a man who had

burgess-rights in any of the federal towns legally entitled

to settle in any other, but wherever he settled, he as a pas-

sive burgess {piuniceps) participated in all private and po-

litical rights and duties with the exception of eligibility to

office, and was even—although in a limited sense—entitled

to vote at least in the comitia tributa.^

Of some such nature, in all probability, was the relation

between the Roman community and the Latin confederacy

in the first period of the republic. We cannot, however,

ascertain what elements are to be referred to earlier stipu-

lations, and what to the revision of the alliance
493.

'

in 26L
With somewhat greater certainty the remodelling of the

organization of the several communities belong-

f/thefar-^^ i"g ^'^ the Latin confederacy, after the pattern

of"heLatin ^^ ^hc cousular constitution in Rome, may be
communi- characterized as an innovation and introduced in
ties after the
K^an pat- this councction. For, although the different

communities may very well have arrived at the
tern.

* Such a metoikos was not like an actual burgess assigned to a spe-

cific tribe once for all, but before each particular vote the tribe in which

the metoeci were upon that occasion to vote was fixed bj; lot. In reality

this probably amounted to the concession to the Latins of one vote in
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abolition of royalty in itself independently of each other

(p. 321), the identity in the appellation of the new annual

kings in the Roman and other commonwealths of Latium,

and the comprehensive application of the peculiar principle

of coUegiateness,* evidently point to some external connec-

thc Roman comitia irihuta. The meloeci cannot have voted in the cen-

turies, because a fixed place in some tribe was a preliminary condition

of the centuriate suffrage. On the other hand they must, like the ple-

beians, have taken part in the curies.

* Ordinarily, as is well known, the Latin communities were presided

over by two praetors. Besides these there occur in several communities

single magistrates, who in that case bear the title of dictator ; as in Alba

(Orelli—Henzen, Inner. 2293) ; Lanuvium (Cicero, pro Mil. 10, 27 ; 1 7,

45 ; Asconius, in Mil. p. 32, Orell. ; Orelli, n. 2*786, 5157, 6086) ; Com-
pitum (Orelli, 3324); Nomentura (Orelli, 208, 6138, 7032; comp. Hen-

zen, Bullett. 1858, p. 169); and Aricia (Orelli, re. 1455); the latter office

was probably connected with the consecration of the temple at Aricia

by a dictator of the Latin confederacy (Cato, Origin. I. ii.fr. 21, Jor-

dan). There was a similar dictator in the Latin colony of Sutrium (re-

cently found inscription), and in the Etruscan one of Caere (Orelli, ii.

8787,5772). All these magistracies or priesthoods that originated in ma
gistracies (for the praetors and dictators of commonwealths completely

broken up, such as the Alban dictator, are to be explained in accordance

with Liv. ix. 43 : Anagninis—magistratibus praeler quam sacrorum cu-

ratione interdictum), were annual (Orelli, 208). The statement of Macer

likewise and of the annalists who borrowed from him, that Alba was at

the time of its fall no longer under kings, but under annual directors

(Dionys. v. 74 ; Plutarch. Romul. 27 ; Liv, i. 23), is probably a mere

inference from the institution, with which he was acquainted, of the sa-

cerdotal Alban dictatorship which was beyond doubt annual like that of

Nomentum ; a view in which, moreover, the democratic partisanship of

its author may have come into play. It may be a question whether the

inference is vaUd, and whether, even if Alba at the time of its dissolu-

tion was under rulers holding office for life, the abolition of monarchy in

Rome might not subsequently lead to the conversion of the Alban dicta-

torship into an annual office.

An exception is presented by the two dietatores of Fidenae (Orelli,

112)—a later and incongruous misuse of the title of dictator, which in

all other cases, even where it is transferred to non-Roman magistrates,

'mplies an exclusion of, and a contrast, to coUegiateness.

All these Latin magistracies substantially coincide in reality, as well

as specially in name, with the arrangement established in Rome by the

19*
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tion. At some time or other after the expulsion of the

Tarqiiins from Kome the arrangements of the Latin com-

munities must have been throughout revised in accordance

with the scheme of the consular constitution. This adjust-

ment of the Latin constitutions in conformity with that of

the leading city may indeed belong to a later period ; but

internal probability rather favors the supposition that the

Roman nobility, after having effected the abolition of roy-

alty for life at home, suggested a similar change of consti-

tution to the communities of the Latin confederacy, and at

length introduced aristocratic government everywhere in

Latium—notwithstanding the serious resistance, imperilling

the stability of the Romano-Latin league itself, which was

probably offered on the one hand by the expelled Tarquins,

and on the other by the royal clans and by partisans well

affected to monarchy in the other communities of Latium.

The mighty development of the power of Etruria that oc-

curred at this very time, the constant assaults of the Veien-

tes, and the expedition of Porsena, may have materially

contributed to secure the adherence of the Latin nation to

the once-established form of union, or, in other words, to

the continued recognition of the supremacy of Rome, and

disposed them for its sake to acquiesce in a change of con-

stitution for which, beyond doubt, the way had been in

many respects prepared even in the bosom of the Latin

communities, nay perhaps to submit even to an enlarge-

ment of the rights of hegemony.

The permanently united nation was able not only to

maintain, but also to extend on all sides its

Rome and powcr. We havc already (p. 414) mentioned

the east and that the Etruscaus remained only for a short
' time in possession of supremacy over Latium,

and that matters on the northern frontier soon returned to

the position in which they stood during the regal period;

but it was not till more than a century after the expulsion

reTolutiou m a way which is not adequately explained by the mere simi-

larity of the political circumstances in which they originated.
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of the kings from Rome that any real extension of the Eo-

man boundaries took place in this direction. The conquests

of the earlier republican as of the regal period were entire-

ly at the expense of Rome's eastern and southern neigh-

bours^—the Sabines, between the Tiber and Anio ; the

Aequi, settled next to them, on the upper Anio ; and the

Volscians on the Tyrrhene sea.

The early period at which the Sabine land became de-

pendent on Rome is shown by the position which

penseof the it afterwards held. Even in the Samnite wars
a rnes. ^^ Roman armies regularly marched through

Sabina as through a peaceful land ; and at an early epoch

—

much earl ier than was the case, for instance, with the Vol-

scian land—the Sabine^ district exchanged its original dialect

for that of Rome. The Roman occupation here seems to

have encountered but few obstacles. That the Sabines had

a comparatively feeble sympathy with the desperate resist-

ance offered by the Acqui and Volsci, is evident even from

the accounts of the annals ; and—what is of more impor-

tance—we find no fortresses to keep tlie land in subjection,

such as were so numerously established in the Volscian

plain. Perhaps this lack of opposition was connected with

the fact that the Sabine hordes probably about this very

time poured themselves over Lower Italy. Allured by the

pleasantness of the settlements on the Tifernus and Voltur-

nus, they may have hardly disputed the possession of their

native land with the Romans ; and these may have mas-

tered the half-deserted Sabine territory with little oppo-

sition.

Far more vehement and lasting was the resistance of the

At the ex-
Acqui and Volsci. We do not intend to narrate

penseof the tj^e fuuds annually renewed with these two peo-
Acqul and '' J-

VoUci. pies—feuds which are related- in the Roman
chronicles in such a way that the most insignificant foray is

scarcely distinguishable from a momentous war, and histor-

ical connection is totally disregarded ; it is sufficient to in-

dicate the permanent results.- We plainly perceive that it

was the especial aim of the Romans and Latins to separate!
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the Aequi from the Volsci, and to become masters of the

communications between them. For this purpose the old-

est federal fortresses or so-called Latin colonies were found-

492. ed, Cora, Norba (assigned to 262), and Signia

495. (stated to have been reinforced in 259), all of

which are situated at the points of connection

between the Aequian and Volscian districts. The object

lieaguewith
"^^^^ attained still more fully by the accession

the Hernici. Qf i\^q Hernici to the league of the Komans and

486. Latins (268), an accession which isolated the

Volscians completely, and provided the league

with a bulwark against the Sabellian tribes dwelling on the

south and east ; it is easy therefore to perceive why this

little people obtained the concession of full equality with

the two others in counsel and in distribution of the spoil.

The feebler Aequi were thenceforth* but little formidable

;

it was sufficient to undertake from time to time a plunder-

ing expedition against them. The Volscians opposed a

more serious resistance, and it was only by gradually ad-

vancing its fortresses that the league slowly gained ground

upon them. Velitrae had already been found-
^^ ed in 260 as a bulwark for Latium ; it was fol-

442. lowed by Suessa Pometia, Ardea (312), and,

singularly enough, Circeii (founded or at least

^^2. strengthened in 361), which, as long as Antium

and Tarracina continued free, can only have held communi-

cation with Latium by sea. Attempts were often made to

occupy Antium, and one was temporarily suc-

4C7. 459. cessful in 287 ; but in 295 the town recovered

its freedom, and it was not till after the Gallic conflagration

that, in consequence of a violent war of thir-
389-377

teen years (365-377), the Romans gained a de-

cided superiority in the Pomptine territory, which was

secured by the founding of the fortresses Satri-

385. 3L'. cum (369) and Sctia (372, strengthened in

879. 375), and was distributed into farm-allotments

ggg and. tribes in the year 371 and following years.

After this date the Volscians still perhaps rose
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in revolt, but they carried on no further wars against

Rome.

But the more decided the successes that the league of

Crisoswith- Komans, Latins, and ITernici achieved against

intheRo; ^{^^ Etruscans, Sabines, Acq ui, and Volsci, tlie
m:ino-Latin. ' J l ' '

league. jnore that league became liable to disunion.

The reason lay partly in the increase of the hegemonic

power of Rome, of which we have already spoken as neces-

sarily springing out of the existing circumstances, but which

nevertheless was felt as a heavy burden in Latium
;
partly

in particular acts of odious injustice perpetrated by the

leading community. Of this nature was especially the iii-

famous sentence of arbitration between the Aricini and the

Ardcates in 308, in which the Romans, called in
446.

' '

to be arbiters regarding a border territory in

dispute between the two communities, took it to them-

selves ; and when thisjie^sion occasioned in Ardea internal

dissensions in which the people wished to join the Volsci,

while the nobility adhered to Rome, these dissensions were

still more disgracefully employed as a pi'<?fext for the des-

patch of Roman colonists to the wealthy city, amongst

whom the lands of the adherents of the party opposed to

Rome were distributed (312). The main cause
442. ,

^ '

however of the internal breaking up of the,

league was the very subjugation of the common foe ; for-;

bearance ceased on one side, devotedncss ceased on the other,!

from the time when they thought that they had no longer'

need of each other. The open breach between the Latins

and Ilernici on the one hand and the Romans on the other

was more immediately occasioned partly by the capture of

Rome by the Celts and the momentary weakness which it

produced, partly by the definitive occupation and distribu-

tion of the Pomptine territory. The former allies soon

stood opposed in the field. Already Latin volunteers in

great numbers had taken part in the last despairing strug-

gle of the Volsci : now the most famous of the

S8:?. Latin cities, Lanuvium (371), Pracneste (372-

^^hf:\. 374, 400), Tusculum (373), Tibur (394, 400),

and even si'.vei'al of the fortresses established in
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the Volscian land by the Romano-Latin league, such as

Vclitrae and Circeii, had to be subdued by force of arms,

and the Tiburtines were not afraid even to make common
cause against Rome with the once more advancing hordes

of the Gauls. No concerted revolt however took place, and

Rome mastered the individual towns without much trouble.

Tusculum was even compelled (in 373) to give

up its commonwealth and to enter into the bur-

gess-union of Rome—the first instance of a whole people

being incorporated with the Roman commonwealth—while

it still retained its walls and a sort of de facto communal

independence. Soon afterwards Satricum met the same

fate.

The struggle with the Hernici was more severe (392-

396) : the first consular commander-in-chief be-

longing to the plebs, Lucius Genucius, fell in it

;

but here too the Romans were victorious. The crisis ter-

Rencwaiof iTiinatcd with the renewal of the treaties bc-

the treaties tween Rome and the Latin and Ilernican oovi-
of alliance.

358. federacies in 396. The precise contents of these

treaties are not known, but it is evident that both confedera-

cies submitted once more, and probably on harder terms,

to the Roman hegemony. The institution which took place

in the same year of two new tribes in the Pomptine terri-

tory shows clearly the mighty advances made by the Ro-

juanpower.

V In manifest connection with this crisis in the relations

I . between Rome and Latium stands the closing

Mhi". Latin of the Latin confederation,* which took place

i\on. ' about the year 370, although we cannot precise-

ly determine whether it was the effect or, as is

* In the list given by Dionysius (v. Gl) of the thu-ty Latin federal

cities—the only list which we possess— there -are named the Ardeates,

Aricini, Bovillani, Bubentani (site unknown), Comi (Corani ?),
"*

Corventani (site unknown), Circeienses, Coriolani, Corbintes,

Cabani (perhaps the Cabenscs on the Alban Mount, Bull. deW Inst. 1861,

p. 205), Fortinei (unknown), Gabini, Laurentcs, Lanuvini,

Lavinatop, Labicani, N'orcenlani, Norbani, Pracncstini, Pcdani.
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more probable, the cause of the revolt of Latium which we
have just described. As the law had hitherto stood, every

sovereign city founded by Eome and Latium took its place

among the communes entitled to participate in the federal

festival and federal diet, whereas every community incorpo-

rated with another city and thereby politically annihilated

was erased from the ranks of the members of the league.

At the same time, however, according to Latin use and

wont the number once fixed of thirty confederate communi-

ties was so adhered to, that of the participating cities never

more and never less than thirty were entitled to vote, and a

number of the communities that were later in entering,- or

were disqualified for their trifling importance or for the

crimes they had committed, were without the right of vot-

Querquetulani (site unknown), Satricani, Scaptiui, Setini, Tellenii (site

unliDown), Tiburtini, Tusculani, Tolerini (site unknown), Tricrini (un-

known), and Veliterni, The occasional notices of communities entitled

to participate, such as of Ardea (Liv. xxxii. 1), Laurentum (Liv. xxxvii.

3), Lanuvium (Liv. xli. 16), Bovillae, Gabii, Labici (Cicero, pro Plane.

9, 23) agree with this list. Dionysius gives it on occasion of the declara-

tion of war by Latium against Rome in 25C, and it was natural therefore

188. to regard—according to the view of Niebuhr—this list as de-

3S4. rived from the well-liuown renewal of the league in 261. But,

as in this list dvawn up according to the Latin alphabet the

letter g appears in a position which it certainly had not at

the lime of the Twelve Tables and scarcely came to occupy before the

fifth century (see my Unlerilalische Dial. p. 83), it must be

taken from a much more recent source ; and it is by far the

simplest hypothesis to recognize it as a list of those places which were

afterwards regarded as the ordinary members of the Latin confederacy,

and which Dionvsius in accordance with his systematising

custom specifies as its original component elements. It is to

be noticed that the list presents not a single non-Latin community, not

even Caere, but simply enumerates places originally Latin or occupied

by Latin colonies— no one will lay stress on Corbio and Corioli

as exceptions. Now if we compare with this list that of the Latin co-

lonics, we find that of the nine which had been founded down to 369

—

Suessa Pometia, Cora, Signia, Velitrae, Norba, Antium (if

this was really a Latin colony, see p. 444), Ardea, Circeii, and

Satricum—the six marked in itahcs, and on the other hand of those

founded later none but Setia established in 3Y2, occur in the Dionysian
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ing. In this way the confederacy was consti-

tuted about 370 as follows. Of old Latin town-

ships there were—besides some which have fallen into ob-

livion, or whose sites are unknown—still autonomous and

entitled to vote, Nonientum, between the Tiber and the

Anio ; Tibur, Gabii, Scaptia, Labici,* Pedum, and Praeneste,

list. The Latin colonics therefore that were instituted before 370 were,

while those founded subsequently were not, members participating in

the Alban festival. The circumstance that Suessa Pometia and Antium

are wanting in Dionj-sius is not inconsistent with this view, for both were

lost again soon after tlieir colonization, and Antium remained for a long

time afterwards a chief fortress of theVolsci, while Suessa speedily per-

ished. The only real inconsistency with the rule which we have laid

down is the absence of Signia and the occurrence of Setia ; so that it is

natural either to suggest that SHTINHN should be changed into SIFNINnN,

or to assume that the foundation of Setia had been already determined

on before 370, and that Signia was among the non-voting communities.

At any rate this isolated exception cannot affect a rule that otherwise so

thoroughly applies. In entire harmony with what we might expect, all

places are absent from this list which were incorporated with the Roman
community before 370— such as Ostia, Antemnae, and Alba; whereas

those incorporated later are retained in it, such as Tusculura, Satricum,

Cora, Velitrae, all of which must have forfeited their sovereignty between

370 and 536.

As regards the list given by Pliny of thirty-two townships extinct in

his time which had formerly participated in the Alban festival, after de-

duction of eight that also occur in Dionysius (for the Cusuetani of Pliny

appear to be the Corventani of Dionysius, and the Tutienses of the for-

mer to be the Tricrini of the latter) there remain twenty-four townships,

most of them quite unknown, doubtless made up partly of those seven-

teen non-voting communities— many of which were perhaps the very

oldest, subsequently disquaUfied members of the Alban festal league

—

partly of a number of other decayed or excluded members of the league,

to which latter class in particular the ancient presiding township of Al-

ba, also named by Pliny, belonged.

* Livy certainly states (iv. 47) that Labici became a colony in 8SG.

But— apart from the fact that Diodorus (xiii. 6) says nothing of it—
Labid cannot have been a burgess-colony, for the town did not lie on

the coast and besides it appears. subsequently as still in possession of au-

tonomy ; nor can it have been a Latin one, for there is not, nor can there

be from the nature of these foundations, a single other example of a La-

tin colony established in the original Latium. Here as elsewhere it is
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between the Anio and the Alban range ; Corbio, Tusculum,

Bovillae, Aricia, Corioli, and Lanuvium on the Alban range

;

lastly, Laurentum and Lavinium in the plain along the coast.

To these fell to be added the colonies instituted by Rome
and the Latin league ; Ardea in the former territory of the

Rutuli, and Velitrae, Satricum, Cora, Norba, Setia and

Circeii in that of the Volsci. Besides, seventeen other

townships, whose names are not known with certainty, had

the privilege of participating in the Latin festival without

the right of voting. On this footing—'of forty-seven town-

ships entitled to participate and thirty entitled to vote—the

Latin confederacy continued henceforward unalterably fixed.

The Latin communities founded subsequently, such as Su-

trium, Nepete (p. 432), Calcs, and Tarracina, -were not ad-

mitted into the confederacy, nor were the Latin communi-
ties subsequently divested of their autonomy, such as Tus-

culum and Satricum, erased from the list.

With this closing of the confederacy was connected the

geographical settlement of the limits of Latium.
Fixing of go \ox[g as the Latin confederacy continued open,

Latium. the bouuds of Latium had advanced with the

establishment of new federal cities : but as the

later Latin colonies had no share in the Alban festival, they

were not regarded geographically as part of Latium. For

this reason doubtless Ardea and Circeii were reckoned as

belonging to Latium, but not Sutriuni or Tarracina.

But not only were the places on which Latin privileges

384_ were bestowed after 370 kept aloof from the

the'iate?
"^ federal association

;
they were isolated also from

Latin cities Q^^g another as respected private rights. While
as respected J- J- »
irivate each of them was allowed to have reciprocity

of commercial dealings and probably also of

marriage [commercmm et connuhium) with Rome, no such

reciprocity was permitted with the other Latin communi-

most probable—especially as two jugera are named as the por-

tion of land allotted—that a public assignation to the bur-

gesses has been confounded with a colonial assignation (p. 250).
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ties. The burgess of Sutrium, for example, might possess

in full property a piece of ground in Eome, but not in

Praeneste ; and might have legitimate children with a Ro-

man, but not with a Tiburtine, wife.*
.

Hitherto considerable freedom of movement had been

allowed within the confederacy. A separate
X*rGVGHtion
of special league for instance of the five old Latin commu-
cagues.

nities, Aricia, Tusculum, Tibur, Lanuvium, and

Lauventum, and of the three new Latin, Ardea, Suessa Po-

metia, and Cora, had been permitted to group itself round

the shrine of the Aricine Diana. It is doubtless not the

mere result of accident that we fmd no further instance in

later times of such special confederations fraught Avith dan-

ger to the hegemony of Rome.
We may likewise assign to this epoch the further re-

Re-sdsionof
modelling which the Latin municipal constitu-

themunici- tions Underwent, and their complete assimilation
pal constitu- ' "

tions. Po- to the constitution of Rome. In after times two
lice judges.

aediles, intrusted with the police-supervision of

markets and highways and the administration of justice in

connection therewith, make their appearance side by side

Vv'ith the two praetors as necessary elements of the Latin

magistracy. The institution of these urban police function-

aries, which evidently took place at the same time and at

the instigation of the leading power in all the towns of the

federation, certainly cannot have preceded the establishment

of the curule acdileship in Rome, which occurred

in 387
;
probably it took place about that very

time. Beyond doubt the arrangement was only one of a

series of measures curtailing the liberties and modifying

the organization of the federal conmiunities in the interest

of aristocratic policy.

After the Ml of Veii and the conquest of the Pomptine

* This restriction of tbe ancient full reciprocity of Latin rights fii-st

occurs in the renewal of the treaty in 416 (Liv. viii. 14) ; but

as the system of isolation of which it was an essential part,

first began in reference to the Latin colonies settled after 3*70, and was

only generalized in 416, it is proper to mention the alteration here.
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Domination territory, Rome evidently felt herself powerful
oftheiio- enough to tighten the reins of her hegemony
mans ; exas- o o o ^

porationof and to reducc the whole of the Latin cities to a
the Latms.

i i i i i . i

position so dependent that they became virtual-

318. ly her subjects. At this period (40G) the Car-

thaginians, in a commercial treaty concluded

with Rome, bound themselves to inflict no injury on the

Latins who were subject to Rome, viz. the maritime towns

of Ardea, Antium, Circeii, and Tarracina ; if, however, any

one of the Latin towns should revolt from the Roman alli-

ance, the Phoenicians were to be allowed to attack it, but in

the event of conquering it they were bound not to raze it,

but to hand it over to the Romans. This plainly shows by

what chains the Roman community bound to itself its de-

pendencies, and how much a town, which dared to with-

draw from the native protectorate, sacrificed or rislced by

such a course.

It is true that even now the Latin confederacy at least

—

if not also the Hernican—retained its formal title to a third

of the gains of war, and doubtless some other remnants of

the former equality of rights; but what was palpably lost

was important enough to explain the exasperation which at'

this period prevailed among the Latins agaiiist Rome. ' Not
only did numerous Latin volunteers fight. under foreign

standards against the community at their head, wherever

they found armies in the field against Rome;
349. but in 405 the Latin league itself resolved to

Collision refusc to the Romans its contingent. To all
between the , .. „, tit,.
iiomansand. appearance a renewed rising or the whole Latin

nifcB.''™' confederacy might be anticipated at no distant

date ; and at that very moment a collision was

imminent with another Italian nation, which was able to en-

counter on equal terms the united strength of the Latin

stock. After the overthrow of the Volscians no consider-

able people in the first instance opposed the Romans in the

south ; their legion's unchecked approached the

857. Liris. As early as 397 they had contended suc-

345. cessfully with the Privcrnates ; and in 409 with

the Aurunci, from whom they wrested Sora on
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the Liris. Thus the Roman armies had reached the Sara-

nite frontier ; and the friendly alliance, which the two bravest

and most powerful of the Italian nations concluded with

each other in 400, was the> sure token of an ap-

proaching struggle for the supremacy of Italy

—

a struggle which threatened to become interwoven with the

dangerous crisis in the Latin nation.

The Samnite nation, which, at the time of the expulsion

Con uestsof
^^ *^® Tarquins from Rome, had doubtless al-

thoSam- ready been for a considerable period in posses-
nitcs m the ' ^ '

south of sion of the hill-country which rises between the

Apulian and Campanian plains and commands
. them both, had hitherto found its further advance impeded

on the one side by the Daunians—the power and prosperity

of Arpi fall within this period—on the other by the Greeks

and Etruscans. But the fall of the Etruscan power towards

450 the end of the third, and the decline of the
450-350. Greek colonies in the course of the fourth cen-

tury, made room for them towards the west,and south ; and

now one Samnite host after another marched down to, and

even moved across, the south Italian seas. They first made
their appearance in the plain adjoining the bay, with which

the name of the Campanians has been associated from the

beginning of the fourth century ; the Etruscans there were

suppressed, and the Greeks were confined within narrower

bounds : Capua was wrested from the former
1-^4. 420

•^

(330), Cumae from the latter (334). About the

same time, perhaps even earlier, the Lucanians appeared in

Magna Graecia : at the beginning of the fourth century they

were involved in conflict with the people of Terina and

Thurii ; and a considerable time before 364 they

had established themselves in the Greek Laus.

About this period their levy amounted to 30,000 infantry and

4,000 cavalry. Towards the end of the fourth century men-

tion first occurs of the separate confederacy of the Bruttii,*

* The name itself is very ancient ; in fact it is the most ancient in-

digenous name for the inhabitants of the present Calabria (Antiochii?

Fr. 5, Mull.). The well-known derivation is doubtless an invention.
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who had detached themselves from the Lucanians

—

not, like the other Sabellian stocks, as a colony, but

through a quarrel—and had become mixed up with many
foreign elements. The Greeks of Lower Italy tried to re-

sist the pressure of the barbarians; the leagtfe of the

Achaean cities was reconstructed iif^Gl : and it
393.

was determined that, if any of the allied towns

should be assailed by the Lucanians, all should furnish con-

tingents, and that the leaders of contingents which failed to

appear should suffer the punishment of death. But even

the union of Magna Graecia no longer availed ; for the ruler

of Syracuse, Dionysius the Elder, made common cause with

the Italians against his countrymen. While Dionysius

wrested from the fleets of Magna Graecia the mastery of

the Italian seas, one Greek city after another was occupied

or annihilated by the Italians. In an incredibly short time

the circle of flourishing cities was destroyed or laid deso-

late. Only a few Greek settlements, such as Neapolis, suc-

ceeded with difficulty, and more by means of treaties than

by force of arms, in preserving their existence and their na-

tionality. Tarentum alone remained thoroughly indepen-

dent and powerful, maintaining its ground in consequence

of its more remote position and of its preparation for war

—the result of its constant conflicts with the Messa^iaus.

Even that city, however, had constantly to fight for its ex-

istence with the Lucanians, and was compelled to seek for

alliances and mercenaries in the mother-country of Greece.

About the period when Veil and the Pomptine plain

came into the hands of Eome, the Samnite hordes were

already iu possession of all Lower Italy, with the exception

of a few unconnected Greek colonies, and of the Apulo-

Messapian coast. The Greek Periplus, composed about

418, sets down the Samnites proper with their

" five tongues " as reaching from the one sea to the

other ; and specifies the Campanians as adjoining them on the

Tyrrhene sea to the north, and the Lucanians to the south,

amongst whom in' this instance, as often, the Bruttii are in-

cluded, and who already had the whole coast apportioned
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aniong them, from Pcaestum on the Tyrrhene, to Thurii on

I the Ionic, sea. In fact to one who compares the achievc-

'ments of the two great nations of Italy, the Latins and the

Samnites, before they came into contact, the career of con-

quest on the part of the latter appears fur wider and more

splendid than that of the former. But the character of

their conquests was essentially different. From the fixed

urban centre which Latium possessed in Rome the dominion

of the Latin stock sj)read slowly on all sides, and lay with-

in limits comparatively narrow ; but it planted its foot

firmly at every step, partly by founding fortified towns of

the Roman type with the rights of dependent allies, partly

by Romanizing the territory which it conquered. It was

otherwise with Samnium. There was in its case no single

leading community and therefore no policy of conquest.

While the conquest of the Veientine and Pomptine tcrrito-

;ries was for Rome a real enlargement of power, Samnium

was weakened rather than strengthened by the rise of the"

Campanian cities and of the Lucanian and Bruttian confed-

eracies ; for every swarm, which had sought and found new

settlements, thenceforward pursued a path of its own.

The Samnite tribes filled a disproportionately large

space, while yet they showed no disposition to

between the make it tliorouffhlv their own. The larger Greek

aid the citics, Tarcntum, Ihuni, Croton, Metapontum,

Hcraclea, Rhegium, and Neapolis, although

weakened and often dependent, continued to exist ; and the

Hellenes were tolerated even in the open country and in the

smaller towns, so that Cumae for instance, Posidonia, Laus,

and Hipponium, still remained—as the Periplus already

mentioned and coins show—Greek cities even under Sam-

nite rule. Mixed populations thus arose ; the bi-lingual

Bruttii, in particular, included li.ellonic as well as Samnite

elements and even perhaps remains of the ancient autoch-

U;ones ; in Lucania and Campania also similar mixtures

juust to a lesser extent have taken place.

The Samnite nation, moreover, could not resist the dan-
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Campanian gei'ous cliarm of Hellenic culture ;''least of all

Heiienisin.
jj^ Campania, Avhero Neapolis early' entered into

friendly intercourse Avith the immigrants, and where the sky

itself humanized the barbarians. Capua, Nola, Nuceria,

and Teanum, alth(High having a purely Samnite population,

adopted Greek manners and a Greek civic constitution ; in

fact the indigenous cantonal form of constitution could not

possibly subsist under these altered circumstances. The

Samnite cities of Campania began to coin money, in part

with Greek inscriptions ; Capua became by its commerce

and agriculture the second city in Italy in point of size

—

the first in point of wealth and luxury. The deep demoral-

ization, in which according to the accounts of the ancients

that city surpassed all others in Italy, is especially reflected

in the mercenary recruiting and in the gladiatorial sports,

both of which pre-eminently flourished in Capua. No-

where did recruiting officers find so numerous a concourse as

in this metropolis of demoralized civilization ; while Capua

knew not how to save itself from the attacks of the Sam-

nites, the warlilce Campanian youth flocked forth in crowds

under self-elected condottieri, especially to Sicily. How
deeply these soldiers of fortune influenced by their enter-

prises the destinies of Italy, Ave sliall have afterwards to

show ; they form as characteristic a feature of Campanian

life as the gladiatorial sports Avhich likewise, if they did not

originate, were at any rate carried to perfection in Capua.

There sets of gladiators made their appearance even during

banquets ; and their number Avas projoortioncd to the rank

of the guests invited. This degeneracy of the most impor-

tant Samnite city—a degeneracy Avhich beyond doubt was

closely connected with tlie Etruscan habits that lingered

there—must have been fatal for the nation at large ; al-

though the Campanian nobility knew how to combine chiv-

alrous valour and high mental culture with the deepest

moral corruption, it could never become to its nation Avhat

the Roman nobility was to the Latin., Hellenic influence

had a similar, though less powerful, efl'ect on the Lucanians

and Bruttians as on the Campanians. The objects discov-
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ered in the tombs throughout all these regions show how
Greek art was cherished there in barbaric luxuriance ; the

rich ornainents of gold and amber and the inagnificent

painted pottery, which are now disinterred from the abodes

of the dead, enable us to conjecture how extensive had betn

their departure from the ancient manners of their fathers.

Other indications are preserved in their w; itmg. The old

national writing which they had brought with them from

the north was abandoned by the Lucanians and Bruttians,

and exchanged for Greek ; while in CfTipania the national

alphabet, and perhaps also the language, develop'^ itself

under the influence of the Greek model into ^ ter clear-

ness and delicacy. We meet even with isdlu^.a traces of

the influence of Greek philosophy.
,;

The Samnite land, properly so called, alot^e .remained

TheSanmite unaffected by these innovations, wl,3fl, beautiful

confederacy, r^j^^j natural as they may to some extent have

been, powerfully contributed to relax still more the bond

of national imity which even from the first was loose,

; Through the influence of Hellenic habits a deep schism

I took place in the Samnite stock. The civilized " Philhel-

lenes " of Campania were accustomed to tremble like the

Hellenes themselves before the ruder tribes of the n!oun-

tains, who were continually penetrating into Campania and

disturbing the degenerate earlier settlers. Rome was a

compact state, having the strength of all Latium at its dis-

posal ; its subjects might murmur, but they obeyed. The

Samnite stock was dispersed and divided ; and,' while the

confederacy in Samnium proper had preserved unimpaired

the manners and valour of their ancestors, they were on

that very account completely at vaiiance. with the other

Samnite tribes and towns.

In fact, it was this variance between the Samnites of the

^ , . . plain and the Samnites of the mountains tlat
SxiDtnission ^ t mi o'
of Capua to led the Romans over the Ijris. The Sidicini in

Teanum, and the Campanians in Capua, sought

843. aid from the Romans (411) against their own
countrymen, who in swarms ever renewed rav-
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aged their territoiy and threatened to cstal)lisli themselves

there. When the desired alliance was refused, the Campa-

nian envoys made offer of the submission of* their country

to the supremacy of Rome : and the Romans were unable

Rome and ^^ resist the bait. Roman envoys were sent to

Sanmhim j\^q Samuites to inform them of the new acqui-
oome to i

terms. guit)n, and to summon them to respect the terri-

tory of the friendly power. The further course of events

can no longer be ascertained in detail ; * wo discover only

* Pfhaps no ssction'of the Roman annals has been more disfigured
"

than the n *. ative of the first Samnite-Latbi war, as it stands or stood in

Livy, Dion>. ,..,>»\nd Appian. It runs somewhat to the following cfTcct.

After both consuls bad marched into Campania in 411, first the consul

Marcus Valer as Corvus gained a severe and bloody victory over the

Samnites a »jount Gaurus; then his colleague Auhis Cornelius Cossus

gained anotLc ; after he had been rescued from annihilation in a narrow

pa?8 by the self-devotion of a division led by the military tribune Pub-

lius Decius. The third aud decisive battle was fought by both consuls

at the entrance of the Caudine Pass near Suessula ; the Samnites were

completely vanquished—forty-thousand of their shields were picked up

on the field of battle—and they were compelled to make a peace, in

which the Romans retained Capua, which had given itself over to their

possession, while they left Teauum to the Samnites (413). Congratula-

tions came from all sides, even from Carthage. The Latins, who had re-

fused their contingent and seemed to be arming against Rome, turned

their arms not against Rome but against the Pacligni, while the Romans
were occupied first with a military conspiracy of the garrison left behind

in Campania (4-12), then with tlie capture of Privernum (413) and the

war against the Antiates. But now a sudden and singular change oc-

curred in the position of parties. The Latins, wiio had demanded in

vain Roman citizenship and a share in the consulate, rose against Rome
in conjimction with the Sidicines, who had vainly offered to submit to tlie

Romans and knew not how to save themselves from the Samnites, and

with the Campauians, wko were already tired of the Roman rule. Only

the Laurentes in Latium and the cquites of Campania adhered to the Ro-

mans, who on their part found support among the Pacligni and Sara-

nit""". The Latin army fell upon Samnium ; the Roraano-Samnitc army,

after it had marched to the Fucine lake and from thence, avoiding Ln-

tium, into Campania, fought the decisive battle against the combined

Latms and Campanians at Vesu\'ius ; the consul Titus Manlius Imperiq-

Bus, after he had himself restored the wavering discipline of the army
by the execution of hh own son who had slain u foe in opposition to or«

20
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that—whether after a campaign, or without the intervention

of a war—Rome and Samnium came to an agreement, by
which Capua was left at the disposal of the Romans, Tea-

num in the hands of the Samnites, and the upper Liris in

those of the Volscians. The consent of the Samnites to

treat is explained by the energetic exertions made about this

very period by the Tarentines to get quit of their Sabellian

neighbours. But the Romans also had good
Revolt of n • i i -11
the Latins rcasou lor commg to terms as quickly as possi-

ntans'^'"^'^' ^^^ ^ith the Samnites ; for the impending tran-

ifjme* sition of the region bordering on the south of

Latium into the possession of the Romans con-

verted the ferment that had long existed among the Latins

into open insurrection. All the original Latin towns, even

the Tusculans who had been received into the burgess-union

of Rome, declared against Rome, with the single exception

of the Laurentes, whereas all the Roman colonics in La-

tium, with the exception of Velitrae, adhered to the Roman
alliance. We can readily understand how the Capuans, not-

ders from head-quarters, and after his colleague Publius Decius Mus had

appeased the gods by sacrificing his life, at length gained the victory

by calling up the last reserves. But the war was only termi-

nated by a second battle, in which the consul Manlius en-

gaged the Latins and Campanians near Trifanum ; Latium and Capua

submitted, and were mulcted in a portion of their territory.

The judicious and candid reader will not fail to observe that this re-

port swarms with all sorts of impossibihties. Such are the statement of

the Antiates waging war after the surrender of ^1*1 (Liv. vi.
377

o o \

33) ; the independent campaign of the Latins against the

Paeligni, in distinct contradiction to the stipulations of the treaties be-

tween Rome and Latium ; the unprecedented march of the Roman army

through the Marsiau and Samnite territory to Capua, while all Latium

was in arms against Rome ; to say nothing of the equally confused and

sentimental account of the military insurrection of 412, and the story of

„.„ its compulsory leader, the lame Titus Quinctius, the Roman
Gotz von Berlichingen. Still more suspicious, perhaps, are

3^ the repetitions. Such is the story of the military tribune

Publius Decius modelled on the counigeous deed of Marcus

Calpurnius Flamma, or whatever he was called, in the first

Punic war ; such is the recurrence of the conquest of Priver-
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withstanding their very recent and voluntarily offered sub-

mission to the Romans, should eagerly embrace the first

opportunity of again ridding themselves of the Roman rule

and, in spite of the opposition of the optimate party that

adhered to the treaty with Rome, should make common
cause with the Latin confederacy, and how the Volscians

should no less recognize in this Latin revolt the last chance

of recovering their freedom and should likewise take to

arms ; but we do not know through what motives the Her-

nici abstained like the Campanian aristocracy from taking

part in the revolt. The position of the Romans was crit-)-

leal ; the legions which had crossed the Liris and occupied

Campania were cut off by the revolt of the Latins and

Volsci from their home, and a victory alone

Se Romans <^^"^d ^ave them. The decisive battle was fought

near Trifanum (between Minturnae, Suessa, and

34a Sinuessa) in 414 ; the consul Titus Manlius Im-

periosus Torquatus achieved a complete victory

329 nuiu V.y Gaius Plautius in the year 425, which secocd con-

quest alone is registered in the triumphal Fasti ; such is the self-immo-

lation of Publius Decius, repeated, as is well known, in the case of his

2Q, son in 459. Throughout this section the whole represent-

ation betrays a diiferent period and a different hand from

the other more credible accounts of the annals. The narrative is full

of detailed pictures of battles ; of inwoven anecdotes, such as that of

the praetor of Setia, who breaks his neck on the steps of the senate-

house because he had been audacious enough to solicit the consulship,

and the various anecdotes concocted out of the surname of Titus Man-

hus ; and of prolix and somewhat suspicious archasological digressions.

In this class we include the history of the legion—of which the notice,

most probably apocryphal, in l^iv. i. 52, regarding the maniple of Ro-

mans and Latins intermingled formed by the second Tarquin, is evidently

another fragment; the erroneous view given of the treaty between

Capua and Home (sec my Rom. Munzwesen^ p. o34, n. 122); the formu-

laries of self-devotion, the Campanian denariiift, the Laurentine alliance,

and the binajugera in the assignation (p. 448 n.). Under such circum-

stances it appears a fact of great importance that Diodorus, who follows

other and often older accounts, knows absolutely nothing of any of

these events except the last battle of Trifanum ; a battle in fact that ill

accords with the rest of the narrative, which, in accordance with the rulea

of poetical justice, ought to have concluded with the death of Decius.
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over the united Latins and Campanians. In the two follow-

ing years the several to\Yns of the Latins and Volsci, so far

as they still offered resistance, were reduced by capitulation

or assault, and the whole country was brought into subjec-

tion.

The effect of the victory was the dissolution of the Latin

league. It was transformed from an indepen-

of tiie Latin deut political federation into a mere association

.

'^^^'^-
for the purpose of a religious festival ; the an-

jcient stipulated rights of the confederacy as to a maximum
for the levy of troops and a share of the gains of war per-

ished as such along with it, and assumed, where they were

recognized in future, the character of acts of grace. Instead

of the one treaty between Rome on the one hand and the

Latin confederacy on the other, perpetual alliances were en-

tered into between Rome and the several confederate towns.

The principle of isolating the communities from each other,

which had already been established in regard to the places

founded after 370 (p, 449), was thus extended

to the whole Latin nation. In other respects the

several places retained their former privileges and their au-

tonomy. Tibur and Praeneste however had to cede por-

tions of their territory to Rome, and with still greater

harshness the rights of war were asserted against other

Coioniza- Latin or Volscian communities. Roman colo-

la^S^oTth^e*
^^'^^^ were sent to Antium, the most important

Volsci. rj^jif]^ J5y ]and as well as by sea, the strongest

city of the Volsci, and the old burgesses were compelled

not only to give up the necessary lands to the new comers,

but also themselves to enter into the burgess-

ass, union of Rome (416). Roman settlers in like

329. manner proceeded a few years aflerwards (425)

to Tarracina, the second of the Volscian coast

towns in importance, and there too the old burgesses were

either ejected or incorporated with the new colony. Lanu-

vium, Aricia, Nomentum,' and Pedum also lost their inde-

pendence and became Roman mu7iicipia. The walls of

Velitrae were demolished, the senate was ejected e7i masse
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and deported to the interior of Roman Etruria, and the

town was probably constituted a dependent community
with Caerite rights. Of the land acquired a portion—the

estates, for instance, of the senators of Velitrae—was dis-

tributed to the Roman burgesses : these special assigna-

dons and the numerous communities recently admitted into

citizenship gave rise to the institution of two

new tribes in 422. The deep sense which pre-

vailed in Rome of the enormous importance of the result

achieved is attested by the honorary column, which was

erected in the Roman Forum to the victorious

dictator of 416, Gains Maenius, and by the dec-

oration of the orators' platform in the same place with the

beaks taken from the galleys of Antium that were found

unserviceable.

In like manner, although with some difference of form,

the dominion of Rome was established and con-

sutois^on firmed in the south Volscian and Campanian tcr-

Bcian^and^'
I'itorics. Fuudi, Formiac, Capua, Cumae, and a,

Campaiiian number of smaller towns became comniunities';
provinces.

dependent on Rome with Caerite rights. To*

secure the pre-eminently important city of Caj)ua, the

breach between the nobility and commons was artfully

widened and the general administration was revised and

controlled in the interest of Rome. The same treatment

was measured out to Privernum, whose citizens, supported

by Vitruvius Vaccus a bold partisan belonging to Fundi,

had the honour of fighting the last battle for Latin freedom
;

the struggle ended with the stormincr of the
329

town (425) and the execution of Vaccus in a

Roman j)rison. In order to rear a population devoted to

Rome in these regions, they distributed, out of the lands

won in war particularly in the Privernate and Falernian

territories, so numerous allotments to Roman
318

burgesses, that a few years later (436) they

were able to institute there two new tribes. The establish-

ment of two fortresses as colonies with Latin rights finally
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secured the newly won land. These were Cales
J34.

(420) in the middle of the Campanian plain,

whence the movements of Teanum and Capua could be ob-

served, and Fregellae (426), which commanded
the passage of the Liris. Both colonies were

unusually strong, and rapidly became flourishing, notwith-

standing the obstacles which the Sidicines interposed to the

founding of Cales and the Samnites to that of Fregellae.

A Eoman garrison was also despatched to Sora, a step of

which the Samnites, to whom this district had been left by
the treaty, complained with reason, but in vain. Rome
pursued her purpose with undeviating steadfastness, and

displayed her energetic and far-reaching policy—more even

than on the battle-field—in the securing of the territory

which she gained by enveloping it, politically and mili-

tarily, in a net whose meshes could not be broken.

As a matter of course, the Samnites could not behold

the threatening progress of the Romans with

the Sam- Satisfaction, and they probably put obstacles in
^* '^^'

its way ; nevertheless they neglected to inter-

cept the new career of conquest, while there was still per-

haps time to do so, with that energy which the circum-

stances required. They appear indeed in accordance with

their treaty with Rome to have occupied and strongly gar-

risoned Teanum ; for while in earlier times that city sought

help against Samnium from Capua and Rome, in the later

struggles it appears as the bulwark of the Samnite power

on the west. They spread, conquering and destroying, on

the upper Liris, but they neglected to establish themselves

permanently in that quarter. They destroyed the Volscian

town Fregellae—by which they simply facilitated the insti-

tution of the Roman colony there which we have just men-

tioned—and they so terrified two other Volscian towns,

Fabrateria (Falvaterra) and Luca (site unknown), that

these, following the example of Capua, surrendered them-

selves to the Romans (424). The Samnite con-
330.

federacy allowed the Roman conquest of Cam-

pania to be completed before they in earnest opposed it
•
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and the reason for their doing so is to be sought partly in

the contemporary hostilities between the Samnite nation

and the Italian Hellenes, but principally in the remiss and

distracted policy Avhich the confederacy pursued.



\
CHAPTER VI.

STRUGGLE OF THE ITALIANS AGAIXST ROME.

While the Romans were fighting on the Liris and Vol-

Wars be-
tumus, othci' Conflicts agitated the south-east of

Sabeiii!^^
the peninsula. The wealthy merchant-republic

andTaren- of Tareutum, dailj exposed to more serious

peril from the Lucanian and Messapian bands

and justly distrusting its own sword, gained by good words

and better coin the help of condottieri from the mother-

ArcHda- countrv. TI^b Spartan king, Archidamus, who
mus.

\\\t\\ a strong '.band had come to the assistance

of j;iis fellow-Dorians, succumbed to the Lucanians on the

\ same day on which Philip conquered at Chaero-

nea (416) ; a retribution, in the .belief of the

pious Greeks, for the share which nineteen years previously

he and his people had taken in pillaging the sanctuary of

Delphi. His place was taken by an abler commander,

Alexander the Molossian, brother of Olympias

thoMoios- the mother of Alexander the Great. In addi-
"'"

tion to the troops which he had brought along

Avith him he united under his banner the contingents of the

Greek cities, especially those of the Tarentincs and Meta-

pontines ; the Poediculi (around Rubi, now Ruvo), who
like the Greeks found themselves in danger from the Sabcl-

lian nation ; and lastly, even the Lucanian exiles them-

selves, whose considerable numbers point to the existenoo

of violent internal troubles in that confederacy. Thus lie

soon found himself superior to the enemy. Consentia (Co-

senza), which seems to have been the federal head-quarters

of the Sabellians settled in Magna Graecia, fell into his

hands. In vain the Samnites came to the help of the Luca-
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nians ; Alexander defeated their combined forces near Paes-

tiim. He subdued the Daunians around Sipontum, and the

Messapians in the south-eastern peninsula ; he already com-

manded from sea to sea, and was on the point of arranging

with' the Romans a joint attack on the Samnites in their

native abodes. But successes so unexpected went beyond

the desires of the Tarentine merchants, and filled them with

alarm. War broke out between them and their captain,

who had come amongst them a hired mercenary and now
appeared desirous to found an Hellenic empire in the west

like his nephew in the east. Alexander had at first the ad-

vantage ; he wrested Heraclea from the Tarentines, restored

Thurii, and seems to have called upon the other Italian

Greeks to unite under his protection against the Tarentines,

V while he at the same time tried to bring about a peace be-

tween them and the Sabellian tribes. But his grand projects

found only feeble support among the degenerate and de-

sponding Greeks, and the forced change of sides alienated

from him his former Lucanian adherents : he fell at Posido-

nia by the hand of a Lucanian emigrant (422).*

On his death matters substantially reverted to

their old position. The Greek cities found themselves once

more isolated and once more left to protect themselves as

best they might by treaty or payment of tribute, or even

by extraneous aid ; Croton for instance repulsed the Bruttii

about 430 with the help of the Syracusans.
324. ^ ''

The Samnite tribes acquired renewed ascend-

ancy, and were able, without troubling themselves about the

Greeks, once niore to direct their thoughts towards Campa-

nia and Latium.

But there during the brief interval a prodigious change

had occurred. The Latin confederacy was broken and shat-

* It may not be supci-fluous to nientiou that our knowledge of Av-

cbidamus and Alexander is derived from Greek annalrf, and that the syn-

clu'onism between these and the Roman is in reference to the present

epoch only approximately established. We must beware, therefore, of

pursuing too far into detail the unraistakeable general connection be-

tween the events in the west and those in the east of Italy.

20*
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tered, the last resistance of the Volsci was overcome, the

province of Campania, the richest and finest in the penin-

sula, was in the undisputed and well-secured possession of

the Eomans, and the second city of Italy was a dependency

of Rome. While the Greeks and Samnites were contend-

ing wath each other, Rome had almost without a contest

raised herself to a position of power which no single peo-

ple in the peninsula possessed the means of shaking, and

which threatened to render all of them subject to her yoke.

A joint exertion on the part of the peoples who were not

severally a match for Rome might perhaps still burst the

chains, ere they became fastened completely. But the clear-

ness of perception, the courage, the self-sacrifice required

for such a coalition of numerous peoples and cities that had

hitherto been for the most part foes or at any rate strangers

to each other, were not to be found at all, or were found

only when it Avas already too late.

After the fall of the Etruscan power and the weakening

Coalition of ^^ ^^^"^ Greek republics, the Samnite ccnifederacy

o'^ainst^^"^
was beyond doubt, next to Rome, the most con-

Rome, siderable power in Italy, and at the same time

that which was most closely and immediately endangered

by Roman encroachments. To its lot therefore fell the

foremost place and the heaviest burden in the struggle for

freedom and nationality which the Italians had to wage

against Rome. It might reckon upon the assistance of the

small Sabellian tribes, the Vestini, Frentani, Marrucini, and

other smaller cantons, who dwelt in rustic seclusion amidst

their mountains, but were not deaf to the appeal of a kin-

dred stock calling them to take up arms in defence of their

common possessions. The assistance of the Campanian

Greeks and those of Magna Graecia (especially the Taren-

tines), and of the powerful Lueanians and Bruttians would

have been of greater importance ; but the negligence and

supineness of the demagogues ruling in Tarentum and the

entanglement of that city in the affairs of Sicily, the inter-

nal distractions of the Lucanian confederacy, and above all

the deep hostility that had subsisted for centuries between
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the Greeks of Lower Italy and their Lucanian oppressors,

scarcely permitted the hope that Tarentum and Lucania

tvould make common cause with the Samnites. From the

Marsi, who were the nearest neighbours of the Romans and

had long lived in peaceful relations with Rome, little more

could be expected than lukewarm sympathy or neutrality.

The Apulians, the ancient and bitter antagonists of the Sa-

bellians, were the natural allies of the Romans. On the

other hand it might be expected that the more remote

Etruscans would join the league if a first success were

gained ; and even a revolt in Latium and the land of the

Volsci and Hernici was not impossible. But the Samnites

—the Aetolians of Italy, in whom national vigour still

lived unimpaired—had mainly to rely on their own ener-

gies for such perseverance in the unequal struggle as would

give the other peoples time for a generous sense of shame,

for calm deliberation, and for the mustering of thei? forces

;

a single success might then kindle the flames of war and in-

surrection all around Rome. History cannot but do the

noble people the justice of acknowledging that they under-

stood and performed their duty.

Differences had already for several years existed be-

tween Rome and Samnium in consequence of
Outbreak of

. . . i . , i -i-.

war between the coutmual aggressions in which the Romans
and Rome. Indulged on the Liris, and of which the founding

of Fregellae in 426 was the most recent and

most important. But it was the Greeks of Campania that

gave occasion to the outbreak of the contest,

of campa- The twiii cities of Palaeopolis and Neapolis,

which seem to have been politically united and

to have ruled over the Greek islands in the bay, were the

only communities not yet reduced to subjection within the

Roman territory. The Tarentines and Samnites, informed

of the scheme of the Romans to obtain possession of these

towns, resolved to anticipate them ; and while the Taren-

tines were too remiss perhaps rather than too distant for the

execution of this plan, the Samnites actually threw a strong

garrison into Palaeopolis. The Romans immediately de-
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dared war nominally against the Palaeopolitans, really

against the Saninites (427), and began the siege

of Palaeopolis. After it had lasted a while, the

Campanian Greeks became weary of the disturbance of their

commerce and of the foreign garrison ; and the Romans,

whose whole efforts were directed to keep states of the sec-

ond and third rank by means of separate treaties aloof from

the coalition Avhich was about to be formed, hastened, as

soon as the Greeks consented to negotiate, to ofier them the

most favourable terms—full equality of rights and exemp-

tion from land service, equal alliance and perpetual peace.

Upon these conditions, after the Palaeopolitans had rid

, themselves of the garrison by stratagem, a treaty

was concluded (428k). '^ t^. C

The Sabcllian towns to the south of the Volturnus,

Nola, Nuceria, Herculaneum, and Pompeii, took part with

Samnium in the beginning of the war ; but their greatly

exposed situation and the machinations of the Romans

—

who endeavoured to bring over to their side the optimate

party in these towns by all the levers of artifice and self-

interest, and found a powerful support to their endeavours

in the precedent of Capua—induced these towns to declare

themselves either in favour of Rome or neutral not long

after the fall of Palaeopolis.

A still niore important success befel the Romans in Lu-

Aiiiiince bo-
f^"i^' There also the people with true instinct

twcen the ^y.^g jj^ favour of ioining the Samnites ; but, as
Komiuis and J o 7 j

Lucauians. jm. alliance with the Samnites involved peace

with Tai-entum and a large portion of the governing lords

of Lucania were not disposed to suspend their profitable

pillaging expeditions, the Romans succeeded in concluding

an alliance with Lucania—an alliance which was invaluable,

because it provided employment for the Tarentines and thus

left the whole power of Rome available against Samnium.

Thus Samnium stood on all sides unsupported; c:icept-

ing that some of the eastern mountain district:>

Smnium. sent their contingents. In the year 428 the war
*^^"

began within the Samnite land itself: aonie
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towns on the Campanian frontier, Bufrae (between Vena-

frum and Teaniim) and Allifac, were occupied by the Ro-

mans. In the following years the Roman armies penetrated,

Samnium, fighting and pillaging, as far as the territory of;

the Vestini, and even as flir as Apulia, where they were re-j

ceived with open arms ; everywhere they had very decided-!

\y the advantage. The courage of the Samnites was bro-

ken • they sent back the Roman prisoners, and along with

them the dead body of the leader of the war party, Brutu-

lus Papius, who had anticipated the Roman executioners,

when the Samnite national assembly determined to ask the

enemy for peace and to procure for themselves more toler-

able terms by the surrender of their bravest general. But

when the humble, almost suppliant, request was not listened

to by the Roman people (432), the Samnites,

under their new general Gavius Pontius, pre-

pared for the utmost and most desperate resistance. The

Roman army, which under the two consuls of the following

g^^
year (433), Spurius Postumius and Titus Vctu-

TheCaudine xxvls was encamped near Calatia (between Ca-
Passondtlie ^ ^

Caudine serta and Maddaloni), received accounts, con-

firmed by the affirmation of numerous captives,

that the Samnites had closely invested Luceria, and that

that important town, on which depended the possession of

Apulia, was in great danger. They broke up in haste. If

they wished to arj-ive in good time, no other route could be

taken than through the midst of the enemy's teri'itory—
where afterwards, in continuation of the Appian Way, a

Ronian road was constructed from Capua by way of Bene-

vcntuiu to Apulia. This route led, between the present

villages of Arpaja and Montesarchio,* through a watery

meadow, which was v/holly enclosed by high and steep

Tlio general position of the place is certain enough, for Caudium

ccriainly lay near Arpaja ; but it is more doubtful whether the valley be-

tween Arpiija and Montesarchio is meant, or that between Arienzo and

Arpaja, for the latter appears to have been since that time raised by

natural agencies at least one hundred paluL-j. I follow the current hy«

potliesis without undertaking to defend it.
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wooded hills and was only accessible through deep defiles

at the entrance and outlet. Here the Samnites had posted

themselves in ambush. The Romans, who had entered the

valley unopposed, found its outlet obstructed by abattis and

strongly occupied ; on marching back they saw that the en-

trance was similarly closed, while at the same time the

crests of the surrounding mountains were crowned by Sam-

nite cohorts. They perceived, when it was too late, that

they had suffered themselves to be misled by a stratagem,

and that the Samnites awaited them, not at Luceria, but in

the fatal pass of Caudiiim. They fought, but without hope

of success and without definite aim ; the Roman army was

totally unable to manoeuvre and was completely Vanquished

without a struggle. The Roman generals offered to capitu-

late. It is only a foolish rhetoric that represents the Sam-

nite general as shut up to the simple alternatives of dis-

missing or of slaughtering the Roman army ; he could not

have done better than accept the offered capitulation and

make prisoners of the hostile army—the whole force which

for the moment the Roman community could bring into

action—with both its commanders-in-chief In that case

the way to Campania and Latium would have stood open
;

and in the then existing state of feeling, when the Volsci

and Hernici and the larger portion of the Latins would

have received him with open arms, the political existence

of Rome would have been in serious danger. But instead

of taking this course and concluding a military convention,

Gavius Pontius thought that he could at once terminate the

whole quarrel by an equitable peace ; whether it was that

he shared that foolish longing of the confederates for peace,

to which Brutulus Papius had fallen a victim in the previ-

ous year, or whether it M'as that he was unable to prevent

the party which was tired of the war from spoiling his un-

exampled victory. The terms laid down were moderate

enough; Rome was to raze the fortresses which she had

constructed in defiance of the treaty—Calos and Fregellae

—and to renew her equal alliance with Samnium. After

the Roman generals had agreed to these terms and had
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given six hundred hostages chosen from the cavalry for

their faithful execution—besides pledging their own word

and that of all their staff-officers on oath to the same efibct

—the Roman army was dismissed uninjured, but disgraced

;

for the Samnite army, drunk with victory, could not resist

the desire to subject their hated enemies to the disgraceful

formality of laying down their arms and passing under the

yoke.

But the Roman senate, regardless of the oath of their
,

officers and of the fate of the hostages, cancelled the agree-/

ment, and contented themselves with surrendering to the

enemy those who had concluded it as personally responsible!

for its fulfilment. Impartial history can attach little im-i

portance to the question whether in so doing the casuistry

of Roman advocates and priests kept the letter of the law,

or whether the decree of the Roman senate violated it

;

under a human and political point of view no blame in tiiib

matter rests upon the Romans. It was a question of com-

parative indifference whether, according to the formal state

law of the Romans, the general in command was or was

not entitled to conclude peace without reserving its ratifica-

tion by the burgesses. According to the spirit and practice

of the constitution it was quite an established principle that

every state-agreement, not purely military, in Rome per- ,

tained to the province of the civil authorities, and a general
'

who concluded peace without the instructions of the senate

and the burgesses exceeded his powers. It was a greater

error on the part of the Sam.nite general to give the Roman
generals the choice between saving their firmy and exceed-

ing their powers, than it was on the part of the latter tliat

they had not the magnanimity absolutely to reject the sug-

gestion ; and it was right and necessary that the Roman
senate should reject such an agreement. A great nation;

does not surrender what it possesses except under the pres-i

sure of extreme necessity : all treaties making concessions!

are acknowledgments of such a necessity, not moral obliga-

tions. If every people justly reckons it a point of honour

to tear to pieces by force of arms treaties that are disgrace-
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ful, how could honour enjoin a patient adherence to a con-

vention like the Caudine to which an unfortunate general

was morally compelled, while the sting of the recent dis-

grace was keenly felt and the vigour of the nation subsisted

unimpaired?

Thus the convention of Caudium did not produce the

Victories of ^"^^^ which the enthusiasts for peace in Samnium
tbeKomans.

j^j^^j foolislily cxpcctcd from it, but only led- to

war after war with exasperation aggravated on either side

by the opportunity forfeited, by the breach of a solemn en-

gagement, by military lionour disgraced, and by comrades

that had been abandoned. The Roman officers given up

were not received by the Samnites, partly because they

were too magnanimous to wreak their vengeance on those

unfortunates, partly because they would thereby have ad-

mitted the Roman plea that the agreement bound only those

who swore to it, not the Roman state. Magnanimously

they spared even the hostages whose lives had been forfeit-

ed by the rules of war, and preferred to resort at once to

arms. Luceria was occupied by them and Fregellae siu-

prised and taken by assault (434) before the

Romans had reorganized their broken army
;

the junction of the Satricans with the Samnites shows what

they might have accomplished, had they not allowed their

advantage to slip through their hands. But Rome was only

momentarily paralyzed, not weakened ; full of shame and

indignation the Romans raised all the men and means they

could, and placed the highly experienced Lucius Papirius

Cursor, equally distinguished as a soldier and as a general,

at the head of the newly formed army. The army divided
;

the one half marched by Sabina and the Adriatic coast to

appear before Luceria, the other proceeded to the same

destination through Samnium itself, successfully engaging

and driving before it the Samnite army. They formed a

junction again under the walls of Luceria, the siege of

which was prosecuted with the greater zeal, because the

Roman equites lay in icaptivity there ; the Apulians, par-

ticularly the Arpani, lent the Romans important asisistance
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in the siege, especially by procuring supplies. After the

Saninites had given battle for the relief of the town and

been defeated, Luceria surrendered to the Ro-
319

mans (435). Papirius enjoyed the double satis-

faction of liberating his comrades who had been given up

for lost, and of retaliating the yoke of Caudium on the

Samnite garrison of Luceria. In the next years
319-317.

(435-437) the war was carried on * not so much

in Samnium itself as in the adjoining districts. In the first

place the Romans chastised the allies of the Samnites in the

Apulian and Frentanian territories, and concluded new con-

ventions with the Tcanenses of Apulia and the Canusini.

At the same time Satricum Avas again reduced to subjection

and severely punished for its revolt. Then the war turned

to Campania, where the Romans conquered the frontier

town towards Samnium, Saticula (perhaps S. Agata de'

Goti) (438). But now the fortune of war

seemed disposed once more to turn against

jjg
them. The Samnites gained over the Nucerians

(438), and soon afterwards the Nolans, to their

side ; on the upper Liris the Sorani of themselves expelled

the Roman garrison (439) ; the Ausonians were

preparing to rise, and threatened the important

Cales ; even in Capua the party opposed to Rome was vig-

orously stirring. A Samnite army advanced into Cam-
pania and encamped before the city, in the hope that its

presence might place the national party in the ascendant

gj_j
(440). But Sora was immediately attacked by
the Romans and recaptured after the defeat of a

Samnite r(!licving force (440). The movements
among the Ausonians v/cre suppressed with cruel rigour ere

the insurrection fairly broke out, and at the same time a

special dictator was nominated to institute . and decide

political processes against the leaders of the Samnite party

in Capua, so that the most illustrious of them died a volun-

oio .-,,,
* That a formal armistice for two years subsisted betwcec

518-317. '

Rome and Sammuni in dSG-^ST is more than improbable.
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tary death to escape from the Koman execu-

tioner (440). The Samnite army before Capua
was defeated and compelled to retreat from Campania ; the

Romans, following close at the heels of the enemy, crossed

the Matese and encamped in the winter of 440

before Bovianum, the capital of Samnium. Nola

was thus abandoned by its allies ; and the Eomans had the

sagacity to detach the town for ever from the Samnite party

by a very ftxvourable convention, similar to that concluded

with Neapolis (441). Fregellae, which after the

catastrophe of Caudium had fallen into the hands

of the party adverse to Rome and had been their chief

stronghold in the district on the Liris, finally fell in the

eighth year after its occupation by the Samnites

(441) ; two hundred of the citizens, the chiefs

of the national party, were conveyed to Rome, and there

openly beheaded in the Forum as an example and a warn-

ing to the patriots who were everywhere bestirring them-

selves.

Apulia and Campania were thus in the hands of the

^, „ Romans. In order finallv to secure and perma-
.
Isew for- " -I

tresses in ncntlv to Command the conquered tej'i'itory,
Apuhaand •' „,,..',.
Campania. several new fortresses were founded m it during

814-312. the years 440-442 : Luceria in Apulia, to which

on account of its isolated and exposed situation

half a legion was sent as a permanent garrison ; Pontiae

(the Ponza islands) for the securing of the Campanian

waters ; Saticula on the Campano-Samnite frontier, as a

bulwark against Samnium ; and lastly Interamna (near

Monte Cassino) and Suessa Aurunca (Sessa) on the road

I

from Rome to Capua. Garrisons moreover were sent to

I
Calatia, Sora, and other stations of military importance.

The great military road from Rome, to Capua, which with

the necessary embankment for it across the Pomptine

m.arshes the censor Appius Claudius caused to be construct-

ed in 442, completed the securing of Campania.

The designs of the Romans were more and more

fully developed; their object was the subjugation of Italy,
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which was enveloped more closely from year to year in a

network of Roman fortresses and roads. The Samnites

were already on both sides surrounded by the Roman
meshes ; already the line from Rome to Luceria severed

north and south Italy from eacii other, as the fortresses of

Cora and Norba had formerly severed the Volsci and

Aequi ; and Rome now rested on the Arpani, as it formerly

i-ested on the Hernici. The Italians could not but see that

the freedom of all of .them was gone if Samnium suc-

cumbed, and that 'it was high time at length to hasten with

all their might to the support of the brave mountain people

which had now for fifteen years singly sustained the unequal

struggle with the Romans.

The most natural allies of the Samnites would have

been the Tarentines ; but it was part of that

fionof the fatality that hung over Samnium and over Italy
aren mes.

.^^ general, that at this moment so fraught with

the destinies of the future the decision lay in the hands of

these Athenians of Italy. Since the constitution of Taren-

tuin, which was originally after the old Doric fashion strict-

ly aristocratic, had become changed to a complete democ-

racy, a life of singular activity had sprung up in that city,

which was inhabited chiefly by mariners, fishermen, and

artisans. The sentiments and conduct of the population,

more Avealthy than noble, discarded all earnestness amidst

the giddy bustle and brilliance of their daily life, and oscil-

lated between the grandest boldness of enterprise and ele-

vation of spirit on the one hand, and a shameful frivolity

and childish whim on the other. It may not be out of

place, in connection with a crisis wherein the existence or

'destruction of nations of noble gifts and ancient renown
was at stake, to mention that Plato, who came to Tarentum

some sixty years before this time, aecordincr to

his own statement saw the whole city drunk at

the Dionysia, and that the burlesque farce, or " merry

tragedy " as it was called, was created in Tarentum about

the very time of the great Samnite war. This licentious

life and bufibon poetry of the Tarentino fashionables and
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literati had a fitting counterpart in the inconstant, arrogant,

and short-sighted policy of the Tarentine demagogues, who
regularly meddled in matters with which they had nothing

to do, and kept aloof where their immediate interests called

for action. After the Caudine catastrophe, when the Ro-

mans and Samnitcs stood opposed in Apulia, they had sent

envoys thither to enjoin both parties to lay down their arms

(434). This diplomatic intervention in the de-

cisive struggle of the kalians could not ration-

ally have any other meaning than that of an announcement

that Tarentum had at length resolved to abandon the neu-

trality which it had hitherto maintained. It had in flict

sufficient reason to do so. It was no doubt a difficult and

dangerous thing for Tarentum to be entangled in such a

war ; for the democratic development of the state had di-

rected its energies entirely to the fleet, and while that fleet,

resting upon the strong commercial marine of Tarentum,

held the first rank among the maritime powers of Magna
Graecia, the land force, on which they were in the present

case dependent, consisted mainly of hired soldiers and was

sadly disorganized. Under these circumstances it was uo

light undertaking for the Tarentine republic to take part in

the conflict between Rome and Samnium, even apart from

the—at least troublesome—feud in which Roman policy had

contrived to involve them with the Lucanians. But these

obstacles might be surmounted by an energetic will ; and

both the contending parties construed the summons of the

Tarentine envoys that they should desist from the strife as

meant in earnest. The Samnites, as the weaker, showed

themselves ready to comply with it ; the Romans replied

by hoisting the signal for battle. Reason and honour dic-

tated to the Tarentines the propriety of now following u})

the haughty injunction of their envoys by a declaration of

war against Rome ; but in Tarentum neither reason nor

honour characterized the government, and they had s.mply

been trifling in a very childish fashion with very serious

hnatters. No declaration of war against Rome took place;

in its stead they preferred to support the oligarchical party
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in tlie Sicilian towns against Agathocles of Syracuse who
had at a former period been in the Tarentine service and

had been dismissed in disgrace, and following the example

of Sparta, they sent a fleet to the island—a fleet which

w'ould have rendered better service in the Cain-
314

. , \
panian seas (440).

The peoples of northern and central Italy, who seem to

, have been roused especially by the establishment
Accession of "

. n . ^

theEtrus- 01 the lortress of Luceria, acted with more
cans to the ^, _, r , ^ ,i i
coalition. energy. iJie iitruscans hrst drew the sword

sii. 351. (443), the armistice of 403 having already exr

pired some years before. The Roman frontier-

fortress of Sutrium had to sustain a two years' siege, ai'fl

in the hot conflicts which took place under its walls tliu

Romans as a rule were worsted, till the consul of the year

444 Quintus Fabius Rullianus, a leader who had
310. , ^ . . , CI . 1

gained experience m the feammte wars, not only

restored the ascendancy of the Roman arms in Roman
Etruria, but boldly penetrated into the land of the Etrus-

cans proper, Avhich had hitherto from diversity of language

and scanty means of communication remained almost un-

known to the Romans. Eis march through the Ciminian

forest which no Roman army had yet traversed, and his

pillaging of a rich region that had long been spared the hor-

rors of war, raised all Etruria in arms. The Roman gov-

ernment, which had seriously disapproved the rash expedi-

tion and had when too late forbidden the daring leader from

crossing tJie frontier, collected in the greatest haste new
legions, in order to meet the expected onslaught of the

Victory at
whole Etruscan power. But a seasonable and

the Vadi- dccislve victory of Rullianus, the battle at the

lake. Vadimoiiian lake which long lived in the mem-
ory of the people, converted an imprudent enterprise into a

celebrated feat of heroism and broke the resistance of tbc

Etruscans. Unlike, the Samnites who had now for eighteen

years maintained the unequal struggle, three of the most

powerful Etruscan towns—Perusia, Cortona, and Arretium

—consented after the first defeat to a separate peace for
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three hundred months (444), and after the Ro-

mans had once more beaten the other Etruscans

near Perusia in the following year, the Tarquinienses also

agreed to a peace of four hundred months (446)

;

whereupon the other cities desisted from the

contest, and a temporary cessation of arms took place

throughout Etruria.

While these events were passing, the war had not been

3JI
suspended in Samnium. The campaign of 443

liast cam- ^yg^g confined like the precedin<x to the besieging
paigns in x o o o
Samnium. and storming of several strongholds of the Sam-

nites ; but in the next year the war took a more vigorous

turn. The dangerous position of Rullianus in Etruria, and

the reports which spread as to the annihilation of the Roman
army in the north, encouraged the Samnites to new exer-

tions ; the Roman consul Gains Marcius Rutilus was van-

quished by them and severely wounded in person. But the

sudden change in the aspect of matters in Etruria destroyed

their newly kindled hopes, Lucius Papirius Cursor again

appeared at the head of the Roman troops sent against the

Samnites, and again remained the victor in a great and de-

cisive battle (445), in which the confederates had

put forth their last energies. The flower of

their army—the wearers of the striped tunics and golden

shields, and the wearers of the white tunics and silver

shields—were there extirpated, and their splendid equip-

inents thenceforth on festal occasions decorated the rows of

shops along the Roman Eorum. Their distress was ever

increasing ; the struggle was becoming ever more hopeless.

In the following year (446) the Etjuiscans laid

down their arms ; and in the same year the last

town of Cammiiia which still adhered to the Samnites,

Nuceria, simultaneously assailed on the part of the Romans
by water and by land, surrendered under favourable condi-

tions. The Samnites found new allies in the Umbrians of

northern, and in the Marsi and Paeligni of central, Italy, and

numerous volunteers from the Ilernici joined their ranks
;

but movements which might have decidedly turned the scale
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against Kome, had the Etruscans still remained under arms,

now simply augmented the results of the Koman victory

without seriously adding to its difficulties. The Umbrians,

who threatened to march on Rome, were intercepted by
Rullianus with the army of Samnium on the upper Tiber

—

a step which the enfeebled Samnites were unable to pre-

vent ; and this sufficed to disperse the Umbrian levies.

The war once more returned to central Italy. The Paeligni

were conquered, as were also the Marsi ; and, though the

other Sabellian tribes remained nominally foes of Eome, in

this quarter Samnium gradually came to stand practically

alone. But unexpected assistance came to them from the

district of the Tiber. The confederacy of the Hernici,

called by the Romans to account for their countrymen dis-

covered among the Samnite captives, now declared war
against Rome (in 448)—more doubtless from

despair than from calculation. Some of the

more considerable of the Hernican communities from the

first kept aloof from hostilities ; but Anagnia, by far the

most eminent of the Hernican cities, carried out this decla-

ration of war. In a military point of view the position of

the Romans was undoubtedly rendered for the moment
highly critical by this unexpected rising in the rear of the

army occupied with the siege of the strongholds of Sam-
nium. Once more the fortune of war favoured the Sam-
nites ; Sora and Calatia fell into their hands. But the

Anagnines succumbed with unexpected rapidity before

troops despatched from Rome, and these troops also gave

seasonable relief to the army stationed in Samnium : all

was once more lost. The Samnites sued for peace, but in

vain ; they could not yet come to terms. The final decision

was reserved for the campaign of 449. Two
Roman consular armies penetrated—the one,

under Tiberius Minucius and after his fall under Marcus

Fulvius, from Campania through the mountain passes, the

other, under Lucius Postumius, from the Adriatic upwards

by Biferno—into Samnium, there to unite in front of Bovi-

anum the capital ; a decisive victory was achieved, the Sam-
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iiite genei'al Statius Gellius was taken prisoner, and Bo-

vianum was carried by storm. The faU of the chief strong-

hold of the land terminated the twenty-two years' war.

Peace with ^^^ Samiiitcs withdrew their garrisons from
Bamnium,

^qxo, and Arpinum, and sent envoys to Rome to

sue for peace ; the Sabellian tribes, the Marsi, Marrucini,

Paeligni, Frentani, Vestini, and Picentes followed their ex-

ample. The terms granted by Rome were tolerable ; ces-

sions of territory were required from some of them, from

the Paeligni for instance, but they do not seem to have been

of much impoi'tance. The equal alliance was renewed be-

tween the Sabellian tribes and the Tlemans

(450).

Probably about the same time, and in consequence

and with doubtlcss of the Samnite peace, peace was also

Tarentum. made between Rome and Tarentum. The two

cities had not indeed directly opposed each other in the

field. The Tarentines had been inactive spectators of the

long contest between Rome and Samnium from its begin-

ning to its close, and had only kept up hostilities in league

with the Sallentines against the Lucanians who were allies

of Rome. In the last years of the Samnite war no doubt

they had shown some signs of more energetic action. The

position of embarrassment to which the ceaseless attacks of

the Lucanians reduced them on the one hand, and on the

other hand the feeling ever obtruding itself on them more

urgently that the complete subjugation of Samnium would

endanger their own independence, induced them, notwith-

standing their unsatisfactory experience under Alexander,

once more to entrust themselves to a condottiere. There

came at their call the Spartan prince Cleonymus, accompa-

nied by five thousand mercenaries ; with whom he united a

band equtilly numerous raised in Italy, as well as the con-

tingents of the Messapians and of the smaller Greek towns,

and above all the Tarentine civic army of twenty-two thou-

sand men. At the head of this considerable force he com-

pelled the Lucanians to malie peace with Tarentum and to

install a government of Samnite tendencies ; in return for
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which Metapontum was abandoned to them. The Samnites

were still in arms when this occurred ; there was nothing

to prevent the Spartan from coming to their aid and casting

the weight of his numerous army and his military skill into

the scale in favour of freedom for the cities and peoples of

Italy. But Tarentum did not act as Rome would in similar

circumstances have acted ; and prince Cleonymus himself

was far from being an Alexander or a Pyrrhus. He was in

no hurry to undertake a war in which he might expect more
blows than booty, but preferred to make common cause

with the Lucanians against Metapontum, and m.ade himself,

comfortable in that city, while he talked of an expedition

against Agathocles of Syracuse and of liberating the Sicilian

Greeks. Thereupon the Samnites made peace ; and when
after its conclusion Rome began to concern herself more
seriously about the south-east of the peninsula—in token

of which in the year 447 a Roman force levied
307.

"^

contributions, or rather reconnoitred by order

of the government, in the territory of the Sallentines—the

Spartan condottlcre embarked with his mercenaries and sur-

prised the island of Corcyra, which was admirably situated

as a basis for piratical expeditions against Greece and Italy.

Thus abandoned by their general, and at the same time de-

prived of their allies in central Italy, the Tarcntines and

their Italian allies, the Lucanians and Sallentines, had now
no course left but to solicit an accommodation with Rome,
which appears to have been granted on moderate terms.

Soon afterwards (451) even an incursion of
303.

Cleonymus, who had landed in the Sallentine

territory and laid siege to Uria, was repulsed by the inhabi-

tants with Roman aid.

The victory of Rome was complete; and she turned it

to full account. It was not fi'om magnanimity
Coasolida- . / i -r. ^ -i

tiwiofthe in the conquerors—lor the Romans knew notii-

in central ing of the sort—but from wise and far-seeing;

^°'
^ calculation that terms so moderate w^erc granted

j

to the Samnites, the Tarcntines, and the more distant pe(vj

pies generally. The first and main object was not so much!

21
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to compel southern Italy at once formally to recognize the

Roman supremacy, as to supplement and complete the sub-

jugation of central Italy, for which the way had been pre-

'pared by the military roads and fortresses already estab-

lished in Campania and Apulia during the last war, and by

that means to separate the northern and southern Italians

into two masses cut off in a military point of view from

direct contact with each other. To this object accordingly

the next undertakings of the Romans were with consistent

energy directed. Above all they embraced the welcome

opportunity of dissolving the Hernican league, and thereby

annihilating the last remnant of the old confederacies that

competed with the isolated Roman power in the district of

the Tiber. The fate of Anagnia and the other small Herni-

can communities which had taken part in the last stage of

the Samnite war was, as might be expected, far harder than

that which had under similar circumstances been meted out

to the Latin communities in the previous generation. They

all lost their autonomy and had to rest content with the

citizenship without suffrage of Rome ; out of a portion of

their territory on the upper Trerus (Sacco), moreover, a

new tribe was instituted, and another was formed at the

same time on the lower Anio (455). The only

regret was that the three Hernican communities

next in importance to Anagnia, Aletrium, Verulae, and

Ferentinum, had not also revolted ; for, as they courteously

declined the suggestion that they should voluntarily enter

into the bond of Roman citizenship and there existed no

pretext for compelling them to do so, the Romans were

obliged not only to respect their autonomy, but also to

allow to them even the right of assembly and of intermar-

riage, and in this way still to leave a shadow of the old

Hernican confederacy. No such considerations fettered

their action in that portion of the Volscian country which

had hitherto been held by the Samnites. There Arpinum

became subject, Frusino was deprived of a third of its do-

main, and on the upper Liris in addition to Frcgellae the

Volscian town of Sora, which had previously been garri-
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soned, was now permanently converted into a Roman for

tress and occupied by a legion of 4,000 men. In this way
the old Volscian territory was completely subdued, and be-

came rapidly Romanized. The region which separated

Samriium from Etruria was penetrated by two militar}'

roads, both of which were secured by new fortresses. The
northern road, which afterwards became the Flaminian,

covered the line of the Tiber ; it led through Ocriculum,

which was in alliance with Rome, to Narnia, the name
which the Romans gave to the old Umbrian fortress Nequi-

num when they settled a military colony there

(455). The southern, afterwards the Valerian,

ran along the Fucine lake by way of Carsioli and Alba,

both of which places likewise received colonies
303-301

(451-453) ; Alba in particular, importaiit as

the key of the Marsian land, received a garrison of 6,000

men. The small tribes within whose bounds these colonies

were instituted, the Umbrians who obstinately defended

Nequinum, the Aequians who assailed Alba, and the Mar-

sians who attacked Carsioli, could not arrest the course of

Rome : the two strong curb-fortresses were inserted almost

without hindrance between Samnium and Etruria. We
have already mentioned the great roads and fortresses insti-

tuted for permanently securing Apulia and above all Cam-

pania : by their means Samnium was further surrounded on

the cast and west with the net of Roman strongholds. It is

a significant token of the comparative weakness of Etruria

that it was not deemed necessary to secure the defiles of the

Ciminian forest in a similar mode—by a highway and corre-

sponding fortresses. The former frontier fortress of Su-

trium continued to be in this quarter the terminus of the

Roman military line, and the Romans contented themselves

with having the road leading thence to Arretium kept in a

serviceable state for military purposes by the communities

through whose territories it passed.*

* The operations in the campaign of 537, and still more plainly the

formation of the highway from Arretium to Bononia in 507, show that the

road from Rome to Arretium had already been rendered serviceable
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The high-spirited Samnite nation perceived that such a

peace was more ruinous than the most destructive

outbreak of War; and, what was more, it acted accordingly.

Etruscan The Cclts in northern Italy were just beginning

to bestir themselves again after a long suspen-

sion of warfare ; moreover several Etruscan communities

there were still in arms against the Romans, and brief

ftrmistices alternated in that quarter with furious but inde-

cisive conflicts. All central Italy was still in ferment and

partly in open insurrection ; the fortresses were still only

in course of construction ; the way between Etruria and

Samnium was not yet completely closed. Perhaps it was

not yet too late to save freedom ; but, if so, there must be

no delay ; the difficulty of attack increased, the power of

the assailants diminished with every year by which the

peace was prolonged. Five years had scarce elapsed since

the contest ended, and all the wounds must still have been

bleeding which the twenty-two years' war had inflicted on

the rural communes of Samnium, when in the
298.

year 456 the Samnite confederacy renewed the

struggle. The last war had been decided in favour of Rome
mainly through the alliance of Lucania with the Romans
and the consequent standing aloof of Tarentum. The Sam-

nitcs, profiting by that lesson, now threw themselves in the

first instance with all their might on the Lucanians, and suc-

ceeded in bringing their party in that quarter to the helm

of affairs, and in concluding an alliance between Samnium
and Lucania. Of course the Romans immediately declared

war ; the Samnites had expected no other issue. It is a

significant indication of the state of feeling, that the Sam-

nite government informed the Roman envoys that it was

before that time. But it cannot at that period have been a Koinan mil-

^-. itary road, because, judging from its later appellation of tlie

" Cassian way," it. cannot have been constructed as a via

eonsidaris earlier than 583 ; no Cassiau appears in the Eoman consular
1S7. 171. Fasti between Spurius Cassius, consul in 252, 261, and 268

..- * — who of course is out of the queslion— and Gaius Cassiua

171. Longuius, consul i\\ 583.
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not able to guarantee their inviolability, if they should set

^oot on Samnite ground.

The war- thus began anew (456), and while a second

army was fighting in Etruria, the main Roman.;
'

army traversed Samnium and compelled the;

Lucanians to make peace and send hostages to Rome. The'

following year both consuls were able to proceed to Sam-

nium ; Rullianus conquered at Tifernum, his faithful com-

rade in arms, Publius Decius Mus, at Maleventum, and for

five months two Roman armies encamped in the land of the

enemy. They were enabled to do so, because the Tuscan

states had on their own behalf entered into negotiations for

peace with Rome. The Samnites, who from the beginning

could not but see that their only chance of victory lay in

the combination of all Italy against Rome, exerted them-

selves to the utmost to prevent the threatened separate

peace between Etruria and Rome ; and when at last their

general, Gellius Egnatius, offered to render aid to the Etrus-

cans in their own country, the Etruscan federal council in

reality agi^eed to hold out and once more to appeal to the

decision of arms. Samnium made the most
Junction of . ^ i , . . i

the troops cncrgetic eiiorts to place three armies smiulta-

tionin " ' ncously iu the field, the first destined for the
^^'^-

defence of its own territory, the second for an

invasion of Campania, the third and most numerous for

Etruria : and in the year 458 the last, led by
29G. .

'

Egnatius himself, actually reached Etruria in

safety through the Marsian and Umbrian territories, with

whose inhabitants there was an understanding. Meanwhile

the Romans were capturing some strong places in Samnium

and breaking the influence of the Samnite party in Lucania

;

they were not aware in time to prevent the departure of the

army led by Egnatius. When information reached Rome
that the Samnites had succeeded in frustrating all the enor-

mous efforts made to sever the northern from the southern

Italians, that the arrival of the Samnite bands in Etruria

had become the signal of an almost universal rising against

Rome, and that the Etruscan communities were l;i1x)urinf>
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with the utmost zeal to get theii- own forces ready for war
and to take into their pay Gallic bands ; every nerve was
strained also in Rome ; the freedmen and the married were
formed into cohorts—it was felt on all hands that the deci-

29Q
sive crisis was near. The year 458 however

passed away, apparently, in armings and march-

ings, For the following year (459) the Romans
placed their two best generals, Publius Decius Mus and the

aged Quintus Fabius Rullianus, at the head of their army
in Etmria, which was reinforced with all the troops that

could be spared from Campania, and amounted to at least

60,000 men, of whom more than a third were full burgesses

of Rome. Besides this, two reserves were formed, the first

at Falerii, the second under the walls of the capital. The

rendezvous of the Italians was Umbria, towards which the

roads from the Gallic, Etruscan, and Sabellian territories

converged ; towards Umbria the consuls also moved off

their main force, partly along the left^ partly along the

right bank of the Tiber, while at the same time the first

reserve made a movement towards Etruria, in order if pos-

sible to recall the Etruscan troops from the main scene of

action for the defence of their homes. The first engage-

ment did not prove fortunate for the Romans ; their ad-

vanced guard was defeated by the combined Gauls and

Samnites in the district of Chiusi. But the diversion ac-

complished its object. Less magnanimous than the Sam-

nites, who had marched through the ruins of their towns

that they might not be absent from the chosen field of bat-

tle, a great part of the Etruscan contingents withdrew from

the federal army on the news of the advance of the Roman
reserve into Etruria, and its ranks were greatly thinned

when the decisive battle came to be fought on the eastern

declivity of the Apennines near Sentinum.

Nevertheless it was a hotly contested day. On the

Battle of i"ight wing of the Romans, where Rullianus with
sentinum.

|-jjg ^^y^ Jeglons fought agaiust the Samnite army,

the conflict remained long undecided. On the left, which

Publius Decius commanded, the Roman cavalry was thrown
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into confusion by the Gallic war chariots, and the legions

also already began to give way. Then the consul called to

him Marcus Livius the priest, and bade him devote to'the

infernal gods both the head of the Eoman general and the

army of the enemy ; and plunging into the thickest throng

of the Gauls he sought death and found it. This heroic

deed of despair in so distinguished a man and so beloved a

general was not in vain. The fugitive soldiers rallied ; the

bravest threw themselves after their leader into the hostile

ranks, to avenge him or to die with him ; and just at the

right moment the consular Lucius Scipio, despatched by
Kullianus, appeared with the Roman reserve on the im-

perilled left wing. The admirable Campanian cavalry,

which fell on the flank and rear of the Gauls, turned the

scale ; the Gauls fled, and at length the Samnites also gave

way, their general Egnatius falling at the gate of the camp.

Nine thousand Romans strewed the field of battle ; but

dearly as the victory was purchased, it was worthy of such

a sacrifice. The army of the coalition was dissolved, and\

with it the coalition itself; Umbria remained in the power

i

of the Romans, the Gauls dispersed, the remnant of the-

Samnites still in compact order retreated homeward through
j

the Abruzzi. Campania, which the Samnites had overrun

during the Etruscan war, was after its close re-occupied

with little difficulty by the Romans. Etruria sued for

peace in the following year (460) ; Volsinii,

Perusia, Arretium, and in general all the towns

that had joined the league against Rome, promised a cessa-

tion of hostilities for four hundred months.

But the Samnites were of a different mind ; they pre-

pared for their hopeless resistance with the

giesofSam- couragB of free men, which shames fate if it

may not overrule it. When the two consular

204. armies advanced into Samnium, in the year 460,

they encountered everywhere the most desperate

resistance ; in fact Marcus Atilius was discomfited near

Luceria, and the Samnites were able to penetrate into Cam-

pania and to lay waste the territory of the Roman colony
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Interamna on the Liris, In the ensuing year Lucius Pa-

pirius Cursor, the son of the hero of the first Samnite war,

and Spurius Carvilius, gave battle on a great scale near

Aquilonia to the Samnite army, the flower of which—the

16,000 in white tunics—had sworn a sacred oath to prefer

death to flight. Inexorable destiny, however, heeds neither

the oaths nor the supplications of despair ; the Romans con-

quered and stormed the strongholds where the Samnites had

sought refuge for themselves and their property. Even

after this great defeat the confederates still for years resist-

ed the ever-increasing superiority of the enemy with un-

paralleled perseverance in their fivstnesses and mountains,

and still achieved various isolated advantages. The ex-

perienced arm of the old Kuiiianus was once more called

into the field against them (462), and Gavins

Pontius, a son perhaps of the victor of Cau-

dium, even gained for his nation a last victory, which the

Romans meanly enough avenged by causing him when sub-

sequently taken to be executed in prison (463).

But there was no further symptom of move-

ment in Italy ; for the war, which Falerii began
2S3.

jj-^ A(S\, scarcely deserves such a name. The

Samnites doubtless turned with longing eyes towards Taren-

tum, Avhich alone was still in a position to grant them aid

;

but it held aloof. The same causes as before occasioned its

inaction—internal misgovcrnment, and the passing over of

the Lucanians once more to the Roman party in the year

456 ; to which fell to be added a not unfounded
298.

apprehension of Agathocles of Syracuse, who

just at that time had reached the height of his power and

began to turn his views towards Italy. About

455 the latter established himself in Coreyra

whence Cleonymus had been expelled by Demetrius Poli-

orcetes, and iiow threatened the Tarentines from the Adriatic

as well as from the Ionian sea. The cession of the island

to king Pyrrhus of Epirus in 459 certainly re-

moved to a great extent the apprehensions

which they had cherished ; but the affairs of Corcyra con-
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tinned to occupy the Tarentines—in the year

4C4, for instance, they helped to protect Pyr-

rhus in possession of the island against Denaetrius—and in

'ike manner Agathocles did not cease to give the Tarentmes

uneasiness by his Italian policy. When he died

(465) and with him the power of the Syracusans

in Italy went to wreck, it was too late ; Samnium, weary

of the thirty-seven years' war, had concluded* peace in the

previous year (464) with the Roman consul

Manius Curius Dcntatus, and had in form re-

newed its league with Rome. On this occasion, as in the

peace of 450, no disgraceful or destructive con-

ditions wore imposed on the brave people byi

the Romans ; no cessions even of territory seem to have'

taken place. The political sagacity of Rome preferred to

follow the path which it had hitherto pursued, and to attach

in the first place the Campanian and Adriatic coast more

and more securely to Rome before proceeding to the direct

conquest of the interior. Campania, indeed, had been long

in subjection ; but the far-seeing policy of Rome found it

needful, in order to secure the Campanian coast, to establish

two coast-fortresses there, Minturnae and Sinu-
295.

cssa (459), the new burgesses of which were

admitted according to the settled rule in the case of mari-

time colonies to* the full citizenship of Rome. With still

greater energy the extension of the Roman rule was prose-

cuted in central Italy. There the whole of the Sabines after

a brief and feeble resistance were forced to become subjects

of Rome (464), and the strong fortress of

Hatria was established in the Abruzzi, not far

289. from the coast (465). Bvit the most important

291. colony of all was that of Venusia (463), whither

the unprecedented number of 20,000 colonists

was conducted. That city, founded at the boundary of

Samnium, Apulia, and Lucania, on the great road between

Tarcntum and Samnimh, in an uncommonly strong posi-

tion, was destined as a curb to keep in check the surround-

ing tribes, and above all to interrupt the communications

21*
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between the two most powerful enemies of Rome in south-

ern Italy. Beyond doubt at the Stame time the southern

highway, which Appius Claudius had carried to Capua, was

prolonged thence to Venusia. Thus the compact Roman
domain at the close of the Samnite wars extended on the

north f-o the Ciminian forest, on the east to the Abruzzi, on

the south to Capua, while the two advanced posts, Luceria

and Venusia,^stablished towards the east and south on the

lines of communication of their opponents, isolated them

on every side. Rome was no longer merely the first, but

was already the ruling power in the peninsula, when towards

the end of the fifth century of the city those nations, which

had been raised to supremacy in their respective lands by

the favour of the gods and by their own capacity, began to

come into contact in council and on the battle-field ; and, as

at Olympia the preliminary victors girt themselves for a

second and more serious struggle, so on the larger arena of

the nations, Carthage, Macedonia, and Rome now prepared

for the final and decisive contest. ,



CHAPTER VII.

STRUGGLE BETWEEN PYRRHUS AND ROME, AND UNION OF

ITAJiJ.

After Rome had acquired the undisputed mastery of

Relations ^he world, the Greeks were wont to annoy their

easrand
^^^ Roman masters by the assertion that Rome was

west indebted for her greatness to the fever of which

Alexander of Macedon died at Babylon on the 11th of

June, 431. As it was not very agreeable for

them to reflect on the actual past, they were

fond of allowing their thoughts to dwell on what might

have happened, had the great king turned his arms—as was

said to have been his intention at the time of his death

—

towards the west and contested the Carthaginian supremacy

by sea with his fleet, and the Roman supremacy by land

with his phalanxes. It is not impossible that Alexander

may have cherished such thoughts ; nor is it necessary to

resort for an explanation of their origin to the mere difli-

culty which an autocrat, who is fond of war and is^well pro-

vided with soldiers and ships, experiences in setting limits

to his warlike career. It was an enterprise worthy of a

great Greek king to protect the Siceliots against Carthage

and the Tarentines against Rome, and to put an end to

piracy on either sea ; and the Italian embassies from the

Bruttians, Lucanians, and Etruscans,* that along with nu-

* The story that the Romans also sent envoys to Alcxaiader at Baby-

lon rests on the testhnony of Clitarchus (Plin. llisL Nat. iii. 5, 57), from

whom the other authorities who mention the fact (Aristug and Asciepia-

des, ap. Arrian, vii. 15, 5 ; Memnon, c. 25), doubtless derived it. Clitar-

chus certainly was contemporary with these events ; nevcrtlielcss, his Life

of Alexander was decidedly a historical romance rather than a history .
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merous others made their appearance at Babylon, afforded

him sufficient opportunities of becoming acquainted with

the circumstances of the peninsula and of entering into re-

lations with it. Carthage with its many connections in the

east could not but attract the attention of the mighty mon-

arch, and it was probably one of his designs to convert the

nominal sovereignty of the Persian king over the Tyrlan

colony into a real one : the appreheiisions of the Carthagin-

ians are shown by the Phoenician spy in the retinue of

Alexander. Whether, however, these ideas were dreams

or actual projects, the king died without having interfered

in the affairs of the west, and his ideas were buried with

him. For a few brief years a Greek ruler had held in his

hand the whole intellectual vigour of the Hellenic race

combined with the whole material resources of the east.

On his death the work to which his life had been devoted

—

the establishment of Hellenism in the east—was by no

means undone ; but his empire had barely been united when

it was again dismembered, and, amidst the constant quar-

rels of the different states that were formed out of its ruins,

the object of world-wide interest which they were destined

to promote—the diffusion of Greek culture in the east

—

though not abandoned, was prosecuted on a feeble and

stunted scale. Under such circumstances, neither the Greek

nor the Asiatico-Egyptian states could think of acquiring a

footing iu the west or of turning their efforts against the

Romans or the Carthaginians. The eastern and western

state-systems subsisted side by side for a time without

crossing, politically, each other's path ; and Rome in par-

ticular remained substantially aloof from the quarrels of

Alexander's successors. The only relations established

with them were of a mercantile kind ; as in the instance of

tind, looking to tlic silence of tbc trustworthy biographers (Arrian, I. c;

Liv. ix. 18) and the utterly romaatic details of the account—which re-

pi-esents the Eomans, for instance, as delivering to Alexander a chaplet

of gold, and the latter as prophesying the future greatness of Rome—
we cannot but set down the story as one of the many embellishmenis

which Clitarchus hitroduccd into the history.
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the free state of Rhodes, the leading representative of the

policy of commercial neutrality in Greece and in conse-

quence the universal medium of intercourse in an age of

perpetual wars, which about 448 concluded a

treaty with Rome—a commercial convention of

course, such as was natural between a mercantile people

and the masters of the Caerite and Campanian coasts.

Even in the supply of mercenaries from Hellas, the univer-

sal recruiting field of those times, to Italy, and to Taren-

tum in particular, political relations—such as subsisted, for

instance, between Tarentum and Sparta its mother-city—ex-

ercised but a very subordinate influence. In general the

raising of mercenaries v/as simply a matter of traffic, and

Sparta, although it regularly supplied the Tarentines with

captains for their Italian wars, was by that course as little

involved in hostilities with the Italians, as in the North
American war of independence the German states were in-

volved in hostilities with the Union, to whose opponents

they sold the services of tlieir subjects.

Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, was himself simj)ly a military

adventurer. He was none the less a soldier of

oai position fortuuc that he traced back his pedigree to
yn 1U8.

^gr^cug and Achilles, and that, had he been more
peacefully disposed, he might have lived and died as the
" king " of a small mountain tribe under the supremacy of

Macedon or perhaps in isolated independence. He has

been compared to Alexander of Macedon ; and certainly

the idea of foimding an Hellenic empire of the west—which

would have been based on Epirus, Magna Graecia, and

Sicily, would have commanded both the Italian f?eas, and

would have reduced Rome and Carthage to the rank of bar-

bajian peoples bordering on the Hellenistic state-system,

like the Celts and the Indians—was analogous in greatness

and boldness to the ided which led the Macedonian king

over the Hellespont. But it was not the mere difference

of issue that formed the distinction between the expedition

to the east and that to the west. Alexander with his Mace-
donian army, in which the stafl" especially was excellent,
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could fully make head against the great king ; but the king

of Epirus, which bore somewhat the same proportion to

Macedon as Hesse lately bore to Prussia, could only raise

an army worthy of the name by means of mercenaries and

of alliances based on accidental political combinations.

Alexander made his appearance in the Persian empire as a

conqueror ; Pyrrhus appeared in Italy as the general of a

coalition of secondary states. Alexander left his heredi-

tary dominions completely secured by the unconditional

subjection of" Greece, and by the strong army that re-

mained behind under Antipater ; Pyrrhus tiad no security

for the integrity of his native dominions but the word of a

doubtful neighbour. In the case of both conquerors, if

their plans should be crowned with success, their native

country would necessarily cease to be the centre of their

new empire ; but it was far more practicable to transfer the

seat of the Macedonian military monarchy to Babylon than

to found a soldier-dynasty in Tarentum or Syracuse. The

democracy of the Greek republics—perpetual agony though

it was—could not be at all coerced into the stiff' forms of a

military state ; Philip had good reason for not incorporat-

ing the Greek republics with his empire. In the east no

national resistance was to be expected ; ruling and subject

races had long lived there side by side, and a change of des-

pot was a matter of indifference or even of satisfaction to

the mass of the population. In the west the Romans, the

Samnites, the Carthaginians, might be vanquished ; but no

conqueror could have transformed the Italians into Egyp-

tian fellahs, or rendered the Roman farmers tributaries of

Hellenic barons. Whatever we take into view—whether

their own power, their allies, or the resources of their an-

tagonists—in all points the plan of the Macedonian appears

as a feasible, that of the Epirot as an impracticable, enter-

prise ; the former as the completion Of a great historical

task, the latter as a remarkable blunder ; the former as the

foundation of a new system of states and of a new phase

of civilization, the latter as a mere episode in history. The

work of Alexander outlived him, although its creator met
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an untimely death ; Pyrrhus witnessed with his own eyes

the wreck of all his plans, ere death called him away. Both

had natures great and enterprising, but Pyrrhus was only

the foremost general, Alexander was eminently the most
gifted statesman, of his time ; and, if it is insight into whr.t

is and what is not possible that distinguishes the hero from

the adventurer, Pyrrhus must be numbered among the lat-

ter class, and may as little be placed on a parallel with his

greater relative as the Constable of Bourbon may be put in

comparison with Louis the Eleventh.

And yet a wondrous charm attaches to the name of the

Epirot—a peculiar sympathy, evoked certainly in some de-

gree by his chivalrous and amiable character, but still more
by the circumstance that he was the first Gtteek that met
the Romans in battle. With him began those direct relar

tions between Rome and Hellas, on which the v/hole subse-

quent development of ancient, and an essential part of niuL'.-

ern, civilization are based. The struggle between phalanxes

and cohorts, between a mercenary army and a militia, be-

tween military monarchy and senatorial government, be-

tween individual talent and national vigour—this struggle

between Rome and Hellenism was first fought out in the

battles between Pyrrhus and the Roman generals ; and

though the defeated party often afterwards appealed anew

to the arbitration of arms, every succeeding day of battle

simply confirmed the decision. But while the Greeks were

beaten in the battle-field as well as in the senate-hall, their

superiority was none the less decided on every other field

of rivalry than that of politics ; and these very struggles

already betokened that the victory of Rome over the Hel-

lenes would be different from her victories over Gauls and

Phoenicians, and that the charm of Aphrodite only begins

to work when the lance is broken and the helmet and shield

are laid aside.

King Pyrrhus was the son of Aeacides, ruler of the Mo-

ciiaraoter
lossians (about Janina), who, spared as a kins-

and earlier j^an and faithful vassal bv Alexander, had been
history ot

, i i i /. -»

r

Pyrihus. iiftor his death drawn into the whirlpool of Ma-
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cedonian family-politics, and lost in it first his

313. kingdom and then his life (441). His son, then

six years of age, was saved by Glaucias the

ruler of the Illyrian Taulantii, and in the course of the con-

flicts for the possession of Macedonia he was, when still a

boy, restored by Demetrius Poliorcetes to his

hereditary principality (447)—but only to lose

it again after a few years through the influence of the oppo-

site party (about 452), and to begin his military

career as an exiled prince in the train of the

Macedonian generals. Soon his peculiar genius asserted

itself conspicuously. He shared in the last campaigns of

Antigonus ; and the old marshal of Alexander took delight

in the born soldier, who in the judgment of the grey-headed

general only wanted years to be already the first warrior

of the age. The unfortunate battle at Ipsus brought him

as a hostage to Alexandria, to the court of the founder of

th(i Lagid dynasty, where by his daring and downright

character, and his soldierly spirit thoroughly despising

everything that was not military, he attracted the attention

of the politic king Ptolemy no less than he attracted the

notice of the royal ladies by his maialy beauty, the effect

of which was not impaired by the wildness of his counte-

nance and the stateliness of his stride. Just at this time

the enterprising Demetrius was once more establishing him-,

self in a new kingdom, which on this occasion was Macedo-

nia ; of course with the intention of using it as a lever to

revive the monarchy of Alexander. To keep down his am-

bitious designs, it was important to give him employment

at home ; and Ptolemy, who knew how to make admirable

use of such fier}^ spirits as the Epirot youth in the prosecu-

tion of his subtle policy, not only met the wishes of his

consort queen Berenice, but also promoted his own ends, by

giving his step-daughter the princess Antigone in marriage

to the young prince, and lending his aid and powerful influ-

ence to support the return of his beloved " son " to his na-

tive land (458). Restored to his paternal king-
^^"

dom he soon carried all before hiin. The brave
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Epirots, the Albanians of antiquity, clang "with hereditary

loyalty and fresh enthusiasm to the high-spirited youth

—

the " eagle," as they called him. In the confusion that

arose regarding the succession to the Macedonian throne

after the death of Cassander (457), the Epirot

extended his dominions : step by step he gained

the regions on the Ambracian gulf with the important town

of Ambracia, the island of Corcyra, and even a part of the

Macedonian territory, and with forces far inferior he made
head against king Demetrius to the admiration of the Mace-

donians themselves. Indeed, when Demetrius was by his

.

own folly hurled from the Macedonian throne, it was volun-

tarily proffered by them to his chivalrous opponent, a kins-

man of the Alexandrine house (467). No one

was in reality worthier than Pyrrhus to wear
the royal diadem of Philip and of Alexander. In an age

of deep depravity, in which princely rank and baseness be-

gan to be synonymous, the personally unspotted and mor-

ally pure character of Pyrrhus shone conspicuous. For
the free farmers of the hereditary Macedonian soil, who,

although diminished and impoverished, were far from shar-

ing in that decay of morals and of valour which the gov-

ernment of the Diadochi produced in Greece and Asia,

Pyrrhus appeared exactly formed to be the fitting king,

—

Pyrrhus," who, like Alexander, in his household and in the

circle of his. friends preserved a heart open to all human
sympathies, and constantly avoided the bearing of an orien-

tal sultan which was so odious to the Macedonians ; and

who, like Alexander, Vv-as acknowledged to be the first tac-

tician of his time. But the singularly overstrained national

feeling of the Macedonians, which preferred the most paltry

Macedonian sovereign to the ablest foreigner, and the irra-

tional insubordination of the Macedonian troops towards

every non-Macedonian leader, to which Eumenes the Car-

dlan, the greatest general of the school of Alexander, had

fallen a victim, put a speedy termination to the rule of the

prince of Epirus. Pyrrhus, who could not ex<Sfcise sov-

ereignty over Macedonia with the consent of the Macedo-
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nicins, and who was too powerless and perhaps too high

spirited to force himself on the nation against its will, after

reigning seven months left the country to its native mis-

government, and went home to his faithful Epi-

rots (467). But the man who had worn the

crown of Alexander, the brother-in-law of Demetrius, the

son-in-law of Ptolemy Lagides and of Agathocles of Syra-

cuse, the highly-trained tactician who wrote memoii's and

scientific treatises on the military art, could not possibly

sj^end his life in the ordinary routine of an Epirot prince

—

in inspecting at a set time yearly the accounts of the royal

cattle-steward, in receiving from his brave Epirots their

customary presents of oxen and sheep, in requiring there-

after the renewal of their oath of allegiance and repeating

his own engagement to respect the laws at the altar of Zeus,

and for the better confirmation of the whole carousing with

them all night long. If there was no place for him on the

throne of Macedonia, he could not remain in the land of his

nativity at all ; he was fitted for the first place, and he

could not be content with the second. His views therefore

turned abroad. The kings, who were quarrelling for the

possession of Macedonia, although agreeing in nothing else,

were ready and glad to concur in promoting the voluntary

departure of their dangerous rival ; and tlmt his faithful

war-comrades would follow him wherever he led, he knew

full well. Just at that time the circumstances of Italy were

such, that the project w'hich had been meditated forty years

before by Pyrrhus' kinsman, his father's cousin, Alexander

of Epirus, and quite recently by his father-in-law Agatho-

cles, once more seemed feasible ; and so Pyrrhus resolved

to abandon his Macedonian schemes and to found for him-

self and for the Hellenic nation a new empire in the west.

The interval of repose, which the peace with Samnium
in 464 had procured for Italy, was of brief dura-

lUsing of ^^on ; the irnpulse which led to the formation of

a'iainst'^^^
a ncw league against Eoman ascendancy came

Rome. The qh this occasion from the Lucanians. This peo-
Xiucanians. *

pie, by taking part with Rome during the Sam-
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nite wars, paralyzed the action of the Tarentines and essen-

tially contributed to the decisive issue ; and in consideratiot

of their services, the Romans gave up to them the Greek

cities in their territory. Accordingly . after the conclusion

of peace they had, in concert with the Bruttians, applied

themselves to subdue these cities in succession. The Thu-

rinos, repeatedly assailed by Stenius Statilius the general

of the Lucanians and reduced to extremities, requested as-

sistance against the Lucanians from the Roman senate, just

as formerly the Campanians had asked the aid of Rome
against the Samnites, and beyond doubt with a like sacrifice

of their liberty and independence. In consequence of the

founding of the fortress Venusia, Rome could dispense with

the alliance of the Lucanians ; so the Romans granted the

prayer of the Thurines, and enjoined their friends and allies

to desist from their designs on a city which had surrendered

itself to Rome. The Lucanians and Bruttians, thus cheated

by their more powerful allies of their share in the common
spoil, entered into negotiations with the opposition-party

among the Samnites and Tarentines to produce a new Italian

coalition ; and when the Romans sent an embassy to warn
them, they detained the envoys in captivity and began the

war against Rome with a new attack on Thurii

(about 469), while at the same time they invited

not only the Samnites and Tarentines, but the northern Ital-

ians also—the Etruscans, Umbrians, and Gauls—to join

them in the struggle for freedom. The Etrus-
Thc £tnis-

, ,1? 1 , n , . -,

cans and Can league actually revolted, and hired numer-

ous bands of Gauls ; the Roman army, which
the praetor Lucius Caccilius was leading to the help of the

Arretines who had remained faithful, was annihilated under
the walls of Arretium by the Senonian mercenaries of the

Etruscans : the general himself fell with 13,000

of his men (470). The Senones were reckoned

allies of Rome ; the Romans accordingly sent envoys to

them to complain of their furnishing soldiers to serve

against Rome, and to require the surrender of their captives

without ransom. But by the command of their chieftain
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Britomaris, who had to take vengeance on the Romans for

the death of his father, the Senones slew the Roman envoys

and openly took the Etruscan side. All the north of Italy,

Etruscans, Umbrians, Gauls, were thus in arms against

Rome
;

great results might be achieved, if its southern

provinces also would embrace the opportunity and declare,

so far as they had not already done so, against Rome.

The Sam- ''^ ^^^^ ^^^'^ Samnites, ever ready to make a stand
^^^- on behalf of liberty, appear to have declared

war against the Romans ; but weakened and hemmed in on

all sides as they were, they could be of little service to the

league ; and Tarentum manifested its wonted delay. While

her antagonists were negotiating alliances, settling treaties

as to subsidies, and collecting mercenaries, Rome was act-

ing. The Senones were first made to feel how
The Senones clauojcrous it was to gain a victory over the Ro-

mans. The consul Publius Cornelius Dolabell:

advanced with a strong army into their territory ; all that

were not put to the sword were driven forth from the land,

and this tribe M^as erased from the list of the Italian nations

(471). In the case of a people subsisting chiefly

on its flocks and herds such an expulsion en

masse was quite practicable ; and the Senones thus expelled

from Italy probably helped to compose the Gallic hosts

which soon after inundated the countries of the Danube,

.Macedonia, Greece, and Asia Minor. The next neighbours

and kinsmen of the Senones, the Boii, terrified and exasper-

ated by a catastrophe which had been accomplished with so

fearful a rapidity, united instantaneously with the Etrus-

cans, who still continued the war, and whose Senonian mer-

cenaries now fought against the Romans no longer as hire-

lings, but as desperate avengers of their native land. A
powerful Etrusco-Gallic army marched against Rome to re-

taliate the annihilation of the Senonian tribe on the enemy's

capital, and to extirpate Rome from the face of the earth

more completely than had been formerly done by the chief-

tain of these same Senones. But the combined army was

decidedly defeated by the Romans at its passage of the
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2g^
Tiber in the neighbourhood of the lake of Vadi-

mo (471). After they had once more in the fol-

lowing year risked a general engagement near Populonia
with no better success, the Boii deserted their confederates

and concluded a peace on their own account with the Ro-
mans (472). Thus the Gauls, the most formi-

dable members of the league, were conquered

in detail before the league was fully formed, and by that

means the hands of Rome were left free to act against

Lower Italy, where during the years 469-471

the contest had not been carried on with any
vigour. Hitherto the weak Roman army had with difficul-

ty maintained itself in Thurii against the Lucanians and

Bruttians ; but now (472) the consul Gains Ta-

bricius Luscinus appeared with a strong army
in front of the town, relieved it, defeated the Lucanians in a

great engagement, and took their general Statilius prisoner.

The smaller non-Doric Greek towns, recognizing the Ro-

mans as their deliverers, everywhere voluntarily joined

them. Roman garrisons were left behind in the most im-

portant places, in Locri, Croton, Thurii, and especially in

Rhegium, on which latter town the Carthaginians seem also

to have had designs. Everywhere Rome had most decided-

ly the advantage. The annihilation of the Senones had

given to the Romans a considerable tract of the Adriatic

coast. With a view, doubtless, to the smouldering feud

with Tarentum and the already threatened invasion of the .

Epirots, they hastened to make themselves sure of this

coast as well as of the Adriatic sea. A burgess colony was
sent out (about 471) to the seaport of Sena

(Sinigaglia), the former capital of the Senonian

territory ; and at the same time a Roman fleet sailed from

the Tyrrhene sea into the eastern waters, manifestly for the

purpose of being stationed in the Adriatic and of protect-

ing the Roman possessions there.

-I'l- The Tarcntines since the treaty of 450 had
lircach be- , . , . , t-> rr«i i i i
twocn Rome hved at pcaco with Rome. ihey had been

turn. ' spectators of the long struggle of the Samnitcs.
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and of the rapid extirpation of the Senones ; they had

acquiesced without remonstrance in the establishment

of Venusia, Hatria, and Sena, and in the occupation of

Thurii and of Ehegium. But when the Eoman fleet, on

its voyage from the Tyrrhene lo the Adriatic sea, now
arrived in the Tarentine waters and cast anchor in the har-

bour of the friendly city, the long-cherished resentment at

length overflowed. Old treaties, which prohibited the war-

vessels of Rome from sailing to the east of the Lacinian

promontory, were appealed to by popular orators in the

assembly of the citizens, A furious mob fell upon the Ro-

man ships of "war, which, assailed suddenly in a piratical

fashion, succumbed after a sharp struggle ; five ships were

taken and their crews executed or sold into slavery ; the

Roman admiral himself had fallen in the engagement.

Only the supreme folly and supreme unscrupulousness of

mob-rule can account for those disgraceful proceedings.

The treaties referred to belonged to a period long past and

forgotten ; it is clear that they no longer had any meaning,

at least subsequently to the founding of Hatria and Sena,

and that the Romans entered the bay on the faith of the

existing alliance ; indeed, it was very much their interest

—

as the further course of things showed—to afford the Taren-

tines no sort of pretext for declaring war. In declaring

<t-ar against Rome—if such was their wish—the statesmen

of Tarentum were only doing what they should have done

long before ; and if they preferred to rest their declaration

of war upon the formal pretext of a breach of treaty rather

than upon the actual ground, no objection could be taken to

that course, seeing that diplomacy has always reckoned it

beneath its dignity to speak the plain truth in plain lan-

jjuage. But to make an armed attack upon the fleet with-

out warning, instead of summoning the admiral to retrace

his course, was a foolish no less than a barbarous act—one

of those horrible barbarities of civilization, when moral

principle suddenly forsakes the helm and the merest coarse-

ness emerges in its room, as if to warn us against the child*
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isli belief that civilization is able to extirpate brutality from

human nature.

And, as if what they had done had not been enough, the

Tarenlines after this heroic feat attacked Thurii, the Roman
garrison of which capitulated in eonssequence of a surprise

(in the winter of 472-473) ; and inflicted severe

chastisement on the Thurines—the same, who
had so often been abandoned by Tarentum itself in terms

of agreement to the Lucanians, and for that very reason

had been compelled to yield to Rome—for their desertion

from the Hellenic party to the side of the barbarians.

The barbarians, however, acted with a moderation which,

Attempts at
Considering their power and the provocation

peace.
^}^gy jjjj(j received, e.xcites astonishment. It was

the interest of Rome to maintain as long as possible the

Tarentine neutrality, and the leading men in the senate ac-

cordingly rejected the proposal, which a minority had with

natural resentment submitted, to declare war at once against

the Tarentines. In fact, the continuance of peace on the

part of Rome w^as proffered on the most moderate terms

consistent with her honour—the release of the captives, the

restoration of Thurii, the surrender of the originators of

the attack on the fleet. A Roman embassy proceeded, with

these proposals to Tarentum (473), while at the

same time, to add weight to their words, a Ro-

man army under the consul Lucius Aemilius advanced into

Samnium. The Tarentines could, without forfeiting aught

of their independence, accept these terms ; and considering

the little inclination for war in so wealthy a commercial

city, the Romans had reason to presume that an accommo-

dation was still possible. But the attempt to preserve

peace failed, whether through the opposition of those Ta-

rentines who recognized the necessity of meeting the ag-

gressions of Rome, the sooner the better, by a resort to

arms, or merely through the unruliness of the city rabble,

which with characteristic Greek sauciness subjected the per-

son of the envoy to an unworthy insult. The consul now
advanced into the Tarentine territory ; but instead of im-
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mediately commencing hostilities, he offered once more the

same terms of peace ; and, when this proved in vain, he

began to lay waste the fields and comitry houses, and he

defeated the civic militia. The principal persons captured,

however, were released without ransom ; and the hope was

not abandoned that the pressure of war would give to the

aristocratic party ascendancy in the city and so bring about

peace. The reason of this reserve was, that the Eomans
were unwilling to drive the city into the arms of the Ej^irot

king. His designs on Italy were no longer a secret. A
Tarentine embassy had already gone to Pyrrhus and re-

turned without having accomplished its object. The king

had demanded more than it had powers, to grant. It was

necessary that they should come to a decision. That the

civic militia knew only how to run away from the Romans,

had been made sufficiently clear. There remained only the

choice between a peace with Rome, which the Romans still

were ready to agree to on equitable terms, and a treaty

with Pyrrhus on any conditions that the king might think

proper ; or, in other words, the choice between submission

to the supremacy of Rome, and subjection to the despotism

of a Greek soldier. The parties in the city were almost

equally balanced. At length the ascendancy re-

stmmoned maiued with the national party—a result, that
to Italy.

^^^^ ^^^ partly to the justifiable predilection

which led them, if they must yield to a master at all, to

prefer a Greek to a barbarian, but partly also to the dread

of the demagogues that Rome, notwithstanding the modera-

tion now forced upon it by circumstances, would not neg-

lect on a fitting opportunity to exact vengeance for the out-

rages perpetrated by the Tarentine rabble. The city, ac-

cordingly, came to terms with Pyrrhus. He obtained the

supreme command of the troops of the Tarentines and of

the other Italians in arms against Rome, along with the

right of keeping a garrison in Tarentum. The expenses of

the war were, of course, to be borne by the city. Pyrrhus,

on the other hand, promised to remain no longer in Italy

than was necessary
;

probably with the tacit reservation
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that his own judgment should fix the term during which he

might.be needed there. Nevertheless, the prey had almost

slipped out of his hands. While the Tarentine envoys

—

the chiefs, no doubt, of the war party—were absent in Epi-

rus, the state of feeling in the city, now hard pressed by
the Romans, underwent a change. The chief command was

already entrusted to Agis, a man favourable to Rome, when

the return of the envoys with the concluded treaty, accom-

panied by Cineas the confidential minister of Pyrrhus,

again l)rought the war-party to the helm. A firmer hand

laniin f
^^^ graspcd the reins, and put an end to the

Pyrrhus. pitiful vacillation. In the autumn of 473 Milo,

the general of Pyrrhus, landed with 3,000 Epi-

rots and occupied the citadel of the town. He was fol-

lowed in the beginning of the year 474 by the

king himself, who landed after a stormy passage

in which many lives were lost. He transported to Taren-

tum a respectable but miscellaneous army, consisting partly

of household troops, Molossians, Thesprotians, Chaonians,

and Ambraciots
;

partly of the Macedonian infantry and

the Thes.salian cavalry, which Ptolemy king of Macedonia

had conformably to stipulation handed over to him
;
partly

of Aetolian, Acarnanian, and Athamanian mercenaries. Al-

together it numbered 20,000 phalangitae, 2000 archers, 500

slingers, 3000 cavalry, aind 20 elephants, and thus was not

much smaller than the army with which fifty years before

Alexander had crossed the Hellespont. '

The afiiiirs of the coalition were in no very favourable

state when the king arrived. The Roman con-

th^o'coaii-
* sul indeed, as soon as he saw the soldiers of

Milo taking the field against him instead of the

Tarentine militia, had abandoned the attack on Tarentum

and retreated to Apulia ; but, with the exception of the ter-

ritory of Tg,rentum, tho Romans virtually ruled all Italy.

The coalition had no army in the field anywhere iu Lower

Italy
; and in Upper Italy the Etruscans, who alone were

still in arms, had in the last campaign (473) met

with nothing but defeat. The allies had, before

22
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the king embarked, committed to him the chief command
of all their troops, and declared that they were able to place

in the field an army of 350,000 infantry and 20,000 caval-

ry. The reality formed a sad contrast to these great prom-

ises. The army, whose chief command had been commit-

ted to Pyrrhus, had still to be created ; and for the time

being the main resources available for forming it were those

of Tarentum alone. The king gave orders for the raising

of an army of Italian mercenaries at the expense of Taren-

tum, and called out the able-bodied citizens to serve in the

war. But the Tarentines had not so understood the agree-

ment. They had thought to purchase victory, like any

other commodity, with money ; it was a sort of breach of

contract, that the king should compel them to fight for it

themselves. The more glad the citizens had been at first

after Milo's arrival to be quit of the burdensome service

of mounting guard, the more unwillingly they now rallied

to the standards of the king : it was necessary to threaten

the negligent with the penalty of death. This result now
justified the peace party in the eyes of all, and conimunica-

tions were entered into, or at any rate appeared to have

been entered into, even with Rome. Pyrrhus, prepared

for such opposition, immediately treated Tarentum as a con-

quered city ; soldiers were quartered in the houses, the

assemblies of the people and the numerous clubs {(ivGaizia)

were suspended, the theatre was shut, the promenades were

closed, and the gates were occupied with Epirot guards. A
number of the leading men were sent over the sea as host-

ages ; others escaped the like fate by flight to Rome. These

strict measures were necessary, for it was absolutely impos-

sible in any sense to rely upon the Tarentines. It was only

now that the king, in possession of that iriiportant city as a

basis, could begin operations in the field.

The Romans too were well aware of the conflict which

awaited them. In order first of all to secure th'

tioiS^to" fidelity of their allies or, in other words, of their
°™^'

subjects, the towns that could not be depended

on were garrisoned, and the leaders of the party of inde-
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pendence, where it seemed needful, were arrested or exe-

cuted : such was the case with a number of the members
of the senate of Praeneste. For the war itself great exer-

tions were made ; a war contribution was levied ; the full

contingent was called forth from all their subjects and

allies ; even the proletarians who were properly exempt

from obligation of service were called to arms.
Oommence- ^ Eoman army remained as a reserve in the
mentor the "^

conflict in capital. A second advanced under the consul
Lowerltaly, \ . ny . . -r-. . n t t

iiberius Coruncamus mto Jiitruria, and dispersed

the forces of Volci and Volsinii. The main force was of

course destined for Lower Italy ; its departure was hastened

as much as possible, in order to reach Pyrrhus while still

in the territory of Tarentum, and to prevent him and his

forces from forming a junction with the Samnites and other

south Italian levies that were in arms against Rome. The

Roman garrisons, that were placed in the Greek towns of

Lower Italy, were intended temporarily to check the king's

progress. But the mutiny of the troops stationed in Rhe-

gium—800 Campanians, and 400 Sidicines, under a Campa-

nian captain Decius—deprived the Romans of that impor-

tant town. It was not, however, transferred to the hands

of Pyrrhus. While on the one hand the national hatred of

the Campanians against the Romans undoubtedly contrib-

uted to produce this military insurrection, it was impossible

on the other hand that Pyrrhus, who had crossed the sea to

shield and protect the Hellenes, could receive as his allies

troops who had put to death their Rlicgine hosts in their

own houses. Thus they remained isolated, in close league

with their kinsmen and comrades in crime, the Mamertines,

that is, the Campanian mercenaries of Agathoclcs, who had

by similar means gained possession of Messana on the op-

posite side of the straits ; and they pillaged and laid waste

for their own behoof the adjacent Greek towns, such as Cro-

ton, where they put to death the Roman garrison, and CaU'

Ionia, which they destroyed. On the other hand the Ro-

mans succeeded, by means of a weak corps which advanced

along the Lucanian frontier and of the garrison of Venusia,
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in preventing the Lucanians and Samnites from uniting with

Pyrrhus ; while the main force—four legions as it would

appear, and so, with a corresponding number of allied

troops, at least 50,000 strong—marched against Pyrrhus,

under the consul Publius Laevinus.

With a view to cover the Tarentine colony of Heraclea,

the king had taken up a position with his own
Heraclea. and the Tarentine troops between that city and

280, Pandosia* (474). The Romans, covered by
their cavalry, forced the passage of the Siris,

and opened the battle with a fiery and successful cavalry

charge ; the king, who led his cavalry in person, was thrown

from his horse, and the Greek horsemen, panic-struck by

the disappearance of their leader, abandoned the field to the

squadrons of the enemy. Pyi'rhus, however, put himself

at the head of his infantry, and began a fresh and more de-

cisive engagement. Seven times the legions and the pha-

lanx met in shock of battle, and still the conflict was unde-

cided. Then Megacles, one of the best officers of the king,

fell, and, because on this hotly contested day he had worn

the king's armour, the army for the second time believed

that the king had fallen ; the ranks wavered ; Laevinus

already felt sure of the victory and thi-ew the whole of his

cavalry on the flank of the Greeks. But Pyrrhus, march

ing with uncovered head through the ranks of the infantry,

revived the sinking courage of his troops. The elephants

which had hitherto been kept in reserve were brought up to

meet the cavalry ; the horses took fright at them ; the sol-

diers, not knowing how to encounter the huge beasts, turned

and fled ; the masses of disordered horsemen and the pur-

suing elejDhants at length broke the compact ranks of the

Roman infantry, and the elephants in concert with the ex-

cellent Thessalian cavalry wrought .great slaughter among

the fugitives. Had not a brave Roman soldier, Gains Mi-

nucius, the first hastate of the fourth legion, wounded one

of the elephants and thereby thrown the pursuing troops

* Near the modem Anglona ; not to be confounded with the better

known town of the same name in the district of Cosenza.
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into confusion, the Eoman army would have been extir-

pated ; as it was, the remainder of the Eoman troops suc-

ceeded in retreating across the Siris. Their loss was great

;

7000 Eomans were found by the victors dead or wounded

on the field of battle, 2000 were brought in prisoners ; the

Eomans themselves stated their loss, includhig probably the

wounded carried off the field, at 15,000 men. But Pyr-

rhus's army had suffered not much less : nearly 4000 of his

best soldiers strewed the field of battle, and several of his

ablest captains had fallen. Considering that his loss fell

chiefly on the veteran soldiers who were far more difficult

to be replaced than the Roman militia, and that he owed his

victory only to the surprise produced by the attack of the

elephants which could not be often repeated, the king, skil-

iul judge of tactics as he was, may well at an after period

have described this victory as resembling a defeat ; although

he was not so foolish as to communicate that piece of self-

criticism to the public—as the Eoman poets afterwards in-

vented the story—in the inscription of the votive offering

presented by him at Tarentum. Politically it mattered lit-

tle in the first instance at what sacrifices the victory was

bought ; the gain of the first battle against the Eomans was

of inestimable value for Pyrrhus. His talents as a general

had been brilliantly displayed on this new field of battle,

and if anything could breathe unity and energy into the

languishing league of the Italians, the victory of Heraclea

could not fail to do so. But even the immediate results of

the victory were considerable and lasting. Lucania was

lofet to the Eomans : Laevinus collected the troops stationed

there and marched to Apulia. The Bruttians, Lucanians,

and Samnites joined Pyrrhus unmolested. With the excep-

tion of Ehegium, which pined under the oppression of the

Campanian mutineers, the whole of the Greek cities joined

the king, and Locri was even voluntarily surrendered to

him by the Eoman garrison ; in his case they were per-

suaded, and with reason, that they would not be abandoned

to the Italians. The Sabellians and Greeks thus passed

over to Pyrrhus ; but the victory produced no further
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effect. The Latins showed no inclination to get quit of the

Roman rule, burdensome as it might be, by the help of a

foreign dynast. Venusia, although now wholly surrounded

by enemies, adhered with unshaken steadfastness to Rome.
Pyrrhus proposed to the prisoners taken on the Siris, whose
brave demeanour the chivalrous king requited by the most
honourable treatment, that they should enter his army in

accordance with the Greek ftxsliion ; but he learned that he

was fighting not with mercenaries, but with a nation. Not
one, either Roman or Latin, took service with him.

Pyrrhus proposed peace to the Romans. He was too

Attempts at sagacious a soldier not to recognize the precari-
peace. ousiiess of his footing, and too skilled a states-

man not to profit opportunely by the moment which placed

him in the most favourable position for the conclusion of

peace. He now hoped that under the first impression made
by the great battle on the Romans he should be able to se-

cure the freedom of the Greek towns in Italy, and to call

into existence between them and Rome a series of states of

the second and third order as dependent allies of the new
Greek power ; for such was the tenor of his demands : the

release of all Greek towns—and therefore of the Campa^

nian and Lucanian towns in particular—from allegiance to

Rome, and restitution of the territory taken from the Sam-

nites, Daunians, Lucanians, and Bruttians, or in other words

especially the surrender of Luceria and Venusia. A fur-

ther struggle with Rome might be inevitable, but it was not

desirable at any rate to begin it till the western Hellenes

should be united under one ruler, till Sicily should be ac-

quired and perhaps Africa be conquered.

Provided with such instructions, the Thessalian Cineas,

the confidential minister of Pyrrhus, went to Rome. That

dexterous negotiator, whom his contemporaries compared

to Demosthenes so far as a rhetorician might be compared

to a statesman and the minister of a sovereign to a popular

leader, had orders to display by every means the respect

which the victor of Heraclca really felt for his vanquished

opponents, to make known the wish of the king to come to
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Rome in person, to influence men's minds in the king's

favour "by panegyrics which sound so well in the mouth of

an enemy, by earnest flatteries, and, as opportunity offered,

also by well-timed gifts—in short to try upon the Romans
all the arts of cabinet policy, as they had been tested at the

courts of Alexandria and Antioch. The senate hesitated
;

to many it seemed a prudent course to draw back a step

and to wait till their dangerous antagonist should have fur-

ther entangled himself or should be no more. But the

grey-haired and blind consular Appius Claudius

2967^"' (censor 442, consul 447, 458), who -had long

vrithdrawn from state affairs but had himself

conducted at this decisive moment to the senate, breathed

the unbroken energy of his own vehement nature with words

of fire into the souls of the younger generation. They
gave to the message of the king the proud reply, which was
first heard on this occasion and became thenceforth a maxim
of the state, that Rome never negotiated so long as there

were foreign troops on Italian ground ; and to make good
their woids they dismissed the ambassador at once from
the city. The object of the mission had failed, and the dex-

terous diplomatist, instead of producing an effect by his

oratorical art, had on the contrary been himself impressed

by such manly earnestness after so severe a defeat—he de-

clared at home that every burgess in that city had seemed
to him a king ; in truth, the courtier had gained a sight of

a free people.

Pyrrhus, who during these negotiations had advanced

into Campania, immediately on the news of their

m^rc^cs being broken oflf marched against Rome, to eo-

Eome!*'
operate with the Etruscans, to shake the allies

of Rome, and to threaten the city itself But
the Romans as little allowed themselves to be terrified as

cajoled. At the summons of the herald " to enroll in the

room of the fallen," the young men immediately afler the

battle of Ileraclea had pi'essed forward in crowds to enlist

;

with the two newly formed legions and the corps withdrawn
from Lucania, Laevinus, stronger than before, fjllowed the
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march of the khig. He protected Capua agahist him, and

frustrated his endeavours to enter into communications with

Neapolis. So firm was the attitude of the Romans that,

excepting the Greeks of Lower Italy, no allied state of any

note dared to break off from the Roman alliance. Then

Pyrrhus turned against Rome itself. Through a rich coun-

try, whose flourishing condition he beheld with astonish-

ment, he marched against Fregellae which he surprised,

forced the passage of the Liris, and reached Anagnia, which

is not more than forty miles from Rome. No army crossed

his path ; but everywhere the towns of Latium closed their

gates against him, and with measured step Laevinus fol-

lowed him from Campania, while the consul Tiberius Co-

runcanius, who had just concluded a seasonable peace with

the Etruscans, brought up a second Roman army from the

north, and in Rome itself the reserve was preparing for bat-

tle under the dictator Gnaeus Domitius Calvinus. In these

cii'cumstances Pyrrhus could accomplish nothing ; no course

was left to him but to retire. Tor a time he still remained

inactive in Campania in presence of the united armies of

the two consuls ; but no opportunity occurred of striking

an effective blow. When winter came on, the king evacu-

ated the enemy's territory, and distributed his troops among

the friendly towns, taking up his own winter quarters in

Tarentum. Thereupon the Romans also desisted from their

operations. The army occupied standing quarters near

Firmum in Picenum, where by command of the senate the

legions defeated on the Siris spent the winter by way of

punishment under tents.

Thus ended the campaign of 474. The separate peace

which at the decisive moment Etruria had con-

second year cludcd with Rome, and the king's unexpected
of the war,

j-^ti-eat which. entirely disappointed the sanguine

hopes of the Italian confederates, counterbalanced in great

measure the impression of the victory of Heraclea. The

Italians complained of the burdens of the war, particularly

of the bad discipline of the mercenaries quartered among

them, and the king, weary of the petty quarrelling and of
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the impolitic as well as unmilitary conduct of his allies,

began to feel that the problem which had fallen to him to

solve might be, despite all tactical successes, politically in

soluble. The arrival of a Roman embassy of three con-

sulars, including Gaius Fabricius the conqueror of Thurii,

again revived in him for a moment the hopes of peace ; but

it soon appeared that they had only power to treat for the

ransom or exchange of prisoners, Pyrrhus rejected their

demand, but at the festival of the Saturnalia he released all

the prisoners on their word of honour. Their keeping of

that word, and the repulse by the Eoman ambassador of an

attempt at bribery, were celebrated by posterity in a man-
ner most unbecoming and betokening rather the dishonour-

able character of the later, than the honourable feeling of i^^
that earlier, epoch.

In the spring of 475 Pyrrhus resumed the offensive, and'
^'

advanced into Apulia, whither the Roman army
Battle of marched to meet him. In the hope of shaking
Ausculum. .1 -r> i • ^i • i

the Koman symmachy m these regions by a

decisive victory, the king offered battle a second time, and

the Romans did not decline it. The two armies encoun-

tered each other near Ausculum (Ascoli di Puglia). Under
the banner of Pyrrhus there fought, besides his Epirot and

Macedonian troops, the Italian mercenaries, the burgess-

force—the white shields, as they were called—of Tarentum,

and the allied Lucanians, Bruttians, and Samnites—alto-

gether 70,000 infantry, of whom 16,000 were Greeks and

Epirots, more than 8000 cavalry, and nineteen elephants.

The Romans were supported on that day by the Latins,

Campanians, Volscians, Sabines, Umbrians, Marrucinians,

Paelignians, Frentanians, and Arpanians. They too num-
bered above 70,000 infantry, of whom 20,000 were Roman
citizens, and 8000 cavalry. Both parties had made altera-

tions in their military system. Pyrrhus, perceiving with

the sharp eye of a soldier the advantages of the Roman
manipular organization, had on the wings substituted for

the long front of his phalanxes an arrangement by compa-

nies with intervals between them in imitation of the cO'

22*
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horts, and—perhaps for political no less than for military

reasons—had placed the Tarentiue and Samnite cohorts be-

tween the subdivisions of his own men. In the centre

alone the Epirot phalanx stood in close order. For the

purpose of keeping off the elephants the Romans produced

a species of war-chariot, from which projected iron poles

furnished with chafing-dishes, and on which were fastened

moveable masts adjusted so as to admit of lowering, and

ending in an iron spike—in some degree the model of the

boarding-bridges v/hich were to play so great a part in the

first Punic war.

According to the Greek account of the battle, which

seems less one-sided than the Roman account also extant,

the Greeks had the disadvantage on the first day, as they

did not succeed in deploying their line along the steep and

marshy banks of the river where they were compelled to

accept battle, or in bringing their cavalry and elephants

into action. On the second day, however, Pyrrhus antici-

pated the Romans in occupying the intersected ground, and

thus gained without loss the plain where he could v/ithout

disturbance drav/ up his phalanx. Vainly did the Romans
with desperate courage fall sword in hand on the sarissae

;

the phalanx preserved an unshaken front under every as-

sault, but in its turn Avas unable to make any impression

on the Roman legions. It was not till the numerous escort

of the elephants had, with arrows and stones hurled from

slings, dislodged the combatants stationed in the Roman
war-chariots and had cut the traces of the horses, and the

elephants pressed upon the Roman line, that it began to

waver. The giving way of the guard attached to the Ro-

man chariots formed the signal for universal flight, which,

however, did not involve the sacrifice of many lives, as the

adjoining camp received the fugitives. The Roman account

of the battle alone mentions the circumstance, that during

the principal engagement an Arpanian corps detached from

the Roman main force had attacked and set on fire the

weakly-guarded Epirot camp ; but, even if this were cor-

rect, the Romans are not at all justified in their assertion
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that the battle remained undecided. Both accounts, on the

contrary, agree in stating that the Eoman army retreated

across the river, and that Pyrrhus remained in possession

of the field of battle. The number of the fallen was, ac-

cording to the Greek account, 6000 on the side of the Eo-

mans, 3505 on that of the Greeks.* Amongst the wound-

ed was the king himself, whose arm had been pierced with

a javelin, while he was fighting, as was his wont, in the

thickest of the fray. Pyrrhus had achieved a victory, but

his were unfruitful laurels ; the victory was creditable to.

the king as a general and as a soldier, but it did not pro-

mote his political designs. What Pyrrhus needed was a

brilliant success which should break up the Roman army
and give an opportunity and impulse to the wavering allies

to change sides ; but the Roman army and the Roman con-

federacy still remained unbroken, and the Greek army,

which was nothing without its leader, was fettered for a con-

siderable time in consequence of his wound. He was
obliged to renounce the campaign and to go into winter

quarters ; which the king took up in Tarentum, the Romans
on this occasion in Apulia. It was becoming daily more
evident that in a military point of view the resources of the

king were inferior to those of the Romans, just as, politi-

cally, the loose and refractory coalition could not stand a

comparison with the firmly established Roman symmaehy.
The sudden and vehement style of the Greek warfare and

the genius of the general might perhaps achieve another

such victory as those of Ileraclea and Ausculum, but every

new victory was Avearing out his resources for further en-

terprise, and it was clear that the Romans already felt

* These numbers appear credible. The Koman account assigns,

probably in dead and wounded, 15,000 to each side; a later one even

specifies 5000 as dead on the Roman, and 20,000 on the Greek side.

These accounts may be mentioned here for the purpose of exhibiting, in

one of the few instances where it is possible to check the statement, the

untrustv/orthiuess—almost without exception—of the reports ofnumbers,

which are swelled by the unscrupulous invention of the annalists with

avalai>chc-likc rapidity.
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themselves the stronger, and awaited with a courageous pa-

tience final victory. Such a war as this was not the deli-

cate game of art that was practised and understood by the

Greek princes. All strategical combinations were shattered

against the full and mighty energy of the national levy.

Pyrrhus felt how matters stood : weary of his victories and

despising his allies, he only persevered because military

honour required him not to leave Italy till he should have

secured his clients from barbarian assault. With his impa-

tient temperament it might be presumed that he would em-

brace the first pretext to get rid of the burdensome duty
;

and an opportimity of withdrawing from Italy was soon •

presented to him by the affairs of Sicily.

After the death of Agathocles (465) the Greeks of Sicily

2j,p
were without any leading power. While in the

delations of several Hellenic cities incapable demagogues and
Sicily, Syra- ^ i i i.
cuse, and incapable tyrants were replacing each other, the

Carthaginians, the old rulers of the western

point, were extending their dominion unmolested. After

Agrigentum had surrendered to them, they believed that

the time had come for taking final steps towards the end

which they had kept in view for centuries, and for reducing

the whole island under their authority ; they set themselves

to attack Syracuse. That city, which formerly by its armies

and fleets had disputed the possession of the island with

Cartilage, had through internal dissension and the weakness

of its government fallen so low that it was obliged to seek

for safety in the protection of its walls and in foreign aid
;

and none could afford that aid but king Pyrrhus. Pyrrhus

was the husband of Agathocles's daughter, and his son

Alexander, then sixteen years of age, ,was Agathocles's

grandson. Both were in every respect natural heirs of the

ambitious schemes of the ruler of Syracuse ; and if her

freedom was at an end, Syracuse might find

Pyrrhiis compensation in becoming the capital of an ITcl-
Hivited to J- „^ r~. , o
SyrMusc. lenic empire of the West. So the Syracusans,

y like the Tarentines, and under similar condi-

tions, voluntarily offered their sovereignty to
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king Pyrrhus (about 475) ; and by a singular

conjuncture of affairs everything seemed to con-

cur towards the success of the magnificent j)lans ofthe Epi-

rot king, based as they primarily were on the possession

of Tarentum and Syracuse.

The immediate effect, indeed, of this union of the Italian

and Sicilian Greeks under one control was a

twcen "Rome closer concert also on the part of their antago-

tiiagc'
" nists. Carthage and Rome now converted their

old commercial treaties into an offensive and dfr^

2?9. fensive league against Pyrrhus (475), the tenor

of which was that, if Pyrrhus invaded Roman
or Carthaginian territory, the i)arty which was not attacked

should furnish that which was assailed with a contingent on

its own territory and should itself defray the expense of the

auxiliary troops ; that in such an event Carthage should be

bound to furnish transports and to assist the Romans also

with a war fleet, but the crews of that fleet should not be

obliged to fight for the Romans by land ; that lastly, both

states should pledge themselves not to conclude a separate

peace with Pyrrhus. The object of the Romans in entering

into the treaty was to flxcilitate their attack on Tarentum

and to cut off Pyrrhus from his own country, neither of

which ends could be attained without the co-operation of

the Punic fleet ; the object of the Carthaginians was to de-

tain the king in Italy, so that they might be able without

molestation to carry into effect their designs on Syracuse.*

It was accordingly the interest of both powers in the first

instance to secure the sea between Italy and Sicily. A
powerful Carthaginian fleet of 120 sail under the admiral

* The later Romans, and the modems following them, give a version

of the league, as if the Romans had designedly avoided accepting the

Carthaginian help in Italy. This would have been irrational, and the

facts pronounce against it. The circumstance that Mago did not land at

Ostia is to be explained not by any such foresiglit, but simply by the fact

that Latium was not at all threatened by Pyrrhus and so did not need

Carthaginian aid ; and the Carthaginians certainly fought for Rome in

front of Rhcgium.
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Mago proceeded from Ostia, whither Mago seems to have

gone to conclude the treaty, to the Sicilian' straits. The

Mamertines, who anticipated righteous punishment for their

outrage upon the Greek population of Messana, in the event

of Pyrrhus becoming ruler of Sicily and Italy, attached

themselves closely to the Romans and Carthaginians, and

secured for them the Sicilian side of the straits. The allies

would willingly have brought Ehegium also on the oppo-

site coast under their power ; but Rome could not possibly

pardon the Campanian garrison, and an attempt of the com-

bined Romans and Carthaginians to gain the city by force

of arms raiscarrjed. The Carthaginian fleet sailed thence

for Syracuse ,.aiid blockaded the city by sea, while at the

Same time a strong Phoenician army began the

Third year sleffe bv land (47G). It was high time that- Pvr-
of the war.

, , , -,
^ c, i • .•"

rhus should appear at Syracuse : but, m fact,

matters in Italy v^ere by no means in such a condition that

he and his troops could be dispensed with there. The two

consuls of 476, Gaius Fabricius Luscinus, and

Quintus Acmilius Papus, both experienced gen-

erals, had begun the new campaign with vigour, and although

the Romans had hitherto sustained nothing but defeat in

this war, it was not they but the victors that were weary

of it and longed for peace. Pyrrhus made another attempt

to obtain an accommodation on tolerable terms. The con-

sul Fabricius had handed over to the king a wretch, who

had proposed to poison him on condition of being well paid

for it. Not only did the king in token of gratitude release

all his Roman prisoners without ransom, but he felt him-

self so moved by the generosity of his braye opponents

that he offered, by way of personal recompense, a singular-

ly fair and favourable peace. Cineas appears to have gone

once more to Rome, and Carthage seems to have been seri-

ously apprehensive that Rome might come to terms. But

the senate remained firm, and repeated its former answer.

Unless the king was willing to allow Syracuse to fall into

the hands of the Carthaginians and to have his grand scheme

thereby disconcerted, no other course remained than to
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abandon his Italian allies and to confine himself for the time

being to the occupation of the most important seaports,

particularly Tarentum and Locri. In vain the Lucanians

and Samnites conjured him not to desert them ; in vain the

Tarentines summoned him either to comply with his dvity

as their general or to give them back their city. The king

met their comphiints and reproaches with the consolatory

assurance that better times were coming, or with abrupt

Erabarka-
dismissal. Milo remained behind in Tarentum

;

tionofPyr- Alexander, the king's son, in Locri: and Pyr-
inus for JO? > j

Sicily. rhus, with his main force, embarked in the spring
~'^* of 476 at Tarentum for Syracuse.

By the departure of Pyrrhus the hands of the Romans

The war in 'Were set free in Italy ; none ventured to oppose
Italy flags. them iu the open field, and their antagonists

everywhere confined themselves to their fastnesses or their

forests. The struggle however was not terminated so rapid-

ly as might have been expected
;
partly in consequence of

its nature as a warfare of mountain skirmishes and sieges,

partly also, doubtless, from the exhaustion of the Pomans,

v/hose fearful losses are indicated by a decrease of 17,GC0

2«i. 275. 1
"^ '^^^ burgess-roll from 473 to 479. In 47G the

-^^-
5 consul Gains Fabriciiis succeeded in inducing the

considerable Tarentine settlement of Ilei-aclea to enter into

a separate peace, v/hich was granted to it on the most fa-

vourable terms. In 477 a desultory warfare
277. . .

•'

was carried on in Samnium, "where an attack

thoughtlessly made on some entrenched heights cost the

Romans many lives, and thereafter in southern Italy, where

the Lucanians and Bruttians were defeated. On the other

hand Milo, issuing from Tarentum, anticipated the Romans
in their attempt to surprise Croton : whereupon the Epirot

garrison made even a successful sortie against the besieging

army. At length, however, the consul succeeded by a

stratagem in inducing it to march forth, and in possessing

himself of the undefended town (477). An in-

cident of more moment was the slaughter of the

Epirot garrison by the Locrians, who had form.erly surrcn-
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dered the Roman garrison to the king, and now atoned for

one act of treachery by another. By that step the whole

south coast came into the hands of the Romans, with the

exception of Rhegium and Tarentum. These successes,

however, advanced the main object but little. Lower Italy

itself had long been defenceless ; but Pyrrhus was not sub-

dued so long as Tarentum remained in his hands and ena-

bled him to renew the war at his pleasure, and the Romans

could not think of undertaking the siege of that city. Even

apart from the fact that in siege-warfare, which had been

revolutionized by Philip of Macedon and Demetrius Poli-

orcetes, the Romans were at a very decided disadvantage

when matched against an experienced and resolute Greek

commandant, a strong fleet was needed for such an enter-

prise, and, although the Carthaginian treaty promised to the

Romans support by sea, the' affairs of Carthage herself in

Sicily were by no means in such a condition as to enable

her to grant that support.

The landing of Pyrrhus on the island, which, in spite

of the Carthaginian fleet, had taken place with-

^U'l^of out interruption, had changed at once the aspeer-
Biciiy.

^p matters there. He had immediately relieved

Syracuse, had in a short time united under his sway all, the

free Greek cities, and at the head of the Sicilian confederation

had wrested from the Carthaginians nearly their whole pos-

sessions. It was with difficulty that the Carthaginians could,

by the help of their fleet which at that time ruled the Medi-

terranean without a rival, maintain themselves in Lilybae-

um ; it was with difficulty, and amidst constant assaults,

that the Mamertines held their ground in Messana. Under

such circumstances, agreeably to the treaty of

475, it would have been the duty of Rome to

lend her aid to the Carthaginians in Sicily, far rather than

that of Carthage to help the Romans with her fleet to con-

quer Tarentum ; but on neither side was there much incli-

nation to secure or to extend the power of the other. Car-

thage had only offered help to the Romans when the real

danger was past ; they in their turn had done nothing to
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prevent the departure of tlio king from Italy and the fall

of the Carthaginian power in Sicily. Indeed, in open viola-

tion of the treaties Carthage had even proposed to the king

a separate peace, offering, in return for the undisturbed pos-

session of Lilybaeum, to give up all claim to her other

Sicilian possessions and even to place at the disposal of the

king money and ships of war, of course with a view to his

crossing to Italy and renewing the war against Rome. It

was evident, however, that with the possession of Lilybae-

um and the departure of the king the position of the Car-

thaginians in the island would be nearly the same as it had

been before the landing of Pyrrhus ; the Greek cities if left

to themselves were powerless, and the lost territory would

be easily regained. So Pyrrhus rejected the doubly perfidi-

ous proposal, and proceeded to build for himself a war

fleet. Mere ignorance and shortsightedness in after times

censured this step ; but it was quite as necessary as it was, I

Avith the resources of the island, easy of accomplishment. •.

Apart from the consideration that the sovereign of Ambra-
cia, Tarentum, and Syracuse could not dispense with a naval

force, he needed a fleet to conquer Lilybaeum, to protect

Tarentum, and to attack Carthage at home as Agathocles,

Regulus, and Scipio did before or afterwards so success-

fully. Pyrrhus never was so near to the attainment of his

aim as in the summer of 478, when he saw Car-
276. '

thage humbled before him, commanded Sicily,

and retained a firm footing in Italy by the possession of Ta-

rentum, and when the newly-created fleet, which was to con-

nect, to secure, and to augment these successes, lay ready for

sea in the harbour of Syracuse.

The real weakness of the position of Pyrrhus lay in his

faulty internal policy. He governed Sicily as

povcniment he had sccu Ptolcmy rule in Egypt : he showed
yrr us.

^^ rcspect to the local constitutions ; he placed

his confidants as magistrates over the cities whenever, and

for as long as, he pleased ; he made his courtiers judges in-

stead of the native jurymen ; he pronounced arbitrary sen-

tences of confiscation, banishment, or death, even against
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those who had been most active in promoting his coming

thither ; he placed garrisons in the towns, and ruled over

Sicily not as the leader of a national league, but as a king.

In so doing he probably reckoned himself according to

oriental-Hellenistic ideas a good and wise ruler, and per-

haps he really was so ; but the Greeks bore this transplanta-

tion of the system of the Diadochi to Syracuse with all the

impatience of a nation that in its long struggles for freedom

had lost all habits of discipline ; the Carthaginian yoke very

soon appeared to the foolish people more tolerable than

their new military government. The principal cities en-

tered into communications with the Carthaginians, and even

with the Mamertines ; a strong Carthaginian army ventured

again to appear on the island ; and everywhere supported

by the Greeks, it made rapid progress. In the battle which

Pyrrhus fought with it fortune was, as usual, with the

" Eaffle ; " but the circumstances served to show what the

state of feeling was in the island, and what might and must

ensue when the king should depart.

To this first and most essential error Pyrrhus added a— second ; he proceeded with his fleet, not to Lily-

of^pyrrhiw baeum, but to Tarentum. It was evident, look-
from Italy. .^^ ^.^ ^^^ ^^^^ ferment in the minds of the

Sicilians, that he ought first of all to have driven the Car-

thaginians wholly from the island, and thereby to have cut

off the discontented from their last support, before he turned

his attention to Italy ; in that quarter there was nothing to

be lost, for Tarentum. was safe enough, and the other allies

were of little moment now that they had been abandoned.

It is not unlikely that his soldierly spirit impelled him to

wipe off the stain of his not very honourable

departure in 47G by a brilliant return, and that

his heart bled when he heard the complaints of the Luca-

nians and Samnites. But problems, such as Pyrrhus had

proposed to himself, can only be solved by men of iron na-

ture, who are able to control their feelings of compassion

and even their sense of honour ; and Pyrrhus was not one

of these.
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The fatal embarkation took place towards the end of

276. 478. On the voyage the new Syracusan fleet

sidiiMn*'^"
had to sustain a sharp engagement with the Car-

kingdom, thaginians, and lost a considerable number of

vessels. The departure of the king and the accounts of this

first misfortune sufliced for the fall of the Sicilian kingdom.

On the arrival of the news all the cities refused to the ab-

sent king money and troops ; and the brilliant state col-

lapsed even more rapidly than it had arisen, partly because

the king had himself undermined in the hearts of his sub-

jects the loyalty and affection on which every state de-

pends, partly because the people lacked the devotedness to

renounce freedom for perhaps but a short term in order to

Reeotn-
^^"^^ their nationality. Thus the enterprise of

"lenc'^^f^* Pvrrhus was wrecked, and the plan of his life
of the Ital- •' 7 r
ian war. -was mined irretrievably ; he was thenceforth an

adventurer, who felt that he had been great and was so no

longer, and who now waged war not as a means to an end,

but in order to drown thought amidst the reckless excite-

ment of the game and to find, if possible, in the tumult of

battle a soldiei''s death. Arrived on the Italian coast, the

king began by an attempt to get possession of Rhegium
;

but the Campanians repulsed the attack with the aid of the

Mamertincs, and in the heat of the conflict before the town

the king himself was wounded in the act of striking down

an officer of Uac enemy. On the other hand he surprised

Locri, whose inhabitants suffered severely for their slaugh-

ter of the Epirot garrison, and he plundered the rich treas-

ury of the temple of Persephone there, to replenish his

empty exchequer. Thus he arrived at Tarcntum, it is said

with 20,000 infantry and 3000 cavalry. But these were no

longer the experienced veterans of former days, and the

Italians no longer hailed them as deliverers ; the confidence

and hope with which they had received Pyrrhus five years

before were gone ; the allies were destitute of money and

of men.
276.] Battle The king took the field in the spring of 479

ventum. with the view of aiding the hard-pressed Sam-
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nites, in ^vhose territory the Eomans had passed the pre-

vious winter ; and he forced the consul Manius Curius

to give battle near Benoventum on the campus Aru-

sinus, before he could foi'm a junction with his colleague

advancing from Lucania. But the division of the army,

which was intended to take the Romans in flank, lost its

way during a night march in the jvoods, and tliiled to appear

at the decisive moment ; and after a hot conflict the ele-

phants again decided the battle, but decided it in favour of

the Romans, for, thrown into confusion by the archers who

were stationed to protect the camp, they attacked their own

people. The victors occupied the camp ; there fell into

their hands 1300 prisoners and four elephants—the first

that were seen in Rome—besides an immense spoil, from

the proceeds of which the aqueduct, which conveyed the

water of the Anio from Tibur to Rome, was subsequently

built. Without ti'oops to keep the field and without

money, Pyrrhus applied to his allies who had contributed

to his equipment for Italy, the kings of Macedonia and

Asia ; but even in his native land he was no longer feared,

Pyrrhus ^"^ ^^^ rcqucst was refused. Despairing of suc-

icaTos Italy, gggg against Rome and exasperated by these re-

fusals, Pyrrhus left a garrison in Tarentum, and went homo

himself in the same year (479) to Greece
275

./ \ /

where some prospect of gain might open up to

the desperate player sooner than amidst the steady and

measured course of Italian affairs. In fact, he not only

rapidly recovered the portion of his kingdom that had been

taken away, but once more grasped, and not without suc-

cess, at the Macedonian throne. But his last plans also

were thwarted by the calm and cautious policy of Antigo-

nus Gonatas, and still more by his own vehemence and in-

ability to tame his proud. spirit; he still gained

Pyrrhus. battles, but he no longer gained any lasting suc-

cess, and met his death in a miserable street

272. combat in Peloponnesian Argos (482).

In Italy the war came to an end with the battle of Bene-
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Last stnig- vcntum ; the last convulsive struggles of the
gteem Italy, national party died slowly away. So long in-

deed as the warrior prince, whose mighty arm had ventured

to seize the reins of destiny in Italy, was still among the

living, he held, even when absent, the stronghold of Taren-

Captureof tum against Rome. Although after the de-
Tarentmn. parturc of the king the peace party recovered

ascendancy in the city, Milo, who commanded there on be-

half of Pyrrhus, rejected their suggestions and allowed the

citizens favourable to Rome, who had erected a separate fort

for themselves in the territory of Tarentum, to conclude

peace with Rome as they pleased, without on that account

opening his gates. But when after the death of PyrrluiP a

Carthaginian fleet entered the harbour, and Milo saw that

the citizens were on the point of delivering up the ciry to

the Carthaginians, he j)referred to hand over the citadel to

^
the Roman consul Lucius Papirius (482), and

by that means to secure a free departure for

himself and his troops. For the Romans this was an im-

mense piece of good fortune. After the experiences of

Philip before Perinthus and Byzantium, of Demetrius be-

fore Rhodes, and of Pyrrhus before Lilybaeum, it may be
doubted whether the strategy of that period was at all able

to compel the surrender of a town well fortified, well de-

fended, and freely accessible by sea ; and how different a

tur)i matters might have taken, had Tarentum become to

the Phoenicians in Italy what Lilybaeum was to them in

Sicily ! What was done, however, could not be undone.

The Carthaginian admiral, when he saw the citadel in the

hands of the Romans, declared that he had only appeared

before Tarentum conformably to the treaty to lend assist-

ance to his allies in the siege of the town, and set sail for

Africa ; and the Roman embassy, which was sent to Car-

thage to demand explanations and make complaints regard-

ing the attempted occupation of Tarentum, brought back

nothing but a solemn confirmation on oath of that assertion

as to its friendly design, with which accordingly the Ro-

mans had for the time to rest content. Thfe Tarentincs ol>
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tained from Rome, probably on the intercession of emi-

grants, the restoration of their autonomy ; but their arms

and ships had to be given up and their walls had to be

pulled down.

In the same year, in which Tarentum became Roman,

the Samnites, Lucanians, and Bruttians finally

of Lower Submitted. The latter were obliged to cede the

^ ^'
half of the lucrative, and for ship-building im-

portant, forest of Sila.

At length also the band that for ten years had sheltered

themselves in Rhegium were duly chastised for the breach

of their military oath, as well as for the murder of the

citizens of Rhegium and of the garrison of Croton. In this

instance Rome, while vindicating her own rights, vindicated

the general cause of the Hellenes against the barbarians.

Hiero, the new i-uler of Syracuse, accordingly supported

the Romans before Rhegium by sending supplies and a con-

tingent, and in combination with the Roman expedition

against the garrison of Rhegium he made an attack upon

their fellow-countrymen and fellow-criminals, the Mamcr-

tines of Messana. The siege of the latter town was long

protracted. On the other hand Rhegium, although the

mutineers resisted long and obstinately, was stormed by

the Romans in 484 : the survivors of the garri-
270

son were scourged and beheaded in the public

market at Rome, while the old inhabitants were recalled

and, as far as possible, reinstated in their possessions.

Thus all Italy was, in 484, reduced to subjection.

The Samnites alone, the most obstinate antago-

nists of Rome, still in spite of the official conclusion of

peace continued the struggle as "robbers," so

that in 485 both consuls had to be once more

despatched against them. But even thq most high-spirited

national courage—the bravery of desjDair—comes to an

end ; the sword and the gibbet at length carried quiet even

into the mountains of Samnium.

For the securing of these immense acquisitions a new
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^ ^ series of colonies was instituted : Paestum and
Construc-
tion of new Cosa in Lucania (481) ; Beneventum (486), and
fortrGSSPS \ ' ' N '

and roads. Aesernia (about 491) to hold Samnium in check

;

273 268
263*. 268. and, as outposts against the Gauls, Ariminum

(48G), Firmum in Picenum (about 490), and

the burgess colony of Castrum Novum. Preparations were

made for the continuation of the great southern highway

—

which acquired in the fortress of Beneventum a new station

intermediate between Capua and Venusia—as far as the sea-

ports of Tareutum and Brundisium, and for the colonization

of the latter seaport, which Roman policy had selected as

the rival and successor of the Tarentine emporium. The

construction of the new fortresses and roads gave rise to

some further wars with the small tribes, whose territory

2^g
was thereby curtailed : with the Picentes (485,

486), a number of whom were transplanted to

the district of Salernum ; with the Sallentines

(487, 488) ; and with the Umbrian Sassinates

(487, 488), who seem to have occupied the territory of Ari-

minum after the expulsion of the Senones. By these estab-

lishments the dominion of Rome was extended over the

interior of Lower Italy, and generally from the Apennines

to the Ionian sea. -^

f Befol'o we describe the political organization of the Italy

Miiritime which was thus unitcd under the government of
relations. Rome, it remains that we should glance at the

maritime relations that subsisted in the fourth and fifth cen-

turies. At this period Syracuse and Carthage were the

main competitors for the dominion of the western waters.

Oil the whole, notwithstanding the great temporary suc-

cesses which Dionysius (348-389), Agathocles

317-289; (437-465), and Pyrrhus (476-478) obtained at
'•' '" '

sea, Carthage had the preponderance, and Syra-

cuse sank more and more into a second-rate naval power.

The maritime importance of Etruria was wholly gone (p.

415) ; the hitherto Etruscan island of Corsica, if it did not

quite pass into the possession, fell under the maritime su-

premacy, of the Carthaginians. Tarentum, which for a
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time had played a considerable part, had its power broken

by the Roman occupation. The brave Massiliots main-

tained their ground in their own waters ; but they exercised

no material influence over the course of events in those of

Italy. The other maritime cities hardly require to be taken

into serious account.

Rome itself was not exempt from a similar fate; its

own waters were likewise commanded by foreign

tiic Roman fleets. It was indeed from the first a maritime
navalpower. ., 3 • ax. • t /• -a

City, and m the period of its vigour never was

so untrue to its ancient traditions as wholly to neglect its

war marine or so foolish as to desire to be a mere conti-

nental power. Latium furnished the finest timber for ship-

building, far surpassing the famed growths of Lower Italy
;

and the very docks constantly maintained in Rome showed

that the Romans never abandoned the idea of possessing a

fleet of their own. During the perilous crises, however,

which the expulsion of the kings, the internal disturbances

in the Romano-Latin confederacy, and the unhappy wars

with the Etruscans and Celts brought upon Rome, the Ro-

mans could take but little interest in the state of matters in

the Mediterranean ; and, in consequence of the policy of

Rome directing itself more and more decidedly to the sub-

jugation of the Italian continent, the growth of its naval

power was arrested. There is hardly any mention of Latin

vessels of war up to the end of the fourth century, except

that the votive offering from the Veientine spoil
c. 350. ^ *

was sent to Delphi in a Roman vessel (3G0).

The Antiates indeed continued to prosecute their

commerce with armed vessels and thus, as occasion offered,

to practise the trade of piracy also, and the "Tyrrhene

corsair" Postumius, whom Timoleon captured

about 41 5, may certainly have been an Antiate
;

but the Antiates were scarcely to be reckoned among the

naval powers of that period, and, had they been so, the fact

must from the attitude of Antium towards Rome have been

anything but an advantage to the latter. The extent to
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which the Roman naval power had declined about

the year 400 is shown by the plundering of the

Latin coasts by a Greek, probably a Sicilian, war fleet in

405, while at the same time Celtic hordes were

traversing and devastating the Latin land (p.

g^g
427). In the following year (40G), and beyond

doubt under the immediate impression produced

by these disastrous events, the Roman community and the

Phoenicians of Carthage, acting respectively for themselves

and for their dependent allies, concluded a treaty of com-

merce and navigation—the oldest Roman document whQse

text has reached us, although only in a Greek translation.*

In that treaty the Romans had to come under obligation

not to navigate, except under pressure of necessity, the

waters beyond the Fair Promontory (Cape Bon) on the

Libyan coast. On the other hand they obtained the privi-

lege of freely trading, liRe the natives, in Sicily, so far as it

was Carthaginian ; and in Africa and Sardinia they obtained

at least the right to dispose of their merchandise at a price

fixed with the concurrence of the Carthaginian ofTicials and

guaranteed by the Carthaginian community. The pi'ivilege

of free trading seems to have been granted to the Cartha-

ginians in Rome at least, perhaps in all Latium ; only they

bound themselves neither to do violence to tha subject

Latin communities (p. 446), nor, even if they should set

foot as enemies on Latin soil, to take up their quarters for

a night on shore—in other words, not to extend their pirati-

cal inroads into the interior—nor to construct any fortresses

in the Latin land.

We may probably assign to the same period the already

mentioned (p. 502) treaty between Rome and Tarentum,

respecting the date of which we are only told that it was
concluded a considerable time before 472. By

282. .
''

it the Romans bound themselves—for what con-

cessions on the part of Tarentum is not stated—not to

* The grounds for assigning the document given hi rolybius (iii. 22)

not to 245, but to 40C, arc set forth in my Eom. Chronologie,

p. 320 et seq. [translated in tlic Appendix to tliis vohimel.
23
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navigate the waters to the east of the Lacinian promontory

;

a stipulation by which they were wholly excluded from the

eastern basin of the Mediterranean,

These were disasters no less than the defeat on the Allia,

T, , and the Roman senators seem to have felt themRoman for-

tification of as such and to have made use of the favourable

turn, which their Italian relations assumed soon

after the conclusion of the humiliating treaties with Car-

thage and Tarentum, with all their energy to improve their

depressed maritime position. The most important of the

coast towns were furnished with Roman colonies : Pyrgi,

the seaport of Caere, the colonization of which probably

falls within this period ; along the Latin coast, Antium in

338. 329. 41^ (P- '*^^)' Tarracina in 425 (p. 460), the

modern isle of Ponza in 441 (p. 474), so that,

as Ostia, Ardea, and Circeii had previously re-

ceived colonists, all the Latin seaports of consequence were

now Latin or burgess colonies ; on the Campanian and Lu-

canian coasts, Minturnae and Sinuessa in 459

(p. 489), Paestum and Cosa in 481 (p. 527)

;

and on the coast of the Adriatic, Sena Gallica

and Castrum Novum about 471 (p. 501), and

Ariminum in 48G (p. 527), to which falls to be

added the occupation of Brundisium, which took place im-

mediately after the close of the Pyrrhic war. In the great-

er part of these places—the burgess or maritime colonies *

—the young men were exempted from serving in the le-

gions and destined solely for the watching of the coasts.

The well-judged preference given at the same time to the

Greeks of Lower Italy over their Sabellian neighbours, par-

ticularly to the considerable communities of Noapolis, Rhe-

gium, Locri, Thurii, and Ileraelea, and their similar exemp-

tion under the like conditions from furnishing contingents to

the land army, completed the network drawn by Rome
around the coasts of Italy.

* These were Pyrgi, Ostia, Antium, Tarracina, Minturnae, Sinuessa,

Sena Gallica, and Castrum Novum.
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But with a statesmanlike sagacity, from which the sue

The Roman cccding generations might have drawn a lesson,
^''*^*-

the leading men of the Roman commonwealth

perceived that all these coast fortifications and coast garri-

sons would prove inadequate, unless the war marine of the

state were again placed on a footing that should command
respect. Some sort of nucleus for this purpose was already

furnished on the subjugation of Antium (416)

by the serviceable war-galleys which were car-

ried off to the Roman docks ; but the enactment at the

same time, that the Antiates should abstain from all mari-

time traffic,* is a very clear and distinct indication how
weak the Romans then felt themselves at sea, and how com-

pletely their maritime policy was still summed up in the

occupation of places on the coast. Thereafter, when the

Greek cities of southern Italy, Neapolis leading the way in

428, were admitted to the clientship of Rome,
the war-vessels, which each of these cities bound

itself to furnish as a war contribution under the alliance to

the Romans, formed at least a renewed nucleus for a Roman
fleet. In 443, moreover, two fleet-masters {du6-

viri navales) were nominated in consequence of

a resolution of the burgesses specially passed to that effect,

and this Roman naval force co-operated in the Samnite war

* This statement is as distinct (Liv. viii. 11 ; interdictum mari Antiaii

pqpido est) as it is intrinsically credible ; for Antium was inhabited not

merely by colonists, but also by its former citizens who had been nursed

in enmity to Rome (p. S93). This view is, no doubt, inconsistent with

the Greek accounts, which assert that Alexander the Great

383' (+431) and Demetrius Poliorcetes ( + 471) lodged complaints

at Rome regarding Antiate pirates. The former statement is

of the same stamp, and perhaps from the same source, with that re-

garding the Roman Embassy to Bal)ylon (p. 420). It seems more likely

that Demetrius Poliorcetes may have tried by edict to put down piracy

in the Tyrrhene sea which he had never set eyes upon, and it is not

at all inconceivable that the Antiates may have even as Roman citizens,

in defiance of the prohibition, continued for a time their old trade in an

underhand fixshion : much dependence must not, however, be placed even

on the second story.
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at the siege of Nuceria (p. 478). Perhaps even the re-

markable mission of a Roman fleet of twenty-five sail to

found a colony in Corsica, which Theophrastus mentions in

his " History of Plants " written about 447,
307.

'' '

belongs to this period. But how little was im-

mediately accomplished with all this preparation, is shown

306. by the renewed treaty with Carthage in 448.

318. While the stipulations of the treaty of 406 re-

lating to Italy and Sicily (p. 529) remained unchanged, the

Romans were now prohibited not only from the navigation

of the eastern waters, but also from- that of the Atlantic

Ocean which was previously permitted, as well as debarred

from holding commercial intercourse with the subjects of

Carthage in Sardinia and Africa, and also, in all probability,

from effecting a settlement in Corsica ; * so that only Car-

thaginian Sicily and Carthage itself remained open to their

traffic. We recognize here the jealousy of the dominant

maritime power, gradually increasing with the extension of

the Roman dominion along the coasts. Carthage compelled

the. Romans to acquiesce in her prohibitive system, to sub-

ftiit to be excluded from the seats of production in the west

and east (connected with which exclusion is the story of a

public reward bestowed on the Phoenician mariner who at

the sacrifice of his own ship decoyed a Roman vessel, steer-

ing after him into the Atlantic Ocean, to perish on a sand-

bank), and to restrict their navigation under the treaty to

the narrow space of the western Mediterranean^—and all

this for the mere purpose of averting pillage from their

coasts and of securing their ancient and important trading

connection with Sicily. The Romans were obliged to yield

* According to Servius (in Aen. iv. 628) it was stipulated ia the Ro-

mano-Carthaginian treaties, that no Roman should set foot on (or rather

occupy) Carthaginian, and no Carthaginian on Roman, soil, but Corsica

was to remain in a neutral position between them (ut neque JRomani ad

lltora Cartkaginiensium accederent neque Carihaginienses ad litora lio-

manorum Corsica esset media iriter Romanes et Carihaginienses).

This appears to refer to our present period, and the colonization of Cor-

sica seems to have been prevented by this very treaty.
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to these terms ; but they did not desist from their efforts to

rescue their marine from its condition of impotence.

A comprehensive measure with that view was the insti-

tution of four quaestors of the fleet [quaesiores

the fleet. classici) in 487 : of whom the first was stationed
267

at Ostia the port of Rome ; the second, sta-

tioned at Cales then the capital of Eoman Campania, had to

superintend the ports of Campania and Magna Graecia

;

the third, stationed at Ariminum, superintended the ports

on the other side of the Apennines ; the district assigned

to the fourth is not known. These new standing officials

were intended to exercise not the sole, but a conjoint, guar-

dianship of the coasts, and to form a war marine for their

Variance be- protection. The objccts of the Roman senate

—

and Car-"'"" to recover their independence by sea, to cut off

*^^sc- the maritime communications of Tarentum, to

close the Adriatic against fleets coming from Epirus, and to

emancipate themselves from Carthaginian supremacy—were

very obvious. Their already explained relations with Car-

thage during the last Italian war discover traces of such

views. King Pyrrhus indeed drove the two great citi«

once more—it was for the last time—to conclude an offen-

sive alliance ; but the lukewarmness and faithlessness of

that alliance, the attempts of the Carthaginians to establish

themselves in Rhegium and Tarentum, and the immediate

occupation of Brundisium by the Romans after the termi-

nation of the war, show clearly how much their respective

interests already came into collision.

Rome very naturally sought to find support against Car-

Rome and thage from the Hellenic maritime states. Her

MvS'pow- '^^^ ^^'^^ cl*^^® relations of amity with Massilia

^"^^- continued uninterrupted. The votive offering

sent by Rome to Delphi, after the conquest of Vcii, was

preserved there in the treasury of the Massiliots. Afler

the capture of Rome by the Celts there was a collection in

Massilia for the sufferers by the fire, in which the city

chest took the lead ; in return the Roman senate granted

commercial advantages to the Massiliot merchants, and, at
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the celebration of the games, assigned a position of honour
to the Massiliots by the side of the platform for the sena-

tors (Graecosiasis). To the same category belong the trea-

ties of commerce and amity concluded by the

Eomans about 448 with Rhodes and not louff

after with Apollonia, a considerable mercantile town on the

Epirot coast, and especially the closer relations, so fraught

with danger for Carthage, which immediately after the end

of the Pyrrhic war sprang up between Rome and Syracuse

(p. 525).

While the Roman power by sea was thus very far from

keeping pace with the immense development of their power
by land, and the war marine belonging to the Romans in

particular was by no means such as from the geographical

and commercial position of the city it ought to have been,

yet it began gradually to emerge out of the complete nullity

to which it had been reduced about the year
350. -^

400 ; and, considering the great resources of

Italy, the Phoenicians might well follow its efforts with

anxious eyes.

I The .crisis in reference to the supremacy of the Italian

United Waters was approaching ; by land the contest
Italy.

^,j^g decided. For the first time Italy was

united into one state under the sovereignty of the Roman
community. What political privileges the Roman com-

munity on- this occasion withdrew from the various other

Italian communities and took into its own sole keeping, or

in other words, what conception of political power is to be

associated with this sovereignty of Rome, we are nowhere

expressly informed, and—a significant circumstance, indicat-

ing prudent calculation—there does not even exist any gene-

rally recognized expression for that conception.* Tjie only

* The clause, by which a dependent people binds itself " to uphold

In a friendly manner the sovereignty of that of Rome " {maicstatem popii-

li liomani comiter conservare), is certainly the technical appellation of

that mildest form of subjection, but it probably did not come mto use

till a considerably later period (Cic. pro Balbo, 16, 35). The appellation

of clientship derived from private law, aptly as in its very indefiniteness
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privileges that demonstrably belonged to it were the right

of making war, of concluding treaties, and of coining

money. No Italian community could declare war againstf

any foreign state, or even negotiate with it, or coin moneyi

for circulation. On the other hand every war and every!

state-treaty resolved upon by the Roman people were bind-'

ing in law on all the other Italian communities, and the

silver money of Rome was legally current throughout all

Italy. It is probable that formerly the general rights of

the leading community extended no farther. But to these

rights there was necessarily attached a prerogative of sove-

reignty that practically went far beyond them.

The relations, Avhich the Italians sustained to the leading

community, exhibited in detail great inequali-

mamfran- ties. In this point 01 view, in addition to the

full burgesses of Rome, there were three difier-

ent classes of sutyects to be distinguished. The full fran-

chise itself, in the first place, was extended as far as was

possible, without wholly abandoning the idea of an urban

commonwealth in the case of the Roman commune. Not
only was the old burgess-domain extended by individual

assignation far into Etruria on the one hand and into Cam-

,

pania on the other, but, after the example was first set in,

the case of Tusculum, a great number of communities more
or less remote were gradually incorporated with the Roman
state and merged in it completely. It has been already

mentioned (p. 446, 460), that in consequence of the re-

peated insurrections of the Latins against Rome a consider-

able portion of the original members of the Latin league

were compelled to enter the ranks of the full Roman bur-

gesses. The same course was followed in 486

with all the communities of the Sabines, who
were closely related to the Romans, and had sufliciently

approved their fidelity in the last severe war. In a similar

way and for the like reasons, a number of communities of

it denotes the relation (Dig. xlix. 15, Y, 1), was scarcely applied to if

officially in earlier times.
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the former Volscian territory appear to have been about

the same time transferred from the class of subjects to that

of burgesses. These originally Sabine and Volscian, but

probably by that time essentially Romanized, communes
were the first members of properly alien lineage incorpo-

rated in the Roman burgess-union. To these there fell to

be added the just-mentioned maritime or burgess colonies,

as they were called, in which the whole inhabitants likewise

possessed the fuU Roman franchise. Accordingly the Ro-

man burgess-body probably extended northward as far as

'the neighbourhood of Caere, eastward to the Apennines,

and southward as far as, or beyond, Formiae. In its case,

however, we cannot use the term " boundaries " in a strict

sense. Isolated communities within this region, such as Tibur,

Praeneste, Signia, and Norba, had not the Roman franchise

;

others beyond its bounds, such as Sena, possessed it; and it

is probable that fomilies of Roman farmers were already

dispersed throughout all Italy, either altogether isolated or

associated in villages.

Among the subject communities the most privileged and

Subicctcom-
^^^^^ important class was that of the I^itin

munities. towns, which now embraced but few of the

original participants in the Alban festival (and

these, with the exception of Tibur and Praeneste,

altogether insignificant communities), but on the other hand

obtained accessions equally numerous and important in the

autonomous communities founded by Rome in and even be-

yond Italy—the Latin colonies, as they were called—and

was always increasing in consequence of new settlements of

jthe same nature. These new urban communities of Roman
iorigin, but with Latin rights, became more and more the

jreal buttresses of the Roman rule. These Latins, however,

were by no means those with whom the battles of the lake

Regillus and Trifanum had been fought. They were not

those old members of the Alban league, who reckoned them-

selves originally equal to, if not better than, the community
of Rome, and who felt the dominion of Rome to be an op-

pressive yoke, as the fearfully rigorous measures of secur-
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ity taken against Praeneste at the beginning of the war with

Pyrrhus, and the collisions that long continued to occur with

the Praenestines in particular, show. The Latins of the

later times of the republic, on the contrary, consisted almost

exclusively of communities, which from the beginning had

honoured Rome as their capital and parent city ; which,

settled amidst peoples of alien language and of alien habits,

were attached to Rome by community of language, of law,

and of manners ; which, as the petty tyrants of the sur-

rounding districts, were obliged doubtless to lean on Rome
for their very existence, like advanced posts leaning upon

the main army ; and which, in fine, in consequence of the

increasing material advantages of Roman citizenship, were

ever deriving very considerable benefit from their equality

of rights with the Romans, limited though it was. A por-

tion of the Roman domains, for instance, was usually as-

signed to them for their separate use, and participation in

the state leases was open to them as to the Roman burgess.

A certain danger no doubt threatened the Romans from this

quarter. Venusian inscriptions of the time of the Roman
republic, and Bcneventine inscriptions recently brought to

light,* show that Venusia as well as Rome liad its plebs

and its tribunes of the people, and that the chief magistrates

of Bencventum bore the title of consul at least about the

time of the Hannibalic war. Both communities are among
the most recent of the Latin colonies with older rights : we
perceive what pretensions were stirring in them about the

m.iddle of the fifth century. These so-called Latins, issuing

from the Roman burgess-body and feeling themselves in

ever/ respect on a level with it, could not but on their part

begin to view with displeasure their subordinate federal

rights and to strive after full equalisation. Accordingly the

senate exerted itself to curtail these Latin colonies,—how-;

ever important they were for Rome—as far as possible in

their rights and privileges, and to convert their position

* V. Cervio A.f. cosol dedicavit and lunonci Quiritci sacra. C. Fal-

ciliiis L. f. consol dedicavit.

23*
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from that of allies to that of subjects, so far as this could

be done without removing the line of demarcation between

them and the non-Latin communities of Italy. We have

already described the abolition of the league itself, and the

loss of the most important political privileges belonging to

the communities as well as of their former complete equal-

ity of rights. On the complete subjugation of Italy a fur-

ther step was taken, and a movement was made towards the

restriction of the personal rights—that had not hitherto

been touched—of the individual Latin, especially the impor-

tant right of freedom of settlement. It is true that the

privileges secured by stipulation to the older communities

Avere not touched : but in the case of Ariminiim
268.

founded in 486 and of all the autonomous com-

munities constituted afterwards, the privilege of acquiring

by settlement in Eome the passive franchise and even a sort

of suffrage there (p. 440) was no longer conceded. The

main advantage enjoyed by them, as compared with other

subjects, consisted in their equalization with burgesses of

the Roman community so far as regarded private rights

—

those of traffic and barter as well as those of inheritance.

The Roman franchise was in future conferred only on such

citizens of these townships as had filled a public magistracy

in them : in that case, however, it was, apparently from the

first, conferred without any limitation of rights.* This

* According to the testimony of Cicero {pro Cacc. 35) Sulla gave to

the Volaterrans the former jus of Ariminum, that is— adds the orator—
the jus of the " twelve colonies " which had not the Roman civitas

but had full cmnmcrcium with the Romans. Few things have been so

much discussed as the question to what places this jus of the twelve

towns refers ; and yet the answer is not far to seek. There were in Italy

and Cisalpine Gaul— laying aside some places that soon disappeared

again— thirty-four Latin colonies established in all. The twelve most

recent of these— Ariminum, Benevcntum, Firmura, Aesernia, Brundis-

ium, Spoletium, Cremona, Placentia, Copia, Valentia, Boiionia, and

Aquileia— are those here referred to ; and because Ariminum was the

oldest of these and the town in reference to which this now organization

was primarily established, partly perhaps also because it was the first

Roman colony founded beyond Italy, the jus of these colonics rightly took
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clearly shows the complete revolution in the position of

Eome. So long as Rome was still but one among the many,

urban communities of Italy, although that one might be thel

first, admission even to the unrestricted Roman franchise)

was universally i-egarded as a gain for the admitting com-.'

munity and as a loss of privilege for those admitted; and

the acquisition of that franchise by non-burgesses was facili-

tated in every way, and was in fact often imposed on them

as a punishment. But after the Roman community became!

sole sovereign and all the others were its servants, the state\

of matters changed. The Roman community began jeal-j

ously to guard its franchise, and accordingly put an end inl

the first instance to the old full liberty of migration ; al-l

though the statesmen of that period were wise enough still

to keep admission to the Roman franchise legally open at

least to the men of eminence and of capacity in the highest

class of subject communities. The Latins were thus madef

to feel that Rome, after having subjugated Italy mainly byj

their aid, had now no longer need of them as before.

The two other classes of Roman subjects, the subject

Passive bur-
Roinan burgesses and the non-Latin allied com-

gesses. munities, were in a far inferior position. The

communities having the Roman franchise without the privi-

lege of electing or being elected {civitas sine suffragio), ap-

its name from Ariminura. This at the same time demonstrates the truth

of the view—which already had on other grounds very high probability

— that all the colonies established in Italy (in the wider sense of the

term) after the founding of Aquilcia belonged to the class of burgess

colonies.

"We cannot fully determine the extent to which the curtailment of the

rights of the later Latin towns was carried, as compared with the earlier.

Of course the right of settlement in itself was not withdrawn from the

burgesses of these towns for in the law everyone who was not an enemy,

or interdicted from fire and water, was at liberty to take up his abode in

Rome. If intermarriage, as is not improbable, but is in fact anything

but definitely established (p. 116 supra ; Diodor. p. 590, 62,/r. Vat. p.

130, Bind.), formed a constituent clement of the original federal

equality of rights, it was, at any rate, no longer conceded to the Latin

colonies of more recent origin.
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proached nearer in form to the fall Eoman burgesses than

the Latin communities that wore legally autonomous. Their

members were, as Roman burgesses, liable to all the bur-

clensj^f citizenship, especially to the levy and taxation, and
were subject to the Roman census ; whereas, as their very
designation indicates, they had no claim to its honorary
rights. They lived under Roman laws, and had justice ad-

ministered by Roman judges ; but the hardship was less-

ened by the fact that their former common law was, after

undergoing revision by Rome, restored to them as Roman
local law, and a " deputy "

(
praefectus) annually nominated

by the Roman praetor * was sent to them to conduct its

administration. In other respects these communities re-

tained their own administration, and chose for that purpose
their own chief magistrates. This relation, which was first

g^j
instituted in 403 for Caere (p. 432), and subse-

quently was applied to Capua (p. 461) and a
number of other communities more remote from Rome,
was probably in reality the most oppressive among the dif-

ferent forms of subjection. Lastly, the rela-

aiiied com- tious of the nou-Latiu allied communities were
mimities. i • , ^ f

subject, as a matter or course, to very various

rules, just as each particular treaty of alliance had defined

them. Many of these perpetual treaties of alliance, such
as that with the Hernican communities (p. 482) and those

with Neapolis (p. 467), Nola (p. 474), and Heraclea (p.

519), granted rights comparatively comprehensive, while

others, such as the Tarentine and Samnite treaties, probably
approximated to despotism.

As a general rule, it may be taken for granted that not

.
only the Latin and Hernican national confedera-

of national tions—as to which the fact is expressly stated—
eagnos. t^^^^

^^^ ^^^^j^ Confederations subsisting in Italy,

* In my Corpus Inscr. Lat. i. p. 47, I have shown tliat these pme-
fects were down to the seventh century nominated by the praetors, and
not by the burgesses, and that, if Livy (ix. 20) in using the word creaH
has meant it to refer to popular election, he has erroneously transferred

the arrangement adopted in the last period of the republic to an earlier

epoch.
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and the Samuite and Lucanian leagues in particular, were

legally dissolved or at any rate reduced to insignificance,

and that in general no Italian community was allowed the

right of acquiring property or of intermarriage, or even the

right of joint consultation and resolution, with any other

Further, provision must have been made, under

ofcontin-" different forms, for placing the military and
gen s.

financial resources of all the Italian communities

at the disposal of the leading cominunity. Although the

burgess militia on the one hand, and the contingents of the

"^ Latin name " on the other, were still alone regarded as

the main and integral constituents of the Roman army, and

in that way its national character was on the whole pre-

served, the Roman cives sine snffragio were called forth to

join its ranks, and not only so, but beyond doubt the non-

Latin allied communities also were either bound to furnish

ships of war, as was the case with the Greek cities, or were

placed on the roll of contingent-furnishing Italians {^formula

togatorum), as must have been decreed at once or gradually

in the case of the Apulians, Sabellians, and Etruscans. In

general this contingent, like that of the Latin communities,

appears to have had its numbers definitely fixed, although,

in case of necessity, the leading community was not pre-

cluded from making a larger requisition. This at the same

time involved an indirect taxation, as every community was
bound itself to equip and to pay its own contingent. Ac-

cordingly it was not without design that the supply of the

most costly requisites for w^ar devolved chiefly on the Latin,

or non-Latin allied, communities ; that the war marine was

for the most part kept up by the Greek cities
; and that in

the cavalry service the allies, at least subsequently, were

called upon to furnish a proportion thrice as numerous as

the Roman burgesses, while in the infimtry the old princi-

ple, that the contingent of the allies should not be more nu-

Hicrous than the burgess army, still remained in force for a

long time at least as the rule.

The system, on which this fabric was constructed and
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System of kept together, can no longer be ascertained in
govei-nment.

^j^^j^q f^.^^ ^j^^ ^^^ notices that have reached us.

Even the numerical proportions of the three classes, rela-

tively to each other and to the full burgesses, can no longer

be determined even approximately ;
* and in like manner

* It is to be regretted that wo are unable to give satisfactory inlbr-

mation as to tlie proportional numbers. We may estimate the number
of Koman burgesses capable of bearing arms in the later regal period as

about 20,000 (p. 141). No-.v from the fall of Alba to the conquest of

Veil the immediate territory of Rome received no material extension ; in

perfect accordance with which we find that from the first institution of

the twenty-one tribes about 259 (p. 361), which involved little

or no extension of the Koman bounds, no new tribes were in-

387. stituted till SGY. However abundant allowance we make for

increase by the excess of births over deaths, by immigration,

and by manumissions, it is absolutely impossible to reconcile with the

narrow limits of a territory of hardly 650 square miles the traditional

accounts of the census, according to which the number of Roman burges-

ses capable of bearing arms in the second half of the third century va-

ried between 104,000 and 150,000, and in 362, regarding
392. ) o o

which a special statement is extant, amounted to 152,573.

These numbers are on a parallel with the 84,700 burgesses of the Servian

census ; and in general the whole lists of the census, carried back to the

four earlier lustres of Servius Tullius and furnished with copious num-
bers, belong to the class of those apparently documentary traditions

which delight in, and betray themselves by the very fact of, such numer-

ical details.

It was only with the second half of the fourth century that the large

extensions of territory on the one hand, and the incorporation of

whole communities with Rome on the other (p. 381) which must have

suddenly and considerably augmented the burgess roll, began. It is re-

ported on reliable authority and is intrinsically credible, that about 416

the Roman burgesses numbered 165,000; which very well

agrees with the statement that ten years previously, when the

whole militia was called out against Latium and the Gauls, the first levy

amounted to ten legions, that is, to 50,000 men. Subsequently to the

great extensions of territory in Etruria, Latium, and Campania, in the

fifth century the effective burgesses numbered, on an average, 250,000

;

immediately before the first Punic war, 280,000 to 290,000. These

numbers are certain enough, but they are of little service historically

for another reason, namely, that in them, beyond doubt, the Roman full

burgesses and the "burgesses without vote," such as the Caerites and

Oampanians, are mixed up together, while pruetieally tht- latter must be
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the geographical distribution of the several categories over

Italy is but imperfectly known. The leading ideas on which

the structure was based, on the other hand, are so obvious

that it is scarcely necessary specially to set them forth.

First of all, as we have already said, the immediate circle

of the ruling community was extended as far as was possi-

ble without completely decentralizing the Eoman con:imu-

nity, which was urban and was intended to remain so.-

When the system of incorporation was extended up to and

perhaps even beyond its natural limits, the communities

that were subsequently added had to submit to a position

of subjection ; for a pure hegemony as a permanent rela-

tion was intrinsically impossible. Thus not through any

arbitrary monopolizing of sovereignty, but through the in-

evitable force of circumstances, a class of subjects took its

Division place by the side of the class of ruling burgess-

cattonofthe ^^' ^'^ ^^^^ ^"^^ °^ ^^ primary expedients of

subjects. Eoman rule to subdivide the governed by break-

ing up the Italian confederacies and instituting as large a

number as possible of comparatively small communities,

and to graduate the pressure of that rule acooiding to the

different categories of subjects. As Cato in the govern-

ment of his household took care that the slaves should not

be on too good terms with one anotlier, and designedly

fomented variances and fiictions among them, so the Roman
community acted on a great scale. The expedient was not

generous, but it was effectual.

It was but a wider application of the same expedient,

reckoned decidedly as subjects, and Home could count with much more

certainty on the contingents of the Latins not included in these numbers

than on the Campanian legions. If the statement in Livy (xxiii. 5) that

S0,000 infantry and 4,000 horse could be raised from Capua, v.'as drawn,

as hardly admits of doubt, from the Eoman census rolls, we may—see-

ing that the Campanians probably formed the main body of the passive

burgesses and arc directly put as equivalent to them in Polyb. ii. 24,

14—esthiiatc these passive burgesses at nearly 50,000 men capable

ol' bearing arras ; but this number is not sufficiently certain to form the

\Y\At of furtlier calculations.
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Aristocratic
wheii ill each dependent community the consti-

of'the conl^
tution was remodelled after the Roman pattern

Etitutions of and a government of the wealthy and respecta-

comjnuni- ble families was installed, which was naturally

more or less keenly opposed to the multitude

and was induced by its material interests and by its wish

for local power to lean on Roman support. The most re-

markable instance of this sort is furnished by the treatment

of Capua, which appears to have been from the first treated

with suspicious precaution as the only Italian city that could

come into possible rivalry with Rome. The Campanian
nobility received the rights of a privileged order, separate

places of assembly, and a peculiar position in all respects

;

indeed they even obtained not inconsiderable pensions

—

sixteen hundred of them at 450 stateres (about £29) annu-

ally—charged on the Campanian exchequer. It was these

Campanian equites, whose refusal to take part in the great

Latino-Campanian insurrection of 414 mainly

contributed to its failure, and wliose brave

swords decided the day in favour of the Romans at Scnti-

num in 459 (p. 486) ; whereas the Campanian

infantry at Rhegium was the first body of troops

that in the war with Pyrrhus revolted from Rome (p. 507).

Another remarkable instance of the Roman practice of

turnhig to account for their own interest the variances be-

tween the ordei's in the dependent communities by favour-

ing the aristocracy, is furnished by the treatment which

Volsinii met with in 489. There, iust as in
265.

Rome, the old and new burgesses must have

stood opposed to one another, and the latter must have at-

tained by legal means equality of political rights. In con-

sequence of this the old burgesses of Volsinii resorted to

the Roman senate with a request for the restoration of their

old constitution—a step which the ruling party in the city

naturally viewed as high treason, and inflicted legal punish-

ment accordingly on the petitioners. The Roman senate,

however, took part with the old burgesses, and, when the

city showed no disposition to submit, not only destroyed
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by military violence the communal constitution of Volsinii

which was in recognized operation, but also, by razing the

old capital of Etruria, exhibited to the Italians a fearfullj-

palpable proof of the despotism of Rome.

But the Roman senate had the wisdom not to overlook

the fact, that the only means of giving perma-

of*th/gov^ nence to despotism is moderation on the part of
emment. ^^ dcspots. On that account the dependent

communities either had the full Roman franchise granted in

lieu of independence, or were left in possession of a species

of autonomy, which included a shadow of independence! a

special share in the military and political successes of Rome,

and above all a free communal constitution—so far as the

Italian confederacy extended, there existed no community

of ITelots. On that account also Rome from the very first,

with a clearsightedness and magnanimity perhaps unparal-

leled in history, waived the most dangerous of all the rights

of government, the right of taxing her subjects. At the

most tribute was perhaps imposed on the dependent Celtic

cantons : so far as the Italian confederacy extended, there

was no tributary community. On that account, lastly,

while the duty of bearing arms was partially devolved on

the subjects, the ruling burgesses were by no means exempt

from it ; it is probable that the latter were proportionally

far more numerous than the body of the allies ; and in that

body, again, probably the Latins as a whole were liable to

far greater demands upon them than the passive burgesses

or at least the non-Latin allied communities. There was

thus a certain reasonableness in the appropriation by which

Rome ranked first, and the Latins next to her, in the distri-

bution of the spoil acquired in war.

The central administration at Rome solved the difficult

problem of preserving its supervision and con-

diatoTnc- trol ovcr the mass of the Italian communities
tionaricB.

\^^^^\q to fumish coutingcnts, partly by means

of tlic four Italian quaestors, partly by the extension of the

Roman censorship over the whole of the dependent commu-

nities. The quaestors of the fleet (p. 533), along with their
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more immediate duty, had to raise the revenues from the

newly acquired domains and to control the contingents of

the new allies ; they were the first Roman functionaries to

whom a residence and district out of Rome were assigned

by law, and they formed the necessary intermediate author-

ity between the Roman senate and the Italian communities.

Moreover, as is shown by the later municipal

of the em- Constitution, the chief functionaries in every
^"°'

Italian community,* whatever might be their

title, had to undertake a valuation every fourth or fifth

year ; an institution, the suggestion of which must necessa-

rily have emanated from Rome, and which can only have

been intended to furnish the senate with a view of the re-

sources in men and money of the whole of Italy, corre-

sponding to the census in Rome.

Lastly, with this military administrative union of the

Italy and whole peoples dwelling to the south of the

the Italians. Apennines, as far as the lapygian promontory

and the straits of Rhegium, was connected the rise of a new

name common to them all—that of " the men of the toga "

{togati), which was their oldest designation in Roman state

law, or that of the " Italians," which was the appellation

originally in use among the Greeks and thence became uni-

versally current. The various nations inhabiting those

lands were probably first led to feel and own their unity,

partly through their common contrast to the Greeks, partly

and mainly through their common resistance to the Celts
;

for, although an Italian community may now and then have

made common cause with the Celts against Rome and em-

ployed the opportunity to recover independence, yet in the

long run sound national feeling necessarily prevailed. As

the Gallic territory down to a late period stood contrasted

in law with the Italian, so the "men of the toga" were thus

named in contrast to the Celtic " men of the hose " {brac-

cati) ; and it is probable that the repelling of the Celtic in-

* Not merely in every Latin one ; for the censorship or so-called

quinguennalitas occurs, as is well known, also among communities

whose constitution was not formed according to the Latin sche-nae.
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vasions played an important diplomatic part as a reason oi

pretext for centralizing the military resources of Italy in

the hands of the Romans. Inasmuch as the Romans on the

one hand took the lead in the great national struggle and on

the other hand compelled the Etruscans, Latins, Sabellians,

Apulians, and Hellenes (within the bounds to be immediate-

ly described) alike to fight under their standards, that unity,

which hitherto had been undefined and latent rather than

expressed, obtained firm consolidation and recognition in

state law ; and the name Italia, which originally and even

in the Greek authors of the fifth century—in Aristotle for

instance—pertained only to the modern Calabm,. was trans-

ferred to the whole land of these wearers of the toga.

The earliest boundaries of this gi-eat armed confederacy

led by Rome, or of the new Italy, reached on

boundaries the Western coast as fiir as the district of Leg-

ian co^iifed-' horn south of the Arnus,* on the east as far as
^''''^^"

the Aesis north of Ancona. The places colo-

nized by Italians, lying beyond these limits, such as Sena

Gallica and Ariminum beyond the Apennines, and Messana

in Sicily, were reckoned geographically as situated out of

Italy—even when, like Ariminum, they were members of

the confederacy or, like Sena, were Roman burgess commu-

nities. Still less could the Celtic cantons beyond the Apen-

nines be reckoned among the togati, although perhaps some

of them were already among the clients of Rome.

The new Italy had thus become a political unity ; it was

First steps ^^^<^ "^ *^^ course of becoming a national unity,

towards tLe Alreadv the rulin<T Latin nationality had assimi-
Latxni2ang •< '^

of Italy. lated to itself the Sabines and Volscians and had

scattered isolated Latin communities over all Italy ; these

germs were merely developed, when subsequently the Latin

language became the mother-tongue of every one entitled

* This earliest boundary is probably indicated by the two small places

Ad Fines, of which one lay north of Arczzo on the road to Florence,

the second on the coast not far from Leghorn. Somewhat further to

the soulh of the latter, the brook and valley of Vada are still called

Mume della Fine, Voile della Fine (Targioni Tozzetti, Viaggj, iv. 430).
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to wear the Latin toga. That the Romans already clearlj

recognized this as their aim, is shown by the familiar exten-

sion of the Latin name to the whole body of contingent-

furnishing Italian allies.* Whatever can still be recognized

of this grand political structure testifies to the great politi-

cal sagacity of its nameless architects ; and the singular co-

hesion, which that confederation composed of so many and

so diversified ingredients subsequently exhibited under the

severest shocks, stamped their great work with the seal of

Ncwposi- success. Froni the time when the threads of

aiTgxfar" t^is net drawn skilfully and firmly around Italy

power. wyvQ Concentrated in the hands of the Eoman
community, it became a great power, and took its place in

the system of the Mediterranean states in the room of Ta-

rentum, Lucania, and other intermediate and minor states

erased by the last wars from the list of political powers.

Rome received, as it were, an official recognition of its new
position by means of the two solemn embassies, which in

481 were sent from Alexandria to Rome and
273.

from Rome to Alexandria, and which, though

primarily they regulated only commercial relations, beyond
doubt prepared the way for a political alliance. As Car-

thage was contending with the Egyptian government re-

garding Cyrene and was soon to contend with that of Rome
regarding Sicily, so Macedonia was contending with the for-

* In strict official language, indeed, this was not the case. The ful-

lest designation of the Italians occurs in the agrarian law of 643, line

21 ;—[cei2;is] Romanus sociumve nominhve Lathii, quibus ex

formula togatorum [tniliics in terra Italia imperare solent^
;

in like manner at the 29th line of the same the peregrinus is distinguished

from the Latinus, and the decree of the senate as to the Bacchanalia in

668 the expression is used; ne quis ceivis Romanus neve no-

minis Latini neve socium quisquam. But in common use very

frequently the second or third of these three subdivisions is omitted, and

along with the Romans sometimes only those Latini nominis are men-
tioned, sometimes only the socii (Weissenborn onLiv. xxii. 50, 6), while

tliere is no difference in the meaning. The designation homines nominis

Latini ac socii Italici (Sallust. Jug. 40), correct as it is in itself, is foreign

to the official ^isus loquendi, which employs Italia, but not Italici.
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mer for the predominant influence in Greece, with the latter

proximately for the sovereignty of the Adriatic coasts.

The new struggles, which were preparing on all sides, could

not but influence each other, and Rome, as mistress of Italy,

could not fail to be drawn into the wide arena which the

victories and projects of Alexander the Great had marked
out as the field of conflict to his successors.



CHAPTER VIII.

LAW. RELIGION. MILITARY SYSTEM. ECONOMIC CONDITION.

NATIONALITY.

In tho development of law during this period within the

Roman commonwealth, probably the most im-

mentofiaw. portant material innovation was that peculiar
°'^*^'

control which the community itself, and in a

subordinate degree its office-bearers, began to exercise over

the manners and habits of the individual burgesses. The
germ of it is to be sought not so much in the religious

anathemas which had served in the earliest times as a sort

of substitute for police (p. 236), as in the right of the ma-

gistrates to inflict property fines (niultae) for offences against

order (p. 205). In the case of all fines of more than two-

sheep and thirty oxen or, after the cattle-fines had been by
the decree of the people in 824 commuted into

money, of more than 3020 libral asses (£30),

the decision soon after the expulsion of the kings passed by
way of appeal into the hands of the community (p. 425) ;

and thus procedure by fine acquired an importance which it

Was far from originally possessing. Under the vague cate-

gory of offences against order men might include any accu-

sations they pleased, and by the higher grades in the scale

of fines they might accomplish whatever they desired. The

dangerous character of such arbitrary procedure was brought

to light rather than obviated by the mitigating proviso, that

these property-fines, where they were not fixed by law at a

definite sum, should not exceed half the estate of the per-

son fined. To this class belonged the police laws, which

from the earliest times were especially abundant in the Ro-

man commonwealth. Such were those enactments of the

Twelve Tables, which prohibited the anointing of a dead

body by persons hired for the purpose, the dressing it out
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with more than one cushiDn or more than three purple-

edged coverings, the decorating it with gold or gaudy chap-

lets, the use of dressed wood for the funeral pile, and the

perfuming or sprinkling of the pyre with frankincense or

myrrh wine , which limited the number of flute-players in

tlie funeral procession to ten at most; and which forbade y/
wailing women and funeral banquets—in a certain sense the "*;|;\

earliest Roman legislation against luxury. Such also were

the laws—oriajinating in the conflicts of the orders—diiect-

ed against an immoderate use of the common pasture and

a disproportionate appropriation of the occupiabie domain-

land, as well as those directed against usury. But far more
fraught with danger than these and similar police laws,

which at least explicitly set forth the offence and often pre-

scribed also its precise punishment, was the general prerog-

ative of every magistrate who exercised jurisdiction to in-

flict a fine for an offence against order, and if the fine reached

the amount necessary to found an appeal and the person

fined did not submit to the penalty, to bring the case before

the community. Already in the course of the fifth century

quasi-criminal proceedings had been in this way instituted

against immorality of life both in men and women, against

the forestalling of grain, witchcraft, and similar practices.

Closely akin to this was the quasi-j urisdiction of the cen-

sors, which likewise sprang up at this period. They were

invested with authority to adjust the Roman budget and

the burgess-roll, and they availed themselves of it partly to

impose of their owii accord taxes on luxury which differed

only in form from penalties, partly to abridge or withdraw

the political privileges of the burgess who was reported to

have been guilty of any infomous action. The extent to

which tliiis surveillance was already carried is shown by the

fact that penalties of this nature were inflicted for the negli-

gent cultivation of a man's own land, and that such an one

2gQ
as Publius Cornelius Rufinus (consul in 464,

277 477) was struck off" the list of senators by the

275. censors of 479, because he possessed silver plate

to the value of 3360 sesterces (£34). No
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doubt, according to the rule generally applicable to the

eclicte of magistrates (p. 339), the sentences of the censors

had legal force only during their censorship, that is on an ^
average for the next five years, and might be renewed or

not by the next censors at pleasure. Nevertheless this cen-

sorial prerogative was of so immense importance, that in

virtue of it the censorship, originally one of the least of the

Roman public magistracies, became in rank and considera-

tion the first of all (p. 377, 401). The government of the

senate rested essentially on this twofold police control su-

preme and svibordinate, vested in the community and its

officials, and furnished with powers as extepsive 'as they

were arbitrary. Like every such arbitrary government, it

was productive of much good and much evil, and we do not

mean to combat the view of those who hold tkat the evil

preponderated. But we must not forget that-*ramidst the

morality external no doubt but stern and energolic, and the

vigorous development of public spirit, that werci the genu-

ine characteristics of this period—these institutions re-

mained exempt as yet from any really vulgar abuse ; and

if they were the chief instruments in repressing individual

freedom, they were also the means by which the public

spirit and the good old manners and order of the Eoman

community were with might and main upheld.

Along with these changes a humanizing and modernizing

tendency showed itself slowly but yet clearly

tfonstnttie enough in the development of Roman law.
laws. Most of the enactments of the Twelve Tables,

which coincide with the laws of Solon and therefore may

with reason be considered as in substance innovations, bear

this character ; such as the securing the right of free asso-

ciation and the autonomy of the societies that originated

under it ; the enactment that forbade the ploughing up of

boundary-balks ; and the mitigation of the punishment of

theft, so that a thief not caught in the act might henceforth

release himself from the plaintiff's suit by paj^ment of

double compensation. The law of debt was modified in q,

similar sense, but not till a century afterwards, by the Poe-
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telian law (p. 391). The right freely to dispose of prop-

erty, which according to the earliest Roman law was accord-

ed to the owner in his lifetime but in the case of death had

hitherto been conditional on the consent of the community,

was liberated from this restriction, inasmuch as the law of

the Twelve Tables or its interpretation assigned to private

testaments the same force as pertained to those confirmed

in the curies. This was an important step towards the

breaking up of the clanships, and towards the full carrying

out of individual liljerty in the disposal of property. The

fearfully absolute paternal power was restricted by the en-

actment, that a son thrice sold by his father should not re-

lapse into his power, but should thenceforth be free ; which

—by a legal infijpcnce that, strictly viewed, was no doubt

inconsistent with the spirit of the Roman law—was soon

construed to imply that a fiither might voluntarily divest

himself of dominion over his son by emancipation. In the

law of marriage civil marriage was permitted (p. 129) ; and

although the full marital power was associated as necessa-

rily with a true civil as with a true religious marriage, yet

the permission of a connection formed without that power

in the place of marriage (p. 89, note) constituted a first step

towards relaxation of the full power of the husband. The
first step towards a legal enforcement of married life was

the tax_on^Qld bachelors [uxorium), with the introduction

orwhieh Camillus began his public career as

censor in 851.

Changes more comprehensive than those effected in the

law itself were introduced into—what was more

tion of jua- important in a political point of view, and more

easily admitted of alteration—the system of

Code of com- judicial administration. First of all came the
moniaw. important limitation of the supreme judicial

power by the embodiment of the common law in a written

code, and the obligation of the magistrate thenceforth to

decide no longer according to varying usage, but according

to the written letter, in civil as vrcU as in criminal proco

451. 450. dure (303, 304), The appointment of a suprenui
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magistrate in Rome exclusively for the adminis-

New judicial
^^'^^^0'^ of justice in 387 (p. 385), and the estab-

function- lishmcnt of separate police functionaries which
anes. jr r

took place contemporaneously in Rome, and was

imitated under Roman influence in all the Latin communi-

ties (p. 385), secured greater speed and precision of justice.

These police-magistrates or aediles had, of course, a certain

jurisdiction at the same time assigned to them. On the

one hand, they were the ordinary civil judges for sales con-

cluded in open market, for the cattle and slave markets in

particular ; and on the other hand, they ordinarily acted in

processes of fines and amercements as judges of first in-

stance or—which was in Roman law the same thinff—as

public prosecutors. In consequence of this the administra-

tion of the laws imposing fines, and the equally indefinite

and politically important right of fining in general, were

vested mainly in them. Similar but subordinate functions,

having especial reference to the poorer classes, pertained to

the tres viri nociurni or capitales, first nomi-

nated in 465 ; they were entrusted with the du-

ties of nocturnal police as regards fire and the public safe-

ty and with the superintendence of executions, with which

a certain jurisdiction was very soon, perhaps even from the

outset, associated.* Lastly from the increasing extent of

* The view formerly adopted, that these tres viri belonged to the

earliest period, is erroneous, for colleges of magistrates with odd num-

bers are foreign to the oldest state-arrangements (CAroMO^. p. 15, note

12). Probably the well accredited account, that they were first nom-

inated in 4G5 (Liv. Up. 11), should simply be retained, and the other-

wise suspicious inference of the falsifier Licinius Macer (in Liv. vii. 46),

which makes mention of them before 450, should be simply rejected.

At first undoubtedly the tres viri were nominated by the superior mag-

istrates, as must have been the case with most of the later majistratus

minores ; the Papirian plehiscitum, which transferred the nomination of

them to the community, and at the same time extended their powers to

the collection of process-fines {sacramenta, Festus, v. sacramentum, p.

844, MiilL), was at any rate not issued till after the institution of the

oflSce of praetor peregrinus, or at the earliest towards the middle of

the sixth century, for it names the praetor qui inter cives his dicit.
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the Koman community it became necessary, out of regard

to the convenience of litigants, to station in the more re-

mote places special judges competent to deal at least with

minor civil causes. This arrangement was applied regular-

ly throughout the communities of burgesses sine suffragio

(p. 539), and was perhaps even extended to the more re-

mote communities of full burgesses,*—the first germs of a

Romano-municipal jurisdiction developing itself by the side

of that which was strictly Roman.
In civil procedure (svhich, however, according to the

Changes in ideas of that period included most of the crimes
procedure. committed against fellow-citizens) the division

of a process into the settlement of the question of law be-

fore the magistrate (iws), and the decision of the question

of fact by a private person nominated by the magistrate

[indicium)—a division doubtless customary even in earlier

times—^was on the abolition of the monarchy prescribed by
law (p. 426) ; and to that separation the private law of

Rome was mainly indebted for its logical clearness and

practical precision. f In actions regarding property, the de-

* This inference is suggested by what Livy says (ix. 20) as to the re-

organization of the colony of Antiuin tT7enty ycai'S after it was founded

;

and it is self-evident that, while the Romans might very well impose on

the inhabitant of Ostia the duty of settling all his lawsuits in Rome, the

same course could not be followed with places like Antium and Sena.

f People arc in the habit of praising the Romans as a nation special-

ly privileged in respect to jurisprudence, and of gazing with wonder on

their admirable law as a mystical gift of heaven ; not improbably by

way of excuse for the worthlessness of their own legal system. A glance

at the singularly varying and undeveloped criminal law of the Romans
might show the untenablenoss of ideas so confused even to those who
may think the proposition too simple, that a sound people has a sound

law, and a morbid people an unsound. Apart from the more general

political conditions on which jurisprudence also, and indeed jurispru-

dence especially depends, the causes of the excellence of the Roman
civil law lie mainly in two features: first, that the plaintiff and defen-

dant were specially obliged to explain and embody in due and binding

form the grounds of the demand and of the objection to comply with it

;

and secondly, that the Romans appointed a permanent machinery for the

cdrctal development of their law, and associated it immediately with
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cision as to what constituted possession, which hitherto had

been left to the arbitrary caprice of the magistrate, was

subjected gradually to legal rules ; and, besides the right of

Droperty, a right of possession was established—another

step, by which the magisterial authority lost an important

part of its powers. In criminal processes, the tribunal of

the people, which hitherto had exercised the prerogative of

mercy, became a court of legally secured appeal. If the

accused was condemned by a magistrate and appealed to

the people, the cause was discussed in three public assem-

blies, the magistrate who had given judgment defending his

sentence and so in reality appearing as public prosecutor

;

it was not till the fourth diet that the question was put (an-

qnisitio), when the people confirmed or reversed the sen-

tence. Modification was not allowed. A similar republi-

can spirit breathed in the principles, that the house protect-

ed the burgess, and that an arrest could only take place out

of doors ; that imprisonment during investigation.was to be

avoided ; and that it was allowable for every accused and

not yet condemned burgess by renouncing his citizenship to

withdraw from the consequences of condemnation, so far as

they alTected not his property but his person—principles,

which certainly were not embodied in formal laws and ac-

cordingly did not legally bind the prosecuting magistrate,

hut yet were by their moral weight of the greatest influ-

ence, particularly in limiting capital punishment. But, if

the Roman criminal law furnishes a remarkable testimony

to the strong public spirit and to the increasing humanity

of this epoch, it on the other hand suffered injury in its

practical working from the struggles between the orders,

which in this respect were specially baneful. The co-ordi-

nate primary jurisdiction of all the public magistrates in

practice. By the former tlie Komans precluded the pettifogging prac-

tices of advocates, by the latter they obviated incapable law-making, so

far as such things can be prevented at all ; and by means of both in con-

junction they satisfied, as far as is possible, the two conflicting require-

ments, that law shall constantly be fixed, and that it shall constantly be

in accordance with the spirit of the age.
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/> criminal cases, that arose out of these conflicts (p. 355), led

to the result, that there was no longer any fixed authority

for preparing indictments, or any serious preliminary inves-

tigation, in Roman criminal procedure. And, as the ulti-

mate criminal jurisdiction was exercised in the forms and.

by the organs of legislation, and never forgot its origin from

the prerogative of mercy ; as, moreover, the adjudication

of police fines had an injurious reaction on the criminal pro-

cedure which was externally very similar ; the decision in

criminal causes was pronounced—and that not so much by
way of abuse, as in some degree by virtue of the constitu-

^ tion—not according to fixed law, but according to the arbi-

trary pleasure of the judges. In this way the Eoman crim-

inal procedure was completely void of principle, and was
degraded into the sport and instrument of political parties

;

a result which can the less be excused, seeing that this pro-

cedure, while especially introduced for political crimes

proper, was applicable also to others, such as murder and

arson. The evil was aggravated by the clumsiness of that

procedure, which in concert with the haughty republican

contempt for non-burgesses gave rise to a growing custom

of tolerating, side by side with the more formal process, a

summary criminal, or rather police, procedure against slaves

and persons of inferior consideration. Here too the pas-

sionate strife regarding political processes overstepped natu-

ral limits, and introduced institutions which materially con-

tributed to estrange the Romans step by step from the idea

of a fixed moral order in the administration of justice.

We are less able to trace the progress of the religious

_ ideas of the Romans during this epoch. In cen-
Religion. 1 . , . n

eral they aahered with simplicity to the simple

piety of their ancestors, and kept equally aloof from super-

stition and from unbelief How vividly the

idea of spiritualizing all earthly objects, on which

the Roman religion was based, still prevailed at the close

of this epoch, is shown by the new god " of silver " {^Ar-

gentinus), who probably came into existence in consequence
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of the introduction of the silver currency in 485,

and who naturally was the son of the older god
" of copper " (Aesculanus).

The relations to foreign lands were the same as hereto-

fore ; but here, and here especially, Hellenic influences were

on the increase. It was only now that temples began to

rise in Rome itself in honour of the Hellenic gods. The
oldest was the temple of Castor and Pollux, which had been

vowed in the battle at lake Regillus (p, 437)

and was consecrated on 15th July 269. The
legend associated with it, that two youths of superhuman
size and beauty had been seen fighting on the battle-field in

the ranks of the Romans and immediately after the battle

watering their foaming steeds in the Roman Forum at the

fountain of luturna, and announcing the great victory, bears

a stamp thoroughly un-Roman, and was beyond doubt at a

very early period modelled on the appearance of the Dios-

curi—similar down to its very details—in the famous battle

fought about a century before between the Crotoniates and

Locrians at the river Sagras. The Delphic Apollo too was

not only consulted—as was usual with all peoples that felt

the influence of Grecian culture—and presented moreover

after special successes, such as the capture of

894. Veil, with a tenth of the spoil (360), but also

431. had a temple built for him in the city (323, re-

363. newed 401). The same honour was towards the

295. close of this period accorded to Aphrodite (459),

who was in some enigmatical way identified with

the old Roman garden goddess, Venus ;
* and to Asklapios

or Aesculapius, w^ho was obtained by special request from

Epidaurus in the Peloponnesus and solemnly conducted to

Rome (463). Isolated complaints were heard

in serious emergencies as to the intrusion of

foreign superstition, probably the art of the Etruscan ha-

* Venus probably first appears in the later sense as Aphrodite on

occasion of the dedication of tlie temple consecrated in this year (Liv. x.

31 ; Becker, Topographic, p. 472).
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ruspices (as in 326) ; but in such cases the police

did not fail to take proper cognisance of the

matter.

In Etruria on the other hand, while the nation stagnated

and decayed in political helplessness and indolent opulence,

the theological monoply of the nobility, stupid fatalism,

wild and meaningless mysticism, the system of soothsay-

ing, and of mendicant prophecy gradually developed them-

selves, till they reached the height at which we afterwards

find them.

In the sacerdotal system no comprehensive changes, so

far as we know, took place. The more strin-

systern. gent enactments, that were made about 465

regarding the tax on actions at law destined to

defray the cost of public worship, point to an increase in

the religious expenses of the state—a necessary result of

the increase in the number of its gods and its temples. It

has already been mentioned as one of the evil effects of the

dissensions between the orders that a greater influence be-

gan to be conceded to the colleges of men of lore, and that

they were employed for the annulling of political acts (p.

379)—a course by which on the one hand the flvith of the

people was shaken, and on the other hand the priests were

permitted to exercise a very injurious influence on public

affairs.

A complete revolution occurred during this epoch in the

Military
military system. The primitive Gracco-Itnlian

system. military organization, which was probably based,

like the Homeric, on the selection of the most distinguished

and effective warriors—who ordinarily fought on horseback

—to form a special vanguard, had in the later regal period

been superseded by the old Dorian phalanx of hoplitcs,

probably eight file deep (p. 137). This phalanx thenceforth

undertook the chief burden of the battle, while the cavalry

were stationed on the flanks, and, mounted or dismounted

according to circumstances, were chiefly employed as a re-

Manipuiar serve. From this arrangement there were de-

legion, veloped nearly at the same time the phahmx of
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mrissae in Macedonia and the nianipular legion in Italy, the

former formed by closing and deepening, the latter by
breaking up and multiplying, the ranks. The old Doric

phalanx had been wholly adapted to close combat with the

sword and especially with the spear, and only an accessory

and subordinate position in the order of battle was assigned

to missile weapons. In the nianipular legion the thrusting-

lance was confined to the third division, and instead of it

che two first were furnished with a new and peculiar Italian

missile weapon, the pilum—a square or round piece of

wood, four and a half feet long, with a triangular or quad-

rangular iron point—which had been originally perhaps in-

vented for the defence of the ramparts of the camp, but

was soon transferred from the rear to the front ranks, and

was hurled by the advancing line into the ranks of the ene-

my at a distance of from ten to twenty paces. At the same

time the sword acquired far greater importance than the

short knife of the phalangite could ever have had ; for the

volley of javelins was intended in the first instance merely

to prepare the way for an attack sword iu hand. While,

moreover, the phalanx had, as if it were a single mighty

lance, to be hurled at once upon the enemy, in the new Ital-

ian legions the smaller units, which existed in the phalanx

system but were in battle array held together by an indis-

solubly firm bond, were again separated from each other.

The close square w\as separated in the direction of its depth

into the three divisions of the hastati, principes, and triarii,

each of a moderate depth probably amounting in ordinary

cases to only four files ; and was broken up along the front

into ten bands [maniptiK), in such a way that between every

two divisions and every two maniples there was left a per-

ceptible interval. It was a mere continuation of the same

process of individualizing, by which the collective mode of

fighting was discouraged even in the diminished tactical unit

and the single combat became prominent, as is evident from

the (already mentioned) decisive part played by hand-to-

hand encounters and combats with the sword.

ment of The systcm of entrenching the camp assumed
camp.

^^|g^^ ^ peculiar development. The place v.here
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the army enccamped, even were it only for a single night,

•was invariably provided with a regular circumvallation and

_, ,
as it were converted into a fortress. Little

Cavalry.
change took place on the other hand in the cav-

alry, which in the manipular legion retained the secondary

place which it had occupied by the side of the phalanx.

The system of ofTiceriiig the army also contin-
Offlcers. 1 . , IT

ued ni the mam unchanged
;
yet it was at this

period probably that the clear line of demarcation became

established between the subaltei-n officers, who as common
soldiers had to gain their place at the head of the maniples

by the sword and passed by regular promotion from the-

lower to the higher maniples, and the military tribunes

placed at the head of whole legions—six to each—in whose

case there was no regular promotion, and who were usually

taken from the better classes. In this respect it must have

become a matter of importance that, while previously the

subaltern as well as the staff officers had been

uniformly nominated by the general, after 392

some of the latter posts were filled up through election by

Military ^^^ burgesscs (p. 398). Lastly, the old, fearful-

discipiine. \y strict, military discipline remained unaltered.

Still, as formerly, the general was at liberty to behead any

man serving in his camp, and to scourge with rods the staff

officer as well as the common soldier ; nor were such pun-

ishments inflicted merely on account of common crimes, but

also when an officer had allowed himself to deviate from the

orders which he had received, or when a division had allowed

itself to be surprised or had fled from the field of battle.

On the other hand, the new military organiza-

and classes tion , necessitated a far moi'e serious and pro-
o so lers.

Jougcd military training than the previous pha-

lanx s}stem, in which the solidity of the mass kept even the

inexperienced in their ranks. As, however, no .special sol-

dier-class sprang up, but on the contrary the army still re-

mained, as before, a burgess army, this object was chiefly

attained by abandoning the former mode of ranking the sol-

diers according to property (p. 134) and arrjinging them
24*
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according to length of service. The Eoman recruit now
entered among the light-armed " skirmishers " (rorarii),

who fought out of the line and especially with stone slings,

and he advanced from this step by step to the first and then

to the second division, till at length the soldiers of long ser-

vice and experience were associated together in the corps of

the triarii, which was numerically the weakest but imparted

its tone and spirit to the whole army.

The excellence of this military organization, which be-

Miiitaiy came the primary cause of the superior political

manfpuiitt'**
position of the Roman community, chiefly de-

'

legion. pended on the three great military principles of

maintaining a reserve, of combining the close and distant

modes of fighting, and of combining the offensive and the

defensive. The system of a reserve was already fore-

shadowed in the earlier employment of the cavalry, but it

was now completely developed by the partition of the army

into three divisions and the reservation of the flower of the

veterans for the last and decisive shock. While the Hel-

lenic phalanx had developed the close, and the oriental

squadrons of horse armed with bows and light missile

spears the distant, modes of fighting respectively, the Ro-

man combination of the heavy javelin with the sword pro-

duced results similar, as has justly been remarked, to those

attained in modern warfare by the introduction of bayonet

muskets ; the volley of javelins prepared the way for the

.sword encounter, exactly in the same way as a volley of

musketry now precedes a charge with the bayonet. Lastly,

the thorough system of encampment allowed the Romans

to combine the advantages of defensive and offensive war

and to decline or give battle according to circumstances,

and in the latter case to fight under the ramparts of their

camp just as under the walls of a fortress—the Roman, says

a Roman proverb, conquers by sitting still.

That this new military organization was in the main a

Roman, or at any rate Italian, remodelling and

manipuiar improvement of the old Hellenic tactics of the
i^^siou-

phalanx, is plain. If some germs of the system
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of reserve and of the individualizing of the smaller subdi-

visions of the army are found to occur among the later

Greek strategists, especially Xenophon, this only shows that

they felt the defectiveness of the old system, but were not

well able to remedy it. The manipular legion appears fully

developed in the war with Pyrrhus ; when and under what
circumstances it arose, whether at once or gradually, can no
longer be ascertained. The first tactical system which the

Romans encountered, fundamentally different from the ear-

lier Italo-Hellenic system, was the Celtic sword-phalanx.

It is not impossible that the subdivision of the army and
the intervals between the maniples in front were arranged

with a view to resist, as they did resist, its first and only

dangerous charge ; and it accords with this hypothesis that

Marcus Furius Camillus, the most celebrated Eoman gen-

eral of the Gallic epoch, is presented in various detached

notices as the reformer of the Roman military system.

The further traditions associated with the Samnite and Pyr
rhic wars are neither sufficiently accredited, nor can they be

arranged in proper order ;
* although it- is in itself proba-

ble that the prolonged Samnite mountain warfare exercised

a lasting influence on the individual development of the Ro-
man soldier, and that the struggle with one of the first mas-

* According to Roman tradition the Romans originally carried

square shields, after which they borrowed from the Etruscans the round
hoplito shield {clupeiis, aamq), and ftom the Samnites the later square

shield {scutum, Ovqioi;), and the javelin {veru) (Diodor. Vat. Fr. p. 54

;

Sallust. Cat. 51, 38 ; Virgil, Aen. vii. 665 ; Festus, Ep. v. Sanmitex, p.

327, Mull. ; and the authorities cited in Marquardt, Ilandb. iii. 2, 241).

But it may be regarded as certain that the hoplite shield or, in other

words, the tactics of the Doric phalanx were imitated not from tlie Etrus-

cans, but directly from the Hellenes. As to the scutum, that large, cylin-

drical, convex leather shield must certainly have taken the place of the

flat copper clupeus, when the phalanx was broken up into manijjles ; but

the indisputable derivation of the word from the Greek casts suspicion

on the derivation of the thing itself from the Samnites. From the

Greeks the Romans derived also the sling {funda from aiffvdovri, like

fides from aqidtj), (p. 299). The pilum was considered by the ancients

a thoroughly Roman invention.
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ters of the art of war, belonging to the school of the great

Alexander, effected an improvement in the technical features

of the Roman military system.

In the national economy agriculture was, and continued

to be, the social and political basis both of the

eponoray. Eoman Community and of the new Italian state,
iners. rpj^^ common assembly and the army consisted

of Koman farmers ; what as soldiers they had acquired by

the sword, they secured as colonists by the plough. The

insolvency of the middle class of landholders gave rise to

the formidable internal crises of the third and fourth centu-

ries, amidst which it seemed as if the young republic could

not but be destroyed. The revival of the Latin farmer-

class, which was produced during the fifth century partly

by the large assignations of land and incorporations, partly

by the fall in the rate of interest and the increase of the

Roman population, was at once the effect and the cause of

the mighty development of Roman power. The acute sol-

dier's eye of Pyrrhus justly recognized the cause of the

political and military ascendancy of the Romans in the

flourishing condition of the Roman farms. But the rise

Farming of ^^^ ^^ husbandry on a large scale among the
estates. Romans appears to fall within this period. In

earlier times indeed there existed landed estates of—at least

comparatively—^large size ; but their management was not

farming on a large scale, it was simply a husbandry of nu-

merous small parcels (p. 255). On the other hand the

enactment in the law of 387, which is not inap-
367

plicable to the earlier mode of management but

yet is far more appropriate to the later, viz. that the land-

holder should be bound to employ along with his slaves a pro-

portional number of free persons (p. 382), may well be

regarded as the oldest trace of the later centralized farming

of estates : * and it deserves notice that even here at its first

* Varro {Le.E.Ji., i. 2, 9) evidently conceives the author of tbe

Licinian agrarian law as farming in person his extensive lands ; altho-agh

the story may easily have been invented to explain the cognomen (Stolo),
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emergence it essentially rests on slaveholding. How it

arose, must remain an undecided point
;
possibly the Car-

thaginian plantations in Sicily served as models to the old-

est Roman landholders, and perhaps even the appearance of

wheat in husbandry by the side of spelt (p. 250), which

Varro places about the period of the decemvirs, was con-

nected with that altered style of management. Still less

can we ascertain how far this method of husbandry had

already during this period spread ; but the history of the

wars with Hannibal leaves no doubt that it cannot yet have

become the rule, nor can it have yet absorbed the Italian

farmer class. Where it did come into vogue, however, it

annihilated the older clicntship based on the precarium-;

just as the modern system of large farms has been formed

by the suppression of petty holdings and the conversion of

hides into farm-fields. It admits of no doubt that the re-

striction of this agricultural clientship very materially con-

tributed towards the disti'css of the class of small cultiva-

tors.

Respecting the internal intercourse of the Italians with

each other our written authorities are silent

;

tercoursein coins alouc furnish somc information. We have
^^'^^^'

already mentioned (p. 261) that in Italy, with

the exception of the Greek cities and of the Etruscan Popu-

lonia, there was no coinage during the first three centuries

of Rome, and that cattle in the first instance, and subse-

quently copper by weight, served as the medium of ex-

change. Within the present epoch occurred the transition

on the part of the Italians from the system of barter to that

of money ; and in their money they were naturally led at

first to Greek models. The circumstances of central Italy

led however to the adoption of copper instead of silver as

the metal for their coinage, and the unit of coinage was pri-

marily based on the previous unit of value, the copper

pound ; hence they cast their coins instead of stamping

them, for no die would have sufficed for pieces so large and

lieavy. There seems from the first to have been a fixed

ratio for the relative value of copper and silver (250 : 1),
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and with reference to that ratio the copper coinage seems to

have been issued ; so that, for example, in Eome the large

copper piece, the as, was equal in value to a scruple (-g-^-g-

of a pound) of silver. It is a circumstance historically

more remarkable, that coining in Italy most probably origi-

nated in Rome, and in fact with the decemvirs, who found

in the Solonian legislation a pattern for the regulation of

their coinage ; and that from Rome it spread over a num-

ber of Latin, Etruscan, Umbrian, and East Italian commu-

nities,—a clear proof of the superior position which Rome
from the beginning of the fourth century held in Italy. As

all these communities subsisted side by side in formal inde-

pendence, the monetary standard for each was in law entirely

local, and the territory of every city had its own monetary

system. Nevertheless the standards of copper coinage in

central and northern Italy may be comprehended in three

groups, within which the coins in common intercourse seem

to have been treated as identical. These groups are, first,

the coins of the cities of Etruria lying north of the Cimin-

ian forest and those of Umbria ; secondly, the coins of

Rome and Latium ; and lastly, those of the eastern sea-

board. We have already observed that the Roman coins

held a certain ratio to silver by weight ; on the other hand

we find those of the east coast of Italy placed in a definite

proportional relation to the silver coins which were current

from an early period in southern Italy, and the standard of

w^iich was adopted by the Italian immigrants, such as the

Bruttians, Lucanians, and Nolans, by the Latin colonies in

that quarter, such as Cales and Suessa, and even by the Ro-

mans themselves for their possessions in Lower Italy. Ac-

cordingly the inland traflic of Italy must have been divided

into corresponding provinces, which dealt with one another

like foreign nations.

In transmarine commerce the relations we have pre-

viously described (p. 26G) -between Sicily and

riiie com- Latium, Etruria and Attica, the Adriatic and
merce.

Tarentum, continued to subsist during the epoch

before us or rather, strictly speaking, belonged to it ; for
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although facts of this class, which as a rule are mentimiod

without a date, have been placed together for the purpose

of presenting a general view under the first period, the state-

ments made apply equally to the present. The clearest

evidence in this respect is, of course, that of the coins. As
the striking of Etruscan silver money after an Attic stand-

ard (p. 200), and the penetrating of Italian and especially

of Latin copper into Sicily (p. 267) testify, to the two for-

mer routes of traffic, so the equivalence, which we have

just mentioned, between the silver money of Magna Graecia

and the copper coinage of Picenum and Apulia, forms, with

numerous other indications, an evidence of the active traffic

which the Greeks of Lower Italy, the Tarentinos in pai'ticu-

lar, held with the east Italian seaboard. The commerce

again, which was at an earlier period perhaps still more

active, between the Latins and the Campanian Greeks seems

to have been disturbed by the Sabellian immigration, and

to have been of no great moment during the first hundred

and fifty years of the republic. The refusal of the Sam-

nitcs in Capua and Cumae to supply the Ronians with grain

in the flimine of 343 may be regarded as an in-
411.

"^ °
dication of the altered relations which subsisted

between Latium and Campania, till at the commencement

of the fiflh century the Roman arms restored and gave in-

creased impetus to the old intercourse.

Touching on details, we may be allowed to mention, as

one of the few dated facts in the history of Roman com-

merce, the notice drawn from the annals of

Ardea, that in 454 the first barber came from

Sicily to Ardea ; and to dwell for a moment on the painted

pottery which was sent chiefly from Attica, but also from

Corcyra and Sicily, to Lucania, Campania, and Etruria, to

serve there for the decoration of tombs—a traffic, as to the

circumstances of which we are accidentally better informed

than as to any other article of transmarine commerce. The

commencement of this import trade probably falls about

the period of the expulsion of the Tarquins ; for the vases

of the oldest stylo, which are of very rare occurrence in
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500-450,
Italy, were probably painted in the second half

450-400
^^ ^'^ third century of th© city, while those of

the chaste style, occurring in greater numbers,

100-350. belong to the first half, those of the most fin-

ished beauty to the second half, of the fourth

century ; and the immense quantities of the other vases,

often marked by showiness and size but seldom by excel-

lence in workmanship, must be assigned as a whole to the

^
following century. It was from the Hellenes

undoubtedly that the Italians derived this cus-

tom of embellishing tombs ; but while the moderate means
and fine discernment of the Greeks confined the practice in

their case within narrow limits, it was stretched in Italy by
barbaric opulence and barbaric extravagance far beyond its

original and proper bounds. It is a significant circumstance,

however, that in Italy this extravagance meets us only in

the lands that had a Hellenic seini-culture. Any one who
can read such records will perceive in 'the cemeteries of

Etruria and Campania—the mines whence our museums
have been replenished—a significant commentary on the ac-

counts of the ancients as to the Etruscan and Campauiau
eemi-culture stifled amidst wealth and arrogance (p. 434,

455). The homely Samnite character on the other hand re-

mained at all times a stranger to this foolish luxury ; the

absence of Greek pottery from the tombs exhibits, quite as

palpably as the absence of a Samnite coinage, the slight de-

velopment of commercial intercourse and of urban life iu

this region. It is still more worthy of remark that Latium
also, although not less near to the Greeks than Etruria and
Campania, and in closest intercourse with them, almost

wholly refrained from such sepulchral decorations. It is

more than probable that in this result we have to recognize

the influence of the stern Roman morality or—^if the ex-

pression be preferred—of the rigid Roman police. Closely

connected with this subject are the already-mentioned inter-

dicts, which the law of the Twelve Tables fulminated against

purple bier-cloths and gold ornaments placed beside the

dead ; and the banishment of all silver plate, excepting the
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salt-cellar and sacrificial ladle, from the Roman household,

so far at least as sumptuary laws and the terror of censoria.

censure could banish it : even in architecture we shall again

encounter the same spirit of hostility to luxury whether

noble or ignoble. Although, however, in consequence of

these influences Rome probably preserved a certain outw^ard

simplicity longer than Capua and Volsinii, her commerce

and trade—on which, in fact, along with agriculture her

prosperity from the beginning rested—must not be regard-

ed as having been inconsiderable, or as having less sensibly

experienced the influence of her new commanding position.

No urban middle class in the proper sense of that term,\

Capital in ^^^ body of independent tradesmen and mer-
Kome. chants, was ever developed in Rome. The cause

of this was—in addition to the disproportionate centraliza-

tion of capital which occurred at an early period—mainly

the employment of slave labour. It was usual in antiquity,

and was in fact a necessary consequence of slavery, that the

minor trades in towns were very frequently carried on by
slaves, whom their master established as artisans or mer-

chants ; or by freedmen, in whose case the master not only

frequently furnished the capital, but also regularly stipu-

lated for a share, often the half, of the profits. Retail trad-

ing and dealing in Rome were undoubtedly constantly on

the increase ; and there are proofs that the trades which

minister to the luxury of great cities began to be concen-

trated in Rome—the Ficoroni casket for instance «vas de-

signed in the fifth century of the city by a Praenestine artist

and was sold to Praeneste, but .was nevertheless manufac-

tured in Rome.* But as the net proceeds even of retail

business flowed for the most part into the cofliers of the

great houses, no industrial and commercial middle-class

arose to an extent corresponding to that increase. As little

* The conjecture that Novius Plautius, the artist who wrought at

this casket in Rome for Dindia Macolnia, may have been a Oampanian,

is refuted by tlie old Praenestine tomb-stones recently discovered, on

which, among other Macohiii and Plautii, there occurs also a Luciua

Magohcius, son of Plautius (X. Magolnio Fla.
f.).
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were the great merchants and great manufacturers marked

off as a distinct class from the great landlords. On the one

hand, the latter were from ancient times (p. 6G9, 347)

simultaneously traders and capitalists, and combined in

their hands lending on security, trafficking on a great scale,

the undertaking of contracts, and the executing of works for

the state. On the other hand, from the emphatic moral im-

portance which in the Roman commonwealth attached to

the possession of land, and from its constituting the sole

basis of political privileges—a basis which was infringed for

the first time only towards the close of this epoch (p. 397)

—it was undoubtedly at this period usual for the fortunate

speculator to invest part of his capital in land. It is clear

enough also from the political privileges given to freedmen
possessing freeholds (p. 397), that the Roman statesmen

sought in this way to diminish the dangerous class of the

rich who had no land.

But while neither an opulent civic middle class nor a

Develop- strictly close body of capitalists grew up in

Rome as a
KomSj it was Constantly acquiring more and

great city. more the character of a great city. This is

plainly indicated by the increasing number of slaves crowd-

ed together in the capital (as .attested by the very serious

slave conspiracy of 335), and still more by the

increasing multitude of freedmen, which was

gradually becoming inconvenient and dangerous, as we may
safely infer from the considerable tax imposed on manumis-

sions in 397 (p. 390) and from the limitation of

304. the political rights of freedmen in 450 (p. 397).

For not only was it implied in the circumstances

that the great majority of the persons manumitted had to

devote themselves to trade or commerce, but manumission

itself among the Romans was, as we have already said, less

an act of liberality than an industrial speculation, the mas-

ter often finding it more for his interest to share the profits

of the trade or commerce of the freedman than to assert his

title to the whole proceeds of the labour of his slave. The

increase of emancipations must therefore have necessarily
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kept pace with the increase of the commercial and industrial

activity of the Romans.

A similar indication of the rising importance of urban

"Urban life ill Rome is presented by the great develop-
poUce. ment of the urban police. To this period prob-

ably belong in great measure the enactments under which

ihe four aediles divided the city into four police districts,

and made provision for the discharge of their equally impor-

tant and difficult functions—for the efficient repair of the

network of drains small and large by which Rome was per-

vaded, as well as of the public buildings and places ; for

the proper cleansing and paving of the streets ; for prevent-

ing the nuisances of ruinous buildings, dangerous animals,

or foul smells ; for the removing of waggons from the high-

way except during the hours of evening and night, and gen-

erally for the keeping open of the communication ; for the

uninterrupted supply of the market of the capital with good

and cheap grain ; for the destruction of unwholesome arti-

cles, and the suppression of false weights and measures

;

and for the special oversight of baths, taverns, and houses

of bad fame.

In respect to buildings the regal period, particularly the

epoch of the great conquests, probably accom-
"'

plished more than the first two centuries of the

republic. Structures like the temples on the Capitol and

on the Aventine and the great Circus were probably as

offensive to the frugal fathers of the city as to the burgesses

who gave their taskwork ; and it is remarkable that per-

haps the most considerable building of the republican period

before the Samnite wars, the temple of Ceres in the Circus,

was a work of Spurius Cassius (261), who in

more than one respect sought to lead the com-

monwealth back to the traditions of the kings. The gov-

erning aristocracy moreover repressed private luxury with

a rigour such as the rule of the kings, if prolonged, woidd

Impulse certainly not have displayed. But at length

givon to it. even the senate was no longer able to resist the

superior force of circumstances. It was Appius Claudius
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who in his epoch-making censorship (442) threw

aside the antiquated rustic system of parsimoni-

ous hoarding, and taught his fellow-citizens to make a wor-

thy use of the public resources. He began that noble sys-

tem of public works of general utility, which justifies, if

anything can justify, the military successes of Rome when
viewed in the light of the well-being of the nations, and
which even now in its ruins furnishes some idea of the great-

ness of Rome to thousands on thousands who have never

read a page of her history. To him the Roman state was
indebted for its first great military road, and the city of Rome
for its first aqueduct. Following in the steps of Claudiu?,

the Roman senate wove around Italy that network of roads

and fortresses, the formation of which has already been de-

scribed (p. 527), and without which, as the history of all

military states from the Achaemenides down to the creator

of the road over the Simplon shows, no military hegemony
can subsist. Following in the steps of Claudius, Manius
Curius built from the proceeds of the Pyrrhic spoil a second

272. aqueduct for the capital (482) ; and some years

290. pi-eviously (464) with the gains of the Sabine

Avar he opened up fur the Velino, at the point

above Terni where it falls into the Nera, that broader chan-

nel in which the stream still flows, with a view to drain the

beautiful valley of Rieti and thereby to gain space for a

large burgess settlement along with a modest farm for him-

self. Such works, in the eyes of persons of intelligence,

threw into the shade the aimless magnificence of the Hel-

lenic temples. The style of living also among the citizens

now was altered. About the time of Pyrrhus silver plate

began to make its appearance on Roman tables, and the

chroniclers date the disappearance of shingle roofs in Rome
from 470.* The new capital of Italy g7'adually

laid aside its village-like aspect, and now began

* We have already mentioned the censorial stigma attached to Pub-

„Q„ 0-7 ^^"^ Cornelius Rufinus (consul 464, 477) for his silver plate (p.

552). The strange statement of Fabius (in Strabo, V. p. 228)

that the Romans first became given to luxury {aiaQtaQ-m rcTf tz/.ovtov)
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to embellish itself. It was not yet indeed cnstomary t<?

strip the temples in conquered towns of their ornaments for

the decoration of Rome ; but the beaks of the galleys of

Antium were displayed at the orator's platform in the Fo-
rum (p. 461) ; and on public festival days the gold-mounted

shields brought home from the battlefields of Samnium were
exhibited along the stalls of the market (p. 478). The pro-

ceeds of fines were specially applied to the paving of the

highways in and near the city, or to the erection and embel-

lishment of public buildings. The wooden booths of the

butchers, which stretched along the Forum on both sides,

gave way, first on the Palatine side, then on that also which

faced the Carinae, to the stone stalls of the money-changerp

:

so that this place became the Exchange of Rome. Statues

of the fiimous men of the past, of the kings, priests, and

heroes of the legendary period, and of the Grecian hospes,

who was said to have interpreted to the decemvirs the laws

of Solon ; honorary columns and monuments dedicated to

the great burgomasters who had conquered the Veientes, the

Latins, the Samnites, to state envoys who had perished while

executing their instructions, to rich women who had be-

queathed their property to public objects, nay even to cele-

brated Greek philosophers and heroes such as Pythagoras

and Alcibiades, were erected on the Capitol or in the Fo-

rum. Thus, now that the Roman community had become
a great power, Rome itself became a great city.

Lastly Rome, as head of the Romano-Italian confede-

Siiver stand- ^acy, not Only entered into the Hellenistic state-
ard of value, systcm, but also Conformed to the Hellenic sys-

tem of moneys and coins. Up to this time the different

communities of northern and central Italy, with few excep-

tions, had struck only a copper currency ; the south Italian

towns again universally had a currency of silver ; and there

were as many legal standards and systems of coinoge as

after the conquest of theSabines, is evidently only another version of the

same story ; fur the conquest of the Sabuies took place in tho first con-

sulate of Rufinus.
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there were sovereign communities in Italy. In
269. .

485 all these local mints were restricted to the

issuing of small coin ; a general standard of currency ap-

plicable to all Italy was introduced, and the coining of the

currency was centralized in Rome ; Capua alone continued

to retain its own silver coinage struck in the name of Rome,

but after a different standard. The new monetary system

was based on the legal ratio subsisting between the two

metals, as it had long been fixed (p. 565). The common
monetary imit was the piece of ten as&es^ or the denarius,

which weighed in copper 3^ and in silver t^, of a Roman
pound, a trifle more than the Attic drachma. At first cop-

per money still predominated in the coinage ; and it is

probable that the earliest silver denarius was coined chiefly

for Lower Italy and for intercourse with other lands. As
the victory of the Romans oyer Pyrrhus and Tarentum and

the Roman embassy to Alexandria could not but engage the

thoughts of the contemporary Greek statesman, so the saga-

cious Greek merchant might well ponder as he looked on

these new Roman drachmae. Their flat, unartistic, and

monotonous stamping appeared poor and insignificant by

the side of the marvellously beautiful contemporary coins

of Pyrrhus and the Siceliots ; nevertheless they were by no

means, like the barbarian coins of antiquity, slavishly imi-

tated and unequal in weight and alloy, but, on the contrary,

worthy from the fii-st by their independent and careful exe-

cution to be placed on a level with any Greek coin.

Thus, when the eye turns from the development of con-

stitutions and from the national struggles for
Extension of , ,. t n n i i-i •ij.iTii
the Latin domuiiou and for freedom which agitated Italy,
nationality.

^^^ Rome in particular, from the banishment

of the Tarquinian house to the subjugation of the Samnitcs

and the Italian Greeks, and rests on those calmer spheres

of human existence which history nevertheless pervades

and rules, it everywhere encounters the reflex influence of

the great events, by which the Roman burgesses burst the

bonds of patrician sway, and the rich variety of the national

cultures of Italy gradually perished to enrich a single peo-
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pie. While the historian may not attempt to follow out

the great course of events into the infinite multiplicity of

individual detail, he does not overstep his province when,

laying hold of detached fragments of scattered tradition, he

indicates the most important changes which during this

epoch took place in the national life of Italy. The fact that

in such an inquiry the life of Rome becomes still more

prominent than in the earlier epoch is not merely the result

of the accidental blanks of our tradition ; it was an essen-

tial consequence of the change in the political position of

Rome, that the Latin nationality should more and more cast

the other nationalities of Italy into the shade. We have

already referred to the fact, that at this epoch the neigh-

bouring lands—southern Etruria, Sabina, the land of the

Volscians, and even Campania—began to become Roman-

ized, as is attested by the almost total absence of monu-

ments of the old native dialects, and by the occurrence of

very ancient Roman inscriptions in those regions. The

numerous individual assignations and colonial establish-

ments scattered throughout Italy were, not only in a mili-

tary but also in a linguistic and national point of view, the

advanced posts of the Latin stock. It is true that the

Latinizing of the Italians was scarcely at this time the aim

of Roman policy ; on the contrary, the Roman senate seems

to have intentionally upheld the distinction between the

Latin and other nationalities, and to have by no means ab-

solutely allowed the introduction of Latin into official use

among the communities dependent on Rome. The force of

circumstances, however, is stronger than even the strongest

government : the language and customs of the Latin people

, immediately shared its ascendancy in Italy, and already

began to undermine the other Italian nationalities.

These nationalities were at the same time assailed from

another quarter and by an ascendancy resting on

Hrf^^TO another basis—by Hellenism. This was the
m Italy.

period when Hellenism began to become con-

scious of its intellectual superiority to the other nations,

and to diffuse itself on every side. Italy did not remain
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unaffected by it. The most remarkable phenomenon of this

sort is presented by Apulia, which after the fifth century

of Kome gradually laid aside its barbarian dialect and si-

lently became Ilellenized. This change was brought about,

as in Macedonia and Epirus, not by colonization, but by
civilization, which seems to have gone hand in hand with

the land commerce of Tarentum ; at least that hypothesis

is favoured by the facts, that the districts of the Poediculi

and Daunii who were on friendly terms with the Tarentines

carried out their Hellenization more completely than the

Sallentines who lived nearer to Tarentum but were con-

stantly at feud with it, and that the towns that were soonest

Graecized, such as Arpi, were not situated on the coast.

The stronger influence exerted by Hellenism over Apulia

than over any other Italian region is explained partly by its

position, partly by the slight development of any national

culture of its own, and partly perhaps by its nationality

presenting a character less alien to the Greek stock than

that of the rest of Italy (p. 32). We have already called

attention (p. 455) to the fact that the southern Sabellian

stocks, although at the outset in concert with the tyrants

of Syracuse they crushed and destroyed the Hellenism of

Magna Graccia, w^ere at the same time affected by contact

and mingling with the Greeks, so that some of them, such

as the Bruttians and Nolans, adopted tlie Greek language

by the side of their native tongue, and others, such as the

Lucanians and part of the Campanians, adopted at least

Greek writing and Greek manners. Etruria likewise

showed tendencies towards a kindred development in the

remarkable vases which have been discovered (p. 567) be-

longing to this period, rivalling those of Campania and Lut

cania ; and though Latium and Samnium remained more

strangers to Hellenism, there were not wanting there also

traces of an incipient and ever-growing influence of Greek

culture. In all branches of the development of Ronie dur-

ing this epoch, in legislation and coinage, in religion, in the

formation of national legend, we encounter traces of the

Greeks ; and from the commencement of the fifth century
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in particular, in other words, after tlie conquest of Cam-
pania, the Greek influence on Eoman life appears rapidly

and constantly on the increase. In the fourth century oc-

curred the erection of the " Graecostasis "—remarkable in

the very form of the word—a platform in the Roman Fo-

rum for eminent Greek strangers and primarily for the

Massiliots (p. 534). In the following century the annals

began to exhibit Ilomans of quality with Greek surnames,

such as Philippus or in Roman form Pilipus, Philo, So-

phus, Ilypsaeus. Greek customs gained ground : such as

the non-Italian practice of placing inscriptions in honour of

the dead on the tomb—of which the epitaph of Lucius

Scipio (consul in 456) is the oldest example

known to us ; the fashion, also foreign to the

Italians, of erecting without any decree of the state honour-

ary monuments to ancestors in public places—a system

begun by the great innovator Appius Claudius, when he

caused bronze shields with images and eulogies of his an-

cestors to be suspended in the new temple of

Bellona (442) ; the distribution of branches of

palms to the competitors, introduced at the Roman national

293. festival in 461 ; above all, the Greek manners
Adoption of ri,-,(3 habits at table. The custom not of sitting
Greek hab-

_

»
its at table. as formerly on benches, but of reclining on

couches, at table ; the postponement of the chief meal from

noon to between two and three o'clock in the afternoon ac-

cording to our mode of reckoning ; the institution of mas-

ters of the revels afc banquets, who were appointed from

among the guests present, geiierally by throwing the dice,

and who then prescribed to the company what, how, and

when they should drink ; the table-chants sung in succession

by the guests, which, however, in Rome were not scoUa, but

lays in praise of ancestors—all these were not primitive

customs in Rome, but were borrowed from the Greeks at a

very early period, for in Cato's time these usages were al-

ready common and had in flict partly fallen into disuse

again. We must therefore place their introduction in this

period at the latest. A characteristic feature also was the

25
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erection of statues to " the wisest and the bravest Greek "

in the Roman Foi-um, which took place by command of the

Pythian Apollo during the Samnite wars. The selection

fell on Pythagoras and Alcibiades, the saviour and the Han-

nibal of the western Hellenes. The extent to which an

acquaintance with Greek was already diffused in the fifth

century among the leading Romans is shown by the embas-

sies of the Romans to Tarentum—when their mouthpiece

spoke, if not in the purest Greek, at any rate without an

interpreter—and of Cineas to Rome. It scarcely admits

of a doubt that from the fifth century the young Romans
who devoted themselves to state affairs universally acquired

a knowledge of what was then the general language of the

world and of diplomacy.

Thus in the intellectual sphere Hellenism made ad-

vances quite as incessant as the efforts of the Romans in

their career of outward conquest ; and the secondary na-

tionalities, such as the Samnites, Celts, and Etruscans, hard

pressed on both sides, were ever losing their inward vigour

as well as narrowing their outward bounds.

When the two great nations, both arrived at the height

Rome and ^^ their development, began to mingle in hostile

o^'tMs™'^^
or in friendly contact, their antagonism of char-

epoch, acter was at the same time prominently and

fully brought out—the total want of individuality in the

Italian and especially in the Roman character, as contrasted

with the boundless variety, lineal, local, and personal, of

Hellenism. There was no epoch of mightier vigour in the

history of Rome than the epoch from the institution of the

republic to the subjugation of Italy. That epoch laid the

foundations of the commonwealth both within and without

;

it created a united Italy ; it gave birth to the traditional

groundwork of the national law and of the national history;

it originated the pilum and the maniple, the construction of

roads and of aqueducts, the farming of estates and the

monetary system ; it moulded the she-wolf of the Capitol

and designed the Ficoroni casket. But the individuals, who
contributed the several stones to this

.
gigantic structure and
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cemented them together, have disappeared without leaving

a trace, and the nations of Italy did not merge into that of

Eome more completely than the single Roman burgess

merged in the Eoman community. As the grave closes

alike over all whether important or insignificant, so in the

roll of the Roman burgomasters the empty scion of nobil-

ity stands undistinguishable by the side of the great states-

man. Of the few records that have reached us from this

period none is more venerable, and none at the same time

more characteristic, than the epitaph of Lucius Cornelius

Scipio, who was consul in 456, and three years

afterwards took part in the decisive battle of

Sentinum (p. 486). On the beautiful sarcophagus, in noble

Doric style, which eighty years ago still enclosed the dust

of the conqueror of the Samnites, the following sentence is

inscribed :

—

Cornelius Lucius—Scipio Barbdtus,

Gnaivod patre progndtus,—-fortis vir sapiensque,

Quoius forma virtu—tei parisuma fuit,

Consol censor aidilis—queifuitapud vos,

Taurdsid Cisailna—Sdmnio ccpit,

Subigit omne Loucdnam—opsidesque abdoucit.

Innumerable others who had been at the head of the

Roman commonwealth, as well as this Roman statesman

and warrior, might be commemorated as having been of no-

ble birth and of manly beauty, valiant and wise ; but there

was no more to record regarding them. It is no mere

fault of tradition that among all these Cornelii, Fabii, Pa-

pirii and the like, we nowhere encounter a distinct individual

figure. The senator was supposed to be no worse and no

better than other senators, nor at all to differ from them.

It was not necessary and not desirable that any burgess

should surpass the rest, whether by showy silver plate and

Hellenic culture, or by uncommon wisdom and excellence.

Excesses of the former kind were reproved by the censor,

and for the latter the constitution gave no scope. The

Rome of this period belonged to no individual ; it was
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necessary for all the burgesses to be alike, that each of them

might be like a king.

No doubt, even now Hellenic individual development

Appins began to assert its claims by the side of that

Cxaiidius. levelling system ; and the genius and force

which it exhibited bear, no less than the tendency to which

it opposed itself, the full stamp of that great age. We
can but name a single man in connection with it ; but he

was, as it were, the incarnation of the idea of progress.

312. 307. Appius Claudius (censor 442 ; consul 447, 458),
-^^- the_^;eat-great-grandson of the deconi^ir, was a

maix^f the old nobilTt^and Iproud^ the long^ne^-of his

?mcestors •,'but j;et_it_was he svTro~setr3side the restriction

wliTch confined the full franchise'oFthe state to the free-

nqiders_j[p^ 397), and who broke up theold system of

finance (p. 571). From Applu^TIfaudTusnJare'noT only the

^oman aqueducts aiid^ highway^, bntaisfi_Roman jurispru-

dence, eloquence, p^etry^^an3,-gEammar. The publication

of a table of the legis actiones, speeches committed to writ-

ing and Pythagorean sentences, and even innovations in

orthography, are attributed to him. We may not on this

account call him absolutely a democrat or include him in

that opposition-party which found its champion in Manius
Curius (p. 395) ; in him on the contrary the spirit of the

ancient and modern patrician kings predominated— the

spirit of the Tarquins and the Caesars, between whom he

forms a connecting link in that five hundred years' interreg-

num of extraordinary deeds and ordinary men. So long as

Appius Claudius took an active part in public life, in his

official conduct as well as his general carriage he disregarded

laws and customs on all hands Avith the hardihood and sauci-

ness of an Athenian ; till, after having long retired from

the political stage, the ^lind old_man. returning as it were

from the tomb at the decisive moment, overcame king Pyr-

rh-ys^in the^ senate, and first formal]y__aTidjgAlp.TriTiTy^~prn-

claimed the jComplete_jovereignty_ofRome (p. 511). But
VcvQ gifteSTnan came too early or too late ; the gods made
him blind on account of his untimely wisdom. It wasjiot
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ifidividual^;^ims_that ruled in Eottip anrl -through Rogte in

Italy ; iJLwas_tlie one jmmoveable idea of a policy—propa-

gated from generation to generation in the senate—with tho

Ihe sons of tfleading maxims of which the' sonsl)f the^enatbrs were im-

bued, when in the company of their fathers they made their

appearance in the senate hail and there listened to the wis-

dom of the men whose seats they were destined at some
future time to fill. Immense successes were thus obtained

at an immense price ; for Nike too is followed by her

Nemesis. Injhe_Roman_^onmionweaU thcrewasno spe-

ciaLdependence on any one man, eitEer _on soldier or on

general, and under~tlie~rigidr""dlicipline of its moral joTice

all the idosyncrasies of human^aracter were extinguished.

Bprne rfiacbed. a greatness^uch as no other state ot_anii5uity

attained; but she dearly purchased her greatiiess at the

iSacrifice of the graceful variety, of the easy abandon, aPii

of the inward freedom of Hellenic life.



CHAPTER IX.

ART AND SCIENCE.

The growth of art, and of poetic art especially, in anti-

quity was intimately associated with the devel-

rationai opment of national festivals. The extraordinary

thanksgiving-festival of the Roman community

which had been organized in the previous period mainly

under Greek influence, the ludl maximi or Romani (p. 300),

acquired during the present epoch a longer duration and

greater variety in the amusements. Originally limited to

one day, the festival was prolonged by an additional day

after the happy termination of each of the three great revo-

1509. 494. lutions of 245, 2G0, and 387, and thus at the

( 367. close of this period it had already a duration of

four days.*

A still more important circumstance was, that, probably

* The account given by Dionysius (vi. 95 ; comp. Niebuhr, ii. 40) and

by Plutarch deriving his statement from another passage in Dionysius

{Camill. 42), regarding the Latin festival, must be understood to apply

to the Roman rather than the Latin games, as, apart from other grounds,

is strikingly evident from comparing the latter passage with Liv. vi, 42

(Ritschl, Parerg. i. p. 313). Dionysius has perseveringlj^, according to his

wont when in error, misunderstood the expression ludi maximi.

There was, moreover, a tradition which referred the origin of the na-

tional festival not, as in the common version, to the conquest of the

Latins by the first Tarqninius, but to the victory over the Latins at the

lake Regillus (Cicero, dc Div. i. 26, 55 ; Dionys. vii. Yl). That the im-

portant statements preserved in the latter passage from Fabius really re-

late to the ordinary thanksgiving-festival, and not to any special votive

solemnity, is evident from the express allusion to the annual recurrence

of the festival, and from the , exact agreement of the sum of the ex-

penses with the statement in the Pseudo-Asconius (p. 142 Or.)
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on the institution of the curule aedileship (387)

which was from the first entrusted with the

preparation and oversight of the festival (p. 384), it lost

its extraordinary character and its reference to a special

vow made by the general, and took its place in the series

of the ordinary annual festivals as the first of all. Never-

theless the government adhered to the practice of allowing

the spectacle proper—namely the chariot-race which was

the principal performance—to take place not more than

once at the close of the festival. On the other days the

multitude were probably left mainly to furnish amusement

for themselves, although musicians, dancers, rope-walkers,

jugglers, jesters and such like would not fail to make their

appearance on tlie occasion, whether hired or not. But

about the year 390 an important change oc-

curred, which must have been connected Avith

the fixing and prolongation of the festival shortly before.

The Roman ^ scafFolding of boards was erected at the ex-

stage, pense of the state in the Circus for the first three

days, and suitable representations were provided on it for

the entertainment of the multitude, Tliat matters might

not be carried too far however in this way, a fixed sum of

200,000 asses (£2055) was' once for all appropriated from

the exchequer for the expenses of the festival ; and the sum

was not increased up to the period of the Punic wars. The

aediles, who had to expend this sum, were obliged to defray

any additional expense out of their own pockets ; and it is

not probable that they contributed often or much from their

own resoiirces. That the new stage was generally under

Greek influence, is proved by its very name {scaena, axtjv/j).

It was no doubt at first designed merely for musicians and

buffoons of all sorts, amongst whom the dancers to the

flute, particularly those then so celebrated from Etruria,

were probably the most distinguished ; but a public stage

had now arisen in Rome and thus became accessible to the

Roman poets.

There was no want of such poets in Latium. Latin
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" strolling minstrels " or " ballad-singers " {gras<

singers! satores, spat'iatores) went from town to town and
Satura.

from house to house, and recited their chants

(saiurae, p. 54), gesticulating and dancing to the accompani-

.nent of the flute. The measure was of course the only one

that then existed, the so-called Saturnian (p. 296). No dis-

tinct plot lay at the basis of the chants, and as little do

they appear to have been in the form of dialogue. We
must conceive of them as resembling those monotonous

—

sometimes improvised, sometimes recited— ballads and

tarantelle, such as one may still hear in the Roman hostcl-

ries. Songs of this sort accordingly early came upon the

public stage, and certainly formed the first nucleus of the

Roman theatre. But not only were these beginnings of the

drama in Rome, as everyvvhere, modest and humble ; they

Avere, in a remarkable manner, accounted from the very

Censure of outset disrcputablc. The Twelve Tables de-
"'^- nounced evil and worthless song-singing, impos-

ing severe penalties not only upon incantations but even on

lampoons composed against a fellow-citizen or recited before

his door, and forbidding the employment of wailing-women

at funerals. But far more severely than by such legal re-

strictions, the incipient exercise of art was affected by the

moral anathema, which was denounced against these frivo-

lous and mercenary trades by the sober earnestness of the

Roman character. " The trade of a poet," says Cato,

" in former times was not respected ; if any one occupied

himself with it or addicted himself to banquets, he v.'as

called an idler." But now any one who practised dancing,

music, or ballad-singing for money was visited with a

double stigma, in consequence of the more and more con-

firmed disapproval of the acquisition of a livelihood by

services rendered for hire. While accordingly the taking

part in the masked farces with stereotyped characters, that

formed the usual native amusement (p. 297), was looked

upon as a pardonable youthful frolic, the appearing on a

public stage for money and without a mask was considered

as directly inflimous, and the singer and poet were in this
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respect placed quite on a level with the rope-dancer and the

harlequin. Persons of this stamp Avere regularly pro-

nounced by the censors (p. 550) incapable of serving in the

burgess-army or of voting in the burgess-assembly. More-
over, not only was the direction of the stage regarded as

pertaining to the province of the city police—a fact signifi-

cant enough even in itself—^but the police was probably,

even at this period, invested with arbitrary powers of an

extraordinary chai-acter against professional artists. Not
only did the police magistrates sit in judgment on the per-

formance after its conclusion—on which occasion wine flowed

as copiously for those who had acquitted themselves well,

as stripes fell to the lot of the bungler—but all the urban

magistrates were legally entitled to inflict bodily chastise-

ment and imprisonment on any actor at any time and at

any place. The necessary effect of this was that dancing,

music, and poetry, at least so far as they appeared on the

public stage, fell into the hands of the lowest classes of the

population, and especially into those of foreigners ; and

while at this period poetry still played altogether too insig-

nificant a part to attract foreign artists to its cultivation,

the statement on the other hand, that in Kome all the music,

sacred and profane, was really Etruscan, may be regarded

as already applicable to this period ; so that the ancient

Latin art of the flute, which was evidently at one time held

in high esteem (p. 297), had been supplanted by foreign

music.

There is no mention of any poetical literature. Neither

the masked plays nor the recitations of the stage can have

had any definitely settled text ; on the contrary, they were

ordinarily improvised by the performers themselves as cir-

cumstances required. Of works composed at this period

posterity could point to nothing but a sort of Eoman
'• Works and Days "—counsels of a farmer to his son,*

* A fragment has been preserved :

—

Hibemo pulvere, vcrno luto, grandia farra

Camille metes

—

We do not know by what right this was afterwards regarded as the oldest
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and the already-mentioned Pythagorean poems of Appius

Claudius (p. 580), the first commencement of Eoman poetry

after the Hellenic type. Nothing of the poems of this

epoch has survived but one or two epitaphs in Saturnian

measure (p. 579).

Along with the rudiments of the Eoman drama, the

rudiments of Roman historical composition be-

toricai com- long to this period ; both as regards the con-
posi ion.

temporary recording of remarkable events, and

as regards the conventional settlement of the early history

of the Roman community.

The writing of , contemporary history was associated

Registers of "^^'ith the register of the magistrates. The regis-

magistrates.
^^j. reaching farthest back, which was accessible

to the later Roman inquirers and is still indirectly accessi-

ble to us, seems to have been derived from the archives of

the temple of the Capitoline Jupiter ; for it records the

names of the annual presidents of the community onward

from the consul Marcus Hoi-atius, who consecrated that

temple on the 13th Sept. in his year of office, and it also

notices the vow which was made on occasion of a severe

pestilence under the consuls Publius Servilius and Lucius

Aebutius (according to the reckoning now cur-
463.

\ o o
rent, 291 u.c), that thenceforward a nail should

be driven every hundredth year into the wall of the Capito-

line temple. Subsequently it was the state officials who
were learned in measuring and in writing, or in other words,

the pontifices, that kept an official record of the names of

the annual chief magistrates, and thus combined an annual,

with the earlier monthly, calendar. Both these calendars

were afterwards comprehended under the name of Fasti

—

Avhich strictly belonged only to the list of court-days. This

arrangement was probably adopted not long after the aboli-

tion of the monarchy ; for in fact an official I'ccord of the

annual magistrates was of urgent practical necessity for the

Roman poem (Macrob. Sat. v. 20; Festus, Ep. v. Jlaminitis, p. 93, M.

;

Serv. on Virg. Georg. i. 101 ; Plin, xvii. 2. 14).
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purpose of determining the order of succession of official

documents. But, if there was an official register of the

consuls so old, it probably perished in the Gallic conflagran

tion (364) ; and the list of the pontifical college

was subsequently completed from the Capitoline

register which was not affected by that catastrophe, so far

as this latter reached. That the list of presidents which we

now have—although in collateral matters, and especially in

genealogical statements, it has been supplemented from the

family pedigrees of the nobility—is in substance based from

the beginning on contemporary and credible records, admits

of no doubt. But it reproduces the calendar years only

imperfectly and approximately : for the consuls did not

enter on office with the new year, or even on a definite day

fixed once for all ; on the contrary from various causes the

day of entering on office was fluctuating, and the interregna

that frequently occurred between two consulates were en-

tirely omitted in the reckoning by official years. Accord-

ingly, if the calendar years were to be reckoned by this

list of consuls, it was necessary to note the days of enter-

ing on and of demitting office in the case of each pair, along

with such interregna as occurred ; and this too was prob-

ably early done. But besides this, the list of the consuls

was adjusted to the list of calendar years in such a way

that a pair of magistrates were by accommodation assigned

to each calendar year, and, where the list did not suffice,

intercalary years were inserted, which are denoted in the

later (Varronian) tables by the figures 379-383, 421, 430,

445, 453. From 291 u.c. (463 b.c.) the Roman list de-

monstrably, not indeed in detail but yet on the whole, coin-

cides with the Roman calendar, and is thus chronologically

certain, so far as the defectiveness of the calendar itself

allows. The 47 years preceding that date cannot be checked,

but must likewise be at least in the main correct.* What-

* The first places in the list alone excite suspicion, and may have

been subsequently added with a view to round off the number of years

between the flight of the king and the burning of the city to 120.
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ever lies beyond 245 u.c. (509 e.g.) remains, chronologi-

cally, in oblivion.

No era was formed for ordinary use ; but in ritual niat-

OnpitoUne ^^^^ '^^^1 reckoned from the year of the conse-
"''^- oration of the temple of the Capitoline Jupiter,

with which the list of magistrates also started.

The idea naturally suggested itself that, along with the

names of the magistrates, the most important
Annala. . ^

'
. . . .

events occurnng under their magistracy might

be noted ; and from such notices appended to the catalogue

of magistrates the Eoman annals arose, just as the chroni-

cles of the middle ages arose out of the memoranda at-

tached to the table of Easter. But it was not until a late

period that the pontifices formed the scheme of a formal

chronicle {I'lhcr annalis), which should steadily year by year

record the names of all the magistrates and the remarkable

events. Before the eclipse of the sun noticed under the 5th

403 of June 351, by which is probably meant that
^'^^- of the 20 th June 354, no solar eclipse was found

recorded from observation in the later chronicle of the

city : its statements as to the numbers of the census only

begin to sound credible after the beginning of the fifth cen-

tury (pp. 140, 542) ; the cases of fines brought before the

people, and the prodigies expiated on behalf of the com-

munity, appear to have been regularly introduced into the

annals only after the second half of the fifth century began.*

To all appearance the institution of an organized book of

annals, and—what was certainly associated with it—the re-

vision (which v/e have just explained) of the earlier list of

magistrates so as to make it a year-calendar by the inser-

tion, where chronologically necessary, of intercalary years,

must have taken place in the first half of the fifth century.

* Such isolated notices ivitb definite dates as are found with reference

to tlie earlier period can hardly perhaps bear strict examination. The

statement as to the removal of the old fig-tree from the Roman Forum

in 2G0 is now shown to lack manuscript attestation (p. 252, note), and

grave doubts have also arisen as to the apparently very credible account

that twenty-oac tribes were instituted in 259 (p. 361).
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But even after it became a practically recognized duty of

\}a.Q 'pontifex maxwxus to xQ.(iox^ year after year campaigns

and colonizations, pestilences and famines, eclipses and por-

tents, the deaths of priests and other men of note, the new

decrees of the people, and the results of the census, and to

deposit these records in his official residence for permanent

preservation and for any one's inspection, these records

were still far removed from the character of real historical

writings. How scanty the contemporary record still was

at the close of this period and how ample room it left for

the caprice of subsequent annalists, is shown with especial

clearness by a comparison of the accounts as to the cam-

paign of 456 in the annals and in the epitaph of

the consul Scipio.* Tiie later historians were

evidently unable to construct a readable and in some meas-

ure connected nai-rative out of these notices from the book

of annals ; and we should have difficulty, even if the book

of annals still lay before us with its original contents, in

writing thence a methodical history of the times. Such

chronicles, however, did not exist merely in Rome ; every

Latin city possessed its annals as well. as its pontiffs, as is

clear from isolated notices relative to Ardea for instance,

Ameria, and Interamna on the Nar; and from the collective

mass of these city-chronicles some result might perhaps

have been attained similar to v.hat has been accomplished

for the earlier middle ages by a comparison of the diffiirent

monastic chronicles. Unfortunately the Romans in later

times preferred to supply the defect by Hellenic or Ilellen-

izing falsehoods.

Besides these official arrangements, meagre in plan and

-KT „,;i„ uncerta.in in treatment, for the commemoration
pedigrees. ^f p^gt timcs and i^ast events, there can scarcely

have existed at this epoch any other records immediately

serviceable for Roman history. Of private chronicles we

* P. 579. According to the annals Seipio commands in Etruria and

liis colleague in Samnium, and Lucania is during this year in league with

Rome ; according to the epitaph Seipio conquers two towns in Samnium

and all Lucania.
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find no trace. The leading houses, however, were careful to

draw up genealogical tables, so important in a legal point

of view, and to have the family pedigree painted for a pei'-

petual memorial on the walls of the entrance-hall. These

lists, which at least named the magistracies held by the fam-

ily, not only furnished a basis for family tradition, but

doubtless at an eai'ly period had biographical notices at-

tached to them. The memorial orations, which in Rome
could not be omitted at the funeral of any distinguished

person, and were ordinarily pronounced by the nearest rela-

tive of the deceased, consisted not merely in an enumera-

tion of the virtues and excellences of the dead, but also in

a recital of the deeds and virtues of his ancestors ; and so

they were doubtless, even in the earliest times, transmitted

traditionally from one generation to another. Many valu-

able notices may by this means have been preserved ; but

many daring perversions and falsifications also were in this

way introduced into tradition.

But as the first steps towards writing actual history be-

longed to this period, to it belonged also the

eari^ histo- first attempts to record, and to give conventional
ry om

. gj^r^pg
^Q^ ii^Q primitive history of Rome. The

sources whence it was formed were of course the same as

they are everywhere. Isolated names and facts, the kings

Numa Pompilius, Ancus Marcius, TuUus Ilostilius, the con-

quest of the Latins by king Tarquinius and the exj)ulsion

of the Tarquinian royal house, probably continued to live

in a genuine tradition widely diffused and orally transmit-

ted. Further materials were furnished by the traditions of

the patrician clans, such as the various stories that relate to

the Fabii. Other tales gave a symbolic and historical ver-

sion of primitive national institutions, especially setting

forth with great vividness the origin of rules of law. The

sacredness of the walls was thus illustrated in the tale of

the death of Remus, the abolition of blood-revenge in the

tale of the end of king Tatius (p. 203, note), the necessity

of the arrangement as to the pons sublicius in the legend
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of Horatius Codes,* the origin of the provocatio in tho

becautiful tale of the Horatii and Curiatii, the origin oi

manumission and of the burgess-rights of freedmcn in tho

tale of the Tarquinian conspiracy and the slave Vindicius.

To the same class belongs the history of the foundation of

the city itself, which was designed to connect the origin of

Rome with Latium and with Alba, the general metropolis

of the Latins. Historical glosses were annexed to the sur-

names of distinguished Romans ; that of Publius Valerius

the " servant of the people " [Po2)licoIa), for instance, gath-

ered around it a whole group of such anecdotes. Above

all, the sacred fig-tree and other spots and notable objects

in the city were associated Avith a great multitude of sexton-

tales of the same nature as those out of which, upwards of

a thousand years afterwards, there grew up on the same

ground the Mirabilia Urbis. Some attempts to link to-

gether these diflerent tales—the adjustment of the series of

the seven kings, the reckoning of the duration of the mon-

archy at 240 years in all, which was undoubtedly based on

a calculation of the length of generations,! and even the

commencement of an official record of these assumed facts

—probably took place in this epoch. The outlines of the

narrative, and in particular its quasi-chronology, make their

appearance in the later tradition so unalterably fixed, that

for that very reason the fixing of them must be placed not

in, but previous to, the literary epoch of Rome. If a

bronze casting of the twins Romulus and Remus sucking

the teats of the she-wolf was already placed beside the sa-

cred fig-tree in 458, the Romans who subdued

Latium and Samnium must have heard the his-

* This object of the legend is clear from Pliny the Elder {H. N.

xxxvi. 15, 100).

\ They appear to have reckoned three generations to the hundred

years and to have rounded off the figures 2334- to 240, just as the epoch

between the king's flight and the burning of the city was rounded off tc

120 years (p. 58*7 note). Tho reason why those precise numbers sug-

gested themselves, is apparent from the similar adjustment (above ex

plained, p. 273) of the nica.surcs of surface.
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tory of the origin of their ancestral city in a form not

greatly differing from what we read in Livy. Even the

Aborigines

—

i. e. " those from the beginning "—that simple

starting-point in the historical speculation of the Latin race,

present themselves about 465 in the Sicilian au-
•'89.

thor Callias. It is of the very nature of a chron-

icle that it should attach pre-historic speculation to history

and endeavour to go back, if not to the origin of heaven and

earth, at least to the origin of the community ; and there is

express testimony that the table of the pontifices specified

the year of the foundation of Rome. Accordingly it may
be assumed that, when the pontifical college in the first half

of the fifth century proceeded to substitute for the former

scanty records—ordinarily confined to the names of the ma-

gistrates—the scheme of a formal yearly chronicle, it also

supplied the lack of a beginning by the history of the mon-

archy and of its abolition, and, by placing the institution

of the republic on the day of the consecration of the Capi-

toline temple, the 13th of Sept. 245, furnished a

semblance of connection between the dateless

and the annalistic narrative. That in this earliest record of

the origin of Rome the hand of Hellenism was at work, can

scarcely be doubted. The speculations as to the primitive

and subsequent population and as to the priority of pastoral

life over agriculture, and the transformation of the man
Romulus into the god Quirinus (p. 220), have quite a

Greek aspect, and even the obscuring of the genuinely na-

tional foi'ms of the pious Numa and the wise Egeria by an

admixture of alien elements of Pythagorean primitive wis-

dom appears by no means to be one of the most recent ad-

ditions to the Roman pre-historic annals.

The pedigrees of the noble clans were completed in a

manner analogous to these origines of the community, and

were, in the favourite style of heraldry, universally traced

back to illustrious ancestors. The Aemilii, for instance,

Calpurnii, Pinarii, and Pomponii professed to be descended

from the four sons of Numa, Mamercus, Calpus, Pinus, and

Pompo ; and the Aemilii, yet further, from IMamercus, the
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son of Pythagoras, Avho Avas named the " winnhig speakei-'*

{aifivlog).

But, notwithstanding the Hellenic reminiscences that are

everywhere apparent, these pre-historic annals of the com-

munity and of the leading houses may be designated at least

relatively as national, partly because they originated in

Eome, partly because they were primarily intended to form

links of connection not between Rome and Greece, but be-

tween Rome and Latium.

It was Hellenic story and fiction that undertook the task

of connecting Rome and Gr~ece. Hellenic le-

cariy hfs^to- gcud exhibits throughout an endeavour to keep
ly of Rome.

^^^^ ^^,j^j^ ^1^^ gradual extension of geographical

knowledge, and to form a dramatized geography by the aid

of its numerous stories of voyagers and emigrants. In this,

however, it seldom follows a simple course. An account

like that of the earliest Greek historical work which men-

tions Rome, tlie " Sicilian History " of Antiochus of Syra-

cuse (which ended in 330)—that a man named

Sikelos had migrated from Rome to Italia, that

is, to the Bruttian peninsula—such an account, simply giv-

ing a historical form to the family affinity between the Ro-

mans, Siculi, and Bruttians, and free from all Hellenizing

colouring, is a rare phenomenon. Greek legend as a whole

is pervaded—and the more so, the later its rise—by a ten-

dency to represent the whole barbarian world as having

cither issued from the Greeks or having been subdued by

them ; and it early in this sense spun its threads also around

the west. For Italy the legends of Herakles and of the

Argonauts were of less importance—although Hecataeus

(+ after 2oT) is already acquainted with the

Pillars of Herakles, and carries the Argo from

the Black Sea into the Atlantic Ocean, from the latter into

the Nile, and thus back to the Mediterranean—than were

the homeward voyages connected with the fall of llion.

With the first dawn of information as to Italy Diomedes

begins to wander in the Adriatic, and Odysseus in the Tyr-

rhene Sea (p. 191) ; indeed the latter localization at any
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rate was naturally suggested by the Homeric conception ol

the legend. Down to the times of Alexander the countries

on the Tyrrhene Sea belonged in Hellenic fable to the do-

main of the legend of Odysseus ; Ephorus, who
340. ended his history with the year 414, and the so-

336. called Scylax (about 418) still substantially fol-

low it. Of Trojan voyages the whole earlier poetry has no

knowledge ; in Homer Aeneas after the fall of llion rules

over the Trojans that remained at home.

It was the great remodeller of myths, Stesichorus (122-

stesichonis. ^^1) ^^^ ^^'^^ "^ ^^^ "Destruction of llion

"

632-533, brought Aeneas to the land of the west, that he

might poetically enrich the world of fable in the country of

his birth and of his adoption, Sicily and Lower Italy, by the

contrast of the Trojan heroes with the Hellenic. With him

originated the poetical outlines of the fable as thenceforward

fixed, especially the group of the hero and his wife,,his little

son and his aged father bearing the household gods, depart-

ing from burning Troy, and the important identification of

the Trojans with the Sicilian and Italian autochthones, which

is especially apparent in the case of the Trojan trumpeter

Misenus who gave his name to the promontory of Mise-

num.* The old poet was guided in this view by the feeling

that the barbarians of Italy were less widely removed from

the Hellenes than other barbarians were, and that the rela-

tion between the Hellenes and Italians might, when meas-

ured poetically, be conceived as similiar to that between the

Homeric Achaeans and the Trojans. This new Trojan fixble

soon came to' be mixed up with the earlier legend of Odys-

seus, while it spread at the same time more widely over

Italy. According to Hellanicus (who wrote

about 350) Odysseus and Aeneas came through

the country of the Thracians and Molottians (Epirus) to

Italy, where the Trojan women whom they had brought

* The "Trojan colonies" in Sicily, mentioned by Thucydides, the

pseudo-Scylax, and others, as well as the designation of Capua as a Tro-

jan foundation in Hecataeus, must also be traced to Stesichorus and his

identification of the natives of Italy and Sicily with the Trojans.
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with them burnt, the ships, and Aeneas founded the city of

Roiiie and named it after one of these Trojan women. To

a similar effect, only with less absurdity, Aris-

totle (370-432) related that an Achaean squad-

ron cast upoD the Latin coast had been set on fire by Trojan

female slaves, and that the Latins had originated from the

descendants of the Achaeans who were thus compelled to

remain there and of their Trojan wives. With these tales

were next mingled elements from the indigenous legend, the

knowledge of which had been diffused as far as Sicily by

the active intercourse between Sicily and Italy, at least

towards the end of this epoch. In the version of the origin

of Rome, which the Sicilian Callias gave about
2S9

4G5, the flibles of Odysseus, Aeneas, and Romu-

lus were intermingled.*

But the person who really completed the conception

, subsequently current of this Trojan migration

was Timaeus of Tauromenium in Sicily, who
op2. concluded his historical work with 492. It is

he who represents Aeneas as first founding La-

viniuni with its shrine of the Trojan Penates, and as there-

after founding Rome ; he must also have interwoven the

Tyrian princess Elisa or Dido with the legend of Aeneas,

for with him Dido is the foundress of Carthage, and Rome
and Carthage are said by him to have been- built in the

same year. These alterations were manifestly suggested by

certain accounts that had reached Sicily respecting Latin

manners and customs, in conjunction with the critical strug-

gle which at the very time and place where Timaeus wrote

was preparing between the Romans and the Carthaginians.

In the main, however, the story cannot have been derived

from Latium, but can only have been the good-for-nothing

invention of the old *' gossip-monger " himself. Timaeus

* According to his account Rome, a woman who had fled from Ilion

to Rome, married Latinus, king of the Aborigines, and bore to him three

sons, Romus, Romylus, and Telcgonns. The last, who undoubtedly

emerges here as founder of Tusculum and Praeneatc, belongs, as is well

known, to the legend of Odysseus.
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had heard of the primitive temple of the household gods in

Lavinium ; but the statement, that these were regarded by

the Lavinates as the Penates brought by the followers of

Aeneas from llion, is as certainly an addition of his own, as

the ingenious parallel between the Roman October horse

and the Trojan horse, and the exact inventory of the sacred

objects of Lavinium—there were, our worthy author affirms,

heralds' staves of iron and copper, and an earthern vase of

Trojan manufacture. It is true that these same Penates

were not shown to any one for centuries afterwards ; but

Timaeus was one of the historians who upon no matter are

so fully informed as upon things unknowable. It is not

without reason that Polybius, who knew the man, advises

that he should in no case be trusted, and least of all where,

as in this instance, he appeals to documentary proofs. In

fact the Sicilian rhetorician, who professed to point out the

grave of Thucydides in Italy, and who could find no higher

praise for Alexander than that he had finished the conquest

of Asia sooner thaia Isocrates finished his " Panegyric," was

exactly the man to knead the naive fictions of the earlier

time into that confused medley on which the play of acci-

dent has conferred so singular a celebrity.

How far the Hellenic fiibles regarding Italian matters,

such as they at first arose in Sicily, gained credit during this

period in Italy itself, cannot be ascertained with precision.

Those links of connection with the Odyssean cycle, which

we subsequently meet with m the legends of the 'foundation

of Tusculum, Praeneste, Antium, Ardea, and Cortona, must

probably have been invented at this period ; and even the

belief in the descent of the Romans from Trojan men or

women must have been established at the close of this

epoch in Rome, for the first demonstrable contact between

Rome and the Greek east is the intercession of the senate

on behalf of the '• kindred " Ilians in 472. That

the fable of Aeneas was nevertheless of com-

paratively recent origin in Italy, is shown by the extremely

scanty measure of its localization as compared with tlie

legend of Odysseus ; and at any rate the final adjustment
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of these tales, as well as their reconciliation with the legend

of the origin of Kome, belongs only to the following age.

While in this way historical composition, or what was
so called among the Hellenes, busied itself in its own fash-

ion with the pre-historic times of Italy, it left the contem-

porary history of Itiily almost untouched—a circumstance

as significant of the sunken condition of Hellenic history, as

it is to be for. our sakes regretted. Theopompus of Chios

(who ended his work with 418) barely noticed

in passing the capture of Rome by the Celts
;

and Aristotle (p. 431), Ciitarchus (p. 491), Theophrastus

(p. 532), Heraclides of Pontus ( + about 450),

incidentally mention particular events relatirr

to Rome. It is only with Hieronymus of Cardia, Avho as

the historian of Pyrrhus described also his Italian wars,

that Greek historiography becomes an authority for the his-

tory of Rome.
Among the sciences, that of jurisprudence acquired an

invaluable basis in the comniitting to writing of

delicti™" the laws of the city in the years 303, 304. This

code, known under the name of the Twelve

Tables, is perhaps the oldest Roman document that deserves

the name of a book. The nucleus of the so-called leges

regiae was probably not much more recent. These were

certain precepts chiefly of a ritual nature, which rested upon

traditional usage, and were probably promulgated to the

general public under the form of royal enactments by the

college of pontifices, Avhich was entitled to point out but

not to prescribe the law. Moreover it is probable that from

the commencement of this period the more important de-

crees of the senate—although not those of the people—were

regularly recorded in writing ; for already in the eai-liest

conflicts between the oi'ders disputes took place as to the

mode of their preservation (pp. 357, 370).

While the mass of written laws and documents thus in-

creased, the foundations of jurisprudence in the

proper sense were also firmly laid. It was ne-

cessary that both the magistrates who were annually changed
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and the jurymen taken from the people should be enabled

to resort to advisers {aiictores), who were acquainted with

the course of law and knew how to suggest a decision ac-

cordant with precedents or, in the absence of these, resting

on reasonable grounds. The pontifices who were wont to

be consulted by the people regarding court-days and on all

questions of difficulty and points of ceremony relating to

the worship of the gods, delivered also, when asked, coun-

sels and opinions on other points of law, and thus devel-

oped in the bosom of their college that tradition which

formed the basis of Roman private law, more especially the

formulae of action proper for each particular

List of for- case. A set of formulae which embraced all
mulae for

i n i • i
•

actions. these actions, along with a calendar which speci-

fied the court-days, was published to the people

300. about 450 by Appius Claudius or by his clerk,

Gnaeus Flavius. This attempt, however, to

formulize a science, that as yet hardly recognized itself,

stood for a long time completely isolated.

That the knowledge of law and the exposition of it were

even now a means of recommendation to the people and of

attaining offices of state, may be readily conceived, although

the story, that the first plebeian pontifex Publius Sempro-

nius Sophus (consul 450), and the first plebeian

pontifex maximus Tiberius Coruncanius (consul

280.
474), were indebted for their honorary offices

to their knowledge of law, is probably rather a conjecture

of posterity than a statement of tradition.

That the real genesis of the Latin and doubtless also of

the other Italian languages was anterior to this
nguage.

p^j-iod, and that even at its commencement the

Latin language was substantially complete, is evident from

the fragments of the Twelve Tables, which, however, have

been largely modernized by their semi-oral tradition. They

contain a number of antiquated words and harsh combina-

tions, particularly in consequence of omitting the indefinite

subject ; but their meaning by no means presents, like that

of the Arval chant, any real difficulty, and they exhibit far
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more agreement with the language of Cato than with that

of the ancient litanies. If the Eomans at the beginning of

the seventh century had difficulty in understanding docu-

ments of the fifth, the difficulty doubtless proceeded merely

from the fact that there existed at that time in Rome no

real research, least of all any study of docu-

Technicai ments. On the other hand it must have been at
style.

this period, when the exposition and the compi-

lation of law began, that the Eoman technical style first

established itself—a style which at least in its developed

shape is nowise inferior to the modern legal phraseology of

England in stereotyped formulae and turns of expression,

endless enumeration of particulars, and long-winded periods

;

and which commends itself to the initiated by its clearness

and precision, while the uninitiated who do not understand

it listen according to their character and humour with rev-

erence, impatience, or chagrin. Moreover at

this epoch began the methodical treatmeg^t of

the native languages. About its commencement the Sabel-

lian as well as the Latin idiom threatened, as we saw (p.

299), to become barbarous, and the mutilation of endings

and the corruption of the vowels and more delicate conso-

nants spread on all hands, just as was the case with the Ro-

manic languages in the fifth and sixth centuries of the Chris-

tian era. But a reaction set in : the sounds which had co-

alesced in Oscan, d and r, and the sounds which had co-

alesced in Latin, g and h, were again separated, and each

was provided with its proper sign ; o and u, for which from

the first the Oscan alphabet had lacked separate signs, and

which had been in Latin originally separate but threatened

to coalesce, again became distinct, and in Oscan even the i

was resolved into two signs dificrent in sound and in writ-

ing ; lastly, the writing again came to follow more closely

the pronunciation—the s for instance among the Romans

being in many cases replaced by r. Chronological indica-

tions point to the fifth century as the period of this reac-

tion ; the Latin g for instance was not yet in existence about
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450 250 ^^^' ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ probably about 500 ;
the first

of the Papirian dan, who called himself Papi-

336. rius instead of Papisius, was the consul of 418
;

the introduction of r instead of s is attributed

312. to Appius Claudius (censor in 442). Beyond

doubt the re-introduction of a more delicate and

precise pronunciation was connected with the increasing in-

fluence of Greek civilization, which is observable at this

very period in all departments of Italian life ; and, as the

silver coins of Capua and Nola are far more perfect than

the contemporary asses of Ardea and Rome, writing and

language appear also to have been more speedily and fully

reduced to rule in the Campanian land than in Latium.

How little, notwithstanding the labour bestowed on it, the

Roman language and mode of writing had become settled

at the close of this epoch, is shown by the inscriptions pre-

served from the end of the fifth century, in which the great-

est arbitrariness prevails, particularly as to the insertion or

omission of m, d and s in final sounds and of n in the bod;/

of a word, and as to the distinguishing of the vowels o it

and e i* It is probable that the contemporary Sabellians

were in these points further advanced, wliile the Umbrians

were but slightly affected by the regenerating influence of

the Hellenes.

In consequence of this progress of jurisprudence and

grammar, elementary instruction also, though it

did not now spring up tor the first time, must

* In the two epitaphs, of Lucius Scipio consul ia 456, and of the con-

sul of the game name in 495, m and d are ordinavily wanting in

the termination of cases, yet Ziiciom and Gnaivod respectively

occur once ; there occur alongside of one another the nomina-

tives Cornelio, filios ; cosol, cesor, alongside of consol, censor ; aidiles,

dedet, ploirume {= plurhni) lice (nom. sing.) alongside oi aidilis, cejjii,

qua, hie. Rhotacism is already carried out competely ; wo hud duonoro

(= bonorum), ploirume,Jiot as in the chant 6i tl^iaSdii foedesum, plvsi-

ma. Our surviving inscriptions do not in general precede the age of

rhotacism ; of the earlier usage only isolated traces occur, such as after-

wards Iionos, labos alongside of honor, labor; and the similar feminine

pi-aenomina, Maio (= maios, maicr) and Mino in recently found epitaphs

at Praencste.
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have undergone a certain improvement. As Homer was
the oldest Greek, and the Twelve Tables was the oldest Ro-

man, book, each became in its own land the essential basis

of instruction
; and the learning by heart the juristico-polit-

ical catechism was a chief part of Roman juvenile training.

Alongside of the Latin " writing-masters " {litteratores)

there were of course, from the time when an acquaintance

with Greek was indispensable for every statesman and mer-

chant, also Greek "language-masters" (^mr/imaiJ/ci),* partly

tutor-slaves, partly private teachers, who at their own dwell-

ing or that of their pupil gave instructions in the reading

and speaking of Greek. As a matter of course, the rod

played its part in instruction as well as in military dis-

cipline and in police.f The instruction of this epoch can-

not however have passed beyond the elementary stage

:

there was no material shade of difference, in a social re-

spect, between the educated and the non-educated Roman.
That the Romans at no time distinguished themselves in

Exact the mathematical and mechanical sciences is well
sciences. known, and is attested, in reference to the pres-

ent epoch, by almost the only fact which can be adduced

under this head with certainty—the regulation of the calen-

dar attempted by the decemvirs. They wished
Reflation , t > c i . ,,*, -,

cfthecaion- to substitute lOP the prcvious calendar based on
dar

the old and very imperfect trieteris (p. 279) the

contemporary Attic calendar of the octaeteris, which re-

tained the lunar month of 29|- days but assumed the solar

year at 365^ days instead of 368f, and therefore, without

* Litterator and grammaticus are related nearly as elementary

teacher and teacher of languages with us; the latter designation belong-

ed by earlier usage only to the teacher of Greek, not to a teacher of the

mother-tongue. Litteratus is more recent, and denotes not a school-

master but a man of culture.

f It is at any rate a true Eoman picture, which Plautus {.BaccJi.

431) produces as a specimen of the good old mode of training:

—

. . . uhi revenisses domum.
Cinctieulo praecinctns in sella apud magistrum adsideres ;

Si, librum cum legeren^ unam peccavisses syllabam,

Ficret coriwn tarn maculosum, quam est niUricis pallium.

26
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making any alteration in the length of the common year of

354 clays, intercalated, not as formerly 59 days every 4

years, but 90 days every 8 years. With the same view the

improvers of the Roman calendar intended—while other-

wise retaining the current calendar—in the two intercalary

years of the four years' cycle to shorten not the intercalary

months, but the two Februaries by 7 days each, and conse-

quently to fix that month in the intercalary years at 22 and

21 days respectively instead of 29 and 28. But want of

mathematical precision and theological scruples, especially

in reference to the annual festival of Terminus which fell

Avithin those very days in February, disarranged the intend-

ed reform, so that the Februaries of the intercalary years

came to be of 24 and 23 days, and thus the new Roman
solar year in reality ran to 366|- days. Some remedy for

the practical evils resulting from this was found in the prac-

tice by which, setting aside the reckoning by calendar

months or ten months (p. 279) as now no longer applicable

from the inequality in the length of the months, wherever

more accurate specifications were required, they reckoned

by terms of ten months of a solar year of 365 days, or by

the so-called ten-month year of 304 days. Over and above

this, there came early into use in Italy, especially for a;gri-

cultural purposes, the farmers' calendar based on the Egyp-

tijui solar year of 365-]; days by Eudoxus (who
^^^'

flourished 366).

A higher idea of what the Italians were able to do in

these departments is furnished by their works

andpiasUc of structural and plastic art, which are closely

^ associated with the mechanical sciences. Here

too we do not find phenomena of real originality ; but if

the impress of borrowing, which the plastic art of Italy

bears throughout, diminishes its artistic interest, there gath-

ers around it a historical interest all the more lively, be-

cause on the one hand it affords the most remarkable evi-

dences of an international intercourse of which other traces

have disappeared, and on the other hand, amidst the well-

nigh ^otal loss of the history of the non-Roman Italians, art
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is almost the sole surviving index of the life and activity

which the different peoples displayed. No novelty is to be

reported in this period ; but what we have already shown

(p. 314) may be illustrated in this period with greater pre-

cision and on a broader basis, namely, that the stimulus de-

rived from Greece powerfully affected the Etruscans and

Italians on different sides, and called forth among the former

a rich and luxurious, among the latter, where it had any in-

fluence at all, a more intelligent and genuine, art.

We have already shown how wholly the architecture of

Architec- ^ the Italian lands was, even in its earliest
ture.

period, pervaded by Hellenic elements. Its city

walls, its aqueducts, its tombs with pyramidal roofs, and its

Tuscanic temple, are not at all, or not materially, different

^^ from the oldest Hellenic structures. No trace
Etruscan.

-, ^ -, . , .

has been preserved of any advance m. architec-

ture among the Etruscans during this period ; we find

among them neither any really new reception, nor any

original creation, unless we ought to reckon as such the

magnificent tombs, e. g. the so-called tomb of Porsena at

Chiusi described by Varro, which vividly recalls the strange

and meaningless grandeur of the Egyptian pyramids.

In Latium too, during the first century and a half of the

.
republic, it is probable that they moved solely

in the previous track, and it has already been

stated that the exercise of art rather sank than rose with the

introduction of the republic (p. 571). There can scarcely

be named any Latin building of architectural importance

belonging to this period, except the temple of Ceres built in

the Circus at Rome in 2G1, which was regarded

in the period of the empire as a model of the

Tuscanic style. But towards the close of this epoch a new
spirit appeared in Italian and particularly in Roman archi-

tecture (p. 571) ; the building of the magnificent arcnes be-

gan. It is true that we are not entitled to pronounce the

arch and the vault Italian inventions. It is well
Tho arch. . -, , ^ i /> ^i • r

ascertamed that at the epoch oi the genesis of

Hellenic jft'chitecture the Hellenes were not yet acquainted
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with the arch, and therefore had to content themselves with

a flat ceiling and a sloping roof for their temples ; but the

arch may very well have been a later invention of the Hel-

lenes originating in more scientific mechanics ; as indeed the

Greek tradition refers it to the natural philosopher Democri-

tus (294-397). With this priority of Hellenic

over Eoman arch-building the hypothesis, which

has been often and perhaps justly propounded, is quite com-

patible, that the vaulted roof of the Roman great cloaca,

and that which was afterwards thrown over the old Capito-

line well-house (which originally had a pyramidal roof—^p.

308), are the oldest extant structures in which the principle

of the arch is applied ; for it is more than probable that

these arched buildings belong not to the regal but to the re-

publican period (p. 157), and that in the regal period the

Italians were acquainted only with flat or overlapped roofs

(p. 308). But whatever may be thought as to the inven-

tion of the arch itself, the application of a principle on a

great scale is everywhere, and particularly in architecture,

at least as important as its first exposition ; and this appli-

cation belongs indisputably to the Romans. With the fifth

century began the building of gates, bridges, and aqueducts

based mainly on the arch, which is thenceforth inseparably

associated with the Roman name. Akin to this was the de-

velopment of the form of the round temple Avith the dome-

shaped roof, which was foreign to the Greeks, but was a

peculiar favourite with the Romans and was especially ap-

plied by them in the case of their peculiar non-Grecian wor-

ships, particularly that of Vesta.*

* The round temple certainly was not, as has been supposed, an imita-

tion of the oldest form of the house ; on the contrary, house architec-

ture uniformly starts from the square form. The later Roman tlieology

associated this I'ound form with the idea of the terrestrial sphere or of the

universe surrounding like a sphere the central sun (Fest. v. rutundam

p. 282 ; riutarch, i\'MW,. 11 ; Ovid, Fast. vi. 267, seq.). In reality it rest,

simply on the fact, that the circular shape was recognised as the most

convenient and the safest form of a space destined for enclosure and cus-

tody. That was the rationale of the round thesauroi of the Greeks as
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Something the same may be affirmed as true of various

subordinate, but not on that account unimportant, perform-

ances in this field. They do not lay claim to originality or

artistic accomplishment ; but the firmly-jointed slabs of the

Roman streets, the indestructible highways, the broad hard

ringing tiles, the everlasting mortar of their buildings, pro-

claim the indestructible solidity and the energetic vigour of

the Roman character.

Like architectural art, and, if possible, still more com-

pletely, the plastic and delincative arts were not

deiineative SO mucli matured by Grecian stimulus as devel-

oped from Greek seeds on Italian soil. We
have already observed (p. 312) that these, although only

younger sisters of architecture, began to develop themselves

at least in Etruria, even during the regal period ; but their

principal development in Etruria, and still more
Etruscnn. t t • t i i im Latium, belongs to the present epoch, as is

very evident from the fact that in those districts which the

Celts and Sam.nites wrested from the Etruscans in the course

of the fourth century there is scarcely a trace of the prac-

tice of Etruscan art. The plastic art of the Tuscans applied

itself first and chiefly to works in terra-cotta, in copper, and

in gold—materials which were furnished to the artists by

the rich strata of clay, the copper mines, and the commer-

cial intercourse of Etruria. The activity with which mould-

ing in clay was prosecuted is attested by the immense num-

ber of bas-reliefs and statuary works in terra-cotta, with

which the walls, gables, and roofs of the Etruscan temples

were formerly decorated as their still extant ruins show,

ft'cllas of tbc round structure of the Roman store-chamber or temple of

the Penates. It was natural, also, that the fireplace—that is, the altar

of Vesta— and the fire-chamber—that is, the temple of Vesta— should

be constructed of around form, just as was done with the cistern and

the well-enclosure (piiieal). The round style of building in itself was

Graeco-Italian as was the square form, and the former was appropriated

to the store-place the latter to the dwelling-house ; but the architectural

and religious development of the simple iholos into the round temple

with pillars and columns was Latin.
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and hy the trade which can be shown to have existed in

such articles between Etruria and Latium. Casting in cop-

per occupied no inferior place. Etruscan artists ventured

to make colossal statues of bronze fifty feet in height, and

Volsinii, the Etruscan Delphi, was said to have possessed

about the year 489 two thousand bronze statues.
265

Sculpture in stone, again, began in Etruria, as

probably e /crywhere, at a far later date, and was prevented

fi'om development not only by internal causes, but also by
the want of suitable material ; the marbles quarries of Luna

(Carrara) were not yet opened. Any one who has seen the

rich and elegant gold decorations of the south-Etruscan

tombs, will have no difficulty in believing the statement that

Tyrrhene gold cups were valued even in Attica. Gem-
engraving also, although more recent, was in various forms

pi'actised in Etruria. Equally dependent on the Greeks,

but otherwise quite on a level with the workers in the plas-

tic arts, were the. Etruscan designers and painters, who
manifested extraordinary activity both in contour-drawing

on metal and in monochromatic fresco-painting.

On comparing with this the domain of the Italians prop-

er, it appears at first, contrasted with the Etrus-

aiid Sabei- can richcs, almost poor in art. But on a closer

view we cannot fail to perceive that both the Sa-

bellian and the Latin nations must have had far more ca-

pacity and aptitude for art than the Etruscans. It is true

that in the proper Sabellian territory, in Sabina, in the

Abruzzi, in Samnium, there are hardly found any works of

art at all, and even coins are wanting. But those Sabellian

stocks, which reached the coasts of the Tyrrhene or Ionic

seas, not only appropriated Hellenic art externally, like the

Etruscans, but more or less completely acclimatized it.

Even in Velitrae, where in spite of the conversion of the

city into a Latin colony and afterwards into a Roman mu-

nicipium the Volscian language and peculiarities appear to

have maintained themselves longest, painted terra-cottas

have been found, displaying vigorous and characteristic treat-

ment. In Lower Italy Lucania was to a less degree influ-
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enced by Hellenic art ; but in Campania and in the land of

the Brutti-i, Sabellians and Hellenes became completely in-

termingled not only in language and nationality, but also

and especially in art, and the Campanian and Bruttian coins

in particular stand so entirely in point of artistic treatment

on a lev*l with the contemporary coins of Greece, that the

inscription alone serves to distinguish the one from the

other.

It is a fact less known, but not less certain, that Latium

also, while inferior to Etruria in the copiousness
Latin.

, . \, . .

and massiveness oi its art, was not mferior m
artistic taste and practical skill. It is true that there the art

of gem-engraving so diligently prosecuted in luxui*ious

Etruria is entirely wanting, and we find no indication that

the Latin workshops were, like those of the Eti'uscan gold-

smiths and clay-workers, occupied in supplying a foreign

demand. It is true that the Latin temples were not like the

Etruscan overloaded with bronze and clay decorations, that

the Latin tombs were not like the Etruscan filled with gold

ornaments, and their w\alls shone not, like those of the Tus-

can tombs, with paintings of various colours. Neverthe-

less, on the whole the balance does not incline in favour of

the Etruscan nation. The invention of the effigy of Janus,

which, like the god himself, may be attributed to the Latins

(p. 224), is not unskilful, and is of a more original charac-

ter than that of any Etruscan worlc of art. The activity

of celebrated Greek masters in Rome is attested by the

very ancient temple of Ceres ; the sculptor Damophilus,

who with Goi'gasus prepared the painted terra-cotta figures

for it. appears to have been no other than Demophilus of

Himera, the teacher of Zeuxis (about 300).

The most instructive illustrations ai*e furnished

by those branches of art in which we are able to form a

comparative judgment, partly from ancient testimonies,

partly from our own observation. Of Latin works in stone

scarcely anything else survives than the stone sarcophagus

of the Roman consul Lucius Scipio, wrought at the close of

this period in the Doric style; but its noble simplicity puts
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to shame all similar Etruscan works. Many beautiful

bronzes of an antique chaste style of art, particularly hel-

mets, candelabra, and the like articles, have been taken from

Etruscan tombs ; but which of these works is equal to

the bronze she-wolf erected in 458 from the pro-
296. .

ceeds of fines at the Euminal fig-tree in the Ro-

man Forum, and still forming the finest ornament of the

Capitol ? And that the Latin metal-founders as little shrank

from great enterprises as the Etruscans, is shown by the

colossal bronze figure of Jupiter on the Capitol erected by

Spurius Carvilius (consul in 461) from the melt-

ed equipments of the Samnites, the chisellings

of which sufficed to cast the statue of the victor that stood

at the foot of the Colossus ; this statue of Jupiter was visi-

ble even from the Alban Mount. Amongst the cast copper

coins by far the finest belong to southern Latiura ; the Ro-

man and Umbrian are tolerable, the Etruscan almost desti-

tute of any image and often really barbarous. The fresco-

paintings, which Gains Fabius executed in the temple of

Health on the Capitol, dedicated in 452, obtained
302. . . .

in design and colouring the praise even of con-

noisseurs trained in Greek art in the Augustan age ; and the

art-enthusiasts of the empire commended the frescoes of

Caere, but with still greater emphasis those of Rome, Lanu-

vium, and Ardea, as master-pieces of painting. Engraving

on metal, which in Latium decorated not the hand-mirror,

as in Etruria, but the toilet-casket with its elegant outlines,

was practised to a far less extent in Latium and almost ex-

clusively in Pj-aeneste. There are excellent works of art

among the copper mirrors of Etruria as among the caskets

of Praeneste ; but it was a work of the latter kind, and in

fact a work which most probably originated in the workshop

of a Praenestine master at this epoch,* regarding which it

could with truth be affirmed that scarcely another product

* Novius Plautius (p. 569) cast perhaps only the feet and the group

on the lid ; the casket itself may have proceeded from an carher artist,

but hardly from any other than a Praenestine, for the use of these casket3

•was substantially confined to Praeneste.
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of the graving of antiquity bears the stamp of an art so

finished in its beauty and characterization, and yet so per-

fectly pure and chaste, as the Ficoroni cista.

The general character of Etruscan works of art is, on

the one hand, a sort of barbaric extravagance in
CliJiractGr of
Etruscan material as well as in style ; on the other hand,

an utter absence of original development. Where

the Greek master lightly sketches, the Etruscan disciple

lavishes a scholar's diligence ; instead of the light material

and moderate proportions of the Greek works, there ap-

pears in the Etruscan an ostentatious stress laid upon the

size and costliness, or even the mere singularity, of the

work. Etruscan art cannot imitate without exaggerating

;

the chaste in its hands becomes harsh, the graceful effemi-

nate, the terrible hideous, and the voluptuous obscene ; and

these features become more prominent, the more the origi-

nal stimulus falls into the background and Etruscan art

finds itself left to its own resources. Still more surprising

is the adherence to traditional forms and a traditional style.

Whether it was that a more friendly contact with Etruria

at the outset allowed the Hellenes to scatter there the seeds

of art, and that a later epoch of hostility impeded the in-

troduction of the more recent developments of Greek art,

or whether, as is more probable, the intellectual torpor that

rapidly came over the nation was the main cause of the

phenomenon, art in Etruria remained substantially station-

ary at the primitive stage which it had occupied on its first

entrance. This, as is well known, forms the reason why
Etruscan art, the stunted daughter, was so long regarded

as the mother, of Hellenic art. Still more even than the

rigid adherence to the style traditionally transmitted in the

older branches of art, the sadly inferior handling of those

branches that came into vogue afterwards, particularly of

sculpture in stone and of copper-casting as applied to coins,

shows how quickly the spirit of Etruscan art evaporated.

Equally instructive are the painted vases, which are found

in so enormous numbers in the later Etruscan tombs. Had
these come into current use among the Etruscans as early

26*
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as the metal plates decorated with contouring or the painted

terra-cottas, beyond doubt they would have learned to manu-

facture them at home in considerable quantity, and of a

quality at least relatively good ; but at the period at which

this luxury arose, the power of independent reproduction

wholly failed—as the isolated vases provided with Etrus-

can inscriptions show—and they contented themselves with

buying instead of making them.

But even within Etruria there appears a further remark-

able distinction in artistic development between
Nortli
Etruscan the northern and southern districts. It is South

Etruscan Etruria, particulai-ly iti the districts of Caere,
^^^'

Tarquinii, and Volci, that has preserved the great

treasures of art which the nation boasted, especially in

fz-escoes, temple decorations, gold ornaments, and painted

vases. Northern Etruria is fiir inferior ; no painted tomb,

for example, has been found to the north of Chiusi. The

most southern Etruscan cities, Veii, Caere, and Tarquinii,

were accounted in Roman tradition the primitive and chief

seats of Etruscan art ; the most northerly town, Volater-

rae, with the largest territory of all the Etruscan commu-

nities, stood most of all aloof from art. While a Greek

semi-culture prevailed in South Etruria, Northern Etruria

was marked by the absence of all culture. The causes of

this remarkable contrast may be sought partly in differ-

ences of race—South Etruria being largely peopled in all

probability by non-Etruscan elements (p. 169)—partly in

the varying intensity of Hellenic influence, which must

have made itself very decidedly felt at Caere in particular.

The fact itself admits of no doubt. The more injurious on

that account must have been the early subjugation of the

southern half of Etruria by the Romans, and the Roman-

izing—which there began very early—of Etruscan art.

What Northern Etruria, confined to its own efi^orts, was

able to produce in the way of art, is shown by the copper

coins which mainly belong to it.

Let us now turn from Etruria to glance at Latium.
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The latter, it is true, created no new art ; it was

^f^Lato^art
reserved for a far later epoch of culture to de-

velop on the basis of the arch a new architecture

different from the Hellenic, and then to unfold in harmony

with that architecture a new style of sculpture and paint-

ing. Latin art is nowhere original and often insignificant

;

but the fresh sensibility and the discriminating tact, which

appropriate what is good in others, constitute a high artistic

merit. Latin art seldom became barbarous, and in its best

products it comes quite np to the level of Greek technical

execution. We do not mean to deny that the art of Latium,

at least in its earlier stages, had a sort of dependence on

the certainly earlier Etruscan (p. 312) ; Varro may be quite

right in supposing that, previous to the execution by Greek

artists of the clay figures in the temple of Ceres (p. 607),

only " Tuscanic " figures adorned the Roman temples ; but

that, at all events, it was mainly the direct influence of the

Greeks that led Latin art into its proper channel, is self-

evident, and is very obviously shown by these very statues

as well as by the Latin and Roman coins. Even the ap-

plication of graving on metal in Etruria solely to the toilet

mirror, and in Latium solely to the toilet casket, indicates

the diversity of the art-impulses that affected the two lands.

It does not appear, however, to have been exactly at Rome
that Latin art put forth its freshest vigour ; the Roman
asses and Roman denarii are far surpassed in fineness and

taste of workmanship by the Latin copper, and the rare

Latin silver, coins, and the masterpieces of painting and

design belong chiefly to Praeneste, Ardea, and Lanuvium.

This accords completely with the realistic and sober spirit

of the. Roman republic which we have already described

—

a spirit which can hardly have prevailed with equal inten-

sity in other parts of Latium. But in the course of the

fifth century, and especially in the second half of it, there

was a mighty activity in Roman art. This was the epoch,

in which the construction of the Roman arches and Roman
roads began ; in which works of art like the she-wolf of

the Capitol originated ; and in which a distinguished man
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of an old Roman patrician clan took up his pencil to em-

bellish a newly constructed temple and thence received the

honorary surname of the " Painter." This was not acci-

dent. Every great age lays its grasp on all the powers of

man ; and, rigid as were Roman manners, strict as was

Roman police, the impulse received by the Roman burgesses

as masters of the peninsula or, to speak more correctly, by
Italy united for the first time as one state, became as evident

in the stimulus given to Latin and especially to Roman art,

as the moral and political decay of the Etruscan nation was

evident in the decline of art in Etruria. As the mighty

national vigour of Latium subdued the weaker nations, it

impressed its imperishable stamp also on bronze and on

marble.



APPENDIX.

THE PATRICIAN CLAUDII.

[This paper, wliicli was subjoined to the former English

edition of the History as exhibiting the grounds whicli had

induced Dr. JTommsen to modify the views given in that and

the earlier German editions regarding Appius Claudius the de-

cemvir and Appius Claudius the censor, may retain a place here

as more fully explaining the views now embodied in the text.

It was read at the sitting of the Prussian Academy on March 4,

18G1, and has since been reprinted among the author's Edmische

Forschungen. I have given it almost entire.-f-Tj:.]

The patrician clan of the Chmdii, probably one of the gentes

maiores, played a leading part in tlie history of Rome for five

hundred years. Our object in this inquiry is to arrive at a

proper estimate of its political position.

We are accustomed to regard this Claudian gens as the very

incarnation of the patriciate, and its leaders as the champions of

tlie aristocratic party and of the conservatives in opposition to

the plebeians and the democrats; and this view, in fact, already

pervades the works which form our authorities. In the little,

indeed, which we possess belonging to the period of the repub-

lic, and particularly in the numerous writings of Cicero, there

occurs no hint of the kind ; for the circumstance that Cicero in

one special instance (ad Fam. iii. 7, 5), when treating of the

persons of Appius and Lentulus, uses Appietas and Lentulitas

as—what they were—superlative types of the Roman nobility,

by no means falls under this category. It is iu Livy that we

first meet with the view whicli is now current. At the very
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beginning of his "work the Olaudii are introduced as ih.Qfamilia

supcrlissima ac crudelissima in plebem Bomanam (ii. 56), and

throughout tlie first decad, whenever an ultra aristocrat is need-

ed, a Claudius appears on the stage. For instance, the very first

consul of this name, Appius Claudius consul in 259, is contrasted

with the gentle Servilius as vehementis ingenii vir (ii. 23 seq.)^

and it was no fiiult of his that on the secession of the plebs to

the Sacred Mount the quarrel was not decided by arms (ii. 29).

The next consul of this gens^ in 283, vehemently opposes the

Publilian law as to the election of the tribunes of the pleba by

the tribes, while his colleague—on this occasion a Quinctius

—

vainly counsels moderation (ii. 56). The third consul C. Clau-

dius, in 294, unreasonably obstructs the law for preparing a na-

tional code, which his colleague of the Valerian gens had shortly

before his glorious death promised to the people (iii. 19) ; and

although this C. Claudius, as compared with the still more hate-

ful decemvir Appius, plays a mediating and conciliatory part, he

afterwards in the dispute regarding the conubium contends for

the most extreme aristocratic view (iv. 6). The son of the de-

cemvir, who was military tribune in 330, although there is

notliing to be told about him, is not allowed to pass with-

out mention of his hereditary hatred towards the tribnnes

and the plebs (iv. 36). The same character is ascribed on dif-

ferent occasions to the grandson of the decemvir, who was mili-

tary tribune in 351 and perhaps consul in 405 (iv. 48, v. 2—6,

20) ; and in the discussions on the Licinio-Sextian laws a de-

tailed defence of the government of the nobility is placed in his

mouth (vi. 40, 41, comp. vii. 6). Lastly, on occasion of the cen-

sorsliip of Caecns the annalist once more sums up the roll of the

Claudian sins (ix. 34).

The Claudii are treated in a similar style by Dionysius on

these same occasions and a number of others : it is needless to

enumerate here the several passages, or to dwell on the speeches

in the senate attributed to them, so intolerable from their in-

sipid wordiness.

The authors of the time of Tiberius, Valerius Masimus and

Velleius, naturally indulge in no invectives against the Claudian

house ; but Tacitus again speaks, just like Livy and Dionysius,

of the vetus atque insita Glaudiae familiae sujjerlia {Ann. i. 4)

;

and Suetonius in his Lives of the Caesars (Tih. 2) snys still more
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expressly, that all the patrician Claudii, with the exception of

the trihune of the people P. Clodius, had heen conservative

(pptimates) and the most zealous champions of the standing and

poU'erofthe patriciate as opposed to the plehs. These testi-

monies add no strength to the proof. The later Romans de-

rived their views of men and things under the republic entirely

from Livy—that remarkable writer, who, standing on the con-

fines of the old and new periods, still possessed on the one hand

the republican inspiration witliout which the history of the

Roman repi;blic could not be written, and, on the other hand,

was sufficiently imbued with the refined culture of the Augustan

age to work up the older annals, which were uninteresting in

conception and rude in composition, into an elegant narrative

written in good Latin. The combination of these qualities pro-

duced a book whicli is still as readable now as it was well-nigh

two thousand years ago, and this must be reckoned no mean

praise ; but the annals of Livy are no more a history in the true

sense of the term—in the sense in which Polybius wrote history

—than the annals of Fabius. A certain systematic aim is ob-

servable in his work ; but that aim is not historical, tjacing the

causes and effects of things ; it is poetical, demanding a narrative

unbroken by historic doubts, and requiring representative men
and more pa,rticularly leading champions of the political parties.

Thus he needed, by way of contrast to the liberal-conservative

Valerii, a prototype of the proud patrician clans; and, if he and

in like manner Dionysius—whether after the precedent of some

earlier annalist, or of their own choice (a point to which we
shall hereafter advert)—have used the Claudii for this purpose,

their representations must not be held as absolutely binding on

the historical inquirer. Materials for a revision of their judg-

ment in this respect are not wholly wanting : in fact, from the

honesty with which Livy reproduces the positive accounts whicli

lay before him, most of the materials of this nature have been

preserved by him, while Dionysius with his affectation of criti-

cal sagacity has in this instance effaced every trace of the

genuine truth.

Among the general characteristics of the Olaudian gem
nothing strikes us so much as the fact, that no notable patrician

clan has given to the community so few famous warriors as the

Olaudian house, although it flourished for so many centuries.
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Suetonius * records among the honours of t ];e clan six triumphs

and two ovations ; of the former four can be pointed out with

certainty, viz. that of Appius Crassus over the Picentes in 486,

tliat of Gains Nero over Hasdrubal in 647, that of Gaius Pulcher

over the Istrians and Ligurians in 577, and that of Appius

Pulcher over the Sahissi in 611 ; of the latter one, viz. that of

Appius over the Oeltiberians in 580 ; the missing triumph or

missing ovation was perhaps that of the dictator in 392. But,

as is well known, there was not among the Romans one general

in ten triumphators ; and of the triumphs just named one alone

commemorated an important military success—the gain of the

battle of Sena by the two consuls M. Livius and C. Nero ; the

latter, moreover, belonged to a collateral branch of the patri-

cian house little spoken of in the republican period, the Claudii

Neroneg. Among the Claudii proper there is not a single sol-

dier of note, and it can be proved that tbe most important of

them did not owe their rei>utation to their services in the field.

How far different was the cas-e with the noble houses of equal

standing with the Claudii, such as the Fabii, Aemilii, Cornelii

!

On the other hand, no gens of the Eoman nobility displayed

so much activity in science and literature from the earliest times

as the Olaudiau house. From the decemvir Appius Claudius

proceeded, as is well known, the Roman code of law, which, as

the oldest Roman book, as mo^lelled after the laws of Solon, and

as including the earliest calendar that was publicly promulgated,

exercised in a literary and scientific point of view the deepest

and most permanent influence. To the achievements of the

censor Appius Claudius in this respect we shall return. Even in

subsequent times, when culture was general, there are various

evidences that the patrician Claudii continued to have at heart

Lhe interests of science. I may refer to tlie difl^'erent aedileships

jf men of this j7cn«, which form epochs in the liistory of the the-

atre ; to the adept in the Greek mysticism v/ho was contempo-

rary with Cicero, Appius Claudius consul in 700, and his Eleu-

sinian Propylaeum, the votive inscription of which has been re-

cently found ; t and to the emperors Tiberius and Claudius,

* Tih. 1 : Patricia gens Claudia—diiodelriginla conculaltts, dictaluras quinque,

eensuras septem, triumphos sex (or septem), diias ovationes adepta est , . .

t Corp. Inscr. Lat. I. n. 619.
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both of whom cherisliecl a deeper interest in philology and

archaeology tlian is common witli princely dilettanti.

It will be allowed that neither of these observations tells ex-

actly in favour of the current view of the Claudian family. The

aristocratic party at all times set a higher value on martial prow-

ess than on mental gifts ; democracy on the contrary, and above

all the Eoman democracy down to a late ago, sought its sphere

in the Forum beyond the reach of the sword, and found powerful

levers in science and art. How is all this reconcilable with the

familia superMfsima ac crudelissima in plebem Eomanam ? And
various other considerations might be adduced. The statement

that the Olaudii only migrated to Eome in the sixth year after the

expulsion of the kings is not merely untrustworthy as to date,

but decidedly at variance with the requirements of republican

state law ; moreover the Claudian gens, wliich gave its name to

a Roman tribe, and which appears at an early date in the Fasti,

cannot possibly have migrated to Rome at so recent a period.

But, apart from the date, the fact itself of the migration of the

Claudii from Sabina is attested by a highly credible family tra-

dition; and it is a surprising circumstance that this same patri-

cian clan, which was almost the only one to preserve and to

value the recollection of its having come from abroad, should

have furnished the champion of the native patricians. The

Claudii, too, were almost the only patrician gens which had a

counterpart of the same name and of kindred origin among the

old plebeian nobility ;
* for that more than a more nominal kin-

ship was assumed to exist between the patricinn Claudii and

the plebeian Marcelli, is attested by the competing claims of the

two houses in the cas-e of heritages passing to gentiles (Cic. de

Oral. i. 39, 176). One would think that this relation must have

constituted a connecting bond between the patricinn Claudii and

the plebs rather than the reverse.

But general considerations of this sort do not determine the

n'.fttter. The question depends on the political position which

the prominent men of the Claudian gens took up, and by which

they determined that of the whole clan, so far as in the case of

the latter we can speak of such a position at all. Now of such

prominent men the Claudian clan in the earlier centuries of the

* The Veturii alono •wore in the same position.
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republic produced two,—Appius the Decemvir and Appius the

Censor: of the other Claudii of this epoch we know, laying

aside idle inventions, just about as much as we know of the

Egyptian kings—their names and their years of office. "We shall

have to treat accordingly in the first instance of the two former,

and then to subjoin what is to be said regarding the far less im-

portant Claudii of later regular history.

Tlie accounts given in the annals which have reached us

regarding the Ap. Claudius who was consul in 283 and decem-

vir in 303 can certainly make no claim to historical credibility,

and are still more corrupted and disfigured than other accounts

of the same epoch. Authors, who record under the year 284

the death of the man who was decemvir twenty years after-

wards, will receive credit from nobody when they report his

speeches in the Forum and the senate and the history of his ira-

peacliment. Yet the most important facts relating to the origin

of the Twelve Tables are as little doubtful as the Twelve Tables

themselves ; and in this case it is not dilficult to separate a his-

torical kernel from the loose tissue of fable. First of all, it is

clear and undisputed that the committal of the public law to

writing was a measure directed agninst the patrician magistrates

and consequently against the patrician government itself. More-

over, it is no less certain that the decemvirs were not all patri-

cians. For, if there is anything good and reliable in what has

been handed down to us, the list of magistrates is so ; and wo
know also the patrician clans sufficiently to be certain that,

while the decemvirs first nominated were all patricians, of those

elected in 304 at least the three described by Dionysius (s. 58)

as plebeian, and probably two others—or, in other words, one-

half—were plebeians. The circumstance that Livy in his narra-

tive itself says nothing of the quality of the members of this col-

yege, and afterwards in a speech (iv. 3) calls all the decemvirs

patricians, is of no moment. Niebuhr, who did not fail to see

the conclusive force of the evidence in favour of the plebeian

character of a portion of the second decemvirs, supposed (and

Schwegler assents to his view) that the first and second decem-

virate were different in kind,—the former being an extraordin-

ary legislative commission, the latter a college of arclions or-

ganised as a permanent institution and composed of both ordei's.

But this hypothesis is opposed to all tradition, as well as to all
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probability; the two sets of magistrates occurring in so close

succession, both occupied with the preparation of the legal code,

and both comprehended under the same title decemviri consulari

impcrio legibvs serihiindis in the roll of magistrates, must liave

been in constitutional law homogeneous. Consequently nothing

remains but the hypothesis that the decemvirate stood open from

the first to both orders ; and tliis view is necessarily demanded

by the analogy of tlie military tribunate consulari fotenstate. For

the essential features— the substitution of a larger number of

magistrates for the pair, and the assigning to these magistrates

not the title and rank of consul witli the relative honours (right

to celebrate a triumph and to carry images of ancestors), but

only delegated consular power—are common to the military

tribunate and the decemvirate ; and, as the military tribunrtn

was notoriously organised in this way just in order to make the

supreme magistracy, but not the highest honours of that ma-

gistracy, accessible to the plebeians, the decemvirate cannot well

be conceived otherwise than common from the first to both

orders. The fact that the first college consisted exclusively of

patricians is not inconsistent with this hypothesis, but agreeable

to all analogy ; the military tribunate in like manner, although

always common in law, remained practically fur many years in

the hands of the patricians. Lastly, Livy himself narrates the

course of the matter as if the plebs had demanded at first a com-

mission composed of plebeians, and then one in which the two

orders were ti) be mixed (iii. 9, 5 ; iii. 31, 7 pleleiae leges), and

yet the ten commissioners were at last chosen from the patri-

cians : placet ereari decemviros—admhcerenturne pleiei, contro-

versia aliquamdiu fuit ; postremo concessum patribus, modo ne

lex Icilia de Aventino aliaeque sacratae leges dbrogarentvr (iii.

31). It is easy to see how the older view has here been not

really altered, but merely obscured by the omission of the cir-

cumstance that the plebeians carried their demand for the ap-

pointment of a mixed magistracy. "What was true of the elec-

tion, viz., that patricians only were fixed upon, was erroneuusly

jeferred to the institution itself—an error which might be the

more readily excused, as the point related not to a magistracy

that was often to recur, but to a college which was to finish

within its year of office the compilation of the code for which
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preparations had long been making, and consequently was to be

elected only once.

If we reflect on these surely-established facts, first, that the

obtaining of a written body of law was in itself a severe defeat

of the nobility, and secondly, that men of both orders might be

and were placed on the legislative commission and the eligibility

of the plebeians to the supreme magistracy was in its case first

legally and practically recognised, it is plainly preposterous to

make the head of the decemvirate the leader of the patrician

party. This, however, is what Livy has done ; but that the

older annals, characterised by less of literary taste and by a

more vivid realisation of the matters which they narrate, did

not give any such version, may be proved from his own pages.

He introduces his narrative of the second decemvirate by the

remark that a new spirit had possessed Appius and the furious

patrician had all at once become a mob-courtier {plebicola^ iii.

33)—that, surrounded by the leading men of the plebs, the Du-

ellii and Icilii, ho had appeared in the Forum, and liad by vile

demagogic arts carried his re-election for the next year and the

nomination of men of little standing as his colleagues (iii. 36).

By this view Livy thenceforth abides on the Avhole, although he

now and again falls back on the earlier, representing the decem-

virs for instance as afterwards appearing with a retinue of young

patricians and perpetrating their deeds of violence under its pro-

tection (iii. 37). This new spirit, which is alleged to have

strangely taken possession of Appius at the close of 303, is

evidently none other than that which has been eliminated

from his character by the misrepresentations of later histo-

rians but is ascribed to him by the earlier annals generally,

and alone befits the part that he played—the spirit of a patri-

cian demagogue who ends as a tyrant to patricians as well as

plebeians. How much in the story of his fall is historical, and

what may have been the real incidents of the process of Ver-

ginia—the murder of Siccius seems to have been a late addi-

tion—cannot of cour-e be ascertained, and is a matter of com-

parative indifference ; but the import of that story of Yerginia,

given in Diodorus and consequently proceeding from Fabius,

may be easily perceived, and is significant enough, even should

it be an invention. The unjust judicial sentence pi-ononnced in

his own personal interest, not in that of his order, the coming
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forward of the complaisant accommodating retainer, the greedy

lust from which the burgher-maiden only saves her honour in

death—these are well-known traits iu the picture of the ancient

tyrannus; and, iu fact, the charge of usurping the tyrannis is

brought up very distinctly in many passages by Livy against the

second decemvirs generally (iii. 36 ; decern regum species erat^ c.

32 ; id vero regnum liaud dtibie vide'ri, c. 39 ; decern Tarqumios.

The emperor Claudius also speaks of decemvirale regnum on the

Lyons Tables, i. 33). There was certainly good reason also for

placing the demagogic gem of the Icilii in the foreground both

at the second election of Appiiis and at the catastrophe. The

oldest annals, written in a patrician spirit, showed at this point

—when they were compelled to relate the momentous -victory

of tlio plebs over the nobility—by an instructive example, wliut

fruit the people themselves derived from such a success of the

popular party; how every demagogue naturally turns into a

tyrant; how the honest plebeian, who had helped to place Ap-

pius in the judgment seat, himself suffered most at the hands of

the judge ; and how the plebs, thoroughly cured of its blindness

by such consequences of its own act, took up arms against the

self-con&tituted tyrant, was brought back by its true aristocratic

protectors, the Valerii and Horatii, to that old constitution

which could alone give happiness, and at length received from

them as a free gift the real prize for which the plebs had con-

tended, but which the demagogues who had turned tyrants had

neglected to confer—the completion of the legal code. This no

doubt is not history ; but it approaches nearer to reality than

the Avell-written but ill-concocted ejndeixis of Livy.

Respecting Appius Claudius Caecus, censor in 442, consul in

447 and 458, the accounts are both more trustworthy and more

copious. Niebuhr has already formed a judgment substantially

correct regarding him, and I have in my history of Eome given

a short sketch of him, in the main outlines of which I have no

occasion to make any change, although, in consequence of my
not then possessing an insight into the very peculiar character

of the traditional accounts of the Claudii, there are various mis-

apprehensions in the details. He was not only no representa-

tive of conservative tendencies, but a decided revolutionist,

although he employed the forms and handles furnished by the

constitution for the purpose of overthrowing it. Let us briefly
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review the accounts handed down in regard to him. First of all,

the story of his blindness has perhaps arisen solely from the

misunderstanding of a surname. That the current story, which

represents him as struck with blindness by Hercules on account

of a sacrilegious offence committed in his censorship of 442, is

absurd in reference to a man who was twice afterwards consul,

has long been seen ; and it is also evident that the version of

Diodorus (xx. 10), according to which he feigned himself blind

in order that he might have a suitable pretext for keeping aloof

from the senate whicii was hostile to him, is simply a second

absurdity which has arisen out of a perception of the first. The

view now usually adopted, that Appius had grown blind in his

old age, is inconsistent with the Oapitoline Fasti, which already

under 442 register him as A'p. Claudius G.f. A2). n. Caecus ; for,

as they distinctly specify surnames acquired after entering on

office as such (recording, for instance, in the very case of his

colleague, G. Plautius G.f. G. n. qui in hoc honore Vcnox ap-

pellahts est), their compilers appear to have regarded Gaecus as

a simple cognomen, and the fa<;t of his being blind at all is thus

rendered doubtful. It is possible, indeed, that they may either

have fallen into an error or may have wished in this way to

avoid those absurdities of the older annals, and that the current

hypothesis may still be the truth ; certainty is not on such a

question to be attained.

Of the martial deeds of Appius there is little to tell. Al-

thougli lie was once dictator, twice consul, and twice praetor,

and took the field against the Samnites and Etruscr.ns, and

although his activity fell within the epoch of Eome'a greatest

military glory, yet he never triumphed. lie built a temple to

Bellona ; but it is well known that man not unfrequently pays

the most zealous homage to the divinity that scorns him. Tiie

really significant activity of Appius belongs to tha field of civil

life. In particular, that speech of the venerable old ma)i who
had long retired from all state affairs, which vanquished the

first Greek diplomatist that appeared in the Eoman senate, and

at a decisive moment gave fresh courage and power to the

Roman government—tlie speech against Pyrrhns—remained in-

delibly engraven on the memory of posterity. This result was
p.ivtly due to tlie fact that it was the first si>eech which, so far

ss we know, Avas committed to writing in Rome—at least Cicero,
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who read it, had no doubt of its genuineness. Nor have we
any reason to regard his poetical " sayings " {senteniiae)^ which

Panaetius had read, as spurious; they were maxims of a general

nature, such as that " lie who gets a sight of a friend forgets his

grief" (Prise, viii. 18), and the well-known saying, " every one

is the architect of his own fortune " (Sallust, de Ord. Rep. i. 1)

;

when Cicero called them Pythagorean, he was undoubtedly

thinking of the pseudo-Pythagorean " Golden-Words," and this

oldest Latin poem must in fact have been formed under the in-

fluence of such Greek collections. He is said also to have intro-

duced the practice of writing the r between two vowels instead

of the earlier s (Dig. i. 2, 2, 36), and to have banished the use

of 2,* doubtless bringing the writing into conformity v/ith the,

pronunciation. The same bold and far-seeing spirit of innova-

tion, which is discernible in his literary activity, marks also his

political career; and it is remarkable how he in this respect

walks in the steps of his great- great-grandfather, the decemvir.

The publication of tlie legis actiones, which was carried out by
his clerk Cn. Flavins, beyond all doubt at his suggestion—by
some indeed it was attributed to himself (Dig. I. c.) was vir-

tually tlie publication of a revised and enlarged code. The

Twelve Tables, indeed, were in substance a regulation of civil pro-

cedure ; and the object in both cases, as in all similar instances,

was to emancipate tlie humble burgess from dependence on the

caprice of the aristocratic magistrate and on tlie advice of the no

less aristocratic men of lore, by means of a written code acces-

sible to all. The same remark applies to the Fasti, which at

that time were still in the main what the name indicate?, a list

of court days : as the calendar had been an integral part; of the

Twelve Tables, it now became a part of the legal directory of

Flavius, "and was diffused along with the latter in tbe form of a

book.

A mere notice may suffice for the innovations of Appius in

ritual matters ; viz., tlio transference of the public worship ot

Hercules in the Forum Boarium from the ge7is of the Potitii to

the charge of public slaves, and the ejection of the guild of

* Mart. Cap. i. 3, § 261, Kopp. : z idirco Appius Claudius deteslaltir, quod

deitcs movlui dum cxprimitur imitalur, where wc should perhaps rend dentis mor-

su;. Appius, it is probable, only assigned (or was alleged to have assigned) this

as a reason for the l)aiiiBhmciit of the z from the language and writing.
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tilicines from the temple of Jupiter, wliicli in the following year

led to the well-known qnarrel so happily ended by the jocose

diplomatic intervention of the Tiburtines and the yielding of

the senate.

The conversion of tlie bnrgess-qualification hitherto in force

from landed property into a money-rating was materially modi-

fied by the snccessor of Appiusin the censoi'sliip, the great Quiu-

tns Fabius; but enough of his innovations remained both as re-

gards xhe, comitia trihuta anti the comitia centuriata, hut move
especially the latter, to associate the censorship of Appiiis with

perhaps the most material constitutional change which ever took

place in republican Rome. The nomination of sons of freedmen

as senators, the omission to purge the senatorial and equestrian

rolls of disreputable and infamous individuals, and the election,

at the suggestion of Appius, of his clerk Cn. Flavius the son of

a freedman to a curule office ; the spending of the moneys accu-

mulated in the treasury, without the previous sanction of the

senate, on magnificent structures called—a thing hitherto un-

heard of—after the builder's name ; the Appian aqueduct and

the Appian highway; lastly, his prolongation of the censorship

beyond the legal term of eighteen months ; are each and all

measures diametrically opposed to Eoman conservatism and to

Roman reverence for the constitution and for use and wont,

and belonging to the most advanced demagogism—measures

which savour more of Oleisthenes and Pericles than of a states-

man of the Roman commonwealth. " Such a character," Kie-

buhr aptly remarks, " would not snrpi-ise us in the history of

Greece ; in that of Rome it appcai-s very strange." It is not

my intention at present to do more than merely to indicate

these several undertakings of Appius, which in general are sufli-

ciently well known, and which could not be adequately esti-

mated without lengthened and minute explanation. I shall

only advert to a general opinion regarding the character of his

proceedings in the censorship, and to an isolated notice which

has not hitherto been correctly apprehended. The opinion to

which I refer is that of Fabius, preserved by Diodorus (xx. 36).

He says under the year 444-5, " One of the censors of this year,

Appius Claudius, on whom his colleague was entirely dependent,

disturbed many matters of use and wont, for, grr.tifying the

multitude, he troubled himself little about the senate." The
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notice to which I refer occurs in Suetonius (2V&. 2). In enumer-

ating the injuries done by the Olaudii to the commonwealth, he

says, Claudius Drusus, statua sibi diademata ad Appi Forum
posita, Italeni per clientelas occupare temptavit. According to

the order in which this statement occurs, it falls between the

decemvirate and the first Punic war. It has at all times, and

very justly, excited extreme suspicion ; few perhaps will be in-

clined with Niebuhr to hold it, simply as it stands, as historical,

and to see in this Claudius Drusus an otherwise totally unknown

tyrant of Italy. The name in fact is demonstrably corrupt, not

only because Claudii Drusi do not occur elsewhere, but more

especially because Suetonius after discussing the paternal ances-

tors of the emperor Tiberius passes on to the maternal and

treats minutely of the LiviiDrusii and of the origin of that cog-

nomen. He could not but have noticed so singular a coincidence

of the two families in the possession of a cognomen anything

but frequent, had that name of Claudius Drusus been the real

one ; while on the other hand the subsequent occurrence of the

cognomen Drusus might lead a copyist to anticipate it at the

wrong place. How the passage should be amended, I know
not ; * in point of fact beyond all doubt no other can be meant

here but Appius Caecus ; for he not only falls in point of time

exactly within the requisite epoch and is the only one of all the

Olaudii against whom such a charge as that indicated by Sueto-

nius is rationally conceivable, but the Forum Appii, the present

Foro Appio between Treponti and Terracina not far from Sezza,

was itself, like the Appian way, a work of his—situated in the

middle of that immense embankment of hewn stone carried

across the Pomptine marshes, in the construction of which, as

Diodorus says, Appius exhausted the treasure of the state and

left an eternal monument to his name. To him alone could the

idea occur of having a statue erected to himself at this other-

wise inconsiderable place ; and it is further easy to understand

how the—at that time novel—institution of a market village

along the highway, and the naming of it after its originator,

might give rise to the allegation that its founder designed to

bring all Italy under his power by forming client-communities'.

* Perhaps It ran thus : Caecus rursus statua sibi diademata ad Appi Forum
posita Italiam per clientelas occupare temptavit.

27
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Valerius Maximus also assigns to Oaecus plurimas cUentelas (viii

13, 5).

The portrait of Caecus, as it has just been sketched, is deli-

neated in our tradition in strong, clear, mutually harmonious

lines. At the same time it must be added that it strictly suits

only Appius as censor ; in the two consulships which he held

after his censorship and in his other later activity we encounter

nothing more of that vehemently revolutionary spirit. It must

probably be assumed that he himself in his later years abandon-

ed the career on which he had entered at fiist, and became

reconciled in some measure to the existing conservative govern-

ment—if not, we do not see how he could have ended otherwise

than like the Gracchi or like Caesar. But though this be grant-

ed, it is clear that Appius Caecus was not, any more than the

decemvir Appius, an appropriate representative of the strict

aristocratic party; and Livy, when he treats Caecus in this

light, has certainly assigned to him a part most incongruous to

his character. It is necessary, not in order to complete our

vie'w of Caecus, but in order to perceive the character of Livy

and of that mode of writing history whicb he represents, that

we should dwell for a moment on the false colours with which

this Claudius like all the rest has been overlaid. I do not include

in this category the statement that the builder of the temple of

Bellona placed in it the escutcheons of his ancestors with a list

of the curule offices filled by each (Plin. R. JST. xxxv. 3, 12,

where this is erroneously referred to the consul of 259) ; aristo-

cratic pride is very compatible with the character of a Pericles,

and Caesar with all his demagogism boasted of his descent from

Venus. But the view given of tlie censorship of Appius, as we
read it in Livy (is. 29, 30, 33, 34), is very strange, not so much

on account of the occasional attacks on the "inborn arrogance"

of the Claudii, " that family destined by fate to quarrel with the

plebs " (ix. 29, 33), as because all his palpably demagogic mea-

sures are passed over in silence—a silence which is the more

evidently intentional, seeing that the most important of these,

the enrolment of persons who had no landed property in the

tribes, is afterwards mentioned incidentally under the censorship

ofFabius(x. Y). It is no less remarkable that Livy (x. 15) re-

presents Appius Caecus as again heading the opposition to the

Ogulnian law of 454, which abolished the last substantial privi-
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lege of the patricians as respected the great priestly colleges

;

and here, at the close of the whole strife between the orders,

once more contrasts him as the incai'nation of patricianism with

the figure of the pure plebeian hero Decius Mus. Nor is this

even enough. At the consular elections for 458 the same Appius

is said to have attempted nnconstitutionally to bring in a second

patrician Q. Fabius Rullianus, as consul along with himself, and

the project is said to have been thwarted solely by the loyal

magnanimity of the said Fabius (x. 15). A different, but analo-

gous story is given by Cicero {Bnit. 14, 65) ; according to which

Oaecus in the capacity of interrex presiding at the elections (he

filled this office according to Livy, x. 11, in 455—on which occa-

sion, however, as the first interrex he could not have conducted

the election—and according to his elogium on two other occa-

sions unknown to ns) is said to have rejected the votes given for

a plebeian consular candidate, and thus to have led the tribune

of the people, M'. Ourius, to propose a further restriction of pa-

trician privileges. That these evidently kindred stories are

highly incredible, is plain to every one conversant with the

matter ; how is it possible that, at a time when the patricians

had been divested almost without resistance of the last privileges

of their order, and when the plebeians had had their title to

share in the consulship not only constitutionally secured ever

eince men could remember, but also long confirmed by usage,

the idea of such a restoration should have entered the mind of a

mature statesman? And these accounts, in themselves more

than suspicious, are coupled with the names of men than whom
none could have been selected more unsuitable. The crazy pa-

trician, who brings forward those preposterous projects, is no

other than the censorial demagogue Appius Oaecus who was for

good reasons at bitterest feud with the ruling conservative party

;

and the person, whom he unconstitutionally selects as his col-

league for 458, is no other than Fabius EuUianus, who had

checked the unbounded demagogism of Appius on succeeding

nim in the censorship. We might be disposed fo recognise in

this one of those singular political conversions which have oc-

curred at various epochs in the history of the world. But, as

abrupt transition fi'om one party-extreme to another, and rene-

gade arrogance have at no time been regarded as specially

honourable, and as so much is said about Oaecus more especial-
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ly in the way of censure, such a change of sides, which must

have produced the greatest sensation, would certainly have been

prominently noticed in the accounts. But we nowhere meet

with any hint of the sort : on the contrary, we have seen even

the censorship of Appius, clearly as it bears on the face of it the

stamp of domagogisra, divested as far as possible of any such

character in the narrative of Livy. To this falls to be added

the spirit of perversion and invention hostile to the Olaudii

noticed at the outset as pervading the older annals generally.

The delineation of the character of Caecus—towards whom the

ninth and tenth books of Livy exhibit various traces of an alto-

gether peculiar hatred—cannot be separated from the history of

the trial and suicide of Appius Claudius, consul in 283, as told

by Dionysius and Livy, which has been demonstrated to be a

pure lie foreign to the earlier annals by the mention of the same

man in the Oapitoline Fasti twenty years later ; from those con-

stantly recurring consular and senatorial speeches of Olaudii

hostile to the people ; from that irrational misrepresentation of

the decemvir ; or, generally, from the whole class of anti-Olau-

dian stories. Nothing remains accordingly but the hypothesis

that the anti-popular anecdotes attached to the demagogue Oae-

cus—turning, it may be remarked, throughout on easily invented

trifles and nowhere affecting his leading and well-known actions

—have been designedly perverted or invented.

It thus appears that at a pretty early period a pencil not

merely hostile generally to the Olaudii, but specially assailing

them as the hereditary foes of progress and of democracy, has

been at work in the Roman annals, and has caricatured its por-

traits with more good-will than judgment. "Who it was that

wielded it, can only be guessed inferentially. That the earliest

annalists, and Fabius in particular, knew nothing of these lies, is

clear from what we have said above. On the other hand they

cannot well have originated with Livy ; this far from honourable

species of libel concealing itself under the falsifying of documents

is by no means consistent with the morally pure character of

his work, and besides there was no ostensible ground for it in

his case. For, when Livy wrote the first decad, there remained

no man of note belonging to the main stock of the patrician

Olaudii, and probably none of them remained at all except the

son of P. Olodius, who was utterly insignificant and was ruining
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himself by reckless debauchery ; the collateral branch of the

N'erones was then obscure, Tiberins the future emperor was still

a boy. Further, it is far from credible that Dionysius, whose

books are evidently pervaded by the same tendency, and who
professes to give us antidemocratic speeches of the Claudii even

in numerous cases when Livy is silent, should have in this

matter rested solely on Livy and invented in a similar spirit

what he did not find there. Besides, if the notice in Cicero's

Brutus has been correctly estimated above, this series of falsifi-

cations must have already existed in Cicero's time; but the

" Claudian arrogance " was certainly not yet at that time gen-

erally recognised and familiar, otherwise assuredly Cicero would

not have allowed so suitable a handle for invective against his

mortal enemy Clodius wholly to escape him. Lastly, these fal-

sifications bear on the face of them the stamp of a democratic

origin. Putting together all these indications, we may at all

events suggest a name to which the suspicion of having set afloat

these plebeian libels on the Claudian house may not without

warrant be attached. It is that of Liciniiis Macer. Macer was,

as is well known, a contemporary of Cicero, senior to him by a

few years (tribune of the people in 681, he died, after having

served the praetorship, in 688), a notorious democrat and the

author of ill written and not much read annals, which however,

it can be shown, formed a main authority both with Livy and

with Dionysius. I have shown in ray Ghronologie that this man,

who had been legally condemned for extortion and probably on

that account committed suicide, was hot only a thief, but at the

same time a thoroughly shameless falsifier. It is true that

nothing is known of any special quarrel between him and the

patrician Claudii; but all the latter were, in the period of Sulla

and the subsequent times, in the oligarchic camp and most de-

cidedly opposed to Macer and his party, and we may perhaps

even point out the individual who specially attracted the hatred

of the democrats. Few of the acts of Gains Claudius consul in

602 are recorded ; but his extraordinary influence in the state is

more than once (Cic. pro Plane. 21, 51, Brut. 45, 166) promi-

nently referred to in so striking a manner, that we may certain-

ly recognise him as one of the leaders of the senate at this time,

and one who may be presumed accordingly to have been speci-

ally obnoxious to the party of progress.

27*
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Until further investigation shall confirm or remove this sus-

picion resting on the credibility of Macer and the annalists who
derived their accounts from him, we may be allowed to regard

It as a reason for cautiously receiving whatever is connected

with his authority, especially seeing that it afiects a man whose

reputation is not thereby rendered worse than it is already.

It remains that we cast a glance at the Claudii of the later

purely historical times, and their political position. This, how-

ever, need not detain us long. For that there was no clan-

policy at all in the sense which not a few modern historians as-

sociate with the term, the inquiry which we havejust concluded

shows by an instructive example ; the far-famed Claudian policy

would seem, from that review, to have been nothing else than a

caricature invented by a partisan falsifier of history. In the

sixth and seventh centuries the Claudii had no remarkable

prominence ; the good and bad qualities which pretty uniformly

marked the Eoman oligarchy characterised them also, and there

are few of the numerous men of this family known to us in the

later times of the republic, as to whom we can tell more than

their names and titles. Of course the Claudii of this period

were, like the rest of the clans of the high nobility, generally

found in the conservative camp
;
yet no notable champion of

the oligarchy appeared among them, while there were various

men who professed oppositional sentiments or milder views

leaning to the popular side. This is especially the case with all

those, of whose characters any sketches or even any isolated

vivid traits have been preserved. The well-known stories re-

garding P. Pulcher consul in the first Punic war, who auda-

ciously killed the sacred fow-ls at Drepana and, in defiance of the

senate, nominated Glicia his former clerk as dictator, indicate

great insolence doubtless, but not aristocratic arrogance ; they

rather betoken that pride which disregards traditional views

and class-prejudices and is in fact truly democratic. In the

nomination of Glicia, which excited the utmost horror in all

genuine patricians for centuries, he was, beyond doubt, influ-

enced by the recollection that his ancestor Caecus had intro-

duced his clerk Plavius into the senate. C. Pulcher, when cen-

sor in 58o, prevented his colleague Ti. Gracchus from depriving

the freedmen by censorial authority of their right of suffrage,

because, as he affirmed, none could bo deprived of that right
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without a decree of the people (Liv, xlv. 15)—a course which

.vas very proper and highly commendable, but not specially oli-

garchic. Appius Claudius, consul in 611, is kuown as one of the

most conspicuous promoters of the agitation of the Gracchi ; he

himself along with the two Gracchi, the elder of whom was his

son-in-law, presided over the execution of the scheme of reform

as a commissioner for the distribution of land?. As to the tri-

bune of the people P. Olodius, the adopted son of the plebeian

Fonteius, it is hardly necessary to prove that he at least was no

pearl of conservatism. If, therefore, the very moderate meas-

ure of historical truth and importance, which lies at the root of

the hypothesis of a hereditary family policy, is to be in future

brought to bear on the case of the Olaudii, it will be well at

least utterly to abandon the current tradition, and to regard this

patrician house not as the defenders of an obdurate aristocracy,

but as the predecessors of the Gracchi and of Caesar. In this

respect the Claudii were justly called to ascend, in combination

with the Julian house, the imperial throne, and even on that

throne they did not wholly forget the traditional policy of their

clan ; for it is only in the light of that traditional policy that

we can rightly understand why Tiberius and Claudius declined

the title of Imperator, and various similar traits.

II.

THE TREATIES BETWEEIT ROME AND CARTHAGE.

The earliest treaty between Rome and Carthage, given by
Polybius, is stated to have been concluded Kara AevKtov ^lovviov

BpQxiTov Koi 'MdpKov 'Qparcov.* I have formerly endeavoured to

defend this date as documentary, but I have now to confess my-
self nustaken. Painful as it is to witness the disappearance ofthe

last star which seemed to light the anxious pilot in navigating

the dark seas of early history, an unprejudiced consideration

shows that the Polybian date is not documentary and is prob-

ably erroneous.

Respecting the treaties between Rome and Oarthage, •wo

* Polyl). iii. 22.
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have, in addition to the evidence of Polybius the following state-

ments :

40G TJ.c.—Diodorus,* undoubtedly on the authority of Fa-

bius : 'EttI Se Tovrav (under the consuls of this year) 'Ptu^ai'ot?

/LieV Tvpos KapxrjboVLOvs irparov a-vv'irJKai iyivovro, Livy: f

—

Cum
Carthaginienaibus legatis foedus ictum, cum amieitiam ac socie-

tatem petentes venissent.

488 TJ.c.—^Livy: J

—

Ctim Carthaginiensibus eodem anno foe-

dus tertio renovatum legatisqiie eorum, qui ad idvenerant, comiter

munera missa.

475 TJ. c.—Livy : §

—

Cum CartJiaginiensibus quartofoedus re-

novatum est. This treaty is indisputably the third of Polybius.

The inconsistency between Polybius on the one hand and

Fabius on the other is manifest. The former too says expressly

that even in his time the oldest men, and those most cognisant

of public matters in Eome and in Carthage, were unacquainted

with these documents,
|i
and, as on that account he excuses Phi-

linus for having remained ignorant of them, he must have held a

similar view regarding the expression of Fabius, that the treaty

of 406 was the first treaty between Eome and Carthage. On the

other hand Polybius by no means says—what he has often been

made to say—that he had himself discovered the documents

and that no one had made use of them before him. On the con-

trary, it is probable that they came to light on occasion of the

endless diplomatic negotiations which preceded the third Punic

war, and that it then became apparent that they were unknown
to the leading statesmen in the Eoman and Carthaginian senates.

Perhaps tliey were brought to light by Cato, who had sufficient

inducement to search for them in the Eoman archives, and who,

when he charged the Carthaginians with having six times be-

fore 536 broken their compacts with Eome,ir must have taken

* xvi. 69.

t vii. 27 ; and thenco Orosius, iii. 7 : primum illiid ictuvi cam Carthaginiensibus

foedus.

t ix. 43.

§ Ep. 13.

8 iii. 26, 2 ravra—Kaff nuas en Kal 'Fujiaioiv (cat Kopj^SovtoH' ot i7pe<r/3vTaTOt Koi

fidXidTa SoKovvTCi irepl ra KOivi (nrovSa^eiv tjyvoovv.

II Oato, Orig. I. iv. op. Noniurn, v. duodevicesimo p, 100 M. : Deinde duode-

vicesimo (ratter duoetvicesimo) anno post dimissum helium, quod qtuxUuor et

viginii annasfuU, Carthaginiensis scxlvm de focdere decernere. (rather dccessere).

The fifth breach of the peace was prohahly constituted in his vie'w by the oc-
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some trouble to ascertain the contents of the earlier treaties.

Polybius either gained his knowledge ofthem from the oral com-

munications of Cato or of some third person, or—as there is

nothing to prevent us from assuming—derived them from Oato's

historical work. Livy follows, as he so often does, different

authorities—as to 406 Fabius, as to 448 and 475 an authority

agreeing with Polybius *

The position of the testimony therefore is this : the one party

reckons the treaties of 245, 448, 475, as first, third, and fouith

;

the other reckons that of 406 as the first, and therefore, beyond

doubt, those of 448 and 475 as the second and third. In the

first place, the latter view is supported by the fact that it has the

older authorities in its favour. In the second place, it is evident

that there were in the Koman archives in Gate's time only two

treaties -with Carthage, which preceded that of 475; which

would suit very well, if that were the third, but not if it were

the fourth, treaty, especially as the missing treaty must have

been not the first, but either the second or the third, of the

four. In the third place, it would be very delightful to meet

with a document dating from the legendary period ; but on that

very account such an occurrence is far from probable.

"While all these considerations teU in favour of the earlier

and evidently more unbiassed tradition, in reality neither on in-

ternal nor external grounds can the Polybian date be vindicated.

The document does not bear internal traces of so great an anti-

(luity ; if it lay before us without date, we should simply infer

from it that it must be earlier than 416. That iu the seventh

century treaties of alliance had the date officially attached to

them, at least if they were concluded by the senate, is no doubt

evident from the treaty with the community of Astypalaea {Covp.

CTirrcnocs which led to the cession of Sardinia in 517, the fonrth by tlie declara-

tion of war in 490, the third by theattempt on Tarentum in 482. The first two

I know no means of determining. In reference to the number and order of the

treaties—to throw light on which the passage has often been employed—nothing

is deducible from it.

* The proposal to harmonise the statements of Livy by counting the diplo-

matic congratulations of the Carthaginians in 411 (Liv. vii. 43) as a second

treaty, simply substitutes one pioco of negligence for another, because Livy

ought to have said this, had he meant it. It is, moreover, highly improper,

when an inconsistency between Fabius and Polybius is established, to explain

away the traces of the same inconsistency in Livy.
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Inscr. Grace. 2485), and that relating to Asclepiades the Olazo-

menian and others (C. /. Or. 5879) ; but the age of this custom

is rot incontestably established, and the only inference which it

warrants is, that the first treaty with Cathage might, not that it

must, have been dated. Polybius himself by no means refers to

his statement of the year to this source which would dispel all

doubt, and moreover he specifies the time of the second and

third treaties in so general and reserved a manner, that in these

cases at least ho cannot possibly have found a specification of

the year. The circumstance (to which I was formerly disposed

to attach some weight) that the second treaty of Polybius seem-

ed not to suit the year 448 well, because Tyre after the time of

Alexander the Great can hardly have had the independent right

of stipulating with a foreign power, was of some importance, so

long as the choice between 406 and 448 seemed open: but the

constitutional relations subsisting between the Greek and Phoe-

nician mercantile cities and the crown of Asia, as well as those

between Tyre and Carthage, are far from being ascertained to

such an extent that on that ground we should refuse to believe

other important testimonies. The only grounds that remain are,

the impossibility of discovering the source of the mistake, and

the weight of the autliority of Polybius. But, desirable as it is,

with a view to complete conviction, to point out not only the

error, but also the truth from which every error proceeds, we
cannot possibly be required, in the case of such a specification of

time presenting itself wholly apart from its original connection,

to hold it as true until we have shown in what way tbe author

came by the erroneous number. Lastly, the authority of Poly-

bius is undoubtedly, in his own field of investigation, one of the

highest furnished to us by antiquity ; but in this case his ac-

count refers to an epoch which he did not seek independently to

investigate, and as to which he took his facts in good faith from

some Eoman work. He specifies the year of the foundation of

the city, and the duration of tbe reigns of the kings; but we do

not regard fables as converted into history because he has placed

them on record. Historical criticism must -therefore place tlio

first treaty between Korae and Carthage in 406, and the two

following, accordingly, in 448 and 475. It follows that no proof

can be drawn from the statement of Polybius in favour of the
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historical character of the pair of consuls marking the year at

the head of our list ; while conversely, after their unhistorical

character has been otherwise denaonstrated, the Polybian date

necessarily falls "with them.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUMB.
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